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PROGRAM AT A GLANCE

November 22
(Monday)

November 23
(Tuesday)

November 24
(Wednesday)

November 25
(Thursday)

November 26
(Friday)

8:00 – 10:00
Tutorial / W02 / W03 / 

W04 / W06 / W09

8:00 – 10:00
DSC / W01 / W07

/ W11 / W12

8:00 – 9:00
Keynote: Tiffany BARNES

9:00 – 9:40
Opening Ceremony

9:00 – 9:40
Theme-based 
Speaker (Jon 

MASON)

9:00 – 10:00
Parallel 

Sessions

9:00 – 10:00
Keynote: Gwo-Jen 

HWANG

9:40 – 10:00
DRA Speech

9:40 – 10:00
Parallel 

Sessions

10:00 – 10:20
Break

10:00 – 10:10
Break

10:10 – 11:10
Keynote: Kulthida TUAMSUK

10:10 – 11:20
Parallel 

Sessions

10:10 – 11:10
Parallel Sessions

10:20 – 12:00
Tutorial / W02 / W03 / 

W04 / W06 / W09

10:20 – 12:00
DSC / W01 / W07 / 

W11 / W12

11:00 – 12:30
Panel 3

11:10 – 12:30
Parallel Sessions

11:20 – 12:30
Parallel 

Sessions

11:10 – 12:00
Closing Ceremony

12:00 – 1:00
Lunch

12:00 – 1:30
Lunch

12:30 – 1:30
Lunch1:00 – 3:00

Student Wing Meeting
W02 / W05 / W06

W08 / W09

1:00 – 3:00
ECW / W01 / W07 / W10 

/ W12
1:30 – 2:50

Panel 2
1:30 – 2:50

Parallel
Sessions

1:30 – 2:30
Keynote: Pierre DILLENBOURG

1:00 – 3:30
EC Meeting

2:30 – 2:40
Break

2:50 – 3:00
Break

2:40 – 3:40
Panel 1

2:40 – 4:00
Parallel 

Sessions
3:00 – 3:20

Break
3:00 – 3:40

Theme-based 
Speaker (Ana 

María GIMENO 
SANZ)

3:00 – 4:00
Parallel

Sessions
3:20 – 5:00

SIG Leaders Meeting 
W02 / W05 / W06

W08 / W09

3:20 – 5:00
ECW / W01 / W07 / W10 

/ W12
4:00 – 5:30

Parallel Sessions
3:40 – 4:20

Theme-based 
Speaker 
(Baltasar 

FERNANDEZ-
MANJON)

4:00 – 4:30
Parallel 

Sessions

4:30 – 5:30
Posters / WIPP5:00 – 6:00

IPC Meeting

DSC: Doctoral Student Consortia        ECW: Early Career Workshop
W: Workshop WIPP: Work-in-progress Posters

All times are in Bangkok Time Zone



November 22 (Monday)
Time Room 1 Room 2 Room 3 Room 4 Room 5 Room 6

8:00 – 10:00

Tutorial - Kit-Build 
Concept Map: 

Effective Online 
Learning Through 

Concept Map 
Recomposition

Workshop 2 Workshop 3 Workshop 4 Workshop 6 Workshop 9

10:00 – 10:20 BREAK

10:20 – 12:00

Tutorial - Kit-Build 
Concept Map: 

Effective Online 
Learning Through 

Concept Map 
Recomposition

Workshop 2 Workshop 3 Workshop 4 Workshop 6 Workshop 9

12:00 – 1:00 LUNCH

1:00 – 3:00 Student Wing 
Meeting Workshop 2 Workshop 8 Workshop 5 Workshop 6 Workshop 9

3:00 – 3:20 BREAK

3:20 – 5:00 SIG Leaders 
Meeting Workshop 2 Workshop 8 Workshop 5 Workshop 6 Workshop 9

November 23 (Tuesday)
Time Room 1 Room 2 Room 3 Room 4 Room 5

8:00 – 10:00 DSC Workshop 1 Workshop 7 Workshop 11 Workshop 12

10:00 – 10:20 BREAK

10:20 – 12:00 DSC Workshop 1 Workshop 7 Workshop 11 Workshop 12

12:00 – 1:00 LUNCH

1:00 – 3:00 ECW Workshop 1 Workshop 7 Workshop 10 Workshop 12

3:00 – 3:20 BREAK

3:20 – 5:00 ECW Workshop 1 Workshop 7 Workshop 10 Workshop 12

5:00 – 6:00 IPC Meeting

November 24 (Wednesday)
Time Room 1 Room 2 Room 3 Room 4

9:00 – 9:40 Opening Ceremony

9:40 – 10:00 DRA Speech

10:00 – 10:10 BREAK

10:10 – 11:10 Keynote: Kulthida TUAMSUK

11:10 – 12:30 EGG-1 ALT/LA/DI-1 PTP-1

12:30 – 1:30 LUNCH

1:30 – 2:50

Panel 2 - Leveraging Student-
Generated Ideas (SGI) to 

facilitate socio-constructivist 
learning and conceptual 

change

AIED/ITS-1 TELL-1 PTP-2

2:50 – 3:00 BREAK

3:00 – 4:00

3:00 – 3:40
Theme-based Speaker 1:

Ana María GIMENO SANZ 
(C6)

AIED/ITS-2 PTP-3 CUMTEL-1

4:00 – 5:30 CSCL/LS-1 ALT/LA/DI-2 CUMTEL-2



November 25 (Thursday)
Time Room 1 Room 2 Room 3

8:00 – 9:00 Keynote: Tiffany BARNES

9:00 – 10:00 9:00 – 9:40
Theme-based Speaker (Jon MASON) AIED/ITS-3 CUMTEL-3

10:00 – 10:10 BREAK

10:10 – 11:20 11:00 – 12:30
Panel 3 - Seeking quality in EdTech 

solutions: Perspectives from across the 
ecosystem

AIED/ITS-4 ALT/LA/DI-3

11:20 – 12:30 CSCL/LS-2 ALT/LA/DI-4

12:30 – 1:30 LUNCH

1:30 – 2:30 Keynote: Pierre DILLENBOURG

2:30 – 2:40 BREAK

2:40 – 4:00
2:40 – 3:40

Panel 1 - The Role of Artificial Intelligence 
in STEM Education

3:40 – 4:20
Theme-based Speaker (Baltasar 

FERNANDEZ-MANJON)

EGG-2 TELL-2

4:00 – 4:30 PTP-4 ALT/LA/DI-5

4:30 – 5:30 Posters & WIPP

November 26 (Friday)
Time Room 1 Room 2 Room 3

9:00 – 10:00 Keynote: Gwo-Jen HWANG

10:00 – 10:10 BREAK

10:10 – 11:10 ALT/LA/DI-6 PTP-5

11:10 – 12:00 CLOSING CEREMONIES

12:00 – 1:30 LUNCH

1:00 – 3:30 EC Meeting



CONFERENCE PROGRAM
DSC: Doctoral Student Consortia        ECW: Early Career Workshop
W: Workshop        WIPP: Work-in-progress Posters
F      Full Paper (20 mins. presentation,  5 mins. Q&A)
S      Short Paper (10 mins. presentation, 5 mins. Q&A)
ES      Extended Summary (10 mins presentation + 5 mins Q&A)
D      Demo Paper
BOPN      Best Overall Paper Nominee
BSPN      Best Student Paper Nominee 
BTDPN    Best Technical Design Paper Nominee 

All times are in Bangkok Time Zone

22 November 2021 (Monday)
8:00 – 10:00 Tutorial: Kit-Build Concept Map: Effective Online Learning Through Concept Map Recomposition

Aryo PINANDITO, Hiroshima University, Japan, Universitas Brawijaya, Indonesia
Didik Dwi PRASETYA., Hiroshima University, Japan, Universitas Negeri Malang, Indonesia
Yusuke HAYASHI, Hiroshima University, Japan
Tsukasa HIRASHIMA, Hiroshima University, Japan

Room 1

Workshop W02: The 14th Workshop on Technology Enhanced Learning by Posing/Solving Problems/
Questions

Workshop Organizers:
Yusuke HAYASHI, Hiroshima University, Japan
Tsukasa HIRASHIMA, Hiroshima University, Japan
Kazuaki KOJIMA, Teikyo University, Japan
Tomoko KOJIRI, Kansai University, Japan
Jon MASON, Charles Darwin University, Australia
Antonija MITROVIC, University of Canterbury, New Zealand
Fu-Yun YU. National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan

Complete list of papers:
(Note that the actual sequence of presentations will be determined by the workshop organizers)

#W02-01 F: Adopting Online Teaching and Learning Utilizing AI Technology Enhancements Throughout 
the COVID-19 Pandemic and Beyond

Paul JENKINS, Nitin NAIK, Longzhi YANG

#W02-02 D: A Learning Game on the Structure of Arithmetic Story by Chained Sentence Integration
Kohei YAMAGUCHI, Yusuke HAYASHI, Tsukasa HIRASHIMA

#W02-03 S: Exploring the Effects of the Collaborative and Cooperative Test-construction Strategies
Chun-Ping WU

#W02-04 S: Adopting No-Code Methods to Visualize Computational Thinking
Derrick HYLTON, Shannon SUNG, Charles XIE

#W02-05 F: Co-construction of Question-Led Inquiries
Melvin FREESTONE, Jon MASON

#W02-06 F: The Design and Effects of Online Contextual Student Generated Questions for English 
Grammar Learning

Chih-Chung LIN, Fu-Yun YU

Room 2

Workshop W03: Applications of Artificial Intelligence, Data Science and Intelligent Systems for 
Educational Research and Development (AIDS-ED)

Workshop Organizers:
Assoc. Prof. Tossapon BOONGOEN, Mae Fah Luang University (MFU), Thailand

Co-organizers:
Prof. Qiang SHEN & Dr Changjing SHANG, Aberystwyth University, UK
Asst.Prof. Shao-Chen CHANG, Yuan Ze University, Taiwan
Prof. Taesu CHEONG, Korea University, South Korea
Assoc.Prof. Kraisak KESORN Naresuan University, Thailand
Asst.Prof. Chih-Hung CHEN, National Taichung University of Education, Taiwan

Room 3



22 November 2021 (Monday)
8:00 – 10:00 Workshop W03 Complete list of papers:

(Note that the actual sequence of presentations will be determined by the workshop organizers)

#W03-01 F: Adopting Online Teaching and Learning Utilizing AI Technology Enhancements Throughout 
the COVID-19 Pandemic and Beyond

Paul JENKINS, Nitin NAIK, Longzhi YANG

#W03-02 F: A Comparative Study of Missing Value Imputation Methods for Education Data
Phimmarin KEERIN

#W03-03 S: Learning Activities Diagnostic Model Based on Educational Data Mining of Online Social 
Media Behavior

Khwunta KIRIMASTHONG, Pakphoom PROMMOO

#W03-04 S: Improved Cluster Analysis for Graduation Prediction using Ensemble Approach
Patcharaporn PANWONG, Natthakan IAM-ON, James MULLANEY

Room 3

Workshop W04: Innovative Designs for Language Education : Transformative Technology Leadership
Chair Organizer: Dr. Bhornsawan INPIN, Mae Fah Luang University, Chiang Rai, Thailand
Co-Chair Organizers:
Xiong YUZHEN, Jinan University, China
Mei-Rong Alice CHEN, National Taiwan University of Science and Technology, Taiwan
Chi-Jen LIN, National Taiwan University of Science and Technology, Taipei, Taiwan
Phirunkhana PHICHIENSATHIEN, Mae Fah Luang University, Chiang Rai, Thailand

Organizers:
Teeraparp PREDEEPORCH, Mae Fah Luang University, Chaing Rai, Thailand
Nutdhavuth MEECHAIYO, Mae Fah Luang University, Chaing Rai, Thailand

Complete list of papers:
(Note that the actual sequence of presentations will be determined by the workshop organizers)

#W04-001: Developing and Evaluating a “Virtual Go Mode” Feature on an Augmented Reality App to 
Enhance Primary Students’ Vocabulary Learning Engagement

Yanjie SONG, Yin YANG, Ka Man LUNG

#W04-002: Thai-Chinese Interpretation Online Course Design-Identifying and accommodating learners’ 
needs

Fang YUAN, Kanlaya KHAOWBANPAEW

#W04-003: “How Do You Build a Literature Course?”: An Online Resource for Literature Curriculum 
Development

Panida MONYANONT, Teeranuch ANURIT

#W04-004: Design and Development of Video Instruction Utilizing a Flipped Classroom Model: 
Implementing Examples of Synonyms 

Lalita RUKVICHAI, Natsarun LAKSANAPEETI 

#W04-005: The Development of Flipped Learning Model for Foreign Language Class
Chun-Ye KIM

#W04-007: A Challenge of Assistive Technology (AT) to the Needs of Visually Impaired (VIP) Learners in 
English Vocabulary Learning

Phirunkhana PICHIENSATHIEN, Bhornsawan INPIN

Room 4

Workshop W06: The 1st ICCE Workshop on EMBODIED Learning: Technology Design, Analytics & 
Practices

Organizers:
Rwitajit MAJUMDAR, Kyoto University, Japan 
Aditi KOTHIYAL, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne (EPFL) Switzerland. 
Prajakt PANDE, Roskilde University, Denmark. 
Shitanshu MISHRA, MGIEP UNESCO, India. 
Jayakrishnan Madathil WARRIEM, IIT Madras, India.

Complete list of papers:
(Note that the actual sequence of presentations will be determined by the workshop organizers)
#W06-01 F: Investigating Computer Designs for Grounded and Embodied Mathematical Learning

Mitchell NATHAN, Candace WALKINGTON, Michael SWART

#W06-02 S: Design for Remote Embodied Learning: The Hidden Village-Online
Ariel FOGEL, Michael SWART, Jennifer SCIANNA, Matthew BERLAND, Mitchell NATHAN

Room 5



22 November 2021 (Monday)
8:00 – 10:00 Workshop W06: The 1st ICCE Workshop on EMBODIED Learning: Technology Design, Analytics & 

Practices
#W06-04 F: Embodied learning in makerspaces

Ravi SINHA, Geetanjali DATE, Sanjay CHANDRASEKHARAN

#W06-05 F: How Diseases Spread: Embodied Learning of Emergence with Cellulo Robots
Hala KHODR, Jerome BRENDER, Aditi KOTHIYAL, Pierre DILLENBOURG

#W06-06 S: An AI-enhanced Pattern Recognition Approach to Analyze Children’s Embodied Interactions
Ceren OCAK, Theodore J. KOPCHA, Raunak DEY

#W06-07 S: Programming-RIO: Initiating Individuals into Computational Thinking using Real-world IoT 
Objects

Spruha SATAVLEKAR, Shitanshu MISHRA, Ashutosh RAINA, Sridhar IYER

#W06-09 S: Making mechanisms: how academic language mediates the formation of dynamic concepts
Joseph SALVE, Pranshi UPADHYAY, Mashood K K, Sanjay CHANDRASEKHARAN

#W06-10 F: Preparations for Multimodal Analytics of an Enactive Critical Thinking Episode
Rwitajit MAJUMDAR, Duygu ŞAHIN, Yuanyuan YANG, Huiyong LI

#W06-11 F: Teacher enaction: modeling how teachers build new mechanism concepts in students’ minds
Pranshi UPADHYAY, Joseph SALVE, Mashood K K, Sanjay CHANDRASEKHARAN

Room 5

Workshop W09: The 10th International Workshop on ICT Trends in Emerging Economies
(WICTTEE 2021)

Chair:
Bo JIANG, East China Normal University, China

Co-chair:
Patcharin PANJABUREE, Mahidol University, Thailand
Jayakrishnan M., Indian Institute of Technology Madras, India 
May TALANDRON-FELIPE, University of Science and Technology of Southern Philippines, Philippines

Consultant:
Su Luan WONG, Universiti Putra Malaysia, Malaysia

Complete list of papers:
(Note that the actual sequence of presentations will be determined by the workshop organizers)

#W09-01 S: Factors that Influence IT Students’ Cyberchondria: Perspectives from the Philippines
Don Erick BONUS, Ryan EBARDO

#W09-02 S: The effectiveness of object-oriented-QR Monopoly in enhancing ice-breaking and education 
UX: A preliminary study  

Chien-Sing LEE, Kian-Wei LEE

#W09-03 S: Mapping the Development of ICT from the Trend of Blended Learning: A Systematic 
Literature Review of the Blended Learning Trend in Education 

Lin WANGA, Muhd Khaizer OMARA, Noor Syamilah ZAKARIAA, & Nurul Nadwa ZULKIFLIB

#W09-04 S: Students’ Online Learning Experience during the COVID-19 pandemic: A Case Study at 
Universiti Putra Malaysia 

Su Luan WONGA, Mas Nida MD KHAMBARIB

#W09-05 F: Transactional Distances During Emergency Remote Teaching Experiences 
Ma. Monica L. MORENO, Maria Mercedes T. RODRIGO, Johanna Marion R. TORRES,
Timothy Jireh GASPAR, Jenilyn L. AGAPITO

#W09-06 F: Exploring the differences in the cultivation of computational thinking in primary through meta-
analysis based on the perspective of the contrast between the East and the West 

L Xiu GUAN, Guoxia WEIB, Bo JIANG, Xiang FENGA

#W09-07 F: Designing Prototype Laryngo-App Using 3D Model in Anatomy of Larynx 
Poonyawee JIRARATTANAWAN, Ratchanon NOBNOP, Sujitra ARWATCHANANUKUL, Wimwipha 
SEEDET, Yootthapong TONGPAENG

#W09-08 S: Comparing computational thinking in Scratch and non-Scratch Web design projects: A 
meta-analysis on framing and refactoring 

Chien-Sing LEE

Room 6



22 November 2021 (Monday)
8:00 – 10:00 Workshop W09: The 10th International Workshop on ICT Trends in Emerging Economies

(WICTTEE 2021)
#W09-09 S: ICT used in Problem-Based Learning: Case study of a Thai University 

Nikorn RONGBUTSRI

#W09-10 S: I Work to Learn: The Lived Experiences of Working Students in Online Learning During 
COVID-19 

Ryan EBARDO, Santoso WIBOWO

#W09-11 S: Developing a taxonomy of Edtech products for teachers: An integrated analysis from 
research literature and product landscape 

ISHIKAA, Gargi BANERJEE, Sahana MURTHY

#W09-12 S: A Development of Instructional Video for Increasing Learners’ Motivation and Content 
Mastery in Video Learning Environment 

Atima KAEWSA-ARD

#W09-13 S: Design of Customizable Gamified Augmented Reality Apps: Towards Embracing Active 
Learning 

Mas Nida MD KHAMBARI, Dan WANG, Su Luan WONG, Priscilla MOSES, Mohd. Najwan MD. 
KHAMBARI, Rahmita Wirza O.K. RAHMAT, Fariza KHALID

#W09-14 S: Promoting Transformative Citizenship in Diverse Society: An Appraisal of Massive Open 
Online Course as a Teaching Platform   

Anna Christi SUWARDI

#W09-15 F: Perception of parents towards fun puzzle games in helping mild autistic children improve their 
computational thinking skills 

Chien-Sing LEE, Joey Nelson YATIM

Room 6

10:00 – 10:20 BREAK

10:20 – 12:00 Continuation -
Tutorial: Kit-Build Concept Map: Effective Online Learning Through Concept Map Recomposition (Room 1)
Workshop W02 (Room 2) / Workshop W03 (Room 3) / Workshop W04 (Room 4)
Workshop W06 (Room 5) / Workshop W09 (Room 6)

12:00 – 1:00 LUNCH

1:00 – 3:00 Student Wing Meeting: Alwyn Vwen Yen LEE, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore Room 1

Continuation -
Workshop W02 (Room 2) / Workshop W06 (Room 5) / Workshop W09 (Room 6)

Workshop W08: Explorations in Online Teaching Modalities and Strategies
Organizers:
Ma. Louise Antonette N. DE LAS PENAS, Ateneo de Manila University, Philippines
Fr. Johnny C. GO, SJ, Ateneo de Manila University, Philippines
Isabel Pefianco MARTIN, Ateneo de Manila University, Philippines
Fr. Francis ALVAREZ, SJ, Ateneo de Manila University, Philippines
Galvin Radley L. NGO, Ateneo de Manila University, Philippines

Complete list of papers:
(Note that the actual sequence of presentations will be determined by the workshop organizers)

#EOTMTS-001 F: Balancing the Pedagogical and Practical Concerns in Remote Higher Education: A 
Cyberethnography

Jose Eos TRINIDAD, Samantha Joan ACKARY, Lyka Janelle PACLEB, Sophia Sue TABANAO, Jan 
Llenzl DAGOHOY

#EOTMTS-004 F: Do Boredom, Escapism, Apathy, and Information Overload lead to Zoom Fatigue?
Ryan EBARDO, Reynold PADAGAS, Hazel TRAPERO

#EOTMTS-005 F: Exploring student behavior during Student-Generated Questions activities on 
Programming Learning

Pham-Duc THO, Chih-Hung LAI, Thieu-Thi TAI

#EOTMTS-006 F: Prelude to Full Online Learning: Educational Interventions from the Voice of the 
Customers

Arlene Mae CELESTIAL-VALDERAMA, Albert A. VINLUAN, Joel B. MANGABA

Room 3



22 November 2021 (Monday)
1:00 – 3:00 Workshop W05: The International Workshop on Learning Innovations in Science and Pre-Engineering 

Education (IWISPE)
Chair:
Jintana WONGTA, King Mongkut’s University of  Technology Thonburi, Thailand

Co-Chair:
Feline Panas ESPIQUE, Saint Louis University, Philippines 
Cecilia A. MERCADO, Saint Louis University, Philippines 
Hideaki ABURATANI, National Institute of Technology (NIT) HQ, Japan
Chiu-Lin LAI, National Taipei University of Education, Taiwan
Ekapong HIRUNSIRISAWAT, King Mongkut’s University of  Technology Thonburi, Thailand
Sukanlaya TANTIWISAWARUJI, King Mongkut’s University of  Technology Thonburi, Thailand
Charoenchai WONGWATKIT, Mae Fah Luang University, Thailand 

Consultant:
Kongkarn VACHIRAPANUNG, Learning Institute of King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi, 
Thailand

Complete list of papers:
(Note that the actual sequence of presentations will be determined by the workshop organizers)

#W05-001 S: Using Stellarium in Educating the Young Generation on Ancient Lanna Astronomy
Pongsakorn PROMMING, Marut WONGTAPIN, Cherdsak SAELEE, Orapin RIYAPRAO

#W05-002 S: Gaining Holistic Insight to Inthakin Festival via Stellarium Sky-mapping
Veerapat SINTUPONG, Satanan SANPABOPIT, Suphakarn CHAISUK, Cherdsak SAELEE, Orapin 
RIYAPRAO

#W05-003 F: Development an Online Workshop in Developing AI-Driven Mobile Application: Design and 
Analysis of Aidea Workshop 2021

Chirayu INTARATANOO, Jintana WONGTA, Natlada SIMASATHIEN, Panchika LORTARAPRASERT, 
Peerapat SUPASRI, Sattarin CHOOCHOUY

#W05-004 S: The Design Process of STEM Learning Activities for Problem-Solving on the PM 2.5 Mask: 
The case of Primary School in Thailand 

Jirapipat THANYAPHONGPHAT, Wantana AREEPRAYOLKIJ, Suttikan LAKANUKAN

#W05-005 S: ISOCHEM: Development of an Interactive 3D Game on the Web in Augmented Reality to 
Enhance Students’ Learning of Isomers of Organic Chemistry

Pannida PRASANSON, Jirapipat THANYAPHONGPHAT, Chatchadaporn PINTHONG

#W05-006 S: A Development of Gamified Learning for Nursing Students’ Public Health Investigation 
Process

Pimpisa CHOMSRI, Pattranit SRISERM, Mullika MATRAKUL

#W05-007 F: Targeting Chemistry Competencies on Plastic Circular Economy with Technology-assisted 
Citizen Inquiry: A Proposal of Learning Matrix 

Anggiyani Ratnaningtyas Eka NUGRAHENI, Banjong PRASONGSAP, Niwat SRISAWASDI

#W05-008 F: Promoting Core Competencies of High School Biology through Citizen Inquiry Technology: 
A Case of Polluting Microplastics

Arum ADITA, Chawadol SRIBOONPIMSUAY, Niwat SRISAWASDI

Room 4

3:00 – 3:20 BREAK

3:20 – 5:00 SIG Leaders Meeting: Weiqin CHEN, Oslo and Akershus University College of Applied Science, Norway Room 1

Continuation -
Workshop W02 (Room 2) / Workshop W08 (Room 3) / Workshop W05 (Room 4)
Workshop W06 (Room 5) / Workshop W09 (Room 6)

23 November 2021 (Tuesday)
8:00 – 10:00 Doctoral Student Consortium

Chair:
Morris JONG, The Chinese University Hong Kong, Hong Kong, China

Co-Chairs:
Hiroaki OGATA, Kyoto University, Japan
Bo JIANG, East China Normal University, China
Jayakrishnan Madathil WARRIEM, Indian Institute of Technology Madras, India

Room 1



23 November 2021 (Tuesday)
8:00 – 10:00 Workshop W01: The Applications of Information and Communication Technologies in Adult and 

Continuing Education
Organizers:
Xibei XIONG, Guangxi Normal University, China
Chunping ZHENG, Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications, China
Jyh-Chong LIANG, National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan
Min-Hsien LEE, National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan

Complete list of papers:
(Note that the actual sequence of presentations will be determined by the workshop organizers)

#W01-001 F: Understanding Usage Continuance of Webinars among Professionals in the New Normal
Ryan EBARDO, Jefferson COSTALES, Don Erick BONUS, Santoso WIBOWO, John Byron TUAZON, 
José Rizal University

#W01-002 F: Research on Design Thinking and TPACK of Physical Education Pre-service Teachers
Hungying LEE, Chingwei CHANG, Chiyang CHUNG

#W01-003 F: A Review Study of the Application of Machine Translation in Education from 2011 to 2020
Yuyao ZHEN, Yaning WU, Guangming YU, Chunping ZHENG

#W01-004 F: Online Interaction and Learning Engagement of Senior High School Students in a Less-
Developed Region in China

Jingyi WANG, Chunping ZHENG

#W01-005 F: Perceived Teacher Support in Online Literature Reading: Scale Development, Validation, 
and Prediction of Continuous Reading Intention

Yan SUN, Ying ZHOU, Jyh-Chong LIANG

#W01-006 F: Exploring the online medical knowledge building in an university general education course
Sheng-Han YANG, Jyh-Chong LIANG

#W01-007 F: A Practical Study of Information Technology-Driven Teaching Reform of Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship in Higher Education

Zhiming MENG, Xibei XIONG, Yu ZANG

#W01-008 F: The Integration of Information Technology with Senior High English Reading Activities—A 
Case Study in Southwestern China

Yanhua CHEN, Kehaoyu CHEN, Chenxi QIN

Room 2

Workshop W07: The 5th Computer-Supported Personalized and Collaborative Learning
Organizers:
Robin CHIU-PIN, Lin National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan
Sherry Y. CHEN, National Central University, Taiwan and Brunel University, UK
Gwo-Haur HWANG, National Yunlin University of Science and Technology, Taiwan
Fu-Yun YU, National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan
Wenli CHEN, National Institute of Education (NIE), Nanyang Technological University (NTU), 
Singapore
Jitti NIRAMITRANON, Kasetsart University, Thailand
Shu-Yuan TAO, Takming University of Science and Technology, Taiwan
Hsiu-Ling CHEN, National Taiwan University of Science and Technology, Taiwan

Complete list of papers:
(Note that the actual sequence of presentations will be determined by the workshop organizers)

#W07-01 S: Design and Implementation of an iOS APP: Multimedia Interactive System and Items for 
Woodworking Teaching

Chorng-Shiuh KOONG, Hung-Chang LIN, Chao-Chin WU, Chun-Hsien CHEN, Po-Huan LEE, Hsi-
Chuan WANG

#W07-02 F: The design of An Online Collaborative Orientation’s Learning Activities to nurture Soft skills, 
Life skills and Self-directed learning

Chanakan GROSSEAU, Jintana WONGTA, Arnon THONGSAW, Kongkarn VACHIRAPANANG

#W07-03 F: Leveraging Context for Computer-Supported Student-generated Questions and EFL 
Learning in Grammar Instruction: Its Effects on Task Performance

Wen-Wen CHENG, Fu-Yun YU

Room 3



23 November 2021 (Tuesday)
8:00 – 10:00 Workshop W07: The 5th Computer-Supported Personalized and Collaborative Learning

#W07-04 Poster: Mobile Learning System Combined with Adaptive Recommendation Mechanism--
Taking outdoor learning activities of literature and history as an example

Yu-Zhen DAI, Kai-Yi CHIN

#W07-05 F: Academic Help-seeking Preference of Students during Online Flexible Learning
May Marie P. TALANDRON-FELIPE, Gladys S. AYUNAR, Kent Levi A. BONIFACIO

#W07-06 F: A Proposed Teacher Professional Development Program for Promoting Adult Teacher’s 
TPACK in STEM Education

Pawat CHAIPIDECH, Niwat SRISAWASDI

#W07-07 Poster: The Impact of Inquiry-based Integrated STEM on Student’s Perception of Learning 
Science and Computer Programming

Chia-Jung CHANG, Shu-Yuan TAO

Room 3

Workshop W11: The 5th International Workshop on Information and Communication Technology for 
Disaster and Safety Education (ICTDSE2021)

Organizers:
Hisashi HATAKEYAMA, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan
Hiroyuki MITSUHARA, Tokushima University, Japan

Advisory Member:
Ruggiero LOVREGLIO, Massey University, New Zealand

Complete list of papers:
(Note that the actual sequence of presentations will be determined by the workshop organizers)

#W11-002 S: Qualitative Evaluation of Information Display in a Regional Safety Map "Hamādo-map"
Yasuhisa OKAZAKI, Tatsunari MEGURO, Hiroshi WAKUYA, Yukuo HAYASHIDA, Nobuo MISHIMA

#W11-003 S: Towards Building Mental Health Resilience through Storytelling with a Chatbot
Ethel ONG, Melody Joy GO, Rebecalyn LAO, Jaime PASTOR, Lenard Balwin TO

#W11-004 F: Observing Evacuation Behaviors of Surprised Participants in Virtual Reality Earthquake 
Simulator

Hiroyuki MITSUHARA, Itsuki TANIOKA, Masami SHISHIBORI

#W11-005 S: A Proposal to Use Walk Rally Learning with Mystery Solving to Foster Attachment to Place 
and Understanding of Regional Characteristics

Hisashi HATAKEYAMA, Masao MUROTA

Room 4

Workshop W12: The 9th Workshop on Technology-Enhanced STEM Education (TeSTEM Workshop)
Chair: Charoenchai WONGWATKIT, Mae Fah Luang University, Thailand 

Co-Chairs:
Niwat SRISAWASDI, Khon Kaen University, Thailand  
Patcharin PANJABUREE, Mahidol University, Thailand  
Ying-Tien WU, National Central University, Taiwan 
Sasithorn CHOOKAEW, King Mongkut’s University of Technology North Bangkok, Thailand

Complete list of papers:
(Note that the actual sequence of presentations will be determined by the workshop organizers)

#W12-01 F: Trends of Engineering Design Process in STEM Education: A Systematic Review of the 
Evidence during 2017-2021

Teeratat SOPAKITIBOON, Surakit TUAMPOEMSAB, Sasithorn CHOOKAEW, Suppachai 
HOWIMANPORN

#W12-02 S: Design and Development of an Augmented Reality Application for Learning a Serial-Link 
Robot Kinematics

Sarut PANJANA, Tarinee TONGGOED

#W12-03 S: Designing a Mobile Application to Promote Vocational Students’ Learning in Basic Technical 
Drawings Course

Tiptiya INTIP, Metha OUNGTHONG, Sasithorn CHOOKAEW

#W12-04 S: Design and Development of a Low-Cost Robotic Platform for STEM Education of an 
Automatic Control System: Rotary-Type Double Inverted Pendulum Case

Wiput TUVAYANOND, Piyanun RUANGURAI

Room 5



23 November 2021 (Tuesday)
8:00 – 10:00 Workshop W12: The 9th Workshop on Technology-Enhanced STEM Education (TeSTEM 

Workshop)
#W12-05 S: Developing a PLCs Experimental Kit through Role-playing for Students in Vocational 
Education

Boonkert SONTIPAN, Suppachai HOWIMANPORN, Sasithorn CHOOKAEW

#W12-07 S: Using Series Elastic Actuator as a Tool to Motivate Students Engineering Learning in 
STEM Education

Piyanun RUANGURAI, Chaiyaporn SILAWATCHANANAI

#W12-08 S: Designing a Project-based Plant to Enhance Mechatronics Students for Self-learning 
Embedded Control System   

Chaiyaporn SILAWATCHANANAI, Piyanun RUANGURAI

#W12-09 S: Integrated Knowledge and Skills with Multi-Material Learning for Engineering 
Students during COVID-19

Suppachai HOWIMANPORN, Ornanong TANGTRONGPAIROS, Sasithorn CHOOKAEW

#W12-10 S: Design Web-based Personalized Environment for Industrial Robots Learning
Dechawut WANICHSAN, Konggrit PITANON, Sasithorn CHOOKAEW

#W12-11 F: Development of a Gamified Number Line App for Teaching Estimation and Number 
Sense in Grades 1 to 7

Debbie Marie B. VERZOSA, Ma. Louise Antonette N. DE LAS PEÑAS, Maria Alva Q. 
ABERINB , Agnes D. GARCIANO, Jumela F. SARMIENTO, & Mark Anthony C. TOLENTINO

#W12-12 F: For People and Planet: Evaluation of an Educational Mobile Game and Teacher 
Resource Pack

Maria Mercedes T. RODRIGO, Johanna Marion R. TORRES, Janina Carla M. CASTRO, 
Abigail Marie T. FAVIS, Ingrid Yvonne HERRAS, Francesco U. AMANTE, Hakeem JIMENEZ, 
Juan Carlo F. MALLARI, Kevin Arnel MORA, Walfrido David A. DIY, Jaclyn Ting Ting VIDAL, 
Ma. Assunta C. CUYEGKENG

#W12-13 F: Applying Outcomes-Based Learning in Mechatronics and Robotics Program: Case 
Study of Singburi Technical College

Chatdanai SANEEWONGNAAYUTTAYA, Narongsak SANGNGOEN, Morakot KONGIN, 
Pattarapong PANHIRUN, Kittichai SAETUNG

#W12-15 F: Case-based Professional Learning Course for Fostering Preservice Science 
Teachers’ Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge of Inquiry with Mobile Game 

Phattaraporn PONDEE, Niwat SRISAWASDI

Room 5

10:00 – 10:20 BREAK

10:20 – 12:00 Continuation -
Doctoral Student Consortium (Room 1)
Workshop W01 (Room 2) / Workshop W07 (Room 3)
Workshop W11 (Room 4) / Workshop W12 (Room 5)

12:00 – 1:00 LUNCH

1:00 – 3:00 Early Career Workshop
Chair:
 Mas Nida MD. KHAMBARI, Universiti Putra Malaysia, Malaysia

Co-Chairs:
Ryan EBARDO, José Rizal University, Philippines
Sharifah Intan Sharina SYED ABDULLAH, Universiti Putra Malaysia, Malaysia
Patcharin PANJABUREE, Mahidol University, Thailand

Consultant:
Jon MASON, Charles Darwin University, Australia

Room 1

Continuation -
Workshop W01 (Room 2) / Workshop W07 (Room 3)
Workshop W12 (Room 5)



23 November 2021 (Tuesday)
1:00 – 3:00 Workshop W10: The 8th ICCE workshop on Learning Analytics and Evidence-based Education

Organizers:
Huiyong LI, Kyoto University, Japan 
Rwitajit MAJUMDAR, Kyoto University, Japan 
Brendan FLANAGAN, Kyoto University, Japan 
Weiqin CHEN, Oslo Metropolitan University, Norway 
Hiroaki OGATA, Kyoto University, Japan

Complete list of papers:
(Note that the actual sequence of presentations will be determined by the workshop organizers)

#W10-001 S: Short Answer Questions Generation by Fine-Tuning BERT and GPT-2
Danny C.L. TSAI, Willy J.W. CHANG, Stephen J.H. YANG

#W10-002 S: Exploring the Correlation between Students’ Attention and Learning Performance
Xin-Ping HUANG, Chung-Kai YU and Stephen J.H. YANG

#W10-004 F: Identifying Students’ Stuck Points Using Self-Explanations and Pen Stroke Data in a 
Mathematics Quiz

Ryosuke NAKAMOTO, Brendan FLANAGAN, Kyosuke TAKAMI, Yiling DAI, Hiroaki OGATA

#W10-005 S: Toward Educational Explainable Recommender System: Explanation Generation based on 
Bayesian Knowledge Tracing Parameters

Kyosuke TAKAMI, Brendan FLANAGAN, Yiling DAI, Hiroaki OGATA

#W10-006 S: Performance prediction and importance analysis using Transformer
Akiyoshi SATAKE, Hironobu FUJIYOSHI, Takayoshi YAMASHITA, Tsubasa HIRAKAWA, Atsushi 
SHIMADA

#W10-008 F: BEKT: Deep Knowledge Tracing with Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 
Transformers

Zejie TIAN, Guangcong ZHENG, Brendan FLANAGAN, Jiazhi MI, Hiroaki OGATA

#W10-010 F: Designing Nudges for Self-directed Learning in a Data-rich Environment
Kinnari GATARE, Prajish PRASAD, Aditi KOTHIYAL, Pratiti SARKAR, Ashutosh RAINA, Rwitajit 
MAJUMDAR

Room 4

3:00 – 3:20 BREAK

3:20 – 5:00 Continuation -
Early Career Workshop (Room 1)
Workshop W07 (Room 3) / Workshop W10 (Room 4) / Workshop W12 (Room 5)

5:00 – 6:00 IPC Meeting Room 1



24 November 2021 (Wednesday)
9:00 – 9:40 OPENING CEREMONY Room 1

9:40 – 10:00 DRA Speech: Maria Mercedes T. RODRIGO, Ateneo de Manila University, Philippines Room 1

10:00 – 10:10 BREAK

10:10 – 11:10 Keynote Speech 1: Kulthida Tuamsuk (C7)
Moderator:
Thepchai SUPNITHI, National Electronics and Computer Technology Center, Thailand

Room 1

11:10 – 12:30 EGG-1
Session Chair: Maria Mercedes T. RODRIGO, Ateneo de Manila University

#6: Integrating Parsons Puzzles with Scratch - BOPN, BSPN (Full)
Jeffrey BENDER, Bingpu ZHAO, Lalitha MADDURI, Alex DZIENA, Alex LIEBESKIND, Gail KAISER

#3: A RECIPE for Teaching the Sustainable Development Goals (Short)
Maria Mercedes T. RODRIGO, Walfrido David DIY, Abigail Marie FAVIS, Francesco AMANTE, Janina 
Carla CASTRO, Ingrid Yvonne HERRAS, Juan Carlo MALLARI, Kevin Arnel MORA, Johanna Marion 
R. TORRES and Ma. Assunta CUYEGKENG

#20: Children Preference Analysis of A Mathematics Game- “Lily’s Closet" (Short)
Wei Tung NIEN, Yi Chen WANG, Joni Tzuchen TANG

#154: Tinkery: A Tinkerer’s Nursery for Problem Solving with Lego Mindstorms (Short)
Ashutosh RAINA, Sridhar IYER, Sahana MURTHY

Room 2

11:10 – 12:30 ALT/LA/DI-1
Session Chair: Tsukasa HIRASHIMA, Hiroshima University, Japan

#35: Developing a Generic Skill Assessment System Using Rubric and Checklists (Full)
Makoto MIYAZAKI, Hiroyoshi WATANABE, Mieko MASAKA, Kumiko TAKAI

#127: A Machine Learning Approach for Estimating Student Mastery by Predicting Feedback Request 
and Solving Time in Online Learning System (Full)

Kannan N, Charles Y. C. YEH, Chih-Yueh CHOU, Tak-Wai CHAN

#78: Classification of learning patterns and outliers using Moodle course material clickstreams and quiz 
scores (Short)

Konomu DOBASHI, Curtis HO, Catherine FULFORD, Meng-Fen Grace LIN, Christina HIGA

#86: Investigating the Tightness of Connection between Original Map and Additional Map in Extension 
Concept Mapping (Full)

Didik PRASETYA, Aryo PINANDITO, Yusuke HAYASHI, Tsukasa HIRASHIMA

Room 3

PTP-1
Session Chair: Dan KOHEN-VACS, Holon Institute of Technology, Israel

#83: Mining Students’ Engagement Pattern in Summer Vacation Assignment (Full)
Hiroyuki KUROMIYA, Rwitajit MAJUMDAR, Hiroaki OGATA

#140: Alternative Approach for Evaluation Adapted for Times of Emergent Conditions (Full)
Dan KOHEN-VACS, Meital AMZALAG

#93: The Use of Video Conferencing Applications Facilitating Students' Behavioral Engagement during 
Synchronous Learning in the Time of Pandemic (Short)

Mark Anthony ARIBON III

#34: Facilitating collaborative learning among businesses, faculty, and students in a purely online setting 
(Short)

Joseph Benjamin ILAGAN, Matthew Laurence UY, Vince Nathan KHO, Joselito OLPOC

Room 4



24 November 2021 (Wednesday)
12:30 – 1:30 LUNCH

1:30 – 2:50 Panel 2 (C2) - Leveraging Student-Generated Ideas (SGI) to facilitate socio-constructivist learning and 
conceptual change 

Lung-Hsiang WONG, Chew Lee TEO, Longkai WU, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

Room 1

AIED/ITS-1
Session Chair: Ramkumar RAJENDRAN, Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, INDIA

#9: Investigating Engagement and Learning Differences between Native and EFL students in Active 
Video Watching (Full)

Negar MOHAMMADHASSAN, Antonija MITROVIC

#121: Authoring Tool for Semi-automatic Generation of Task-Oriented Dialogue Scenarios (Full)
Emmanuel AYEDOUN, Yuki HAYASHI, Kazuhisa SETA

#53: A System for Generating Student Progress Reports Based on Keywords (Short)
Shumpei KOBASHI, Tunenori MINE

#134: A coding mechanism for analysis of SRL processes in a technology enhanced learning 
environment (Short)

Rumana PATHAN, Sahana MURTHY, Ramkumar RAJENDRAN

Room 2

TELL-1
Session Chair: May Marie P. TALANDRON-FELIPE, Ateneo De Manila University / University of 
Science and Technology of Southern Philippines, Philippines

#22: Comparison of English Comprehension among Students from different backgrounds using a 
Narrative-Centered Digital Game - BTDPN (Full)

May Marie P. TALANDRON-FELIPE, Kent Levi A. BONIFACIO, Gladys S. AYUNAR, Maria Mercedes 
T. RODRIGO

#88: Modelling the Relationship between English Language Learners’ Academic Hardiness and Their 
Online Learning Engagement during the COVID-19 Pandemic (Short)

Lin LUAN, Yanqing YI, Jinjin LIU

#92: Design and Evaluation of a Game-based Language Learning Web Application for English Language 
Learners in Thailand (Short)

Kornwipa POONPON, Wirapong CHANSANAM, Chawin SRISAWAT, Trinwattana POOCHANON

#136: Proctored vs Unproctored Online Exams in Language Courses: A Comparative Study (Short)
Mehmet ÇELIKBAĞ, Ömer DELIALIOĞLU

Room 3

PTP-2
Session Chair: Jon MASON, Charles Darwin University, Australia

#105: Low Adoption of Adaptive Learning Systems in Higher Education and How Can It Be Increased in 
Fully Online Courses (Full)

Rhodora ABADIA, Sisi LIU

#119: Co-designing for a healthy EdTech ecosystem: Lessons from the Tulna research-practice 
partnership in India (Full)

Aastha PATEL, Chandan DASGUPTA, Sahana MURTHY, Rashi DHANANI

#95: The M in STEM and Issues of Data Literacy (Short)
Khalid KHAN, Jon MASON

#146: Students with Disabilities and Digital Accessibility in Higher Education under COVID-19 (Short)
Weiqin CHEN

Room 4



24 November 2021 (Wednesday)
2:50 – 3:00 BREAK

3:00 – 4:00 3:00 – 3:40
Theme-based Speaker 1: Ana María GIMENO SANZ, Universitat Politècnica de Valencia, Spain

Moderator: Yoshiko GODA, Kumamoto University, Japan

Room 1

AIED/ITS-2
Session Chair: Yu LU, Beijing Normal University, China

#17: Improving knowledge tracing through  embedding based on Metapath (Full)
Chong JIANG, Wenbin GAN, Guiping SU, Yuan SUN, Yi SUN

#29: Challenges to Applying Performance Factor Analysis to Existing Learning Systems (Short)
Cristina MAIER, Ryan BAKER, Steve STALZER

#30: Does Large Dataset Matter? An Evaluation on the Interpreting Method for Knowledge Tracing 
(Short)

Yu LU, Deliang WANG, Penghe CHEN, Qinggang MENG

Room 2

PTP-3
Session Chair: Lucian NGEZE,  Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, India

#102: Development and Preliminary Evaluation of an Online System in Support of a Student-Generated 
Testlets Learning Activity (Short)

Fu-Yun YU

#130: Learn to design (L2D): A TPD program to support teachers in adapting ICT learning materials to 
their local context through research-based strategies (Short)

Gaurav JAISWAL, Sunita RASTE, Sahana MURTHY

#132: Research on the Construction of Evaluation Indicators System of Pre-service teachers' Teaching 
Competency in Special Delivery Classroom (Short)

Xiangchun HE, Peiliang MA, Xing ZHANG

#152: From teaching to teacher training: Embedding important skills needed to develop a teacher trainer 
in cascaded Teacher Professional Development Programmes (Short)

Lucian Vumilia NGEZE, Sridhar IYER

Room 3

CUMTEL-1
Session Chair: Brendan FLANAGAN, Kyoto University, Japan

#11: The Potential of Mobile Games in Improving Filipino and English Vocabulary among Children who 
are Non-native Speakers (Full)

May Marie P. TALANDRON-FELIPE, Maria Mercedes T. RODRIGO

#106: Analytics of Open-Book Exams with Interaction Traces in a Humanities Course - BOPN (Full)
Rwitajit MAJUMDAR, Geetha BAKILAPADAVU, Jiayu LI, Hiroaki OGATA, Brendan FLANAGAN, Mei-
Rong Alice CHEN

Room 4

4:00 – 5:30 CSCL/LS-1
Session Chair: Fu-Yun YU, National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan

#42: Flip & Slack - Active Flipped Classroom Learning with Collaborative Slack Interactions (Full)
Kyong Jin SHIM, Swapna GOTTIPATI, Yi Meng LAU

#151: Designing Support for Productive Social Interaction and Knowledge Co-construction in 
Collaborative Annotation - BOPN, BSPN (Full)

Xinran ZHU, Hong SHUI, Bodong CHEN

#153: Theoretical and Practical Framework for a Multinational, Precollege, Peer Teaching Collaborative 
(Short)

Eric HAMILTON, Danielle ESPINO, Seung LEE

#5: A Measure to Cultivate Engaged Peer Assessors: A Validation Study on its Efficacy (Short)
Yu-Hsin LIU, Kristine LIU, Fu-Yun YU

Room 2



24 November 2021 (Wednesday)
4:00 – 5:30 ALT/LA/DI-2

Session Chair: Hiroaki OGATA, Kyoto University, Japan

#48: Prior Knowledge on the Dynamics of Skill Acquisition Improves Deep Knowledge Tracing - BOPN 
(Full)

Qiushi PAN, Taro TEZUKA

#57: Blockchain in Education: Visualizations and Validating Relevance of Prior Learning Data (Short)
Patrick OCHEJA, Brendan FLANAGAN, Rwitajit MAJUMDAR, Hiroaki OGATA

#91: An AES System to assist teachers in grading Language Proficiency and Domain Accuracy using 
LSTM networks. (Short)

Aditya SAHANI, Forum PATEL, Shivani MEHTA, Rekha RAMESH, Ramkumar RAJENDRAN

#52: Analysis of the Answering Processes in Split-Paper Testing to Promote Instruction (Short)
Shin UENO, Yuuki TERUI, Ryuichiro IMAMURA, Yasushi KUNO, Hironori EGI

#ES-01: Improving Face-to-Face Communication Skills using Active Video Watching (Extended 
Summary)

Ja’afaru MUSA, Antonija MITROVIC, Matthias GALSTER, Sanna MALINEN

Room 3

CUMTEL-2
Session Chair: Ryan EBARDO, Jose Rizal University, Philippines

#129: Human Factors in the Adoption of M-Learning by COVID-19 Frontline Learners (Full)
Ryan EBARDO, Merlin Teodosia SUAREZ

#137: Design Guidelines for Scaffolding Self-Regulation in Personalized Adaptive Learning (PAL) 
systems: A Systematic Review (Full)

Vishwas BADHE, Gargi BANERJEE, Chandan DASGUPTA

#120: EXAIT: A Symbiotic Explanation Education System (Short)
Brendan FLANAGAN, Kyosuke TAKAMI, Kensuke TAKII, Dai YILING, Rwitajit MAJUMDAR, Hiroaki 
OGATA

#114: Effects of virtual reality on students' creative thinking during a brainstorming session (Short)
Mondheera PITUXCOOSUVARN, Victoria ABOU-KALIL, Hiroaki OGATA, Yohei MURAKAMI

Room 4

25 November 2021 (Thursday)
8:00 – 9:00 Keynote Speech 4: Tiffany BARNES, North Carolina State University, United States

Moderator: Antonija MITROVIC, University of Canterbury, New Zealand
Room 1

9:00 – 10:00 9:00 – 9:40
Theme-based Speaker: Jon MASON, Charles Darwin University, Australia

Moderator:  Ramkumar RAJENDRAN, Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, India

Room 1

AIED/ITS-3
Session Chair: Kazuhisa SETA, Osaka Prefecture University, Japan

#39: In-process Feedback by Detecting Deadlock based on EEG Data in Exercise of Learning by 
Problem-posing - BOPN, BTDPN (Full)

Sho YAMAMOTO, Yuto TOBE, Yoshimasa TAWATSUJI, Tsukasa HIRASHIMA

#68: Gaze- and Semantics-Aware Learning Material to Capture Learners’ Comprehension Process 
(Short)

Akio OKUTSU, Yuki HAYASHI, Kazuhisa SETA

#68: Learning the Condition of Addition and Subtraction Word Problems by Problem-Posing based on 
Representation Conversion Model (Short)

Yusuke HAYASHI, Natsumi TSUDAKA, Kengo IWAI, Tsukasa HIRASHIMA

Room 2



25 November 2021 (Thursday)
9:00 – 10:00 CUMTEL-3

Session Chair:
Aungtinee KITTIRAVECHOTE, Bansomdejchaopraya Rajabhat University, Thailand

#55: Comparison of Experts and Novices in Determining the Gravitational Acceleration using Mobile 
Phone with Phyphox Application (Short)

Aungtinee KITTIRAVECHOTE, Thanida SUJARITTHAM

#116: Karyotype: An interactive learning environment for reasoning and sense making in genetics through 
a case-based approach (Short)

Sunita RASTE, Anurag DEEP, Sahana MURTHY

#117: Design and Deployment of a Mobile Learning Cloud Network to Facilitate Open Educational 
Resources for Asynchronous Learning (Short)

Joselito Christian Paulus VILLANUEVA, Mark Anthony MELENDRES, Catherine Genevieve 
LAGUNZAD, Nathaniel Joseph LIBATIQUE

#147: TinkerBot: A Semi-Automated Scaffolding Agent as a Companion for Tinkering. (Short)
Shruti JAIN, Ashutosh RAINA, Sridhar IYER

Room 3

10:00 – 10:10 BREAK

10:10 – 11:20 AIED/ITS-4
Session Chair: Ethel ONG, De La Salle University, Philippines

#65: An Improved Model to Predict Student Performance Using Teacher Observation Reports - BSPN
Menna FATEEN, Kyouhei UENO, Tsunenori MINE

#23: Diverse Linguistic Features for Assessing Reading Difficulty of Educational Filipino Texts (Short)
Joseph Marvin IMPERIAL, Ethel ONG

#41: Using Qualitative Data from Targeted  Interviews to Inform Rapid AIED Development (Short)
Jaclyn OCUMPAUGH, Stephen HUTT, Juliana Ma. Alexandra L. ANDRES, Ryan BAKER, Gautam 
BISWAS, Nigel BOSCH, Luc PAQUETTE, Anabil MUNSHI

#128: Reflection Support Environment for Creative Discussion Based on Document Semantics and 
Multimodal Information (Short)

Atsuya SHONO, Yuki HAYASHI, Kazuhisa SETA

Room 2

ALT/LA/DI-3
Session Chair: May Kristine Jonson CARLON, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan

#64: A Thematic Summarization Dashboard for Navigating Student Reflections at Scale (Full)
Yuya ASANO, Sreecharan SANKARANARAYANAN, Majd SAKR, Christopher BOGART

#43: Learning Analytics Dashboard Prototype for Implicit Feedback from Metacognitive Prompt 
Responses (Short)

May Kristine Jonson CARLON, Jeffrey CROSS

#62: Analysing reachable and unreachable codes in App Inventor programs for supporting the 
assessment of computational thinking concepts (Short)

Siu Cheung KONG, Chun Wing POON, Bowen LIU

#96: Conceptual Level Comprehension Support of The Object-Oriented Programming Source-Code 
Using Kit-Build Concept Map (Short)

Nawras KHUDHUR, Pedro Gabriel Fontales FURTADO, Aryo PINANDITO, Shimpei MATSUMOTO, 
Yusuke HAYASHI, Tsukasa HIRASHIMA

Room 3

11:00 – 12:30 Panel 3 - Seeking quality in EdTech solutions: Perspectives from across the ecosystem 
Sahana MURTHY, Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, India

Room 1

11:20 – 12:30 CSCL/LS-2
Session Chair: Priscilla MOSES, Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman, Malaysia

#113: Laboratory Study on ICAP Interventions for Interactive activity: Investigation Based on Learning 
Performance (Full)

Shigen SHIMOJO, Yugo HAYASHI

#38:STEM and Non-STEM Students' Perception towards Work Environment and Career Prospect 
(Short)

Priscilla MOSES, Tiny Chiu YUEN TEY, Phaik Kin CHEAH

Room 2



25 November 2021 (Thursday)
11:20 – 12:30 CSCL/LS-2

#79:Fostering conceptual change in software design (Short)
Lakshmi T G, Sridhar IYER

#87:The Effectiveness of Collaborative Concept Map Recomposition and Discussion with Kit-Build 
Concept Map in Online Learning (Short)

Aryo PINANDITO, Didik PRASETYA, Nawras KHUDHUR, Yusuke HAYASHI, Tsukasa HIRASHIMA

Room 2

ALT/LA/DI-4
Session Chair: Paraskevi TOPALI, GSIC-EMIC Research Group, Spain

#144: Profiling Student Learning from Q&A Interactions in Online Discussion Forums - BSPN (Full)
De Lin ONG, Kyong Jin SHIM, Swapna GOTTIPATI

#82: Supporting MOOC Instructors in the Identification of Learner Problems Framed within the Learning 
Design (Short)

Paraskevi TOPALI, Alejandro ORTEGA-ARRANZ, Alejandra MARTÍNEZ-MONÉS, Sara VILLAGRÁ-
SOBRINO, Juan Ignacio ASENSIO-PÉREZ, Yannis DIMITRIADIS

#124: Automatic classification of MOOC forum messages to measure the quality of peer interaction 
(Short)

Urvi SHAH, Richa RAMBHIA, Prakruti KOTHARI, Rekha RAMESH, Gargi BANERJEE

#150: Identifying and Comparing Topic Categories and Interaction Features in MOOC Discussions 
Supported by Danmaku (Short)

Bo YANG

Room 3

12:30 – 1:30 LUNCH

1:30 – 2:30 Keynote Speech 3: Pierre DILLENBOURG, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Switzerland
Moderator: Kate THOMPSON, Queensland University of Technology, Australia

Room 1

2:30 – 2:40 BREAK

2:40 – 3:40 Panel 1 - The Role of Artificial Intelligence in STEM Education
Siu Cheung KONG, The Education University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Room 1

2:40 – 4:00 EGG-2
Session Chair: Jonathan DL CASANO, Ateneo de Manila University, Philippines

#50: Tactical Knowledge Acquisition Support  System from Play Videos of Esports Experts (Full)
Minato SHIKATA, Tomoko KOJIRI

#103: Robot with Embodied Interactive Modes as a Companion Actor in Journey of Digital Situational 
Learning Environment and its Effect on Students’ Learning Performance - BTDPN (Full)

Vando Gusti AL HAKIM, Su-Hang YANG, Jen-Hang WANG, Chiu-Chen YEN, Lung YEH, Gwo-Dong 
CHEN

#8: Designing Games for Stealth Health & Healthy Lifestyle Education (Short)
Nilufar BAGHAEI

#107: Xiphias: Using A Multidimensional Approach Towards Creating Meaningful Gamification-Based 
Badge Mechanics (Short)

Jonathan CASANO, Jenilyn AGAPITO, Nicole Ann TOLOSA

Room 2

TELL-2
Session Chair: Jingjing LIAN, Peking University, China

#36: A Quasi-experimental Study of University English Learners’ Engagement in a Flipped Classroom - 
BOPN, BSPN (Full)

Jingjing LIAN, Jiyou JIA

#26: Integrating E-learning into Self-regulated Learning Instruction: A Holistic Flipped Classroom Design 
of a Classical Chinese Reading Intervention Program (Short)

Kit Ling LAU

#84: A Flipped Model of Active Reading Using Learning Analytics-enhanced E-book Platform (Short)
Yuko TOYOKAWA, Rwitajit MAJUMDAR, Louis LECAILLIEZ, Hiroaki OGATA

#100: The Learning Potential of Online Student-Generated Questions Based on Given Graphics for 
English Language Learning (Short)

Fu-Yun YU

Room 3



25 November 2021 (Thursday)
3:40 – 4:20 Theme-based Speaker: Baltasar FERNANDEZ-MANJON, Complutense University of Madrid 

(UCM) Spain
Moderator: Rita KUO, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, USA

Room 1

4:00 – 4:30 PTP-4
Session Chair: Ma. Monica MORENO, Ateneo de Manila University, Philippines

#19: Cura Personalis: Institutionalizing Compassion During Emergency Remote Teaching (Short)
Ma. Monica MORENO, Ma. Mercedes RODRIGO, Johanna Marion TORRES, Timothy Jireh 
GASPAR, Jenilyn AGAPITO

#81: Educational leadership and children’s resilience: German and Polish schools during 
COVID-19 (Short)

Paulina BURKOT, Amy SEPIOŁ, Nataliia DEMESHKANT

Room 2

ALT/LA/DI-5
Session Chair: Yu LU, Beijing Normal University, China

#7: SLP: A Multi-Dimensional and Consecutive Dataset from K-12 Education(Short)
Yu LU, Yang PIAN, Ziding SHEN, Penghe CHEN, Shengquan YU

#143: Evaluation of a Motion Capture and Virtual Reality Classroom for Secondary School 
Teacher Training. (Short)

Sandra ALONSO, Daniel LÓPEZ, Andrés PUENTE, Alejandro ROMERO, Ibis ALVAREZ, Borja 
MANERO

Room 3

4:30 – 5:30 Posters / Work-in-progress Posters Room 2

26 November 2021 (Friday)
9:00 – 10:00 Keynote Speech 2: 

Gwo-Jen HWANG, National Taiwan University of Science and Technology, Taiwan
Moderator: Jingyun WANG, Durham University, UK

Room 1

10:00 – 10:10 BREAK

10:10 – 11:10 ALT/LA/DI-6
Session Chair: Nguyen-Thinh LE, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Germany

#54: From Hello to Bye-Bye: Churn prediction in English Language Learning App (Full)
Daevesh SINGH, Rumana PATHAN, Gargi BANERJEE, Ramkumar RAJENDRAN

#126: How Can Pedagogical Agents Detect Learner’s Stress? (Full)
Nguyen-Thinh LE, Melanie BLECK, Niels PINKWART

Room 2

PTP-5
Session Chair: Siu Cheung KONG, The Education University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

#60: From Mathematical Thinking to Computational Thinking: Use Scratch Programming to Teach 
Concepts of Prime and Composite Numbers (Full)

Siu Cheung KONG, Wai Ying KWOK

#112: GUI Based System for Effortless Program Visualization Creation Using Time Series Information - 
BOPN, BTDPN (Full)

Koichi YAMASHITA, Miyu SUZUKI, Satoru KOGURE, Yasuhiro NOGUCHI, Raiya YAMAMOTO, 
Tatsuhiro KONISHI, Yukihiro ITOH

Room 3

11:10 – 12:00 CLOSING CEREMONY

12:00 – 1:30 LUNCH

1:00 – 3:30 EC Meeting



POSTERS (P) & WORK-IN-PROGRESS POSTERS (WIPP)
25 November 2021 (Thursday) 4:30 – 5:30 PM, Room 2

P: Poster
WIPP: Work-in-progress Posters

#40 P: Viewpoint Transformation Training System Based on Discovery of Relationships Between Objects
Kota KUNORI and Tomoko KOJIRI

#47 P: Support System for Understanding Intention in Communication Using Diagrams
Koushi UEDA and Tomoko KOJIRI

#49 P: Chinese Grammatical Error Detection Using Adversarial ELECTRA Transformers
Lung-Hao LEE, Man-Chen HUNG, Chao-Yi CHEN, Rou-An CHEN, Yuen-Hsien TSENG

#69 P: Presentation Scenario Design Support System That Prompts Awareness of Other Viewpoints
Kazumi MASAKADO, Yuki HAYASHI, Kazuhisa SETA

#71 P: Visualization of Topics and Logical Development Based on Reader’s Understanding of Inter-sentence Relations for 
Reading Support

Yuki OKANIWA, Tomoko KOJIRI

#28 P: Explore the contribution of learning style for predicting learning achievement and its relationship with reading 
learning behaviors

Fuzheng ZHAO, Bo JIANG, Juan ZHOU, Chengjiu YIN

#16 P: Research on the application of College Students' online learning cognitive engagement evaluation
Yonghong WANG, Xiangchun HE

#118 P: Integration of Programming-based Tasks into Mathematical Problem-based Learning
Zhihao CUI, Oi-Lam NG, Morris JONG

#149 P: Web-Based Engineering Design Activity in Biology: An Assessment on the Demonstration of Higher-Order 
Thinking Skills

Ma. Andrea Claire CARVAJAL

#32 P: A Mixed Study to Understand Taiwanese Children’s Preference for A Mobile Game
Yi Chen WANG, Wei Tung NIEN, Joni Tzuchen TANG

#133 P: The impact of Augmented Reality applied in Vocabulary Learning and Use on Elementary EFL School Students
Chin-Huang LIAO, Wen-Chi Vivian WU, Tin-Chang CHANG, Chang-Hung LEE

#13 P: Birds of Paradise: A Game on Urban Bird Biodiversity Conservation
Jamielyn Mae VILLANUEVA, Patricia Vianne LEE, James Matthew CUARTERO

#46 P: Suggestions for special education teachers to practice spherical image-based virtual reality instruction in 
classrooms: a case study

Kun-Hung CHENG

#51 P: Computational Fluency and the Digital Divide in Japanese Higher Education
Luc GOUGEON, Jeffrey CROSS

#70 P: Improvement of Teaching Based on the E-book Reader Logs: A  Case Study at High School Math Class in Japan
Taro NAKANISHI, Hiroyuki KUROMIYA, Rwitajit MAJUMDAR, Hiroaki OGATA



#21 P: Composition class using a system that encourages self-review ―Focus on second language learning―
Yan ZHAO, Haruhiko TAKASE, Hidehiko KITA

#89 P: Examining the effects of automatic speech recognition technology on learners’ lexical diversity
Michael JIANG, Morris JONG, Wilfred LAU

#139 P: Technology Integration in a Communicative English Classroom
Ruth Z. HAUZEL

#WIPP-01: A Trial Study on Restraint of Mind-Wandering while Viewing Educational Videos by Adjusting
Biofeedback Operations

Toru NAGAHAMA, Naoki NOSE, Issaku KAWASHIMA, Yusuke MOTITA

#WIPP-02: Narrative Discourse Structure Creation Support System for Reflecting Theme and Emotional Impression
Atsushi ASHIDA, Masataka TOKUMARU, Tomoko KOJIRI

#WIPP-03: Visualization Method of Movement of Teachers and Students in Classroom using OpenPose
Misato FUTATSUISHI, Izumi HORIKOSHI, Yasuhisa TAMURA

#WIPP-04: Development of Mapping Function between Variable Value and Object Properties for Program Behavior 
Visualization Tool TEDViT

Hiroki SOMA, Satoru KOGURE, Yasuhiro NOGUCHI, Koichi YAMASHITA, Raiya YAMAMOTO, Tatsuhiro KONISHI, 
Yukihiro ITOH

#WIPP-05: Extraction Method of Characteristics of Important Body Shapes and their Training Order for Motor Skill 
Acquisition

Jinya SUMIZAKI, Tomoko KOJIRI

#WIPP-06: Instruction Support System Using Impasse Detector and Major Failure Diagnoser for Programming Exercises
Tomoki IKEGAME, Yasuhiro NOGUCHI, Satoru KOGURE, Koichi YAMASHITA, Raiya YAMAMOTO, Tatsuhiro 
KONISHI, Yukihiro ITOH

#WIPP-07: Augmented Reality (AR) Analytics to Investigate Motor Skills for Crossing the Midline
Manjeet SINGH, Shaun BANGAY, Atul SAJJANHAR

#WIPP-08: Motivating Ethnic Minority Students in Hong Kong to Learn Chinese Culture with EduVenture VR
Morris Siu-Yung JONG, Nelson NG, Eric LUK, Jessie LEUNG, Michael Yi-Chao JIANG, Darwin LAU, Chin-Chung TSAI

#WIPP-09: An Augmented Reality Experience for Generating New Audiences for Spanish Dance
Alejandro ROMERO-HERNANDEZA, Lara MARIN, Borja MANERO

#WIPP-10: The Development and Evaluation of an Online Educational Game Integrated with Real Person-NPC 
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Understanding Usage Continuance of Webinars 
among Professionals in the New Normal 

Ryan EBARDOa, Jefferson COSTALES b, Don Erick BONUSa* 
Santoso WIBOWOc & John Byron TUAZONa 

aJosé Rizal University, Philippines 
bEulogio “Amang” Rodriguez Institute of Science and Technology, Philippines 

cCentral Queensland University, Australia 
*donerick.bonus@jru.edu

Abstract: The sudden transformation of the educational landscape due to COVID-19 
highlighted the need to embrace technology to sustain continuous professional learning.  Wider 
Internet use, availability of technology platforms, and restrictions brought about by the 
pandemic have led to the proliferation of webinars.  While generally effective in delivering its 
promises, research has not fully grasped the determinants that can sustain its continued use.  
Using a quantitative inquiry using PLS-SEM, we approached 181 working professionals to 
capture their perceptions on the usage continuance of webinars during COVID-19.  We found 
that information quality and utilitarianism directly determine satisfaction.  The study further 
confirms that satisfaction and social influence are variables that determine the usage 
continuance of webinars among professionals.   

Keywords: webinars, usage continuance, professional education, online learning, COVID-19 

1. Introduction

Continuous learning beyond university life is a constant pursuit for every member of the professional 
workforce to improve their personal and career lives. The Coronavirus of 2019 or COVID-19 ushered in 
the New Normal, where the learning process at all levels was disrupted due to constraints imposed by 
the pandemic (Joaquin et al., 2020).  Webinars or seminars conducted online supported learning during 
this time where participants learn new knowledge at the comforts of their homes or workplaces (Cedeño 
et al., 2021; Ismail et al., 2021).  Globally, the dramatic increase in the conduct of webinars was 
noticeable during the pandemic, and studies investigating its use, efficacy, and continued use 
motivations are still scant (Tanidir et al., 2021).  

The benefits of using webinars for learning have been widely researched, however challenges 
persist (Bryson, 2020; Gegenfurtner & Ebner, 2019; Ismail et al., 2021).  Information systems or IS 
research argued that motivators in technology adoption are different from motivators that influence 
continued use intention (Bhattacherjee, 2001; Hsu et al., 2014; Kim & Oh, 2011).  As an effective tool 
during the COVID-19 pandemic, it is paramount for research to identify what motivators will determine 
the usage continuance of webinars as they will serve as a complementary tool to other forms of learning 
modalities in professional education during and beyond the New Normal (Ismail et al., 2021). 

In this study, we positioned utilitarian value and information quality as factors influencing 
satisfaction in the continued usage of webinars among professionals.  We hypothesize that satisfaction 
and social influence are salient determinants of the behavioral intention to continue using webinars for 
professional education. We accept or reject our hypotheses using Partial Least Square Structural 
Equation Modeling or PLS-SEM.  We add to the current literature fresh knowledge on two fronts: 
capturing the perspectives of webinars use during COVID-19 and elaborating further the applicability 
of the usage continuance among professional learners (Gegenfurtner & Ebner, 2019; Hossain et al., 
2020; Ismail et al., 2021).  In the next section, we synthesize related studies, discuss our theoretical 
framework and state the basis of our proposed hypotheses.  We explicate our study design in the next 
section, followed by a discussion of our results.  We conclude by summarizing our study, its limitations, 
implications, and recommendations for future research directions. 
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2. Related Studies and Theoretical Foundations

Webinars afford working adults the convenience of flexibility and affordability to learn professionally 
without physical and financial constraints.  Research in the past decade pointed out the various benefits 
of webinars with renewed scholarly curiosity during COVID-19.  Early research on the use of webinars 
among pharmacists reveals that the quality, value, and relevance of webinars are positive drivers of 
participants’ motivation to participate (Buxton et al., 2012).   In similar studies, webinars among 
psychologists and soil experts allow wider reach in distributing professional learning opportunities 
more than the traditional in-classroom modality (Jenkins et al., 2019; Pantalone, 2015). Similarly, the 
ability to learn online anytime and anywhere and access timely expert knowledge at relatively lesser 
costs has driven broader participation among librarians and educators (Emre, 2019; 
Jafarzadeh-Kenarsari et al., 2019).  Webinars have become an indispensable tool to support 
professionals in balancing their thirst for professional growth and personal responsibilities. 

COVID-19 changed the learning across various levels, including professional education. 
Community lockdowns, social distancing measures, and university closures resulted in professionals 
embracing webinars, as reflected in recent literature (Pokhrel & Chhetri, 2021).  Given the volatility and 
velocity of knowledge dissemination about the current pandemic, physicians and allied professionals 
harnessed the benefits of webinars to update their knowledge, share experiences and access current 
information about COVID-19 (Al-Ahmari et al., 2021; Bryson, 2020; Ismail et al., 2021).  Among 
educators, lifelong learning is a constant pursuit, and the New Normal paved the way for many learning 
opportunities where they can learn new skills through webinars (Nagaraju et al., 2020; Tanucan & 
Uytico, 2021).  Evidence from prior studies suggests that there is a need to learn continually, and 
webinars present convenient avenues to grow in the New Normal professionally. 

Before and during the COVID-19 pandemic, webinars proved robust in sustaining learning 
among professionals, but challenges and issues remain.  Continued participation in subsequent 
webinars decreased due to varied reasons such as lack of engagement, technology challenges, 
scheduling conflicts, and overwhelmed participants (Buxton et al., 2012; Ismail et al., 2021; Peuler & 
McCallister, 2018).  Usage continuance is a stream in technology adoption literature that investigates 
the human behavior of continued technology use (Hsu et al., 2014; Shiue & Hsu, 2017).  This belief is 
based on the principle that individuals have different motivators to continually use technology than their 
behavior before adoption (Bhattacherjee, 2001; Kim & Oh, 2011).  Satisfaction has been a strong 
determinant of technology usage continuance (Wulandari et al., 2019).  In education, the more satisfied 
learners are in using an online learning technology, the higher the likelihood of continually using that 
learning platform (Hossain et al., 2020; Joo et al., 2016; Shiue & Hsu, 2017).   Another determinant of 
technology usage continuance is social influence.  Individuals tend to adopt and continually use 
technologies when they see classmates, friends, colleagues, or important persons use a specific 
technology (Khechine et al., 2014; Shiue & Hsu, 2017).  In the context of learning, both satisfaction and 
social influence have been found to exhibit a positive relationship to the online learning environment 
and hypothesize: Satisfaction has a positive relationship to the usage continuance of webinars (H1), and 
Social Influence has a positive relationship to the usage continuance of webinars (H2). 

Professionals are adult learners. Therefore, they must balance their time, personal lives, and 
career goals in their thirst for professional learning.  Research findings in adult learning literature 
suggest that professionals value relevant content that applies to their respective careers (Kleisch et al., 
2017; Moore & Shemberger, 2019).  Given that satisfaction is a strong determinant of technology of 
usage continuance, prior research identified various factors that determine satisfaction.  Utilitarian 
value is the perception of the usefulness of a specific technology (Kim & Oh, 2011; Zhang et al., 2020).  
In the online learning environment and Internet usage, utilitarian value has been found to have a 
positive relationship with users’ satisfaction (Daʇhan & Akkoyunlu, 2016; Isaac et al., 2018).  Similar to 
utilitarian value, information quality can determine satisfaction among technology users.  Content 
relevance has influenced learners’ satisfaction, thereby exhibiting a high intention to continue using 
online learning platforms (Daʇhan & Akkoyunlu, 2016).  In the context of learning, both utilitarian 
value and information quality have been found to exhibit a positive relationship to the online learning 
environment. Therefore, we further hypothesize: Utilitarian value has a positive relationship to 
satisfaction (H3), and Information quality has a positive relationship to satisfaction (H4). We illustrate 
our hypotheses in Figure 1 – Theoretical Framework: 
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Figure 1.  Theoretical Framework. 

3. Methods

Similar to other IS researches investigating individual behaviors of adoption and continued use of 
learning environments (Valverde-Berrocoso et al., 2020), we performed an empirical investigation by 
adopting and validating a survey instrument, approaching professionals who have attended webinars, 
and using PLS-SEM to the collected data.  In the following sub-sections, we discuss our research phases 
in furtherance, followed by the analysis of the results in the next section. 

3.1 Instrument Development 

To operationalize the constructs in our theoretical framework, we adopted questions from the study of 
Daʇhan and Akkoyunlu (2016) for utilitarian value (3), information quality (6), satisfaction (3), and 
usage continuance (3).  To integrate social influence, we adopted and included questions (3) from the 
same construct from the study of Huang (2016).  Both studies investigated the usage continuance of 
online learning environments.  We added five questions on personal information such as frequency of 
attending webinars, number of years, and gender.  The short survey instrument consisted of 23 
questions in a 5-point Likert agreement scale that was modified to fit into the context of this study and 
deployed using Google forms.  We invited four professionals to answer the survey to identify what 
questions lack clarity or need further improvement through a group discussion via Zoom for better 
comprehension.  We invited 43 working professionals who have previously attended webinars to 
answer the online survey as a pilot test to check for validity and reliability. 

3.2 Test for Reliability and Convergent Validity 

To statistically verify the sufficiency in the measurements of our survey instrument, we applied a PLS 
algorithm using SmartPLS and extracted the values of Cronbach’s Alpha, Composite Reliability or CR, 
and Average Variance Extracted or AVE consistent with the techniques used by prior IS researches 
(Catedrilla et al., 2019; Limpin, 2018; Nelson et al., 2016).  As shown in Table 1 – Instrument 
Reliability and Validity, the lowest values for Cronbach’s Alpha, CR and AVE are 0.896, 0.942, and 
0.827 that respectively establishing adequate reliability and validity as they are above the minimum 
values of 0.70  for Cronbach’s Alpha and CR and 0.50 for AVE (Hair et al., 2014).  

Table 1. Instrument Reliability and Validity 

Construct Cronbach’s Alpha Composite 
Reliability 

Average Variance 
Extracted 

Utilitarian Value 0.896 0.935 0.827 
Information Quality 0.925 0.941 0.728 
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Social Influence 0.944 0.964 0.898 
Satisfaction 0.908 0.942 0.845 

Usage Continuance 0.956 0.971 0.919 
 
3.3 Test for Discriminant Validity 
 
We further validated our instrument to ensure that the set of questions representing our constructs in the 
theoretical framework can depict the dimension it is supposed to measure and that there are weak 
intercorrelations with the other constructs through the Fornell-Larcker Criterion scores.  The topmost 
value for each column in Table 2 – Fornell-Larcker Criterion Scores and highlighted in bold are highest 
per column, establishing discriminant validity (Hair et al., 2014). 
 
Table 2. Fornell-Larcker Criterion Scores 

 Information 
Quality Satisfaction Social 

Influence 
Usage 

Continuance 
Utilitarian 

Value 
Information 

Quality 0.853     

Satisfaction 0.754 0.919    
Social Influence 0.757 0.697 0.948   

Usage 
Continuance 0.693 0.805 0.692 0.959  

Utilitarian 
Value 0.659 0.814 0.587 0.703 0.909 

 
Recent literature has raised the limitations and possible insufficiency of the Fornell-Larcker 

Criterion's scores as a single criterion in determining discriminant validity.  We decided to extract the 
Heterotrait-Monotrait or HTMT ratio score (Benitez et al., 2020) from SmartPLS.  As shown in Table 3 
– HTMT Ratio Scores, all values are below 0.90, the acceptable threshold for conceptually similar 
constructs in information systems research confirming further that our survey instrument demonstrates 
discriminant validity (Ab Hamid et al., 2017; Hair et al., 2017). 
 
Table 3.  HTMT Ratio Scores 

 Information 
Quality Satisfaction Social 

Influence 
Usage 

Continuance 
Utilitarian 

Value 
Information 

Quality      

Satisfaction 0.809     
Social Influence 0.803 0.743    

Usage 
Continuance 0.730 0.857 0.721   

Utilitarian 
Value 0.710 0.897 0.631 0.756  

 
3.4 Recruitment of Participants and their Profiles 
 
We posted our online survey to online professional communities or groups in Facebook, Viber, 
Whatsapp, and Messenger to test our hypotheses.  Respondents should be working and have attended at 
least a webinar during the COVID-19 pandemic.  A total of 181 working professionals answered the 
validated instrument online.  Seventy-six, or 42%, are males, while 105 or 58% are females.  The age 
range of the participants are: 18-25 (5%), 26-35 (28.7%), 36-45 (40.9%), 46-55 (19.3%) and 56 and 
above (6.1%).  Among the participants, 111 (61.3%) reported attending at least nine webinars related to 
their profession since the start of the pandemic.  Of the 181 respondents, 137 or 75.7% have been 
working for at least nine years. 
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4. Results and Analysis 
 
The collected data consisting of 181 responses from working professionals were analyzed using a 
Bootstrapping statistical technique of SmartPLS.  This statistical method was deemed appropriate in 
this study due to its small sample size and the objectives of testing a theoretical model using multiple 
regression analysis.  The results of the path analysis are shown in Table 4 – Bootstrapping Results.  
T-Statistics values that are above 1.96 are positive and significant relationships, therefore, accepting all 
hypotheses. 
 
Table 4. Bootstrapping Results 

Hypotheses Standard 
Deviation T-Statistics P Value Decision 

H1:Satisfaction ® Usage Continuance 0.108 4.612 0.000 Accept 
H2:Social Influence® Usage Continuance 0.103 4.118 0.000 Accept 
H3:Utilitarian Value ® Satisfaction 0.098 6.225 0.000 Accept 
H4:Information Quality ® Satisfaction 0.092 3.776 0.000 Accept 
 

The relationships between satisfaction (H1) and social influence (H2) to usage continuance are 
confirmed as the path coefficients of 4.612, and 4.118 respectively, are above the minimum values, 
resulting in both hypotheses' acceptance.  Prior studies of usage continuance of online learning find that 
a high level of satisfaction motivates learners to use a learning technology (Cheng & Yuen, 2018; 
Suzianti & Paramadini, 2021; Zhang et al., 2020).  In the New Normal, webinars assumed an alternative 
role to in-classroom training where attendees gain access to professional training. An early 
investigation of online adult learning by Lim (2001), found that a high level of technology literacy can 
lead to higher satisfaction in its continued use.  This result can be attributed to efforts to bridge the 
digital divide by promoting technology diffusion across all sectors, including education, and 
accelerated further by the challenges brought about by COVID-19 (Shenoy et al., 2020; Velikic et al., 
2020). The degree to which important others significantly influence one's decision to use a technology 
continually is confirmed in the relationship of social influence and satisfaction.  Prior studies have 
revealed similar results where they find that social influence has a positive influence on the usage 
continuance behavior to use technology in learning (Lee, 2010; Shiue & Hsu, 2017; Wan et al., 2020).  
Promoting webinars are organized by professional societies and large organizations and promoted 
online through instant messaging groups and social media that proved to be spaces where social 
influence, social identity, and group norms can influence an individual’s behavior (Hylton, 2020; 
Soares & Pinho, 2014).  Given its lower costs and the speed to which information can be disseminated, 
salient points about the speaker and the webinar content can be shared and reshared by friends, 
colleagues, and fellow professionals through their online social networks. 

Likewise, the relationships between utilitarian value (H3) and information quality (H4) to 
satisfaction are confirmed as the path coefficients of 6.225 and 3.776 are above the minimum values, 
resulting in both hypotheses' acceptance. Aligned with similar studies in usage continuance of 
technology-enabled learning systems that found the quality of content and perceived value of the online 
learning environment are crucial to the satisfaction of learners (Daʇhan & Akkoyunlu, 2016; Zhang et 
al., 2020).  Recent literature has pointed out that learner’s fatigue in online learning activities 
necessitates research identifying interventions such as shorter but meaningful online sessions and 
carefully curating the content (Toney et al., 2021; Wiederhold, 2020).  Webinars that add value to 
professional knowledge through current and relevant content will increase attendees' satisfaction, 
therefore encouraging continued use of this learning delivery (Ismail et al., 2021). 

 
 

5. Conclusion 
 
In summary, this study confirms that utilitarian value and information quality are factors that can 
influence satisfaction.  We further confirm that satisfaction and social influence are strong determinants 
of the behavioral intention to continue using webinars for professional education.  While contributing to 
usage continuance and professional education streams of literature, these findings should be interpreted 
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in consonance with our limitations for future research initiatives.  First, our sample size and recruitment 
strategy might impede generalizability, and therefore, future studies can replicate our research to 
consider larger sample sizes.  Second, we conducted a quantitative inquiry, and future scholars can 
conduct qualitative investigations to find meaningful interpretations of the accepted hypotheses.  Third, 
our sample included a few older adults, capturing their perceptions of how they learn from webinars 
might provide a different set of results.  Lastly, given that context is critical in IS research, deploying 
our model to specific cohorts based on different disciplines, countries, and types of learners may reveal 
different facets of our research findings. 

The New Normal is a social landscape where professionals subscribe to technology-enabled 
learning activities for professional growth.  While the abundance of benefits to working adults is widely 
researched,  uncertainties as to when we revert to how we used to do things before this pandemic exists; 
therefore, identifying factors that influence people to use technology continually are essential.  From a 
practical perspective, webinars should be carried out with the learners in mind.  Professionals value 
time, and therefore webinars should be succinctly and carefully scheduled without sacrificing the 
quality of their knowledge content to encourage future participation (Ismail et al., 2021).  From the 
academic perspective, feedback mechanisms should be religiously integrated into webinars to find 
avenues for improvement in the content and pedagogy so that an iterative improvement can be 
implemented to increase satisfaction and improve attendance (Peuler & McCallister, 2018; Toney et al., 
2021).  Continuous learning is a fundamental necessity for professional growth, and while the 
unpredictability of COVID-19  altered the way we look at the education landscape, tools that supported 
society today should be carefully investigated to maximize its benefits beyond the New Normal. 
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Abstract: The main purpose of this study was to explore Chinese Physical Education  
Pre-service Teacher (PEPT) design thinking and the relationships between Technological 
Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK). Two questionnaires were used to gather data from 
316 pre-service teachers. Using the structural equation model, assess the validity and reliability 
of the two questionnaires. Then through path analysis, understand the prediction situation of 
design thinking and TPACK. The findings indicate that the instrument possesses good construct, 
discriminant and convergence validity, and reliabilities are all applying to PEPT. The design 
thinking questionnaire of all of the factors was significantly and positively correlated to the 
TPACK. The path analysis shows that divergent thinking of design thinking can predict TCK, 
TPK, and TPCK. It is worth noting that convergent thinking of design thinking also can predict 
TCK. The implications of this study suggest that design thinking maybe promote PEPT to ideate 
TPACK from the perspective of empathizing, and experiment with technological knowledge in 
the material.  

Keywords: Design Thinking, TPACK, Physical Education, Pre-service Teachers 

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of technology applications, it has become a basic quality that teachers 
teaching should use now. Facing the new opportunities and impacts brought by information technology 
and the internet to education, teachers in the 21st century should not only possess Content Knowledge 
(CK) and Pedagogy Knowledge (PK) but also could apply Technological Knowledge (TK) to enhance 
students' learning effectiveness. In order to help teachers effectively combine the CK, PK, and TK in 
the teaching process, and solve the complex teaching activities that may be faced with, Mishra and 
Koehler (2006) further proposed Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge (TPACK) based 
on pedagogic content knowledge.  

The practical application of the integration of technology into physical education has been quite 
common. Compared with other disciplines, physical activity has the peculiarities of physical activity, 
and the nature of its teaching methods is quite different from other disciplines (Phillips, Rodenbeck, & 
Clegg, 2014). Therefore, technology-assisted physical education not only breaks the barriers of 
traditional physical education classrooms, but also extends the infinite horizon and space of physical 
education teaching, helping learners improve their learning motivation, and promote learners' learning 
effectiveness (Pasco, 2013). There are more diverse learners nowadays, so teachers should use 
technology to improve their teaching effectiveness for diverse learners (Arslan, 2015; Cengiz, 2015). 
Physical education teachers learn how to integrate technological knowledge into the teaching and make 
the TPACK knowledge support the physical education will be more important. The integration of 
material from the three knowledge components is mostly the responsibility of pre-service teachers. It is 
rarely explicitly addressed how to deal with pre-service teachers' situations about the skill and its 
structure, as well as how to employ creative ideas to encourage learning of the specific topic (Krause,  
O’Neil, & Jones, 2020). Pre-service and in-service physical education teachers, on the other hand, have 
been noted as being underprepared with the aforementioned technology (Kretschmann, 2015).   

According to research, PEPTs' perspectives regarding technology and how they will utilize it in 
future classes are influenced by technology-rich field experiences and call for an integration of 
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knowledge facets within teacher education (Baek, Jones, Bulger, & Taliaferro, 2018). Stanford (2010) 
proposed a five-step conceptual framework for the design thinking process, which contains empathize, 
define, ideate, prototype, and test. This framework is commonly used to help teachers improve their 
design thinking skills in a variety of educational settings (Henriksen, Richardson, & Mehta, 2017) In 
particular, teachers' design beliefs have been discovered as a multidimensional concept related to 
TPACK in teachers, and teachers' design beliefs may predict TPACK in teachers (Chai & Koh, 2017).  
Given this, the purpose of this study is to explore the relationship between design thinking and TPACK.  

  
1.1 Design Thinking of Physical Education Pre-service Teachers (PEPT)  
  
Despite the fast development of education reform trends and technology abroad. The current Physical 
Education Teacher Education (PETE) teaching practice method urgently needs to be updated, for future 
teachers to guide students as the main body of learning and the purpose of developing literacy in the 
physical education curriculum, teaching, and assessment (Starck, Richards, & O’Neil, 2018). Therefore, 
the PEPT should try to modify the teaching content, to conform to the degree and ability of each student, 
to highlight the importance of "user (student)" (Armstrong &amp; Johnson, 2019). Design thinking is a 
human-centered design approach that takes into account people's needs, behaviors, and the practicality 
of technology or business (Brown, 2008). This framework is commonly used to help students improve 
their design thinking skills in a variety of educational settings (Henriksen et al., 2017). To back up this 
claim, Goldman et al. (2012) claimed that design thinking is a constructive learning style that 
encourages students to investigate and solve problems while also encouraging them to be more open to 
new ideas, creative, and innovative. For PEPT, students are their users, it can be seen that design 
thinking can encourage pre-service teachers to think in terms of users, and constantly operate and update 
their own experience.  

The design thinking method provides physical education teachers an option of how to approach 
the curriculum, pedagogy, and assessment to understand the fundamental teaching principles (Chambers, 
Aldous, & Bryant, 2020). PETE also recognizes that problems are often chaotic and complicated, 
necessitating serious and imaginative creative thinking to solve them, as demonstrated by the design 
thinking process (Armstrong & Johnson, 2019). PEPT's teaching practice can be closer to the scene, 
construct a good teaching foundation. Even that, it also can update the teaching practice method of 
PETE, and cultivate the professional qualities of pre-service teachers, by revising and experimenting 
with the steps and concepts of design thinking.   

  
1.2 TPACK of Physical Education  
  
Gawrisch et al. (2019) propose a four-phase approach to establishing TPACK in physical education 
teacher education that allows PEPT to deliver technology-integrated lessons and experiences. The 
research emphasizes the need to improve teachers' use of innovative methods to value and build up TK. 
In addition, it needs to be implemented through experiments to evaluate its effectiveness, so that PEPT 
can be confident in using it in future teaching. PEPT assessed their capacity to use technology during 
instruction as high due to their exposure to TPACK (Jones, Baek, & Wyant, 2017). Increased adoption 
of technology-specific professional development is critical for overcoming the challenges connected 
with the use of technology in physical education. PEPT, in particular, are expected to exhibit excellent 
practices in technology-infused education (O'Neil & Krause, 2019). Overall, the more familiar and 
consistent TPACK integration is in teacher education, the more likely PEPT will adopt technology into 
their teaching efforts. However, physical education is a subject in which tradition has a stronghold. 
Various educational reforms and new curricula do not seem to have had little influence, content, forms 
of assessment and teaching stay the same (Ekberg, 2016). To conform to the educational trend of the 
twenty-first century, it is required to find a new strategy to try to reverse this tradition.   

However, there have been some criticisms of the TPACK framework since it is complex and 
may not be useful to teachers in their day-to-day work (Dobozy & Campbell, 2016). Furthermore, 
Angeli, Valanides, and Christodoulou (2016) argue that the integrated method will not result in 
meaningful TPACK. The scholars advocate for the transformative approach, which encourages teachers 
to synthesize isolated PK, CK, and TK into new teaching and learning approaches (Angeli & Valnides, 
2009). Thus, significant assistance is required to challenge teachers' preconceptions about what 
constitutes effective technology integration and to assist them in transforming isolated information.  
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Chai, Hwee Ling Koh, & Teo (2019) also confirmed that if pre-service teachers have good design beliefs, 
they will have a positive prediction and development of their TPACK. Base on the previous discussion, 
the purpose of this study was to explore Chinese PEPT’s design thinking and their relationships with 
TPACK, and the questions are following:  

l What is the validity of the questionnaires for measuring the two constructs?  
l What are the relationships between PEPTs’ design thinking and their TPACK?  

  
  
2. Method  
  
2.1 Participants  
  
The participants in this study were 316 physical education pre-service teachers from selected 
universities in China. There were 221 males and 95 female pre-service teachers. These pre-service 
teachers included sophomores to senior students. However, in the department of physical education and 
sport sciences, males are typically slightly more than females. All participants were asked to answer to 
the two instruments used in this study.  
  
2.2 Instrument  
  
In this study, two questionnaires, including Design thinking and TPACK were used. The two 
questionnaires were filled out at the same time and both with bipolar strongly agree/strongly disagree 
choices were provided on a 5-point Likert scale. First, the TPACK questionnaire was a consultation to 
Liang, Chai, Koh, Yang, and Tsai (2013)'s questionnaire that focuses on the TPACK framework to 
understand in-service teachers’ perceptions of their TPACK competencies (α = .96, total explained 
variation = 72.6%) Second, the design thinking questionnaire was designed based on Chen, Hong, Chai, 
Liang, & Lin (2020) design thinking engagement framework to understand early childhood teachers’ 
perceptions of their design thinking (α = .97, total explained variation = 70.0%). To assess PEPTs’ design 
thinking dispositions in physical education teaching, the current study designed the design thinking 
questionnaire based on the design thinking process of Chen et al. (2020) and Stanford (2010): empathize, 
define, ideate, prototype, and test. According to Council (2021) re-explain the concept of design 
thinking, emphasizing "The Double Diamond Design Process". In comparison to traditional design 
thinking, the double diamond design process places a greater emphasis on divergent and convergent 
thinking in the design process to improve design thinking. Design thinking frequently skips over the 
problem-solving stage and overlooks other better options. As a result, it is as such to empathize and 
ideate from the perspective of divergent thinking. Define, prototype and test are all elements of 
convergent thinking. As a result, this study elevates design thinking to a second-order level, with more 
emphasizing the process and framework of design thinking.  
  
2.3 Data Analyses   
  
In this study, the Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) with all of the items and dimensions of the two 
questionnaires included in one model was performed to clarify the reliability and validity of all of the 
questionnaires. Moreover, to further understand the relationships among the dimensions of these two 
questionnaires, correlation analysis, and SEM were performed.  
  
  
3. Result  
  
3.1 Verification of the Validity of the Two Questionnaires  
  
A total of 29 items were retained in the version (i.e. 18 items for design thinking, and 11 items for 
TPACK) as shown in Table 1. It shows the results of the confirmatory factor analysis for the two 
questionnaires in one model as well as the descriptive statistics for each variable. The goodness of fit 
for the CFA of the structure, Chi-square = 1434.24, p < .001, degree of freedom = 366, GFI = .82, IFI 
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= .90, TLI = .89, CFI = .91, RMSEA = .054, RMR = .062, Factor loadings = .67-.86, CR = .84-.92, AVE 
= .51-.69, and Alpha value = .87-.91. Hair Jr, Hult, Ringle, and Sarstedt (2016) indicated that the model 
construct can be considered acceptable if all the CR values are higher than .6 and the AVE for each 
factor is higher than .40. The fit scale indicated a satisfactory fit for this model since these indices were 
approaching the criterion of a good fit, confirming both the convergent and construct validity of this 
single model for the two questionnaires.  
  
Table 1. The CFA analysis for the Design Thinking and TPACK (N= 316)  

Construct and measurement items  Factor 
loadings  t-value  CR  AVE  Alpha 

value  

Design Thinking          
  

Empathize, mean = 4.21, S.D. = .59  -------  -------  0.90  0.69  0.90  
Empathize1  0.79  -------        
Empathize2  0.86  16.58***       
Empathize3  0.85  16.37***       
Empathize4  0.83  15.96***       
Define, mean = 4.14, S.D. = .55  -------  -------  0.88  0.64  0.87  
Define1  0.83  -------        
Define2  0.76  16.48***       
Define3  0.83  16.36***       
Define4  0.77  16.49***       
Ideate, mean = 4.16, S.D. = .57  -------  -------  0.90  0.69  0.90  
Ideate1  0.79  -------        
Ideate2  0.84  15.33***       
Ideate3  0.84  17.39***       
Ideate4  0.85  15.66***       
Prototype, mean = 4.13 S.D. = .56  -------  -------  0.91  0.71  0.89  
Prototype1  0.86  -------        
Prototype2  0.79  16.33***       
Prototype3   0.85  14.83***       
Prototype4  0.77  16.44***       
Test, mean = 4.19, S.D. = .58  -------  -------  0.91  0.71  0.90  
Test1  0.81  -------        
Test2  0.86  18.16***       
Test3  0.85  17.77***       
Test4  0.84  17.44***       

TPACK            

TCK, mean =4.08, S.D. = .55  -------  -------  0.84  0.51  0.88  
TCK1   0.67  -------        
TCK2  0.69  15.07***       
TCK3  0.76  13.17***       
TCK4   0.74  13.03***       
TCK5  0.71          
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Construct and measurement items  Factor 
loadings  t-value  CR  AVE  Alpha 

value  
TPK, mean =3.98, S.D. = .65  -------  -------  0.92  0.70  0.91  
TPK1   0.83  -------        
TPK2  0.83  15.07***       
TPK3  0.86          
TPK4   0.84          
TPK5  0.81          
TPCK, mean =3.94, S.D. = .60  -------  -------  0.91  0.66  0.90  
TPCK1   0.78  -------        
TPCK2  0.80          
TPCK3  0.85          
TPCK4   0.80          
TPCK5  0.82          
Note: Asterisk is for the probability note, and three asterisks indicate p < .001. AVE: average variance 
extracted, CR: composite reliability  
  
3.2 Correlation between Design Thinking and TPACK  
  
As shown in Table 2, the findings of the correlation study revealed that all of the design thinking factors 
were significantly positively correlated with all of the TPACK's factors. To be more specific, that all 
five factors in the design thinking questionnaire (empathize, define, ideate, prototype, and test) were 
equally, in the same way, and significantly associated with all three factors in the TPACK questionnaire 
(TCK, TPK, and TPACK) (r =.59-.74, p < .001).   
 In the other hand, the statistical results also showed that all of the factors of the design thinking were 
highly and significantly correlated to each other (r =.72–.83, p < .001). The Pearson's correlation 
findings showed that all of the factors were associated to some extent between or within both 
questionnaires. This also echoes that every stage of design thinking is related to practice. Table 2 
includes the square root of the AVE value as well as the correlation matrix for each factor. The results 
showed that the square root of the AVE values for all variables was greater than the Pearson's correlation 
coefficients between the factor and all other factors (r =.82-.93). Moreover, the discriminative validity 
proved that each dimension existed individually and independently (Hair et al., 2016).  
  
Table 2. The correlation between Design Thinking and TPACK  
  Empathize Define  Ideate  Prototype  Test  TCK  TPK  TPCK  

Empathize  
Define  

.83 .76***    
.93  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

Ideate  .72***  .77***  .83            

Prototype  .74***  .82***  .80***  .84          

Test  .75***  .81***  .76***  .83***  .85        

TCK  .71***  .75***  .72***  .74***  .71***  .71      

TPK  .59***  .63***  .64***  .64***  .60***  .69***  .84    

TPCK  .61***  .67***  .67***  .65***  .64***  .59***  .82***  .82  
Note: The value of the diagonal line is the square root of the average variation extraction (AVE) of the 
potential variable, and this value should be greater than the value of the off-diagonal line. *p<.05, 
**p<.01, ***p<.001  
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3.3 Path Analyses  
  
To validate whether the proposed model could be established, we examined whether the first-order 
factors converged to the second-order constructs. The results show that the fit indices of the second-
order model indicated that our hypothesized model adequately explained the data (GFI = .85, IFI = .90, 
TLI = .91, CFI = .92, RMSEA = .048). According to the results of Figure 1, the two factors of divergent 
thinking were successfully included in one second-order factor. The three factors of convergent thinking 
were also successfully included in one second-order factor. The SEM result showed that divergent 
thinking significantly positive factor explaining the variation of TCK, TPK, and TPCK (β = .89, 94, 90 
p < .001). The results imply that pre-service teachers would be able to get a better TCK, TPK, and 
TPACK in the future if they have divergent thinking. In other words, when teachers consider how 
technology can be used in teaching or courses, they can effectively impact teachers' TPACK through a 
process of human-centered and creative thinking. In addition, although the results show that convergent 
thinking cannot predict TPK and TPCK, it can be seen more importantly from the figure that convergent 
thinking can directly predict TCK (β= .30, p < .001). Convergent thinking may be effective promote pre-
service teachers to use technological knowledge to prepare physical education courses and teaching 
materials. What's more, convergent thinking is the final stage of implementing ideas into action, as well 
as a period of repeated content knowledge experimentation.   

  

  
Figure 1. The structural model between Design Thinking and TPACK.  

  
  
4. Discussion  
  
According to the results of the research question, divergent thinking and TPACK can have predictive 
effects. Bryant, Aldous, and Chambers (2020) show how the hierarchical phases of design thinking can 
be used when enacting curricula, pedagogy, and assessment practices for movement in physical 
education, and how the design thinking process can function as a means of sensitizing practitioners. In 
other words, the pre-service teacher can empathize and ideate to finding appropriate instructional 
methods to change issues or activities in the classroom (Armstrong & Johnson, 2019). PEPT is difficult 
to integrate TPACK into physical education since it impacts how teachers see physical activities (Phelps, 
et al., 2021). Since traditional physical education teaching still places the teacher at the center, many 
students' perspectives and opinions are overlooked. Design thinking hopes to encourage physical 
educators to start "thinking like designers" while planning and implementing meaningful movement 
experiences for students to improve teaching effectiveness. Based on this, PEPT may be able to 
effectively affect PEPT if it can create appropriate teaching materials through empathy and a lot of 
brainstorming, as well as combining technology and physical equipment. Krause et al. (2020) also 
showed that PEPT really needs a way to promote or transfer knowledge to apply technology in physical 
education. They also encourage PETE to develop an appropriate approach as soon as possible.   
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In addition, through the results of the SEM model, it's clear to see that convergent thinking and 
TCK can have predictive effects. The skill of TCK is a challenge for pre-service teachers who have not 
yet joined the teaching scene because they have not yet contacted students and lack a lot of practical 
experience (Baek et al., 2018). Based on this, PEPT often creates immature course material, a situation 
that is similar to a previous study (Wyant, Jones, & Bulger, 2015). Henriksen et al. (2017) the teachers 
did not consider themselves curriculum designers at the start of the course. But it was through exposure 
to and familiarity with design thinking techniques that they came to see themselves in this light (Norton 
& Hathaway, 2015). Therefore, it also demonstrates that design thinking can assist teachers in 
effectively mastering certain fundamental design principles and concepts while designing or organizing 
courses. Past studies have also shown that PETE does not have many ways to support TCK (Semiz, & 
Ince, 2012). This also involves sports including multiple types, and it is difficult for teachers to master 
all of them, especially for pre-service teachers. As a result, convergent think can improve PEPT in 
collecting together and integrating information to improve the relationship between teaching materials, 
courses, and technology. That is, physical educators must be more than knowledge brokers; they should 
also be learning builders (Armstrong & Johnson, 2019). Phelps et al. (2021) emphasized that PETE will 
revise the material because it finds that it has insufficient basic knowledge in technology-assisted 
teaching. To put it another way, this is a major step in opening PETE's practical scientific and 
technological knowledge, allowing him to put TPACK into effect through repeated experiments.  

Through this study can determine the relationship between PEPT design thinking perceptions 
and their potential level of TPACK. The results of the second-order model suggest that divergent 
thinking can have a significant impact on TPACK. For example, to integrate technology, teaching 
elements related to the course can be accomplished through empathy and problem-solving. Furthermore, 
the findings suggest that convergent thinking can predict TCK. In other words, it shows that 
inexperienced pre-service teachers can enhance their teaching efficacy by experimenting with teaching 
materials and developing ideas continuously. However, in the face of the impact of the current Covid-
19 epidemic on global school education, the application of technology has become the main way to 
sustain learning, and technology for physical education is the solution that physical education teachers 
urgently need. The future study is suggested to increase the number of samples so that the relationships 
between design thinking and TPACK can be clearer and representative. Finally, further study can assess 
the difference between design thinking and TPACK between in-service and pre-service teachers.  
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Abstract: The progress of translation technologies has presented new opportunities and 

challenges to translation education, and the application of machine translation in education has 

received growing attention among researchers. This paper reviewed a total of 40 studies (19 

empirical studies and 21 position papers) published in five SSCI-indexed and three 

CSSCIindexed journals during 2011 to 2020. The SSCI-indexed journals include Perspectives, 

The Interpreter and Translator Trainer, Babel, Across Languages and Cultures, The Journal of  
Specialized Translation. And the three CSSCI-indexed journals are Chinese Translators Journal, 

Shanghai Journal of Translators and Technology Enhanced Foreign Language Education. At 

first, this paper explored the yearly publication trend and the research themes of the journals. 

Then, it summarized the methodologies of empirical studies and found that a majority of the 

studies employed the mixed or qualitative methods with data analysis based on qualitative 

summaries and descriptive quantitative analysis. Major findings and pedagogical implications 

were provided at the end.   

Keywords: Machine translation (MT); translation education; language teaching; content analysis; 

systematic literature review  

1. Introduction

With the unprecedented development and penetration of information technology and artificial 
intelligence, machine translation (MT) has become an indispensable part of translation practice and has 
come into the focus of translation academia and industry (Loock, 2020). The progress of MT has 
changed the traditional methods and concepts of translator training and developed a new trend of 
applying MT into translation education in the digital world. Moreover, the development of translation 
technology has promoted studies to explore how machine translation can be integrated into translator 
training (Mellinger, 2017) or how translation education programs can benefit from the technology 
(Rodríguez-Inés, 2013). It is increasingly recognized that the technical literacy of translators is crucial 
to their comprehensive abilities (Man, Mo, Chau, O’Toole, & Lee, 2020). According to the literature, 
MT could also benefit students’ language learning from the cognitive, linguistic, and affective 
perspectives (Lee, 2019). In an artificial intelligence era, the ability to use MT effectively during 
students’ learning or translation practice is crucial for them to learn English as a foreign language (Tsai, 
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2019).  
  
  
2. Literature Review  
  
Machine translation, as a multidisciplinary subject involving lexicography, linguistics, computational 
linguistics and computer science, has drawn considerable attention from scholars in various areas 
(Sinhal & Gupta, 2014). The system of MT has been adopted by language service providers and still 
continues to grow in popularity within the field. Cadwell (2017) holds the view that, with further 
advances and promises of higher quality neural MT, it can be expected that MT will become an even 
more popular technology that professional translators will be compelled to engage with it. Based on the 
current situation and views, a variety of studies are carried out to analyze and demonstrate the growing 
trend of incorporating machine translation into translation curriculum (e.g., Doherty & Kenny 2014; 
Flanagan & Christensen, 2014). Since there are few systematic review studies on the use of MT for 
foreign language learning and translator training, this study aims to reveal the publication trend of the 
relevant studies and explore the educational applications of MT from 2011 to 2020. In addition, the 
pedagogical implication and suggestions would also be discussed to provide inspirations for the 
application of translation technology in language teaching and learning.  
  
  
3. Methodology  
  
3.1 The process of identifying journals  
  
This research adopted the systematic content analysis as the major method for reviewing studies. Eight 
high-impact journals were selected, five of which are international journals, namely Perspectives, The 
Interpreter and Translator Trainer, Babel, Across Languages and Cultures, The Journal of Specialised 
Translation. All the five journals are indexed by Social Science Citation Index (SSCI). The other three 
journals are Chinese journals, namely Chinese Translators Journal, Shanghai Journal of Translators, 
and Technology Enhanced Foreign Language Education, which are all indexed by Chinese  
Social Science Citation Index (CSSCI).   

These eight journals represent quality studies from scholars in the field of translation studies, 
which can be helpful for the readers to grasp the research trends and research foci. In addition, all articles 
in the five international journals are published in English and have a wide international readership and 
authorship.   
  
3.2 The process of data coding and data analysis  
  
In the first stage, the author manually screened publications (from 2011 to 2020) in the above eight 
journals by referring to the titles and the abstracts. When extracting articles, only those regular fulllength 
research articles were selected, while book reviews, technical reports or commentaries were excluded. 
Due to the fact that the application of machine translation into language education is still growing rapidly, 
only 40 journal articles (19 empirical studies and 21 position papers) were selected after the first stage.  

In the second stage, according to the coding framework by Chai, Koh and Tsai (2013), integrated 
with the analytical framework summarized by Macaro, Handley and Walter (2012), the preliminary 
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framework was postulated. Then, the author used the preliminary framework for initial article analysis 
and code the articles.   

The coded data for the systematic literature review consisted of quantitative and qualitative data. 
With the help of social science analysis software, SPSS 22.0, the quantitative data were analyzed mainly 
using descriptive statistics. While the qualitative data, mainly combined with content analysis, were 
categorized and summarized with the assistance of qualitative data analysis software, NVivo 11.0.   

4. Results

4.1 Number of the studies published from 2011 to 2020  

It can be seen from Table 1 that there are in total of 40 papers related to the applications of machine 
translation for translator training published in the eight journals from 2011 to 2020. In the past ten years, 
Technology Enhanced Foreign Language Education published the largest number of related papers  
(ten papers).   

As further indicated in Figure 1, all the eight journals have published articles concerning the 
application of machine translation in translator education. Since 2016, an upward trend can be seen 
obviously largely due to the launch of Google Translate with the Google Neural Machine Translation 
(GNMT) system (Schuster, Johnson, & Thorat, 2016). Furthermore, the year of 2019 witnessed the 
largest number of publications, in which, ten studies were published in five journals.   

Table 1. Numbers of studies published by eight journals (2011 to 2020) 

Perspectives  0 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 5 

The Interpreter and Translator Trainer  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 4 0 7 

The Journal of Specialised Translation  0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 

Across Languages and Cultures  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 

Babel  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 3 

Chinese Translators Journal  0 2 3 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 9 

Technology Enhanced Foreign Language  
Education 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 3 2 10 

Shanghai Journal of Translators  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 

Total  0 2 3 3 2 3 4 6 10 7 40 

4.2 Research themes of the studies published from 2011 to 2020  

Based on the content analysis, the research themes of the 21 position papers concerning three main 
categories (shown in Figure 2), including the instructional design of translation courses (13 papers), 
teaching methods (5 papers) and teaching resources (3 papers). The research themes of the 19 empirical 
studies were divided into three main categories (shown in Figure 3), namely the feasibility of machine 
translation as a tool in translation (6 papers), instructional design using machine translation (5 papers) 

2011  2012   2013   2014   2015   2016   2017   2018   2019   2020   Total  
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and the adoption of machine translation and users’ feedback (8 papers). Several publications covered 
more than one topic at the same time. As indicated in Figure 2, the instructional design of translation   

 
Figure 1. Numbers of Studies published by eight Journals (2011 to 2020)  

  
courses seems to be an interesting and hot topic during the past decade. Mellinger (2017) held 

the opinion that different teaching modules related to MT, such as terminology management and post-
editing should be integrated into the translation curriculum when providing students with MT courses.   
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Figure 3. Research Themes in Empirical Studies.  

  
As shown in figure 3, scholars pay much attention to feasibility of machine translation as a tool 

in translation and carried out several empirical studies (e.g., Jia, Carl, & Wang, 2019; Yamada, 2019). 
Several studies provided helpful suggestions for translation education (e.g., Doherty & Kenny,  
2014). Moreover, learners’ feedback to the adoption of MT and has also been studied extensively.  
  
4.3 Data collections and data analysis of the studies published from 2011 to 2020  
  
The position papers and empirical studies used a variety of data collection methods. For instance, Jia 
(2019) used five data collection methods, including questionnaires, comparative groups, retrospective 
written reports, key-logging and gaze data. Ortiz-Boix and Matamala (2016) adopted three collection 
methods consisting of questionnaires, comparative groups, and mouse clicks to conduct the research.  

As Figure 4 indicates, the most frequently used data collection method is survey and 
questionnaire, which is adopted in 15 articles. The researchers tended to use questionnaires to investigate 
the application of MT and users’ perceptions (e.g., Man et al., 2020).   

As shown in Figures 5, the studies also used a variety of data analysis methods. For qualitative 
data, 16 papers used qualitative summary to categorize and summarize questionnaire and interview 
results (e.g., Guerberof & Moorkens 2019), mainly for analyzing respondents’ feedback for using 
machine translation. It worth noting that only one paper used Cronbach alpha to analyze the reliability 
of the questionnaire (e.g., Rodríguez-Castro, 2018). For quantitative data, 17 papers used descriptive 
quantitative analysis.  
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Figure 4. Data Collections of the studies from 2011 to 2020  

  

 
Figure 5. Data Analysis of Studies from 2011 to 2020  

  
4.4 MT selected by the studies published from 2011 to 2020  
  
As shown in Figure 6, a total of five articles clearly indicates the type of machine translation used, of 
which one used SMT alone, two used NMT alone, two used at least two different types of MT at the 
same time, and there were no cases of RBMT alone in the selected articles.  
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Figure 6. Different Types of MT Used in the Studies 

It can be seen that Rule-Based Machine Translation (RBMT), an earlier MT approach, has no 
longer been studied extensively in the recent decade, and the research field of MT has attached more 
importance to SMT and NMT. Around 2016, neural-based machine translation (NMT) was initially 
introduced by Google Translate. Deeply affected by that, the research focus gradually shifted from the 
application of SMT to NMT or mixed types of MT technologies.  

5. Conclusion

The present research is a review study of 40 studies selected from eight high-impact academic journals 
concerning the application of MT in education. Content analysis method was employed and a coding 
scheme was constructed from aspects of publication trend, research themes, data collections and 
analysis, and the types of MT in studies. Drawing upon the findings, we conclude that MT has become 
an increasingly important technology in the translation studies and teaching practice. Through the 
effective integration of the MT with translation and language teaching, educators can make the most 
advantages of the MT to cultivate and improve students’ technical literacy and translation efficiency.   
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Abstract: This questionnaire-based survey research was conducted among 571 English 
language learners of a less-developed region China. Quantitative data was collected to explore 
the internal structure of high school students’ online interaction and learning engagement and 
reveal the relationship of the two research constructs. Results showed that there are three factors 
of high school learners’ online interaction including teacher-student interaction, student-student 
interaction and student-content interaction. There are four factors of learning engagement 
including cognitive engagement, behavioral engagement, emotional engagement and social 
engagement. Correlation analysis confirmed the positive correlation between learners’ online 
interaction and learning engagement. The results of the stepwise regression analysis further 
proved that the interaction between learners and learning materials as well as the interaction 
among participants have the strongest prediction for learning engagement and can positively 
predict all variables of learning engagement. The research results provided pedagogical 
implications for high school online language education in minority areas, and provided 
inspirations for designing online courses in the future. 

Keywords: Online interaction, learning engagement, English language learners 

1. Introduction

English teaching in less-developed regions were usually carried out based on face-to-face classes, with 
little experience of technology-supported language teaching and practices (Zhou et al., 2021). However, 
since the outbreak of COVID-19 epidemic, the less-developed regions in China positively tried to 
implement online education in various forms, which facilitated researchers to analyze the online 
language learning of high school students in ethnic minority regions and provided convenience for 
online English teaching practices. 

Online learning has many advantages. Compared with in-class courses, it transcends the 
limitations of time and space (Sun & Rueda, 2012) and equipped learners with more opportunities for 
self-learning. Online courses were also considered as a more convenient, flexible, and interesting form 
of teaching (Tuckman, 2007). This study focused on the online interaction and learning engagement of 
571 high school English language learners from an Ethnic Senior High School in Changshun County, 
Qiannan Buyi and Miao Autonomous Prefecture in Guizhou Province in China. Combining the 
quantitative and qualitative datas, this study analyzed the status quo of online English learning among 
these high school students and explored the internal structure and the relations of their online interaction 
and learning engagement. This study also provided pedagogical suggestions for improving online 
English teaching in high schools in ethnic minority areas. 

2. Literature Review

Interaction is important for students’ learning effectiveness and the quality of online education (Sher, 
2009). Moor (1993) divided the interaction in online learning into three dimensions, namely, 
learner-instructor interaction, learner-learner interaction, and learner-content interaction. 
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Student-teacher interaction was identified as teacher’s guidance, encouragement, and evaluation, as 
well as students’ willingness to communicate and give feedback. Student-student interaction included 
team work, in-class communication, and after-class discussion which are usually conducted without 
teachers’ involvement. The interaction between students and learning materials referred to the process 
of students’ acquiring information from multimedia platforms or taking advantage of online materials to 
conduct their language learning, which in this study is represented by students learning through 
recorded English lectures and various online platforms. Researchers have explored online interactive 
teaching models and its teaching efficiency based on the above models (e.g., Li, 2020; Li, Liang & Xue, 
2018; Yang & Wang, 2019), but research on interaction in online language learning for high school 
learners in less-developed areas is still rare. 

In the 1930s, Tyler pointed out that learning engagement referred to the time and effort that 
learners put in learning tasks (Merwin, 1969). Newman (1992) and his colleagues studied middle school 
students’ learning engagement in the U.S. and proposed that learning engagement consisted of both 
psychological and behavioral aspects. Fredricks and his colleagues (2004) proposed that learning 
engagement is a multidimensional concept that included three main dimensions, namely, behavioral 
engagement, emotional engagement, and cognitive engagement. Behavioral engagement referred to 
students participating in positive classroom-based learning activities. This dimension could be 
evaluated through students’ in-class attention, participation, and homework completion. Emotional 
engagement reflected students’ attitude towards teachers, peers, and classroom activities, which also 
included their interest in learning (Finn ＆ Voelkl, 1993). Cognitive engagement was the process where 
students conducted self-regulated learning using various learning strategies based on their 
self-awareness (Zimmerman, 1990). Fredricks et al. then added a social engagement dimension to the 
three-dimension model. Social engagement referred to the learner’s social interaction with teachers and 
peers, and demonstrated learner’s willingness to establish and maintain relationships with them in the 
learning process (Wang et al., 2016). 

In this study, a questionaaire-based survey study was conducted to investigate 571 high school 
English learners’ online interaction and learning engagement. Three research questions were identified 
as followed:  

(1) What are the factorial structures of high school English language learners’ online interaction 
and learning engagement in a less-developed region in China? 

(2) What is the relationship between high school English language learners’ online interaction 
and learning engagement in a less-developed region in China? 
 
 
3. Research Design 
 
3.1 Research Context and Participants 
 
This study aimed to analyze high school student’s online English language learning and to explore the 
internal structures of online interaction and learning engagement of high school students. The study was 
conducted at a public senior high school, Changshun Middle School of Nationalities in Changshun 
County, Qiannan Bouyei and Miao Autonomous Prefecture, Guizhou Province. Due to the economic 
constraints in the county, the school was equipped with only four multimedia classrooms, and students 
were not allowed to use electronic devices such as mobile phones in class. Students’ had limited access 
to online learning resources. 
 
3.2 Participants 
 
During the COVID-19 epidemic, Changshun Middle School of Nationalities held English courses 
online. Through random sampling, the researcher selected 571 senior high school students as 
participants Among them, 321 were girls and 250 were boys, with an average age of 17 and nearly 75% 
of the participants ethnic minorities. They were invited to respond to a questionnaire after taking 
English courses online, and their personal information remained anonymous during the investigation. 

Among all of our 571 participants, 504 students (88.3%) watched recorded online English 
courses through SkyQian. 304 students (53.2%) used E-net to study English online; 115 students 
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(20.1%) conducted their language learning and sought help through the online app Dingding and 101 
students (17.7%) used Tecent Conference and QQ to participant in real-time interactive online English 
courses. They generally believed that online English courses could help with their language learning. 
 
3.3 Instrument 
 
In this study, a questionnaire consisting of three parts was adopted as the research instrument. The first 
two parts were two questionnaires of English language learners’ online interaction and learning 
engagement, which were developed using a five-point Likert scale, from 1 “I do not agree at all” to 5 “I 
strongly agree”. The third part of the questionnaire included eight open-ended questions, aiming to 
collect data and analyze the status quo of high school students’ online English learning in ethnic 
minority regions. Since English is a foreign language for our participants, the whole questionnaire was 
translated into Chinese. 
 
3.4 Data Collection and Analysis  
 
In this study, data was collected using questionnaires and was analyzed through various methods. In 
order to answer the two research questions, data was analyzed in the following three steps. First, EFA 
and Cronbach’s alpha test were conducted to explore the factorial structures of high school students’ 
online interaction and learning engagement in online English courses in the less-developed region. 
Second, the correlation between the finalized online interaction and learning engagement factors was 
analyzed through Pearson correlation coefficient. Finally, stepwise regression analysis between the 
factors of the two questionnaires was conducted. The online interaction factors were considered as 
predictor variables, and the learning engagement factors were processed as outcome variables. 
 
 
4. Research Results 
 
4.1 Factorial Structures of High School Students’ Online Interaction and Learning 
Engagement 
 
The research investigated the factorial structures of high school students’ online interaction and 
learning engagement when they learn English online in a less-developed region in China. EFA were 
conducted and the results indicated that high school students’ online interaction in English language 
learning included three different dimensions while their learning engagement consisted of four factors. 
The results were consistent with previous studies on learners’ online interaction and learning 
engagement (e.g., Wang, 2013; Fan, 2019; Zheng et al, 2021). 
 
Table 1. Rotated factor loadings and Cronbach's alpha values for students’ online interaction 

Factors Questions Factor 
Loadings Mean S.D. α 

Student- 
Teacher 
Interaction 
(ST) 

1. The teacher will regularly notify me of my 
study progress by posting notices through online 
platforms like WeChat groups. 

0.75 

3.66 0.65 0.76 
2. The teacher will regularly post assignments 
and marking rules through online platforms like 
WeChat groups. 

0.82 

3. The teacher will regularly show us outstanding 
assignment cases through online platforms like 
WeChat groups. 

0.81 

Student- 
Student 
Interaction 
(SS) 

4. I can share my ideas with my classmates in 
online English courses. 0.83 

3.39 0.68 0.84 5. I can communicate with my classmates in 
online English courses. 0.86 
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6. Enhancing interactions with my classmates 
will help me with learning English online. 0.70 

Student- 
Content 
Interaction 
(SC) 

7. Online learning materials (e.g. class handouts) 
can help me with learning English online. 0.72 

3.48 0.61 0.88 

8. Participating in online learning tasks or group 
activities can help me with learning English 
online. 

0.75 

9. Preparing for online learning tasks or group 
activities can help me with learning English 
online. 

0.78 

10. Online English courses improved my ability 
to solve problems and facilitated my language 
learning. 

0.79 

11. Online English courses trained my ability of 
critical thinking and facilitated my language 
learning. 

0.79 

Note. Overall alpha=0.74, total variance explained=70.23%, N=571. 
 

Table 1 and Table 2 showed the EFA results for the questionnaires of online interaction and 
learning engagement. Researchers used the principal component analysis as the extraction method, and 
the Varimax with Kaiser Normalization as the rotation method (Kaiser, 1958). As indicated in Table 1, 
three factors were identified in high school students’ online interaction, namely, student-teacher 
interaction (ST), (α = 0.76, Mean = 3.66, S.D. = 0.65), student-student interaction (SS), (α = 0.84, Mean 
= 3.39, S.D. = 0.68), and student-content interaction (SC), (α = 0.88, Mean = 3.48, S.D. = 0.61). The 
total variance explained was 70.23%. The overall alpha of this research was 0.74, and the alpha 
coefficient of this study was over 0.70 for each factor. 

As shown in Table 2, high school students’ learning engagement consisted of four factors, 
namely, cognitive engagement (CE), (α = 0.79, Mean = 3.34, S.D. = 0.64), behavioral engagement 
(BE), (α = 0.85, Mean = 3.48, S.D. = 0.58), emotional engagement (EE), (α = 0.89, Mean = 3.41, S.D. = 
0.65), and social engagement (SE), (α = 0.89, Mean = 3.42, S.D. = 0.61). The total variance explained 
was 67.42%. The overall alpha of this research was 0.90, and the alpha coefficient of this study was 
around 0.80 for each factor. The results of both tables clearly indicated that the internal consistency of 
all factors was sufficient for statistical analysis.  
 
Table 2. Rotated factor loadings and Cronbach’s alpha values for students’ learning engagement 

Factors Questions Factor 
Loadings Mean S.D. α 

Cognitive 
Engagement 
(CE) 

1. I will think about different methods to finish 
learning tasks. 0.76 

3.34 0.64 0.79 

2. I try to think hard when learning English 
online.  0.61 

3. I will think positively and try to challenge the 
problems I encountered. 0.75 

Behavioral 
Engagement 
(BE) 

4. I am not learning English online to satisfy 
teachers 0.69 

5. I will finish the learning tasks within stipulated 
time. 0.52 

3.48 0.58 0.85 
6. I would love to participate in online courses. 0.72 
7. I will not give up when I meet with difficulties. 0.63 
8. I will stick to online learning even I have 
difficulties. 0.66 

Emotional 
Engagement 

9. I’m looking forward to participating in online 
courses. 0.68 3.41 0.65 0.89 
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(EE) 10. I love to experience and learn new 
technologies through online courses.  0.74 

11. I hope to learn more knowledge online. 0.67 

12. I feel happy when doing learning tasks.  0.72 
13. I find this learning form (online) very 
interesting.  0.75 

Social 
Engagement 
(SE) 

14. I refer to the prompts or experiences given by 
other students in online learning tasks.  0.66 

3.42 0.61 0.89 

15. I will try to do the tasks with classmates who 
can help me.  0.62 

16. I will try to help the students who meet with 
difficulties when learning online. 0.70 

17. I am very concerned about the ideas and 
suggestions of my classmates or teachers. 0.62 

18. I like to share achievements and ideas when 
learning online.  0.74 

19. I like to work with others when doing 
learning tasks. 0.73 

Note. Overall alpha=0.90, total variance explained=67.42%, N=571. 
 
4.2 The Relationship between High School Students’ Online Interaction and Learning 
Engagement 

 
In this study, Pearson correlation analysis was conducted among all the online interaction and learning 
engagement factors to further explore the relationships among these dimensions of both questionnaires. 
As shown in Table 3, all factors were significantly correlated with each other (p < 0.001), with the 
correlation coefficient floating from 0.37 to 0.74. 
 
Table 3. Correlation analysis among the factors of high school students’ online interaction and 
learning engagement 
 Mean S.D. ST SS SC CE BE EE SE 

ST 3.66 0.65 1       
SS 3.39 0.68 0.41** 1      
SC 3.48 0.61 0.45** 0.63** 1     
CE 3.34 0.64 0.37** 0.54** 0.67** 1    
BE 3.48 0.58 0.47** 0.54** 0.66** 0.70** 1   
EE 3.41 0.65 0.38** 0.56** 0.63** 0.63** 0.72** 1  
SE 3.42 0.61 0.39** 0.60** 0.65** 0.67** 0.73** 0.74** 1 

Note. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. 
 
This study also conducted stepwise regression analysis by using learners’ online interaction to 

predict their learning engagement. The online interaction factors were identified as predicators, while 
the learning engagement factors were considered outcome variables. As indicated in Table 4, the 
stepwise regression analysis results showed that these two factors, “student-content interaction” and 
“student-student interaction” made the two most significant predictions for all learning engagement 
factors. As a result, these two factors played an important role in learners’ learning engagement in 
online English language learning environments and could effectively predict most of the aspects of high 
school English language learners’ learning engagement. SC positively predicted English language 
learners’ cognitive engagement (β = 0.54, T = 13.74, p < 0.001), behavioral engagement (β = 0.47, T = 
11.58, p < 0.001), emotional engagement (β = 0.44, T = 10.41, p < 0.001), and social engagement (β = 
0.43, T = 10.62, p < 0.001). Besides, SS (p < 0.001) and ST could also positively predict all four 
variables of online learning for high school English learners from ethnic minority regions. While ST’s 
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predictive power was weaker than SC and SS for explaining high school English language learners’ 
emotional engagement (p < 0.05) and social engagement (p < 0.05).  

 
Table 4. Stepwise regression model for predicting students’ online interaction and learning 
engagement 

Outcome Variables Predicators B S.E. β T R2 

Cognitive 
Engagement (CE) 

Student-Student Interaction (SS) 0.19 0.04 0.20 5.04***  
Student-Content Interaction (SC) 0.57 0.04 0.54 13.74*** 0.469 
Constant 0.71 0.12  5.95***  

Behavioral 
Engagement (BE) 

Student-Teacher Interaction (ST) 0.17 0.03 0.20 5.75***  
Student-Student Interaction (SS) 0.14 0.03 0.16 4.05***  
Student-Content Interaction (SC) 0.45 0.04 0.47 11.58*** 0.484 
Constant 0.83 0.12  6.97***  

Emotional 
Engagement (EE) 

Student-Teacher Interaction (ST) 0.09 0.04 0.09 2.56*  
Student-Student Interaction (SS) 0.27 0.04 0.25 6.01***  
Student-Content Interaction (SC) 0.47 0.05 0.44 10.41*** 0.447 
Constant 0.65 0.14  4.61***  

Social  
Engagement (SE) 

Student-Teacher Interaction (ST) 0.07 0.03 0.08 2.25*  
Student-Student Interaction (SS) 0.27 0.04 0.30 7.62***  
Student-Content Interaction (SC) 0.43 0.04 0.43 10.62*** 0.488 
Constant 0.77 0.13  6.15***  

Note. N=571, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 
 
 
5. Conclusion 

 
Based on the theoretical framework of online interaction and learning engagement, this study explored 
the factorial structures of high school English language learners’ online interaction and learning 
engagement in a less-developed region in China. It further explored the relationship between these 
online interaction factors and learning engagement factors. This study verified the importance of high 
school English learners’ online interaction in predicting their learning engagement.  

Besides, two pedagogical implications were identified in order to further facilitate online 
language teaching practices in less-developed regions in China. On one hand, teachers should pay more 
attention to students’ difficulties during online learning and provide timely assistance though during or 
beyond online language courses. Supplementary multimedia resources could be provided in addition to 
the recorded online courses. Students’ instant interaction with teachers and classmates may be further 
enhanced in live-stream English courses, synchronous online teaching or could be conducted to 
improve teacher-student interaction. More technical support and learning strategies training should be 
provided for high school language learners to help learners develop more positive learning attitudes and 
learning experiences in online learning environments. 
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Abstract: This study aims to develop a scale to measure perceived teacher support in online 
literature reading (PTSOLR) and explore the relationship between PTSOLR and postgraduates’ 
continuous reading intention (CRI). Two hundred and fifty-seven postgraduates from Chinese 
mainland were investigated. Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was used to clarify the factor 
structure of PTSOLR, and multiple regression analysis was performed to illustrate the 
predictive effect of PTSOLR on CRI. Through EFA, four factors with 20 items were identified, 
which are emotional support (ES), methodological support (MS), autonomous support (AS) and 
instrumental support (IS). The results of multiple regression analysis showed that teachers’ ES 
and AS can positively predict students’ CRI. The pedagogical implications of this finding are 
discussed and suggestions for teachers are made.  

Keywords: Perceived teacher support, literature reading, scale development, continuous 
reading intention 

1. Introduction

Reading ability is an essential skill for talents in the 21st century. In recent years, technology-assisted 
reading model has been proved to be able to greatly improve students’ reading effect (Marino, 2009; 
Svensson et al., 2021). Benefiting from this background, postgraduates’ literature reading has been 
completely converted from traditional paper reading to electronic reading, and online literature reading 
brought them a new experience different from the past.  

Because of the profound content and language barrier, literature reading has always been a 
difficult reading activity for postgraduates. According to a survey of Chinese postgraduates, most of 
them read literature only at the work tasks and writing papers stages (Mao et al., 2020), which indicated 
that the postgraduates’ literature reading intention was not high as a whole. The reason was that students 
generally believed that their literature retrieval and reading skills were inadequate (Mao et al., 2020), 
resulting in reading barriers. As a result, these postgraduates cannot produce high-quality research 
achievements because of their small reading volume.  

Teachers have trained postgraduates’ reading skills through the literature reading course (e.g., 
Xu et al., 2019). However, there is no empirical study on perceived teacher support in online literature 
reading (PTSOLR). In order to make up for this lack of research, this study developed a scale to 
measure PTSOLR and explored the predictive effect of PTSOLR on students’ continuous reading 
intention (CRI). It is expected that the research results can support teachers to improve their guidance of 
online literature reading, and ultimately enhance postgraduates’ CRI.   

2. Literature Review

2.1 Perceived teacher support in online literature reading 
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Perceived teacher support is the guidance and assistance that students experience from teachers in their 
daily learning and life, which is beneficial to student learning (Ma, Luo, & Xiao, 2021). Perceived 
teacher support can positively affect students’ reading achievement (Ma et al., 2021). For 
postgraduates, the most frequent reading activity is online literature reading. Teacher support in online 
literature reading is the guidance and assistance given by teachers in the process of online literature 
reading activities composed of literature retrieval, intensive reading, reporting and discussion, etc. 

Much literature reported on the importance of the teacher’s role in postgraduates’ literature 
reading. For example, a study on Chinese postgraduates found that teachers’ high knowledge level and 
heuristic teaching will enable students to obtain better learning effect in literature reading course (Xu et 
al., 2019). However, PTSOLR is not fully discussed as an academic concept at present. The reason may 
be the lack of a quantitative measurement tool. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a measuring tool to 
advance the research progress.  

2.2 Classical Theories Related to PTSOLR 

Although PTSOLR has not been formally proposed before, there have been rich achievements in the 
research of perceived teacher support and online reading, from which several related classical 
educational theories can be extracted to provide a theoretical basis for the research of PTSOLR.  

2.2.1 Self-determination Theory 

Self-determination theory was proposed by Deci and Ryan in 2000 to explain the degree to which 
humans decide their own behavior (Ryan & Deci, 2000). It divides human behavioral motivation into 
external motivation, internal motivation and non-motivation. When the three basic human needs for 
autonomy, competence and relatedness are satisfied, they tend to show strong intrinsic motivation. 

Appropriate teacher support can meet students’ three basic needs, and then enhance their 
intrinsic learning motivation. For example, the research has demonstrated that teachers’ autonomy 
support will stimulate students’ intrinsic reading motivation (De Naeghel et al., 2014), leading to 
stronger reading intention. Besides, teachers’ care and profitable feedback can meet students’ needs for 
relatedness, thus triggering their autonomous motivation and interest (Bieg, Rickelman, Jones, & 
Mittag, 2013; Lou & Noels, 2020). In addition to teachers, students are also able to offer each other 
support through collaborative learning (van Leeuwen, Hornstra, & Flunger， 2020). 

2.2.2 Metacognition Theory 

Metacognition, which refers to the cognition of cognition, has always been a research hotspot. 
Generally speaking, metacognition includes conditional knowledge, declarative knowledge and 
procedural knowledge. Students’ high metacognitive ability will greatly benefit their learning. 

Teachers’ behavioral supports for students can cultivate their metacognitive knowledge (Kim 
& Stormont, 2020). In the classroom, metacognitive reading strategy instruction can improve students’ 
reading comprehension ability and reading achievement (Teng, 2020), while metacognitive deficiency 
may cause reading difficulty (Wang, Li, & Chung, 2021). Furthermore, teachers can also provide 
metacognitive support to students through dialogic talks (Zepeda, Hlutkowsky, Partika, & 
Nokes-Malach, 2019), thus urging students to improve their learning methods.  

2.2.3 Cognitive Tool Theory 

Cognitive tools, originated from constructivism theory, refer to the computer technology or equipment 
that can promote students’ cognitive development.  Cognitive tools can assist students in the process of 
knowledge construction, which is conducive to the development of their high-level thinking skills. 

In the field of online reading, cognitive tools can replace part of teachers’ role. Teachers often 
use scaffolding to promote students’ understanding of words and reasoning, and cultivate students’ 
reading comprehension ability (Rojas Rojas, Meneses, & Sanchez Miguel, 2019). Cognitive tools can 
act as scaffolding to support students’ independent reading and knowledge construction. When using 
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cognitive tools, students with reading difficulties will achieve better reading performance (Marino, 
2009). Therefore, teachers can provide students with cognitive tools to improve students’ reading 
initiative.  

2.3 the Influence of Teacher Support on Students’ Learning Intention 

Teacher support has a positive and significant effect on university students’ learning intention 
(Descals-Tomas, Rocabert-Beut, Abellan-Rosello, Gomez-Artiga, & Domenech-Betoret, 2021). 
Perceived teachers’ inadequate supports in autonomy, competence, and relatedness can lead to weak 
motivation, which hinders students’ efforts and future intention to participate in learning (Shen, Li, Sun, 
& Rukavina, 2010). In turn, university students show high levels of study engagement and low levels of 
burnout and boredom if they received emotional support from the teacher (Pap, Virg, Lupsa, & 
Crasovan, 2021).  

In addition, perceived teacher support is conducive to cultivating students’ creative 
self-efficacy (Liu, Gong, Zhang, Yu, & Zhou, 2021). Students with higher creative self-efficacy are 
more confident in scientific research, so they may be more willing to read literature to provide support 
for scientific research. Therefore, students who perceive more teacher support in online literature 
reading may have higher continuous reading intention (CRI). 

2.4 Research Questions 

The above analysis suggests that PTSOLR is important for students’ literature reading, but the lack of 
measurement instruments leads to few research findings. PTSOLR may affect students’ CRI, but its 
effect is still unclear. Therefore, this study aims to develop an instrument for measuring students’ 
PTSOLR and explore the relationship between PTSOLR and students’ CRI. Specific research questions 
are as follows: 
1. What are the dimensions of perceived teacher support in online literature reading (PTSOLR)?
2. Is the factor structure and items of PTSOLR and CRI valid and reliable?
3. Can PTSOLR predict CRI of students? Which dimensions have a significant predictive effect?

3. Methodology

3.1 Sample and Data Collection 

Using convenient sampling method, 257 postgraduates in Chinese mainland (male = 107, female = 150; 
grade one = 139, grade two = 70, grade three = 48) participated in the survey. Most of their universities 
have a good atmosphere for scientific research. Their majors are widely distributed, covering most of 
the disciplines offered in Chinese mainland. The electronic questionnaire was produced and 
subsequently distributed in multiple WeChat groups. In order to increase participation and improve data 
quality, many equal red packets were distributed along with the questionnaire link. 

3.2 Scale Development 

Guided by the three educational theories discussed in the above review, the PTSOLR scale was 
developed. Firstly, the PTSOLR was divided into five sub-dimensions. On the basis of the educational 
significance of the three theories, the connotation of the sub-dimensions was determined and then 
specific items were developed. The descriptions are as follows:   
(1) Emotional support (ES): Based on the need for relatedness in self-determination theory, it
refers to the teachers’ emotional care to students and their support in constructing students’ positive
emotions in online literature reading activities. An example of the items is ‘When discussing the
contents of the literature, teachers will respect my views’.
(2) Social support (SS): Based on the need for relatedness in self-determination theory, it refers to
the work teachers do to promote social interaction in literature reading activities, including offline and
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online. An example of the items is ‘Due to the organization of teachers, I often cooperate with my peers 
to read and report literature’. 
(3) Autonomous support (AS): Based on the need for autonomy in self-determination theory, it
refers to teachers’ efforts to encourage students to develop and adhere to autonomy in online literature
reading activities. An example of the items is ‘Teachers expect me to question the authority and look at
the literature critically’.
(4) Methodological Support (MS): Based on metacognition theory, it means that teachers teach
students methods and strategies related to online literature reading to develop students’ metacognitive
skills. An example of the items is ‘Teachers guide me to make a plan before reading the literature’.
(5) Instrumental Support (IS): Based on cognitive tool theory, it refers to the cognitive tools
provided by teachers to meet students’ needs in the process of online literature reading. The cognitive
tools are computer software or programs that can assist learning. An example of the items is ‘Teachers
introduce me the tools that can improve my efficiency of reading literature (such as software that can
translate languages or plan schedules, etc.)’.

Subsequently, several experts and postgraduates were invited to give comments on the initial 
version. According to their feedback, items that ambiguous and irrelevant were modified or deleted. 
Finally, the PTSOLR scale consisted of five subscales, each of which included 5 items.  

The CRI scale was formed by adapting the learners’ continuance intention (LCI) factor 
developed by Zhou (Zhou, 2017) and behavioral intention (BI) factor developed by Liaw (Liaw, 2008). 
It composed of one subscale with 5 items.  

3.3 Data Analysis 

According to the research questions, two kinds of data analysis method were mainly applied. In 
response to research questions 1 and 2, exploratory factor analysis was performed to elucidate the factor 
structure of PTSOLR. Principal component analysis was used as the factor extraction algorithm and the 
varimax method was adopted to further rotate factors. Items with rotated factor loading greater than 0.5 
were retained. In response to research question 3, we conducted correlation and regression analysis to 
explore the predictive effect of PTSOLR on CRI. The regression equation was constructed with factors 
of PTSOLR as predictors and CRI as outcome variable. 

4. Results

4.1 Exploratory Factor Analysis 

Cases with extreme values were excluded based on the z-score, so that all items meet the normality. 
Then exploratory factor analysis (EFA) for PTSOLR and CRI was carried out. 

Table 1 shows the EFA results for PTSOLR, a total of 4 factors were revealed, that is 
‘Emotional Support (ES)’, ‘Methodological Support (MS)’, ‘Autonomous Support (AS)’ and 
‘Instrumental Support (IS)’. The rotated factor loadings of the items of these four factors were all 
greater than 0.50, so all items were retained. But items of Social Support (SS) failed to constitute the 
factor. The Cronbach coefficients of the four factors were between 0.78 and 0.91, and the overall 
Cronbach coefficient was 0.93. It could explain the total variance of 67.40%, which showed that the 
reliability of the scale was satisfactory. In a word, the above data suggests that the developed scale is a 
qualified tool for measuring perceived teacher support in online literature reading. 

The mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) of the four factors of PTSOLR in Table 1 showed 
that autonomous support (M = 5.83, SD = 0.76) scored the highest, followed by emotional support (M = 
5.64, SD = 0.89) and methodological support (M = 4.96, SD = 1.23), and instrumental support (M = 
4.67, SD = 1.33) scored the lowest. This suggested that in online literature reading activities, 
postgraduates can perceive more teachers’ guidance on autonomy and emotion, but lack of learning 
methods and auxiliary tools and software.  

Table 1. Rotated Factor Loadings, Cronbach’s Alpha Values and Descriptive Statistics for the Four 
Factors of PTSOLR 
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Factors Item loading 

Factor 1: Emotional Support (ES), α = 0.87, Mean = 5.64, SD = 0.89 
1. Teachers’ expectation and confidence make me believe that I can do well in
literature reading. 0.69 

2. Teachers encourage me to express my opinion on the literature I read. 0.73 
3. In the process of reading literature, teachers praise and affirm my outstanding
performance (such as finding good literature and expressing novel views, etc.). 0.83 

4. When I report the literature, teacher’ s advice can help me build up my
self-confidence. 0.82 

5. When discussing the contents of the literature, teachers will respect my views. 0.69 
Factor 2: Methodological Support (MS), α = 0.91, Mean = 4.96, SD = 1.23 

1. In the process of reading literature, teachers give me guidance on methods,
such as methods of searching literature, downloading literature, reading
literature intensively and managing time.

0.63 

2. Teachers design literature reading tasks to make me use these methods
proficiently. 0.73 

3. Teachers guide me to make a plan before reading the literature. 0.76 
4. In the process of reading literature, teachers will discover and correct my
improper methods in time. 0.79 

5. In the process of reading literature, teachers will guide me to summarize and
improve various methods. 0.75 

Factor 3: Autonomous Support (AS), α = 0.78, Mean = 5.83, SD = 0.76 
1. When assigning literature reading tasks, teachers tend to clarify the reading
direction rather than designate the literature directly. 0.60 

2. Teachers expect me to think hard in the process of reading literature. 0.77 
3. Teachers expect me to question the authority and look at the literature
critically. 0.67 

4. Teachers guide me to read literature with purpose. 0.67 
5. Teachers guide me to find my research direction in the process of reading
literature. 0.70 

Factor 4: Instrumental Support (IS), α = 0.89, Mean = 4.67, SD = 1.33 
1. Teachers recommend or provide platforms to help me share and exchange
literature with my peers (such as WeMeet and WeChat Group, etc.). 0.55 

2. Teachers introduce me the tools that can improve my efficiency of reading
literature (such as software that can translate languages or plan schedules, etc.). 0.84 

3. Teachers introduce visualization tools to help me sort out the contents of
literature (such as concept maps, mind maps, flow charts and other mapping
methods or software ).

0.85 

4. Teachers introduce literature management tools to help me manage literature,
(such as NoteExpress, Endnote, E-Study, etc.). 0.83 

5. Teachers introduce bibliometric tools to help me analyze research hotspots
and trends (such as CiteSpace and visual analysis functions in CNKI, etc.). 0.76 

Overall Alpha: 0.93 
Total Variance Explained: 67.40% 

As for CRI scale, a factor including 5 items was generated. The factors’ Cronbach coefficient 
was 0.89, and it could explain the total variance of 69.79%, which indicated that the reliability was 
sufficient for statistical analysis. Due to the limitation of space, and the CRI scale is not the main 
content of this paper, the details are omitted.  

It should be noted that the questionnaire was implemented in Chinese mainland, so the original 
language was simplified Chinese. This paper presents the English translation version. Due to the 
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different characteristics of Chinese and English, the English version has been modified with proper 
wording, which is not a complete literal translation. 

4.2 Prediction of Continuous Reading Intention (CRI) 

In order to find out which dimensions of PTSOLR have a significant effect on students’ continuous 
reading intention, a stepwise regression analysis was conducted on the basis of correlation analysis. 

4.2.1 Correlation Analysis 

In order to analyze the correlation between the factors of PTSOLR and CRI, Pearson correlation 
analysis was employed. The results (see Table 2) show that the four factors of PTSOLR are 
significantly correlated with CRI (p<0.001), indicating that the five factors could be put into the 
regression equation together. 

Table 2. the Correlations Between Factors of PTSOLR and CRI 

ES MS AS IS 

CRI 0.38*** 0.28*** 0.45*** 0.24*** 
ES emotional support, MS methodological support, AS autonomous support, IS instrumental support, 
CRI continuous reading intention 
*** p < 0.001 

4.2.2 Regression Analysis 

Taking four factors of PTSOLR as independent variables and CRI as dependent variable, a stepwise 
regression analysis was conducted. As a result shown in Table 3, autonomous support (β=0.34, 
p<0.001) and emotional support (β=0.19, p<0.01) significantly positively predicts continuous reading 
intention (R2=0.23). This indicates that for teachers, giving students autonomy and emotional care is the 
most direct and effective way to improve their continuous reading intention.  

Table 3. Stepwise Regression Model of Predicting Students’ CRI for PTSOLR (N = 257) 

Dependent 
variable Predictors B S.E. β T R2 

CRI 

ES 0.19 0.06 0.19 2.97** 

0.23 AS 0.39 0.07 0.34 5.25*** 

Constant 2.39 0.39 6.20*** 
CRI continuous reading intention, ES emotional support, AS autonomous support 
** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 

5. Discussion and Conclusion

This study developed a scale to measure perceived teacher support in online literature reading 
(PTSOLR), and identified the relationship between PTSOLR and students’ continuous reading 
intention (CRI) through regression analysis. Using exploratory factor analysis, the four factors of 
PTSOLR were clarified. The results of reliability analysis suggest the scale is reliable enough to be put 
into use. The PTSOLR scale provides an opportunity for teachers to ascertain students’ actual 
perception of their teaching support in online literature reading, and allows teachers to optimize their 
teaching support in response to students’ needs. Students feel a meaningful connection with a teacher 
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that offers help in times of need and become more motivated towards learning from that particular 
teacher (Pap et al., 2021). Therefore, this work has practical teaching significance. 

Regression analysis shows that teachers’ autonomous support and emotional support can 
significantly predict students’ CRI, which is consistent with previous research results (Bieg et al., 2013; 
De Naeghel et al., 2014). According to self-determination theory, satisfying students’ needs for 
autonomy and relatedness can stimulate their intrinsic learning motivation, thus improving their 
learning intention. Teachers should provide enough autonomous space and emotional care to students in 
order to improve their continuous reading intention.  

This study has some limitations. Firstly, the participants in this study are postgraduates from 
Chinese mainland. Future research could investigate different countries and regions to generalize the 
results. Secondly, the relationship between PTSOLR and CRI was clarified by quantitative method, but 
the underlying reasons are still unclear. In the future, teachers and students can be interviewed to 
supplement qualitative data.  
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Abstract: The purpose of this research is to explore using the online platform Knowledge 
Forum to construct knowledge in a general medical course of college students. Applying the 
resulting coding scheme, three independent judges coded 4,673 messages posted into 
Knowledge Forum by 131 students (56 men and 75 women) attending the General Medical 
course at an university to develop the coding scheme. This article adopts the online interaction 
model for collaborative learning and uses six dimensions to code all students' discussions in 
general education courses and find a new dimension "technical".  

Keywords: Knowledge Forum, discussion-based collaborative learning, computer-supported 
collaborative learning, knowledge-building 

1. Introduction

1.1 Knowledge Building 

Knowledge Building is a collaborative process of teamwork, and it provides valuable and practical ideas 
for the community and continuous improvement (Scardamalia and Bereiter 2006). 

"Defined as the production and continual improvement of ideas of value to a community, 
through means that increase the likelihood that what the community accomplishes will be greater than 
the sum of individual contributions and part of broader cultural efforts" (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2003, 
p. 1370). Knowledge-building activities helped to transform students into more collaborative,
autonomous and creative learners (Hong & Lin, 2019).

Before establishing a learning-centered community, community awareness must be raised. 
Contains online discussion forums; read and understand your peers' ideas. This kind of awareness needs 
to contribute to one's ideas to solve the community's problems. As a member of the knowledge-building 
community, participants need to assume the responsibility of group awareness and have continuously 
improved the ideas held by the community（Scardamalia 2002）. 

In the KB class, learners treat new learning content or information as problems that need to be 
explained (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1993; Chan, Burtis, & Bereiter, 1997). As the facilitator of 
knowledge construction, teachers guide students to develop problems and drive students to explore 
problems. Learners collaborate to improve shared knowledge (So, Seah & Hwee Leng, 2010). 

In the learning process of KB, students participate in production, communication, reflection, 
elaboration, improvement, and creativity to promote knowledge generation. To support continuous 
idea-centric collaboration, knowledge construction emphasizes community-based foundations. 
Students can be divided into groups for activities (Scardamalia 2002; Scardamalia &Bereiter 2003). 

1.2 Knowledge Forum 

To create a learning environment where learners can use the KB foundation, we use KF as an online 
platform for knowledge sharing and development. The design of KF can promote the development of 
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the KB community and allow learners to share knowledge on the platform (Bereiter and Scardamalia 
2014; Scardamalia 2004; Scardamalia et al. 1994). 

KF has promoted important online activities in the KB community: community awareness, the 
contribution of ideas, and building upon ideas. These activities are also the main characteristics of KF 
(Broadbent and Galeotti 2015; Scardamalia and Bereiter 2006). 

This online learning environment allows students to have many-to-many communication. This 
non-synchronized online discussion platform allows learners to capture the words they discuss on 
specific topics of inquiry. Under the guidance of teachers, it allows them to ask questions, spar 
interactively, and constantly improve their ideas to strengthen their understanding of knowledge (So, 
Seah & Hwee Leng, 2010). 
 
 
2. Method 
 
2.1 Participants 
 
The 75-female and 56-male undergraduates who participated were all enrolled in the same General 
Medical course in the National Taiwan Normal University in Taipei. 

Before the main study commencing, all participants were asked to report on their use of 
Knowledge Forum, which all of them had used for collaborative learning as part of a previously required 
course. 
 
2.2 Data collection 
 
Online interaction transcripts throughout the whole school semester were archived. For the present 
study, 12 weeks' online interaction transcripts were gathered and coded for each course. 

The participants' online interaction performance was examined through a content analysis of 
archived online interaction transcripts (i.e., threaded online discussion posts). In all, there were 4,673 
discussion posts on Knowledge Forum. All were collected for analysis. Individuals' interactions on KF 
were coded and analyzed using the online learning interaction model developed by Ke and Xie (2009), 
which categorizes interactions into six dimensions: Social interaction(S), Information sharing(K1), 
Egocentric elaboration(K2), Allocentric elaboration(K3), Application(K4) and Regulation of 
learning(R). (Table 1). 

All the discussion contents were exported from the KF system along with all meta-information. 
Three raters coded the online interaction transcripts. After reaching 100% agreement on scoring two 
sample weeks' transcripts, both raters double-blindly scored the rest of the transcripts. The inter-rater 
reliability (Cohen’s kappa) is .87, .69 and .68. The three raters also discussed the differences in their 
codes and reached an agreement at 100%. The final revised codes were used for analyses. 
 
Table 1. Descriptions and examples of the coding dimensions 

Dimensions Sub-
dimensions Code Descriptions and examples 

Social 
interaction  S 

Social interactions that do not involve knowledge 
construction. Common examples of social interactions 
are greetings, comments without elaboration (eg, "I like 
your post"), and sharing emotions/feelings. 

Knowledge 
construction 

Information 
sharing K1 

Adding facts without elaboration (eg, providing 
references or links), opinions (eg, "I agree with you") 
and asking questions. 

Egocentric 
elaboration K2 

Elaborating individuals' arguments/concepts/problems 
with details, or citing personal observation/ experience 
or books/knowledge they have learned previously. 

Allocentric 
elaboration K3 

Based on the information provided, individuals compare 
and synthesize information, including providing 
judgments (eg, "I agree with you because. . ."), 
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summarizing (eg, "I like what you said previously, but I 
think. . .") and extend understanding (eg, "Based on the 
advantages you've mentioned, I wonder if there are any 
drawbacks"). 

Application K4 
Applying the acquired knowledge to a future or 
hypothetical scenario, or providing application 
strategies. 

Regulation 
of learning  R 

Self-evaluation (eg, "I may not understand this 
correctly") or self-regulation of learning processes (eg, 
"I prefer to learn it visually"). 

 
 
3. Discussion and conclusions 
 
3.1 Learning Interactions of Adult Students   
 
131 participants' online interaction transcripts were included in the statistical analyses, broken down to 
4,673 thematic units. 

As shown in Table 2, 47.1% of the interaction thematic units were identified as Category K2 
(knowledge construction—egocentric elaboration), 15.0% as Category K1 (knowledge construction—
sharing information), 13.2% as Category S (social interaction), 13.2% as Category K3 (knowledge 
construction— allocentric elaboration), 8.5% as Category K4 (knowledge construction—application), 
3.7% as Category T (Technical problem), and only 0.2% as Category R (Regulation of learning). 

This detection indicates that students were more explained in online interactions for social 
purposes (S) or for individualistic knowledge construction (K1 and K2), and less for building 
knowledge with other students (K3, K4). There is a new category Technical problem (T) be created, 
students expressed some issue about some technical problem (e.g. KF setting, internet lag, computer 
technical problems). 

 
Table 2. Numbers and percentage of the coding dimensions  

Category S K1 K2 K3 K4 R T 
N 617 701 2200 616 398 10 174 
% 13.2 15 47.1 13.2 8.5 0.2 3.7 

 
3.2 The categories of Adult Students' Online interaction 
 
3.2.1 Social interaction (S)  
 
In this dimension, social interaction between peers, without knowledge construction. For example, 
greetings, conversations that share emotions. 

For example, the students described that: 
S63: That's too cool! Just like what happens in the movie. 
S13: Thank you for your care this semester. 
S53: Sister social worker, if she is beautiful, she should be very calm. 

 
3.2.2 Knowledge construction—sharing information (K1) 
 
In this dimension, students post facts without detailed explanation. (E.g., provide a link to a 
website) or share simple ideas (such as "I agree with this article") or ask questions. 

For example, the students described that: 
S31: I think this idea is excellent. 
S56: I find the relevant information, Marie Curie. 
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3.2.3 Knowledge construction—egocentric elaboration (K2) 
 
Students describe emotional arguments in detail in this dimension or cite their own experience/ 
knowledge/ learned books. For example, the students stated that: 

S51: When seeing Chinese medicine, I used traditional decoctions more often when I was young, 
but when I grew up, I used more scientific Chinese medicine. I still prefer traditional decoctions 
psychologically because they feel relatively natural and mild, but sometimes I encounter more 
uncomfortable physical conditions. Scientific Chinese medicine produces effects relatively quickly, so 
Chinese scientific medicine is the leading choice after growing up. 

S31: I think the content of gender stereotypes is not equal. Like what you said, you have 
different expectations for different genders and so on. But regardless of the content, do you feel that 
men and women have the same anticipation and psychological pressure? If you think about it this way, 
it is equal.  
 
3.2.4 Knowledge construction—allocentric elaboration (K3) 
 
Students compare or summarize information in this dimension, including providing judgment, 
summarizing, and expanding understanding. For example, the students depicted that: 

S59: We have thought about the inequality of girls in today's society. For example, girls will be 
accused of being unscrupulous if exposed, or if they are violated, girls will be blamed for being too 
naked, etc. These are all unfair to girls, so we think that. It is necessary to inform education to improve 
and the cooperation of the media. 

S87: I think this is highly unreasonable. So far, people in European countries are still reluctant 
to wear masks. The prevention measures for COVID-19 have not achieved the highest effective 
prevention and treatment. There are even anti-Chinese phenomena. From this, it can be seen that their 
self-determined sense of excellence, racial division and discrimination, awareness of health and 
education, and the decisions made by the government in response to the current situation are the focus 
of their failure in epidemic prevention. It is not to use the theory of natural selection to conceal the 
government's faults. In addition, the new policy introduced by the United Kingdom mentions that as 
long as you have cold symptoms, you should isolate yourself at home and do not go to the clinic or 
hospital to confirm the diagnosis. Allow patients to have enough medical resources to use. Even if you 
don't let patients think that they are patients, the new coronavirus is already infectious before symptoms 
appear. If this continues, the United Kingdom may fall. 
 
3.2.5 Knowledge construction—application (K4) 
 
Students apply the acquired knowledge to future situations or hypothetical situations in this dimension 
or provide practical application methods. For example, the students described that: 

S41: First, make an apology. You can also deal with the emergency medicine box when 
responding. If it is severe, you can ask the seniors' opinions. 

S34: Nowadays, many people think that Chinese medicine is bitter, so I don't want to take it. 
 
3.2.6 Learning regulation—teamwork coordination (R) 
 
In this dimension, Self-assessment, such as "I may not understand well," or self-adjustment of learning 
methods, such as "I prefer cooperative learning." For example, the students explained that: 

S17: I can't judge whether the behavior of taking drugs like this is right or wrong. After all, 
these drugs were initially developed not for work needs. In some ways, taking drugs is relatively 
unprofessional behavior. Still, on the other hand, if drugs can assist work performance in achieving 
overall work safety and integrity, it seems that there is nothing wrong with it. 

S34: I don't think I want to be sent to a nursing home in my old age because I have always 
followed my freedom. I don't want to feel too painful and still have to be restricted from liberty. That 
will only make me want to die even more, whether I'm sick or not. I hope to take good care of the last 
time I spend with my family before I die. If I know that I am about to lose consciousness or burden my 
loved ones too much in the future, I may choose to euthanize. Then learn to say goodbye to everything. 
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3.2.7 Technical problem (T) 
 
In this dimension, technical problems encountered websites, networks, and other computer settings or 
another discussion. For example, the students explained that: 

S08: This interface seems to be unable to answer itself 
The video is a bit stuck, and it doesn't seem to move too much, so I haven't finished watching 

it yet. I don't know if it's related to my home network. 
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Abstract: The teaching reform of innovation and entrepreneurship education in higher 
education takes information technology as the driving force, promotes the integration of 
innovation and entrepreneurship education with professional education, makes it run through 
the whole process of education and talent training, cultivates students’ innovative spirit, 
entrepreneurial consciousness and innovative and entrepreneurial capability, and improves the 
quality of talent training in universities. This paper carries out an empirical research in Guangxi 
Normal University from seven aspects, namely, policy formulation, curriculum system, teaching 
staff, events and activities, practice platforms, cultural environment and students’ evaluation, 
and makes an analysis of the approaches and strategies of integrating information technology 
with the whole process of innovation and entrepreneurship education in universities. It is 
revealed that the teaching reform of information technology-driven innovation and 
entrepreneurship in universities is a systematic project, involving a number of departments and 
colleges. Collaborative innovation is required to build a good ecology and promote its 
development as a whole. The implementation of universities’ entrepreneurship policies, 
teaching practice, curriculum teachers and competition activities have a significant impact on 
university students’ entrepreneurial intention. Based on the findings, this paper puts forward the 
following suggestions for information technology-driven innovation and entrepreneurship 
education in universities: creating a cultural environment of digital innovation and 
entrepreneurship, constructing a digital training system for improving university students’ 
entrepreneurial ability, optimizing the support of entrepreneurship policies, enhancing the 
publicity and implementation of entrepreneurship capital support, etc.  

Keywords: Information technology-driven, innovation and entrepreneurship education in higher 
education, education and teaching  

1. Introduction

In 2015, Premier Li Keqiang pointed out in the government work report that “mass entrepreneurship 
and innovation initiative” should be built as a “double engine” to promote China’s economy and be 
elevated as a national strategy. In May 2015, the General Office of the State Council issued the 
Implementation Opinions on Deepening the Reform of Innovation and Entrepreneurship Education in 
Higher Education, which clearly proposed the requirement of comprehensively deepening the reform 
of innovation and entrepreneurship education in universities and “regard the deepening of reform of 
innovation and entrepreneurship education in universities as a breakthrough in promoting the 
comprehensive reform of higher education”. Guangxi Normal University actively responded to the call 
of the state to deepen the reform of innovation and entrepreneurship education, carried out the teaching 
practice of innovation and entrepreneurship education by categories, established the “1 + X” innovation 
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and entrepreneurship curriculum system for all undergraduate students, designed and developed online 
courses and school-based teaching materials, successively opened 18 innovation and entrepreneurship 
elective courses, optimized teaching resources, conducted teacher training and established a tutor library. 
It was recognized as the second batch of “model schools for deepening innovation and entrepreneurship 
education reform” by the Ministry of education. Taking Guangxi Normal University as an example, this 
research conducted research from seven aspects: policy formulation, curriculum system, teaching staff, 
event activities, practice platforms, cultural environment and students’ evaluation of innovation and 
entrepreneurship education, so as to understand the teaching  approaches and existing problems of the 
current information technology-driven innovation and entrepreneurship education, and put forward 
corresponding strategies to further promote the implementation of innovation and entrepreneurship 
education reform in universities.   
  
  
2. Research Design  
  
2.1 Questionnaires and Samples  
  
The questionnaire employed in this paper is divided into three parts. The first part elicits the basic 
background information of university students, including their gender, major, grade, native place, and 
whether they have participated in any events of innovation and entrepreneurship. The second part is the 
university students’ evaluation of information technology-driven innovation and entrepreneurship 
courses, including the teaching modes and assessment methods of innovation and entrepreneurship 
courses. The third part is university students’ evaluation of the innovation and entrepreneurship 
education system, including the diversification of innovation and entrepreneurship courses, the 
combination of innovation and entrepreneurship courses and professional courses, the teaching of 
information technology-driven innovation and entrepreneurship courses, teachers with entrepreneurship 
experience, teachers with teaching experience in entrepreneurship education, the diversification of 
innovation and entrepreneurship competitions, and integrated entrepreneurship practice services, 
university students’ entrepreneurship center and off-campus practice bases. This study takes the 
undergraduates of Guangxi Normal University as the research object, adopts the method of stratified 
sampling and randomly selects 1062 students from 20 colleges, covering all grades and majors of the 
university, which is relatively representative. There are 238 freshmen (22.48%), 370 sophomores 
(34.94%), 283 junior students (26.72%) and 168 senior students (15.86%). 447 of them have 
participated in innovation and entrepreneurship events, accounting for 42.21% of the samples.  
  
2.2 Evaluation of Information Technology-Driven Innovation and Entrepreneurship Curriculum 
Reform  
  
According to the survey (see Table 1), 78.53% of university students believe that simulation practice 
integrated with information technology is the most effective teaching mode, followed by case teaching, 
accounting for 62.90%, while specialized lectures and self-study of online courses only take up 14.88% 
and 6.12% respectively. It is evident that university students hope that innovation and entrepreneurship 
classes integrated with information technology need to be closer to real practice. More specifically, 
students hope to have an authentic understanding of innovation and entrepreneurship through simulation 
practice and case teaching driven by information technology. With regard to the best assessment 
methods of innovation and entrepreneurship courses driven by information technology, 80.04% of 
university students vote for entrepreneurship simulation practice, 75.33% of students favor 
entrepreneurship project display, 58.85% of students think it is the writing of entrepreneurship plan. 
And the proportions of entrepreneurship competition awards, theoretical examination, starting a 
company and others are 32.11%, 19.11%, 12.52% and 3.95% respectively (see Table 1). It manifests 
that university students believe that entrepreneurship simulation practice is closer to the real 
entrepreneurial process and entrepreneurial experience and can be more effective in assessment.  
  
Table 1. Evaluation of Information Technology-Driven Innovation and Entrepreneurship Curriculum 
Reform  

Projects  Categories  Samples(person)  Proportion (%)  
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Teaching modes of 
innovation and  

entrepreneurship 
courses  

Classroom teaching  432  40.68  
Case teaching  668  62.90  

Panel discussion  342  32.20  
Simulation practice  834  78.53  

Network courses  65  6.12  
Specialized lectures  158  14.88  

Interactive experience 
Others  

560  52.73  
158  14.88  

Assessment methods of 
innovation and  

entrepreneurship 
courses  

Theoretical 
examination  203  19.11  

Entrepreneurship plan 
writing  625  58.85  

Entrepreneurship 
Project display  800  75.33  

Entrepreneurship 
simulation practice  850  80.04  

Entrepreneurship 
competition awards  341  32.11  

Starting a company  133  12.52  
Others  47  4.43  

  
2.3 Evaluation of Information Technology-Driven Innovation and Entrepreneurship Education System  
  
Guangxi Normal University attaches importance to innovation and entrepreneurship education. In 
September 2016, it established the college of innovation and entrepreneurship, focusing on the reform 
of key areas and procedures, such as “curriculum system, teaching staff, practice platforms, event 
activities and cultural communication”. In accordance with the principle of “hierarchical training, 
systematic promotion, integrated construction and all-round education”,  it runs innovation and 
entrepreneurship education through the whole process of talent training, focuses on the innovation and 
entrepreneurship curriculum system, teaching staff, event activities, practice platforms and cultural 
atmosphere and strives to cultivate students’ innovative spirit, entrepreneurship awareness and 
capability of innovation and entrepreneurship. Through the questionnaires and interviews with teachers 
and students (see Table 2), it is revealed that more than half of the students believe that the types of 
entrepreneurship education courses offered by the school are diverse, and the content of innovation and 
entrepreneurship courses is closely combined with their professional knowledge and the cutting-edge 
trend of the times. 93.37% of the students regard the diversification of teaching is above average,  
91.01% of the students hold their teachers’ entrepreneurial experience is above average, and 93.63% of 
the students think their teachers’ teaching experience in entrepreneurship education is above average. 
This reveals that our teachers have a strong awareness of innovation and entrepreneurship, abundant 
experience in entrepreneurship education, and the innovation and entrepreneurship courses are deeply 
favored by the students. In terms of other aspects, namely, providing diversified entrepreneurship 
competitions, integrated entrepreneurship practice services, establishing entrepreneurship center and 
off-campus practice bases, the proportions are 93.37%, 92.36%, 95.51% and 91.78% respectively. On 
the whole, the overall design of innovation and entrepreneurship education curriculum system is 
relatively reasonable, which meets the requirements of innovation and entrepreneurship teaching in 
universities. The university has done well in the design of innovation and entrepreneurship courses, the 
construction of teaching staff for innovation and entrepreneurship courses, holding innovation and 
entrepreneurship competitions, and the allocation of infrastructure of innovation and entrepreneurship 
education, which is highly praised by most students.  
  
Table 2. University Students’ Evaluation of Innovation and Entrepreneurship Education System  

Projects  Categories  Samples (person)  Proportion 
(%)  

Excellent  256  24.43  
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Diversity of types of innovation and 
entrepreneurship courses  

Good  410  39.12  
Average  313  29.87  

Fair  46  4.39  
Poor  23  2.19  

The combination of innovation and 
entrepreneurship courses with professional  

courses  

Excellent  259  25.54  
Good  372  36.69  

Average  316  31.16  
Fair  67  6.61  
Poor  31  3.06  

Teaching of innovation and 
entrepreneurship driven by information  

technology  

Excellent  347  33.37  
Good  423  40.67  

Average  201  19.33  
Fair  63  6.06  
Poor  6  0.58  

Teachers with entrepreneurial experience  

Excellent  298  28.52  
Good  393  37.61  

Average  260  24.88  
Fair  64  6.12  
Poor  30  2.87  

Teachers with teaching experience in 
entrepreneurship education  

Excellent  362  34.94  
Good  403  38.90  

Average  205  19.79  
Fair  55  5.31  
Poor  11  1.06  

Diversity of types of innovation and 
entrepreneurship competitions  

Excellent  346  33.27  
Good  397  38.17  

Average  228  21.92  
Fair  57  5.48  
Poor  12  1.15  

Integrated entrepreneurship practice 
services  

Excellent  297  28.37  
Good  420  40.11  

Average  250  23.88  
Fair  55  5.25  
Poor  25  2.39  

University students’ entrepreneurship center  

Excellent  486  46.46  
Good  390  37.28  

Average  123  11.76  
Fair  38  3.63  
Poor  9  0.86  

Off-campus practice bases  

Excellent  276  26.39  
Good  413  39.48  

Average  271  25.91  
Fair  58  5.54  
Poor  28  2.68  

  
  
3. Research Results  
  
3.1 Summary of Current Situation  Using information technology to drive innovation and 
entrepreneurship education in universities is a systematic project, involving multiple departments and 
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colleges. Collaborative innovation is needed to build a good ecology and make it advance as a whole. 
Entrepreneurship policies of universities, teaching practice, teaching staff and competition activities 
have a significant effect on university students’ entrepreneurial intention. Through questionnaires and 
interviews with teachers and students, the current situation of innovation and entrepreneurship 
education in universities can be manifested in the following aspects:   

(1) Students generally have a positive evaluation of the current innovation and 
entrepreneurship education system which is reflected in the types of innovation and entrepreneurship 
courses, the teaching approaches of innovation and entrepreneurship courses when integrated with 
information technology, teachers’ experience in innovation and entrepreneurship education, guidance 
services for innovation and entrepreneurship competitions, and the construction of innovation and 
entrepreneurship bases. The vast majority of students believe that the system is of great help to them by 
stimulating their own entrepreneurial will, cultivating their entrepreneurial and innovative spirit, 
enriching their entrepreneurial knowledge and improving their entrepreneurial skills.  

(2) What students hope most is that teachers will teach by means of practical simulation, case 
teaching and creating interactive experience, and conduct course assessment by means of 
entrepreneurship simulation practice, entrepreneurship project display and entrepreneurship plan 
writing. Hence, it is advisable that university teachers should abandon the traditional modes of teaching 
and assessment but use the above methods to constantly improve the teaching quality of innovation and 
entrepreneurship and stimulate students’ learning enthusiasm.  

(3) Students generally believe that teachers who have entrepreneurship experience, 
entrepreneurship teaching experience, and can carry out entrepreneurship teaching by means of 
information technology are of great help to entrepreneurship education.  
  
3.2 Existing Problems  
  
Based on the questionnaires and interviews with teachers and students, there are some problems existing 
in current education of innovation and entrepreneurship, presented as follows.   

(1) The integration of innovation and entrepreneurship education and professional education 
is inadequate, and the construction of innovation and entrepreneurship curriculum system needs to be 
further improved. This mainly lies in the fact that innovation and entrepreneurship education reform 
and talent training are not effectively integrated. Although colleges have incorporated innovation and 
entrepreneurship education into the undergraduate talent training program, it has not been implemented 
thoroughly. First, a majority of universities have not offered courses related to innovation and 
entrepreneurship. Second, secondary colleges and teachers do not have a comprehensive understanding 
of innovation and entrepreneurship education, and fail to effectively integrate information technology 
into innovative thinking, methods and teaching design in professional teaching. Some are still teaching 
in traditional modes.  

(2) There is a lack of teaching staff for innovation and entrepreneurship education, and the 
teaching practice driven by information technology is also insufficient. Teachers play a significant role 
in guaranteeing curriculum teaching and guiding student to participate innovation and entrepreneurship 
practice. However, most universities have limited teachers for innovation and entrepreneurship teaching 
What’s more, the practice of using information technology to assist teaching is insufficient, which forms 
an obstacle to the integration of innovation and entrepreneurship teaching into university education and 
the whole process of talent training.  

(3) Information resources for innovation and entrepreneurship education are underdeveloped 
and the evaluation and incentive mechanism is not complete. More specifically, the use of information 
technology to improve the quality of innovation and entrepreneurship education and the development 
of online teaching resources is still insufficient, and the evaluation mechanism of innovation and 
entrepreneurship education is not perfect and need to be further strengthened.  
  
3.3 Suggested Strategies   
  
The development of a new generation of information technology, represented by cloud computing, big 
data, Internet of things, mobile Internet and artificial intelligence, has posed new challenges to talent 
training and teaching in universities. How information technology can better drive the reform of 
innovation and entrepreneurship education is an urgent problem to be addressed for universities.  
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(1) Attach importance to the development and design of information resources and promote 
the construction of innovation and entrepreneurship courses. Based on the orientation of talent training 
and objectives of innovation and entrepreneurship education, universities should adjust the curriculum 
of innovation and entrepreneurship education, pay attention to the development and design of 
information resources, develop online courses of innovation and entrepreneurship education and 
educational information data platforms, exploit and enrich the innovation and entrepreneurship 
education resources of various professional courses, strengthen innovation and entrepreneurship 
education in the process of imparting professional knowledge, organically integrate innovation and 
entrepreneurship courses with professional courses, and effectively connect innovation and 
entrepreneurship practice with professional practice teaching.  

(2) Build information technology platforms, involve more professional teachers in the 
teaching of innovation and entrepreneurship courses, and expand the teaching staff of innovation and 
entrepreneurship. Universities should take advantage of information technology to establish network 
resources and teaching platforms, encourage and support professional teachers to participate in the 
teaching of basic compulsory courses for innovation and entrepreneurship, explore the integration of 
information technology with the teaching process, and make use of Tencent Conference, Ding Talk, 
Mosoink Cloud Class, Rain Classroom, Zhumu and other information-based tools to assist in lesson 
preparation, classroom exercises, learning records, after-school assessment, etc., so as to enhance the 
teaching efficiency and effect.  Interactive, experiential and small class teaching is also encouraged. In 
addition, it is advisable to strengthen the training on teachers in terms of innovative thinking, methods 
and innovative teaching design, cultivate their entrepreneurial theoretical knowledge and 
entrepreneurial skills, and enable them to carry out online and offline mixed teaching, practical 
simulation, case teaching, and interactive teaching in the classroom with the assistance of information 
technology.  

(3) Strengthen the development of information resources for innovation and 
entrepreneurship, and create a positive campus atmosphere for innovation and entrepreneurship. 
Universities can carry out curriculum teaching with the help of online resources such as Mooc and 
online available courses, develop information resources to serve education and teaching based on the 
distinctive features of different disciplines, and establish a perfect incentive mechanism for innovation 
and entrepreneurship education. In the meantime, universities should promote the establishment and 
transformation of cultural areas for innovation and entrepreneurship on campus, increase the places for 
teachers and students to interact with each other, and create a good environment for the cultivation of 
innovative and entrepreneurial talents. Also, it is advisable for universities to actively carry out various 
academic exchanges and extracurricular academic activities of science and technology activities, and 
encourage students to attend various academic lectures and reports, expand their knowledge and horizon, 
initiate their enthusiasm for innovation, and form a strong innovative academic atmosphere.  
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Abstract: Information technology plays a vital role in English teaching. It provides not only 
multimodal teaching and learning means, platforms but also rich resources for education. This 
paper describes how to create an IT-supported teaching environment and guide the senior high 
school students to change ways of learning and improve their English reading activities 
effectively to have a deep text understanding. This paper also gives some implications for 
using information technology in English teaching and learning for senior school students. 

Keywords:Information technology integration, Senior high English teaching, English reading 
activities 

1. Introduction

The development of information technology provides multimodal means, platforms, rich resources, 
opportunities for teaching and learning, and using language across time and space. These bring 
reforms into English education and push forward English teaching theories, teaching and learning 
methods.  

Chinese General Senior High School Curriculum Standards (2020) recommends that teachers 
deepen the integration of information technology with English teaching and learning to improve 
English learning efficiency.  

Before the year of 2020, most Guilin Middle School English teachers had not attached 
importance to integrating information technology with English teaching. They had not taken 
advantage of information technology to expand learning resources and learning channels, nor had they 
known how to integrate information technology to enhance rich-content learning activities or to 
change the ways of English learning. Until 2020, all the students had to stay home for online classes 
due to the COVID-19 epidemic. The teachers had to set up an online learning platform to guide 
students to learn English, such as having lessons on QQ video, Tencent video or Dingding video. At 
that time, they realized that information technology had played an essential role in teaching and 
learning. More English teachers had IT-supported lessons, but they were worried that the students 
could not effectively achieve the online learning tasks in listening, speaking, reading and writing. 
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Among the four English skills courses, reading plays a vital role for all students. To find out what the 
results were in the IT-supported English teaching. Here is a case study of using information 
technology for English reading activities online course from Guilin Middle School. 
 
 
2. Research Context  
 
Guilin Middle School, located in Guangxi Province, southwestern China, is one of the key schools in 
Guilin. There are more than 4000 students in it. The students’ English academic achievement levels 
are not top in all Guilin schools. Their reading ability is insufficient. They lack interest in reading and 
have little reading skills. And the teachers lack the awareness of integrating information technology 
with English teaching and learning, which can improve the teaching efficiency. Some do not know 
how to integrate information technology with English teaching. They prefer using the traditional 
teaching method to make students understand multimodal texts to an IT-supported English teaching 
method.  

According to Chinese General Senior High School Curriculum Standards (2020), all senior 
students have three-course categories. They are required courses, elective courses and advanced 
elective courses; Different course categories have different types of texts. The types of texts for the 
required courses should be primary and general, while those for the elective courses and the advanced 
elective courses can have a broader scope and more complex meaning. So, the reading skill 
requirements and standards are different. We can see the differences from the following Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Requirements of Reading Skills in General Senior High School English Curriculum 

Course Category Main Requirements of Reading Skills 

Required courses 

l Extract the main information and opinions from the text; 
l Grasp the ins and outs of the main events described in the text; 
l Grasp the structure and linguistic features of the text; 
l Understand the content of the text critically; 
l Understand the meaning of non-verbal resources such as pictures, images, 

sounds, symbols, and colors in multimodal texts; 
l Carry out out-of-class English reading of at least 1,500 words per week on 

average. 

Elective courses 

l Distinguish, analyze, and summarize the major opinions and facts in the 
text; 

l Identify the key content points of the text and the corresponding 
supporting arguments; 

l Infer the implied meaning in the text according to the context; 
l Carry out out-of-class English reading of at least 2,500 words per week on 

average. 

Advanced elective 
courses 

l Interpret and evaluate the emotions, attitudes, and values reflected in 
written texts; 

l Make logical inferences according to facts in the text; 
l Relate the content of the text to one’s own experiences. 
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3. Participants  
 
The participants are 50 students (26 male, 24 females, aged 16-17) in the second year of Guilin 
Middle School. They work hard at English, but their listening comprehension, oral English, writing 
ability are relatively weak; Their reading ability also needs to improve. Usually, their reading skills 
are mainly confined to test-taking skills. Most students can get the main information and opinions 
from the text, but they can not grasp the structure and linguistic features of the text, or they can not 
critically understand the text’s content. Usually, they are not allowed to use the mobile phone at 
school, but they can use it at home to use the typical social networking application to communicate 
with others well. 
 
 
4. Research Design 
 
The teaching material is a reading passage from New Senior English for China Student’s Book 7 
(Elective courses), Unit 2. The topic is “Robots”, and the thematic context is about man and society. 
The text is a science fiction story, “Satisfaction Guaranteed”, written by a famous American author 
Issac Asimov. In using types of equipment for teaching, Fraida Dubin and Elite Olshtain (2002) and 
Jane Sherman (2020) recommend computers, projectors, smartphones, online platforms, social 
networking app, and online questionnaire design tools may significantly affect some of the activities 
carried out in class. How to have an IT-supported English reading lesson that helps improve reading. 
Here is the framework (Figure 1) of the research design. 
 

 
Figure 1. Process and Relationship of Teaching and Learning 

 
Specifically, information technology is used in several aspects of teaching as follows.  
(1) Using a social networking application, the teacher builds an online platform for social 

communication and establishes a teacher-student mobile learning community. The teacher provides 

Before-class 

In-class 
IT-supported English 

Reading 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

After-class 

Building an online 
learning platform 

Reading online 
Doing surveys 
Writing reports 

Guidance for reading 
General reading 
Detailed reading 
Critical reading 

 

Give optional work Extensive reading 
and  

discussion online 

Teacher’s activities Students’ activities 
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individualized guidance for students and encourages the students to have online, face-to-face 
interaction. 

(2) The teacher builds an online learning platform for the students, which provides learning 
materials, activity guidance, and text learning suggestions to enable students to learn autonomously. 

(3) The students set up activity groups on the online interactive learning platform to conduct 
cooperative learning activities. 

(4) The students read a biography of Isaac Asimov and some science fiction, complete the 
questionnaire survey through the online questionnaire design tool and process the data. 

(5) The groups share their work on the learning platform. 
 
4.1 The Application of Information Technology Before-class 
 
Different activities give students opportunities to get feedback on their reading performance (Jack C. 
Richards, 2002; Jim Scrivener, 2004). Before the class, the students were asked to work 
autonomously or work in groups. At first, they were asked to surf the Internet to read a biography of 
Isaac Asimov and some science fiction written by Isaac Asimov. Then they needed to work in groups 
to design a questionnaire in Chinese using the online design tool, surveyed the online social 
communication platform. Next, they were asked to use the online automatic statistics tools to obtain 
people’s opinions on how much they knew about robots and whether robots were helpful for human 
beings. Finally, the group needed to write a simple survey report in English and upload it to the group 
platform. It was convenient for teachers to regulate and evaluate students’ learning activities and 
conduct interactive peer evaluations. The teacher provided evaluation criteria for the survey report on 
the interactive learning platform. 

When they finished above all, all the students were asked to read the article “Satisfaction 
Guaranteed” on the interactive learning platform, following the fast-reading prompts to grasp the 
theme and main idea. After that, they needed to conduct a second reading for the details. The students 
were asked to look up some new words on the Internet if they had any trouble in reading. 

Meanwhile, the teacher showed twelve statements linked to the interactive learning platform 
for the students to decide whether the statements were true or false. To know the results of students’ 
judgements, the teacher used the online automatic statistics tools to deal with the data. The teacher 
could evaluate whether the students fully understood the text or not from the data. 
 
4.2 The Application of Information Technology In-class 
 
At the beginning of the class, the representative of each group was supposed to make a short report 
based on the social survey done before class. For example, group 1 had interviewed some people of 
different ages. The students used the online automatic statistics tools to deal with the survey results 
presented in Table 2. According to the survey results (Table 2 ), the representative made a short report 
with the effects on the PowerPoint: This group interviewed 200 people aged 11-50. They were from 
four groups with different ideas. In the ages 11-20 group and ages 21-30 group, those who believe 
robots are helpful for human beings take up 85.2% and 87.1%, those who don’t think so take up 
14.8% and 12.9%. In the ages 31-40 group and 41-50 group, those who believe robots are helpful for 
human beings just take up 75.3% and 56.4%, those who don’t think so take up 24.7% and 43.6%. It 
seems that the youth are more confident about robots using than the older ages. From Table 2, we can 
see different eras have different opinions on robots.  
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Table 2. Different Opinions on Robots 

Whether robots are helpful for human beings or not? 
Ages 

11-20 
Ages 
21-30 

Ages 
31-40 

Ages 
41-50 

The Number of people were interviewed. 50 50 50 50 
Helpful (%) 85.2 87.1 75.3 56.4 

Unhelpful (%) 14.8 12.9 24.7 43.6 
 

In this part, most of the students found it inspiring and meaningful to have IT-supported 
learning.  

Next, the students were asked to answer the four questions in Table 3 within two minutes and 
give their reasons for answers “Yes” or “No”. Very soon, and the teacher got the data of their solutions 
with the automatic statistics tools’ help. The results were shown in Table 3.  
 
Table 3. Different Opinions on Robots 

Questions Yes (%) No (%) 
  1.Do you think a robot can think for itself?  35.6 64.4 
  2.Do you think a robot to have feelings? 56.9 43.1 
  3.Do you think a robot has its own needs and desires? 35.2 64.8 
  4.Do you think a robot can look and feel like a human being? 65.7 34.3 

 
According to the data, the teacher knows 64.4% of students think a robot can not think for 

itself and 64.8% of students believe a robot does not have its own needs and desires. While 56.9% of 
students consider a robot has feelings and 65.7% of students think a robot can look and feel like a 
human being. From this activity, the teacher also knows that the students have their imagination and 
creative ideas, which were suitable for them to achieve deep thinking and learning. 

Then, they came to reading. The students were asked to complete the general task, detailed 
reading individual and then conducted critical reading. They were to work on the learning platform to 
list Tony’s characteristics in Table 4, similar to human beings or different from human beings. Ten 
minutes later, the suggested answers were showed on the platform in Table 4. Then the students were 
asked to make a description of robot Tony online in their own words. 
 
Table 4. Tony’s Characteristics 

Characteristics Similar Different 

Physical 
Looks like a human being. Body and skin 
soft and warm. Hair and fingernails 
realistic. Voice like a human’s. 

Facial expressions never change. 
Quicker reactions (She fell off a 
ladder, and even though Tony was 
in the next room, he managed to 
catch her in time.) 

Mental 
Able to make suggestions and predictions. 
Able to make a plan and follow it through. 
Has good communication skill. 

Behaviour not appropriate (Tony 
brought her breakfast and then 
asked her whether she needed help 
dressing.) 
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Through this critical reading, the students would have a deep impression of Tony. They could 
understand what the robot Tony looked like and why it still needed to be improved. And they also 
understood what the last paragraph mean in the text: “The company was very pleased with Tony’s 
report on his three weeks with Claire. Tony had protected a human being from harm. He had 
prevented Claire from harming herself through her sense of failure. He had opened the curtain that 
night so that the other women would see him and Claire, knowing that there was no risk to Claire’s 
marriage. But even though Tony had been so clever, he would have to be rebuilt-you can’t have 
women falling in love with the machine.”  

Finally, the exciting moment came. The teacher asked students to design a new type of robot 
with the help of information technology for a robot design competition. The design must follow Issac 
Asimov’s three laws for robots: The first law: A robot must not injure human beings or allow them to 
be damaged. The second law: A robot must obey the orders given by human beings (as long as human 
beings are not injured). The third law: A robot must protect its existence (as long as humans are not 
harmed and the robot does not disobey human beings). Each group carried out the following tasks:  

(1) Make a list of the robot’s purpose and the abilities you want your robot to have; 
(2) Make a list of the parts of the body with instructions; 
(3) Draw the robot on the PowerPoint and name its parts, also with instructions beside each 

part (The teacher will offer some help if necessary); 
(4) Uploaded the “New Robot” to the platform for peer evaluation.  
(5) Make a presentation to the whole class about their “New Robot”.  
Points for reference: 
(1) What kind of robot is it (industrial robot, household robot or entertainment robot)? 
(2) What function does each part of the robot have? 
(3) Whether the robot has feelings or not and why. 

 
4.3 The Application of Information Technology After-class 
 
To carry out more language practice activities through multiple channels and methods. The teacher 
gave some optional tasks to the students: 

(1) Surf the Internet to learn more about robots and science fiction. 
(2) Reread the text and discuss on the online social communication platform: How would you 

feel if you had a robot like Tony in your house? 
(3) Revise their group report about their “New Robot” and discuss whether the “New Robot” 

has positive or negative effects in daily life. 
 
 
5. Finding and Discussion 
 
Through online learning, with the help of information technology, the teacher set up an interactive 
platform for students’ mobile learning community and learning activities, expanded learning 
resources, and integrated out-of-class learning time into the lesson. The teacher has effectively 
completed rich-content learning activities that would have been impossible in traditional teaching and 
changed the students’ ways of learning, improve students’ English learning. Details can be seen from 
the following three aspects. 
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(1) Personalized learning is guaranteed. Each student selects a reading time, speed, and 
frequency on the interactive learning platform. 

(2) Autonomous learning and cooperative learning are implemented. Students complete four 
activities, individually, a group questionnaire survey, critical reading and giving reports. 

(3) Deep learning has been made possible. This lesson has witnessed the deep learning 
process as the pursuits are gradually carried out. Firstly, the reading activities go from general reading 
to detailed reading, and then to critical reading. Secondly, the thinking activities proceed step by step, 
moving from one’s own opinion to other people’s opinion, description of robot Tony. And finally, the 
students’ design activities. In addition, through online social platforms, interactive learning platforms, 
and online questionnaire design tools, the teacher has obtained various data to effectively monitor and 
evaluate students’ reading and learning activities. 
 
6. Implications for Further Research 
 
Based on the case study above, we can see the advantages of using information technology in English 
teaching and learning. To better drive the reform of IT-supported senior English education. We offer 
the following ideas. 

(1) Teachers should focus on the information technology functions in teaching and learning 
and guide students to conduct active and individualized inquiry-based learning activities to achieve 
deep understanding. For example, teachers can use various media to design mobile learning and 
teaching activities or guide students to use electronic dictionaries and other learning tools. They can 
use digital technology to develop personalized learning platforms. Teachers can make full use of the 
reading texts extracted from new media to increase the amount of themed reading, conduct the 
teaching of writing through online discussion forums, and conduct Internet-based peer evaluation. 

(2) Teachers should give students sufficient guidance to autonomously select and utilize 
online resources according to their own learning needs and interest and carry out language practice 
activities through multiple channels and methods. They should also realize that modern information 
technology is not a substitute for authentic and lively in-class language learning activities that feature 
interpersonal interaction, exchanges of viewpoints, and emotional communication. 

(3) Teachers should fully understand that the use of modern information technology in 
English teaching should be focused, appropriate, reasonable, and effective. When teachers assign 
online learning tasks, they should first browse the relevant websites to ensure that the online 
information is safe, healthy, and available. And then, the students can use the online tools safely. 

(4) Those schools and regions with inadequate teacher resources should strive to create 
conditions for effective use of distant education resources to improve English teaching. For example, 
teachers can guide the students to use Baicizhan, a perfect English study application, to learn English.  
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Abstract: Understanding arithmetic word problems can be said as a structural understanding of 
the relationship between linguistic and mathematical representations. The goal of this study is 
to make learners understand the conditions of addition or subtraction word problem. This study 
proposes an exercise of the conversion among linguistic, mathematical, and graphic 
representations. Monsakun-TapeBlock is a learning environment to conduct the exercise. The 
effectiveness of these exercises is suggested through the experimental use in a public elementary 
school. The learners came to explain the relation between the linguistic and the mathematical 
representation with the quantity roles and judge valid arithmetic word problems better.  

Keywords: Arithmetic Word Problem, meaningful approach, problem posing, graphic 
representation 

1. Introduction

Solving an arithmetic word problem can be said to read sentences, extract the quantity relationship in 
them, represent it as a mathematical representation, and derive unknown numbers (Mayer, 1992). Many 
researchers have already investigated solving process of the word problems, and they have divided the 
process into two sub-processes: (1) comprehension phase and (2) solution phase (Cummins et al., 
1988)(Hegarty et al., 1995)(Heffernan and Koedinger, 1998)(Riley et al., 1983). They have also pointed 
that the comprehension phase plays a major role in the difficulty of the word problems. In this phase, a 
learner is required to interpret the representation written by words and to create quantitative 
relationships. Here, several researchers assumed that the product of the comprehension phase is a 
representation that is connecting "problem (conceptual) representation" and "quantitative representation 
" (Koedinger and Nathan, 2004)(Nathan et al., 1992)(Reusser, 1996). 

There are two general approaches in the comprehension phase: a short-cut approach and a 
meaningful approach (Hegarty et al., 1995). In the short-cut approach, the problem solver attempts to 
select the numbers in the problem and critical relational terms (such as "more" and "less" which imply 
an operation) and make a numeric formula. On the other hand, in the meaningful approach, the problem 
solver translates the problem statement into a mental model to the situation described in the problem 
statement. The mental model becomes the basis for the solution phase. 

The meaningful approach has two learning methods. One is problem representational technique 
in problem-solving, and the other is problem posing. Problem representational technique provides 
learners with schematic diagrams.  Schematic diagrams represent problem schema depending on 
problem types, e.g., change, combine and compare in addition and subtraction word problems (Riley et 
al., 1983). Schema-based strategy is better than the traditional approaches. Several investigations have 
confirmed that learning by problem posing in conventional classrooms is a promising activity in 
learning mathematics (Silver and Cai, 1996; English, 1998). Since learners are usually allowed to pose 
several kinds of problems, and they can make an extensive range of problems, it is difficult for teachers 
to complete assessment and feedback for the posed problems in classrooms practically. 

The purpose of this study is not to simply teach this conversion as a procedure but to make it 
empirically understood by tackling various issues in the learning environment. Of course, it is 
considered that the practice of problem exercises in the current school education is also aimed at 
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understanding empirically after teaching the mechanism. In this study, the mechanism is expressed in a 
computational form by making it explicit and realizing it as a learning environment on a computer and 
realizing immediate feedback, and we are trying to create a learning form that has been difficult to 
achieve by creating more learning opportunities. 
This study proposes the use of problem representational technique in problem posing with the learning 
environment for learning arithmetic word problems by sentence-integration "Monsakun" (Hirashima et 
al., 2007) (Hirashima et al., 2008) (Hirashima and Kurayama, 2011). In Monsakun, instead of writing 
sentences freely, learners pose arithmetic word problems as the combination of the provided sentences. 
The task learners perform in Monsakun is to pose arithmetic word problems satisfying the required 
condition; numeric formula and the type of story. This task requires learners to make a mental model 
of a story that can be solved by the provided numeric formula by themselves. This study uses the graphic 
representation to support this process. The graphic representation can be a guideline to make a mental 
model. We conducted the experimental use of this learning environment and measured the effectiveness 
of it.  

The research questions in this experimental use are the followings: 
RQ1: Do the students improve the understanding of addition and subtraction word problems? 
RQ2: Do the students accept the exercise on Monsakun-TapeBlock? 
RQ3:  Is the exercise appropriate to elementary school students? 

In this paper, a study on arithmetic text problems is taken as an example. Solving and creating 
sum-and-difference arithmetic text problems is defined as a conversion between linguistic and 
mathematical representation using graphic representation as an intermediate. This paper has the 
following structure. Section 2 proposes a graphic representation of numerical relationships in the one-
step arithmetic word problem. Section 3 shows the learning environment in which learners convert a 
problem statement to a numeric formula through the graphic representation   —section 4 reports a case 
study of the use of the learning environment in an elementary school. Section 5 concludes this paper. 

2. Representation Conversion Model for Arithmetic Word Problems

This study models arithmetic story and word problems as the relationship between the linguistic, 
graphical, and mathematical representations shown in Fig. 1, based on the Triplet-structure model 
(Hirashima et al., 2014). The linguistic representation of an arithmetic story is the problem statement, 
for example, “Three flowers were in bloom. Two flowers bloomed. Five flowers are in bloom.” We can 
make a word problem “Three flowers were in bloom. Two flowers bloomed. How many flowers are in 
bloom?” by change a number to unknown.  

In the model, the linguistic representation is the composition of three simple sentences expressing 
a quantity relationship to clarify the roles of the quantities in the statement. Each simple sentence has a 
quantity (in this figure, the number of flowers), and each quantity has a role depending on the meaning 
of the statement. In the case of Figure 1, the quantity of three flowers has the role of a start quantity, 
the quantity of two flowers has the role of a change quantity, and the quantity of five flowers has the 
role of end quantity in the story. 

Based on the roles of quantities in this linguistic representation, we can identify the relationships 
among the quantities in which the number of flowers increased from 3 to 5 by adding 2 and make the 
numerical formula "3 + 2 = 5" a mathematical representation. In addition to that, we can also make the 
formulas "5 - 3 = 2" and "5 - 2 = 3". This kind of process is a part of the comprehension process of an 
arithmetic stories and word problems. Problem-solving is to convert a mathematical representation into 
the linguistic one, and problem posing is to convert a linguistic representation into the mathematical 
one. The relation among the quantities can be the bridge between linguistic and mathematical 
representations, and identifying the relation can be an important task in both problem solving and posing. 
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Figure 1. The relationship between the linguistic, graphical, and mathematical representations. 

This study proposes “Tape-block” as the graphic representation of the relation among the 
quantities. The bottom of Fig. 1 shows the proposed graphic representation based on part-part-whole 
schema and drawing (Resnick, 1983)(Willis and Fuson, 1988).  This representation itself describes the 
relation among three quantities, in which the top quantity is the sum of the two bottom quantities. This 
also describes the difference between the top quantity and a bottom quantity in the other bottom quantity. 
This means that a numerical relation in this type can be converted to three types of equality: one addition 
and two subtractions shown at the top-left in Fig. 1. The correspondence between the graphical and the 
mathematical representation is by the magnitude of quantities. The largest number in the mathematical 
representation must be located at the top of the graphic representation. On the other hand, the 
correspondence between the graphical and the linguistic representation is by the meaning of the 
quantities. The resultant quantity in the linguistic representation must be located at the top of the graphic 
representation. These correspondences can explain the correspondence between the linguistic and the 
mathematical representation.  

Figure 2 shows the classification of arithmetic stories and the comparison between the schematic 
drawing and Tape-block diagram. There are four types of arithmetic word problems: Put-together 
(combine), change-get-more, change-get-less, and compare. Schematic drawings define four different 
drawings depending on the type of arithmetic word problems. Tape-block diagram uses the same 
diagram for all the type of arithmetic word problems. This diagram also implies the algebraic operators 
between the quantities. For example, in Change-get-more, the addition operator between Start and 
Change means the equation: Start quantity + Change quantity = End quantity. Based on the diagram, 
learners can consider valid equations among three quantities without algebraic manipulations, such as 
transposition of terms, which elementary school students have not learned.  

3. Monsakun-TapeBlock: An Environment for The Exercise of Conversion from
Linguistic to Mathematical Representation with The Graphic Representation

Based on the model of the conversion among linguistic, mathematical, and graphic representation 
with a Tape-block diagram, we developed a learning environment named Monsakun-TapeBlock. This 
has the exercises of all the types of conversion of linguistic, mathematical, and graphic representation 
and quantity role assignment in each representation. Here, due to the limitation of the space, we explain 
the problem-posing process in Monsakun-TapeBlock as an example. Fig.3 to Fig.6 shows the screenshot 
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of the conversion from mathematical representation to linguistic one through graphic one and quantity 
role assignment in the process.  

Figure 2. The classification of arithmetic stories. 

Figure 3 shows the conversion from mathematical representation to graphic one. Here, a learner 
put number cards “2”, “4” and “6” extracted from the equation “4 + 2 = 6” into the Tape-block diagram. 
This is just confirmation of the rule of the Tape-block diagram: the largest number must be the top.  

Figure 4 shows the quantity role assignment to numbers in graphic representation. Learners are 
required to assign quantity roles to numbers in graphic representation. Here, “all,” “part” and “part” 
role quantity, that are roles in a put-together story, are provided to learners, and they are required to 
consider the assignment based on the rule of the story; “all” quantity role must be the top in a put-
together story.  

Figure 5 shows the conversion from linguistic representation to graphic one by reference to 
numbers in graphic representation. The required task here is to decide two things; the position of 
numbers and quantity roles in the sentences. This is not only just the matching of numbers but also 
matching quantity roles between sentence and graphic representation. Low understanding students tend 
to only match numbers. The purpose of this task is to facilitate them to also consider the quantity roles 
in graphic representation combined with concrete sentences. 

Figure 6 shows the quantity role assignment to sentences in graphic representation. In this 
procedure, this task is a review of the previous task. The purpose of this task is to ask them to explain 
what they have made in the previous task. Learners are required to assign quantity roles to sentences in 
the graphic representation. Through this task, we expect learners to reflect on why the posed problem 
is correct. In Normal Monsakun, the feedback is correct or not, and if the answer is incorrect, feedback 
about the reason for the error is provided. When the answer is correct, some learners just look at the 
feedback and do not confirm their answer. To avoid this, in Monsakun-TapeBlock, this task is included. 

This procedure is just an example. There can be other procedures to conduct the conversion of 
representations and quantity role assignment. For example, not like the above procedure, we can 
compose the procedure where learners conduct the quantity role assignment to sentences in linguistic 
representation and then the conversion from linguistic representation to graphic one. In this case, the 
quantity role assignment is not a review but guidelines to consider the position of sentences in graphic 
representation. Like this, a different combination of conversion and role assignment can make different 
task sequences for different learning goals. 
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Figure 3. Conversion from mathematical representation to graphic one. 
 

 

Figure 4. Quantity role assignment to numbers in graphic representation. 
 

 

Figure 5. Conversion from graphic representation to a linguistic one. 
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Figure 6. Quantity role assignment in graphic representation with quantity propositions. 
 

4. Experimental Use in An Elementary School 
 

 Purpose and Procedure 
 
To answer the research questions mentioned above, we conducted pre/post-tests and questionnaires in 
addition to the exercise on Monsakun-TapeBlock. Eighty-eight students in third-grade public 
elementary school students (8-9 years old) use Monsakun-TapeBlock in two units of lessons. The 
procedure is the following: 

1. a quick review of addition and subtraction word problems (5 min) 
2. pre-test (15 min) 
3. exercise on Monsakun-TapeBlock (50 min) 
4. post-test (15 min) 
5. questionnaire (5 min) 

To answer RQ1, we develop the structure comprehension test for the pre/post-tests named 
“priming test.” The priming test asks learners whether the shown story is valid or not. For example, 
“Jon has 3 apples. Jon and Bill have 8 apples altogether. Bill has 5 apples.” is valid. On the other hand, 
“Jon has 3 apples. Jon and Bill have 5 apples altogether. Bill has 8 apples.” and “Jon has 3 apples. Jon 
and Bill have 8 apples altogether. Bill has 5 oranges.” are not valid. An item shows firstly two sentences 
and then shows the last sentence. This task requires the understanding of the conditions of addition or 
subtraction word problem. During the first part, if learners can predict the last sentence, the learners can 
quickly answer the validity of the story. If they start to think after the display of the last sentence, they 
take much time to answer. Figure 7 and 8 show the screenshots of it. The progress bar shows the time 
to display the last sentence. When the bar reaches the right end, the last sentence is displayed shown in 
Figure 8. This test has 13 items, including four kinds of story: put-together, change-get-more, change-
get-less, and compare. 

To answer RQ2, we carried out the questionnaire includes the following: 
1. Do you like to study mathematics? 
2. Did you use Monsakun-TapeBlock easily? 
3. Did you enjoy using Monsakun-TapeBlock? 
4. Do you think posing problems in Monsakun-TapeBlock is good for studying mathematics? 
5. Do you think quantity role assignment in Monsakun-TapeBlock is good for studying 

mathematics? 
6. Is it easy for you to assign quantity roles in Monsakun-TapeBlock? 

To answer RQ3, we analyzed the relation between pre-test score and the performance in the 
exercise on Monsakun-TapeBlock, and log data in the exercise on Monsakun-TapeBlock. If the exercise 
requires the understanding of the conditions of addition or subtraction word problems, learners getting 
a high score in the pre-test can show a good performance in the exercise. In addition to that, if the 
exercise is effective, learners’ performance is improved through the exercise. We focus on the first level 
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in Monsakun-TapeBlock. All the students participated in this experimental use completed all the 
exercise at this level. This level has 12 exercises in total, and they are composed of three sets. Each set 
has four exercises about the four types of addition and subtraction word problems: put-together, change-
get-more, change-get-less, and compare. Each exercise has four steps of tasks to pose a problem as 
follows. 

Step1:  Conversion from mathematical representation to graphic representation: putting the only 
number to Tape-block (Fig. 3), 

Step2:  Association of Quantity role to numbers in Tape-block, 
Step3: Conversion from graphic representation to linguistic representation: putting sentences 

to Tape-block (Fig. 4), 
Step4: Association of Quantity role to sentences in Tape-block (Fig. 6). 

 
 

 
Figure 7. A screenshot of the first step in the Priming test. 

 

 
Figure 8. A screenshot of the last step in the Priming test. 

 
 Results and Consideration 

 
Table 1 shows the result of the pre/post-test. We analyze the difference of score and time between pre 
and post-test with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. There is not a significant difference in the score. On 
the other hand, there is a significant difference in time. This means that they keep improving the 
understanding of addition and subtraction word problems in terms of the speed of thinking. 
Unfortunately, they did not get worse and improve in the correctness.  We answer partially yes to RQ1: 
“Do the students improve the understanding of addition and subtraction word problems?” is yes. 
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Table 1. The Result of Pre/Post-Test. 
 Pre mean (sd) Post mean (sd) p-value 
Score (full score is 13) 10.33 (2.32) 10.31 (2.16) 0.9468 
Average time per item (sec) 5.77 (3.38) 4.62 (2.65) 0.0007 

 
Figure 9 shows the result of the questionnaire. From the question 1-3 most of the student like to 

study mathematics and enjoy the exercise on Monsakun-TapeBlock with easy use. From the question 
4-5, most of them enjoyed the exercise and felt the effectiveness of it. From the last question, the 
exercise is not always easy for the students. From these results, the students accept the exercise on 
Monsakun-TapeBlock as enjoyable and useful. We answer yes to the RQ2: “Do the students accept the 
exercise on Monsakun-TapeBlock?” 

 

 
Figure 9. The result of the questionnaire. 

 
To investigate what happened in the exercise, we analyze the log data recorded in the exercise. 

The log data includes all the answers of students in the exercise. Firstly, we analyzed whether the 
exercise is appropriate to the students and then their change in the exercise. The target data is the first 
level in Monsakun-TapeBlock. All the students can complete this level. At this level, students pose 
problems from mathematical representation to linguistic one through the graphic one discussed in 
Section 3.  

Table 2 shows the difference in mean of check-in the exercise between the lower and higher 
groups. In Monsakun-TapeBlock, learners repeat to answer until they get to the correct answer. In this 
analysis, we categorized the learners by the mean of pre-test score and compare the mean of check-in 
Monsakun-TapeBlock by Wilcoxon rank-sum test. The result shows that lower group students need 
significantly much more check times to get the correct answers than the higher group students. This 
means the exercise in Monsakun-TapeBlock requires the understanding of the conditions of addition or 
subtraction word problem can be measured with the Priming test. 

 
Table 2. The Result of Post-Test Devided into Higher/Lower Groups. 
 Lower group Higher group p-value 
mean of check (times) 1.55 (0.52) 1.25 (0.32) 0.0000 

 
Tables 3 and 4 show the detailed analysis results. Tasks are the representation conversion or 

quantity role assignment. Task 1 is the conversion from the mathematical representation to the graphic 
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one shown in Fig. 3. Task 2 is the quantity role assignment in graphic representation with quantities 
shown in Fig. 4. Task 3 is the conversion from graphic representation to the linguistic one shown in Fig. 
5. Task 4 is the quantity role assignment in graphic representation with quantity propositions shown in 
Fig. 6. At the first level in Monsakun-TapeBlock, learners conduct these four tasks for problem posing. 
A set of problem posing consists of four types of stories: get-together, change-get-more, change-get-
less, and compare. Learners conduct three sets of problem posing.  

The comparison between the lower and higher group learners shows there is more change in the 
lower group than the higher group. In the lower group, the number of checks in Task 1 and Task 4 
decreased. On the other hand, In the lower group, only the number of checks in Task 1 decreased. This 
shows, even in Task 1, although both groups of learners made mistakes, they can improve the 
performance, and the lower group students improved the performance in Task 4. Though students in 
both groups have difficulty in Task 3, that is, the conversion from graphic representation to linguistic 
one, the higher group students can identify the quantity roles from the beginning, and the lower group 
students improved the performance through the exercise. This means they come to explain the story 
they posed in the exercise. Therefore, we answer yes to the RQ3: “Is the exercise appropriate to 
elementary school students?” from the results shown in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4. 

 
Table 3. Performance of  Lower Group Learners in the Pre-Test. 
  Tasks (mean of check per item) 
  1 p-value 2 p-value 3 p-value 4 p-value 
Set 1 1.32  

 
0.079 

1.64  1.79 0.040 
 

0.018 

1.53 0.048 
 

0.025 
2 1.35 1.43 2.33 1.48 
3 1.16 1.57 1.77 1.16 

 
Table 4. Performance of  Higher Group Learners in the Pre-Test. 
  Tasks (mean of check per item) 
  1 p-value 2 p-value 3 p-value 4 p-value 
Set 1 1.23 0.005 

 
0.005 

1.30  1.42  1.11  
2 1.08 1.22 1.48 1.11 
3 1.05 1.24 1.58 1.13 

 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
Understanding arithmetic word problems can be said as a structural understanding of the relationship 
between linguistic and mathematical representations. To facilitate learners to build this understanding, 
this study design and developed a learning environment in which graphic representation bridges the 
linguistic and the mathematical representation with the quantity roles. The goal of this study is to make 
learners understand the conditions of addition or subtraction word problem. For the goal, we propose 
the task of the conversion among linguistic, mathematical, and graphic representations and design and 
development a learning environment where learners can conduct the exercise of the conversions. The 
effectiveness of these exercises is suggested through the experimental use in a public elementary school. 
The learners came to explain the relation between the linguistic and the mathematical representation 
with the quantity roles and judge valid arithmetic word problems better than before they use this 
learning environment. 

Future tasks will be to verify the difference in learning effect depending on whether or not there 
is a quantity role matching exercise. In addition to the effects of learning to appear, it is necessary to 
confirm whether the learner's thought intended in this study appears as the cause. 
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Abstract: Problem-posing ability has a positive relationship with mathematics achievement and 
the understanding of the mathematical structure of problems. This study focuses on creating 
arithmetical stories as a sub-task of problem posing and proposes a game named "Tri-prop 
scrabble" as a learning environment based on a fusion method of learning and game. In the 
game, learners are expected to experience creating and comparing a variety of arithmetical 
stories by integrating simple sentences. 

Keywords: Arithmetical word problem, learning game, fusion of learning and game 

1. Introduction

A method of learning by posing problems rather than solving them is called "learning by problem-
posing." Some researchers have reported a positive relationship between problem-posing ability and 
mathematics achievement (Silver and Cai, 1996; English, 1998) and the understanding of the 
mathematical structure of problems (Ellerton, 2015).  

Monsakun, a learning environment for posing arithmetical word problems by sentence 
integration, has been developed, in which learners can learn the structure of arithmetical word problems 
(Hirashima et al., 2007). This system provides learners with some sentence cards (e.g., there are three 
apples) representing a proposition with a quantity, and learners select and assemble these cards to make 
an arithmetical word problem. Through this activity, Monsakun aims to encourage them to learn the 
structure of arithmetical stories. The use of Monsakun in elementary schools demonstrated its 
effectiveness (Hirashima et al., 2008). 

In this study, we propose a learning game named "Tri-prop scrabble" designed based on a fusion 
method of learning and game (Umetsu 2002). Tri-prop scrabble is the fusion of Monsakun as learning 
and Scrabble (Scrabble, n.d.) as a game. As mentioned above, Monsakun is the learning environemt 
that requests learners to assemble an arithmetical word problem with sentence cards (one sentence card 
expresses one proposition). Scrabble is the game that requests players to assemble and concatenate 
words with letter cards. Tri-prop scrabble enables learners to experience creating and comparing a 
variety of arithmetical stories according to the situation. Because the activities in Tri-prop Scrabble are 
similar to the game activities in Scrabble in producing things by assembling and concatenating cards, it 
is expected that learners are also able to enjoy the learning activities in the same way with the original 
Scrabble.  

2. Triplet Structure Model

A simple arithmetical word problem is a problem that can be solved with a single arithmetical operation. 
Arithmetical word problems can be formulated as consisting of two existent sentences that express the 
existence of a quantity and a relational sentence that expresses the relationship between the two 
quantities (Hirashima et al., 2014). Any problems can be defined within a problem space where 
unknown facts can be derived from given facts with relations in a context (Milinković, 2015). Therefore, 
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a way to pose an arithmetical word problem is to make a valid arithmetical story with two existent 
sentences and a relational sentence and then to make them incomplete. 

Whereas Monsakun asks learners to conduct both tasks at once, we focus on the former story-
making task in this study. In each question on Monsakun, learners are required to pose the arithmetical 
word problem uniquely determined with the combination of the simple sentences given to the learner 
by the requirements on the formula and on the type of story. On the other hand, it is also possible to 
create multiple stories from a single simple-sentence. For example, with the simple-sentence "there are 
five apples," we can create all types of stories: combination, increase, decrease, comparisons. This study 
aims to realize an exercise to learn the mathematical structure of arithmetical stories by having learners 
examine the possibility of creating as many arithmetical stories as possible from a simple-sentence. 

3. Tri-prop Scrabble

Tri-Prop Scrabble is a multi-player card game in which players connect simple-sentence cards to create 
questions in turn. As shown in Figure 1, like the word game Scrabble, players make stories by 
connecting sentence cards dealt to the players. The player who is first to shed their cards wins. The ends 
of cards allow to connect other simple-sentence cards, and players find a place where they can create 
an arithmetical story and make a story by taking out two of their own cards. This activity aims at learning 
the mathematical structure of arithmetical stories that are required to understand arithmetical word 
problems. 

Figure 1. A play image of Tri-prop Scrabble. 

The procedure of the Tri-Prop Scrabble is shown in Figure 2. In this exercise, players make the 
chain of arithmetical stories with the simple-sentence cards in their hands and compete in the number 
of stories they made. They can judge the correctness of their stories by scanning cards with Story AR 
checker. The last step shows the interface of Story AR checker. This system recognizes a story created 
as a sequence of cards in the real space by reading the simple-sentence cards with markers by the camera 
on the tablet. The system is developed using Vuforia that is an Augmented Reality SDK and Unity and 
C# as the development environment. 

Figure 2. Procedure of playing the game. 

There are  
5 oranges 

There are  
10 oranges  
and apples  
altogether  

There are  
5 apples 

There are  
5 apples 

1 apple  
is given 

There are  
6 apples The story created by learners are checked 

by Story AR checker on a tablet 
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Figure 3. The result of the questionnaire. 

 
4. Preliminary Use by High School Students 
 
We conducted a preliminary feasibility study of the use of Tri-prop Scrabble with 18 female high school 
students. Although the primary target of Tri-prop scrabble is elementary school students, in this 
experiment, the subjects are high school students because they can make sure to solve arithmetical word 
problems, that is, they understand the structure of arithmetical stories. If they cannot accept the tasks 
required in the game, it is almost impossible for elementary school students to play the game.  

The subjects were divided into groups of three. Each group played the game for 15 minutes. 
They made 8.17 stories per group. The questionnaire result in Figure 3 showed that they could easily 
understand the rules, enjoyed the exercises, and felt the proposed exercises could be carried out by 
elementary school students as long as the method and usage of the exercises are appropriately explained. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
In this study, we proposed the game promoting exploratory making arithmetical stories as sentence-
integration and developed the system Monsakun AR supporting the game with AR. The game requires 
the players to explore possible arithmetical stories with simple-sentences on the table and in their hands. 
Story AR checker recognizes the card with the camera and judges the validity of the stories the players 
make.  The results of the preliminary use of the game with the system show the potential of the use by 
the elementary school students as the proper user. The future is to verify the learning effect of the 
proposed game further and to extend the game and the system to multiplication and division operations. 
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Are the rules easy to understand?

Was the game fun?

Were the questions difficult?

Did you understand how to use the system?

Is the system necessary for this game?

Would you like to do the exercise again?

Can elementary school students play the game?

strongly  agree agree disagree strogly disagree
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Abstract: Based on the positive impacts of the student-question-generation strategy, this study 
extended the question-generation activity to the test construction activity. The test-construction 
activity is even more complex than composing questions, and this activity may demand more of 
learners’ mental efforts. This study adopted the concept of shared cognitive capacity, which is 
proposed by the cognitive load theory. Specifically, to avoid students being overloaded, 
collaborative and cooperative learning were integrated into the test-construction process. A 
pre-and-post experiment was conducted via online workshop for seven weeks. 79 subjects were 
randomly assigned to one of the interventions, collaborative test construction activity, 
cooperative test construction activity and individual test construction activity. A statistically 
significant difference in students’ mastery of the newly learned contents among the three 
intervention groups was found; however, such an effect was not found in the variables of 
reported use of cognitive and metacognitive strategies. Implications for the practice and future 
research will be provided.  

 
Keywords: Collaborative learning, cooperative learning, test-construction strategy  

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The student-question-generation strategy (SGQ) prompts students to use their newly learned knowledge 
to design questions to assess their peers (Yu, Wu, & Hung, 2014). During the SGQ process, the 
question-authors create the core of the question by recalling what have learned and identifying 
important concepts and any concepts that may confuse other students. Second, the question-authors 
construct the question stems by deeply examining the meaning the concepts, and the relationships 
among different concepts. Then they translate their understanding into the question wording. Third, 
they need to provide several possible solutions to the question.  

The SGQ process may be beneficial to learning. First, the question-authors use their schema to 
interpret the newly learned contents, identify important concepts to be the core of questions. This 
process enables them to monitor their own learning and think of how to raise a question (Lee & 
Hutchison, 1998; van Blerkom & van Blerkom, 2004). Second, they need to evaluate their 
understanding of the learned contents and paraphrase their understanding into questions. This process 
enables them to use cognitive strategies, such as organization and elaboration (Craik, 2002). Third, the 
process of composing questions in texts or figures may enable them to deliberately interpret the 
knowledge in a meaningful way, which may help to schema construction (Bangert-Drowns, Hurley & 
Wilkinson, 2004; Lee & Hutchison, 1998). The question-authors may experience a micro 
problem-solving process while designing several possible solutions to the question (Yu, Liu, & Chan, 
2005). To sum up, the SGQ may prompt students to use cognitive strategy during the question-posing 
process, thus contributing to deep learning. The positive impacts of SGQ on students’ motivation, 
confidence, understanding of newly learned contents, and metacognition have been evidenced in 
numerous prior research studies (Abramovich & Cho, 2006; Berry & Chew, 2008; Chiu, Wu, & Cheng, 
2013; Yu, 2005; Yu & Liu, 2005; Yu & Wu, 2012). However, most of the research focused on 
composing questions.  

A good test needs to include a series of good questions, which evaluates students’ understanding 
of all important concepts in the newly learned contents and judge whether students have achieved 
learning objectives. During the test-construction process, the question-authors need to understand 
learning objectives, identify the knowledge structure, and understand the relationships among the 
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concepts, which are essential in the process of designing the test structure. Then they move to 
question-authoring process and keep monitoring whether the questions they compose fit into the 
structure. The study of Yu and Su (2013) indicated that the strategy of student test-construction (SCT) 
enables students to review the learned content more comprehensively. The strategy could increase 
elementary students’ science learning attitude and motivation (Yu & Su, 2015). Moreover, compared to 
the SGQ, the study of Yu and Wu (2016) evidenced that the test-items composed by the SCT group 
covered more and in-depth concepts and presented more concept connections than those by the group of 
students who only required to compose questions. 

On one hand, the SCT may be more beneficial to learning; on the other hand, the SCT is more 
complex and may demand more of students’ mental efforts, which may result in students being 
cognitively overloaded. When furtherly exploring the SCT process based on the cognitive load theory, 
the novice, with limited cognitive capacity to manage information simultaneously (Baddeley, 1992), 
may devote more intrinsic and extrinsic cognitive efforts to analyze the information relevant to the SCT 
task. When constructing a test for the newly learned knowledge, the SCT task itself may impose more 
intrinsic cognitive load on the novice (Sweller, 2010; Sweller, van Merriënboer, & Paas, 1998). 
Meanwhile, novice, without knowledge relevant to test construction or newly learned knowledge, may 
pay attention to the information that is irrelevant to the SCT task. This process may impose extrinsic 
cognitive loads on the students. The novice may be overloaded, thus, the potential benefits of the SCT 
may be reduced.  

To sum up, numerous studies have evidenced the benefits of the SGQ strategy; however, few 
studies explored the potentials of SCT. Moreover, to avoid students being cognitively overloaded, this 
study, grounded on the concept of shared cognitive capacity, proposed by the cognitive load theory 
(Kirschner, Paas, & Kirschner, 2010). Specifically, the SCT tasks may impose high intrinsic cognitive 
load to individuals and result in cognitive overloaded, it may be a possible solution to have students 
work together on the task. According to the study of Kirschner, Paas, and Kirschner (2010), the 
collaborative learning efficiency was found because the collective memory effects occurred when 
students work together well on complex tasks. Several essentials to the collective memory effects 
include task complexity, students’ willingness to work together and so on. Therefore, this study 
proposed to integrate the strategy of cooperative and collaborative learning into the SCT.  
 
 
2. Research Purpose 
 

Grounded on the concept of shared cognitive capacity, this study explored the potential of 
collaborative and cooperative SCT strategy on students’ learning. Three research questions were 
proposed as follow: 

1. Are there any differences found in the reported use of cognitive strategies among the 
collaborative SCT, cooperative SCT and the individual SCT groups?   

2. Are there any differences found in the reported use of meta-cognitive strategies among the 
collaborative SCT, cooperative SCT and the individual SCT groups?   

3. Are there any differences found in students’ mastery of the newly learned contents among the 
collaborative SCT, cooperative SCT and the individual SCT groups? 
 
 

3. Research Method 
 

A pre-and-post experiment was conducted. Ninety participants participated in the online “educational 
psychology” workshop for seven weeks. All subjects were randomly assigned to one of the three 
intervention conditions, the collaborative SCT, the cooperative SCT and the individual SCT. Excluding 
those subjects who did not complete the post-tests, the data of seventy-nine subjects were analyzed. 58 
of them are undergraduate students and 21 are graduate students. 
  
3.1 The Online Test-construction System 
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The Collaborative SCT work-space (CSCT) is embedded in the web-based Knowledge Management 
and Question Authoring System (KMQAS) developed by the author. The KMQAS has the 
question-generation, the test-construction, and peer-assessment subsystems. Its quality was assured by 
two prior studies (Wu & Wu, 2017; Wu, Chen, & Wu, 2017).  First, the user could use the test-construct 
function in the question posing and question-management processes. Second, the user could check their 
test item using the two-way specification table. Third, as shown in the figure1, the question- posing 
work area is located at the left side with the preview function at the right side. The “collaborative SCT 
work-space” button is always located at the bottom-right corner of the window. The users could click 
the button to open the space. Fourth, to minimize any possible interference brought by the SCT function, 
users are given the freedom to determine when to open the work space. Fifth, an exclamation mark is 
designed to notify users of any in-coming or unread messages.   
  

  
Figure 1. The Collaborative Function 

 
Last, the users could provide or read feedback using the peer-assessment sub-system.  
  

 
Figure 2. The Peer-assessment Sub-system.  

 
3.2 The Independent Variable 
 
The independent variable is the strategy of collaborative SCT. The three intervention conditions are: 
collaborative SCT, cooperative SCT and individual SCT. The subjects in the collaborative SCT 
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condition were paired to work on designing the structure of the test, composing and revising the 
test-items, and arranging the sequence of the test-items. The subjects in the cooperative SCT condition 
worked on the test construction tasks individually, but they were paired to provide feedback to their 
partner in each stage of the test construction (see figure 3).  Last, the subjects in the individual SCT 
condition work on the test construction task individually. 
 

 
Figure 3. The Cooperative SCT process. 

 
3.3 The Dependent Variables 
 
The dependent variables are the reported use of cognitive strategies, the metacognitive strategies and 
the mastery of the newly learned contents. First, the reported use of cognitive strategy refers to the 
strategy students used to enhance effectiveness and efficiency of constructing the test. This study 
adopted the 16-item instrument created by Hung (2002), which includes three factors, the rehearsal 
strategy, the organization strategy and the elaboration strategy. The instrument adopted 6 point Likert 
scale. The higher the scores were, the more use of cognitive strategy students reported. 

Second, the meta-cognitive strategy refers to the strategy individual uses to actively monitor 
their status and ensure their progress to the goal (Flavell, 1979). The strategy include plan, monitor and 
evaluation (Leutwyler, 2009; Schraw, Crippen, & Hartley, 2006; Schraw & Moshman, 1995). Schraw 
and Dennison (1994) developed Metacognitive Awareness Inventory (MAI) to measure adult’s 
metacognition, using the 100-point scale.  The second part of MAI, regulation of cognition, was 
adopted in this study. The higher the scores were, the more use of meta-cognitive strategy students 
reported. 

Third, the newly learned contents referred to six educational psychology theories the 
participants learned in the online workshop, including the cognitive development theory, behaviorism, 
social learning theory, cognitive theory, scaffold, and motivation theories. Two equivalent tests were 
developed by the author to assess subjects’ mastery of the theories. Each test included 45 items and 
were evaluated by two subject-matter experts. Then the tests were tested by 60 freshmen, who just 
completed the educational psychology course.  After deleting items with poor discrimination, 42 items 
per test were used for the study.  
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3.4 The Research Design 
 
The pre-and-post experiment was conducted in the online workshop for seven weeks. The first two 
weeks were conducted via a synchronous online workshop. In week1, a training session of the 
test-construction activity and the online system was delivered. The pre-tests were also implemented. In 
week2, the lesson of “the cognitive development theory” was delivered and the subjects were required 
to construct a test on the learned topic.  In week3-6, all the learning activities were implemented via 
asynchronous online workshops. After learning the given theories, the subjects observed the 
outstanding tests constructed in prior week and read the feedback provided by the teacher. Then they 
were asked to construct a test on the learned topic. In week7, the post-tests were implemented. 
 
 
4. Results 
 
The descriptive statistics of three interventions were presented in Table 1 and 2.  
 
Table 1. The Descriptive Statistics of Reported Cognitive Strategies and Meta-Cognitive Strategies Use 

  Cognitive Strategies Meta-Cognitive Strategies 
   Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test 
   N Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 

Collaborative SCT 29 5.85(0.54) 5.67(0.69) 77.60(7.15) 75.91( 9.81) 
Cooperative SCT  29 5.50(0.93) 5.62(0.77) 75.65(10.32) 75.75(12.10) 
Individual SCT 21 5.67(0.48) 5.59(0.87) 79.33(6.79) 77.36 ( 9.22) 
  
Table 2. The Descriptive Statistics of Mastery of Newly Learned Contents 

   Pre-test Post-test 
   N Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 

Collaborative SCT 29 55.48 (8.7 ) 71.52 (10.90) 
Cooperative SCT  29 59.14(9.55) 78.79 ( 9.45) 
Individual SCT 21 55.76 (9.89) 68.23 (11.09) 

 
The ANCOVA, using the using the pre-test of cognitive strategies as the covariate, was conducted. The 
Levene's test result indicated that the homogeneity assumption of ANVOCA was satisfied (F = 1.10, p =  
.34). No statistically significance was found in this variable among the three intervention groups (F = 
.63, p = .54). 
 The ANCOVA, using the using the pre-test of meta-cognitive strategies as the covariate, was 
conducted. The Levene's test result indicated that the homogeneity assumption of ANCOVA was 
satisfied (F = 1.51, p = .23). No statistically significance was found in this variable among the three 
intervention groups (F = .52 p = .60). 

The ANCOVA, using the using the pre-test as the covariate, was conducted. The Levene's test 
result indicated that the homogeneity assumption of ANVOCA was satisfied (F = 1.82, p = .17). 
Statistically significant difference was found among the three intervention groups (F = 5.62, p = .005). 
The scores of collaborative SCT are statistically significantly different from those of cooperative SCT(p 
= .03). The scores of cooperative SCT are statistically significantly different from those of individual 
SCT (p = .002). 
 
5. Conclusion 

  
The collaborative SCT demanded mental efforts to understanding the learned contents, constructing the 
tests and working with their partners. As found in this study, the cooperative group showed better 
mastery of the newly learned content than the other two groups. The cooperative SCT is similar to 
integrating peer-assessment into SCT. The result evidenced the value of peer-assessment. Furthermore, 
a possible explanation to the result may be that collaboration is even more demanding than cooperation 
in the online environment. The effect of shared collective cognitive capacity may be found only when 
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the work did not exceed students’ cognitive capacity and the students knew how to work with their 
partners. Future research is suggested to explore the factors that may influence the collaborative SCT 
and extend this study into the face-to-face context.  
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Abstract: In this paper, we describe the application of iFlow, a no-code programming platform, 
in visualizing foundational computational thinking (CT) as a precursor to learning disciplinary 
concepts. Research shows that it is possible to learn both science concepts and computational 
skills through building computer simulations and solutions of problems related to natural 
phenomena. CT could be operationally defined as the cognitive processes involved in problem 
formulation, in which its solutions could be effectively carried out by an information-processing 
agent (Wing, 2010). We introduce two modules as examples to facilitate the visualization of 
computational processes that are frequently adopted in teaching physical sciences. The first 
module was designed for students to analyze and evaluate data, and the second module allowed 
students to generate simulated data and scaffold questions to predict testable outcomes. In this 
workshop, we will demonstrate how to use iFlow to teach data analysis and problem evaluation 
that takes advantage of the no-code programming by means of the functional blocks, which 
contain operational codes to vividly visualize the input, process, and output. 

Keywords: Computational thinking in STEM education, graph-based programming, no-code 
programming, visualizing computation 

1. Introduction

Computational thinking (CT) could be operationally defined as the cognitive processes involved in 
problem formulation, in which its solutions could be effectively carried out by an "information-
processing agent" (Wing, 2010). A major avenue to build CT is to integrate it into STEM disciplines, 
especially in mathematics and the physical sciences. In a 2013 report, The American Association for 
Physics Teachers (AAPT) has recommended that computational skills be incorporated into the 
undergraduate physics curriculum (AAPT, 2016), and it must include three of the following: 
spreadsheets, integrated mathematical computing packages, general-purpose programming language, 
and special-purpose software. In the 2015 Undergraduate Professional Education in Chemistry 
guidelines, the American Chemical Society (ACS) recommends that students should have access to 
computing facilities and chemistry software (ACS, 2015). Regarded as “the third pillar of science” 
alongside theory and experimentation (Skuse, 2019; Wing & Stanzione, 2016), computation is so 
fundamental in science that some even argue that “computational thinking emerged from within the 
scientific fields—it was not imported from computer science” (Denning, 2017, p. 14). CT is now a 
foundational skill for STEM workers and must be included in the undergraduate STEM curriculum, 
since Computer Science departments alone cannot meet the United States’ need for data 
science/computer professionals (US Department of Commerce) and probably for any other nation. 

Research shows that it is possible to learn both science concepts and computational skills 
through building computer simulations and solutions of natural phenomena (e.g., Aksit & Wiebe, 2020; 
Dwyer et al., 2013; Hutchins et al., 2020; Sengupta et al., 2013). If so, we need to define and build these 
skills with relevant applications to create meaningful and effective pathways within STEM courses to 
also teach CT in addition to the standalone disciplinary knowledge. We introduced a graph-based 
programming platform—iFlow—to help users develop CT skills as well as programming skills. 
Inspired by the Unified Modeling Language and dataflow programming paradigm, this constructionist 
environment (Papert, 1991), named iFlow, models a program as an executable directed graph depicting 
the structure of a computational solution and the interactions among its constituents. The results emerge 
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as data flow through these interconnected elements. While there exist successful dataflow programming 
products such as Grasshopper, LabVIEW, and Simulink, most of them are tailor-made for specific 
applications that may not be appropriate for introductory courses. For example, Grasshopper only works 
within the Rhinoceros 3D computer-aided design software, LabVIEW is mostly used in data acquisition 
and instrument control, and Simulink focuses on modeling multi-domain dynamic systems. By 
comparison, iFlow is a general-purpose, Web-based, and integrated computational environment 
designed for students to analyze and solve common problems encountered in the math and science 
curriculum, with an objective to meet diverse educational needs of students with various backgrounds 
and interests in science.  

Since computational problems can easily escalate into a complex mental model consisting of 
many abstract, intertwined moving parts that are often difficult for students to imagine and think 
through, the iFlow platform helps externalize learners’ complicated mental processes of CT. Ideally, 
the thought processes may be subsequently profiled into systematic CT strategies. In other words, 
making students’ computational thinking visible while they are shaping it can be cognitively offloading 
(Ainsworth, 2006; Ainsworth, et al., 2011; Schmidgall, et al., 2019). Visualizing computational 
processes could also be done through conventional flowcharts but they cannot be tested without actually 
programming an implementation. However, iFlow diagrams are palpably “live,” where they can run 
immediately after each action students take while constructing and tinkering with artifacts. The learning 
environment can then automatically generate formative feedback to the student and to the researcher. 
Similar to students’ concept map drawings that encode their understanding of specific concepts and 
their relationships (e.g., McClure, Sonak, & Suen, 1999), students’ iFlow diagrams reflect their CT in 
solving specific science or engineering problems using a variety of building blocks that correspond to 
different computational concepts. Therefore, these graphic artifacts of students can also be collected 
and analyzed by researchers to test a hypothesis and by teachers to assess student learning (Jonassen & 
Cho, 2008), even for tacit knowledge that would be difficult to measure otherwise (e.g., Ahmad, 
Ahmad, & Rejab, 2011). Compared with text-based code, the same strengths of iFlow that assist student 
learning can also reduce assessment burdens. In summary, we anticipate iFlow to be an invaluable tool 
in identifying students’ strategies and barriers to CT. 

As an example, we found that students struggle with fitting data to a curve and developing a 
mathematical model, one of the first tasks in data analysis in an introductory physics course. We are 
interested in tackling the following questions: What exactly is(are) the barrier(s)? Is it the coding? Is it 
the mathematics? Is it the numerical process? Is it the algorithm? Is it all of these to varying degrees? 
The problem with text-based languages, such as Python, is that the computational processes take place 
in the background and students are left without any visualizations of data flow. We envision that iFlow 
can be used, by carefully constructing specific tasks, to identify some of these problems, and to inform 
intervention mechanisms. 
 
 
2. Module Demonstration 
 
2.1 Curve Fitting 
 
The objective of curve fitting is to find a mathematical representation or function for a data set. One 
method to determine the goodness of the fit, suitable for educational purposes, is for students to visually 
examine how close the function aligns with the data. This method, which we call the “eyeball test”, 
elicits students’ problem analysis and evaluation skills that are fundamentally built on their visual 
examination, as they manipulate the parameters of the fitting function.  

To facilitate curve fitting, we first provided several data points for them to paste into the array 
input block and outputted the data on the Space2D graph. Figure 1 shows the artifact of one student 
who engaged in the problem analysis and evaluation using the curve-fitting task. The data has been 
entered into an Array Input block (top left) and the output port on the right of this block is connected to 
a Space2D block (top right) throught port A on the left side of the block. This connection allows the 
data to be plotted in a straightforward manner. The remaining blocks in Figure 1 deals with the curve 
fitting. Parameters of the quadratic fit has been connected to sliders (bottom blocks). The values of the 
parameters are input to the defined function (block directly above the block with parameter a). Points 
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for this function can be generated via the Worker block, which is inputted to Space2D for graphing via 
port B.  

In order to accomplish this activity, we first introduced some of the available blocks (shown in 
the panel in the left side of Figure 1 under the title Blocks) and contextualized the task for students to 
analyze the problem and evaluate how a proper function line or curve that best describe the relationship 
among these data points look like. Students should determine what constitutes a “good fitting function” 
by visualizing the trend to describe these non-linear data points. They may start with a simple equation, 
such as y = mx + b for a straight line (the value of x and y maps to the data points, where m is the slope, 
and b is the intercept) and they may find that the straight line does not represent the plotted data. Thus, 
they need to resort to the quadratic equation ax2 + bx + c = y and manipulate the parameters (a, b, c) 
using slider blocks in iFlow. Since each slider is connected to a parameter via actionable nodes and 
arcs, students can simply drag the slider to get synchronous change in the curve. 
 

 
Figure 1. The graph-based module shows the visual code for curve fitting. Students were provided 
with four coordinate points in the array input block (top left) and were tasked to find a curve that 

describes these data points. 
 

It is better if students first plot the data and put some thought into the type of function that 
would best fit the data. The platform will not choose the function; students must choose the function 
themselves and use the eyeball test to determine the best-fit parameters. Since we want to emphasize 
no-code programming, we need to give them the programming platform for them to compute without 
writing a single line of code. What we offer is to give them something to “program,” using blocks and 
the algorithm that explicitly shows them how the actionable nodes and arcs are connected. 

The advantage of adopting iFlow in curve-fitting is so that each change of the parameters can 
be easily computed and visualized quickly. In addition, students can observe how the data “flow” into 
a series of operational blocks and outputted on the graph, which makes the data transformation process 
explicit. 

In traditional science class, this is often accomplished on Excel or on graphing calculator. What 
are the advantages of iFlow? First, students can clearly see the independence of the two graphs of the 
data and the fitted function. They are separated and come together in the graphing block. This 
independence of the fitting function to represent the data does not clearly come across in other 
platforms, even in text-based programming, as the “x” values of the fitted function are usually chosen 
to be the same as the “x” values of the data points. There is often confusion between the data points and 
the fitted function. Second, the connection of each parameter to a feature of the fitted function can be 
made clear, simple, and direct. Sliders can be done in other platforms and similar connections can be 
made, but with more distractions, such as columns of numbers or strange syntax. Third, students can 
powerfully visualize how everything works together, such as the “obj” block taking “x” values from the 
worker and “y” values from the function to create points to plot. 
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2.2 Projectile Motion 
 
CT is not limited to data analysis such as curve fitting, it is also applicable in making predictions from 
a theory. Another module is the projectile module that showcases how scientists use computation to 
make predictions. It can also be applied to reverse engineer a curve fitting activity, in which we can 
generate simulation data from projectile module and feed the data into array input block in the curve 
fitting module to demonstrate how the scientists come up with a predicted relationship that can be tested 
experimentally. For instance, we can change the speed or angle of the projectile to determine the range 
or distance of the soccer ball (see Fig. 2) and fit this to a function. Since it may be difficult for 
experimenters to replicate the exact speed and angle, it is better to predict the relationship rather than 
the particular numbers. 

The problem analysis is still applicable in this module, and the students need to synthesize the 
given problem by identifying answers to questions, such as “What are the variables? What should be 
the input and output? How should the blocks be connected to obtain expected output?” Also, the 
visualization helps users understand the underlying algorithms and deepening their learning of the 
associated variables in the equation. For example, Why g is associated with the projectile movement? 
Why t is needed to depict the desirable output? Does mass matter? Students can query the program with 
questions such as Does the initial angle impact the horizontal distance, and if so, how? Does the height 
impact the horizontal distance, and if so, how? These may be scaffolded questions. 
 

 
Figure 2. The module shows the visual code for projectile motion. The x and y coordinates as 
a function of time are determined by the following equations: x = v cos(θ)t, y = vsin(θ)t - gt²/2 

where v is the initial speed, θ is the initial angle, and g is the gravitational acceleration. The 
time (T) it takes the object to hit the ground is: T = 2vsin(θ)/g 

 
Students can come away with several outcomes in using iFlow to study projectile motion. First, 

students can readily and quickly see how a change of angle or initial speed affect the motion all in one 
place. Second, students can clearly see that as time advances (from the Time block), the ball moves via 
its effect on x and y that come together to form a point along the path of the ball. Third, extraneous 
syntax does not cloud the essential features of the problem and how everything is connected and works 
together.  
 
 
3. Significance of the Workshop 
 
Based on the two modules described above, we conclude that students can apply the problem analysis 
and evaluation practices learned during the computational activities. We are not saying that students 
cannot come to a good understanding using other platforms, but visual stimulus is powerful in 
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promoting understanding. The connectivity and the necessity of certain functional blocks also 
demonstrate the essential ingredients of developing a computational model of a particular problem and 
thus, it promotes CT.  

The iFlow platform is designed to visualize users’ CT, so it is more versatile than scientific 
simulation platforms, particularly in eliciting students’ procedural knowledge in computing, problem 
analysis, and evaluation. iFlow offers a more powerful platform to empower students in taking the role 
of programmers, which in turn gives them more agency in creating the artifact that can execute the 
student developers’ commands, not only interacting with the predefined interface.  

Computational tasks, such as physics simulations, can be captured in system-provided or user-
defined blocks that are accompanied by simple graph-based user interfaces. This philosophy of iFlow 
resonates with the no-code movement in empowering people’s development of apps without coding, 
thus unleashing their creative potential and inviting more to join the software workforce — irrespective 
of their programming experience 

We plan to collect more empirical data that will focus primarily on students’ computational 
problem-solving practices (Weintrop et al., 2016), consisting of preparing problems for computational 
solutions, programming, choosing effective computational tools, assessing different 
approaches/solutions to a problem, developing modular computational solutions, creating 
computational abstractions, for curriculum design. 

We will investigate students’ barriers to acquiring adequate problem analysis competencies that 
especially involve computational thinking in the future studies. It is important to understand these 
barriers for students taking a natural science course, in order to target our intervention strategies for the 
development of CT in these courses. The targeted intervention will include iFlow activities which 
should empower students to better transition to text-based programming, such as Python. 
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Abstract: The global scenario for education and human discourse is changing rapidly. 
Recognising these dynamics of change, particularly the ‘wicked’ problems confronting 
humanity, this paper represents work-in-progress associated with articulating a question-led 
process for inquiry that has wide application across the gamut of human experience. The 
elements within it are explored and contextualized into a coherent process. At the same time, 
important caveats are raised to avoid misrepresenting or overclaiming the value of question-led 
processes for inquiry. The implications for co-construction and dialogical interaction are 
considerable.  

Keywords: Questions, inquiry, co-construction, imagination, creativity, structure, process 

1. Introduction

Covid-19 and the ubiquitous use of online smart technologies has transformed the global landscape for 
the foreseeable future (Dhawan, 2020; Khan, 2021). Their impact has become pervasive across all levels 
of education, business and commercial enterprises as well as the conduct of social and international 
relations (Habibi, 2018; Gomez, 2020; Traxler, 2020). During the pandemic, education systems have 
found refuge in and been sustained by digital environments. This has consolidated the position of digital 
technology as a pivotal communications platform in the ongoing transformation of education. A critical 
issue is whether the scope and depth of conversations during this period of heightened digital 
engagement, can be maintained or even enhanced.  

This paper considers the questions: in what ways might question-led inquiries contribute to 
these dialogues? Could intentionality become more purposeful and action more thoughtful? More 
broadly, it also explores the potential of questions within the context of inquiry-based learning. In so 
doing, it identifies areas for research that may inform the development of technology enhanced learning. 

2. Questions and Questioning

While asking questions and questioning may seem similar and share semantic roots, they are different 
(Koshik, 2015). Questions are strategic means of directing and shaping inquiries whereas questioning 
focuses on process and action: one is directional and the other an issue of tactics (Table 1).

Strategic questions and tactical questioning are typically in a synergistic state of harmony and 
dynamic contention. ‘Argument’ between them engages established and alternative perceptions of 
experience, as well as different conceptualizations, mental images, and imaginative possibilities 
(Donaldson, 2010; Brogaard & Gatzia, 2017; Gideonse, 2019).  

Questions provoke dialogue. In digital environments, they tend to direct searches for evidence 
and perspective, cause and effect relations, explanations and justifications, assumptions and 
uncertainties. They guide generation of transformative ideas, hypothetical possibilities, and evaluative 
procedures (Corley & Rauscher, 2013). The reflective thinking evoked goes beyond entanglement with 
experience or inquiry to solve pragmatic problems of the moment (Turnbull, 2004; Klein & Moon, 2006; 
Chater & Loewenstein, 2016). In contrast, questioning employs focused processes like – querying, 
clarifying, predicting, speculating, synthesizing, view-pointing, contradicting, and challenging - to 
explore questions posed (Lewis & Smith, 1993; Palinscar, 2011; Peterson & Taylor, 2012).  
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Table 1. Questions and questioning 
 

 
 

To gain optimal benefit question-led inquiries need to stand on two interdependent principles. 
l A predisposition to search for alternatives which may be new applications of extant ideas and 

practices or lateral alternatives ‘outside the box’ of previous experience; and 
l A recognition that sensemaking is at the heart of human discourse across the gamut of cognitive, 

emotional, aesthetic and ethical lifeworld experience. 
A central intent in an inquiry is to perceive and construct connections that have value (Odden 

& Russ, 2018). It is a complex process of – exploring cultures, investigating in depth, focusing on real 
life, highlighting creativity, and envisioning future possibilities (Madsbjerg, 2017). The diversity of 
sensemaking engendered reflects personal perceptions intertwined with the ecology of connections 
formulated from them (Vygotsky, 1992; Goldstone, 2011; Hardman & Hardman, 2017). Practical 
problem solving may be part of the process but the whole widens outlooks into the unknown. With 
potential to know going beyond logic to create intuitive and imaginative thoughts, and actions 
(Dalsgaard, 2014). 
 
 
3. Different Questions 
 
While questions have been categorized in various ways (Graesser & Person, 1994; Graesser et al., 2008), 
key issues are how they contribute to developing deep understanding and their pivotal role in inquiry 
processes. This implies differentiating between different kinds of question (Freestone, 2018, Freestone 
and Mason, 2019). They include: 
l Generic generative questions (GGQs) which have the potential to be applied across all areas of 

human knowledge, experience, and endeavour. These questions direct inquiries. 
l Consequent questions (CQs) which emerge when GGQs are translated into the content of specific 

subject matters. These questions shape agendas capable of investigation. 
l Pointed questions (PQs) which are designed to elicit defined responses. These questions address 

specific contextual issues within inquiries. 
Inquiries led by questions like these may need to address – simple, interwoven, complex or 

chaotic aspects – embedded within a challenge. All four aspects are often involved to some degree, 
although one usually predominates (Snowden and Booth, 2007). Each of them dictates a different 
approach to sensemaking. 
l Simple aspects often begin with sensing the issues involved and categorizing different aspects 

within them to formulate responses. 
l Interwoven aspects often entail identifying different aspects from which intricacies can be analysed 

to sense suitable responses. 
l Complex aspects often require scrutiny to discern realistic possibilities from which responses can 

be fashioned. 
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l Chaotic aspects often require action to generate experience from which to sense the potential and 
value of different responses. 

While sensemaking sequences reflect the subject matters being explored, most begin with an 
analysis of the situation or setting in which an inquiry is posited. An important caveat is not to let such 
analyses develop a life of their own to the extent that questions for inquiry become obscured, 
downplayed, or confused. The mind-map in Figure 1 represents a case in point. 

 

 
Figure 1. Situational map 

 
The ‘centre of gravity’ in the map is difficult to find due to the vast scope of the elements within it.  
From the perspective of shaping an investigation it proved to be of limited value. That is, despite using 
the set of the generic generative questions (GGQs) in Table 2 as a starting point. These GGQs have 
their genesis in the Primary Program of the International Baccalaureate (IBO, 1980). They have been 
refined and extended by the authors from work at school-level 
 
Table 2. Generic Generative Questions (Freestone & Mason, 2019) 
 

Generic generative questions (GGQs) 
FORM What is it like? 
FUNCTION How does it work? 
CAUSATION Why is it like it is? 
CONNECTION How is it connected to other things? 
CHANGE How is it changing? 
PLACE What is the role of place here? 
RESPONSIBILITY Who might be responsible? 
CARE How could people care for others? 
ETHICAL Where is the ethical reasoning? 
AESTHETIC How is aesthetic sense manifest? 
THINKING How is the thinking evolving? 
INNOVATION What might innovation add? 
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The illustration in Figure 1 highlights the importance of confining initial situational analyses to 
‘key features’, as distinct from detailed elaborations. Perhaps the four aspects of inquiries that have 
been outlined provide an agenda through which this might happen? Otherwise, never-ending details can 
complicate or obfuscate the identification and selection questions to direct and shape inquiries. 
 
 
4. Strategic Process 
 
Figure 2 represents a strategic design and integrated process for the evolution of question-led inquiries. 
The process is iterative, not lock step; but follows the overall direction from left to right across the 
figure. 

 

 
Figure 2. Strategic process for question-led inquiries 

 
Once a concise picture of the ‘key features’ of a challenge is to hand a judicious selection can 

be made from a set of GGQs like those listed in Table 2. In so doing, a critical issue is to determine the 
intention behind an inquiry and with that in mind choose two or three GGQs to direct ensuing 
investigations. Experience has shown that if too many GGQs are chosen intentions become fragmented 
as well as unmanageable.  

While the selected GGQs have the capacity to direct subsequent investigations they only acquire 
meaning when translated into the content of specific inquiries. This means identifying consequent 
questions (CQs) that can be investigated. These questions are broad and lead down avenues that provoke 
multiple possibilities. On occasion they may need to be drilled down further to accommodate the 
specific issues embedded in the context of a challenge. These pointed questions (PQs) may be needed 
to address technical details, specific needs, and troubleshoot problems, or whatever. In some 
circumstances CQs may suffice rendering the identification of PQs unnecessary.  

Consider the current Covid-19 pandemic. If the GGQ of Function was selected to direct an 
inquiry into the pandemic, a CQ might be, in what ways could a vaccine be developed? and a PQ could 
be, what enables the virus to enter the body? If the GGQ was Place, in what ways could people prevent 
infections? could be a CQ and how well are things going here? could be a PQ. If the GGQ was Ethical, 
a CQ might be, could enforcing a lockdown be a denial of human rights? and a PQ might be, are 
proposed actions culturally appropriate? Each of these GGQs direct inquiries to different avenues for 
innovative and creative action. 
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The mind-map in Figure 3 contains a blend of CQs and PQs. The central challenge of - making 
local community radio reflect community - led to an array of related questions which can be explored. 
A plethora of ‘dialogical tools’ are available to aid in co-constructing questions like these. They include 
strategies for discovering and prioritizing ‘right questions’, examining multiple perspectives from 
rational reasoning to intuitive thoughts, exploring personal and community values, researching 
explanations and hypothesizes, and reflecting on the intricacies of grounded experience. 

 

 
Figure 3. Blended consequent and pointed questions 

 
The three types of questions – GGQs, CQs and PQs – open and expand critical and creative 

thinking. They represent a platform for inventiveness through which imaginative ideas can be generated 
and translated into lifeworld practice. Their enactment often benefits from structured processes such as 
‘action research’ (Kemmis & McTaggart, 1998), especially if they are appreciative of current conditions 
yet mindful of future possibilities (Shuayb et al., 2009; Cooperrider, 2016). The collaborative ethos 
fuels co-construction and ongoing dialogue through which diverse contributions are afforded their 
rightful value (Latzko-Toth, 2014; Amiddlet50, 2019). 

Once the best of what is, what could be, and what should be, have been discovered and explored, 
the outcomes can be ‘closed down’ to decide on what will be based on the resources available and the 
predilections at the time. The action may encompass putting designs, solutions, and alternatives as well 
as original or novel ideas and practices in place. 

Co-construction processes generate dialogues which precipitate collective ownership 
(Zamenopoulos & Alexiou, 2018). A key element in these processes is co-design which embodies a 
series of ideation loops that bring together different ideas and diverse expertise to create conceptual 
possibilities or potential practical applications, or both (Guha et al., 2014; Boudhraa, 2021). Indeed, 
Figure 2 provides a flexible structure for co-construction with an inbuilt co-design strategy which is 
constructively critical and creative in character. 
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5. Diverse Application 
 
The question-led process outlined in this paper is straightforward as well as practicable across the gamut 
of human endeavour. Avenues for action include. 
l Developing designs and practices for teaching and learning across the spectrum of education. 
l Evolving efficient and effective practices and imaginative possibilities to meet specific demands. 
l Determining how best to deal with crises like the pandemic and climate change in sustainable ways. 
l Encouraging thought and action outside the boundaries of extant ideas and practices. 
l Devising technological systems/resources that have transformative impacts and aesthetic value. 
l Designing online programs that provoke question-led inquiries with innovative emphasises. 

If Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) and other computer assisted learning (Vardi, 2012; 
Kilgore, 2015; Ronkowitz et al., 2015; O’Donovan, 2019) were built around a question-led process, 
such as the one that has been outlined, discourse required for co-construction and co-design could be 
enhanced. The move would be away from a delivery mindset to one of building learning communities 
where understanding, imagination and creativity are the currency. 

The contention here is that designs based on ‘one size fits all’ are inadequate. Instead, question-
led processes create an embryo for future development of digital resources. 
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Abstract: While academicians and practitioners both come to realize the positive effects of 
student-generated questions on learning and the importance of contextual learning for the 
teaching and learning of English grammar, the approach of combining the two is yet to be 
explored. In this study, a contextual student-generated question task is designed by providing a 
context for students to base their question-generation activities on. To examine the effect of the 
devised approach on student learning of English grammar and task performance, a 
quasi-experimental research study was conducted in two sections of a university English course 
(N = 95). The results of analysis of covariance showed that the group with and without a given 
context for question-generation activities did not differ in grammar learning performance, but 
the results of analysis of variance found the students in the experimental group (i.e., contextual 
student-generated questions) outperformed those in the comparison group (i.e., 
student-generated questions) in task performance in both fluency and flexibility dimensions. 

Keywords: Contextual learning, English grammar teaching and learning, online learning 
activity, student-generate questions, task performance 

1. Introduction

1.1 The Importance and Challenges of Learning English in Taiwan 

English has been announced as the official language in many countries around the world, and the 
importance of learning English is widely recognized (Abbas, Pervaiz & Arshad, 2018; Bahadir, 2020). 
Used as a medium for communication in government organizations and business incorporations, issues 
surrounding the teaching and learning of English, including low learning motivation and the widening 
of competency disparity have caught attention from both teaching practitioners and researchers (Nunan, 
2003; Rao, 2019; Ricento, 2012; Sayer, 2015).  

With the prevailing popularity in English, different measures to elevate student English 
proficiency has been proposed. For example, nearly all universities in Taiwan have set graduation 
requirements on English proficiency for both undergraduates and graduates (Wu & Wu, 2010). That is, 
university students need to obtain qualification on English proficiency from accredited organizations in 
order to get their diplomas no matter whether they are English majors or not. However, Pan and 
Newfields (2012) noted that mandated rules on English proficiency for university students had 
“minimal washback” effect on students. Moreover, according to the report released by the Educational 
Testing Service (ETS) in 2021, Taiwanese test-takers ranked 41 out of the 49 participating countries in 
2020. With the current problems on English learning as mentioned above, findings effective ways to 
improve English teaching and learning in Taiwan would be pertinent. 

1.2 The Importance of English Grammar and its Instruction and Learning 

Grammar has been recognized as one of the fundamental components in learning a language, and it is “a 
necessary framework in a language system” (Zhou, 2018). Despite the fact that vocabulary tends to be 
the basic element, grammar plays a crucial role in functioning as distributor to locate those basic 
elements in the correct place in a sentence. Khan and Akhtar (2017) pointed out that English grammar is 
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the core in learning English, and Halliday (1985) noted that languages could not be acquired without 
studying grammar. 

Grammar refers to a set of rules governing the formation of sentences in the target language, 
including the composition of clauses with the combined usage of phrases and words (Zhou, 2018), and 
it involves many aspects of language, including phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and 
pragmatics in the fields of linguistics (Zhou, 2018). That is, when students are communicating with 
others, they use grammar and other related elements in the language to form sentences in order to 
achieve the purpose of communication. In light of this, grammar serves as the application of linguistic 
knowledge to differentiate the right from the wrong usage of linguistic patterns and structures. 

English grammar instruction has caught attention from many teaching practitioners and 
researchers in English as a Second Language (ESL) and English as a Foreign Language (EFL) fields, 
and different teaching approaches have been proposed to enhance learning of English grammar (Ji, 
2018; Khan & Akhtar, 2017; Zhou, 2018). The use of grammar translation method, which refers to 
using direct translation between students’ native language and the targeted language, has been used for 
decades to develop English grammar proficiency (Mart, 2013; Prator & Celce-Murcia, 1979). The 
effect of drill-and-practice, suggesting repetition on grammar exercises, was used for students to 
compose grammatically correct sentences in the targeted language (Guvenir, 1992). While these two 
methods have been proven to be effective, the problems regarding rote memorization and disregard of 
actual language use resonate with objectivists who stress the importance of authenticity in language 
learning (Fang, Nunes, & Bruijin, 2012) and scholars in functional schools highlighting the 
communicative function of languages instead of forms and memorized rules (Feng, 2013). That is, 
English grammar instruction embedded in context is called for by providing language learners with 
authentic ways to use the target language to develop their English proficiency (Celce-Murcia, 2007).  

The functional approach developed by Michael Halliday in 1960s has provided insights on the 
application of English grammar instruction based on its nature of scholastic development of 
understanding the communicative function of learning English within the context (Feng, 2013). That is, 
with more focus on the actual usage and pragmatic functions of learning English grammar within 
contexts and more clues on the grammar usage of the language (e.g., settings, participants, and tasks, 
each of which exerts significant influences on language use) (Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977) 
rather than the forms of language itself, English grammar instruction with the functional approach 
would provide students with more opportunities to recognize the linguistic features and to develop 
communicative competence in English (Feng, 2013; Macken-Horarik, Sandiford, & Unsworth, 2015).  
 
1.3 Student-generated Question Task and Its Benefits for Learning 
 
Student-generated Questions (SGQ) refers to the teaching and learning strategy in which students 
generate questions and corresponding answers on the study topic so as to demonstrate their level of 
understanding and knowledge (i.e., the assessment of learning approach) while also can be used as the 
assessment for learning approach (Yu, 2021a). That is, SGQ can serve as a way for meaningful learning 
(Chin, 2002), and several advantages on learning have been found, including confirming one’s 
understanding of the learning material, resolving the misconnects, and filling knowledge gaps (Chin, 
2002; Juan, 2021; Offerdahl & Montplaisir, 2014). In the process of completing SGQ tasks, several 
learning strategies are involved, such as reviewing learning content, finding key concepts, and 
transforming existing knowledge to forming new schema (Bangert-Drowns, Herley & Willkinson, 2004; 
Chin, 2002).  

Previous research has recognized that the use of SGQ promotes student reading 
comprehension, academic achievement, task performance, and affective engagement (Chin, 2002; 
Foster, 2011; Juan, 2021; Khaki, 2014; Mays, Yeh & Chen, 2020; Offerdahl & Montplaisir, 2014). For 
example, the application of SGQ in math class was found to be effective in enhancing student curiosity 
and interest in learning due to the autonomous nature of SGQ tasks (Foster, 2011). Also, students were 
found to pay more attention to the quality of their SGQ, and their ability to generate questions gradually 
improved (Stoyanova, 2005). Moreover, elementary school students’ English reading comprehension 
was found to be significantly improved via SGQ tasks, and increased engagement and interest in 
learning English were documented (Mays, Yeh & Chen, 2020). SGQ was also used as a reading strategy 
for students to further enhance English reading comprehension (Khaki, 2014).  
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Despite its generally attested evidence in various subject matters, when applying the SGQ 
strategy to English grammar instruction, it may lead to the formation of so-called ‘linguistic laboratory 
sentences’ or ‘meaningless sentences.’ As shared by Doctor and Coltheart (1980) — I have blue time, 
although the constructed sentence is with correct grammar structures, it has limited or ambiguous 
meaning. Such utterances have caused concerns among scholars of functional schools (Karlsson, 1990). 
Productions of such sentences were also observed by the authors in past studies when engaging students 
in generating questions with a focus on tenses in English grammar class, for instance “He is studying 
English now.” Despite that technically speaking, this sentence contains correct usage of present 
progressive form of English grammar, but there is an absent referent in a decontextualized usage of 
pronouns.  

As reflected, when students are asked to generate questions on the targeted English grammar in 
absence of given contexts (i.e., the approach currently adopted frequently for SGQ), they mainly 
construct their questions without the need to refer to the given situational information; thus, the 
pragmatic functions of languages may be ignored. Noting that contexts and the pragmatic functions of 
languages are significant for communicative purposes, and that SGQ tasks reflecting the functional 
approach to English grammar learning are still under-developed, this study aims towards designing 
such an approach and context for SGQ for grammar learning and examining its effects.  
 
1.4 Contextual Learning  
 
In light of the concerns regarding decontextualized learning environments for language learners, 
contextual learning has received increasingly attention and, in essence, it refers to the design of learning 
tasks in which learners do the tasks in context. It not only enables learners to acquire knowledge in 
natural/re-enacted settings, but also makes the learning experience more relevant and meaningful 
(Ampa, Basri & Andriani, 2013; Surya, Putri & Mukhtar, 2017). Through the process, students 
construct their knowledge in the setting, link the materials to the experienced context, and make their 
own sense of references to the learning tasks and materials (Ampa, Basri & Andriani, 2013; Surya, Putri 
& Mukhtar, 2017).  

In the past decade, many studies on the use of contextual learning have been conducted. For 
example, the results from an experiment involving high school students learning math in a contextual 
environment showed that students’ problem-solving ability and self-confidence on math were 
significantly improved (Surya, Putri, & Mukhtar, 2017). The findings from Saragih and Surya’s study 
(2017) also supported contextual learning as an effective way for elementary students’ learning of math 
in terms of learning outcomes and task performance. Ampa, Basri, and Andriani (2013) found that 
English learners benefited a lot from the implementation of contextual learning tasks due to the 
participants’ actively finding out important information embedded in the learning context, processing 
information for authentic communication, and relating the learning materials to the current learning 
environment. 

As can be expected, contextual learning would engage students in mobilizing various learning 
strategies, such as analyzing the context, identifying key features, contextualizing the learning 
materials, integrating their knowledge into the context, designing and developing their ways of solving 
problems, and evaluating and validating their answers. These activated processes are similar to those 
involved during SGQ tasks, and both tasks provide students with opportunities to actively seek potential 
solutions to the problems. It’s just that contextual learning emphasizes the presence of contexts for 
learners whereas SGQ does not necessarily demand such provision.  
 
1.5 The Purposes and Research Questions of This Study 
 
In order to help students develop knowledge and skills on English grammar in a meaningful way, issues 
regarding how to direct learners’ attention to the pragmatic functions of learning English grammar 
within contexts when applying SGQ as a teaching and learning strategy warrant investigation. For this, 
the provision of a context for SGQ tasks is devised, hereby referred to as the contextual 
student-generated questions approach (cSGQ). cSGQ denotes the design of SGQ tasks in which 
students are asked to generated questions on any targeted topic (e.g., grammar, unit, main ideas, etc.) in 
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accordance to a given context. That is, the information embedded in the questions generated by the 
students should be congruent with the scenario presented in the given context.  

During the process of cSGQ for English grammar, students not only utilize the targeted 
grammar for the formation of questions, but also would notice the pragmatic clues and communicative 
functions of languages. In other words, when students generate questions, they need to fulfill the 
requirements of the SGQ task and be aware of whether the generated questions echo the scenario setting 
so that they can actually use the targeted grammar to achieve the pragmatic purpose of communication.  

In short, the cSGQ task is designed to endow students with chances to generate questions on the 
assigned topic with reference to a given context, through which students can be directed to the 
pragmatic functions of English learning. Nonetheless, the question regarding whether providing a 
context for SGQ leads to positive learning effects awaits to be empirically tested. Two research 
questions are examined in this study:  

RQ#1 Do students engaged in cSGQ have better English grammar learning performance than 
those engaged in SGQ?  

RQ#2 Do students engaged in cSGQ have better SGQ task performance than those engaged in 
SGQ?  
 
 
2. Method 
 
2.1 The Participants, Study Context and Study Materials 
 
Sophomore students from two sections of a required basic English course at a university in southern 
Taiwan (N = 95) participated in the study. Their English proficiency was B1 according to the Common 
European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning, Teaching, Assessment (CEFR). All 
participants did not have previous experience in SGQ before the study; yet, they all possessed the 
computer ability needed to engage in the online learning activity. 

The textbook for the course was selected by the language center of the participating university. 
The selected topic for the SGQ learning activity were tenses and subjunctive moods. Nine tenses in 
English grammar and three subjunctive moods were taught in the class, and the participants were asked 
to generate questions on these as an in-class learning activity.  
 
2.2 The Research Method, Experimental Treatment Groups and Study Procedures  
 
A quasi-experimental research design was adopted for this study to investigate the effects of cSGQ on 
promoting student learning of grammatical rules covered in class and SGQ task performance. Two 
treatment groups were set up — the comparison group (i.e., the SGQ group) (N = 28) and the 
experimental group (i.e., cSGQ group) (N = 67).  

Before the experiment, the students in the two groups individually took a pretest to evaluate 
their knowledge on the two targeted English grammar, tenses and subjunctive moods. The study 
consisted of six weeks, with three weeks devoted to each of the two targeted grammar, respectively. On 
the first two of the three designated weeks, instruction was given on the grammar for 100 minutes in 
total and on the following week, the participants were asked to generate three multiple-choice questions 
with answers on the grammar covered in the previous two weeks in the adopted online system in 50 
minutes in class. By design, the first SGQ task was on tenses, and the second SGQ task was on 
subjunctive moods. Also, the students in both groups were provided with the main idea procedural 
prompt to facilitate the process of SGQ. 

The main difference between the two groups was that the participants in the cSGQ group were 
given an additional descriptive scenario (as the context) to generate questions with answers. That is, 
while the participants in both groups were asked to generate questions on each of the two targeted 
grammar in two separate occasions, and the questions generated by both groups of participants should 
reflect the main points of tenses and subjunctive moods, respectively, for the participants in the cSGQ 
group the information involved in the generated questions should be congruent to the given context (see 
the top right side of Figure 1).  
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At the end of the experiment, the participants in both groups individually took the same test on 
the grammar covered in instruction. 

 
2.3 The Online Learning System 
 
Two online learning systems developed by the research team led by the corresponding author were 
adopted for the SGQ activities in this study — QuARKS (Yu, 2009) and Testlet (Yu, 2021b). 

QuARKS was used for the participants of the SGQ group, and the left of Figure 1 showed a 
screenshot of the major fields for the SGQ activity in QuARKS. Alternatively, Testlet was used by the 
participants in the cSGQ group, and the right of Figure 1 showed the online space for the cSGQ activity. 
As shown, both systems have similar functions in terms of question-generation (consisting of 
question-stem, four options, one correct answer, and the annotation). However, a given context above 
the question-generation field is only provided for the cSGQ group in Testlet (the top portion of the right 
of Figure 1).  
 

  
Figure 1. A screenshot of the online multiple-choice question-generation space for the SGQ group on 

QuARKS (left) and for the cSGQ group on Testlet (right) 
 

Additionally, the participants in both groups were given the same set of procedural prompts 
containing the main ideas (i.e., the targeted grammar) (see Figure 2) to facilitate the SGQ tasks. 
Explicitly, the participants could access and review the important concepts regarding the targeted 
grammar simply by clicking on the build-in review button throughout the question-generation process, 
to be directed to the webpage illustrating essential information, important concepts, and examples. 
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Figure 2. A screenshot of the main ideas of the targeted grammar for the participants’ reference 

throughout the question-generation process 
 
 

2.4 Measurement Instruments 
 
The test to assess the learning performance of the two targeted English grammar consists of 50 
multiple-choice questions on tenses and subjunctive moods (with 25 questions covering each grammar) 
ranging from A1 to B1 levels of English proficiency based on CEFR. The test was constructed by the 
first author, who has taught college English for a number of years. To ensure expert validity, the test 
was reviewed by two experienced English instructors who have also taught English at the same 
university before its use in the study.  

SGQ task performance was assessed by criteria with operational definitions. The criteria 
developed by Yu and Wu (2013) was adopted and adapted to fit the current subject domain and purpose 
of this study. Explicitly, each of the questions generated by the participants was evaluated by two sets of 
criteria assessing the fluency and flexibility indices, respectively. Explicitly, the criteria of the fluency 
index include: (a) the accuracy of formats, punctuation marks, spelling, and grammar of the generated 
question, and the answer for the generated questions, and (b) the completeness of the questions, 
including four options with one correct answer and an explanation. Alternatively, the criteria of the 
flexibility index focus on the interconnectedness of the key concepts and main ideas covered in the 
generated questions. As such, the generated questions were analyzed regarding whether the question 
contain: (a) the core concept of the targeted grammar, (b) related English grammar, (c) previously 
taught English grammars, or (d) English grammars which haven’t been taught in this course.  
 
 
3. Results  
 
3.1 English Grammar Learning  
 
The analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was performed, using the participants’ pre-test scores on 
English grammar as the covariate to exclude its pre-existing impact on English grammar learning. 
Before proceeding, the assumption that the regression coefficients between the two groups was 
homogeneous (Keppel & Wickens, 2004) was tested and met, F = 3.832, p = .055. As shown in Table 1, 
the ANCOVA result found that the variance between the two group does not reach the level of 
significance, F = 3.345, p = .072. In other words, the learning performance of the participants between 
the cSGQ and SGQ groups on the two targeted English grammar, tenses and subjunctive moods, was 
not significantly different.  
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics and the ANCOVA Result of Grammar Learning Performance. 
Group Mean (s.d.)+ Adjusted Mean F p 

cSGQ group 
(N=67) 

Pre-test 31.95 (9.14) 38.48 
3.345 .072 Post-test 38.91 (9.67) 

SGQ group 
(N=28) 

Pre-test 30 (9.3) 42.24 Post-test 41.15 (10.39) 
+ s.d.: standard deviation 

 
3.2 SGQ Task Performance 
 
In total, 530 questions were generated by both treatment groups during the two SGQ tasks. The analysis 
of variance (ANOVA) was performed to examine the participants’ SGQ task performance between the 
two groups. As shown in Table 2, the results found that the participants in the cSGQ group 
outperformed those in the SGQ group for both the fluency index, F = 10.482, p = .002 and the flexibility 
index, F = 12.848, p = .00.  
 
Table 2. Descriptive Statistics and the ANOVA Results of SGQ Task Performance 

Criteria cSGQ group 
Mean (s.d.)+  

SGQ group 
Mean (s.d.) F p 

Fluency 4.44 (0.972) 3.71 (1.59) 10.482 .002* 
Flexibility 2.24 (0.602) 1.82 (0.635) 12.848 .00* 

+ s.d.: standard deviation 
*p < .5 

 
 
4. Discussion and Conclusions 
 
In the present study, an innovative SGQ task (i.e., cSGQ task), which accentuates contextual learning 
regarded as relevant and beneficial for language learning was designed. The devised cSGQ task aims to 
provide learners with opportunities to use English grammar in accordance to a given context in which 
pragmatic functions and communication competence in English could be practiced. By such a design, 
language learners are expected to become aware of the pragmatic functions of learning English in 
context and use English meaningfully in the SGQ process. Better learning performance was expected to 
result from the cSGQ arrangement. The speculation was based on the notion that combining the 
functional approach of English grammar instruction with cSGQ tasks by providing students with a 
given context would allow students to detect minute but vital clues as well as the communicative 
functions for the use of English grammar.  

Although the results of this study found no significant difference in English grammar learning 
performance between the cSGQ and SGQ groups, the participants in the cSGQ group had better task 
performance in both fluency and flexibility indexes. As demonstrated in the examples shown in Table 3, 
being given a context for SGQ, the questions generated by the participants in the cSQG group appeared 
to be clear and rational by including important clues and elements regarding both tense and subjunctive 
moods whereas it is not the case for those generated by the SGQ group. To elaborate, for the examples 
concerning tenses in Table 3, both generated questions focus on present perfect tense, which refers to a 
certain action continuing for a period of time since a certain time point. Yet, the student in the SGQ 
group didn’t include the starting time of the described action (i.e., finish) in the sentence while the 
student in the cSGQ group provided clear indication as to the starting point of time (i.e., since he was 
taken to the hospital), which is deemed essential for present perfect tense. As for the other example 
about the subjunctive moods as shown in Table 3, it is clear that the question generated by the student in 
the SGQ group contained ambiguous information since the referent of the pronoun, you, is unclear, 
making the generated question grammatically correct but meaningless. 
 
Table 3. Sample Question Generated by the Treatment Groups on English Grammar 
Targeted 
grammar 

Treatment 
group Selected examples from the participants of this study 
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Tenses SGQ I __________ my homework. 
(A) have finished  (B) has finished  (C) have finish  (D) has finishing  

cSGQ It ______ one week since he was taken to the hospital. 
(A) have been  (B) was been  (C) has been  (D) is been  

Subjunctive 
moods 

SGQ If Alice has money, Louis _____ marry you. 
(A) would  (B) should  (C) could  (D) will  

cSGQ If Sam hadn’t graduated from university, he ________ a salesman.  
(A) wouldn’t have been  (B) would be  (C) would has be  (D) wouldn’t be  

 
Additionally, the content analysis conducted on all questions generated by both treatment 

groups further revealed that linguistic laboratory sentences were present in 16.27% of the questions 
generated by the SGQ group whereas only 6.59% of the questions generated by the cSGQ group reflect 
such a problem. In other words, the absence of the referents of pronouns and ambiguous meaning of the 
generated questions were more commonly found when the participants were directed to generated 
questions without being given a context. All in all, the provision of a given context for SGQ seems to be 
beneficial for directing students to use the target language to communicate in a clearer and more 
meaningful way. 
 
4.1 The Contributions of the Study 
 
This study has both pedagogical and empirical value. First, a cSGQ task, which combines the functional 
approach of English grammar instruction with SGQ learning activity while leveraging contextual 
learning was designed for students to generate questions based on a given context so as to provide 
opportunities for learners to use the targeted English grammar in a meaning way. Secondly, despite that 
no significant differences in English grammar learning between the two groups were found, as attested 
by this study, the cSGQ group had better task performance in both fluency and flexibility indexes. 
 
4.2 Limitations of this Study 
 
Some limitations of using the cSGQ approach are addressed here. First, the current study used 
multiple-choice questions as the grammar learning assessment tool. As memorization and 
understanding (rather than analysis, synthesis, creation) of grammar may be targeted more by this type 
of question, other forms of assessment such as discourse analysis and tasks on pragmatic competence of 
English grammar may be used to detect and evaluate the effect of cSGQ on learning performance of 
English grammar. 

Moreover, only two SGQ tasks were arranged in the present study. Experiments enabling 
students to gain experience with the introduced strategy may be needed to reveal the effect of cSGQ on 
student learning of English grammar on pragmatic competence in English. 
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Abstract: Since 2019 the Covid-19 Pandemic has had a significant impact on the daily lives of 

the populations of the world.  Education was no exception, this was a sharp change to online 

teaching, which was the only available option to keep the education system working.  At that 

time, the education sector was rapidly adapting and attempting to use a variety of online tools, 

such as Microsoft Teams, Blackboard Collaborate Ultra and Zoom to name a few. Therefore, 

using these tools for online teaching and learning required significant operational change, that 

had to happen at pace, as current teaching and learning was scheduled for Face-to-Face (F2F). 

In addition, greater use was made of Learning Content Management Systems (LCMSs) such as 

Moodle and Blackboard, which was an existing set of tools.   Contemporaneously, these tools 

were adapting to the teaching and learning by adding additional features, based upon feedback 

for users.  This paper examines some experiences of delivering higher education courses during 

the COVID-19 pandemic, where it examines the online teaching and learning tools Microsoft 

Teams and Blackboard Collaborate Ultra, and explores how AI can be used to enhance the 

process of teaching and learning online.  Finally concludes with a summary of the main 

outcomes. 

Keywords: Higher Education, AI, MS-Teams, Blackboard Collaborate Ultra, Learning 

Management System, LCMS, LMS, Video Conferencing, Online Teaching and Learning 

1. Introduction

In 2019 the world became aware of a respiratory viral infection called Coronavirus, which was 

identified and classified as COVID-19.  This was formally identified in early January as a 

member of the SARS-CoV-2 group of viruses (Boni, 2020).  As the infection proliferated 

across continents, it was classified as a pandemic by the World Health Organization on the 30th 

January 2020 (WHO, 2021).  In the UK the government declared the infection as a public health 

emergency, and launched a number of measures to curtail and limit the proliferation of the 

virus.  Commonly referred to as lockdown, all but essential work came to a halt and the public 

was advised to stay at home and only to venture out for essential supplies or in an emergency 

(GOV.UK, 2021). 

These measures introduced to protect the public, left organizations attempting to devise 

a means of how to continue to conduct their business.  This quickly meant a change to working 

practices and a move to online working.  Therefore, many organizations implemented online 

working with video-conferencing tools such as Zoom and Microsoft Teams.  The education 

sector was similarly impacted, with schools, colleges and universities investigating a rapid 

change to online delivery utilizing the same tools.  The rapid change to the pedagogic approach 

concentrated on the use of small group activities and a number of formative assessments aimed 
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at maintaining student engagement, motivation and studying in an online environment. The use 

of online platforms allows for timely lecturer feedback, however, the development of these 

activities and artifacts were time-consuming, although, they provided students to ability to 

reinforce their knowledge at their convenience (Wilson, 2020).  Additionally, consideration 

was given to the operational aspects of the courses, with some courses changing to a block 

mode of delivery, which allowed students to concentrate on one module at a time. Therefore, 

it can be seen that the use of these tools has proved critical in the online delivery of courses 

and the continued university operations. This paper examines some experiences of delivering 

higher education courses during the COVID-19 pandemic, where it examines the online 

teaching and learning tools Microsoft Teams and Blackboard Collaborate Ultra, and explores 

how AI can be used to enhance the process of teaching and learning online.  Finally concludes 

with a summary of the main outcomes. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses about online teaching and 

learning using Microsoft Teams; Section 3 discusses about online teaching and learning using 

Blackboard Collaborate Ultra; Section 4 presents some AI enhancements to aid online teaching 

and learning activities; Section 5 summaries the paper and presents some future work. 

 
 

2. Online Teaching and Learning Using Microsoft Teams 

 

In this section Microsoft Teams is considered as one of many online video conferencing 

platforms. 

MS-TEAMS was announced as the primary replacement for Skype for Business in 2019, 

providing the primary client for communications in MS-365 and Office 365, and its 

development is outlined in the MS-365 roadmap (Microsoft, 2021c).  In addition to the 

persistent chat and messaging capabilities, Teams includes a comprehensive meeting and 

calling facility, with built in, fully integrated voice and video. For many universities operating 

Microsoft 365, it was a natural step to investigate whether Teams could be utilized for online 

teaching and learning in the context of an impending global pandemic, where working and 

studying from home became the priority.  Since the use of MS-TEAMS in this environment, it 

has been enhanced and improved by Microsoft, realizing its competitors had the advantage, 

and some HEIs opting to purchase both MS-TEAMS and ZOOM to account for all eventualities. 

 

2.1 Microsoft Teams  

 

The list of features below is not exhaustive, however, many of these features have been utilized 

by Higher Education Institutions (HEIs), in the UK.  The pedagogical change meant a greater 

reliance on a constructivism pedagogical approach utilizing the features above with smaller 

group activities and formative assessment, to reinforce and enhance learning (Meyer, 2005). 

 

2.2 Features of Microsoft Teams in Teaching and Learning 

 

The following section describes how some of these features were used in the teaching and 

learning of the courses delivered at one university in the UK.   

 

2.2.1 Teams and Channels 

 

The use of Microsoft Teams was utilized in conjunction with the Learning Content 

Management System (LCMS), which in this case was Blackboard, however, at some 

universities, it might be Moodle, Canvas, BrightSpace, or some other LCMS. 
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Therefore, the LCMS is utilized to hold the content, videos, PowerPoints, reading 

material and formative and summative exercises.  MS-TEAMS is used to establish a teams site 

for the main course and the modules, with channels for each type of delivery such as lectures 

and workshops.  This allows communication with the whole student cohort under the course 

team site, and individual groups in the channels under the modules. 

2.2.2 Conversations Within Teams and Channels 

Utilizing the structure above, means that online lectures can be delivered to all the students in 

the module.  For the smaller groups in the workshops and tutorials, channels are created with 

a subset of the module cohort, in this way only members of the channels can join the online 

sessions, giving the students a class identity.  During the session students can enter questions 

in the chat facility and they can be answered by the lecturer, either to the individual or the 

whole class. 

In addition, students are able to signal that they have a question, and the lecturer is able 

to either answer immediately, or inform the student that they will take questions shortly.  

Finally, the whole session can be recorded for students to review the material and session 

interactions later.  A number of students have found this facility invaluable, especially, if they 

cannot attend the original session. 

2.2.3 The Chat Function 

As stated earlier, the mechanism to communicate with the students is through messages in the 

chat function, where students can pose a question in the chat, and the lecturer can either reply 

immediately or answer later.  Questions and comments posted in the chat are available to the 

cohort in that channel, which encourages students to chat with each other and discuss the topic 

whilst the session is progressing.  Furthermore, the chat can be used to upload files and pictures 

to further aid student understanding. 

2.2.4 Document Storage and SharePoint 

All files uploaded in the chat or elsewhere on MS-TEAMS is saved to SharePoint folders for 

review later.  Therefore, all files, videos and pictures are automatically uploaded to SharePoint 

and lecturers have the opportunity to edit the recorded lectures before they are made available 

to the student cohort.  

2.2.5 Online Video and Screen Sharing 

The screen sharing feature has proven to be very effective in the education field, as 

presentations or the screen can be shared.  One of the main improvements in the MS-TEAMS 

software was the enhancement in the presentation feature allowing better control over the 

presentation.  When using PowerPoint MS_TEAMS can allow everyone to control slides, or 

limit this to the presenter.  In addition, there is a facility for other members of the channel or 

team to take control of the presentation.  Moreover, the screen sharing allows the lecturer to 

demonstrate other software such as graphing or project management packages live to students 

in the online session. 

2.2.6 Online Meetings 

Classes are scheduled through the student’s timetable being organized into online meetings, 

which are video calls, as stated above.  These meetings are linked to the students and staff that 
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are members of the channel or team.  Attendance at a class or meeting, is recorded in the 

attendance list and can be used in monitoring attendance.  The attendance lists in addition to 

simply attendance, are capable of recording engagement throughout the session thus the 

lecturer can link engagement to the sub-topic under discussion at the time. 

 

2.3 Limitations of Microsoft Teams in Teaching and Learning 

 

There are a number of disadvantages of the use of teams, as given below (this list is not 

exhaustive, rather, it concentrates on the main disadvantages): 

 Its success is dependent upon the students IT equipment they use in the home, which 

may be very different from that provided in classes in the university.  This difference 

changes how students interact with the online classes and MS-TEAMS, as the software 

is resource heavy, which can mean that students may not be able to engage in video 

calls or meetings.  Therefore, the advice given is to attend the meeting initially with 

video, but to switch to audio only, afterwards. 

 This lack of suitable equipment means that for some students they followed the sessions 

on their mobile device, therefore, they could not fully engage with the interactive parts 

of the session, as the specific software was not available on a mobile device.   

 The operating system of the devices is equally important, as Microsoft Teams is 

designed to work on Windows based PCs, therefore, for some devices to access the 

session, it would be through their browser, which can vary in both performance and 

operation. 

 Students operating in audio only, it is difficult for the lecturer to ensure that the student 

is actually fully engaged with the session, especially as sessions are recorded and 

students can view the playback at a later date and time. 

 For fully interactive content additional software is often used such as Kahoot, Padlet 

and Mentimeter, and many others, this functionality is unavailable within MS-TEAMS. 
 

2.4 Curriculum and Operational Changes   

 

The main variations were in the delivery rather than the subject matter; therefore, teachers were 

required to build content which was interactive and which maintained the motivation and 

engagement of the students.   Student motivation and the psychology of factors influencing 

their motivation is complex, with research indicating that the types of materials and how the 

online environment is organized has an impact on outcomes (Pintrich, 2001).  Therefore, 

teachers are required to consider carefully the type and organization of the material, assessment 

(both formative and summative) are arranged for their students online. 

 
 

3. Online Teaching and Learning Using Blackboard Collaborate Ultra 

 

3.1 Blackboard Collaborate Ultra 

 

Blackboard Collaborate is a real-time video conferencing tool that allows the addition of files, 

share applications, and use a virtual whiteboard to interact (Blackboard.com, 2021a). 

Blackboard Collaborate provides simple and reliable virtual classroom tools and solutions to 

provide online teaching and web conferencing requirements (Blackboard.com, 2021b). 

Collaborate Ultra is browser-based tool and it does not require a separate launcher application, 

as previous instantiations required for example Collaborate Classic. The systems is a SaaS 

deployment and the Ultra experience uses WebRTC encoding for connection efficiency 
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(Blackboard.com, 2021c). Collaborate Ultra is a relatively new tool whose feature set is 

evolving rapidly. 

 

 
Figure: Blackboard Collaborate Ultra Accessing Screen  

 

 
Figure: Blackboard Collaborate Ultra Teaching and Learning Screen 

 

3.2 Features of Blackboard Collaborate Ultra in Teaching and Learning (Blackboard.com, 

2021b) (Blackboard.com, 2021c) (Codlearningtech, 2021): 

 

3.2.1 User-Friendliness 

 

It delivers one seamless and consistent learning environment to students, without a separate 

login, providing a user-friendly user interface (UI), which makes accessing and navigating the 

virtual environment simple and efficient.  It facilitates most of the required teaching and 

learning activities such as lecturing, tutoring, mentoring, and team projects. 

 

3.2.2 Usability 

 

It provides several accessibility features include full-screen reader support of all key 

workflows, whiteboard activities, and uploaded files. Additionally, most global keyboard 

shortcuts for common activities are supported. Users can open a Collaborate Ultra session from 

the Blackboard app and Blackboard Instructor, if a link is provided within a course. Users are 

directed to a web browser to join the session. The presenter can permit others to share their 

screens if they need clarification or to discuss further ideas. 

 

3.2.3 Breakout Groups 

 

There are group breakout features, which are very helpful in conducting different group-based 

activities, and allocating students into smaller groups for discussions or to work 

collaboratively. Moderators can select student groupings or allow Collaborate to randomly 

group students them. Furthermore, they can allow attendees to switch to another group and join 

a particular breakout group themselves to assist in the facilitation of collaboration. 

Additionally, files can be shared with one or more groups and there is a timer facility to limit 

and track the session.  
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3.2.4 Polling 

  

The polling feature is effective in engaging attendees and asking opinions or questions from 

attendees during teaching and learning activities. Moderators can poll attendees using either 

multiple choice or yes/no questions to see how well attendees understood what the presenter 

presented or use reflective questions to help attendees retain what the presenter presented. On 

closing of the poll, results they can be shared with the attendees or downloaded for future use. 

 

3.2.5 Live Closed Captioning 

 

It provides a live closed captioning feature, where attendees can type in real time during a 

session and other attendees being able to see it. This provides an accessible learning experience 

for special educational need students, as well as for students whose native language is different 

from the moderator. These captions are saved along with the recording of the session. If the 

session had more than one caption track, only the first available one is captured.  

 

3.2.6 Classroom Chat 

 

It has a classroom chat feature that offers a messaging platform for students to share images, 

text, audio, and video. An important part of a classroom dynamic is the non-verbal 

communication such as emojis, and Collaborate Ultra supports diversified emojis and Unicode 

8 characters. By default, moderators are notified when someone posts a new chat message. 

Moderator can limit who participants chat privately with. Moderators can choose to allow 

participants to only chat privately with moderators. If a session is being recorded, chat 

messages in the everyone channel are being recorded as well. 

 

3.2.7 Customized Recording  

 

It facilitates the recording of sessions which makes it possible for students who could not attend 

live to access them later, for students to use them to study, or for the lecturer to record messages 

to send to students. Recordings can be made available for download, and they capture not only 

the video and audio aspects but also the chat box. One of the newer features in recordings is 

that they can be made either public or private. If set to private, only the lecturer and the students 

enrolled on the course will be able to access them, keeping them safe and secure. As mentioned 

above, it is possible to add captions to recordings to improve their accessibility for all students. 

 

3.2.8 Performance and Engagement Analysis 

 

It drives better data-driven decision making by gaining a complete view of student performance 

and engagement. 

 

3.3 Limitations of Blackboard Collaborate Ultra in Teaching and Learning 

 

 It provides a file sharing facility; however, it currently supports only PowerPoint and 

PDF files which makes it difficult to share other types of files during teaching and 

learning activities if required. 

 It provides a white board for writing and drawing; however, its functionality and 

usability are limited at the moment, which is slightly inconvenient for effective teaching 

and learning activities.  

 The font and windows are much smaller and the user is not able to increase the size of 

the windows to make it easier to read/navigate. 
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 It is difficult to manage and monitor the chat with a large number of users. 

 The audio-video synchronization is sometimes inconsistent. 

 Some browsers require access to the microphone to play audio, even in situation where 

there is no speech. To hear others in the session, give the browser permission to access 

the microphone. 

 
 

4. Enhancing Online Teaching and Learning Using AI Technologies 

 

One of the issues affecting the learning and teaching is student engagement, as it is easy for 

students to turn off their microphone and camera, indeed, some may not possess these devices.  

Therefore, how can engagement and learning be measured.  MS-TEAMS, makes use of 

PowerBI to assist in providing data analytics on student sessions (Microsoft, 2021b).  The 

results from the analytics can be compiled into a predictive algorithm, giving information on 

activities and delivery methods that are likely to maintain motivation and engagement.  Once 

detected, the AI system could recommend different types of intervention methods and 

techniques. 

 
 

5. Conclusions 

 

The paper has presented an overview of how HEIs have adapted and responded teaching and 

learning in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.  Taking standard software for video 

conferencing and working with Microsoft and Zoom to improve the facilities that are offered 

on these platforms.  A review of MS-TEAMS and Blackboard Collaborative with some 

examples of they are being used in teaching and learning in HEIs in the UK.  For many HEIs 

the use of these online platforms has hastened the introduction of a blended learning approach, 

which they intend to continue after the pandemic has subsided. 
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Abstract: Missing data are often inevitable in real-world problems and indeed affect the overall 
result of research. Similar to other domains, missing values occurring in education data require 
a solid imputation to arrive at valid findings. As such, the objective of this research paper is to 
provide better understanding of the aforementioned issue as well as imputation methods, and to 
assess performance of benchmark alternatives on actual data. In particular, it aims to provide a 
comparative study, using various techniques of mean imputation, K-nearest neighbor (KNN) 
Imputation, Cluster-K-nearest neighbor (CKNN) Imputation, Local Least Square (LLS) 
Imputation, Cluster-base Local Least Square (CLLS) imputation, Iterated Local Least Square 
(ILLS) imputation and Bayesian Principal Component Analysis (BPCA) Imputation. The 
comparison is conducted on five real datasets of same sizes, under a missing completely at 
random (MCAR) assumption, and based on the evaluation metric of normalized root mean 
square error (NRMSE). The corresponding result suggests that BPCA and ILLS are two most 
effective imputation methods for these small-size datasets.  

Keywords: Missing values, imputation methods, comparative study, educational data 

1. Introduction

Datasets obtain from surveys, experiments, and administrative recodes usually contain missing data. 
Quality of data is main concern of researchers working in the filed of data science and data analytics. 
Although quality of result of the machine learning algorithm depends on several factors such as 
selection of algorithm, missing rate, feature selection and validation datasets. In various domains such 
as microarray experiments in cancer studies, survey responses in social science and marketing research, 
the problem of missing data has led to sub-optimal performance of machine learning models, most of 
which are designed to work only with a complete data (N. Iam-on, 2019). One approach to overcome 
this is to amend an algorithm with the ability to handle missing values on the fly, while the other relies 
on an imputation technique that is exploited to clean data prior analysis (F. Ridzuan, W. Zainon, 2019). 
Among these, a simple wayout is to get rid of samples with missing values, which is recommended only 
when a large size of data is available (T. Aittokallio, 2010). Besides, a heuristic of zero as well as other 
statistical representatives like means, maximum and minimum have been introduced to provide 
estimates of missing data entries (M. Pattanodom, N. Iam-On, T. Boongoen, 2016). Apart from the 
initial imputation methods mentioned thus far, a rich collection of learning-based models is proposed 
in the literature (e.g., P. Keerin, W. Kurutach, and T. Boongoen, 2016; Z. Zhu, J. Wang, and B. Sun, 
2021). Appropriately dealing with missing values is important and challenging task because it requires 
careful examination of all instance of dataset to identify of missingness in the data. 

Objective of this research these focuses on the concept of imputation that exploits a set of 
techniques to produce different estimates for a missing value and to assess performance of most 
common and widely used data imputation techniques namely mean imputation, K-nearest neighbor 
(KNN) Imputation, Cluster K-nearest neighbor (CKNN) Imputation, Local Least Square (LLS) 
Imputation, Cluster-based Local Least Square (CLLS) imputation, Iterated Local Least Square (ILLS) 
imputation and Bayesian Principal Component Analysis (BPCA) Imputation. This will help 
practitioners and data scientists to select appropriate data imputation method while carrying data mining 
task. Focus of this study is to analyze and compare performance of imputation methods for numeric 
dataset. 
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 The rest of this paper is organized as follows. To start with, Section 2 presents the methodology 
and data collection. After that, Section 3 describes research methodology for comparison of imputation 
methods. Section 4 describes the experiment design including compared techniques and parameter 
settings, followed by the report of experimental results and discussion. The work is concluded in Section 
5, along with the future-research direction. 
 
 
2. Methodology 

In this section, the proposed method to estimate the missing values of an observation based on valid 
values of other variables is called as data imputation (R. Little and D.B. Rubin, 1987). In general, there 
are three major families of these techniques: knowledge-assisted, global and local categories, 
respectively. Firstly, the knowledge-assisted approach integrates domain knowledge or external 
information into the imputation process. This has been reported to be useful for a data set with small 
number of samples or with a high missing level, where both global and local data driven counterparts 
would become largely ineffective. Examples belonging to this family are Projection Onto Convex Set 
(X. Gan, A. Liew, and H. Yan, 2006), which is introduced to solve the problem in gene expression 
datasets. In cases with sufficient amount of data, the global approach can estimate missing values using 
a global correlation measurement extracted from the entire data matrix (Z. Zhu, J. Wang, and B. Sun, 
2021). Well-known methods in this group include Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) (O. 
Troyanskaya et al., 2001) and Bayesian Principal Component Analysis (BPCA) (S. Oba et al., 2003). 
 In contrast, algorithms in the local category exploit only local similarity structure in a dataset for 
missing value imputation. Only a subset of samples that exhibits high correlation with the one 
containing missing values is used to approximate estimates. Examples of these include k-nearest 
neighbor imputation or KNNimpute (O. Troyanskaya et al., 2001), and local least square imputation or 
LLSimpute (H. Kim, G. Golub, and H. Park, 2005). Unlike those discussed above, a new trend to make 
a good use of data structure or clustering result to determine the scope of neighbor selection has recently 
emerged. In addition to this attempt, the selection of nearest neighbors can be constrained by clusters 
of data under examination, i.e., neighbors of any sample must belong to the same cluster. With such a 
concept, CKNNimpute (P. Keerin, W. Kurutach, and T. Boongoen, 2012) applies the k-means 
clustering technique to obtain those clusters that provide basis of improved KNNimpute. In fact, based 
on experiments with published gene expression datasets, it usually outperforms global methods like 
BPCA as well as those local techniques such as KNNimpute and its weighted modification. Despite this 
success, there is a gap for further improvement that is the organic combination of cluster-based nearest 
neighbor selection and multi-stage refinement of IKNNimpute. Besides this innovative method called 
Iterative-CKNN, another novel model focuses on the similar extension to LLSimpute, i.e., CLLSimpute 
(P. Keerin, W. Kurutach, and T. Boongoen, 2013).  
 
2.1 Missing Data Mechanisms 
 
Missing values are certain values in datasets that are not observed. It occurs in the phase of data 
collecting for various reasons, such as administrative error, defective technique, or technology failure. 
Most compelling evidence are an intended replication may be omitted, a feature of the robotic apparatus 
may fail, a scanner may have insufficient resolution, or an image may be corrupted. It is beneficial to 
classify missing values on the basis of the mechanism that produces them. Roughly all the causes of 
missing values can be classified by the following classification system based on the relationship 
between the missing values and data points that have been observed. 
 Missing completely at random (MCAR): Missing completely at random (MCAR) is the only 
missing data mechanism that can actually be verified. Missing data are MCAR when the probability of 
missing data on a variable is unrelated to any other measured variable and to the variable with missing 
values itself. The assumption of MCAR is that probability of the missingness depends neither on 
observed values in any variable of data nor on unobserved part of dataset.  
 Missing at random (MAR): Missing data are missing at random (MAR) when the probability 
of missing data on a variable related to some other measured variable in the model, but not to the value 
of the variable with missing values itself. Missing value of any of the variable in the dataset depends 
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on observed values of other variables in the dataset because some correlation exists between attribute 
containing missing value and other attributes in the dataset. The pattern of missing data may be traceable 
from the observed values in the dataset. 
 Missing Not at Random (MNAR): Data are missing not at random (MNAR) when the missing 
values on a variable are related to the values of that variable itself even after other variables controlling. 
In the same way, the problem with the MNAR mechanism is that it is impossible to verify the scores of 
MNAR without knowing the missing values. The pattern of missing data is not random and is non- 
predictable from observed values of the other variables in the dataset. 
 
2.2 Imputation Method 
 
In this paper, present a comprehensive evaluation on the performance of seven imputation algorithms 
on a wide variety of types and sizes of datasets, which assessed the performance of different algorithms 
on each dataset. Algorithms used can be divided into two categories: local imputation algorithms and 
global imputation algorithms. Local imputation algorithms select a group of data with the highest 
relevance to the target data to impute missing values. For local imputation algorithms, used mean 
imputation, k-Nearest-Neighbors (KNN), Cluster base k-Nearest-Neighbors (CKNN), local least 
squares (LLS), iterative LLS (ILLS) and Cluster-based LLS (CLLS). For global imputation algorithms, 
used Bayesian principal components analysis (BPCA).  The KNN impute were run with the parameter 
k = 10, the CKNN algorithm was run with the parameter k = 5 for non-time series data. The parameter 
estimator was used for LLS and CLLS were run with the parameter k = 5. The BPCA and ILLS methods 
do not contain any free parameters. A brief information of these algorithms being used is presented in 
Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Missing Value Imputation Methods Used in This Study 

Methods Author Year Type 
Mean imputation - - local 
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) imputation O. Troyanskaya et al. 2001 local 
Cluster K-Nearest Neighbor (CKNN) imputation P. keerin et al. 2012 local 
Local Least Square (LLS) Imputation H. Kim et al. 2005 local 
Cluster Local Least Square (CLLS) imputation P. keerin et al. 2013 local 
Iterated Local Least Square (ILLS) imputation Z. Cai et al. 2006 local 
Bayesian Principal Component Analysis (BPCA) 
Imputation 

S. Oba et al. 2003 global 

 
2.3 Dataset 

Considering that dataset from different species and type of dataset may have different effects on the 
quality of imputation algorithm. Before analyses, generate missing values entries with different missing 
rate (1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%) were randomly introduced into these complete data. 

Table 2. Missing Data Used for Imputation Methods Comparison 

Dataset Description No. of 
instances 

No. of 
attributes 

Edu These data are the academic results of educational 
information at Mae Fah Luang University 

151 32 

Wine These data are the result of a chemical analysis of wines 
grown  

178 13 

Ecoli This data contains protein localization sites 336 7 
Seed Measurements of geometrical properties of kernels belonging 

to three different varieties of wheat. 
210 7 

Iris The data are iris flowers contains 3 classes of 50 instances 
each, where each class refers to a type of iris plant. 

150 4 
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2.4 Evaluation criteria 
 
Similar to many previous studies, normalized root means square error or NRMSE (T. Aittokallio, 2010) 
is used to determine a goodness of imputation. It is based on the difference between values estimated 
by an imputation technique and their true values. Intuitively, the lower such a difference is the better 
the performance is. Formally, NRMSE is defined by the following. Note that 𝑥!"#!$ is the actual value 
in the original data matrix, 𝑥%&!'()!% is the corresponding estimated value, 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑥!"#!$) is the variance 
of the actual values. The lower NRMSE is, the better the value estimated by a computerized method 
becomes. 
 

𝑁𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 	-
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑥𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ)2

𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑥!"𝑢𝑡$)
					 

 
 Each experiment setting (imputation method, dataset and missing rate) is repeated for 20 trials 
to generalize the results and comparison. Lower is value of NRMSE; better is estimate of missing 
values. 
 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1 Experimental Result 

This section describes evaluation of performance of seven different imputation methods namely mean 
imputation, k-Nearest-Neighbors (KNN), Cluster base k-Nearest-Neighbors (CKNN), local least 
squares (LLS), iterative LLS (ILLS), Cluster-based LLS (CLLS) and Bayesian principal components 
analysis (BPCA). According to Tables 3 to 7 that represent the NRMSE measures of the proposed 
against seven compared techniques on five datasets, BPCA usually delivers better estimates for missing 
values than other single-pass imputation methods. This improvement is obvious when the missing ratio 
is ≥ 5%, as shown in Tables 3, 5 and 7 that correspond to the experiments on edu, ecoli and iris. In 
particular to Table 4 and 6, NRMSE of ILLS at all missing rates have been decreased with BPCA from 
all missing rate, respectively.  Note that the presented NRMSE values in these tables are the average 
across 20 trials of each experimental setting, with the corresponding standard deviations being shown 
in parentheses. 

The NRMSE for each dataset for different percentage of imputed data using different 
imputation methods is calculated and given in the Tables 3–7. Each column in the table indicates 
percentage of imputed data and each row indicates method used for imputation of data. The value in 
bold indicates lowest NRMSE. It means that bold value indicates the imputation method that gives 
better imputation result when applied on the given dataset. 
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Figure 1. Method-specific NRMSE scores as averages across datasets and multiple trials, categorized 
by different rates of missing values: 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%, respectively. 

 
Table 3. NRMSE for Edu Dataset 

Method for missing imputation Percentage of missing Rate 
1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 10% 15% 20% 

Mean 1.0316 1.0321 1.0332 1.0342 1.0346 1.0374 1.0394 1.0430 
K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN)  0.8030 0.8350 0.8549 0.8552 0.8656 0.9894 1.0507 1.0825 
Cluster K-Nearest Neighbour (CKNN)  0.8306 0.8331 0.8483 0.8430 0.8458 0.8584 0.8624 0.8805 
Local Least Square (LLS)  0.8307 0.8606 0.8622 0.8901 0.9201 0.9461 0.9579 0.9858 
Cluster Local Least Square (CLLS)  0.7340 0.7566 0.7808 0.7518 0.7475 0.7940 0.8214 0.8355 
Iterated Local Least Square (ILLS)  0.7604 0.7632 0.7756 0.7960 0.8040 0.8126 0.3530 0.8529 
Bayesian Principal Component Analysis (BPCA)  0.5293 0.5356 0.5571 0.5871 0.6269 0.6343 0.6570 0.6863 
 
Table 4. NRMSE for Wine Dataset 

Method for missing imputation Percentage of missing Rate 
1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 10% 15% 20% 

Mean 1.1134 1.1213 1.1391 1.1456 1.1611 1.1797 1.2435 1.3637 
K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN)  0.9404 0.9703 0.9781 0.9893 0.9951 0.9973 0.9971 0.9986 
Cluster K-Nearest Neighbour (CKNN)  0.8313 0.8569 0.8703 0.9032 0.9081 0.9489 0.9707 0.9948 
Local Least Square (LLS)  0.1791 0.2308 0.3196 0.3338 0.3412 0.3497 0.4573 0.5328 
Cluster Local Least Square (CLLS)  0.3880 0.4611 0.4689 0.5331 0.5847 0.7902 0.9625 0.8945 
Iterated Local Least Square (ILLS)  0.1876 0.2427 0.2533 0.2608 0.2749 0.2803 0.3043 0.3106 
Bayesian Principal Component Analysis (BPCA)  0.2151 0.3591 0.3868 0.4003 0.4216 0.4375 0.4441 0.4731 
 
Table 5. NRMSE for Ecoli Dataset 

Method for missing imputation Percentage of missing Rate 
1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 10% 15% 20% 

Mean 0.8164 0.8417 0.8672 0.8969 0.9150 0.9454 0.9658 0.9709 
K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN)  0.9046 0.9117 0.9288 0.9435 0.9348 0.9407 0.9416 0.9495 
Cluster K-Nearest Neighbour (CKNN)  0.7541 0.7887 0.7964 0.8090 0.8177 0.8229 0.8343 0.8684 
Local Least Square (LLS)  0.8284 0.8836 0.8864 0.9046 0.9164 0.9328 0.9819 0.9996 
Cluster Local Least Square (CLLS)  0.7016 0.7247 0.7350 0.7485 0.7570 0.7610 0.7872 0.8116 
Iterated Local Least Square (ILLS)  0.7098 0.7501 0.7612 0.7657 0.7765 0.7820 0.8468 0.8904 
Bayesian Principal Component Analysis (BPCA)  0.7247 0.7255 0.7383 0.7436 0.7545 0.7635 0.7777 0.7997 
 
Table 6. NRMSE for Seed Dataset 

Method for missing imputation Percentage of missing Rate 
1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 10% 15% 20% 

Mean 1.1610 1.1703 1.1746 1.1748 1.1811 1.1848 1.1871 1.1909 
K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN)  0.5480 0.5659 0.5457 0.5596 0.5676 0.5714 0.5820 0.6554 
Cluster K-Nearest Neighbour (CKNN)  0.4063 0.4135 0.4153 0.4341 0.4361 0.4689 0.6755 0.6770 
Local Least Square (LLS)  0.3926 0.4169 0.4246 0.4403 0.4667 0.5811 0.6040 0.8966 
Cluster Local Least Square (CLLS)  0.3428 0.3827 0.4544 0.4676 0.4743 0.6540 0.8425 0.9974 
Iterated Local Least Square (ILLS)  0.1477 0.1513 0.1544 0.1965 0.2069 0.2183 0.2301 0.2613 
Bayesian Principal Component Analysis (BPCA)  0.1973 0.2095 0.2425 0.2544 0.2612 0.2619 0.2683 0.3055 
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 To generalize these findings, Figure 2 illustrates NRMSE measures that are the averages across 
all missing rates, with five single-pass imputation methods. According to this figure, ILLS and BPCA 
are of higher quality than their baseline counterparts. This reinforces the aforementioned suggestion, 
directly drawn from Tables 3–7. In addition, BPCA is often the best technique, with comparative 
performance to ILLS in wine and seed datasets. This may due to the fact that LLS exploits and 
differentiates the significance of multiple attributes more effectively than the basic KNN method. Of 
course, not all attributes equally correlate to the target one, which is in line with the practice of feature 
weighting or feature selection used for data classification and data clustering (Boongoen, T. and Shen, 
Q., 2010) 
 
Table 7. NRMSE for Iris Dataset 

Method for missing imputation Percentage of missing Rate 
1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 10% 15% 20% 

Mean 0.7590 0.8531 0.8771 0.9365 0.9390 0.9525 0.9690 0.9795 

K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN)  0.7973 0.8044 0.8173 0.8350 0.8831 0.8993 0.9210 0.9552 

Cluster K-Nearest Neighbour (CKNN)  0.6148 0.7126 0.7396 0.7609 0.7633 0.7800 0.7906 0.8301 

Local Least Square (LLS)  0.2049 0.2530 0.2540 0.2665 0.2784 0.3078 0.4769 0.5894 

Cluster Local Least Square (CLLS)  0.2242 0.2338 0.2430 0.2824 0.2925 0.3037 0.3136 0.3284 

Iterated Local Least Square (ILLS)  0.2529 0.2530 0.2662 0.2785 0.3107 0.3277 0.3365 0.3454 

Bayesian Principal Component Analysis (BPCA)  0.2311 0.2374 0.2376 0.2445 0.2578 0.2637 0.3064 0.3390 
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Figure 2. Average NRMSE values for different percentages of missing values in different datasets 

 
 Figure 2 specifically, BPCA outperforms all other methods when applied to the 3 datasets (i.e., 
edu, ecoil and iris). The improved imputation model that is denoted as ILLS, provides lower NRMSE 
measures than the basic LLS and cluster LLS in all examined datasets. Note that BPCA appears to 
perform significantly better than ILLS, except for the wine and seed dataset where their performance is 
comparative. Given these observations, the use of other conventional methods in addition to mean, LLS 
and KNN for the initial data preparation may enhance the accuracy of the resulting cluster framework. 
This view triggers the possible development of multi-level structure in which existing methods can be 
reused for the matrix generation at the low level and for the actual imputation at the top. 

 
3.2 Discussion 
 
Tables 8 provide rank of each imputation method for given dataset for different percentage of missing 
values. Each table indicates performance of different imputation method for different percentage of 
missing data for a given dataset. The reason for doing this is to assess consistency in performance of 
each imputation method for different percentage of missing data for a given dataset. The last two 
columns in each table indicate the average rank and rank obtained using mode method. 
 
Table 8. Rank Of Imputation Method for All Dataset for Different Percentage of Estimate Data 

Imputation 
method 

Rank of imputation method for different missing rate in all Dataset Rank By 
Mean 

Rank By 
Mode 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 10% 15% 20% 

Mean  7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
KNN  6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
CKNN 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
LLS  4 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 3.75 4 
CLLS 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 3.25 3 
ILLS  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
BPCA   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 
  
 Therefore, can conclude that there is an agreement among rankings of different imputation 
methods and the rank of imputation method is independent of dataset and percentage of missing data in 
the dataset. In other words, conclude that the ranking or performance of the imputation method is 
consistent across five different datasets used in the study and with different percentages of missing data. 
It means ranking or performance of the imputation method neither changes with percentage of missing 
data nor with the different datasets. We also found that average NRMSE is lowest for BPCA imputation 
method and hence can conclude that BPCA imputation method outperforms the other methods. But 
these results are applicable only to datasets and one must always consider that there is no universal 
method always performing best in every situation. 
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4. Conclusion 
 
This paper has investigated a neutral comparison of seven imputation methods based on five real 
datasets of various sizes, under an MCAR assumption. To obtain a realiable conclusion, Normalized 
Root mean squared error or NRMSE is exploited as an evaluation metric herein. In particular, the overall 
results across different experimental settings are summarized in Table 8. At first, these suggest that the 
most popular methods (Mean, KNN and LLS) are not necessarily the most efficient, a conclusion also 
shared by Celton et al., 2010. This is not a surprise for Mean that has an edge for simplicity, as it does 
not make use of the underlying correlation structure of the examined data and thus performing poorly. 
Both KNN and CKNN represent an improvement of Mean because they make use of the observed data 
structure. CLLS and LLS are based on a much more complex algorithmic procedure and their behaviors 
appear to be related to the size of dataset. In other words, they can be fast and efficient on small datasets, 
while their performance decreases and become time-intensive when applied to larger ones. 
 A second major conclusion is that BPCA and ILLS appeared to be the most robust imputation 
methods in the conditions tested here, with a significant advantage for ILLS when applied to small 
datasets. Based on the quality metric of NRMSE, the proposed BPCA and ILLS outperform their 
baselines and other compared methods, across different missing rates from 1% to 20%. Specific to the 
case of high missing level, i.e., 20%, they are able to sustain the quality of estimates a lot better than 
other alternatives from the family of local approach. In fact, the global algorithm like BPCA becomes 
more effective as the missing rate grows, but still sub-optimal against the new techniques. Despite this 
success, it is recommended to make use of other alternatives to resolve the problem of missing values 
when the rate of missing values grows higher than the level of 20-40%. Perhaps, a re-run of imaging 
process might be a better choice than analyzing uncertain data. 
 Our study has several limitations. The treatment of missing data is a very widespread broad 
statistical problem and one should consider that there is no universal imputation method performing 
best in every situations. Our results are limited to data matrices of numerical values, and we did not 
consider the case of longitudinal or nominal data which would merit to be considered with careful 
attention (Horton, NJ., Kleinman KP., 2007). In addition, our intention is also to provide general 
conclusions independent from the domain of application, and one could certainly further improve the 
accuracy of imputation methods by integrating specific domain knowledge into the imputation process 
(Liew, AWC., Law, NF., and Yan, H., 2011). Despite these limitations, this study provides a set of 
coherent observations across different settings. In conclusion, BPCA and ILLS are two imputation 
methods of interest. They outperform more popular approaches such as Mean, KNN, CKNN, LLS or 
CLLS, and hence deserve further consideration in practice.  
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Abstract: Due to the advancement of technology, the learning system has been rapidly changed 
from traditional learning through the materials of text and image only in the classroom-based 
learning to online-based learning using E-learning platform or MOOC (Massive Open Online 
Course). However, the existing online learning still have the limitation. For example,  all 
learners learn from the same learning materials. Especially, the current online learning does not 
meet the needs and learning styles of learners in the 21st century that why the learners lack of 
motivation to study and fail to learn. Moreover, the social network such as Facebook, Twitter, 
YouTube have an influence to all people’s everyday life. There are a big data of social media, 
learning media, human behaviors and interactions are generated rapidly in everyday. In the 
educational data analysis, the educators try to differentiate the learners based on their basic 
knowledge, needs and behaviors from social network data for offering them the appropriate 
learning activities. Therefore, the objective of this research is to propose the learning activities 
diagnostics model based on the educational data mining (EDM) that apply several data 
classification algorithms to analyze the learning behaviors. The learners’ behaviors, reactions 
and interactions among them are collected from the simulated social network (Facebook) and 
the online learning ecosystem of the course of Introduction to Information Technology and Data 
Science, Mae Fah Luang University. This proposed learning activities diagnostic (LAD) model 
would lead us to indeed understand the nature of the learners and be able to provide the proper 
learning activities for both of the learners and instructors. 

Keywords: Learning activities diagnostic, education data mining, online social media behavior, 
educational data classification 

1. Introduction

Due to the advancement of technology, the learning system has been rapidly changed from traditional 
learning that is the classroom-based learning to the online-based learning. There are several online 
learning  platforms such as MOOC, ThaiMooc, youtube, edX, Coursera, Udacity. Rai, L., and Chunrao, 
D. (2016) report that the success and failures in online learning is mostly depended on personal factors
rather than factors influenced by the surroundings or the external environment. Moreover, Zhenghao et
al. (2017) analyze the learning in Coursera, and reports that there is only 4% of all enrolled learners
who has completed at least one online course. This research shows that the number of learners who has
completed the online courses is less than the number of enrolled learners. The reason why most of
learners could not complete the online courses that is because all learners have to study on the same
online materials which may not relate to their interest. Moreover, they may get boring learning on un-
interested learning materials and  stop learning that course immediately,  or they change to study other
courses. The analysis of the influencing factors of success and failure in MOOC and general analysis
of learner behavior (Rai, and Chunrao, 2016) found that the existing online learning platforms still have
the limitation that are learners required more time for self-learning, un-interested or un-motivated
learning materials that could not motivate the learner’s self-learning accomplishment. Therefore, this
research work will propose the learning activities diagnostics (LAD) model based on the educational
data mining that apply several data classification algorithms to analyze the social media behaviors,
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reactions and interactions among them from the virtual Facebook and the online learning ecosystem. 
This proposed LAD model would lead us to indeed understand the nature of the learners and be able to 
provide the proper learning activities for both of the learners and instructors. 
 
 
2. Methodology 
 
The proposed Learning Activities Diagnostic (LAD) model is developed based on the artificial 
intelligence to analyze the learning activities from our learning ecosystem and the personal behaviors 
from our virtual Facebook in Figure 1.  The LAD model will be employed in the learning ecosystem to 
classify the learners’ behaviors. Finally, the LAD model will classify personal online learning styles 
and then provides the learning activities that most suitable for each learner.  
 

 
Figure 1. The virtual Facebook. 

 
2.1 Experimental Dataset for Learning Activities Diagnostic Model   
 
The LAD model is employed in the learning ecosystem that uses the application programming interface 
(API) for linking and extraction the learners’ social media behaviors from the virtual Facebook and the 
learners’ learning activities from that learning ecosystem. The experimental data of this LAD model 
including of two datasets that are the personal social behaviors of virtual Facebook and learning 
activities of learning ecosystem. The structure of the experimental dataset are shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. The Structure of Training Dataset of LAD Model  

 
 
 
 The training dataset of LAD model in Table 1 for the learning style classification are from three 
main features. The first features from the virtual Facebook that are the personal data (gender) and the 
type of the last-five personal posts (link, offer, photo, status, or, video).  The second features from the 
online learning behaviors thru the learning ecosystem. The third feature is the class of the eight-cluster 
online learning style index that are from the self-evaluation from the questionnaire based on the online 
learning style index in Figure 2 (Felder & Silverman, 1996; Hwang, et al, 2013; Pashler, et al, 2018) .     
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Figure 2. The eight-clusters of Online Learning Style Index. 

 
 
2.2 Learning Activities Diagnostic Model   
 
The learning  activities diagnostic model is proposed to classify the learners’ style based on their social 
media behaviors and their online learning scenario. This LAD model applies several classification 
techniques that are K-Nearest Neighbors, Decision Tree, Gaussian Naive Bayes, Support Vector 
Machine, and  Multilayer Perceptron to analyze the training dataset combining with the learning style 
index (LSI) self-identification. Finally, the LAD model combined with the best classifier from this 
experiment will be used as the learning activities diagnostics to predict the proper class of learning style 
for new learners and then provide the learning activities that most matching with each learner. The 
proposed LAD model is illustrated in Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3. Learning Activities Diagnostic  (LAD) Model. 

 
 
2.3 Learning Activities Diagnostic Model Evaluation 
 
This research work evaluates the performance of the proposed LAD classification by the cross 
validation. The confusion matrix of the classification result of LAD model in Table 2 is evaluated the 
cluster number of the Online Learning Style Index compared with the actual index of learning style 
from the questionnaire-based self-evaluation.  
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         Table 2. The Cofusion Metrix 
                         LSI 

self-evaluation 
LAD  
classification 

Qyes Qno 

Qyes True Positive False Positive 
Qno False Negative True Negative 

 
 After that, the performance of the LAD model applied with different classification algorithm is 
evaluated in term of the accuracy, precision, recall, sensitivity and  specificity shown as Equation (1) – 
(4). 

 

Sensitivity	 = 	 !"#$	&'()*)+$	
,--	.)($/($	(!"#$	&'()*)+$1	2/-($	3$4/*)+$)

                               (1) 
 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛	 = 	 !"#$	&'()*)+$	
!"#$	&'()*)+$	1	2/-($	&'()*)+$

                                                  (2) 
  

		𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙	 = 	 !"#$	&'()*)+$	
!"#$	&'()*)+$	1	2/-($	3$4/*)+$

                                                 (3) 
 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦	 = 	!"#$	&'()*)+$1!"#$	3$4/*)+$	
!'*/-	./*/

                                                  (4) 
 
 
3. Experimental and Results 
 
This work tests the proposed LAD model applied with different five classification algorithm to 
the training dataset of a sampling group of 2,569 students. This sampling group is the first-year 
students from several faculties in Mae Fah Lung University who enrolled the course of 
Introduction to Information Technology and Data Science. Table 3 shows the performance of 
each proposed LAD model applied with different five classification algorithm. From the 
experimental results, we found that the LAD model combining with Decision Tree is the best 
classifier that gives the best accuracy 98.8%. Therefore, this work select the proposed LAD 
model that applies the Decision Tree as the classification algorithm to employ in our online 
learning ecosystem for further prediction the learning behaviors of new learners and to provide 
the proper learning activities for each learner.   

 
      Table 3. The Evaluation of The LAD Model Applied with Different Classification Algorithms  

LAD model with 
classification algorithm 

Performance (%) 

Sensitivity Specificity Precision Recall Accuracy 
K-Nearest Neighbors 0.93 0.88 0.93 0.93 0.926 
Decision Tree  0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.988 
Gaussian Naive Bayes 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.985 
Support Vector Machine 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.986 
Multilayer Perceptron 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.987 

 
After employing the proposed LAD model in the online learning ecosystem. The 

learning materials in our ecosystem is divided into four learning-modules. To test the LAD 
model employed in the learning ecosystem, all learners have to learn the same materials of 
module 1, and then the LAD model will analysis their social media behaviors from virtual 
Facebook and their online learning from the module 1 learning behaviors. From this 
experiment, the classification result of the LAD model combining with Decision Tree in Table 
4 show that the learners’ behaviors and interests are difference and are distributed in all eight 
clusters of the online learning style index. After the LAD model classifies the class of learning 
style index, the learning ecosystem will provide the materials of module 2-4 that exactly match 
with the predicted class of each learner. Therefore, our proposed LAD model employed with 
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the learning ecosystem will analyze and provide the suitable learning materials and activities 
for individual learner interests and learning style.  
 
      Table 4. The Classification Result of The LAD Model Combining with Decision Tree 

 
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
From the experimental result shows that the proposed LAD model based on the analysis of the online 
social behaviors from virtual Facebook and the online learning behaviors from the learning ecosystem 
works well to classify the learning style of each learners. The proposed LAD model employed with the 
learning ecosystem will analyze and provide the suitable learning materials and activities for individual 
learner interests and learning style. Moreover, for the learners, the proposed LAD model will help them 
to gain more intention and interests in the online learning. For the instructors, this proposed model will 
help them to get more understanding in the learners’ online learning behaviors and able to provide the 
learning activities and materials that matches with the learners. 
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Abstract: Predicting student performance has been one of major subjects in the educational 
data mining, for which a bucket of analytical methods has been proposed. Among these, a recent 
framework of bi-level learning is recently introduced with improved classification performance 
from a basic supervised paradigm. However, only k-means is exploited to derive data clusters, 
which are employed as references for context-specific classification modeling. As such, this 
paper presents an original work that applies ensemble clustering to deliver more accurate data 
partition, thus lifting the predictive accuracy. Based on data collected from Mae Fah Luang 
University databases, the new approach are usually more effective, especially to the minority 
class that is the core of imbalance problem. Besides, a parameter analysis is briefly addressed 
herein to specify recommended settings for future exploitation.     

Keywords: Guidelines, formatting instructions, author’s kit, conference publications 

1. Introduction

A recent series of emerging applications of artificial intelligence technology and automated learning 
modules has demonstrated the potential of knowledge discovery and exploitation at large. Of course, 
insights gained from analyzing operational data may help to foresee outputs and possible problems, for 
which a timely and effective measure can be developed. It is also the case for education domain at all 
levels of primary to higher education (Romero and Ventura, 2020; Basha et al, 2020). Different data 
sources have been a gold mine for educational data science projects, including students’ enrollment and 
grading profiles, activity logs for the utilization of online resources and class participation (Baepler and 
Murdoch, 2010; Romero and Ventura, 2013). The tendency of this data-driven practice has been on the 
rise in the past decade (Erdogan and Timor, 2005), perhaps under the concept of Educational Data 
Mining or EDM (Bakerand and Yacef, 2009; Bala and Ojha, 2012). Examples of research work in this 
area are the predictive modeling of student academic performance, recommendation of courses and 
personalized curriculum planning, as well as identification of atypical learning patterns (Romero and 
Ventura, 2020; Iam-On and Boongoen, 2017a). 

Specific to the subject of student performance or achievement, various studies investigate both 
new and conventional data analytical techniques to disclose students at risk and their major properties. 
Along this line of research, Lin (2012) develops a predictive model for categorizing new students to 
appropriate retention programs. With a similar goal of preventing undesirable incidents, hence damages 
to both students and universities, other studies have proposed different approaches to determine a set of 
student groups with unique preferences (Koedinger et al, 2008; Ramaswami and Bhaskaran, 2010). In 
addition to these, several projects explore many specific methods to modeling student performance and 
dropout. They employ supervised learning algorithms such as Naive Bayes classifier (Kotsiantis, 2004) 
and decision tree (Kabra and Bichkar, 2011), and unsupervised learning counterparts like k-means (Yu 
et al, 2010) that is highly efficient for big data analysis. 

For higher education institutes in Thailand, the issue of student retention and personalized 
treatment have grasped an attention of executives as well as data science researchers. Specific to Mae 
Fah Luang University or MFU, published case studies (Iam-On and Boongoen, 2017a; Iam-On and 
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Boongoen, 2017b) explore existing techniques and their extensions to discover normal and dropout 
patterns. For the former, the methodology of ensemble clustering (Iam-On and Boongoen, 2015a; Iam-
On and Boongoen, 2015b) has been reused to develop a data transformation procedure to generate 
informative features for the down-streaming classification process. This meta-learning approach is also 
exploited in the latter to obtain more accurate clustering results compared to those achieved with basic 
methods. Recently, Nanglae et al (2021) has put forward a novel framework for improved classification 
performance, namely a bi-level learning model. This combines cluster analysis and data classification 
within a unified learning method, with data clustering is conducted initially to derive different contexts 
for classification strategies. 

Despite the success reported for the ability of bi-level framework to overcome the imbalance 
class problem, there is a gap for further development, especially in the phase of cluster analysis. Instead 
of using a simple k-means method to deliver a target collection of clusters, the current work presents an 
application of ensemble clustering such that those clusters are of higher quality, thus raising up the 
accuracy of this predictive framework. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. At first, details of 
investigated data, basic stages of developing a bi-level model and the modification of cluster analysis 
step are provided in Section 2. Then, Section 3 presents experimental design and results in which the 
proposed approach is compared with its baseline. The paper is concluded in Section 4 with possible 
future works. 
  
 
2. Material and Method 
 
2.1 Investigated Data 
 
Based on the previous study of Nanglae et al (2021), this work makes use of academic records of those 
undergraduate students who graduated in 2016, i.e., 2559 in B.E. The data collection contains 1,162 
samples from School of management and School of Information Technology. Each of these instances 
corresponds to a student that completes a number of required courses for three subject categories of 
general education, specific required and free elective courses, respectively. Note that students who are 
categorized as program transfer or exchange are excluded from the present examination. Table 1 shows 
description of different features extracted from the operational database. Provided these, the following 
data pre-processing steps are implemented prior the phase of model development. 

(i) Each grade frequency, e.g., A1, A2 and A3 in Table 1, is normalized to the standard range 
of [0, 1]. This helps to overcome the problem that different programs may consist of different number 
of courses per category. Formally, the normalization of a grade frequency fxi in the category x is defined 
as fxi*. This can be estimated by fxi* = fxi / 	fX, where fX is the summation across all courses in x. 

(ii) Then, the attribute YEAR representing the entry year in B.E., is transformed to the number 
of years each student has spent in the program before graduation. Note that a student that graduates in 
year y started the program in year y – 3 or before that. 

After these steps of data preparation, the final data set is composed of N = 1,162 samples (911 
of these belonging to School of Management, and the other 251 cases representing the other), and D = 
40 features or attributes. These can be summarized as follows. 

- 13 normalized grade frequencies for specific required courses; d1, ..., d13 in [0, 1]. 
- 13 normalized grade frequencies for free elective courses; d14, ..., d26 in [0, 1]. 
- 13 normalized grade frequencies for general education courses; d27, ..., d39 in [0, 1]. 
- YEAR that is now the number of years before graduation; d40 in {4, 5, 6, 7}. It is noteworthy 

that the minimum number of years anyone at MFU has to be in a program is 4 years. Also, it is possible 
for a student to spend up to 7 years in a specific program before graduation. 
 
2.2 Cluster Analysis in Bi-Level Learning Model 
 
This section provides details of the proposed application of ensemble clustering to the framework of bi-
level learning. The steps taken to generate or train a model are given as follows. 

Step 1: For a given specific case q (e.g., school), suppose that Xq,train and Xq,test are training 
and test data, respectively. Note that the process of model generation exploits only the former, while 
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the latter is used to evaluate the resulting model. To start with, the optimal number of clusters or k for 
training data is determined using the assessment method introduced by Nanglae et al (2021). This is 
based on the selection of a partition among multiple clusterings with different k values, each of which 
is generated using a classical k-means technique. The best quality is specified by internal validity 
indices of DB and Dunn. 
 
Table 1. Description of Student Information and Different Grading Frequencies. 

Attribute Name Description 
YEAR Year of entry (in B.E.) 
A1 Number of grade A obtained from specific required courses 
BB1 Number of grade B+ obtained from specific required courses 
B1 Number of grade B obtained from specific required courses 
CC1 Number of grade C+ obtained from specific required courses 
C1 Number of grade C obtained from specific required courses 
DD1 Number of grade D+ obtained from specific required courses 
D1 Number of grade D obtained from specific required courses 
F1 Number of grade F obtained from specific required courses 
P1 Number of grade P obtained from specific required courses 
S1 Number of grade S obtained from specific required courses 
U1 Number of grade U obtained from specific required courses 
V1 Number of grade V obtained from specific required courses 
W1 Number of grade W obtained from specific required courses 
A2 Number of grade A obtained from free elective courses 
BB2 Number of grade B+ obtained from free elective courses 
B2 Number of grade B obtained from free elective courses 
CC2 Number of grade C+ obtained from free elective courses 
C2 Number of grade C obtained from free elective courses 
DD2 Number of grade D+ obtained from free elective courses 
D2 Number of grade D obtained from free elective courses 
F2 Number of grade F obtained from free elective courses 
P2 Number of grade P obtained from free elective courses 
S2 Number of grade S obtained from free elective courses 
U2 Number of grade U obtained from free elective courses 
V2 Number of grade V obtained from free elective courses 
W2 Number of grade W obtained from free elective courses 
A3 Number of grade A obtained from general education courses 
BB3 Number of grade B+ obtained from general education courses 
B3 Number of grade B obtained from general education courses 
CC3 Number of grade C+ obtained from general education courses 
C3 Number of grade C obtained from general education courses 
DD3 Number of grade D+ obtained from general education courses 
D3 Number of grade D obtained from general education courses 
F3 Number of grade F obtained from general education courses 
P3 Number of grade P obtained from general education courses 
S3 Number of grade S obtained from general education courses 
U3 Number of grade U obtained from general education courses 
V3 Number of grade V obtained from general education courses 
W3 Number of grade W obtained from general education courses 

 

Step 2: Having obtained the desired number of clusters, the target data partition is created using 
a clustering algorithm Φ, which is k-means again in the original research. Note that for this stage, the 
YEAR feature is excluded such that clusters of students are formulated based solely on information of 
grade achievement. As such, this problem is designed as a binary classification, with two classes of A 
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(YEAR = 4) and B (YEAR > 4). In spite of a good classification accuracy, performance can be unstable 
as k-means is a weak method, with random initialization of cluster centers often leading to sup-optimal 
results. Henceforth, a more reliable alternative of ensemble clustering is then used in place of a single 
k-means. Specific to this research, a pairwise similarity or CO matrix is built as a summarization of M 
base clustering results, each of which is an output of applying k-means to training data. In addition, the 
strategy of random-k is included in this creation procedure as to boost diversity within an ensemble. 
Lastly, the final partition is achieved by applying k-means with the preferred k value to the CO matrix. 
See Panwong et al (2020) for further details of concept and terminology. 

Step 3: For each cluster ct in the clustering C from Step 2 (where t = 1 ... k), its centroids zt is 
employed as a reference for a new sample in the test or prediction phase.  

Step 4: Next, for each of final clusters, find the percentage of majority class among samples 
belonging to that cluster. The process terminates only at this level of cluster analysis, if that percentage 
is greater than or equal to α (i.e., a predefined value of minimum percentage for a pure cluster). As a 
result, this cluster represents that majority class, which is a prediction of a new instance that is similar 
to the corresponding cluster center. Otherwise, a classifier is to be built using samples of this specific 
cluster (see Step 5). 

Step 5: When one cluster is not pure up to the expected level of α, samples in that cluster will 
be exploited to train a classifier using a classification algorithm β. 
 
 
3. Results 
 
This empirical study is based on the data set of 1,162 samples, which is described earlier in Section 2.1. 
Other major settings are summarized here. At first, the ensemble clustering is employed here with M = 
10, where the minimum level of cluster purity or the variable α is configured as 90%. Based on the 
results reported in the original work, the two best algorithms are examined as the choice to create the 
classifier β in Level 2 of the proposed model. These include Naive Bayes or NB (using Gaussian 
distribution for numerical features), and Random Forest or RF (with the size of forest = 50). As for an 
assessment framework, 10-fold cross validation is chosen to allow each sample to be a member of test 
data once. After that, a confusion matrix is produced for this binary classification problem. With the 
goal of this work as to initially explore the potential of ensemble clustering for bi-level learning 
modeling, a compared method is the original approach where k-means is used to deliver a reference 
data partition. Note that baseline and proposed methods will be specified as Original and Proposed 
hereafter.  
 
Table 2. Confusion Matrices and Corresponding Accuracies (School of Management). 

Model Confusion matrix Class-specific 
accuracy 

Overall accuracy 
A B Ground truth 

Original (NB) 792 50 A 94.06% 92.97% 
14 55 B 79.71%  

Original (RF) 827 15 A 98.22% 93.96% 
40 29 B 42.03%  

Proposed (NB) 799 43 A 94.89% 94.07% 
11 58 B 84.06%  

Proposed (RF) 833 9 A 98.93% 95.72% 
30 39 B 56.52%  

 
 Table 2 presents the results with the first collection specific to School of management, with 911 
samples (842 of these belong to Class A and 69 to Class B). With this first data collection, the optimal 
number of clusters k = 2 provides the highest measures across internal validity indices. It can be 
obviously observed that the proposed approach is able to improve predictive performance in both cases 
of NB and RF classifiers. To be precise, the overall accuracy of NB is lifted from 92.97% to 94.07%, 
while the similar improvement is made from 93.96% to 95.72% for the other. Given these, RF appears 
to be a more effective choice than NB, however with higher complexity. Another point worth 
mentioning here is that the ensemble clustering approach can resolve the problem of imbalance class 
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significantly better than the original counterpart. This can be similarly witnessed for both classification 
algorithms examined in this work. 
 
Table 3. Confusion Matrices and Corresponding Accuracies (School of Information Technology). 

Model Confusion matrix Class-specific 
accuracy 

Overall accuracy 
A B Ground truth 

Original (NB) 199 13 A 93.87% 93.63% 
3 36 B 92.31%  

Original (RF) 206 6 A 97.17% 92.43% 
13 26 B 66.67%  

Proposed (NB) 201 11 A 94.81% 94.42% 
3 36 B 92.31%  

Proposed (RF) 208 4 A 98.11% 94.82% 
9 30 B 76.92%  

 
 Similarly, Table 3 summarizes predictive performance for 251 cases (212 of these belong to 
Class A and 39 to Class B) belonging to School of Information Technology. With the optimal number 
of cluster k being 2 as well, RF still delivers the highest overall accuracy of 94.82% that is improved 
from the original score of 92.43%. This is pretty much due to a significant increase of the accuracy level 
specific to the minority class, i.e., Class B. This is initially at 66.67% with Original(RF) and 76.92% 
with Proposed(RF). Given these findings that imply an ability to partly overcome the imbalance class 
issue, it is interesting to investigate the association between a hyper parameter of the proposed approach 
such as ensemble size (M) and classification performance seen with the RF classifier. To this end, Figure 
1 illustrates corresponding observations from the case of School of Management, where M is within the 
range of {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}. It is seen that the accuracy specific to Class B tends to incline with M 
increasing from 10 to 20 and 30, i.e., from 56.52% to 59.42% and 65.21%, respectively. However, 
bigger ensembles may not further yield the underlying predictive capability, thus M = 30 is generally 
recommended for future applications. It is noteworthy that a similar finding is also obtained with the 
case of School of Information Technology, but not included here due to space limitation. 
 

 

Figure 1. Accuracies obtained with different ensemble sizes (School of Management).  
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
This paper presents an original investigation that applies ensemble clustering to the bi-level learning 
framework that has been recently introduced in the literature. The proposed approach helps to overcome 
the problem of imbalance class observed in data collected from MFU operational databases. Besides, it 
delivers a more stable result as compared to the use of a single clustering technique seen in the original 
work. Despite this positive finding, a few issues are worth further studies. Firstly, an oversampling or 
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undersampling technique may well be explored to resolve the problem of class imbalance (Tabacolde 
et al, 2018). In addition, the methodology of classifier ensemble may be useful to combine predictions 
made by different classifiers. Lastly, other ensemble clustering models and recent variants (Panwong et 
al, 2018; Pattanodom et al, 2016) can be another subject area for possible improvement. 
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Abstract: This article reported on a study of development and evaluation of the Virtual Go Mode 

feature embedded in a VocabGo app to enhance primary students’ vocabulary learning 
engagement. A total of 15 primary students in Hong Kong participated in this evaluation study 
for one week. Both quantitative and qualitative data were collected and analysed. The results 
showed that students’ vocabulary learning engagement was high when using the Virtual Go 
Mode. It is suggested that future research focus on empirical studies in designing and 
implementing virtual location-based tasks supported by AR technologies in class to provide 
opportunities for students to practice and consolidate newly learned words and enhance their 
learning engagement in the post-COVID-19 pandemic.  

Keywords: Augmented Reality (AR) app, Virtual Go Mode, VocabGO, vocabulary learning, 
engagement 

1. Introduction

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, school education is being affected by closures and transition from 
face-to-face to online teaching and learning (UNESCO, 2020). The sudden shift has caused students’ 
social-emotional problems due to social isolation, lack of support, and poor learning effectiveness 
(Dhawan, 2020). In addition, many school teachers, such as language teachers in Hong Kong, have 
limited online teaching experiences and received inadequate professional development on how to 
conduct lessons effectively online (Chiu, 2021). How to support language teachers to teach and engage 
students to learn is a major concern in current situations. A number of studies have been found positive 
correlation between vocabulary learning performance and motivation in technology-enhanced learning 
context (e.g., Law et al., 2019). 

This study aims at developing and evaluating a “Virtual Go mode” feature on an augmented 
reality (AR) app – VocabGo to enhance lower primary students’ vocabulary learning engagement when 
classes were conducted entirely online. The next section presents the literature, followed by the design 
of the virtual Go Mode, and evaluation of it. Finally, a discussion is made and future work is explored.  

2. Literature Review

2.1 English as a Second Language vocabulary learning during COVID-19 
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Vocabulary plays a role of a fundamental building block of text comprehension and communication for 
English as a second language (ESL) learners (Nation, 2006). However, it is a difficult task to acquire 
vocabulary because it is concerned with multi-dimensional knowledge (Schmitt, 2007). According to 
Nation (2001), knowing a word involves not only receptive and productive knowledge, but also its form, 
meaning and use. Therefore, vocabulary acquisition process is complex and demanding. During COVID-

19, the transition to online learning for formal education has worsened the situation (Baber, 2020; 
Klapproth et al., 2020). 

2.2 Augmented reality enhanced engagement in ESL vocabulary learning 

Context-based vocabulary learning in authentic contexts have been adopted in English language 
teaching practices (Tai et al., 2020; Özkan, & Nurlu, 2019). Various types of technologies have been 
adopted to enhance students’ learning motivation and outcomes, among them, AR has been gaining 
popularity. AR helps bridge ESL students’ lack of background knowledge by creating meaningful 
associations between the content and authentic environments (Santos et al., 2016). Many studies show 
that AR has made vocabulary learning more effective and enjoyable than the traditional way (e.g., Eang 
& Na-Songkhla, 2020; Yaacob et al., 2020), and helped invoke flow experiences (e.g., Ji & Shin, 2019). 

Flow state is deemed to be a robust indicator for learner engagement and immersion (Hamari et al., 
2016). Learners in a flow state are intrinsically motivated (Ji & Shin, 2019).  

Thus, this study aims at designing and evaluating a “Virtual Go Mode” feature on an AR app – 
VocabGo developed by our research team to enhance lower primary students’ vocabulary learning 
engagement when all classes were conducted online. The newly designed “Virtual Go Mode” feature 
enables primary students to explore virtual objects on their own. 

3. “Virtual Go mode” Feature on the AR app - VocabGo

3.1 Features of VocabGo 

The “Virtual Go Mode” feature embedded in the AR app – VocabGo was designed to support students’ 
practice and use of the newly learned words in class through game-based learning. The design was based 
on dual-coding theory (Paivio, 2014), and second language acquisition (Nation, 2006). Before introducing 
the feature of “Virtual Go Mode”, the features of VocabGo which was developed by our team are 
presented first. VocabGo consists of four modes [(see figure 1 (a)]: (1) “Find mode” where students can 
scan the real objects with identified newly learned English words included in the current curriculum 
unit; (2) “Go mode” which includes a physical Go mode for students to conduct location-based vocabulary 
learning tasks; (3) “Explore mode” where students can do free scanning of objects with words beyond 
the curriculum unit; and (4) “Challenge mode” where students can do game-based, computer-generated 
quizzes about the words learned in the first three modes. In addition, VocabGo also includes “My 
Collection” for collecting the word cards and “Learning Community” for sharing the collected word cards 
and make comments. 

3.2 “Virtual Go Mode” Feature on VocabGo 

In this study, we focused on the design of the new feature “Virtual Go mode” in response to the sudden 
transition from face-to-face to online classes. As shown in Figure 1 (a) and (b), “Virtual Go Mode” is in 
“Go Mode”. It was designed for students to practice and consolidate the newly learned words via virtual 
location-based tasks with 360° Google Street View. To perform the learning task, students needed to 
enter “Go Mode” first, then press the “Virtual Go” button in the lower right corner.  
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4. An evaluation Study on “Fruit and Colour” in a “Virtual Fruit Market”

4.1 Design of “Virtual Fruit Market”  

This study took the design of “Virtual Fruit Market” for enhancing students’ engagement to practice and 
consolidate the newly learned words in formal online class teaching via Zoom during COVID-19 as an 
example. The topic of the vocabulary learning was “Fruit and Colours”. In view of this topic, we designed 
a “Virtual Fruit Market” – PARKnSHOP where seven areas were designed with different colours [refer 
to Figure 1 (c)]. In each zone, the fruit (singular form) with the corresponding colour were allocated [refer 
to Figure 1 (d)]. For example, the “Orange Area” includes “orange, “Red Area” includes “apple, 
strawberry”, “Purple Area” includes “grape”, “Blue Area” includes “blueberry”, “Yellow Area” includes 
“lemon, mango”, “Green Area” includes “apple, grape, pear”, and “White Area” includes “coconut”.  

While conducting the task, students could press the “Go” button to enter the virtual supermarket, 
then select a colour area to find and identify the fruit with the corresponding colour [refer to figure 1 
(d)]. 

(a) four learning modes    (b) Virtual Go mode in
Go mode 

(c) a virtual supermarket (d) a location-based
virtual task 

Figure 1. Introduction to the Virtual Go mode in VocabGO app. 

Figure 2 shows an example of a student’s learning logs in the “Red Area”. The top list shows the 
words in the current learning unit that students needed to review and consolidate [refer to Figure 2 (a)].  

Students could adjust the size of the recognition frame to scan the object. Once the object was identified, 
a quiz [see Figure 2 (b)] would randomly be generated by the system to evaluate whether the student 
grasped the colour and name of the fruit. After it, the student could collect the word card to his/her own 
learning logs in “My Collection” [see Figure 2 (c)]. Students could continue to scan and collect objects 
[refer to Figure 2 (d)].  
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(a) scan the object (b) system-generated 

quizzes 
(c) collect the word 
card 

(d) identified objects 

Figure 2. An example of a student’s learning logs in the “Red Area” in the “Virtual Fruit Market”. 
 
4.2 Research Question and Research Context 
 
The research question for the pilot study was: What was the impact of the Virtual Go Mode on students’ 
vocabulary learning engagement? 

Participants were 15 Grade One students in a primary school in Hong Kong. The study lasted 
for one week. Before performing the task, the teacher briefed the students how to use the feature on the 
app and explored the task after finishing learning the new words via Zoom. Students could also practice 
and consolidate the words after online class time. 
 
4.3 Data Collection and Analysis 
 
In this study, both quantitative and qualitative data were collected for analysis. Data sources included 
the questionnaire on learning engagement and interviews. The questionnaire was adapted from Ji and 
Shin’s study (2019) with 12 items in four dimensions: concentration, control, curiosity and internal 
interest. Responses were given on a five-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 for “strongly disagree” to 5 
for “strongly agree”. The interview questions were constructed based on the questionnaires, aiming at 
understanding students’ learning engagement when using the Virtual Go Mode embedded in the 
VocabGO app. Six participants in two focus groups were invited to conduct the interviews on voluntary 
basis. Each of the interviews lasted about 20 minutes.  

Descriptive statistics were adopted to describe the means, standard deviations of students’ 
learning engagement supported by the Virtual Go Mode. Content analysis was used to analyse focus 
group interviews to understand primary students’ learning engagement using the Virtual Go Mode in the 
VocabGO app.  
 
4.4 Procedure of the Study 

 
The procedure of the study was shown in Figure 3. During the orientation part, the teacher demonstrated 
the features of the Virtual Go Mode on the VocabGO app.  In addition, hands-on practice of the app was 
provided. Then, students practised and consolidated the words after online class time during COVID-

19. After one week, an online survey was conducted to investigate their learning engagement. Finally, 
two focus group discussions were conducted to further understand detailed feedback and suggestions.  

 

 

Words in the current 
learning unit 

Four types of quizzes 
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Figure 3. Procedure of the study. 

5. Results

5.1 Survey Results 

The survey results are presented in Table 1. In this study, the Cronbach’s alpha was 0.714, suggesting 
that the items have relatively high internal consistency (Cronbach, 1951). The survey results indicated 
that students’ learning engagement of using the Virtual Go Mode was high regarding curiosity 
(M=3.67, SD=.97), internal interest (M=3.47, SD=.39), concentration (M=3.22, SD=.77), However, 
students’ control was in the relatively low level (M=2.96, SD=.58). 

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of Students’ learning Engagement of Using the Virtual Go Mode 

Items N Min Max Mean SD 
Curiosity 15 2.00 5.00 3.67 .97 
Internal interest 15 2.67 4.00 3.47 .39 
Concentration 15 2.33 5.00 3.22 .77 
Control 15 2.00 4.00 2.96 .58 
Valid N (listwise) 15 

5.2 Interview Results 

The focus group interviews indicate that Virtual Go Mode in the VocabGO app improved students’ 
learning engagement regarding curiosity, internal interest, concentration, and control. The focus group 
interviews show that the majority of interviewees agreed that Virtual Go Mode in the VocabGO app 
made vocabulary learning interesting, thereby enhancing their learning engagement. Regarding 
“curiosity” in their flow experience, all of the students felt that the Virtual Go Mode aroused their 
curiosity because they were able to complete a variety of quizzes by scanning fruits in the Virtual Fruit 
Market” – PARKnSHOP. Two interviewees (pseudonyms were used) further explained: 

• “The Virtual Go Mode is very interactive. Learning vocabulary is like going on an adventure. I am
curious as to what fruits I may discover in various colour zones.” (Tom)

• “It was a totally different learning experience. It stimulated my imagination, as if I were at a virtual
market and discovered a variety of fruits.” (Cindy)

In terms of “internal interest”, all students reported that the Virtual Go Mode was fun and 
interesting, making the English vocabulary learning experience enjoyable.  
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Regarding “concentration”, students mentioned that in most cases, they were absorbed in the 
activity, but if the recognition failed, they would be aware of other things, such as Internet speed and 
objects around them in the real life. 

Finally, in relation to “Control”, reported that they were clear about how to use the Virtual Go 
Mode to complete the learning task. 

The interviewees also commented and provided suggestions on the app design: (1) the object 
recognition accuracy should be improved when an object is scanned using the app; (2) the size of the 
recognition frame should be adjusted; and (3) audio recording function did not work well.  

To sum up, the interview results indicated that the Virtual Go Mode could enhance students’ 
engagement regarding “curiosity, internal interest and concentration”. However, in terms of “control”, 
technical issues (e.g., recognition accuracy, recognition frame) need to be solved in order to improve 
students’ sense of control in the future.  

6. Discussion and Conclusion

The results of the evaluation study showed that students’ learning engagement was in good levels in 
terms of curiosity, internal interest and concentration, except for control. Therefore, this study concluded 
that the Virtual Go mode had the potential to enhance English vocabulary learning engagement among 
lower grade primary school children. The interview results were consistent with findings in previous 
studies, suggesting that AR-enhanced language learning is beneficial for increasing learning 
engagement and making learning enjoyable (Ji & Shin, 2019; Hamari et al., 2016; Wen, 2021). It is 
suggested that future research focus on empirical studies in designing and implementing virtual location-

based tasks supported by the AR app in class to provide opportunities for students to practice and 
consolidation newly learned words and enhance their learning engagement in the post-COVID-19 
pandemic.  

The limitations of the study lie in mainly four aspects. Firstly, the findings could not be 
generalised due to the short duration of the study and the small number of participants involved. Thus, 
future studies could be carried out longitudinally and involve a larger sample size. Secondly, this study 
did not examine the effects of gender on students’ English vocabulary learning outcomes. Thus, studies 
of gender differences will be conducted in the future. Thirdly, the technical issues might influence 
students’ learning experience. Therefore, hands-on workshops on using the app will be implemented in 
the future studies. Finally, based on the students’ feedback, the app needs further improvement to 
maximise its benefits for students’ vocabulary learning.  
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Abstract: In order to design Thai-Chinese interpretation online course, a survey was launched 
to examine the Thai learner needs. The authors analyzed the results by descriptive statistics 
analysis. The survey result shows that the most important learner need is to gain and improve 
interpreting skills and strategies. For the “advance preparation of interpretation (prior 
topic-specific knowledge)”, the survey demonstrates that Thai learners prefer to learn more 
related to business, society and tourism, which are related to the respondents’ career 
background. For the teaching and learning approach, from the survey Thai learners prefer 
interactive teaching approach. The results indicate that the framework of Thai-Chinese online 
course will be break the interpreting process down into discrete interpreting related skills, the 
paradigm of Thai-Chinese interpreting online course is student-centered approach and the social 
constructivist framework. Learners’ interpreting capacities and skills are trained through 
interpreting exercises. Moodle can support learners interact with teachers and classmates 
online, encourage the learners self-directed learning.  

Keywords: Interpreting training, learner needs, Thai-Chinese interpretation online course, 
course design

1. Introduction

“Interpreting is a form of translation in which a first and final rendition in another language is produced 
on the basis of a one-time presentation of an utterance in a source language.” (Pöchhacker, 2016, p. 11). 
Interpreting is an ancient human practice.  However, the origins of the profession of interpreting date 
back to less than a century ago. There are two main forms of interpretation, one is consecutive 
interpreting, another is simultaneous interpreting. Interpreting is a complex task, and training 
interpreters even more so. Most teaching models break the interpreting process down into discreet 
interpreting-related skills, such as listening, memorizing, note-taking, speaking, etc., and students are 
required to do one task at a time before attempting to combine and coordinate all of the skills in 
interpreting exercises properly(Annalisa, 2015; Carsten, 2015). ICT is the ideal pedagogical tool for 
interpreter training programs. In some countries, implementation of ICT in interpreting training 
programs is still in the exploration period, however ICT has met the learners’ needs and learning 
objectives. Secondly, to satisfy the market demand for large numbers of qualified interpreters of various 
languages, to ease the pressure of teachers’ shortage. 

As for Thailand, because of China’s economics and political influence, more and more Thai 
universities have Chinese language bachelor study programs. Especially the “One Belt One Road” 
creates the increasing demands for qualified interpreters. Based on our investigation, we have found 
normally with the Chinese language bachelor study programs, the curriculum usually includes 
Thai-Chinese translation and interpretation course, one course including translation and interpretation 
training, but it mainly focuses on translation. The interpretation training usually requires an intensive 
coaching, and there is no interpretation course. Obviously, this still cannot meet the learners’ needs. 
And from the literature, we only found Prapai(2017) designed and launched “Introduction of 
Thai-Chinese Translation Online Course”,  the findings are the learners’ efficiency, achievement and 
satisfaction are higher. However, this is good indication to design Thai-Chinese interpretation online 
course. While Thai-Chinese interpreter educators in China mainly focus on reforming teaching-learning 
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model in classroom(张倩霞, 2018); learners’ learning barrier and the problems in interpreting training 
(黄迎丽, 2016), interpreting strategies and enhancement business interpreting skills (阳亚妮, 2017, p. 
2). 

For the rapid needs of Thai-Chinese interpreters, most of the Thai universities are facing similar 
problems: with less teachers and more students, no independent interpretation course, it is quite difficult 
to meet the learner’s needs. To solve these problems, online course is a good option.  However, there is 
no Thai- Chinese interpretation online course in Thailand. Since Covid-19 outbreak, more and more 
universities have shifted to online teaching all over the world, this is another reason that urge us to 
consider and design the Thai-Chinese interpretation online course.  

In order to design Thai-Chinese interpretation online course to accommodate their learning 
needs, first we have to identify and analysis Thai leaners’ needs. To analyze the learner needs is the 
starting point to determine a theoretical level and how a course should be designed. Any course should 
be set up based on the learners’ needs and we should be “sensitive to our learners and their needs” 
(Schmitt & Schmitt, 2020). 

Therefore, the research questions as follows: 
1. What are the interpreter learners’ needs of online interpreting course? 
2. What are the components of Thai-Chinese interpreting online course from learners’ 

perspectives? 
3. What are the indications of the survey results for mapping Thai-Chinese online course?  

 
 

2. Literature Review 
 
2.1 Learner Needs 

 
In order to design the Thai-Chinese interpretation online course to accommodate their learning needs, 
we have to identify and analysis the Thai leaners’ needs. As Richards (Richards, 2001)  states “a sound 
educational program should be based on an analysis of learner needs.”  

The needs of a learner represent the gap between what the learner wants to gain the learning 
experience and the learner’s current state of knowledge, skill, and enthusiasm(Noessel, 2003).To 
analyze the learner needs is the starting point which is usually done before, during and after the course 
in order to determine a theoretical level and how a course should be designed, such as the course outline, 
materials and resources. Any course should be set up based on the learners’ needs and we should be 
“sensitive to our learners and their needs” (Schmitt & Schmitt, 2020). Therefore, learner needs analysis 
can be seen as a process in curriculum development (Richards, 2001). 

Learning needs, including numerous factors(Kaewpet, 2009): 
• “The learners background, such as: who the learners are, their socio-cultural back ground, 

learning background, age, gender, background knowledge of specialized contents, background 
knowledge of second language” 

• “Teaching and learning styles with which the learners are familiar”  
• “Appropriate or effective teaching and learning methods” 
• “Knowledge of specialized contents that teachers should have”  
• “Suitable instructional materials and study location” 
• “Time of study and status of courses” 
• “Expectations about what learners should achieve in the courses” 
• “How necessary the courses are for the learners”     
 

2.2 Components of Interpreting Training Program  
 

Interpreting is a complex process, and training interpreters even more so. Most teaching models break 
the interpreting process down into discreet interpreting-related skills, such as listening, memorizing, 
note-taking, speaking, etc., and students are required to do one task at a time before attempting to 
combine and coordinate all of the skills in interpreting exercises properly(Annalisa, 2015; Carsten, 
2015). And each interpreter student has a different learning curve and his/her strong points and 
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weakness. Some students may need more practice than others. This means that interpreter training 
certainly requires an individual focus and the long hours of practice (Gile, 2009b).  

There are 6 components as follows supposed to be consider in the interpreting training program 
(Yamada, 2019): (1)The interpretation theory: First was introduced by Seleskovitch and Lederer in 
1984. Then later utilized to form a model of interpreting processes includes: listening, analysis, 
short-term memory, speech production, and process management (Gile, 2009a).  (2)Working Memory: 
During the interpreting training, the learners store lexical-semantic knowledge associated with words in 
long-term memory can support information processing in working memory (Yudes et al., 2012). 
Interpretation requires working memory to perform varies, intrinsically and substantially(Christoffels et 
al., 2006). (3)Semantic Chunking Input: Semantic chunking input is the key to comprehension in 
semantic processing of interpreting. In interpretation, the segmentation supports information processing. 
During this process, the learners become more aware of translation units and be able to focus more 
closely on what is being said from the speaker, while simultaneously deliver the message from the 
speaker.(4)Source Language Presentation Rate: The source language presentation rate has a great effect 
on comprehension. The teachers have to consider the source language presentation rate in interpretation 
training. (5)Linguistic Complexity of the Source Speech: There are four parameters of linguistic 
difficulty: sentence density, syntactic complexity, the type of clause, and the type of subordination are 
related to interpretation accuracy (Hild, 2011). (6)Advance Preparation: Interpreting performance 
improves if the source speech is made available—prior topic-specific knowledge significantly aids text 
comprehension, processing, and related performance measures (Brunfaut & Révész, 2015).  
 
2.3 ICT Integrated Interpreting Education 

  
From a pedagogical perspective, since 1950s, most West authors in interpreting studies are involved in 
interpreter education. The interpreting researchers have studied the curricular issues, interpreter training 
include student selection and performance assessment as well as teaching methods for developing the 
skills that make up the interpreter’s core competence (Pöchhacker, 2016, p. 177). In the mid-1990s, 
with the information and communication technology(ICT) development, ICT assisted interpreting 
training is a new field for interpreting education and research. The researchers have done many 
empirical researches in different culture context.  

Intelligent ICT applications incorporate new utilities to increase interaction between computer 
and users and to situate learning in more realistic contexts(Sandrelli & Jerez, 2007). Tikhonova et al. 
(Tikhonova et al., 2015) reveals that ICT in teaching consecutive interpreting can create an educational 
environment supporting the development of professional competency of a consecutive interpreter by 
investigate 10 interpreting learners. Additionally, ICT makes learning more accessible, interesting and 
efficient. 

Some researchers demonstrate the good practice of blended learning and online interpretation 
course. Learners can profit from the proper online interactive interpreting exercise(Tymczyńska, 2009). 
Learners were generally satisfied with their online learning experiences and positively evaluated the 
efficacy of online training. Online-based  learning serves as an effective learning model which creates 
an interactive learning environment for students, cultivate students’ autonomous learning efficiency 
and ability, and enables teachers to supervise and evaluate students’ learning habits and effects during 
the whole process, which in return, it helps to improve the teaching design constantly(Chen, 2020). 

Along with the MOOCs development, a European Commission-funded project producing 
-Online Resources for Conference Interpreter Training(ORCIT) was launched in 2010. ORCIT is a 
multilingual and interactive open access online resource (www.orchid.eu) which offers interactive 
pedagogical tools for conference interpreter training. It builds on the success of the UK 
government-funded National Network for Interpreting, bringing in partners from across the EU. The 
researchers have discussed the technological tools and platforms used, the workflow processes 
employed, and practices of ORCIT (Bordes & Muroiwa, 2015); media forms(Bordes & Muroiwa, 2015; 
Carsten, 2015); challenge of evaluation (Carsten et al., 2020). 

While in China, there are 10 most influential MOOCs platforms that offer English-Chinese 
translation and interpreting courses. All of the courses are designed by the universities in China, e.g. 
Guangdong University of Foreign Studies, Nanjing Normal University.  Xu (Xu et al., 2020) tried to 
present the whole picture of the status quo, merits, existing problems and future development of 
translation and interpretation education on MOOCs. The authors analyzed 9 online courses on 
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icourse163.org. They investigated course requirements, course assessment and testing, teacher-student 
and student-student interactions, registration, teachers, learners’ comments. They found that TI 
MOOCs, though vigorously promoted by education authorities at various levels, are still at their 
primary stage. 

From the literature review, we deduce that: 
First, ICT is the ideal pedagogical tool for interpreter training programs. In some countries, 

implementation of ICT in interpreting training programs is still in the exploration period, however ICT 
has met the learners’ needs and learning objectives. Secondly, to satisfy the market demand for large 
numbers of qualified interpreters of various languages, to ease the pressure of teachers’ shortage. 
       
 
3. Research Design and Methodology 

 
The objective of this research is to investigate and understand the interpreter learners’ needs and 
perspectives of online course. Based on the results, the authors map the theoretical framework for 
Thai-Chinese interpreting online course to accommodate the learner needs for the further pedagogical 
practice and research. 

The methodology is to construct a survey to investigate interpreter learners’ learning needs. It is 
useful and helpful to conduct surveys before or at the beginning of the online course in which the 
learners might be at very different skill or experience levels(Davis, 2001). Learner needs is an approach 
to investigate the learner’s information before a course starts(Jordan, 2007). Richterich & 
Chancerel(Richterich & Chancerel, 1977) recommend that learner needs analysis can be investigated 
through survey. Therefore, the authors conducted a survey for better understanding Thai learners’ needs 
before designing Thai-Chinese interpretation online course. The survey is in Thai language, so there is 
no barrier for the participants to understand. The online survey was launched from December 2020 to 
January 2021. The survey includes 2 parts: the first part is the respondents’ basic information; the 
second part is the learner needs, including interpretation learning contents, prior topic-specific 
knowledge, teaching method, learning expectations, learning hours and assessment.  

The participants of this research are Thai who are interested in learning Chinese-Thai online 
interpretation courses. Participants are form mainly three groups: the Chinese as a second language 
graduates from Mae Fah Luang University (northern Thailand), Chulalongkorn University (central 
region) and members from Thai Translation Association. The three groups are well-known for 
Chinese-Thai interpretation Thailand labor market. The whole population of these three groups is 490, 
out of this, there was 120 complete responses from them (24.49%). The descriptive statistics analysis is 
applied in the data analysis.  
 
 
4. Results  

A total of 120 valid questionnaires are collected, which can basically represent the learners’ needs and 
the perspectives of Thai-Chinese interpretation online course of the whole country.  
 
4.1Basic Information 
 
Table 1. Age of respondents 

Age Range Percentage  
20-30 years old 80% 
31-40 years old 18.3% 
41-50 years old  1.7% 

 

       Table 2. Academic degree 

Academic degree Percentage  
Bachelor 76.7% 
Master 17.5% 

      Ph.D.  5% 
      College 0.8% 
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Table 3. Chinese as a foreign language 
proficiency  

HSK level Percentage  
Level 4  15 % 
Level 5 51.7 % 
Level 6   23.3 % 
Have not taken any HSK 
test 

10% 

 

 

 

Table 4. Career background 

Career background Percentage  
Employee of companies or 
state-owned enterprises 

35.8% 

  
Teacher 20.5% 
Looking for a job 12.5% 
University students 11.7% 
Translator  10.8% 
Other occupations hotel staff, 
tour guides, freelancers, 
businessmen, etc. 

0.8% 

There are 98 female respondents (81.7%), 21 males (17.5%), 1 third gender (0.8%). Among 
the 120 respondents, 80% (96 people) were 20 to 30 years old; followed by 31 to 40 years old, 22 
people, accounting for 18.3%. There are only 2 people aged 41-50, accounting for 1.7%. From the 
respondents’ education background, most respondents are bachelors. And most of them study 
major is Business Chinese. For Chinese as a foreign language proficiency, we adopt the HSK (an 
international standardized test of Chinese language proficiency) as an indicator. For designing the 
interpretation online course, learners’ current language proficiency is supposed to be considered. 
From the result, it shows that most of the respondents’ Chinese are proficient. It is a good point to 
start Thai-Chinese interpretation online course. There are variety of the participants range from 
different career background. The majority (35.8%) are employees who are not a translator or an 
interpreter, but they report that they may work related to translation in the future. The secondary is 
teachers (20.5%). There are also few students, and few translators participated the survey.  
 
4.1 Learner needs 
   
The second part is the learner needs, including interpretation learning contents, prior topic-specific 
knowledge, teaching method, learning expectations, learning hours and assessments. All the items 
are allowed participants to choose more than one answer. Therefore, percentage is based on the 
total number of the participants (N=120).  
                                                                                          
Table 5. Interpretation learning contents  

Interpretation learning contents Percentage 
Oral and listening Training  77.5% 
Skills and strategies   75.0% 
Fluency training   75.0% 
Long sentence processing 74.2% 

      Notes-taking  68.3% 
Memory training  68.3% 
Intercultural communicative  competencies  65.0% 
The translation of idioms  62.5% 
Deal with interference factors;   60.8% 
The process and steps of interpretation 58.3% 
The standards of interpretation  42.5% 
The roles and responsibilities of interpreter 30.8% 
The status quo and development trend of interpreting 
work in Thailand 

25.8% 

The history of interpretation 22.5% 
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Table 6. Prior topic-specific knowledge  

Prior topic-specific knowledge Percentage 
Tourism  63.0% 
Society, culture  62.5% 
Etiquette, reception of foreign guests 61.7% 
Transportation, logistics 58.3% 
International economics; trade and 
investment; Business negotiation 

58.0% 

Politics, diplomacy and international 
relationships 

54.2% 

Hotel Spa 52.1% 
Education 50.8% 
Entertainment, movie, documentary  50.0% 
Industry   47.1% 
Medical drugs, public health     44.2% 
Mechanical engineering  42.9% 

 

For interpretation learning contents items, the results show that the learners really want to 
learn oral and listening, interpreting skills and strategies, fluency training, long sentence processing, 
notes-taking, memory training. The history of interpretation is the lowest need of learning content 
(22.5%). 

Table 6 shows that respondents’ learning needs for advance preparation of interpretation 
that related to prior topic-specific knowledge. The top three learning needs are tourism, society, 
culture, etiquette, and foreign affairs. The large learning needs also include business aspects such as 
transportation and logistics, international economics, trade and investment, and business 
negotiations. Such survey results may be directly related to the background of the respondents. 
Most of the respondents have academic backgrounds majoring in Business Chinese, and most of 
them are employees of companies or state-owned enterprises. There is a high need for 
interpretation related to business content, while there is not such a high learning need for technical 
content such as machines and engineering.  
 
Table 7.  Learning expectations (it allowed participants to choose more than one answer) 

Learning expectations Percentage  
To gain  techniques to interpret well in Thai and Chinese, such 
as summary and notes-taking   

83.3% 

To gain memory skills,  e.g. summary and note taking 73.3% 
To learn interpretation in professional fields 70.8% 
To gain knowledge, principles and practice 70% 
To assess, criticize, give opinion to a translation or an 
interpretation 

38.3% 

 
       From the learning expectations, respondents think each aspect of interpretation is 

important. Most want to gain techniques to interpret well in Chinese and Thai, to gain memory 
skills, to learn interpretation in professional fields, to gain knowledge, principles and practice.  
We also investigate the respondents’ perspectives of teaching methods and assessment. The results 
are as follows: 
 
Table 8. Teaching method  

Teaching method Percentage 
Interpretation practice interactive teaching approach   74.2% 
Simulated situation teaching approach 70% 
Example of interpretation and role play teaching approach 61.7% 
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Interpretation case teaching approach 57.5% 
Expository teaching approach 39.2% 
Discussion 31.7% 

 
Table 9. Assessment  

Assessment Percentage  
Interpretation test, such as a certain segment of a movie, TV show 
or a speech  

85.8% 

Post-test of each leaning unit 75% 
Multiple choice questions 38.3% 
Summative test at the end of the course 20% 
Test is not required 5% 

 
Most of the respondents prefer the interpretation practice interactive teaching approach.  

They believe that interpretation capabilities are gained by more practice and training. However, 
many respondents still prefer to learn more practical interpreting strategies by watching example of 
interpretation.  And most respondents think each leaning unit should have a post-test. They prefer 
the interpretation test, such as interpret a certain segment of a movie, TV show or a speech.  
 
     
Table 10. Learning hours of the whole course 

Learning hour Percentage  
30 hours 32.5% 
40 hours 24.2% 
More than 60 hours 18.3% 
60 hours 11.7% 
20 hours 7.5% 

 
 
 

 
Table 11. Teaching language and subtitle 
language  

Teaching language Percentage  
Thai 69.7% 
Chinese 69.7% 
English 12.6% 
Provide teaching videos 
subtitle in both Thai and 
Chinese 

70% 

Provide teaching videos 
subtitle in English 

12.5% 

 
For the learning hours of the whole course, 32.5% respondents state 30 hours is more suitable, 

followed by 40 hours (24.2%). And from the survey, most Thai learners’ Chinese proficiency are good, 
but they still prefer teaching language and videos subtitles in both Thai and Chinese.  
 
 
5.  Discussion and Mapping the Theoretical Framework for Thai-Chinese Interpreting  
Online Course  

 
To answer research questions 1 and 2, the survey results show that the most important learner needs are 
to gain and improve interpreting skills and strategies. For the “advance preparation (prior topic-specific 
knowledge)”, the result demonstrates that Thai learners prefer to learn more related to business, society 
and tourism, because they are related to the respondents’ career background. For the time of study, 
according to the survey results, the ideal learning hours are 30-40 hours. For the teaching and learning 
approach, Thai learners prefer interpretation practice interactive teaching approach, they declare that 
they can learn more practical interpreting strategies by watching example of interpretation. Most 
respondents think assessment is necessary for the course. And from the survey, most Thai learners’ 
Chinese proficiency is good, but they still prefer teaching videos subtitles in both Thai and Chinese.  

To answer research question 3, based on the respondents’ feedback, we believe that in order to 
meet the learner needs, the interpretation online course should be more practical and professional. The 
course supposed to focus on improving learners’ interpreting skills. And according to 
Annalisa(Annalisa, 2015) and Carsten(Carsten, 2015) mention, most interpreting teaching models 
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break the interpreting process down into discreet interpreting-related skills, such as listening, 
memorizing, notes-taking, speaking, etc.), and students are required to do one task at a time before 
attempting to combine and coordinate all of the skills in interpreting exercises properly. For the 
interpretation skill enhancement and the acquisition of relevant strategies and cognitive skills, 
interpreting exercises are universally considered the most efficient(Gile,2005;Pöchhacker, 2016), 
therefore Thai-Chinese interpretation online course must focus on training and improving the learners’ 
bilingual skills, analytical listening skills, memory retention skills, notes-taking skills and speaking 
skills through the interpreting exercises.  

The survey results show that only 6.7% report that they had online learning before, however 
114 (95%) respondents want to learn interpretation online course. Well-designed online learning 
produces strong learners’ learning outcomes, it is also capable of incorporating opportunities for 
learners interact with instructors and fellow learners and express their views in online environments 
without being pressured by the immediate environment (Means et al., 2009). Integrating ICT into the 
interpretation course can help to train competent interpreters. The usefulness of ICT integrated in 
interpretation course are as follows: (1) to support acquisition of theoretical knowledge and principles 
of interpretation; (2) videos can provide real-life situations; (3) to show the best practices in interpreting; 
(4) to provide examples of interpreters’ failures to analyze; (5) to provide a high quality audio and video 
material for interpreting practice; (6) to provide modern tools to support interpreting, such as online 
dictionaries, search engines and communication tools etc. It is concluded that ICT integration into the 
curriculum enables to support every stage of the interpreters learning process, to make it more efficient 
and to get better results (Stepanova, 2014). To pin point of ICT, online learning platform such as 
learning management system with different materials, self-paced and self-directed practice reduce the 
anxiety of interpreting students. It encourages interpreter learners’ motivation more than in the 
traditional classroom(Hansen & Shlesinger, 2007).  

According to the survey, Thai learners prefer interactive teaching approach, therefore the 
paradigm of Thai-Chinese online course is student-centered approach and the social constructivist 
framework with instructors acting as “organizers, advisers, and sources of information” (Horváth, 
2007,p.104). The constructivism learning theory sees learning is an interactive, social-personal 
process(Kiraly, 2014; Rodríguez Melchor, 2017; Vygotsky, 2012). Since Kiraly(2014) claims that the 
capacity of interpreter and is socially-constructed and multi-faceted complex of skills and abilities, the 
social constructivist approach can be suited well to interpreter training(Kiraly, 2014; Tymczyńska, 
2009; Xiangdong & Qi, 2018). “Moodle is designed to support a style of learning called Social 
Constructionist Pedagogy. This style of learning is interactive”(Rice & William, 2006,p.9). It is a free, 
open-source online course management system. It contains teaching-learning activities such as teaching 
videos, assignments, forum, glossary, quiz, and sharable content object reference model. In the online 
social constructivist learning environment, learners are expected to be able to control and self-direct 
their own learning. Moodle can support interpreter learners interact with teachers and classmates online, 
encourage interpreter learners self-directed learning(Rice & William, 2006; Tymczyńska, 2009). 
Therefore, teachers can consider design and set Thai-Chinese interpretation online course through 
Moodle platform.  

Based on this research results, literature review and pedagogical practice, the structure of 
Thai-Chinese interpretation online course will break the interpreting process down into discrete 
interpreting related skills, here is addressed below:    

 
Table 12. Thai-Chinese interpretation online course structure 

Learning Unit Learning Objects 
1 Introduction of interpretation 1. Principles of interpretation; 2. Outline of the 

course 
2 The listening skills of interpretation 1. Listening skills;2. Listening strategies.  
3 Information processing Information processing skills 
4 Memory training Memory expansion skills 
5 Note-taking Note-taking skills 
6 Strategies in target-language 

reproduction 
Skills of interpreting delivery 
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The Thai-Chinese interpretation online course contains 6 main units, according to the survey 
results, the total learning hours are 40 hours. We will adopt Moodle to launch and manage the online 
course. Each unit includes 4 parts, the first part is the video about explaining interpreting principles. The 
videos of second part will include the practice of interpretation process, discussion between teacher and 
student. The third part is interpreting exercise. It will be a video about mock interpreting conference or 
other situations in Thai or Chinese to allow learners to practice interpreting. The teachers allow the 
learners to peer-review their interpreting exercises and discuss with the teachers, learners can gain profit 
from the proper online interactive interpreting exercise(Tymczyńska, 2009), learners are welcomed to 
post any discussion topic on Moodle, teachers and learners can discuss in this panel. The fourth part 
consists a quiz which tests learners' interpreting ability and skills in a given interpreting situation. 
Assessment should be meaningful, aligned with course objectives, student learning outcomes, and 
chosen methodology(Angelelli, 2006; Tymczyńska, 2009). Thus, continuous assessment methods 
based on online class participation and assignments.  

And according to the survey results, for the advanced preparation (prior topic-specific 
knowledge), the teachers shall select interpreting learning and practicing materials that related to 
business, tourism, society and culture for each learning unit. It is important to select the proper materials 
for students to learn interpretation. Interpreting performance improves if the source speech is made 
available—prior topic-specific knowledge significantly aids text comprehension, processing, and 
related performance measures (Alexander et al., 1994; Brunfaut & Révész, 2015). Therefore, teachers 
should avoid source texts with strong foreign accents, proper names, and high delivery rates (Gile, 
2009a) and select source texts that are highly intelligible and less syntactically complex.  

To sum up, the research of Thai learner needs indicates that the framework of Thai-Chinese 
online course will be break the interpreting process down into discrete interpreting related skills, the 
paradigm of Thai-Chinese interpreting online course is student-centered approach and the social 
constructivist framework. Learners’ interpreting capacities and skills are trained through interpreting 
exercises. Moodle as the online learning platform, support the learners self-direct and self-pace learning. 
And teachers play the role as organizer, supporter to help and encourage the learners to master the 
interpreting skills and strategies. So that, educators and educational organizers can adjust teaching 
methods, improve teaching models, optimize teaching contents, improve technical support for 
promoting the quality of interpretation education. 

According to the needs of learners and the characteristics of online interpretation teaching, it is 
expected to design the Thai-Chinese interpretation teaching mode, improve the interpretation ability 
quickly, and to be a feature of the university. On this basis, it is expected to carry out the research on the 
interpretation mechanism between China and Thailand, for serving the cultural and social exchanges 
between China and Thailand, enhancing the discipline attribute of the course and enriching the 
discipline connotation of the university. 
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Abstract: This study aims to create an online resource to assist the process of text selection in 
literature curriculum development. The online database is to provide information on the literature 
courses offered in the world’s ranked universities according to the THE and QS ranking systems. 
Basing the study on Kachru’s three concentric circles of English – inner, outer and expanding – the 
researchers compiled the course information for seven hundred sixty-two literature courses in 
twenty-four universities of varying English language backgrounds. The online resource was 
developed to systematically arrange the compiled literary curricula information in terms of course 
title, course description, and reading lists. This online resource, https://www.literature-
resource.com/, could prove useful for literature curriculum development in the process of text 
selection. Moreover, users can use this resource to explore the literary trends in various institutions 
around the world. 

Keywords: Literature course, online resource, literature curriculum development 

1. Introduction

The Thailand Qualification Framework (TQF1) of the Bachelor of Arts (English) was announced in 2017 
(B.E.2560) as an instructional guideline for curriculum or program development. Its goal is to ensure the 
standard of programs in different institutions across the country and the quality of their graduates. In the 
TQF1, there are four English disciplines required for the undergraduate students, namely English 
communicative skills, linguistics, literature and translation. The focus of this study is in the field of 
literature, as it is the researchers’ primary teaching focus.  

According to the Thailand Qualification Framework for the Bachelor of Arts (English) (2017, p.1), 
the broad framework for literature instruction is “to have learners read, analyze the structure, and interpret 
English literature. The TQF1 states that [learners] shall have knowledge of important trends, processes and 
issues in English literature”.  This achieves one of the expected learning outcomes of the academic domain: 
learners should “be able to read, interpret, analyze and review British, American and other English or 
English-translated literature in prose, poetry and drama.  Their analyses shall be based on relevant literary 
theories which comprehend the importance of an individual, society and culture, leading to a peaceful 
coexistence” (Thailand Qualification Framework of the Bachelor of Arts (English), 2017, p.3). In addition, 
the TQF1 directs that every English program have a minimum of twelve credits of literature courses. Thus, 
educators in Thailand’s English programs have to meticulously design literature curricula which comply 
with the TQF1 of the Bachelor of Arts (English).  

Unfortunately, there are no clear guidelines or procedures for curricular development of literature 
courses in terms of text selection; while in the realm of literature education, reading materials are not limited 
only to the English literary canon, but also those literary texts written and translated into English. As a 
result, we were lost while developing the new curriculum, assigned to develop four new literature courses 
to meet the TQF1’s strict credit requirements.  It should be noted that prior to the TQF1, there were no 
requirements on the number of literature credits offered by an English Program. Lacking experience in 
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curriculum development, the researchers were unsure which materials would be most appropriate in the 
construction of each course, and what the current trends in the world of literature education were.   
 To make up for our relative lack of experience concerning curriculum development, the researchers 
reviewed the most commonly cited texts in the field, ultimately discovering one key element for an effective 
curriculum: the selection of course materials is the process around which an effective curriculum will be 
shaped and enacted (Ornstein & Hunkins, 2017). Fortunately, there are clear criteria for text selection, 
especially for literature courses, proposed by Lazar (1993), Arias (2007) and Bulusan (2019). 

For an overall picture of content selection, Ornstein and Hunkins (2017) described the seven criteria 
for curricula in general: 1) The first criterion is self-sufficiency. The content should enable learners to 
discover their potential and assist learners to understand one’s self and live with others tranquilly in society. 
2) Significance is a criterion focusing on the importance and applicability of the content. 3) The third aspect 
is validity. Throughout the use of the curriculum, the selected content should be valid, verified, and adapted 
to the learner. 4) The balance between the interest of learners and community is the focus of criterion four. 
5) Fifth, the utility of the selected contents should be universal regardless of space and time. 6) Learnability 
is the sixth criterion, this focuses on the difficulty level, organization, and sequence of the content. 7) Last, 
the feasibility criterion mandates the selection of practical content while considering economic and political 
limitation. 
 For literature curriculum development, Lazar (1993), proposed a three-item checklist for selecting 
materials. The three items are: 1) type of course, 2) criteria for selecting texts, and 3) other text-related 
factors. First, educators should evaluate the type of course they are building, this includes the skill level of 
students, students’ reasons for learning English, the intensity of the course and the purpose of the course as 
a general English course, a major requirement, a major elective or an English-for-specific-purpose course. 
Second, two groups of text selection criteria were proposed to find the materials most relevant to students’ 
characteristics. Group one’s criteria focused on intellectual maturity, emotional understanding and interests 
or hobbies. Group two consisted of cultural background, linguistic proficiency, and literary background. 
Third, the other four text-related factors which should be in educators’ consideration were: text availability, 
text length, exploitability, and the relevance of the selected texts in a syllabus.  
 Arias (2007) also proposed text selection criteria for literary curriculum development. She 
suggested that when selecting texts, the following criteria should be considered: 1) Learners’ skills must 
match the texts’ levels of difficulty. 2) Learners’ interests must coincide with the subject matter of selected 
texts, as this could increase students’ motivation to learn. 3) Learners’ needs such as their ability to 
comprehend the texts and their ability to utilize the texts. 4) Learners’ background knowledge and previous 
experiences must be considered in choosing the texts. 5) Learners’ professional lives in the future should 
be relevant with the selected materials; and 6) The texts’ authenticity is important to equip learners with 
real-life language use.  
 In addition, Bulusan (2019) conducted a systematic review and proposed the acronym CARE as 
potential criteria for selecting instructional material in teaching literature, namely: Cultural enrichment, 
Authenticity of the material, Relevant language enrichment, and Easy requirements for reading and 
understanding. This study was conducted from English-written research articles for literature instruction 
published from 2012-2017 in well-recognized databases. All of the samples discussed selection of materials 
for ESL literature classes.  
 Based on the four aforementioned studies which established the essential criteria for literary text 
selection, the researchers of this study re-categorized them into four main criteria: 1) Students 2) Texts 3) 
Courses and 4) Limitations. 1) The students’ level and background, needs, and interests should be 
emphasized. 2) The texts’ quality, difficulty, relevance and authenticity should be assessed. 3) The purpose 
and intensity of the course should be considered. 4) The limitations of resources, economic factors, and the 
political climate should be a variable in selecting texts. However, the research team found that there have 
not been any tools in the process of text selection for curriculum development. With this present challenge, 
this research is to initiate an online database to facilitate educators in selecting materials for their courses. 

With the recognition that text selection is a crucial step in literary curriculum development and in 
order to create an online resource, the researchers realized that the purpose of learning English is also 
important and relevant to where learners are in Kachru’s three concentric circles. In order to collect data 
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about literary text selection in higher education, this study explored reading materials in the literature 
curricula offered in the top ranked universities worldwide, based on two influential ranking organizations: 
the Times Higher Education World University Rankings’ and the QS World University Rankings’ annual 
publication of 2020 (Aziz, 2016). Only these two organizations provide rankings information in the fields 
of humanities and social science including literature related curricula. Kachru’s concept of three concentric 
circles of English language (1985) was applied to select the universities from the two ranking systems 
which would present the most comprehensive view of the global direction of English literature education.  
Therefore, in each ranking system, the top five universities in the field of language and humanities were 
selected from each circle of Kachru’s three concentric circles. The three circles are the Inner circle, the 
Outer circle, and the Expanding circle (Rajadurai, 2005). 

1) The Inner circle consists of countries in which the English Language has played a traditional and 
original role. English is their first language, or the so-called mother tongue. Thus, people in the Inner circle 
are called L1 speakers of the language. English is their official, original, native language; consequently, the 
norms and standards of English are formed in this circle and spread to the other circles. 

2) The Outer circle refers to countries where people speak an official, non-native variety of English, 
most likely due to their colonial background. English is their official language and their second language, 
so they are called L2 speakers. They use English in their day-to-day activities and interactions. Interestingly, 
the English speakers in the Outer circle are the ones questioning and developing the norms of English. 

3) The Expanding circle is formed by speakers in countries where English is not the medium of 
their daily interaction. They learn English as a foreign language or a third or fourth language; they are 
known as EFL speakers. English has no historical development in this circle; in addition, the speakers 
follow the rules established by the Inner circle as well as those challenged or developed by the Outer circle. 

Due to the immense volume of information regarding literary reading materials, the team decided 
to look to technology for support.  We felt the answer was to create an electronic database which 
systematically arranged the content and materials of literature courses around the world.  This resource 
could ensure that reading materials in specific areas of literature are well organized and easily accessed by 
educators as well as learners. Therefore, this study, which is part of a larger project granted by Mae Fah 
Luang University, aims to create an online resource which offers access to the information – course 
description and reading lists – of courses offered in the ranked universities worldwide. It should be noted 
that none of this information is proprietary to any of the institutions selected; all information was accessed 
via university websites open to the public. 
 
 
2. Research Question 
 
What could be a possible tool to assist in the text selection of literature courses? 
 
 
3. Method 
 
3.1 Tools 
 
1) Based on Kachru’s three concentric circles of English –Inner, Outer, and Expanding – the top five 
universities (according to the THE and the QS ranking results of 2020) in each circle were selected. 
Therefore, there would be 30 universities in total. 
2) For the literature courses in all selected universities, the team compiled the course title, course 
description, and teaching materials of literature courses.  
  
3.2 Data Collection and Analysis 
1) Using the THE and QS ranking results for 2020, the researchers investigated the course information for 
the selected universities in the field of language and humanities. The top ranked universities were selected 
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and categorized into three groups, or circles - Inner, Outer, and Expanding – in accordance with Kachru’s 
three concentric circles of English. The location and background of the top ranked universities in the two 
ranking systems were assessed in order to select institutions which offered a glimpse into all three of 
Kachru’s circles of English.  This assured that the exploration of literature materials in this study cover a 
variety of international educational contexts. The top five universities in each circle were selected. 
However, because some universities were ranked in both the THE and QS, there were ultimately twenty-
four universities involved in the study.  
2) Information concerning the course titles, descriptions, and teaching materials of thirty-seven 
undergraduate programs was collected from the official website of its affiliate. Then the researchers 
assessed whether each curriculum should be categorized as a literature course. 
    
 
4. Results and Discussion 
 
Table 1 presents the top five universities in the three concentric circles of the THE and QS. 
 
Table 1 The top five universities in three concentric circles from the THE and QS 

Circle Times Higher Education World 
University Rankings (THE) 

QS World University Rankings (QS) 

Inner 1. University of Oxford 
2. California Institute of Technology 
3. University of Cambridge 
4. Stanford University 
5. Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

1. University of Oxford 
2. University of Cambridge 
3. Harvard University 
4. University of California, Berkeley  
5. Stanford University 

Outer 1. National University of Singapore 
2. The University of Hong Kong 
3. The Hong Kong University of Science 
and Technology 
4. Chinese University of Hong Kong 
5. City University of Hong Kong 

1. The University of Hong Kong 
2. National University of Singapore  
3. Nanyang Technological University, 
Singapore 
4. Universiti Malaya  
5. Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia  

Expanding 1. Tsinghua University 
2. Peking University 
3. The University of Tokyo 
4. Kyoto University 
5. University of Science and Technology 
of China 

1. Freie Universitaet Berlin 
2. Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin 
3. University of Amsterdam 
4. Peking University 
5. Fudan University 

  
The findings show that there were twenty-four universities, instead of thirty universities originally 

planned, as University of Oxford, University of Cambridge and Stanford University were ranked in the 
Inner circle of both the THE and QS. Therefore, there are only seven universities in this circle. For the 
Outer circle, National University of Singapore and The University of Hong Kong appear in both ranking 
systems, resulting in only eight universities. In the Expanding circle, there are nine universities because 
Peking University was ranked in both systems.  
 The collection of literature courses offered in those universities was vast and various. In these 
twenty-four universities, there were seven hundred sixty-two courses consisting of three hundred eighty-
seven courses in the Inner- circle universities, two hundred thirty-eight courses in the Outer circle and one 
hundred thirty-seven courses in the Expanding circle. All information including course title, course 
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description and reading of all courses, together with were input into the database. The users of the database 
can search for information by using any keywords regarding university, school or faculty, title of an 
undergraduate program, course title, course description, reading materials and content of the courses.  
 
 
5. Conclusion and Suggestion 
  
By utilizing the current technology, this project offers a convenient resource which provides valuable 
information on the literature curricula of a diverse and inclusive cohort of international English programs. 
With the resource we have developed, https://www.literature-resource.com/, educators and learners can 
explore the diverse literary trends of the world’s best institutions, and those still growing, in seconds, with 
the tip of their fingers. With this database, educators have a framework of materials from which to guide 
their text selection in literature curriculum development.  

For those who are interested in our online resource, it should be noted that there are some courses 
that provide neither course information nor the list of reading materials due to the confidentiality restrictions 
of their institutions. Interestingly, there were some courses which did not provide reading lists, but did offer 
the wide scope of their literary area. These courses offered freedom and flexibility in the individual 
management of literature education. In addition, it is a challenge for the research team to keep the 
information in the online resource updated.  
 In the near future, the research team is interested in expanding the project in order to have a deeper 
exploration of English literature curricula in Thailand and in ASEAN.  This area encompasses a diverse 
cohort of countries located in both the Outer and Expanding circles of Kachru’s three concentric circles of 
English. With our hope, this project will be able to share knowledge and help one another by utilizing 
technology to bring ideas in the world of literature education together.  
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Abstract: During the spread of COVID-19 pandemic, online learning video lessons are 
essential for many schools and institutes since the videos can enhance the teaching based on the 
flipped classroom model during the pandemic. Therefore, designing and developing 
instructional videos to correlate with the concept of the model should be taken into consideration 
for instructors. The researchers believe that well-organized and effective interactive video 
lessons could positively affect students’ learning experience as well as learning outcomes. To 
the best of our knowledge, however, well-rounded techniques and designs in developing 
teaching videos for online courses have not been much investigated.  Then, the present 
conceptual paper aims to scrutinize a framework or guideline of how to develop an effective 
instructional video for teaching Chinese synonyms, implementing example of synonyms “不” 
and “没”. The presented model of video lessons for language teaching in this paper was 
conducted based on the ADDIE approach of instructional design methodology, the five formal 
teaching approaches and the three-dimensional grammar framework, and it is hoped that this 
new understanding should be useful and helpful to improve language teaching study and 
practice. 

Keywords: Instructional video, ubiquitous learning, flipped classroom model 

1. Introduction

Wu Hongbo (2021) stated in her study (A Survey of Foreign Students' Mastery of Synonyms and  
Teaching Strategies) that Chinese is one of the most difficult languages to learn, to differentiate and 
analyze two or more synonyms is one of the hardest structures for non-native speakers, as Chinese has 
various synonyms which are similar in both meaning and usage. The study by Wu Hongbo (2021) 
investigated 42 foreign students who passed the HSK level 5 and found that the correct rate was just 
52.9% which is considered to be below the standard. Although establishing relationships between 
teacher and students, availing diverse types of teaching methods, stimulating interaction between 
teacher and students are the advantages of onsite learning, there are multiple obstacles inside the 
classroom as well. For example, pointless conversations or debates can take place which would 
potentially disturb the learning process. 

For onsite teaching of Chinese synonyms, it is considered to be difficult for teachers to clearly 
explain and make students understand, able to differentiate and correctly use synonyms. The situation 
is even worse with the outbreak of COVID-19 since educational institutes and universities had to change 
their way of conducting classes to be online and adopted the flipped classroom model for courses. 
Consequently, classes tend to be conducted through several online platforms. As mentioned by Nantana 
Gajaseni (2021), there are many flexible educational methods, suitable for teaching methods which 
could be adopted during the spread of Covid-19, such as Online teaching, Blended learning, and Flipped 
classroom. 
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 Since the way of teaching has been changed, in depth understanding of a model's concept for 
designing or creating online teaching materials is an important component that teachers need to 
consider.  He Kekang (2014), Wang Fengdeng (2014), Cai Xinghong (2015) stated that the Flipped 
classroom model is a student-centered, instructional teaching model in which students learn basic 
knowledge independently before attending the class, then active learning experiences will be provided 
during the class time. Additionally, Zhang Xiaolei (2020) stated that teachers should not assume that 
students can consciously transfer and use their everyday face-to-face classroom learning abilities to the 
online learning process. Also, it is argued that the transfer of traditional face-to-face teaching design 
and material to an online learning environment would possibly result in the desired learning outcomes. 
As a result, the process of delivering and designing the teaching content to be suitable with students’ 
needs should be well taken into account. Poquet, Lim, Mirriahi, & Dawson, 2018 stated that there is a 
growing interest in learning with instructional video study. Additionally, Hansch et al., 2015; Hollands 
& Tirthali, 2014; Means, Toyama, Murphy, Bakia, &Jones, 2009 reported that video is frequently used 
as the primary mode for online learning. 
 Taking all into consideration, the researchers believe that instructional video plays an important 
role in the online learning experiences and outcome for learners. The paper, therefore, aims to present 
a framework or guideline regarding the instructional video designing and development for flipped 
classroom model, implementing examples of synonyms “不” and “没”. 
 
 
2. Design and Develop Chinese Synonyms Video Lesson for the Flipped Classroom 
 
The process of creating a video lesson could be divided into two main parts which are the video 
designing work and the content designing work. However, for both parts, it is suggested to 
consider teaching theories that would affect in enhancing students’ learning outcome. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Two stages of video lesson design.  
 
2.1 Video Designing Work  

 
2.1.1 Well-Organized  
 
The most important concept in creating the video lesson is that video lessons should be well-organized. 
In this phase, the ADDIE approach of instructional design methodology is the key in organizing and 
streamlining the production of the video. The name of the approach, ADDIE, is an acronym for the five 
stages of a development process: Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation. We 
take Chinese synonym “不” and “没” as an example. 
 
2.1.1.1 Analysis Stage  
 
At this stage, teachers should start with a series of questions to form a clearer idea. The questions that 
teachers should consider are as follows. 
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1. What is the teaching goal? What achievements are students aimed to acquire after studying through 
the video lesson? 
2. Is the teaching content suitable with students' language proficiency? 
3. How many topics in the video? It is suggested that one video should contain only one topic. 
4. What kind of teaching methods is going to be applied in the video? It is important to bear in mind 
multiple teaching resources and methods in the video could be used to enhance students' understanding, 
for example, pictures, videos, games, AI, etc. 
 
2.1.1.2 Design Stage  
 
Up until this point, the prototype or storyboard of the lesson should be, therefore, clearly formed by 
including a strategy, delivery methods, structure, duration, exercises, practice, etc. 
 
2.1.1.3 Development Stage  
 
The details and contents in the video will be conducted based on the storyboard, as well as adding 
graphics, media, choosing color, etc. 
 
2.1.1.4 Implementation Stage    
 
Since studying online enhances students to access learning videos and participate in classroom 
discussions anytime and anywhere. Consequently, platforms for online learning must be applied with 
consideration since teaching online can be done through various online platforms such as YouTube, 
Facebook, LMS, or etc. 
 
2.1.1.5 Evaluation Stage 
 
In this stage, teachers need to make a quiz or questionnaire. The quiz is aimed to provide the outcomes 
of the video whether students can comprehend the content. On the other hand, the questionnaire is 
intended to provide feedback on the teaching video from students after studying. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Research framework on video lesson design for Chinese language teaching. 
 
2.1.2 Efficaciousness 

 
After completing the outline of the video, the following issues that are needed to consider are factors 
that could affect students’ learning experience and learning outcome. Li Manli and Zhang Xiaolei 
(2020) reported in their research that self-learning affects their learning whether in any model (such as 
MOOC, blended learning, distanced-teaching, or network-supported learning). Therefore, focusing on 
factors which affect students' learning experience and learning outcome under the self-remoted learning 
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environment is crucial in designing and developing video lessons. A study from Irani (2005) claimed 
that the online courses’ designing and delivering have a massive impact on students’ satisfaction, 
learning outcome and retention in the online courses. By drawing on the concept of online course 
designing, Simson and Du (2004) suggested that the experience of learners studying online using any 
technology is quite different from students onsite because during online sessions, the participation and 
class interaction in the course affects the students' learning experience and learning outcome. 
Vonderwell (2003) and Woods (2002) also reported in their studies that all the learning activities during 
online sessions affect the students’ satisfaction with their online learning. For that reason, lack of sense 
of community and feeling of isolation in online class participation with peers and teachers negatively 
affects the students' learning experience. An efficacious video lesson, in that case, should provide multi-
level interaction opportunities such as the presence of the teacher in the video or exercises that can 
stimulate the interaction between students and learning content. It is thought that if a video lesson 
includes all the mentioned elements, students’ learning outcomes will be greatly improved. 
 
2.1.3 Sequence 
 
Before creating a video lesson, the first thing that needs to be planned is the length of the video. The 
study regarding the pioneer of flipped classrooms by Bergmann (2014) stated that the length of each 
video should be controlled within 15 minutes, and a video should contain only one core knowledge 
point. Moreover, Qu Baijin (2018) investigated regarding the duration of video through a questionnaire 
survey on the learner’s demand for the duration of video learning after class for 142 foreign Chinese 
language learners and found that 53 people were surveyed who spent about one hour learning Chinese 
in class every day, accounting for 53 people. 37.3% of the total number of people surveyed. This study 
supports Bergman’s study (2014）that the duration of a video lesson should be limited to 15 minutes. 
That is to say, if the content of teaching videos is overloaded, teachers may consider dividing the content 
into a series of videos which are not longer than 15 minutes. 

Following the duration of the video, how many parts of the video lesson should be in 15 minutes 
is another point that should not be ignored. According to Herbartianism, the pedagogical system of 
German educator Johann Friedrich Herbart (1776–1841), advocated the five formal teaching 
approaches as a reference to design each part of the video. The five formal teaching approaches include 
preparation stage, presentation stage, comparison stage, generalization stage, application stage. The five 
sections with teaching design are shown in the below table.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2 Content Designing Work 
 
Synonyms are words that are normally related to grammar; it is believed that giving a simple idea of 
grammatical knowledge to students is necessary in synonyms teaching. Chia-Yin Chen, Hsien-Chin 
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Liou, Jason S. Chang (2016) reported in their study that the goal of grammar teaching is for students to 
know how to use them accurately, meaningfully, and appropriately. A Three-dimensional Grammar 
Framework by Larsen-Freeman (2001) described that “in dealing with the complexity of grammar, three 
dimensions must concern: structure or form, semantics or meaning, and the pragmatic conditions 
governing use.” Zhao Xin (2005) also stated that it is necessary to differentiate and explain from three 
aspects: semantics, syntax, and pragmatics, such as part of speech, collocation, sentence structures and 
patterns. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Three-dimensional grammar framework (Larsen-Freeman,2001). 
 

We used the three-dimensional grammar framework to create an explanation picture for 
this pair of Chinese synonyms: “不” and “没” as an example: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

3. Conclusion and Discussion 
 
Chinese synonyms are one of the complicated structures in Chinese teaching which this paper seeks to 
explain the processes of improving teaching efficacy in the flipped classroom model with instructional 
videos. By reviewing previous literature and brainstorming, the idea on how to design and develop an 
instructional video based on the ADDIE instructional designing model, the five formal teaching 
approach, and the three-dimension grammatical framework are presented. The researchers believe that 
video lessons should be well-organized, efficacious, and sequenced. Also, the content of each video 
lesson should focus on only one core knowledge and limit the content not to be overloaded. Moreover, 
the length of the video is another issue that needs to be considered since it should not exceed more than 
15 minutes. Furthermore, multi-level interaction should be provided to students since it could affect 

 
Part of speech and meaning.  
(Grammatical knowledge) 

 
 

Form/Sentence pattern helps 

students use them accurately. 

(Accuracy) 
 
Meaning and usage of two synonyms. Give 

an idea how different they are. 
(Meaningful-ness) 

 

Example helps students 

have  
clearer understanding how 

to use them appropriately. 

(Appropriateness) 

Teacher’s appearance  
helps stimulating 
interaction between 
teacher and students. 
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students’ learning experience and learning outcomes. However, a limitation of this paper is the sample 
size of the study since, data collection, analysis, and research findings. Considerably more work on 
survey research on students’ satisfaction toward the presented model of instructional video will need to 
be done to determine the effectiveness of this design model which could be applied in other language 
teaching areas.   
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Abstract: This study aimed to develop a flipped learning (FL) model for foreign language class 
to improve the learners’ communication skills, based on the ADDIE instructional design 
method. Radical changes in the educational environment due to the pandemic breakout have 
brought a crucial transformation in instructional designs. In the current study, the initial FL 
model for foreign language class was developed by analyzing previous studies and the 
conceptual frame. The principles of initial FL model were set as self-regulated learning, 
student-centered learning, collaborative learning, and interaction-facilitated learning. The FL 
model is composed of 3 phases: Introduction, Before-class learning, and In-class learning. In 
the phase of introduction, the consensus of applying FL was built among students. In the phase 
of before-class learning, the basic contents of knowledge; vocabulary, grammar, model 
conversation, was delivered through the lecture in the type of video clips. The phase of in-class 
learning CHECK and REPEAT, SUPPLEMENT and EXPAND, and APPLY were taken as the 
core activities to develop learners’ communication skills. Initial FL model was implemented to 
60 students in Korean Conversation 1 class, first semester of 2020 (August to December2020) at 
M university in Thailand. At the end of the semester, learners’ attitudes and perceptions were 
investigated through the survey. As a result, the students in general were satisfied with the FL 
more than traditional instruction. However, the phase of before-class learning turned out both 
the most challenging and the most beneficial. Students’ lecture evaluation between traditional 
instruction and FL instruction was used to verify the impact of FL instruction. The mean scores 
(average 4.68) of all the items in students’ lecture evaluation from FL were higher than those 
(average 4.40) of traditional instruction. Minor modifications, which include applying student 
response system, and diversification of group work, were made in the final FL model for foreign 
class by reflecting the learners’ opinions and suggestions from the survey. 

Keywords: Flipped learning model, foreign language class, communication skill, ADDIE 

1. Introduction

The purpose of learning foreign languages is to develop the ability to communicate by expressing the 
learner's thoughts and opinions in a target language. As communication skill has widely emerged as the 
goal of foreign language education, speaking ability is recognized as one of the core competencies. 
However, in the traditional language classes, since most of the class time is allotted to presentation and 
explanation of the contents, the time for practice of speaking through interaction is remarkably 
insufficient. In terms of ‘knowledge acquisition’ and ‘knowledge construction’(Blau, & Shamir-Inbal, 
2017), in the current language classes, teachers tend to concentrate on the conveying of language 
knowledge. As a result, the problem of language classes arising in the traditional educational 
environment is that learners are given limited opportunities to speak, and the learners' language 
performance is left solely to the learners out of the classroom. However, to improve the ability to 
communicate, more opportunities to speak should be provided with learners.  

While the traditional language class has these kinds of issues, on the other hand, what kind of 
challenges have been emerging in foreign language class in the unprecedented circumstances, pandemic 
era? Recently, we have been living in the ‘new normal’ of education, where virtual online classes are 
becoming more common and F2F (face-to-face) offline classes are becoming optional. However, in 
online classes, if learners' participation is not actively encouraged, the effectiveness of classes and 
learners' participation will inevitably decrease. In the case of foreign language classes, the shortcomings 
in traditional language classes tend to become worse in online classes. This is because, if online classes 
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are conducted in a one-way, real-time lecture, learners are more likely to remain passive bystanders 
rather than active participants. Therefore, in online classes teachers should give learners more chances 
to speak and promote interaction so that learners may continue to remain as subjects of learning. In this 
way, whether it is a traditional foreign language class or an online-based foreign language class, the 
goal of the class can be achieved by applying optimal teaching methods and operations. This current 
study noted the effectiveness of FL (Flipped Learning) as one of the ways to improve learners' 
communication ability by overcoming the limitations we have found in foreign language class.  
 
1.1 FL (Flipped Learning)  
 
FL represents an educational strategy that provides a more efficient outcome, by inverting traditional 
classrooms. FL combines non-real time online lectures that students listen to outside of class with real  
time F2F classroom learning activities in which students interact with peers and instructors (Bergmann 
& Sams, 2013; Bishop & Verleger 2013; Bryan & Kirsten, 2013; Hamdan et al., 2013; Herreid 
&Schiller, 2013; Mason et al., 2013; McLaughlin, et al., 2014; Milman, 2013; Strayer, 2012).  FL saves 
for human instructors to do what only they can do best and leaves to the technology to do what it can do 
best. This way of blending posits that neither component has a supplementary role, but rather each is a 
core complementary constituent of the learning experience as a coherent whole (Stannard, 2016). Yet, 
although the conceptual framework of FL may be intuitively appealing, there are considerable 
challenges in its design and implementation, and practically infinite design variability in diverse 
contexts (Bergmann & Sams, 2013; Garrison & Kanuka, 2004; Overmyer, 2012). FL is a 
learner-centered educational strategy that allows learners to accomplish the objectives of remembering 
and understanding the contents in advance from online platforms, and in class through some 
collaborative activities, learners accomplish the objectives of applying, analyzing, evaluating, and 
creating them (Anderson, & Krathwohl, et al., 2001; Hwang, Lai, & Wang, 2015; Blau, & 
Shamir-Inbal, 2017). If the activities of remembering and understanding, which occupy a large portion 
of the traditional language class, are placed outside class, it may be expected that the activities to apply, 
analyze, evaluate, and create will take place more actively in class. 
 
1.2 FL Model Applied to Foreign Language Class 

 
So far, many of the previous studies have shown that FL significantly enhances student learning 
performance (Day & Foley, 2006; Deslauriers & Wieman, 2011; Hung, 2015; McLaughlin et al., 2014; 
Zappe, et al., 2009). In this context, most teachers might agree that flipped learning is an effective 
educational strategy. Furthermore, we want to know how to apply FL model for a specific course, 
because FL should be designed and operated in consideration of the nature and characteristics of the 
course. Therefore, I try to find out how the researchers designed and implemented FL, when they 
applied FL in foreign language classes. Some studies were so focused on the phase of before-class 
learning that researchers didn't mention instructional design of in-class learning (Watanabe, 2014; 
Yang,Yin, & Wang, 2018). Some studies have covered the before-class and in-class learning; however, 
their designs are not very explicit (Chen Hsieh, Wu, & Marek, 2017; Hung, 2017).  
 
1.3 Principles and Key Elements for FL Model for Foreign Language Class  

 
What kind of principles and key elements should be considered when we develop the FL model for 
foreign language classes to develop communication skills? Principles of FL for foreign languages class 
include self-regulated learning (Blau, & Shamir-Inbal, 2017) in the phase of before-class, and 
student-centered learning (Hung, 2017) collaborative learning (Blau, & Shamir-Inbal, 2017; Lee, Lim, 
& Kim, 2017), interaction-facilitated learning (Hwang, Lai, & Wang, 2015). Most of the FL models for 
language classes usually implement 2-3 phases: before-class learning and in-class learning as the 
essential phases.  But the phase of introduction and after-learning phases are optional. In the current 
study, the FL model is composed 3 phases: Introduction, Before-class learning, and In-class learning. In 
the phase of introduction of FL, teachers try to build the consensus of applying FL among students. 
Before-class learning should have more weight on knowledge acquisition and in-class learning on 
knowledge construction. Teachers can apply activities of Present and Explain in the phase of 
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before-class learning and activities of Check and Repeat, Supplement and Expand, and Apply in the 
phase of in-class learning. Before-class learning and in-class learning should have systemic and close 
relevance. 

 
1.4 Research Goals and Research Questions 

 
The current study aims to develop FL model for foreign language classes. The research questions are 
stated below. 
RQ 1. What kind of principles and key elements should be considered when the FL model for foreign 
language class is developed? 
RQ 2. What are students' attitudes and perceptions towards Korean class implemented with flipped 
learning model?  
RQ 3. How can the modified FL model be developed by reflecting the learners’ suggestions and 
opinions? 
 
 
2. Method 
 
2.1 Participants and Context 
 
This study involved 60 Thai students from the course Korean Conversation 1, M university (a 
pseudonym of the target university) in Thailand during the first semester of 2020. The students selected 
Korean as their language track, and in the previous semester studied Korean 1 (45 hours). Firstly, the 
initial FL model was developed based on the analysis of previous studies and was implemented 
throughout the semester. To derive some implication from the initial model, the learners’ attitudes and 
perceptions were examined through the survey. The survey was conducted in the last class of the 16th 
week. Before the survey, the purposes of this study were explained to the learners, and the researcher 
asked them to answer candidly as it would never affect their grades at all.  Secondly, learner's lecture 
evaluation of second semester of 2018, in which traditional instruction was conducted and that of the 
first semester of 2020, in which FL was applied. The final FL model was developed by synthesizing the 
learners’ opinions and suggestions from the survey. 
 
2.2 Instrument and Procedure 
 
The questionnaire used in the survey to investigate the attitudes and effects of FL was composed of 3 
parts. Part 1 was composed of 9 questions which cover the basic information, history of learning 
Korean, and motive of learning Korean as one’s language track. Part 2 was composed of 14 items, 
asking about the effects and attitudes of FL relevant to developing language performance and 4 
language skills. To examine the validity of the 14 items, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of 
sampling adequacy and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity were calculated. The results indicate that KMO 
index (0.794) is acceptable, and P-value (Sig. 0.000.) is significant. The reliability of the 14 items, 
which used the Likert 5 scale, was calculated by using Cronbach’s alpha consistency, which reveals a 
high level of reliability (r=0.891). Part 3 was composed of 3 items, which are open-ended questions 
such as the favorite/advantageous things of FL, difficult/challenging things of FL, and suggestions.  

The procedure of developing FL model in foreign language classes followed ADDIE, which for 
many years, educators and instructional designers have used as an Instructional Design (ID) method as 
a framework in designing and developing educational and training programs (Yeh, & Tseng, 2019).  
“ADDIE” stands for Analyze, Design, Develop, Implement, and Evaluate. ADDIE has evolved from a 
linear process to a retrospective process. This study just followed the original linear procedure, for this 
is a short-term research run during one semester, which is a preliminary stage for developing upgraded 
FL model for language class in the future. 
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3. Results 
 
3.1 The development of Initial FL Model  
 
In the phase of analysis, educational principles and key elements for FL were derived through the study 
of conceptual frame and analysis of literature review. In the phase of design and development, the initial 
model of FL was developed in consideration of the strengths and challenges of applying FL. The goal of 
the FL model for foreign language courses was set to develop communication skills. Instructional 
design for the FL model was divided as ‘introduction-before-class learning, in-class learning.’ 
 
3.1.1 Phase 1: The introduction of FL (Orientation 30 mins) 

 
Although the phase of introduction of FL is conducted as a one-time activity in course orientation in the 
first week throughout the entire course, it is a significant phase that greatly affects the success or failure 
of FL. Nevertheless, the introduction of FL is often omitted or neglected in FL-related studies. Before 
applying FL to class, teachers should provide guidelines with learners about the pros and cons of FL, 
how they will proceed with the classes, and what the teachers expect from learners. In addition, the 
teacher should help learners to build a consensus on the application of FL by explaining in detail the 
significance of FL and the expected outcome from FL. If such a consensus is not formed, it is difficult 
for learners to actively participate in the class because they do not understand the teacher's instructional 
design of the class. 
 
3.1.2 Phase 2: Before-Class Learning (40-45 minutes) 

 
For the before-class learning, I created lecture videos based on the textbook, and uploaded them in the 
private facebook group, one week ahead of class time. Lecture videos are more effective than class 
materials in file format. Even if the videos are not of a professional level, it is sufficient, if it can convey 
the contents concisely and clearly. Rather than using existing lectures, it is optimal for teachers to make 
lecture videos by themselves to increase the learner's intimacy with the teacher. According to Bergmann 
& Sams (2012), before-class videos should not be more than 5-10 minutes in consideration of the 
students' concentration, but in the language classes, as much knowledge as possible must be presented 
to the learners so that teachers may obtain more time for language performance in the class. I tried to 
cover at least 80% of the contents in before-class videos with 40-50 minutes of running time because I 
thought undergraduate students are the learners who could control their own learning and to focus their 
study for a longer time. In this phase, self- regulated learning is the most important principle for the 
learners. 
 
3.1.3 Phase 3: In-Class Learning (90 minutes) 

 
In this study, CHECK and REPEAT, SUPPLEMENT and EXPAND, and APPLY were taken as the 
core activities of in-class learning. These activities were practiced under the principles of 
student-centered learning, collaborative learning, and interaction-facilitated learning.  

1) CHECK means that teachers should examine the learners' assignment which was embedded 
in the before class video clips as soon as the class gets started. In this study I applied writing 
assignments in practice 1 and 2, which asked learners to complete the short conversation text in Korean 
in accordance with the pictures and instructions. This will help the learners to recognize the significance 
of before-class learning and motivate them to do before-class learning intently. Constant monitoring of 
learners’ language performance such as pronunciation, intonation, and grammatical errors were done 
throughout in-class learning through interaction with the teacher and peers. 

2) REPEAT indicates the core contents of each unit should be repeated and instilled to learners. 
The importance of repetitive learning in foreign language learning cannot be overemphasized. The 
teacher should help the learners to retrieve and solidify the key points of the unit by interaction with 
individuals or in a whole class group with a Q and A format in a target language.  

3) SUPPLEMENT represents that the teachers should provide more knowledge and more 
information in the phase of in-class learning compared to the contents the video clips covered. Teachers 
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should provide i+1 to the content of the coursebook by presenting useful expressions for daily life, more 
colloquial expressions, similar or opposite expressions. For example, the learners already learned the 
expression of 머리가 아파요.(My head is painful) through the video clips, therefore teachers can 
enlarge the expression of 두통이 있어요. (I have a headache.) Additionally, teachers can ask questions 
based on the model dialogue. Through this process, the teacher can find out the level of learners' 
understanding about the dialogue, and the learners can learn to respond appropriately using different 
sentence patterns depending on the questions. For example: 
 
< Model dialogue> 
Billy: 이 등산화 270 있어요? (Do you have the size 270 of this trekking shoes?) 
Staff: 네, 있어요.잠깐만요. 여기 있어요. (Yes, we have. Just a moment. Here you are.) 
Billy: 한번 신어봐도 돼요? (Can I try this on?) 
Staff: 네, 됩니다. (Yes, you can.) 
 
<Questions that teachers may ask>  
손님이 지금 어디에 있어요?(Where is the customer for now?)  
여자는 누구예요?(Who is this woman?)  
빌리 씨는 뭐 사고 싶어요?(What does Billy want to buy?)  
빌리 씨 신발 사이즈는 뭐예요?(What is the size of Billy’s shoes?) 
 

4) EXPAND allows learners to experience more natural and practical language use based on the 
learner’s real life. Teachers can ask various questions relevant to the contents or beyond the contents in 
Korean so that learners may have more chance to speak about their real life in a target language. The 
extent to which the teacher wants to expand can be appropriately adjusted depending on the acceptance 
and intellectual curiosity level of the learners. 

5) APPLY represents that the teachers spur the learners to apply the knowledge and create 
outcomes in a small group. To make the knowledge meaningful for the learners, it is essential that the 
learners try to re-create and re-construct the words and expressions from the coursebook, based on their 
real life. Among the small group activities that can be applied in the language class, I applied the role 
play presentation. I assigned the students to make a role play script in accordance with the objectives of 
each unit. Through this activity, Korean knowledge is applied to the learner’s real life while creating 
their own script. After watching the role play, teachers can provide feedback in a small group. When 
students get the feedback from a teacher, they are allowed to dismiss class. Through role play 
presentation, learner-centered learning, cooperative learning, and interaction-facilitated learning took 
place. 
 
3.1.4 The Linkage of Before-class Learning and In-class Learning 

 
In the design of an FL model, there should be close linkage between before-class learning and in-class 
learning in terms that in-class learning should upgrade and improve before-class learning. If 
before-class learning and in-class learning are closely connected, the learners will be more encouraged 
and be more motivated to continue before-class learning. In this study, the linkage between before-class 
learning and in-class learning was designed as follows.  

1) The medium language of teaching was allotted differently; English was mainly (80%) used 
for conveying the contents in the phase of before-class learning and Korean was mainly (80%) used for 
communicating with students in the phase of in-class learning. Through this, the time exposed to the 
target language during in-class learning in FL settings was significantly increased, compared to that in 
traditional learning settings. 2) The contents of a textbook were presented and explained in the phase of 
before-learning, and were checked, repeated, supplemented, expanded, and applied in the phase of in 
class learning. 3) An input-oriented task was assigned in the phase of before-learning, output oriented 
task in the phase of in-class learning. 4) The time of in-class learning was double that of before-class 
learning.5) Interaction with instructors and peers took place in the phase of in-class learning. 6) The 
feedback towards the whole class and individuals was given during in-class learning in the format of Q 
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and A activity. The feedback towards small groups was provided through the process of modifying the 
role play script, which was developed by the learners. 
 
Table 1. Linkage between Before-Class Learning and In-Class Learning 
 

  Before-Class Learning In-Class Learning 
1.Medium 
language 

English (80%) +Korean (20%) Korean (80%) +English (20%) 

2. Contents PE 
(Present and Explain)  

CRSEA 
(Check, Repeat, Supplement, Expand, Apply) 

3. Task Input oriented task Output oriented task 
4. Time 45-50 mins/week 90-100 mins/week 
5. Interaction N/A Interaction with instructors/peers 

6. Feedbacks N/A 1) The feedback towards Individuals, small 
groups, and whole class 

 
3.2 Implementation and Evaluation of Initial FL Model 
 
The initial FL Model was implemented in Korean class, and evaluated through the results of a 
survey. 

 
1) To investigate the attitude and perception of learners toward the initial FL model, the 

following 15 items were surveyed by using a Likert 5-point scale. As a result, the effect of FL was found 
in the order of ‘FL was helpful for exploring new vocabulary’ (4.48), improving grammar ability (4.10), 
remembering vocabulary (4.10), improving collaborative ability (4.09), and acquiring various 
grammatical patterns (4.05). The one with the highest mean and the lowest standard deviation was 
‘exploring new vocabulary’, which indicates the effect of the in-class activities of SUPPLEMENT, 
EXPAND, and APPLY. In addition, it reflects that the learners explored what they wanted to express in 
the process of making their own script in the role play presentation. In the process of making and 
performing role plays, learners also improved their collaborative skills through peers or small group 
activities. The items whose score did not reach 4.0 were the reinforcement of learning motive (3.84), the 
applying Korean to their real life (3.84), and the composition of various sentences (3.93). Previous 
studies reported that FL strengthened learning motivation (Traxler & Riordan, 2003; Strayer, 2012; 
Chen Hsieh, Wu, & Marek, 2017), but in this study, it did not appear in the high ranking.  
  
2) I asked how much FL contributed to the improvement of four language skills. The results revealed  
that the reading skill (4.31) had the highest average, followed by the speaking skill (4.24) and the   
listening skill (4.05) and writing skill (3.81). In foreign language learning, learners' reading skills can 

be  
regarded as a preliminary ability for speaking. The second rank of the ‘improvement of speaking skill’  
seems to have been influenced by the teacher's Q and A activities throughout the class and the 

learners'  
role play presentation. In the existing traditional classroom, even in the speaking classes, the learners  
are not given many opportunities to speak because teachers must present and explain the contents of 

the  
textbook. Therefore, ‘improvement of speaking skills’ placed for the second rank can be regarded as a 

significant achievement of applying FL in foreign language class. The listening skill seems to 
have been affected by using Korean as a medium language, more than 80% in-class learning, 
which made the learners be exposed to the target language a lot. Comparing the standard 
deviations for the three skills, the results appeared in the order of speaking (0.82), reading 
(0.92), and listening (0.98). This indicates that the respondents who chose speaking skills are 
more concentrated on average.  

3) As for the questions, whether learners preferred FL over traditional classes, in which 
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students learn the contents in a classroom from scratch, they answered that they preferred FL 
over traditional classes (4.19). They wished to continue to apply FL in the subsequent course of 
‘Korean Conversation 2’ (4.47). This represents that the FL model applied to the current course 
was properly developed and operated.  
4) The survey asked whether they had ever experienced FL in other courses. 51 people (82.8%) 
out of 58 respondents answered that they had never experienced FL. This confirmed that there 
were significantly a few courses in which FL was applied at M University.  
5) The survey asked the good points or benefits from the application of FL. The learners 
mentioned that ‘before-class learning was quite useful.’ (20 times), FL promoted understanding 
of class contents (19 times), and FL enabled repetitive learning. (14 times). All the items stated 
by the learners were related to the before-class learning. This reflects that before-class learning 
is one of the most explicit characteristics that distinguishes FL from other teaching methods.  
6) The most mentioned challenges of FL were to learn the contents before class through 
watching video clips. Learners pointed out that it was difficult for them to remember to watch 
the video clips. They also found it was not easy to concentrate on watching the videos. 
Ironically, before-class learning through video clips was both the most beneficial and the most 
challenging for learners. This reflects that measures that can motivate learners’ before-class 
learning and a device that can keep track of their learning should be considered in the design of 
future FL model. 7) The most common suggestion for FL was that the existing method was 
good (12 times), followed by wishing to apply FL in the future (4 times). In general, it was 
found that learners were satisfied with the operation of the initial FL model.  
In order to examine how the learners perceive the teacher's FL model, I compared the students' 
lecture evaluations of two semesters in which different teaching methods were applied. The 
courses were the same as ‘Korean Conversation 1’, and I was a teacher in both semesters, and 
the coursebook was the same. In the second semester of 2018, there were 60 tourism students 
who chose Korean as their language track, and in the first semester of 2020, there were also 60 
students from tourism. In the second semester of 2018 (January 28, 2019 - May 17, 2019) under 
the same conditions such as a teacher, a coursebook, lecture hours, and the learner’s major, a 
traditional instruction was conducted, and in the first semester of 2020 (From August 24, 2020 
to December 13, 2020), FL was implemented. The student's evaluation results were provided 
by the ‘Division of Quality Assurance and Curriculum Development’ of M University. The 
evaluation items consisted of a total of 13 items, and a Likert 5-point scale was applied. Among 
13 items, I took 8 items, excluding 5 items (5,9,11,12,13) that were less related to the 
application of teaching instructions. As a result, the average of 8 items from the class in which 
the FL was applied was higher. The items that showed the highest improvement were 4. 
Teaching technique for better understanding (+0.54), 10. Use of teaching aids to improve 
understanding (+0.32), 7. Motivation for thinking, problem presentation, and ability to analyze 
and integrate knowledge (+0.3) in order. These three items directly indicate that FL has a 
‘manifest effect on improving teaching quality. Additionally, simply observing the number of 
learners, in the second semester of 2018, 4 students out of 60, withdrew, and in the first 
semester of 2020, there were no withdrawals. This can be implied that FL is more effective in 
helping learners to complete their study. 

 
Table 2. A Comparison of Students’ Lecture Evaluation 
 

 Item 

Traditional 
Learning 
(2nd semester of 
2018) 

Flipped learning 
(1st semester of 
2020) 

 
 
 
Gap of 
mean Mean SD Mean SD 

1 Clear explanation of the course objectives, scope, 
contents, and evaluation method; 4.52 0.76 4.72 0.52 +0.20 

2 Instruction according to objectives, scope, and 
content 4.50 0.76 4.68 0.54 +0.18 
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3 Adoption of selected evaluation methods 4.45 0.78 4.70 0.46 +0.25 
4 Teaching Techniques for Better Understanding 4.13 0.97 4.67 0.60 +0.54 

6 Motivation of self-study and guidance, and 
recommendations of resources  4.36 0.86 4.62 0.56 +0.26 

7 Motivation of thought process, problem 
presentation, analysis, and synthesis 4.38 0.82 4.68 0.50 +0.30 

8 Opportunities for students to share opinion and 
participate in class lecture 4.46 0.79 4.63 0.58 +0.17 

10 Use of teaching aids to enhance understanding 4.38 0.80 4.70 0.53 +0.32 
AVG   4.40 0.83 4.68 0.53 +0.29 
N  56/60 60/60  

 
4. Discussion 

 
4.1 Final FL model for Foreign Language Class 
 
Based on the results of a survey of learners, the final FL model was modified based on the following 
points. 1) It is necessary to consider that the before-class learning time should be reduced to about 30-35 
minutes. Before-class learning could focus more on presentation and explanation of the key contents 
and practice parts of the coursebook could be implemented with in-class learning. 2) In the activity of 
checking learner’s before-class learning, it would be better to apply Student Response System (Hung, 
2017) by using Google form or Kahoot etc. than writing assignments since some students tried to copy 
them from others. 3) The materials for before-class learning should be more diverse. In most of the 
studies, the video clips were mostly utilized (Watanabe, 2014; Hung, 2017; Yang, Yin, & Wang, 2018), 
However, because learners have different types of learning style, if teachers provide diverse materials, 
the learners can choose the learning materials according to their learning material preference. For 
instance, if lecture notes are provided along with the video clips, some learners might prefer to 
understand the contents in a short time through reading the materials. 4) It is necessary to upload video 
clips in a system that can keep tracking the process of before-class learning. 5) The activities of in-class 
learning should be designed for facilitating learners’ active learning, collaborative learning, and 
motivating learners to apply what they learned into their real life. They should be more diverse, which 
can be role play presentation, storytelling, show and tell, etc. so that learners can practice 
communication skills based on their real-life context. 6) Activities of supplement, expand, and apply 
should be allotted more in the phase of in-class learning so that learners may have more chances to 
apply knowledge of language into performance of language (Blau, & Shamir-Inbal, 2017).  
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Fig 1. Final FL Model for Foreign Language Class(Red parts was added from the initial model) 

5. Conclusion

This study tried to develop an FL model for foreign language classes to improve the communication 
skills by facilitating language performance in class. First, through the analysis of the previous study, the 
principles of flipped learning were derived as self-regulated learning in the phase of before-class 
learning and student-centered learning, collaborative learning, and interaction-facilitated learning in the 
phase of in-class learning. The procedure of initial FL model consisted of ‘Introduction of 
FL→Before-class learning→In-class learning’. 

1) The phase of introduction is a one-time process but an essential one to elicit the expectations
and consensus of learners before teachers apply an FL model in class. If learners didn’t get proper 
guidelines, they wouldn’t get prepared for the FL model. In the phase of before-class learning, self- 
regulated learning is the most important principle for the learners. The phase of in-class learning is the 
most significant, because through the interactions and feedback from in-class activities, learners may 
have more opportunity to improve their communication skills in the target language. Therefore in-class 
learning should be developed and operated from the various types of activity in accordance with the 
characteristics of the courses. In this study, reflecting the characteristics of the language classes, 
activities of ‘Check and Repeat’, ‘Supplement and Expand’, and ‘Apply’ were applied.  

2) The initial FL model was implemented to 60 students in the ‘Korean Conversation 1’ course
in the first semester of 2020 at M University in Thailand. Learners’ attitudes and perceptions toward FL 
learning were investigated. The lecture evaluation over 2 semesters in which different teaching 
strategies were applied was also examined. As a result, a few significant points were derived. Firstly, 
from the learners’ perspective, before-class learning was both beneficial and challenging because it 
entirely depends on learners themselves. To motivate learners’ before-class learning, there should be 
measures to monitor the process of study. If teachers adopt a Student Response System (Hung, 2017), it 
will make the checking of before-class learning easier and more compulsory. Secondly, The activities 
of in-class learning should be designed for facilitating learners’ active learning, collaborative learning, 
and motivating learners to apply what they learned into their real life. Based on these, the final FL 
model stresses that in-class learning should include various activities so that the learners can learn the 
contents and create outcomes through collaborative work.  

The current study has limitations in generalization of the results of this study because this study 
was conducted for a limited number of learners in a region of Thailand, and this study was only 
conducted in a quantitative methodology. However, it can provide the implication that we may upgrade 
and develop FL model that is customized for the characteristics of the many different courses.  
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Abstract: As a result of an ongoing demand for technology and education resources in the 
21st-century classroom, assistive technology has crucially influenced English Language 
Teaching.  Many studies have emerged in the field of Information and Communication 
Technology on visually impaired (VIP) learners using computer-based software programs. 
With regard to this impact, vocabulary has been given particular emphasis in learning English as 
a foreign language or second language.  Previously, most visually impaired learners were not 
aware of the learning opportunities to overcome their disability.  Recently, learners have been 
able to study both in special education and inclusive education for partially sighted learners, but 
the instructional materials and assistive tools have some drawbacks.  Textbooks with Braille 
codes and CDs with a daisy-digital accessible information system have not been easily available 
to these learners.  Furthermore, the contents of standard textbooks did not provide such learners 
with any assistance.  As there have not been any studies on these learners in Thailand, the 
purpose of this study is to identify the challenges and needs of visually impaired learners of 
English.  This study is a part of a more extensive research program conducted to create assistive 
technology and tools for young visually impaired Thai learners of English.  This paper will 
focus on multi-sensory material of English vocabulary in special education which will 
emphasize the development of assistive technology or tools with touch and sound senses in 
English vocabulary for young VIP learners to encourage sustained learning. 

Keywords: Assistive technology, English vocabulary learning, visually impaired learners 

1. Introduction

Whilst there has been an ongoing demand for technology and education resources in the 21st-century 
classroom, instructional technology and Assistive Technology (AT) have crucially influenced English 
Language Teaching and Learning (ELTL).  Furthermore, the challenge of integrating with AT has also 
taken into account the self-autonomous learning of visually impaired (VIP) people across the globe. 
Many studies have emerged on the effects of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) on 
VIP learners in the use of computer and software programs, such as WhatsApp and Google Play Store 
applications (Beal & Rosenblum, 2018; Stinson, 2018).      

With regard to the impact of ICT, the learning of the English language has been particularly 
affected by access to the internet.  As a result, learning English through the use of computers and AT. 
However, a major problem of this accessibility has been the need to use English as a medium for access 
and communication (Suwannakin, 2003).  Learning vocabulary has always been of considerable 
importance in learning foreign and second languages (Nation, 2001).  The size of vocabulary 
acquisition has to be taken into account in mastering the English language (Susanto, 2017).  If young 
learners know the meaning of vocabulary, they can also gain access to a wider understanding of English 
language texts. For example, a knowledge of lexical words based on Nation's word knowledge (Nation, 
1990) will greatly aid their comprehension.  Therefore, this study focuses on vocabulary as a crucial 
factor in the successful learning of young VIP learners.     

 The Thai government encourages learners at all levels to sustain their learning, lives, and 
families through social integration through the use of computers and technology based on National 
Education Act 12.  In addition, it has recommended establishing special education facilities for VIP 
learners (Ministry of Education, 2000, 2009).  Nevertheless, it is recognized that most VIP learners are 
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not aware of the available learning opportunities which would enable them to improve the quality of 
their lives.   

 VIP learners are encouraged to study both in special education and inclusive education with 
sighted learners.  However, the instructional materials and tools that are available to them have some 
drawbacks.  For example, books with Braille codes and CDs with a daisy-digital accessible information 
system are not provided for VIP learners (Kittiwattanakul, 1987).  VIP learners might not be able to 
engage in their learning without assistance from other people, e.g., teachers and peers although they can 
learn English from reading their lessons using Braille and listening to audio media.  Thus, the critical 
challenge is to provide instructional materials and AT for VIP learners in terms of enabling them to use 
their tactile senses in autonomous learning.   

 Some research studies have investigated the role of technology in special education (e.g., 
Stinson, 2018; Susanto & Nanda, 2018; Wong & Cohen, 2015) and inclusive classrooms (e.g., Harrath, 
Guerrah, & Hamadouche, 2019; Smith, Lowrey, Rowland, & Frey, 2020).  These include studies on 
how teachers encourage VIP learners with teaching strategies (e.g., Basaran, 2012) and examine the use 
of implementation with mobile-assisted language learning (MALL) (e.g., Retorta & Cristovão, 2017), 
whereas other studies focus on how VIP learners can improve their learning with specific strategies 
(e.g., Aryanti, 2014).  Many studies integrated AT in ELTL with a diversity of materials e.g., didactic 
materials (Rotorta & Cristovoa, 2017), tactile tools (Makarova, Molchanova, Morozova, & Stepichev, 
2016), audio-scripts (Harrath, Guerrah, & Hamadouche, 2019), voice transcripts, braille, screen readers 
(Souza & Freitas, 2019), and instructional materials to help writing skills through the use of technology 
(Smith, Lowrey, Rowland, & Frey, 2020).  As can be seen in the literature, many studies have carried 
out professional teacher training for VIP learners (Suwannakin, 2003; Kocyijit & Artar, 2015), whereas 
some studies have focused on VIP learners’ acquisition of English vocabulary (e.g., Harrath, Guerrah, 
& Hamadouche, 2019;  Zorluel Ӧzer & Cabaloǧlu, 2018).  

 Research to date has tended to focus on the intervention of AT with computer devices and 
applications in English language and mathematics for listening to audio scripts and using screen readers 
rather than the implementation of AT by reading Braille, touching a 3D object, and listening to 
storytelling.  Moreover, previous studies in Thailand have tended to focus on the problems of material 
requirements for VIP learners (Thongnoi, 2006).  Tunti-a-longkarn (2014) designed e-Braille learning 
for VIP learners.  In addition, much of the research up to now has been descriptive with regard to the 
educational problems of VIP learners as demonstrated by an online comic (Sirisoontorn, 2017), and 
Chinese language using convex forms, a curved or rounded shape of Chinese characters (Tangpakorn, 
2019). 

 In addition to strategies to improve the quality of life and promote lifelong learning for disabled 
people and the elderly in accord with the Thai Government’s Twelfth Plan and a national research 
program to develop the accessibility of information and technology including materials for the elderly 
and disabled (see 3.2.5), there is increasing concern over the restricted accessibility to AT.  Extensive 
research has been conducted in a limited number of studies on material development with Braille codes 
and audio media focusing on visual arts (Mahamart, 2017).  However, there has been very little research 
on the challenges and needs of learning English vocabulary for VIP learners which would require 
effective AT with Braille codes, audio media, and 3D touch media.   

 This study will focus on the development of innovative AT for the learning of English 
vocabulary by young VIP learners by reviewing recent research and seek to obtain data, which will help 
to address research gaps.  As no studies have explicitly investigated mainstream ELT for VIP learners in 
Thailand, this paper aims to provide for the needs of VIP learners in the learning of English vocabulary 
in the Thai context.   Firstly, the paper briefly describes the characteristics of VIP learners.  Then, it will 
focus on the learning of English vocabulary in special education and the challenges of learning for VIP 
learners will be discussed in terms of language acquisition, specifically vocabulary acquisition, and 
teaching and learning in the classroom.  Furthermore, the paper reviews research on the teaching and 
learning of English with AT in practice.   
 
 
2. Literature Review 
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2.1 Characteristics of VIP Learners 
 

With regard to the characteristics of VIP learners, the Ministry of Education in Thailand (2009) 
categorized VIP people into two groups: the blind and those with impaired vision.  The impaired vision 
here refers to those who have lost their sight in terms of different degrees of acuity.  Firstly, some blind 
people have been able to learn by using Braille audiobooks.  Based on a visual acuity test for normal 
eyesight, they have 6/60 or 20/200 of their vision on a scale with blindness at the lowest level.  This test 
demonstrates the degree to which their vision is restricted.  For example, they can see an object at a 
distance of 20 feet or 6 metres.  Occasionally, it is possible for the VIP to experience more than 20 
degrees of the visual field (the narrowest area of vision is represented as 20 degrees).   
 Those who have poor vision can see an item and read large letters with magnification.  Based on 
this visual acuity measurement, their eyesight can reach from 6/18 or 20/70 to 6/60 or 20/200.  That is to 
say, they might be able to have more than 30 degrees of the visual field.  Nevertheless, both learners 
with visually impaired and poor vision have strong senses of hearing, memory, and visualization when 
learning English.  Although they suffer from visual impairment, they can acquire knowledge by means 
of their senses of touch and sound.  This paper will focus on the learners who belong in the first group 
and will be referred to as VIP in English language learning.  

 According to Okitasaki's (2014) observation, VIP learners have a physical problem with their 
eyesight.  They blink more often than sighted learners do and  they also tend to stare at objects.  Some 
scholars define VIP learners based on (physical) vision measurement, cognition, social and emotional 
skills (Beatrice & Janet, 2003).  Moreover, VIP learners can be described in the following terms: 1) they 
perceive and learn the development of the concept, knowledge, and information from tactile and audio 
tools.  2) With insufficient visual cues, they might encounter obstacles in doing literary work and 
recognizing some alphabets, numbers, lexicons, and color objects (UNESCO, 2001). 

 
2.2 Challenges of English Language Learning for VIP learners  

 
VIP learners have to struggle hard to cope with English language learning although the educational 
policy encourages equal support for all learners relating to teaching materials, curriculum, teaching and 
learning strategies, and the assessment of students.   To be successful VIP learners of English have to 
meet the challenges of language acquisition particularly vocabulary acquisition.       

 
2.2.1 Challenges of Language Acquisition   

 
VIP learners have to confront the challenges of language and vocabulary acquisition.  Their problems 
can result in a lack of social adjustment, learning development, and life skills.  Nonetheless, the first 
language (L1) can help improve their sensory exploration and perception of the world.  For example, 
VIP learners can learn the meanings of new vocabulary in sentences by means of sound and touch 
(Muñoz, 2019).  This means that learning English as a second language (L2) for VIP learners is a 
completely different experience from that of normally sighted students.  In general, some L2 errors 
which are found in sighted students' written and oral communication, are significantly influenced by 
their L1.  Their L2 patterns of communication will depend on a process of L1 development.  For 
example, uncomplicated concepts will be introduced before complex ideas during classroom activities.  
Sometimes, VIP learners’ attempts at learning L2 show how incomplete and misleading their learning 
of abstract vocabulary can be.  Thus, such impairment needs to be addressed in terms of the impact on 
their learning, as suggested by Conroy (2005) and Warren (1989).  Subsequently, VIP learners take a 
longer and more circuitous route in their education than sighted students.      

Based on a student’s proficiency in L1, L2 acquisition can be correspondingly determined 
(Dunlea, 1989).  Focusing on the aspect of visual impairment, some researchers argue that VIP learners 
might demonstrate greater resilience to the learning process and learning strategies, by means of a 
strong sense of hearing, to compensate for their disability in learning acquisition (Araluch 2002; Erin, 
2003).  In view of this point, it has been argued that VIP learners can acquire a non-deficient language 
by using other compensatory mechanisms in their learning process.           

 
2.2.2 Challenges of Vocabulary Acquisition  
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As for vocabulary acquisition, students can learn new words from the context or detailed explanations 
in general.  Considerable attention to vocabulary knowledge must be taken into L2 learning and 
communication (Schmitt, 2000).  It has now been demonstrated that there are two types of vocabulary 
acquisition: passive and active (Gruneberg & Sykes, 1991).  To illustrate this, VIP learners can acquire 
a grasp of passive vocabularies from what they have been taught.  Then, if they apply this knowledge in 
their written assignments it becomes active vocabulary.  Vocabulary acquisition in learning English 
depends on the students’ attention and enthusiasm.  Nonetheless, it may be assumed that insufficient 
English vocabulary learning because of visual impairment might result in language failure in terms of 
communication.  This is confirmed by Conroy (2005) and Warren (1989) who state that VIP learners 
will experience more difficulty in learning English than sighted students.  The only way for VIP 
learners to gain more knowledge of English vocabulary is to stimulate their interest in learning English.  
Therefore, it is important to educate VIP learners in the appropriate strategies for developing their 
English vocabulary learning.       

 
2.2.3 Challenges in the Classroom: Teachers and VIP Learners  

 
On the question of the challenges for VIP learners in learning English, both teachers and VIP learners 
have to confront the difficulties and deficiencies in the provision of appropriate educational materials.  
With regard to the increasing number of VIP learners, one of the challenges to the status quo is the 
scarcity of properly trained teachers who are familiar with AT, the appropriate teaching strategies to use 
with computer devices, and suitable materials (Basaran, 2012; Coşkun,2013; Efstathiou & 
Polichronopoulou 2015; Lewin-Jones and Hodgson, 2004; Makarova, Molchanova, Morozova, & 
Stepichev, 2016; and Zorluel Ӧzer & Cabaloǧlu, 2018).  It seems that teachers need to take a closer look 
at the background of VIP learners and the material resources available because some teachers in 
inclusive schools might not be familiar with the problems of VIP learners (Kocyigit & Artar, 2015; 
Cholthanon, 2002).   
 The first significant aspect of these considerable challenges is the educational system for VIP 
learners which includes both inclusive and special schools.  Inclusive schools cater for VIP learners to 
study with sighted students.  In fact, most inclusive schools will lack the appropriate resources e.g., 
teaching-learning materials and facilities designed for sighted students.  Supporting VIP learners in this 
situation requires special management for them to be able to cope with the social environment and the 
lack of resources.  Consequently, it might be assumed that VIP learners will be able to follow a similar 
learning track to that of sighted students in terms of classroom involvement, curriculum structures and 
content, and materials. However, VIP learners will be very unlikely to manage their learning without 
the necessary learning materials. 
 The special Education Bureau provides educational support for students with disabilities which 
comprises schools for specific disabilities (e.g., schools for the blind), Suksasongkraw School for ethnic 
groups, and special education centers (which help students with many disabilities).  This study focuses 
on VIP learners.  Studying in a School for the Blind helps young VIP children to learn Braille which 
eventually could enable them to survive in a sighted world.  Young VIP children are required to go to 
special (boarding) schools before moving on to middle (inclusive) schools.  Many schools for the blind 
have been established with attention to special education by the Foundation for the Blind of Thailand, 
the Royal Patronage of Her Majesty the Queen, and the Christian Foundation for the Blind in Thailand.  
These organizations have supported the provision of formal and non-formal education, for example, the 
Northern Region School for the Blind under the Royal Patronage of Her Majesty the Queen in Chiang 
Mai, Mae Sai School for the Blind under the Royal Patronage of Her Royal Highness Princess Maha 
Jakri Sirindhorn in Chiangrai, and the Southern Region School for the Blind in Surat Thani.  In order to 
focus on an area-based approach, this study will use the School for the Blind in Mae Sai as its target 
study.    
 As previously mentioned, the difficulties of VIP learners, who have no sight, can be extremely 
distressing (Hallahan & Kaufmann, 2000).  VIP learners might not ever be able to fully overcome the 
obstacles to their learning development and they will learn more slowly in the English language 
classroom than a sighted learner.  Nonetheless, there are other learning strategies available to them in 
the form of AT and the materials which rely on sound and touch, which have been focused on for a few 
decades.  The evidence shows that tactile aids (e.g., Braille, optacons, tactile maps, and 3D objects) and 
audio aids (e.g., audio media and a bell which ring when a Braille character is pressed) are great tools 
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for VIP learners to identify information, knowledge, and object shapes in the world from their fingertips 
and by touching and listening (Dullayakanit, 1988).   
 In the present transformative learning age, technology plays an important role in pedagogical 
practices.  Many studies in other countries have paid attention to teaching and learning English, 
including the development of AT for VIP learners e.g., Talking Tactile Technology, special programs 
using computer-assisted teaching, and audio scripts from YouTube.  Although AT can work with 
multi-sensory tools, the most compelling evidence from the literature in the Thai context has been 
developed in a separate sense.  These AT tools are Braille textbook, applications in reading for the 
Blind, an assistive computer program with an audio screen reader, Braille learning machines, e-Braille 
learning sets, Alternative Text [ALT text], Graphic Audio, and The Comics Empower.  Nonetheless, 
there is still a dearth of multi-sensory AT for English vocabulary learning in the Thai context.  Turning 
now to a survey and the experimental evidence on teaching and learning English for VIP learners both 
overseas and in the Thai context, this account will prepare the design and development of AT for VIP 
learners through the use of multi-sensory resources such as Braille codes, auditory devices, and 3D 
objects. 

 
2.3 Teaching and Learning English Language for VIP Learners Overseas  

 
There has been an increasing amount of literature on the teaching and learning of English for VIP 
learners in recent years.  Many studies in other countries have been conducted to find effective methods 
of teaching English to VIP learners.  Interviews and classroom observations such as those conducted by 
Basaran (2012) have shown the role of the teacher in terms of classroom management, the teaching 
approaches used to overcome the problems, activities, and materials used in inclusive elementary 
schools and special education schools for the blind.  All the teachers participated in an informal training 
session for the teaching of VIP learners.  They implemented a grammar-translation method to allow the 
students to read their books with Braille and translate them into their L1.  The teachers explained the 
grammar and sentence structure in Turkish and then encouraged the learners to write the sentences in 
English.   

 In their groundbreaking analysis of the teaching and learning strategies needed for VIP 
university students in an inclusive school, Lewin-Jones and Hodgson (2004) were able to show that 
teachers of VIP learners needed assistants for their teaching.  These assistants were able to help the VIP 
learners to learn the content of the lesson by means of audio devices or computers.  Also, using a 
multi-method approach (e.g., oral-written approach [reading aloud while visualizing the content on the 
whiteboard or projector], peer teaching, guided pair work, and group dynamics in oral responses and 
using background music served to integrate the students’ culture into their language learning.  However, 
it is important to bear in mind that the sighted learners would be distracted by supportive sounds while 
silent reading or writing a summary.  This discrepancy should be considered in providing resources and 
activities in terms of differentiation and appropriateness in this context.  

Coşkun (2013) undertook an innovative instructional method for VIP learners in Turkey.  
Talking Tactile Technology (T3) is a sensory tool to learn the English language.  Students are provided 
with a program which uses touch and sound, so that tactile diagrams and audio sounds are merged to 
encourage the learners to become fast learners through their learning experiences and to develop their 
self-esteem.  As a result of these training sessions, the application of the T3 program has ignited interest 
and shed light on the mainstream of ELT and special education globally.  Notably, the results of this 
study do not only benefit teachers who were able to attend the program and apply this practice, but 
learners with disabilities and those with regular sight who were also able to pursue their interests in the 
time available.   It is possible to claim that this talking tactile overlay program has been developed and 
implemented in a wide variety of disciplines e.g., music and cuisine.  

  In addition, a survey conducted by Efstathiou and Polichronopoulou (2015) has attempted to 
develop high-quality English teaching materials for VIP learners in Greece and also developed teachers' 
awareness.  The results have substantiated the correlation between teaching experiences and 
implementation in a special VIP group.  In regard to the materials used for VIP learners, most teachers 
have affirmed successful teaching experiences with audio materials and CD players while others 
employed large print materials, Braille materials, and school textbooks.  Only teachers with trained 
Braille certification were able to use the English books for the blind, bookstands and slant boards, and 
tactile books.  Based on more than a year’s experience with the VIP learners, these teachers were able to 
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use fewer English books for these learners.  As noted, it is important that teaching the English language 
to VIP learners is specific in terms of materials, programs, implementation, and Braille.                      

 According to Makarova, Molchanova, Morozova, and Stepichev (2016), these scholars 
investigated effective approaches and activities to allow the VIP learners to study the English language 
in terms of the German VIP learners' needs.  Based on multisensory and explicit instruction, the 
teachers encouraged learners to practice their English language with tactile tools (e.g., objects, plastic 
letters, tactile books, and tactile graphics) including traditional and universal tools such as Braille.  
Nevertheless, it was suggested that effective ways of teaching English in VIP classes might be restricted 
because of time constraints in the teaching and learning process.  A possible explanation for these 
results may be the lack of adequate time allowed for practicing in the planning stage.  That is to say, 
teachers need preparation and support to work with sensory materials, particularly 3D objects in the 
same way the learners do in the learning process.  Particularly in an inclusive school, the materials 
provided (e.g., Braille books and tactile tools) did not sustain and motivate the VIP learners' English 
language development in terms of cognitive and emotional learning.       

 Regardless of the emphasis on Information and Communications Technology (ICT) in the 
teaching of Brazilian VIP learners with mobile-assisted language learning (MALL), it is likely that the 
insufficiency of applications and mobile devices was a problem in this project (Retorta & Cristovão, 
2017).  Accordingly, the didactic materials (e.g., applications on WhatsApp, songs on podcasts, and 
communication platforms via Facebook group) must be logically considered for VIP learners.  More 
importantly, the differentiation of the students’ ethnographical and educational backgrounds did not 
appear to be a factor which influenced the longitudinal study due to the growing demand for English 
language learning.  However, it seems that this study would not be able to demonstrate self-autonomous 
learning by Vygotsky's Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) without assistance for the VIP learners.         

 A recent study by Stinson (2018) designed an English course for VIP learners based on their 
disability needs and a student-centered plan for three different approaches in an inclusive classroom 1) 
a stand-alone or pullout instruction (focusing on English language acquisition for only VIP learners).  2) 
an integrated approach or push-in instruction emphasizing content-area and linguistic features in terms 
of a genre-based approach to encourage learners to gain more knowledge and experience and to engage 
in activities.  In addition, 3) teachers will apply a flexible approach for VIP learners' English 
competency at the beginning and at other transferable levels.  Based on the local state department in 
education, that is, five levels of English proficiency are defined as a beginning, emerging, transitioning, 
expanding, and commanding.  On occasion, teachers employ re-teaching critical and content-based 
approaches to encourage the VIP learners to practice their writing in small groups and individual groups.  
With regard to the course design, it has commonly been assumed that the diversities of VIP learners' 
skills and achievements in the inclusive classroom would influence classroom management with regard 
to activities and time duration for learners at different stages.  Subsequently, Stinson's instruction plan 
has been subjected to considerable criticism in terms of instructional approaches, activities, and teacher 
roles. 

 Moreover, there is some evidence to suggest that teaching English to VIP learners is unique 
(e.g., Susanto & Nanda, 2018) with ATs.  This study has carried out a semi-structured interview and 
classroom observation of teachers and VIP learners based on a social constructivist framework.  It has 
been shown that teachers lack a specific strategy to cater adequately to the VIP learners' needs.  This is 
because some of the teachers might not have participated in the training session for those learners.  
Nevertheless, with a range of learning resources and accessible technology, it is possible to provide 
suitable facilities for those learners.  Sometimes, motivating learners with the use of Braille might not 
be potentially effective in helping students to obtain new English vocabulary by word memorization.  
Some teachers implemented peer learning to encourage learners to learn new words.  However, it is 
almost certain that learning English with a sense of hearing (e.g., music and song) will increase their 
English vocabulary competence.  Generally speaking, there has been a tendency to develop AT for VIP 
learners using Braille and audio in English vocabulary learning.   

A detailed examination of audio scripts of Algerian VIP students’ vocabulary improvement by 
Harrath, Guerrah, and Hamadouche (2019) showed that those students could develop their vocabulary 
acquisition by using intensive listening.  An interview was conducted with four teachers involved with 
teaching VIP learners before the experiment.  It revealed that the teachers focused solely on the 
students’ strong listening abilities before the experiment, yet they paid no attention to their teaching 
process and they had inadequate AT and materials.  Seven second-year middle school VIP learners 
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participated in this implementation.  They were asked to read the Braille texts twice as a pre-test and 
post-test.  The teacher asked the students to listen to audio scripts adapted from YouTube and to answer 
the questions.  By the end of the experiment, it was found that the students were able to learn English 
vocabulary more rapidly than learning Braille.  Accordingly, learning English vocabulary with AT 
using audio scripts (e.g., YouTube) is an effective method as it helps VIP learners learn English 
vocabulary more easily. 

There is additional evidence that teaching English vocabulary to VIP learners challenges the 
teachers in special VIP classrooms.  Semi-structured interviews were conducted with two teachers 
attending formal training for teaching VIP learners from one elementary school for the blind and one 
middle school for the blind in Turkey.  As noted by Zorluel Ӧzer and Cabaloǧlu (2018), teachers carried 
out the different teaching approaches on VIP young students when compared to the teaching approaches 
used for the sighted students.  With regard to the teaching techniques, auditory teaching helped the 
students learn vocabulary by listening to a tape.  Thus, using L1 interwoven with English was of 
considerable help to the students in learning English vocabulary.  Even though repetition had been used 
for learning each new word, the teacher also used a game-based strategy for learning new vocabulary 
e.g., to find a new word starting with the letter ‘L’.  More effectively, using AT (with a special 
computer-assisted teaching program to motivate the students to collaborate in their learning with their 
friends.  However, there were some limitations in orthography, teaching materials, time, dependency, 
negative attitudes toward learning English, and a curriculum overloaded with vocabulary and grammar, 
which was transferred from contents used for sighted students.  Hence, it is important to consider these 
challenges in an EFL context with respect to the following suggestions: to provide audio materials with 
Braille, using appropriate AT, and increasing the time for learning.     

 
2.4 Teaching and Learning Materials for VIP learners in a Thai Context 

 
In Thailand, there have been many studies which have conducted surveys and stated the problems of 
facilities, educational materials, and technology for VIP learners for 2 decades.  In addition, there has 
been some research focused on the development of materials for VIP learners.  Although many surveys 
and experimental studies focused on material development, but in the literature to date, there has not 
been a single study which surveyed the situation and needs of teaching and learning English vocabulary.   

It can be seen from a survey of the situation and the need for course materials in Bangkok and 
its vicinities.  In 2005, the Educational Technology Center in the Office of Non-Formal and Informal 
Education conducted a study of middle school VIP learners in inclusive education.  It reported that the 
VIP learners were able to participate in the lessons either in class or in self-study sessions reading 
Braille.  More importantly, not only were Braille texts employed, but also there were a considerable 
amount of audio materials available.  These materials contributed to their language acquisition.  
Focusing on materials development in special education helps VIP learners to participate more easily 
with sighted students and it seems to encourage the VIP learners to become equals with the other 
sighted students. 

Similarly, Thongnoi (2006) explored the state, the problems, and the requirements of 
educational management for VIP learners in nearby Bangkok.  This study was conducted by using an 
in-depth interview and a focus group interview with 8 school directors, 12 teachers, and 21 VIP learners 
from six inclusive schools, one special school, and an informal school.  The interview questions were 
about the problems and management of the environment, curriculum, teachers, and budgets.  The report 
illustrated that the existing course materials might not be appropriate for VIP learners, with the result 
that the VIP learners had struggled with the lessons provided, which did not include any extracurricular 
activities for stimulating the students' skills.   

 Tunti-a-longkarn (2014) established a set of e-Braille learning materials for VIP learners.  
These materials were designed for using C programs and pressing buttons for Thai and English letters, 
numerical systems, mathematical signs, tonal marks, and vowels.  Tunti-a-longkarn established the 
program by using an MP3 player recorder and a microcontroller program.  Two experts from the 
Foundation for the Blind in Thailand and The Center for Educational Technology validated this 
material before the experiment was conducted.  The findings showed that 9 VIP learners and 8 teachers 
from four schools for the blind were satisfied with this set of learning materials after they had evaluated 
a test in Braille.       
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A study of media accessibility to online comics for VIP persons indicated that almost all of 
them were rarely able to access the internet because they lacked vision (Sirisoonthorn, 2017).  
Sirisoonthorn found that some digital media and technology had been expressly developed to support 
VIP accessibility to four systems (Alternative Text [ALT text], Graphic Audio, The Comics Empower), 
and a book set of Philipp Mayer’s Life: a Tactile Comic for the Blind.   VIPs can use ALT text to access 
the content from screen readers.  Thus, they can visualize the movie by listening to the story from the 
Graphic Audio.  Comics Empower is a website for the blind.  One can perform as a voice actor by 
reading a part aloud and participate in a whole story.  A book set of Philipp Mayer’s Life: a Tactile 
Comic for the Blind is the first story-telling book with Braille and descriptions of geometric shapes.   It 
should be pointed out that the contents of these media need to be significantly modified with audio clips, 
Braille, and geometric shapes to help VIPs understand the passages.    

Braille learning machines have been developed with touch and voice by Intha, Pheamousa, and 
Rowthaow (2019) in order to enhance the VIP learners' Braille encoding skills.  These machines contain 
six raised dots in two columns with optional English letters, Thai letters, consonants and vowels, and 
Arabic numbers.  VIP learners can press their choices and put their hands and finger on the dots.  When 
one letter appears with the raised dots, the microcontroller processes Braille with the appropriate sound.  
This operating system can be repeated and reversed as the user requires.  After a pilot test validated the 
effectiveness of the machine by experts, the efficiency of the machine was demonstrated and it can be 
used to enhance the Braille encoding skills of VIPs.  Similarly, according to a recent report by 
Tangpakorn (2019), instructional materials based on a sense of touch e.g., convex forms of Chinese 
characters have been successfully used with VIP learners from the School for the Blind in Lampang.    

In summary, it has been shown from this literature review that many studies in other countries 
have been conducted using both quantitative and qualitative approaches with semi-structured 
interviews and observation to identify the problems of teaching English to VIP students, which include 
teaching approaches which implement educational materials for VIP learners to encourage effective 
ways of teaching VIP learners.  Some studies have used AT with computer software programs or 
applications with screen readers for VIP learners to enhance their communication in the English 
language.  However, there are still some limitations with regard to computer devices, learning resources, 
classroom management, and teachers' unfamiliarity with AT or specific programs.  These are the 
challenges which confront VIP learners and teachers at present in the teaching and learning of English 
vocabulary in the Thai context.     

 
 

3. Summary 
 

This paper presented the characteristics of VIP learners and AT accessibility in Thailand to help solve 
some of the challenges of learning the English language in the classroom. The development of 
appropriate AT and the use of multiple sensory materials has been explored.  It is important to recognize 
that educators or teachers should identify the needs for materials development for VIP learners to be 
able to acquire English vocabulary.  Although there have been many studies in other countries on the 
needs of VIP students in ELT, no research evidence was found which concerns the development of AT 
for VIP learners of English vocabulary in special education.  Based on this review, educators and 
teachers should be aware of the key concepts in terms of the characteristics of VIP learners, their 
perceptions of language and vocabulary acquisition, and material design.  It has been demonstrated that 
the use of Braille, audio storytelling, and 3D objects should be properly established in the Thai context 
if effective ways of encouraging young VIP learners to understand English vocabulary are to be 
developed.   
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Abstract: The orientation of the ancient Lanna religious buildings was related to the calendar 

system. It included designing and using traditional Lanna style Architecture, houses, temples, 

and city planning to observe times and positions of the Sun, the Moon, and stars for 

timekeeping, intercalation, and regularly checking the season to prescribe calendar for 

agriculture or accurate rice-planting time. This knowledge was transferred to the young 

generation and embedded in the curriculum in the Religious Place Module, SCiUS CMU.  One 

of the astronomy wisdoms called the “13-dark moon impending 13-full moon” (13DMFM) 

phenomenon involved using the temple and the celestial stars for synchronizing the lunar 

calendar with the solar calendar or seasonality so that rice could be planted according to the 

rainy season. This was selected as the case study in this paper. The Stellarium Software, a 

helpful tool for education through archaeoastronomy, is used to simulate a celestial sphere and 

visualizing the astronomical phenomenon. It helps young learners to unveil the ancient Lanna’s 

astronomical knowledge in predicting an Adhikamas year (leap month-year). 

Keywords: Stellarium, Adhikamas year, Lanna astronomy, Chet Yot Temple, temple 

orientation 

1. Introduction

For more than ten years, the holistic learning concept is embedded in the Religious Place Module 

curriculum for The Science Classrooms in University-Affiliated School Project under supervision of 

Chiang Mai University (SCiUS CMU) at Chiang Mai University Demonstration School.  The module 

emphasizes astronomical context related to the orientation of religious sites and archaeological sites 

such as vihara, ubosot, cathedral, pagoda, etc., and includes history, architecture, mathematics, physics, 

social science, etc. This is done by exploring the old and important temples in the northern province of 

Thailand, e.g., Chiangman Temple, Chet Yot (Photharam) Temple, Ton Kwen (Intharawat) Temple, 

and Chedi Luang Temple in Chiang Mai, Phra That Hariphunchai Temple, Phra Yuen Temple, and 

Chamadevi Temple in Lamphun, and Phra That Lampang Luang Temple in Lampang. 

After a survey at temples, the class reviewed the local knowledge of Lanna (Northern Thais) 

astronomy so that the students could learn about how the orientation of the temple related to the 

calendar. In ancient times, the monks and local philosophers for each temple or village had to know 

about astronomy, astrology, and seasonality. The Temple buildings use as a reference in observing 

times and positions of the Sun, the Moon, and stars for timekeeping and intercalation, for regularly 

checking the season to prescribe calendar for agriculture and accurate time for rice planting, in 

comparing to occasion and zodiac to indicate the date, month, and year according to the solar and lunar 

calendar concerning the season (Yodintra, 2007). Although at that time, there was no instant calendar, 

monks could still date annual Buddhist Lent Day precisely during the rainy season, and farmers could 

plan correct seasonal rice planting and even postpone planting for one lunar month in the Adhikamas 

(leap-month) year (Yodintra, 2011; p.95-129). 

One of the old pieces of the literature reveals that ancient Lanna investigated Adhikamas year 

from the “13-dark moon impending 13-full moon” (13 Dub bang cub 13 Pen) phenomenon, in which 
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students has been greatly interested. This wisdom related to positioning of the entrance of the vihara or 

the ubosot (Ordination Hall), pillars in the old Lanna vihara and including the floor plan within the 

boundary stone makers. This phenomenon is a local Lanna’s astronomical knowledge on the brink of 

extinction. It is influenced by the Kalachakra Tantra, one of the Mahayana Buddhism. Astronomy is 

employed exoterically in the Kalachakra (wheel of time) which is the science of calculating planetary 

and stellar movement providing a measurement of time through the medium of calendars (Gyatso, 2004) 

in the early Lanna period.  The ancient knowledge about monument orientations, temple, and city 

planning, related to astronomy (Kramrisch, 1976) and especially the marked stars such as the Pleiades, 

Spica, Aldebaran, or Antares. Moreover, the Lanna Viharas tradition such as the Prasart or the Sa-Pao 

Kham (Golden ship) Vihara, always created the front pillars (left, middle, and right) corresponding to 

the Sunrise azimuth on the summer solstice, the equinoxes, and winter solstice (Saelee et al., 2021). 

This knowledge created the “13-dark moon impending 13-full moon” (13DMFM), the local knowledge 

used for adjusting the lunar calendar to be in line with the solar calendar so that rice could be planted 

according to the season. Later, Lanna King had adopted Theravada Buddhism, and this knowledge had 

almost been extinct. However, the wisdom of Lanna ancestors and local knowledge about checking 

seasonality has been transferred from generation to generation, and prevented Lanna people from 

famine, providing peaceful and well-being livelihoods, so that they could create beautiful and unique 

handicrafts, fine art, painting, architecture, and temples that still exist for many hundred years.  

The 13DMFM wisdom illustrated the good knowledge of the ancients about the vernal equinox, 

summer solstice, autumnal equinox, and winter solstice. They knew that if there was a dark moon (New 

Moon) before winter solstice (the day that the Sun moved southernmost) no longer than 11 days, this 

dark moon day would be the 13th, signaling that the following year would be an Adhikamas year with 

13 full moons. The 13th full moon would occur after the summer solstice (the day that the Sun moved 

northernmost) no longer than 11 days (Saelee et al., 2018). How the ancient people marvelously 

designed architecture related to astronomy is worth thoroughly investigating, especially in the aspects 

of astronomical phenomena and the positions of the Sun, the Moon, and the related stars. Therefore, the 

objective of this study was to understand local Lanna knowledge in checking the Adhikamas year, how 

the ancient Lanna observed, what their visions were, and how the position of the Sun, the moon, and 

the involved stars related to the 13DMFM phenomenon. All these questions from students would not 

be answered without the help of the Stellarium software. 

Stellarium software might be the key tool giving new insight into the astronomical phenomenon 

in the ancient time. This is because this software is a modern astronomical tool using a precise 

calculation to provide accurate, unbiased, with standard results, as well as the ability for real-time 

presentation of many data such as sphere shape of the observed sky, sunrise and sunset time, and the 

moon phase compared with asterism backdrop. Nowadays, not many old Lanna viharas built before 

AD 1857 has survived, the remaining are such as the Great Vihara of Pa Daeng Maha Vihara Temple 

and Prasart Vihara of Prasart Temple in Chiangmai, Khom Kham Vihara of Phathard Sadet Temple, 

the Great, Buddhist, and Namtham Vihara of Phra That Lampang Luang Temple, and Jamadevi Vihara 

of Pong Yang Khok Temple in Lampang (Boonyasurat, 2001). In this paper, Sema (the temple boundary 

stones) pillars at Ubosot (Ordination Hall), located on Lan Sao Kean Chan at Chet Yot Temple, were 

selected to be this case study as Yodintra (2011; p.165-176) confirmed its pillars positioning has been 

similar to the old Lanna vihara and synchronized with the 13DMFM phenomenon. 

2. Materials and Methods

Yodintra (2011) previously found that positions of the Sema pillars at Lan Sao Kean Chan (see Figure 

1) related to prediction of an Adhikamas year. To understand ancient Lanna methodology, we searched

for a relationship between the13DMFM phenomenon and astronomical aspects including the positions

of the Sun, the Moon, and the stars, by collecting data such as Azimuth (the angle measuring clockwise

from the North along the horizon) and astronomical simulation using Stellarium software.

Note: The study of Lanna calendar, later also called Culasakaraj calendar, is based on the Surya 

Siddhanta of Varaha Mihira with the mean sidereal year length of 365.25875 days. There are 354 days 

in Regular years, 355 days in an Adhikavara (Leap-day) year and 384 days in an Adhikamas (Leap-

month) year. There are 7 Adhikamas years in a 19-year cycle with a pattern as 3332 332 (Saelee et al., 

2018).  
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According to the ancient Lanna data based on the record from palm leaf scripture of the 

Chiangman Temple mentioned the year 1871 and 1874 were the Adhikamas year (Inchan, 2020), and 

based on the Chiangmai Chronicle stated that the years 1815 and 1817 were the Adhikamas year 

(Wichienkaeo & Wyatt, 1995; p.192-193). The 13DMFM phenomena around those years had been 

investigated and confirmed it occurred within 11 days from the new moon of the signal-year and the 

full moon in the Adhikamas year as per Yodintra (2011). Although the dates are not enough to view the 

pattern of the 19-year cycle, it’s fortunate that the used Lanna calendar is the same as the present Thai 

lunar calendar (Culasakaraj). The Adhikamas year pattern in the present-day period from AD 2000 – 

2021 is in the examination. 

The two objectives of this study with the methodology are as follows: 
1. To investigate the relationship between the azimuth of Sunrise/Moonrise and the positions of the 

Sema pillars. We compared the azimuths on the full moon day after the summer solstice and the 

new moon day before the winter solstice as the following procedures: a) setting the Stellarium 

software with the location of observation at Chet Yot Temple (18°48′18˝N, 98°58′09˝E); b) 

selecting the desired dates; and c) finding the azimuth of the Sun or the Moon when it is rising with 

altitude just zero. 

2. To visualize the Sun/Moon and the asterism on the new moon day before the winter solstice, for 

instance, to unveil how the ancient Lanna observed the celestial objects in the signal-year and knew 

that the successive year would be an Adhikamas year. We set an appropriate background in 

Stellarium software by adjusting the ecliptic line to be a straight line; then collected all the sky 

maps on the desired dates for AD 2001 – 2021. 

 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

3.1 Positioning Lanna Ubosot Floor Plan Related the Two Solstices 

 
In Figure 1, the layout for the floor plan of Lan Sao Kean Chan, Chet Yot Temple, Muang district, 

Chiang Mai Province, was sketched. The Sema pillars, labeled as S1, S2, S3 and S4, were compared 

with solstice events, S1 and S2 to the summer solstice, and S3 and S4 to the winter solstice. The angle 

direction of Sema pillars were measured using a compass and tape measure and the data was collected.  

 

 
Figure 1. Sema pillars at Lan Sao Kean Chan of Chet Yot Temple. Right: Layout of the Sema pillars 

identified by the azimuth (given in parenthesis) measuring from observed point in front of the ubosot. 

 

3.2 Azimuth of the Sun, the Moon and the Sema Pillars 

 
The 13DMFM phenomenon stated that if a new moon occurred during the Sun and the Moon rising 

between the two southeast pillars (S3 and S4) no more than 11 days before the day the Sun moved 

southernmost (winter solstice), that new moon was the 13th new moon, signaling that one more lunar 

month would be added in the next year. The 13th full moon would occur after the day the Sun moves 

northernmost (summer solstice) no more than 11 days, and the Sun would rise between the two northeast 

pillars (S1 and S2).  
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The relationship between the Sun and the Moon position, at the new moon (Lanna called dark 

moon) days before the winter solstice and the first full moons day after the summer solstice was 

investigated. This was done by comparing the azimuth of the rising sun and moon on those dark moons’ 

days and full moons day in with the space between each pair of the four pillars from AD 2001 to 2021. 

Stellarium was used to rectify all year’s azimuth of the Sun and the Moon on the related dates. 

Figure 2: Right shows that if the full moon days occurred between 11 days after the summer 

solstices, between 22 June and 1 July (or 23 June – 2 July in the leap year), thus the years (2002, 2005, 

2007, 2010, 2013, 2015, 2018, and 2021) as highlighted in the shaded area would be Adhikamas years. 

Similarly, the last new moon day before the winter solstice in Figure 2: Left shows that if such new 

moon days occurred between 11 days before the winter solstices, between 11 and 21 December (or 12 

– 22 December in the leap year), then the following years will be the Adhikamas year. The Sun's azimuth 

was closed to the S1 on the first full moon day after the summer solstice in the Adhikamas year and was 

closed to the S4 on the last new moon before the winter solstice in the year before. Note that all the 

azimuths were close to S1 or S4 within about 3º. In contrast, Figure 3 shows no relationship between 

the Moon positions and the Sema pillars (S3 and S4) in both those full moon days and those new moon 

days for identifying an Adhikamas year, however, it shows an interesting sine-liked pattern around the 

S3-S4 pair. Consequently, there are coincided with the 13DMFM phenomenon focused on the summer 

solstice and the winter solstice relating to the azimuth of sunrise but not the moonrise. 

 

 
Figure 2. The azimuth of the rising sun. Left: on the last new moon day before the winter solstice.  

The years in shading area are signaled years indicated that the next year would be an Adhikamas year.  

Right: on the 1st full moon days after the summer solstice. The years in the shading area  

are Adhikamas years and are in the ending of the dashed lines. 

 

 
Figure 3. The azimuth of the rising moon. Left: on the last new moon day before  

the winter solstice.  Right: on the 1st full moon day after the summer solstice.  

The shading area indicates the azimuth between the Sema S3 and S4 
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3.3 Celestial Position of the Sun on the New Moon Before Winter Solstice 

 
According to the Lanna calendar, its year is based on a sidereal year and its month on a lunation, then, 

it is worth studying the relation between the Sun/Moon with the asterism in the sky on that new moon. 

To visualize the sky, Stellarium was used to simulate the sequent image of the sky maps as shown in 

Figure 4 that to help understanding how the ancient Lanna observed the celestial objects and knew the 

sign of adding one more lunar month in the Adhikamas year. 

 

 
Figure 4. Sequent event on the new moon days before the winter solstice showing the different 

positions of the Sun in each year from 2001 to 2021, labeled in green for the Adhikamas years 

according to the official Thai Lunar Calendar. The shedding strip indicates the signal-year  

that the successive year would be an Adhikamas year and the red lines are the ecliptics.  

 

Figure 4 was collected from 21 sky map images, visualizing the ecliptic position of the Sun on 

such new moon days in each year from AD 2001 to 2021. Those images were kept with the same 
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background in order to compare the Sun positions with the asterism. To unveil how ancient observed 

the celestial objects in the signal-year and knew that the successive year will be an Adhikamas year, we 

focused on those last new moon day on the years before the Adhikamas year (the signal-year) which 

are 2001, 2003, 2006, 2009, 2011, 2014, 2017, and 2020. Stellarium had reviewed a relationship 

between the position of the Sun and the asterism that might have signaled to add one more month in the 

successive year. In those signal-years, the Sun stayed in the tail of Scorpion that was closer to Sagittarius 

than Antares. After adding one more lunar month in the Adhikamas year, the Sun located back close to 

Antares. In the regular year that was not the signal year, the Sun stayed on the right side of the Antares 

or just entered Vrishchika Rashi (Scorpio sign).  

These studies indicated that using Stellarium software is an important step not only for better 

visual and understanding astronomy, but also adaptable for teaching other subjects such as history, 

architecture, religion, art, and culture etc., as well as applicable to study many ancient religious 

buildings all over the country. 

4. Concluding Remarks

In the Religious Place Module at SCiUS CMU, Stellarium was the advantage tool that help the younger 

generation visualizing how ancient Lanna astronomy predicted an Adhikamas year. From Stellarium 

software, students have learnt that: 

1. The Lanna local knowledge “13-dark moon impending 13-full moon” illustrated that a) on the first

full moon after the summer solstice, the Sun rises in between the Sema pair S1 and S2 in the normal

year, but  rises close to S1 if the year is an Adhikamas year; b) on the new moon days before the

winter solstice, the Sun rises between the Sema pair S3 and S4 in the normal year, but  rises close

to S4 if the year is a signal-year.

2. The Sun and the asterism on the new moon days before the winter solstice are related. The ancients

have known the signal of adding one more lunar month. Those signal-years—the Sun stayed closer

to Sagittarius than Antares—suggesting that the successive year would be an Adhikamas year.
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Abstract: The Stellarium, a planetarium software to visualize the ancient sky, is the most 
helpful software used in the Loy Krathong Module teaching in SCiUS CMU at Chiang Mai 
University Demonstration School. This module emphasizes astronomical content related to the 
festivals and beliefs in Lanna. Based on this tradition that the ancient Lanna astronomers had 
been using the star to determine the season. This paper demonstrated how the Stellarium 
software could be used as a learning tool for students to enquire, as a case study on which star 
is related to the Inthakin Festival in Chiangmai, Thailand. By visualizing the ancient sky, it 
enhanced student’s imagination of how ancient Lanna astronomers used the star to determine 
the rainy season related to this festival in three different periods. The software revealed that the 
star was the Pleiades. Furthermore, it astronomically simulated how the ancient astronomers 
viewed the sky, and how the star could determine the year to which one extra lunar month must 
be added to synchronize the Lunar year with seasons. 

Keywords: Stellarium, virtual archaeoastronomy, Inthakin Festival, Lanna, Pleiades 

1. Introduction

Nowadays, holistic learning and teaching, such as the concept of problem-based learning through 
scientific processes and collaboration, is an effecting concept for education, which is still less well done 
by educational institutions. In addition to science, there are social sciences in a wide range of disciplines 
such as anthropology, archaeology, geography, history, philosophy, political science, religion, 
agriculture.  This concept is embedded in the curriculum for The Science Classrooms in University-
Affiliated in School Project under supervision of Chiang Mai University (SCiUS CMU) at Chiang Mai 
University Demonstration School in the Loy Krathong Module emphasizes in astronomic content 
related to the festivals and beliefs in Lanna (presently northern Thailand) such as Songkran Festival, 
Inthakin Festival, and Loy Krathong Festival. One of the activities of this project was a site survey at 
Chedi Luang Temple, Chiang Mai province, where Inthakin, the Chiangmai city pillar, is located that 
involving worship and tradition as Sai Khun Dok Inthakin Festival. 

The festival begins on the 12th of the waning moon day of the 8th Lanna lunar month and runs 
over seven days and ends on the 4th of the waxing moon day of the 9th month (around May). This 
ancient festival indicates the starting of the rice farming and rainy season, officially starts in mid-May 
until mid-October due to the Southwest monsoon, resulting in heavy rain all over the country. This 
festival is also related to the history of the founding Chiang Mai city, rooted in the ancestor wisdom on 
seasonal examination, with the strong believes that rain according to the season will provide the city 
prosperity and peace. Therefore, this tradition is significant to Chiang Mai and worth preserving and 
passing on to the younger generation to study and cherish this local wisdom forever. 

After study a related topic, students have learned that in ancient times, a year length was based 
on a sidereal year which is an annual seasonal determines by positions of the Sun in a complete 
revolution with respect to a specific star uses either the opposite reference star or the opposite full moon.  
Ancient reference stars normally used are Spica, the Pleiades, Regulus, Aldebaran, and Antares, 
especially Spica which has been important for calendric reckoning since Hipparchus observed and 
recorded the position of Spica with respect to the Equinoxes (Saha & Lahiri, 1992). Ancient people of 
various ethnicities used stars, the Sun, and the Moon to determine the date, time, and agricultural 
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calendar. For example, Egyptians in the middle of the third millennium BCE might use the circumpolar 
star Kochab (β Ursae Minoris) and Mizar (ζ Ursae Majoris) to align the Great Pyramid at Giza to true 
north-south (Penrose, 1901). The ancient Chinese had to watch stars in the night to determine the proper 
time for planting crops. During the primitive period, the year length was indicated by the sidereal point 
of reference. The fixing of the solar annual date and the rectifying of the lunar year was suggested 
adding the intercalary month (Chu, 1947). 

Then, students have searched for evidence about astronomy in Lanna. There are several records 
on using asterism to determine seasons found in northern Thailand. Kampengphet Astronomy Club 
found the Lower Northern Thais used two important reference stars namely Ursa Major (Lanna called 
an elephant star) and the Pleiades (Lanna called a fan star). If they saw the Ursa Major pointed its trunk 
of the elephant straight up, means, it’s time to wake up to do farming; or using the Ursa Major to defy 
the 3rd Lunar month to stop rice threshing. Ancient books by many venerable Lanna monks, such as 
Pathamamullaloka, version of the Abhijaiyakhaipi (InJan, 2018), Arunawadi Sutra (National Library, 
1990), and the Lanna Triphumi Scripture (Fine Arts Department, 1990), documented the use of asterism 
for seasonal determination, directions when lost in the forest, Lanna astrology and Buddhist cosmology, 
illustrated their expertise in using stars to establish a calendar. These raised a question in the classroom 
on which star is related to the Inthakin Festival and how such a star can indicate the leap-month year. 

The Stellarium software, an open-source planetarium for personal computers, was the essential 
tool to help the student simulating the study of the ancient night sky view on the astronomical 
phenomenon of the related stars. It shows a realistic sky in 3D, just like what you see with the naked 
eye, binoculars, or a telescope. It is also opened to interested parties to join the team for further 
development. It is under the copyright of GNU General Public License (GUN GPL). This paper 
demonstrated how the Stellarium software can be used as a learning tool for students, as a case study 
about astronomy related to the Inthakin Festival, with the objective to find out on which star that the 
ancient used to mark the timing for this festival. The cosmical, acronychal, and heliacal rising and 
setting of the stars in particular relation to the Sun, namely at or close to sunrise and sunset, used in 
ancient times (Komonjinda et al, 2020) were also investigated on the new moon day. Furthermore, we 
performed an astronomical simulation on how the ancients observed the sky view and how the position 
of a star can be indicated a leap-month year. 
 
 
2. Materials and Methods 
 
The Stellarium software was applicable to simulate the study of ancient astronomers on the 15th day of 
the waning moon of the 8th Lanna lunar month (or new moon day of the 8th month: NMD8) from those 
three different periods of Lanna Kingdom, as follows: 

1. Mangrai Period: from 1296 to 1298. The NMD8-dates were sought out by referring to the 
founding date of Chiangmai on the Wat Chiang Man inscription, which was equivalent to 19 
(12, for Julian) April 1296 (Saelee et al., 2021b). The year 1296 and 1298 were regular years, 
and the year 1297 was a leap-month year as used in the Burmese Calendar (Saelee et al., 2021a). 

2. Chet Thon Period: from 1825 to 1827. The year types and NMD8-dates were found by using 
the evidence from the date mentioning in the Chronicle of Chiangmai about the worship of 
Chiangmai city during the Chet Thon Dynasty (Wichienkaeo & Wyatt, 1995, p.209), and found 
that the year 1825 and 1827 were regular years, and 1826 was a leap-month year.  

3. Present Period: from 2019 to 2021, the year 2019 was a regular year, the year 2020 was a leap-
day year, and the year 2021 was a leap-month year according to the Thai Civil Lunar Calendar. 

The case study was proceeded as follows: 
1. To identify a marked star indicating the rainy season from past and present-day on the new 

moon day during the Inthakin Festival. We used Stellarium, set location at Chiangmai, Thailand 
(18°47′27.60˝N, 98°58′41.53˝E), adjusted the required date on the NMD8 of the selected years 
and time at 24:00, and collected the star map images by choosing a proper background, i.e., 
keep the ecliptic line in a circle. 

2. To simulate ancient Lanna sky view to learn how the position of a star can indicate a leap-
month year, and to visualize the acronychal, cosmical, and heliacal rising/setting of stars with 
respect to the Sun at dawn and dusk. We adjusted the time in Stellarium for the Sun 
rising/setting, then obtained the east/west sky view. 
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3. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1 The Sun Position on the New Moon Day during the Inthakin Festival 
 
From the Stellarium, it was found that the Sun was in conjunction with the Moon (New Moon) each 
year in a different position but located near the Pleiades. To find out the related star, we illustrated the 
astronomical view by the star maps as shown in Figure 1. 
 

   
Mangrai Period Chet Thon Period Present Period 

Figure 1. Star chart on the NMD8. In each period, three successive years were presented  
with the dot lines perpendicular to the ecliptic (red line) on which Aldebaran (green line),  
the Pleiades (yellow line) and Hamal (blue line) were fixed to indicate the Sun’s position. 

All the star charts of the three different periods indicated that the marked star on the NMD8 was 
in Taurus, i.e., the Pleiades and Aldebaran. On that day, the position of the Sun and the Moon varied 
between Hamal (α Arietis) and Aldebaran but mostly closed to the Pleiades. 

The patterns of the Sun’s position for Mangrai Period and Chet Thon Period were similar, 
unlike Present Period. Because the leap-month year was in the second year (AD 1297 and 1826) of 
both formal periods, but the later period was in the last year (AD 2021). Hence, the differences came 
from the different year types. It implies that if choosing the period of 2020, 2021, and 2022, the pattern 
of the last period might be the same as the early ones. 

The star maps of the year 1297, 1826, and 2021 showed the relationship between the Sun 
positions with Aries (close to Hamal) and the leap-month year. As consequence, the Stellarium helps 
the students to understand how the ancient Lanna knew the NMD8 came too soon. It was a signal to 
add one more lunar month in these years to sync the lunar year with the season. 
 
3.2 The Sun Rising/Setting on the New Moon Day during the Inthakin Festival 
 
The sky view visualized by the Stellarium was used to give insight into how the ancient Lanna had 
observed. For instance, considering dawn, the stars could only be visible when it is dark enough before 
the effect of the sunlight. However, the visibility conditions vary according to place, the brightness of 
stars, atmosphere, air condition, season, etc. Therefore, Figure 2 represents how the sunlight affected 
visible stars when the Sun was below the horizon at dawn before rising in 10-minute intervals for each 
picture. 

From the observer's point of view, when looking to the horizon while the Sun is rising or setting. 
The sky views when the Sun was rising were presented only Present Period, for example, in Figure 3. 

From Figure 3: Left, looking at the eastern horizon when sunrise, on the NMD8 in the Year 
2019, Hamal was in the high position as it had risen for almost two hours, then the Pleaides rose 
approximately one hour before the Sun rising. For the years 2020 and 2021, the Lanna astronomers 
might have seen Hamal had already risen but not the Pleaides as it rose concurrently with the Sun. 
While looking in the west when sunrise as displayed in Figure 3: Right, the Year 2019, Corona Borealis 
was setting, so-called "cosmical setting." For the Year 2020, cosmical setting of both Corona Borealis 
and Antares appeared, but not Arcturus (as it set before sunrise). For the Year 2021, the Lanna people 

19 May 1298 

30 April 1297 
(leap-month year) 

10 May 1296 

23 May 1827 

5 May 1826 
(leap-month year) 

16 May 1825 

11 May 2021 
(leap-month year) 

21 May 2020 

2 June 2019 
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might have seen cosmical setting of Libra, Arcturus, then Antares, and then Corona Borealis. 
Furthermore, there were also observed the stars rising/settling concurrent with sunrise/sunset. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Sky map views in the east horizon visual visible starts during dawn,  

up to 1 hour before sunrise (bottom right) until the Sun appears on the horizon (top left) 
 

   

x 

 

      

    
Figure 3. Left: eastern sky view and Right: western sky view when sunrise on the NMD8.  

The heliacal rising of the Pleiades (green arrow), and the cosmical setting of Libra (cyan arrow) 
 had occurred when sunrise, while the heliacal setting of Aldebaran (yellow arrow)  

and the achronycal rising of Antares (orange arrow), appears when sunset.  
The ecliptic (red line) and the equator (orange line) are presented. 

 
For an informative study, Figure 4 shows how ancient Lanna astronomers had viewed the sky 

with neglected atmospheric and sunlight distortion. For Mangrai Period, in the first two years (1296 
and 1297) of the founding of Chiangmai, the Pleiades could not see at dawn, but it was visible at dusk 
after sunset, as a so-called "heliacal setting." On the other hand, a cosmical setting of Libra and Antares 
could be visible at dawn but not at dusk. However, in 1298 the Pleaides had risen before sunrise, so-
called "heliacal rising." 

In Chet Thon Period, the cosmical setting of Antares could be observable in the west at dawn 
and a heliacal rising of Hamal in the east. The Pleiades could be visible after sunset whereas the heliacal 
setting of Libra, and Spica could be visible in the east after the sunset, so-called "acronical rising." 

In Present Period, a heliacal rising of the Pleiades could be seen at dawn only in the year 2019 
but not in the year 2020 (too close to the Sun) and 2021 (it rose after sunrise; see Figure 3: Left). 
However, it was visible after sunset at dusk as a heliacal setting, while an acronical rising of Libra and 
Antares could also be visible in the east, but it took further time from 2019 to 2021. 
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The sky map in Figure 4 showed only the sequence for each star rising/setting, though the rising 
and setting time of the Sun, the Moon, and the stars could be gained from the Stellarium.  

  

  

  
a) Mangrai Period 

  

  

  
b) Chet Thon Period 

  

  

  
c) Present Period 

Figure 4. Sky view when sunrise (left) and sunset (right) on the NMD8 in the year indicated. 
 

The Stellarium can illustrate that naked eye observation could do before sunrise and after 
sunset.  Stars may not be visible at the start of the rising or setting, so observers must wait a while until 
the sky is dark enough, and a brighter star will see the first followed by the lesser ones. Therefore, this 
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software is a helpful tool that could apply to view astronomical phenomena in other festivals such as 
Songkran Festival and Loy Krathong Festival in further study. 

 
 

4. Concluding Remarks 
 
The Stellarium sky-mapping is a helpful tool for our study at SCiUS CMU. For the question of this 
study about using stars to indicate season by Lanna, via study asterism visible during the Inthakhin 
Festival from three time periods, we can completely understand and can conclude that: 

1. The asterism associated with the new moon day during the Inthakhin Festival each year is 
Taurus. It is found that during the festival related to the star while the Sun is rising, especially 
a heliacal rising of the Pleiades, and that can be observed since the founding of Chiangmai until 
now. 

2. The relationship between the Sun position and the stars could indicate a leap-month year, by 
which if the Sun in the NMD8 is not closer to the Pleiades, but it was still in Aries instead and 
noticed a heliacal setting of the Pleiades. This informs that the NMD8 arrives too soon then, the 
lunar month needs to be added so the Sun would locate back to near the Pleiades as in the 
previous year, resulting that the calendar will keep synchronizing with the seasons. 
However, without the sky maps from Stellarium, it would be impossible to conduct the SCiUS 

CMU’s Loy Krathong Module and understand how the ancient used stars to clarify the season to the 
younger generation with just starting the first Astronomy course. 
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Abstract: Technology literacy is one of the most important skills of the 21st century. Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) plays a vital role in today’s life. It deliberately and unintentionally infiltrates 

a part of every human life on Earth. Understanding its essence is not only a challenge for 

computer scientists or software engineers, but also for every world citizen who does not wish 

to be left behind in the past world. In addition, many AI developers are mired in models that are 

elegant but not feasible to implement in the real world. In this study, we introduce an end-to-

end process of an online workshop in developing AI-Driven mobile application for solving real 

problems that participants encountered in daily life through the lens of design thinking that is 

entirely inspired by Green oak! application. This ranges from teaching them a basic 

understanding of artificial intelligence, essential algorithms to building model architecture with 

a ready-made platform (Microsoft Azure and PerceptiLabs), and how to brainstorm with team 

members in order to work together effectively. In addition to opening up participants’ 

worldview towards AI, this workshop model also develops their soft skills by practicing logic, 

discussing issues, and interacting within and between teams. We brought the developed 

workshop model to experiment with a sample of Generation Z people in Thailand who attended 

the “Aidea Workshop 2021” event. In summary, we found that 100% of workshop participants 

understand basic knowledge about AI, be able to develop a simple model from an assigned 

database, 4 out of 5 participants can pass a quiz (get 6 of 8 marks) we created to assess the 

effectiveness of each activity, 98% want to pass on the knowledge from the activity to the people 

around them and want this activity to happen again, and over 90.9% are interested in learning 

more about AI and the mathematics behind it. All of this was done in response to our research 

team’s ultimate goal of being a middleman to transfer technology knowledge to people in 

society to make the digital ecosystem a reality. 

Keywords: Online workshop, design thinking, artificial intelligence, mobile application 

1. Introduction

COVID-19 pandemic has had a huge impact on human society. It has inevitably affected many     aspects 

of people’s daily lives, especially in education. City lockdowns, school closures, social distancing 

policies, and economic recession directly affect the learning process. 

In Thailand, Data from Equitable Education Research Institute (EEFI) found that 10% of 

students drop out of the education system, the study from Oxford policy management and United 

Nations (UN) says that as a result of children missing three to four months of school due to a shock, 

they are likely to be the learning equivalent of 1–1.5 years behind where they would have been with no 

shock (Andrabi et al., 2020; Kaffenberger 2020). It is important to note that this is an estimate of the 
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average long-term impact. Children belonging to the most vulnerable groups, such as those already in 

the bottom quantile in terms of academic performance or socio-economic class, are likely to have an 

even greater long-term negative impact on their learning. In Thailand, as schools were closed for just 

over three months. Generation Z have been particularly hit in the coronavirus crisis in terms of school 

access and learning. However, this generation are digital native (Antony Turner, 2015) and they are 

going to face an era that Artificial Intelligence will be one of the most influential infrastructure in the 

world. To get generation z being prepared for the era, when many factors are considered, including the 

pandemic situation, the generation z people that are digital native, organizing an online artificial 

intelligence workshop is the well-fitting manner. 

Therefore, our research aims to organize online workshops in Developing AI-Driven Mobile 

Application and to put all the AI knowledge into a short course for an online workshop. 
 

 

2. Related Studies 

 

2.1 AI Image Classification & Application 

 
Recently, image classification is growing and becoming a trend among technology developers 

especially with the growth of data in different parts of industry such as e-commerce, automotive, 

healthcare, and gaming (Mohd Azlan Abu & Nurul Hazirah Indra & Abdul Halim Abd Rahman & Nor 

Amalia Sapiee & Izanoordina Ahmad, 2019). The fundamental task of image classification is to make 

sure, all the images are categorized according to its specific sectors or groups (Lingxi Xie & Richang 

Hong & Bo Zhang & Qi Tian, 2015). The image classification is achieved by differentiating the image 

into the prescribed category based on the content of the vision (M Manoj Krishna & M Neelima & M 

Harshali & M Venu Gopala Rao, 2018).  

Microsoft Azure, formerly known as Windows Azure, is Microsoft's public cloud computing 

platform. It provides a range of cloud services, including compute, analytics, storage, and networking. 

Users can pick and choose from these services to develop and scale new applications, or run existing 

applications in the public cloud (Stephen J. Bigelow, 2020). Once you've trained the algorithm, you can 

test, retrain, and eventually use it in your image recognition app to classify new images. You can also 

export the model itself for offline use (Microsoft, 2021). 

PerceptiLabs is a visual modelling tool for machine learning built on top of TensorFlow. It provides 

a rich user interface to edit, manage, and monitor your machine learning models while designing and 

training them. In PerceptiLabs, you drag and drop components on a workspace for each layer you want 

to include in your model and connect them together. To complete and run the model, a Training 

component is connected at the end of the model’s graph. It’s designed in a similar way to Keras, where 

the user writes one-liners of code for each layer, they want their model to include, and to wrap up and 

train the model (PerceptiLabs, 2021). 

 

2.2 Online Workshop 

 
The online workshop is a workshop equivalent to the face-to-face event, and this can be divided into 

synchronous (real-time) and asynchronous (not real-time) activities. There are many advantages online 

professional development. First, it fits with teacher schedules and draws good resources (Chris Dede & 

Diane Jass Ketelhut & Pamela Whitehouse & Lisa Breit & Erin McCloskey, 2008). Furthermore, it 

supports more personalized teacher professional development (Maxwell Yurkofsky & Sarah Blum-

Smith & Karen Brennan, 2016). The online workshop allows the participants the time and opportunity 

that otherwise is impossible during the offline session (Laura Baecher & Shiao-Chuan Kung, 2011). 

Most online workshop members appreciate the online workshop despite the technical issues they faced 

in dealing with the new technological tools. They also reported that the online workshop would succeed 

when the participants have access to the tools and internet, have time and plan the time, are willing to 

collaborate and communicate, have prior knowledge and experience (Shu Ching Yang & Shu Fang Liu, 

2004). 

Technology, online education, and students continue to change. As technological innovation 

occurs involving the Internet and computer software, we need to think of new progressions for online 
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education (Catherine W. Cook & Christian Sonnenberg, 2014). Concerning the technical issue, the main 

challenge experienced by teachers was that discussions could not be conducted face-to-face. It was only 

through the WhatsApp group, so there was no direct interaction. And the communication that did not 

run well between team members as they did not know each other well and were reluctant to interact 

with the facilitator. Other obstacles were noted, such as delays in discussion due to the participant's or 

facilitator's late response, and teachers were not accustomed to using technologies, such as Zoom and 

WhatsApp for highly academic discussions. However, teachers can only work on concept maps, and 

they did not complete the design of the learning trajectory in the form of icebergs (R Johar & E Elizar 

& D Annisa & M Mailizar, 2020). 

Design thinking has been defined as a fundamental premise to approach solving a problem in an 

innovative way. It borrows tools, methods and mindsets from the disciplines of design to foster 

innovation in multiple sectors and has gained wide recognition in the business environment (Tim 

Brown, 2008). It offers an integrating process and toolkit that incorporates both creative and analytic 

approaches to problem solving, and that has the potential to significantly improve innovation outcomes 

(Jeanne Liedtka, 2018). For undergraduate students in the university, the methods introduced in the 

design thinking course allowed them to understand possibilities for innovation in framing problems and 

in “discovering” through iterating concepts (Carolina GILL & Merce GRAELL, 2016). 

 

 

3. Prototype 

 

3.1  Microsoft Azure: Green Oak! Application 

 
The popularity in growing green oak in households has been increasing slightly, but the main problem 

is the limited knowledge in growing this vegetable. Especially, The lack of knowledge about leaf spot 

disease. This problem makes us interested in creating an application to detect the leaf spot and suggest 

the better treatment to solve planting disease issues. An application combines with 2 parts. The first part 

is Auto ML (Auto Machine Learning) from Microsoft Azure. The classification category of Auto ML 

was used to identify and classify the photograph data. The second part is UI (User interface) which was 

developed by using thunkable.com. The application “Green oak!” will help suggest by identifying the 

symptoms of unhealthy leaves and inform the type of disease occurring in green oak. The objective of 

this study was to develop the application for detecting leaf spot disease by identifying the photo of 

sample leaves, then reported back the result to the application user. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Green Oak! Application Development Process. 
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3.1.1 Methodology 

 
Image pre-processing & Image processing: Take 60 normal leaf images (Negative) and 60 images of 

damaged leaf by pest (Leaf miner fly) & Collect 180 infected leaves by funguses from internet (60 

images in each funguses species consisting of Septoria lactucae, Cercospora lactucae-sativae and 

Alternaria brassicae) 

Auto ML training: Use 150 collected images from internet and 100 images from hydroponic green 

oak leaves to train image classification Auto ML from Microsoft Azure platform: Iteration 1 using food 

domain; Iteration 2 using retail domain; Iteration 3 using general domain. Use 30 collected images from 

internet and 20 images from hydroponic to test Auto ML prediction and determine prediction accuracy 

and precision by using a confusion matrix process, because the researcher’s aim is to achieve the highest 

AI efficiency. 

 

Table 1. Accuracy and Macro Average Precision of the model 
 

 Accuracy Precision 

    Iteration 1 (Food Domain) 0.7800 0.7774 

    Iteration 2 (Retail Domain) 0.6800 0.6900 

    Iteration 3 (General Domain) 0.6600 0.6694 

 

According to the table, Iteration 1 (Food Domain) got both highest accuracy and macro average 

precision at 78% and 77.74% respectively, thus it was used as a model for web service that 

communicates with the Green Oak! application via Microsoft Azure’s API. 

 
3.1.2 User Interface 

 

                     
 

Figure 4. User Interface of Green oak! Application. 

 

The user interface of Green Oak! application is divided into two zones including viewing zone to show 

necessary contents such as Scan now! banner and uploaded image. The second zone is interacting zone 

positioning at user-reachable area e.g. bottom area of the screen containing frequently used components 

ex. green oak’s leaf image inputting buttons. The concept of dividing user interface is invented to get 
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rid of user frustrating experiences on up-to-date large screen smartphone models that reduce user reach 

ability to reach upper screen area. 

 

3.2  PerceptiLabs 

 
Physical classification of mushrooms genera is so difficult. In this model, we use PerceptiLabs to create 

an automatic classification for mushrooms genera in Northern European with the dataset from: 

https://www.kaggle.com/maysee/mushrooms-classification-common-genuss-images. The result found 

the model has up to 90% scores and we use this as a sample model for the workshop. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Model Architecture Diagram. 

 

Table 2. Efficiency of the model 

 

 

 

4. Workshop Design 
 

The pre-workshop process is promoted through Facebook, Instagram, and camphub.in.th. Registration 

for the event is made through the website we have created.  After selecting and announcing the results 

of the workshop’s eligibility, we invited them to join the LINE group as the main communication 

channel for all activities. 
The workshop activities lasted for approximately 2 weeks divided into online and offline 

formats as shown in Figure 6 To enable participants to understand both theory and practice. According 

to our participants are students, so the online activities need to be organized during public holidays 

through the Zoom application to ensure that participants are able to participate in the activities. There 

are also offline activities, where participants can allocate their own time, consist of "Aidea101" an 

introduction to artificial intelligence and the installation of AI modeling tools via YouTube: 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLOBEBdbuWv8GyrBekYJh82e--MUApFU3u to prepare for the 

next online activities which the Green Oak! protype application is introduced to the participants to give 

a case-study how AI they’re going to build can be applied into real-life scenario project. Finally, 

participant teams need to prepare for their design thinking based mini-project which consisting of the 

AI models results to be presented at the last day of workshop in an online activity session. 
 

 

 Accuracy Precision Recall 

         Categorical 0.9286 0.9826 0.9826 

         Top K Categorical 1.0000 0.9826 0.9826 
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Figure 6. Workshop Design Diagram. 

 

Table 3. Activity in Day 1 of a workshop 
 

Activity Description 

Introduction (30 min.) 1) Introduce an overview of activities  

2) Ice breaking in workshop participants 

3) Q&A session 

What is AI? (30 min.) 1) Basic understanding of AI part I 

Discussion (2 hrs.) 1) Discuss about AI in the lens of participants, AI 

developers, guest speakers who are specialists in   4 

fields (Environment, Healthcare, Industry, and 

Agriculture), and philosophers 

Lecture on “design thinking”  

(30 min.) 

1) Basic understanding of design thinking 

2) Recommend & choose database categories 
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Brainstorm (2 hrs.) 1) Look for everyday problems that the team wants to 

solve with AI and arrange them according to design 

thinking process 

Idea Pitching and Feedback 

(10 min./team) 

1) Pitch an idea from a brainstorm 

2) Get comments and advices 

 

Table 4. Activity during Day 1 and 2 of a workshop 
 

Activity Description 

Introduction to AI (10 min.) 

*Video content 

1) Basic understanding of AI part II 

2) History of AI, Biological vs Artificial Intelligence, 

AI in daily life, and where is AI in the world of 

computer science?  

3) Basic technical term about AI 

Microsoft Azure/ PerceptiLabs 

(20 min.) 

*Video content 

1) Installation and basic features of the program 

Basic AI (30 min.) 

*Video content 

1) Activation function, Dense layer, and concept of 

convolutional neural network 

2) Loss, Train Test Val split, overfitting/underfitting, 

dropout, and score 

 

Table 5. Activity in Day 2 of a workshop 
 

Activity Description 

Lecture on “basic artificial  

intelligence development” 

(2 hrs.) 

1) Teach how to use the program to develop an AI 

2)  Basic guideline about a high-efficiency model 

3)  Q&A session 

Lecture on “UX/UI and  

application development” 

(1 hr.) 

1) What is UX/UI? 

2)  Basic knowledge for create UX/UI design 

Develop an AI with assigned  

database 

1) Use the knowledge from both lectures to develop an 

AI and create a UX/UI design of an application 

Present (20 min./team) 1) Present team works in Day 2 (by category) 

 

Table 6. Activity in Day 3 of a workshop 
 

Activity Description 

Present overall work 

(10 min./team) 

1) Present overall work each team done throughout the 

duration of the workshop to all participants 

Reflect (50 min.) 1) Reflect the gains gained from participating in the 

workshop with each team participant 

Vote popular work (10 min.) 1) Participants vote popular work in each category 

Take a quiz and questionnaire 

(20 min./participant) 

1) Take a quiz we created to assess the effectiveness of 

each activity 

2) Take a questionnaire to assess the satisfaction of 

participating in the activities. 
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5. Results 

 
After completing the workshop, all participants took a quiz we created to assess the effectiveness of 

each activity and a questionnaire to assess the satisfaction of participating in the activities. We analyzed 

both qualitative and quantitative data as shown below. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Quiz Mark Distribution Chart and Analyzed Statistic. 

 

It was shown that 100% of workshop participants understand basic knowledge about AI, be 

able to develop a simple model from an assigned database, 4 out of 5 can pass a quiz (get 6 of 8 marks) 

we created to assess the effectiveness of each activity, 98% want to pass on the knowledge from the 

activity to the people around them and want this activity to happen again, and over 90.9% are interested 

in learning more about AI and the mathematics behind it. According to the workshop which exclusively 

organized for Gen Z, the results claim that Gen Z can use their digital natives to learn and understand 

AI well. 

 

 
Figure 8. Examples of Works from Workshop Participants. 

 

We also extracted keywords from the workshop participants’ subjective questions and analyzed 

them and weighted the number of responses (10) on the data. 

 

Table 7. Keyword groups of answers in a questionnaire (subjective part) 
 

Question Keyword Weight (n of 10) 

1) After attending the workshop, how has 

your perspective on AI changed? 

Know more 4.5 

Complicated 2 

Get inspired 2 
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Easy to understand 1 

Not change 0.5 

2) What will you do with the knowledge 

gained from the workshop? 

Share to community 4 

Develop work 3.5 

Learn more 2.5 

3) What improvements would you like to 

make in this workshop 

Weight of content 4 

Management 4 

Delectation 2 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Group Photo of (Virtual) Aidea Workshop 2021. 

 

 

6. Conclusion and Discussion 

 
We introduce a new perspective for organizing an online workshop including: Prototype, Workshop 

Design, and Results. Workshop model we created can build technology skills and soft skills which 

participants are obtained during the workshop such as “Team work”: time management, collaboration, 

communication Discussion Presentation Q&A: communication, emotional intelligence, critical 

thinking and decision making Create AI: complex problem solving, Creativity. At the end of our 

workshop, all participant teams can present their finished project and also can fill the questionnaire that 
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can evaluate their knowledge about AI, Design Thinking and UX/UI design thus claimed that our 

workshop is effective. 

 The challenges for organizing an online workshop are divided into four main areas: difficult 

management, speakers do not know the appropriate speed of teaching by topic, different equipment 

used by participants, and a lack of interaction in participants. However, having an online workshop has 

its advantages such as not having to worry about location, distance, and time constraints. 

 Developing an online workshop should take into accounts all the factors such as participant 

internet, teaching style, ice breaking activity, and creating fun unlike a typical workshop. Researcher 

hope this study will be a good guide for workshop organizers, AI developers, and interested parties as 

well as expand the boundary of research about online events. 
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Abstract: The research purpose of this study is to explain how to develop the competence of 
problem-solving that integrates comprehensive knowledge and skills in science, mathematics, and 
technology. The actions were outlined, emphasizing engineering design and the learning process 
model in the class activities regarding the PM 2.5 protector mask. This study is based on self-study 
and reflective practices to classroom-based research; particularly, author investigated the subjects 
through the teaching records and the assessments of problem-solving test form participants. 
Qualitative data were analyzed by using inductive methods such as grouping, comparison, and 
conclusion. In this research, learning activities were schemed into six program plans. Each plan 
represented a step in the engineering design process; additionally, it carried out activities with an 
inquiry process. The results show that students can solve the problems well within tasks to create 
PM 2.5 dust masks. Step by step, the applicable practices with the engineering design process that 
converged existing knowledge and new knowledge, which consists of Science, Mathematics, and 
Technology Ability, yielded effective results. Significantly, the students, who progressively solved 
the problems in the class, showed high-potential development of good cooperation and 
communication skills. 

Keywords: STEM learning, inquiry-based learning, engineering design process, primary school. 

1. Introduction

In the 21st century, STEM Education is an academic discipline that integrates education majoring in 
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics, focusing on learner preparation. With the great 
benefits of STEM, it fosters learners’ development to apply knowledge in various fields. It boosts the 
capability to utilize tools to solve problems in the present and future worlds (Ostler, 2012). In this study 
primarily described engineers as problem solvers (Plan & Khandani, 2005). In the problem-based approach, 
the practical engineering design motivates students to be more curious and active to seek knowledge to 
eliminate doubts. Students are faced with realistic simulations of problems or situations; consequently, they 
work together to find alternative ways to solve problems. Learners develop meaningful learning by 
developing skills, processes,  and essential knowledge for livelihood and lifetime learning. Students acquire 
skills from problem-solving methods and techniques, including observation, data collection, data analysis, 
interpretation, sequencing, reasoning, collaboration, knowledge summarization, etc. In addition, students 
develop learning behaviors from different aspects of thinking, which are knowledge, understanding, 
application, analysis, synthesis, and creativity (Bloom et al., 1956). 
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 As teachers have agreed that STEM teaching is the proficient approach, it can be applied to develop 
cognitive experience, necessary skills, and most importantly, the appreciation and importance of the 
knowledge which is highly required in problem-solving. Therefore, researcher researched, designed, and 
improved learning management methods; especially, researcher employed STEM learning management 
with attempts to be an effective and up-to-date curriculum. Corresponding to the current situation, 
researcher brought PM 2.5 as a part of the problem set. In this study, the problem-solving process in the 
class was designed according to the steps of the engineering design process; then, it was tried and improved 
until researcher got satisfactory results from the prototype. 
 
 
2. Stem Learning 
 
A model of STEM learning of the Problem-Solving Method in this research consists of two basic parts in 
six lesson plans. First comes the inputs to the Engineering Design Process (EDP) in each lesson plan have 
a one-step of EDP such as Identify a challenge, Explore ideas, Design a solution, Plan and implement 
solutions, Test and develop, and Presentation. Second, researcher have seen these inputs in the Inquiry-
Based Learning (IBL) to driving the learning process in every lesson plan. Integrating EDP and IBL into 
Problem Solving is a teaching method based on learning psychology: learning occurs when problems arise. 
This is a method for teaching students to learn how to solve problems systematically. Designing methods 
of learning enable the application of prior knowledge combined with new knowledge and skills to solve 
problems. That is a vital part of STEM education in the learning design of the study. Integrated learning 
management between disciplines links knowledge in the school system to effectively solve problems in 
daily life. (Ministry of Education, 2017) 

In this study, students were assigned to make the PM 2.5 dust mask. The engineering design process 
was introduced as a guideline instruction for implementation. At the end of the process, students had to 
explain what they had discovered coupled with principles for problem-solving in the design and 
improvement of their task. Consequently, the researcher synthesized the answers of students that illustrated 
a connection in using science, mathematics, technology skills to solve problems as well as other skills that 
students used from their student work 

 
Figure 1. Conceptual diagram: The design of the learning with 

the Engineering Design Process and Inquiry-Based learning. 

 
3. Research Scope 
 
This qualitative research was conducted with 40 grade 4 students in special science-mathematics 
classrooms, Anuban-Samutsongkram school, Thailand. In which all selected students were purposive 
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sampling. The content used in the activity is based on the Thailand and school standard and indicators in 
grade 3 and grade 4. 
 
4. Methodology 
 
The investigation model was proposed to examine classroom actions comprising 4 main steps: Plan-Act-
Observe-Reflect (PAOR) (Zuber-Skerritt & Perry, 2002). The results of the teaching and learning process 
were interpreted for the phenomena explanation. The research led finding to issues as well as the method 
was used to develop problem-solving skills of grade 4 students through STEM workshop “PM 2.5 Dust 
Mask” along with observation, how students adapt to problem-solving skills in the STEM educational 
activities. The method is clarified in the following steps: 
• Plan : The research began with a study of learning management that related to STEM education and 

the development of problem-solving skills of learners from the research and related documents in order 
to create a lesson plan that can be developed the problem-solving skills of learners through STEM 
education activities and aside from studying documents; also, their own teaching experience was 
considered. 

• Act : Implementation of a lesson plan consisted of 6 inquiry lesson plans in each part of the engineering 
design process. The implementation was in the science hour during 18-28 February 2019, the second 
semester of the academic year 2018 within 6 lessons, 60 minutes per lesson in total. 

• Observe : In the teaching process, students were observed and recorded behavior at the same time. In 
addition, to answer the 2nd research question, students were asked to write a reflection of the students' 
thoughts and their post-teaching notes to answer the 1st research question. 

• Reflect : The reflection data of the teaching practice was obtained from the teachers’ observations. The 
writing of the reflection from the students is to analyze the guidelines for STEM educational learning. 
As a result, the reflection review yielded future planning for the learning development of STEM 
academics. 

From the operational process, there were methods for collecting and analyzing data from both 
research questions as follows: 
• Question 1: “How can I improve the problem-solving skills of grade 4 students through STEM 

education activities the PM 2.5 Dust Mask”:  
The utilized tools were post-teaching notes and reports that reflected students' ideas. The inductive 

analysis was performed by taking the information that had been divided into various issues. Then that 
information was compiled into integrated issues as the following points: 1) the lesson plan, 2) the 
strengths and weaknesses of the teaching plan, and 3) ways to improve the teaching plan. In addition, 
other else issues were be able to observe from the learning period; consequently, they were compared 
to the consistency with relevant studies. 

• Question 2: “How do the students possess problem-solving skills in STEM education activities the PM 
2.5 Dust Mask?”: 

The utilized tools were post-teaching notes and reports that reflected students' thoughts. The 
inductive analysis was performed by taking the information from questions in activities. The analysis 
focused on the answers and behaviors related to the main subjects in the stem, namely science, 
mathematics, and technology. Then the students were grouped according to the answer conditions and 
determinants referred to the details in section 6.3 problem-solving skills. 
 

 
5. Results and Discussions 
 
5.1 STEM education 
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According to the engineering design guidelines, STEM educational lesson plan in PM 2.5 dust mask activity 
was a problem-solving process. There were 6 steps in 6 lesson plans as follows: 1) Problem Identification, 
2) Related Information Search, 3) Solution Design, 4) Planning and Development, 5) Testing, Evaluation, 
and Design Improvement, 6) Presentation. Each plan has an integration of learning, science, mathematics, 
and technology. The results of the analysis, including standards and indicators in the curriculum, were 
examined in the tasks of making PM 2.5 masks. It revealed the necessary indicators divided into two groups 
which are indicators or knowledge. Students' prior knowledge, such as measurement skills from learning 
mathematics in grade 3, indicates that students did not have enough accomplishment. Students could get 
information on the integration process of inquiry-based learning in each learning plan that was prior 
designed. 
 
5.2 Strengths and Weaknesses of STEM education in PM 2.5 dust mask activity 
 

The advantages of STEM education are that students can apply knowledge and integrate related sciences 
as well as practices in daily life and future careers. This study is an empirical lesson harmonizing with 
Thailand's education development needs in the 21st century. 

5.3 Strengths 
 

1. There was a learning process in which students could create knowledge by themselves by searching for 
actual experiences and adding new experiences from learning and taking action. This corresponds to 
the nature of adult learning, meaning a set of conditions suitable for full cognition that might be used 
as a standard for future learning as adults (Mezirow, 1997). 

2. Designing problem-solving solutions throughout the process using group work and a sequence of 
problem-solving methods using the engineering design process, which was one form of accepted 
solution. Plan and Khandani (2005) explanation summarised that engineering is the key to solving 
problems from systematic problem-solving design. 

3. Activities designed to enable students to communicate with one another for problem-solving, in which 
communication and collaboration are important factors for problem-solving skills. For instance, the 
U.S. Department of Education (2012) considers the abilities of collaborative problem solving as the 
one dimension of students’21st-century core competencies. In Thailand, communication and 
collaboration also have been used as essential competencies for students. 

4. Students realized the value and benefits of knowledge gained from studying in the classroom by using 
the knowledge to solve problems in real life. 

5. The content/issues studied are modern and are problems with current events. 
 

5.4 Weaknesses and Guidelines for Improvement 
 
1. Development in the academic year 2020 onwards, new indicators for grade 3 levels need to be analyzed 

because of the improvement of Thailand's curriculum in science, technology, and mathematics. 
2. Preserve students’ time to improve the model and the task properly. 

 
5.5 Other observations 
 
For optional observations, It was found that soft skills from the students such as communication skills, 
searching information, collaborating, and requesting help from teachers or parents; when they could not 
complete the task by themselves, such as sewing tasks. 
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5.6 problem-solving skills 
 
The grouping for problem-solving through the STEM education of PM 2.5 dust mask activities was divided 
into 4 groups which were 1) the group that used specific science/math/technology in problem-solving, 2) 
the group that used integrated knowledge of science/math/and technology at least two branches of 
knowledge, and 3) the group that did not use science/math/ and technology knowledge to solve the problem, 
the detail description is listed in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Student problem-solving group through STEM educational Dust mask PM 2.5 activities. 

Student problem-solving group  
Group Use specific 

knowledge  
Use integrated knowledge  Do not use any knowledge in 

Science/Mathematics/Technology 
Number 
of people 
(percent) 

4(10) 36(90) - 

Examples 
from 
student 
reflection 

- Our group 
uses 
knowledge of 
measurements 
obtained from 
mathematics. 

- There is a solution by using 
measuring tools such as a ruler 
and a tablet to search for 
information. 
- Use the knowledge of dust filters 
and use the internet to search for a 
prototype in mask making and 
measurement equipment. 
- I (students) use the knowledge 
they learned from math and 
sciences subjects 

- 

 
Analysis and clustering of students' problem solving found that most of the students are in the group 

that uses integrated knowledge, science, mathematics, and technology at least two or more, accounting for 
90 percent, and no group that does not use knowledge in science, mathematics, and technology to solve 
problems. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The picture shows the design by creating a draft to model the task and the real task. 
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To reflect the student's ability of problem identification and problem-solving design, in-class 
unstructured interviews were conducted. The responses indicated that the major problems after the 
assignments of the tasks were defined correctly. The students were able to identify the PM 2.5 dust mask 
defects regarding the mask design and fabrics. Moreover, they suggested different solutions to upgrade the 
mask quality in several aspects such as fine fabric resolution choices, design of multi-layers, and dust-
absorbing with a moistness condition. This after-action review aroused students’ desire for additional 
experiments. Explicitly, students showed proficient problem-solving and critical thinking skills to apply 
integrated knowledge with aims for the best productivity corresponding with a practical perspective. 

The results show that learning management is an effective way for problem-solving by using STEM 
education as a tool. It helped students learning and practicing to define problems and alternative solutions 
through knowledge integration. Students succeeded in thought development based on prior experience and 
improving toward new knowledge creation. Researcher also found that students were capable of various 
skills for problem-solving, such as communication and presentation skills. Collaboration skills in using 
technology such as searching are in line with the concept of “knowledge and skills developed include 
communication of all types, and problem-solving, with application to authentic problems” (Zhou, 2012). 
The modern learning culture in the 21st  century must be learning by practices that require problems or work 
in the project (Reeve, 2013). The goal of learning is to develop all aspects of learners with integrated 
learning methods such as STEM. However, this research was to collect data only for students with unique 
talents in science and mathematics. Therefore, those who study should adjust and apply in proper formation. 

 
 

6. Benefits from This Research 
 
In this study, the researcher found a way to design learning methods with STEM activities that promote 
learners' problem-solving. In addition, it also encouraged other competencies of students. This concept is a 
prototype for designing diverse and suitable activities for learners at different levels and different contexts. 
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Abstract: During the semester 2020 , the COVID-19  pandemic has become a global health 
issue and impact on education. Many institutions abruptly transitioned their courses from face-
to-face instruction to distance learning.  This prompts us to optimize the teaching strategies for 
chemistry courses during online teaching mode.  In particular, distance learning is not easy to 
engage student focusing on a difficult concept, especially organic chemistry. Therefore, the 
researchers have developed a new interactive 3D game on the web in augmented reality (AR) 
with a tutorial namely ISOCHEM, which is used as a door engaging activity for the online 
flipped classroom. This game could enhance the students’ interests in isomers of organic 
compounds. Not only the high-school students, the first-year undergraduate students can also 
learn either in person or in group activity. ISOCHEM has two levels in which the players are 
requesting to respond the correct answers for guaranteeing the passing into the next level. Level 
1 is matched with the structures of isomers, while Level 2 is relevant to the construction of 
molecular model sets in learning of structures and spatial orientations of organic 
molecules/compounds via building a molecular model. To gain more challenges, students have 
to show the molecular structure in a ball-and-stick model verified by the app. Moreover, 
ISOCHEM has tutorials consisted of basic isomer concepts, which provide the infographic and 
AR setups that allow students to learn by their own pace prior starting a game. The work 
presented herein could enhance students’ comprehensive learnings and understandings through 
the individualized and self-directed learning experiences. 

Keywords: Augmented reality, distance learning, 3D game, flipped classroom, isomers, 
organic chemistry. 

1. Introduction

In the 21 th centuries, technology is becoming an integral part of a modern classroom (Baldock et al., 
2021). It is mandatory to discuss how to bring technology to the classroom environment. Mobile device 
and wireless internet were used to support learning environment for ubiquitous learning teachers and 
students can access a variety of educational resources that could inspire any time creativity, critical 
thinking, communication, and collaboration from elsewhere (Thanyaphongphat & Panjaburee, 2019).  

During the semester of 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has forced academic institutions around 
the world to rapidly adapt the traditional courses into the online p l a t fo rm.  As the online education 
continues to rise, many colleges and universities are interested in how to deliver course content for 
online learners. The advantage of online education is that it allows students to attend the class from any 
location of their choice for synchronous learning. Additionally, online lectures can be recorded, 
archived, and shared for asynchronous learning (Ranga, 2020 ; Lapitan et al., 2021 ) .  This allows 
students to access the learning material at a time of their comfort. Therefore, to support student learning 
via online, the rapidly shift of the instructional on-site learning into the appropriate web-based learning 
was afforded (Tang et al., 2020), especially the abstract concept in organic chemistry. 
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Mastery of the structure of organic compounds is crucial as it involves the interaction and 
reaction of organic molecules. Isomers of organic compounds are key concept, which can be applied to 
the other contents (Jones & Kelly, 2015; Elford et al., 2021). The introduction of organic chemistry has 
to provide the structural theory of isomers, albeit this subject was evaluated by many students as one of 
the most difficult subjects. It is an abstract concept in which students cannot create their own 
imagination and most of the learning activities required ingenuity and higher problem-solving skills 
(Da Silva Júnior et al., 2018). The teaching in traditional classroom as a cookbook causes lack of the 
motivation, challenging to critical thinking and applying knowledge to other chemistry topics. These 
made it difficult to learn, think and engage, thus making students are under stressfulness, causing lack 
of motivation and enthusiasm to study in organic chemistry. Moreover, teachers are still lacking of a 
variety of teaching techniques and modern innovative media. Considering these difficulties faced by 
students in their learning process, the use of 3D model and augmented reality (AR) technology has the 
potential to fill gaps in some abstract topics. Therefore, to support student learning, teachers can use a 
variety of teaching materials to assist and support the student critical thinking (Winter, 2016; Aw et al., 
2020; Abdinejad et al., 2021) .  In addition, AR technology can preferably support a difficult task or 
complex structure rather than learning via 2D paper (Wiedenmaier et al., 2003).  

For a decade, various fields of learning including medicine, architecture, engineering, 
museology, physics, chemistry, biology, and mathematics have been attempted to incorporate AR 
technology into the classroom. However, very few chemistry educations have created a mobile 
applications or web-based application for teaching such as “Chirality-2” (Jones et al., 2018), “Time 
Bomb Game” (Da Silva Júnior et al., 2020), “Nucleophile’s Point of View” (Winter et al., 2020) and 
BioSIMAR (Fernandes, Cerqueira & Sousa, 2021). Using AR technology is more challenging to 
understand an abstract concept because it facilitates student to visualize the microscopic level and 
allows them exploration and analysis of information about objects in physical environment (ElSayed, 
et al., 2016). Moreover, there were the previous reported study using ubiquitous games that influence 
learning achievement and motivation through a context-aware ubiquitous learning environment (Liu & 
Chu, 2010), an online educational game can promote students learning attitudes, learning interest, 
improved learning achievements, self-efficacy and collaborative environment (Sung & Hwang, 2010; 
Hwang et al., 2012). However, very few researches that combine AR technology with game for teaching 
in isomers of organic chemistry. 

AR technology has been combined into a game concept known as gamification. The 
gamification theory in education proposes that the learners learn best when they are having fun. The 
connection between gaming and learning is the mirror between the game design and the course design. 
The game (course) designer will incrementally introduce new skills (concepts) to be mastered, while 
the gamer (student) must subsequently apply these skills (concepts) to increase challenging puzzles 
(problems) that ultimately apply the prior knowledge to new scenarios (Varonis, 2015). Although an 
online community cannot be substituted for in-person classroom experiences, learning activities using 
gamification can engage students learn at home as the virtual classroom (Fontana, 2020). 

In this research, researchers have designed a new interactive 3D game on the web in AR with 
a tutorial that covers the isomer of organic compounds concept namely ISOCHEM. Moreover, it 
provides an infographic tool of the isomer of organic compounds concept for students learning 
elsewhere. In addition, ISOCHEM aims to enhance students gaining better understanding and positive-
attitude learning of the structural isomerism concept. Researchers propose to use this game design for 
flipped classroom on both online and on-site classrooms. 
 
 
2. System Development 
 
ISOCHEM was developed from the real stakeholder’s feedback. A survey of chemistry teachers in 
Thailand teaching about the isomer of organic compounds concept showed that they still lack a variety 
of modern innovative media for teaching and learning about isomers (Table 1). They used only 2D 
platform that it could be difficult to engage student learning in an abstract concept, especially during 
COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, ISOCHEM was designed to bridge this gap of teaching for supporting 
learners. 
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Table 1.  The Results of a Survey of Chemistry Teachers in Thailand: Using Technology and Digital 
Media for Teaching and Learning of isomers of Organic Chemistry 

 
From a survey, the technology that chemistry teachers used for teaching and learning on the 

isomers of organic compounds concept were textbooks-worksheet, Microsoft PowerPoint and video. 
To support student learning, ISOCHEM was developed by integrating the multi-features in one material 
for teaching such 3D model in AR technology, game-based learning, interactive activity and flexibility 
for learning as shown in the comparison of the effectiveness of teaching materials (Table 2).  
 
Table 2. Comparison of Teaching Materials 

Property Textbooks- 
Worksheet 

Microsoft 
PowerPoint 

Video ISOCHEM 

2D/3D 2D 2D/3D 2D/3D 2D/3D 
AR - - - + 
Real time of environment image - - - + 
Animation - + + + 
Game - 0 - + 
Audio - + + + 
Self-learning 0 0 0 + 
Interactive learning - 0 0 + 
Flexible - 0 - + 
Quiz and assessment tools 0 + - + 
Log in system - - - + 
Device access Easy Easy Easy Easy 

Note. Symbols represent the fulfillment level with regard to the requirements as follows: + = completely fulfilled; 
0 = partially fulfilled; - = not at all fulfilled.  
 

At present, ISOCHEM has two levels in which the system provides the supporting multiple 
language options in the web-based application game. For practices, a mode display contains an 
interactive 3D model in AR, e-learning system with the quiz and question, construction of molecular 
model sets in learning structures and spatial orientations of organic molecules/compounds by building 
a molecular model that show the structure of the molecule using ball-and-stick models. 

 
 

3. Designing ISOCHEM Tutorial Mobile App 
 
ISOCHEM was developed with the Laravel framework, PHP and HTML5  languages, and created a 

Type of technology and digital media  Percentage (%) 

Video  12 
Microsoft PowerPoint  31 
Textbooks-worksheet  42 
e-learning  4 
Mobile application  8 
Digital game-based learning  3 
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user login system with PHP and MySQLU. Users initially login with an e-mail and password to create 
an account, select a language on the second screen and choose one of the following options: Play, 
Practices, Setting, My profile and Logout. 
 
3.1  Play Mode 
 
The play mode is chosen by the players who select the “Level” on the next screen. When the “Level 1” 
button is clicked, the players are moved to the nex t  screen to read the rules (instructions). Click the 
“Start” button, the competition wi l l  occur. The players must select the isomer of organic compounds 
by shaking the mobile phone when two organic compounds are isomer within 20 sec / item. The total 
scores for this Level are 200. When the players choose a correct answer, they can earn coins equivalent 
to points. If the players choose an incorrect answer, the game will show the correct answers. For Level 
2 , the players click the “ Random” button,  then a molecular formula of hydrocarbon and organic 
compound containing oxygen will be occurred. The players must find total possible numbers of isomers, 
build a molecular model using ball-and-stick model, take a photo and then upload it within 1 5 
min/compound. When the players build a structure correctly, points are earned with a total score of 500. 
This level provides a bonus with 100 coins when the players build a special structure compound and 
the winner is the one who possesses a higher coin. 
 
3.2   Practices Mode 
 
The practices mode is chosen and the players are moved to the next screen which has one of the 
following options: isomerism definition, constitutional isomers and subtopic (chain, position, functional 
group isomers), stereoisomers and subtopic (geometric and optical isomers) and hydrocarbon reactions 
Each of subtopic has a tutorial. Then the players can take a study based on their pace learning anytime. 
When clicking the AR button, the AR structure will be appeared. It facilitates players to see at the 
molecular level. Moreover, the players can adjust the molecule by their own fingers and turning around 
structure in 360°. In addition, this mode can check the players understanding with interactive question 
by answering short and multiple-choice questions. 
 
3.3   Setting Mode and My Profile Mode 

 
The setting mode includes the setups for music performance, sharing link with other users and seeing 
list of software development team.  For my profile mode, the players can view username, e-mail and 
app history. It will collect login user statistics, plays chart and scores on device over the last month. 
 
 
4 Implementation with ISOCHEM 
 
Thirty twelfth grade students from the secondary school in Thailand enrolled in courses of introductory 
organic chemistry were implemented with ISOCHEM. It was used in online flipped classroom activity 
among the groups of students who used their knowledge of the isomers of organic chemistry to win 
matches. Students learn concepts of isomer of organic compounds include constitutional isomers (chain, 
position and functional group isomers) and stereoisomers (geometric and optical isomers) via textbooks 
and online videos prepared by the teacher and the practices mode in ISOCHEM. In online class, students 
play ISOCHEM and act like a gamer. They have to compete with friends to win it. 

Feedback from students after using ISOCHEM showed the positive attitudes (Figure 1) with 
comments that the app helped them recalling the concepts of isomer of organic chemistry they had 
forgotten and clearly visualizing the model of isomers via AR. The aspects were found most enjoyable 
and interesting with design and playability, ease of use, relevance of content, easy-to-understand 
navigation, music, calm feel, pressure level for casual playing/learning and usefulness. The agreement 
(agree plus strongly agree) results showed in a range of 77.8-88.9% of evaluators. It can be implied that 
ISOCHEM is very favorable tool for learning. Moreover, students have additional feedback as follows: 

“The game is wonderful.  I am having a good time. The application is dependable and simple 
usege.”  
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“The application includes entertaining games. There is a summary for self-study and a quiz to 
check how well you understand it.”  

“This is the best app for learning chemistry. It is possible to clearly visualize the 3D and AR 
structures.”  

ISOCHEM is designed to support classroom learning in isomer of organic compound which is 
the difficult concept. The contents in game are the same as in lectures or textbook, but the activity was 
designed to reinforce an idea and motivate students learning. They can play ISOCHEM by themselves 
and also share and discuss with their friends. Moreover, the use of AR incorporated into the classroom 
provides a few lessons for them, so ISOCHEM is very attractive tool. In Level 1, for example, students 
can find 3D models of the chemical structures, which can help them gain more understanding before 
pairing isomers. Similar to Level 1, in Level 2 students must think critically before building a structure 
of isomers and have a chance to discuss with friends. 
 
 
5 Conclusions and Future Perspectives  
 
This research has developed an interactive 3D game on the web in augmented reality (AR) with a tutorial 
namely ISOCHEM that is a beneficial tool for students to learn the isomer of organic chemistry by 
themselves anytime and anyway. This game has two levels of practice. The development of the 
ISOCHEM is continually based on user feedback from students who evaluated the first version of the 
application. Although the vast majority of comments were positive, there are some suggestions needed 
to be addressed further for improvement in future works. In addition, researchers are planning to 
incorporate more subjects in chemistry to ISOCHEM, e.g., adding more practice levels as Level 3: 
move the spaceship to hit cis/trans isomers and Level 4: halogenation reaction. Researchers aim to 
develop ISOCHEM to allow students having more interactions via using AR setups by themselves.  

 
Figure 1. Evaluators’ responses by survey statement: distribution of Likert categories. 
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Abstract: This paper aimed to present the development of gamification elements that 
contributed to the formation of competences in investigation process in a community health 
nursing course. There were 10 steps of public health investigation process using a gamified 
learning model. Results: The story of gamified learning demonstrated the first step to the last 
step of disease investigation. An instructor designed learning activities by creating a learning 
situation in each step of disease investigation such as filling in the blanks with the correct words 
and a true-false test. The instructor created individual learning style and utilized learning 
outcomes as indicators of learners' cognition. Moreover, the instructor determined the 
motivation during the game through competition and collecting coins. Learners with low scores 
were required to repeat playing while those with the highest scores were rewarded. This 
gamified learning model is expected to promote nursing students’ knowledge in investigation 
process. 

Keywords: Gamified learning, nursing students, public health, investigation 

1. Introduction

Investigation is an epidemiological activity conducted to rummage the facts about the occurrence of 
diseases and public health problems. Investigation involves looking for information about distribution 
of the disease and environmental pathogens. The investigation process is based on scientific principles. 

The Bachelor of Nursing Science Program requires learning about epidemiological 
investigation in a community nursing course. Most of the teaching is carried out with a lecture method. 
Therefore, the students may have little working experience in investigation (Chang, Chao, Xiao, & 
Chien, 2021). Previous research also showed learning gains from gamification as it could create 
learning environments to increase learners’ motivation (Butler & Bodnar, 2017). 

Karl Kapp (2012) described gamification as using game-based mechanics and game thinking to 
engage people, motivate action, promote learning, and solve problems. Accordingly, a gamification is 
designed to enhance understanding, apply knowledge, and a cognitive apprenticeship in the courses of 
undergraduate students (Ko & Ko, 2021). Gamification is an interesting and innovative approach in the 
nursing field, as a replacement to traditional practices and appropriate to nursing teaching (Grech & 
Grech, 2021). Talita Candida CastroI and Luciana Schleder Gonçalve (2018) examined the effect of 
gamification on increasing competences in nursing informatics based on teaching and learning criteria, 
and content structure. The results showed that gamification contributed to the formation of 
competences among nursing students by positively influencing the teaching-learning process. The 
gamified learning design helped to promote the learning process of nursing students as it was another 
teaching resource for motivation and meaningful learning. 

Investigation process consists of 10 steps as shown in Figure 1. The right implementation of 
investigation process leads to effective disease control and prevention. For effective learning of nursing 
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students, we are interested in developing the elements of gamification that contribute to the formation 
of competences in nursing investigation process. 

Figure 1. COVID-19 case investigation workflow and 10 steps of disease investigation. 

2. The development of Scratch Gamification based on Public Health Investigation
Process 

2.1 Public Health Investigation Process 

Public health investigation process consists of 10 steps (Department of Disease Control, 2020). The 
first step is the preparation for field work in which health professionals must have a good team with 
appropriate scientific knowledge, supplies, and equipment to carry out an investigation before initiating 
field work. The second step is to verify the diagnosis using clinical findings and laboratory results. The 
next step is the verification of the outbreak which involves verifying that a cluster of cases is indeed an 
outbreak. The following step is active case finding about the case definition using clinical criteria — 
restrictions by time, place, and person. The next step is orientation of case by time, place, and person. 
The sixth step is the formulation of hypotheses called descriptive epidemiology in which the outbreak is 
characterized by time, place, and person. This step may be repeated several times during the course of 
an investigation as additional cases are identified or as new information becomes available. After a 
hypothesis that might explain an outbreak has been developed, the next step is to evaluate the 
plausibility of that hypothesis. Hypotheses are evaluated either by comparing them with the established 
facts or by using analytic epidemiology to quantify relationships. When analytic epidemiology is 
unrevealing, hypotheses are reconsidered. The next step is recommendations of control measures, as 
control of the outbreak and prevention of additional cases are the primary goals. In the final step, the 
findings, and outcomes are written in a report, and communicated in an effective manner (Manitoba 
Health, 2021; Ikechukwu, Ilochi, & Nwafor, 2019). 

2.2 Gamified Learning 
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The gamified learning development process can be divided into six steps (Kapp, 2012; MacMeekin, 
2017) as follows: 

2.2.1 Instructors define and explain learning outcomes as indicators for public health 
investigation process.  

2.2.2 Instructors design gamified learning that can challenge their learners. Thus, learners can 
apply the learning outcomes to future work. 

2.2.3 Instructors determine the story of gamified learning from the first step of the disease 
investigation to the full process of the disease investigation.  

2.2.4  Instructors design learning activities by creating a learning situation in each step of the 
disease investigation such as filling in the blanks with the correct words and a true-false test.  

2.2.5 Instructors design individual learning style, and utilize learning outcomes as indicators of 
learners' cognition.  

2.2.6 Instructors determine the motivation of the game through competition and collecting 
coins. Learners with low scores must repeat playing. Learners with the highest score will be rewarded 
 
 
3. Illustrations 
 
We developed gamified learning for disease investigation (COVID-19 infectious disease scenario). The 
gamification consists of 10 scenes. For example, the first scene is the preparation for field work step. 
The second scene is the verification of diagnosis step, and the last scene is the step of communication of 
findings and writing report as shown in Figure 2.   
 

  
 

Figure 2. The example of gamification scenes 
 

In each step of the gamified learning process, learners are evaluated step by step until all 10 
steps of gamified learning process are covered.  There are various assessments.  For example, the 
learners choose the images that correctly match with knowledge, equipment, and team in the 
preparation for field work step, and fill in signs and symptoms of COVID-19 infection disease (The 
National Institute for Communicable Diseases, 2020) as shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Investigation Process, The Scenes, and Gamified Learning Process 
 
Investigation process Scene Gamified learning process 
1. Prepare for field work A health professional is prepared with 

appropriate scientific knowledge, 
supplies, and equipment to carry out an 
investigation before initiating field 
work. A good field investigator must be 
a good manager and collaborator. 

A learner chooses the right 
images with knowledge, 
equipment, and team. 
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Table 1. Investigation Process, The Scenes, and Gamified Learning Process (Continues) 
 
Investigation process Scene Gamified learning process 
2. Verify the diagnosis Verifying the diagnosis consists of three 

methods.  First, review the clinical 
findings and laboratory results. Second, 
find it useful to visit one or more 
patients with the disease.  Third, 
summarize the clinical features using 
frequency distributions. 

A learner fills in signs and 
symptoms of COVID-1 9 
infection disease. 

3. Verify the outbreak A health professional verifies that a 
cluster of cases is indeed an outbreak.  

A learner identifies whether 
the graph is true or false in 
showing the outbreak of the 
disease. 

4. Active case finding The clinical criteria are as follows:  
- fever ≥ 37.5°C  
- clinical symptoms:  fever or chills, 
cough, shortness of breath or difficulty 
breathing, fatigue, muscle or body 
aches, headache, loss of taste or smell, 
sore throat, congestion or runny nose, 
nausea or vomiting, and diarrhea 

A learner chooses the patient 
who requires investigation. 

5. Orientation of case by 
time, place, and person 

A health professional clarifies outbreak 
by time ( e. g. , persons with onset of 
illness within the past 2 weeks) , by 
place ( e.g. , residents of Wuhan)  and by 
person ( e. g. , persons with positive 
COVID-19 PCR test result). 

A learner explains the next 
step by time, place, and 
person. 

6. Formulate hypotheses This process is called descriptive 
epidemiology in which the outbreak is 
characterized by time, place, and 
person. 

A learner makes a 
descriptive hypothesis to 
investigate the disease. 

7. Tasting hypotheses Typically, hypotheses in a field 
investigation are evaluated using a 
combination of environmental evidence, 
laboratory science, and epidemiology. 

A learner identifies a true or 
false analytic epidemiology 
study. 

8.Reconsider, refine, and 
re-evaluate hypotheses 

When analytic epidemiology is 
unrevealing, the hypotheses are 
reconsidered by convening a meeting of 
the case-patients to look for common 
links or visiting their homes to look at 
the products on their shelves.  New 
vehicles or modes of transmission 
should be considered. 

A learner explains the next 
step. 

 
Table 1. Investigation Process, The Scenes, and Gamified Learning Process (Continues) 
Investigation process Scene Gamified learning process 
9. Recommendations of 
control measures 

The primary goal is the control of the 
outbreak and prevention of additional 
cases.  The health department’ s first 
responsibility is to protect the public’ s 

A learner chooses an 
appropriate strategy to 
control COVID-19 infection. 
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health.  Thus, if appropriate control 
measures are known and available, they 
should be initiated even before an 
epidemiological investigation is launched. 

10. Communicate 
findings and writing the 
report 

The final task is to summarize the 
investigation, its findings, and its outcome 
in a report, and to communicate this report 
in an effective manner.  This 
communication usually takes two forms: an 
oral briefing for local authorities and a 
written report. 

Summary points: pass or fail. 

 
Learners can repeat a lesson if they have a score that is not high enough to pass an examination 

or test, as shown in figure 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. A flowchart of gamified learning process. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
This paper shares the development of gamification elements that contribute to the formation of 
competences in investigation process in a community health nursing course. The gamification in 
COVID-19 investigation process comprises 10 steps. Learners are evaluated step by step until covering 
all 10 steps of gamified learning process. Nevertheless, learning how to carry out the distinct steps of 
investigation process can be challenging if students are not able to apply knowledge into practice. The 
gamified learning can provide an immersive opportunity for students to enhance their understanding of 
the investigation process and improve their skills. However, our paper has some limitations. This 
gamified learning has yet to be implemented among nursing students, but it could be implemented in the 

Case report to health 
department 

10 steps of investigation process by 
Gamified learning process 

End of learning 

Total score 

Passing  Failed  
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forthcoming semester. Hence, the effect of the implementation of this gamified learning needs to be 
investigated in further research. 
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Abstract: This paper focuses on designing learning matrix activities to target core chemistry 
competencies. Besides, this paper will describe the role of technology in facilitating students in 
achieving these competencies. Based on China Senior High School Chemistry Curriculum 
(Wei, 2019), there are five chemistry core competencies: “1) macroscopic identification and 
microscopic analysis, 2) changes and equilibrium, 3) evidence-based reasoning and modeling, 
4) scientific inquiry and innovation, 5) scientific attitude and social responsibility”.
Furthermore, due to the pivotal chemistry three representation levels (macroscopic,
microscopic, and symbolic), researchers generated the sixth competency (i.e., the link between
macroscopic, microscopic, and symbolic). These activities are designed for two weeks of
summer camp. Many learning strategies are used in this learning matrix activities, such as
interactive lessons, hands-on activities (e.g., stop-motion project), laboratory experiments,
flipped inquiry-based learning, citizen inquiry, field trips, and exhibitions. Besides, various
technologies are used in this learning matrix activities, such as video, mobile technology, and
camera. These activities in the matrix are expected to promote students’ chemistry
competencies, especially on polymer, plastic, and circular economy topics.

Keywords: Learning matrix, chemistry core competencies, polymer, plastic, circular economy 

1. Introduction

There is a requisite to develop students’ competencies in order to respond to social needs. The latest 
version of the Senior High School Chemistry Curriculum (SHSCC) has been developed to respond to 
that challenge in China. The new curricula can be adapted by the others developing countries in the 
world, including Thailand. Based on China Senior High School Chemistry Curriculum (Wei, 2019), 
there are five chemistry core competencies: “1) macroscopic identification and microscopic analysis, 2) 
changes and equilibrium, 3) evidence-based reasoning and modeling, 4) scientific inquiry and 
innovation, 5) scientific attitude and social responsibility”.  

 Meanwhile, there is no doubt that the development of technology has brought transformation to 
all subjects. In the 21st century era, digital learning has become more important in science education 
(Srisawasdi, Pondee, & Buntern, 2018). In terms of chemistry education, technology can support 
chemistry courses in various learning strategies (Nugraheni, Adita, & Srisawasdi, 2020). 

According to that issue, the teacher should design particular activities to foster students’ 
chemistry competencies. The teacher can use various technologies to help students achieve these 
competencies. To be used as a reference, learning activities that can help teachers teach polymer and 
foster students’ chemistry core competencies are required to develop. These learning activities can be 
used as references for educators who want to teach polymer in their chemistry classroom. It provides 
information on how to prepare appropriate learning activities to teach polymer. 
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2. Literature Review  
 
2.1 Chemistry Core Competencies  
 
As a part of science education, school chemistry plays a prominent role in preparing students to be 
professional chemists and educating them to be qualified citizens (Wei, 2019). In order to respond to 
social change, the structure and contents of chemistry curricula have always been reconstructed (De 
Vos, Bulte, & Pilot, 2002).  

The latest version of the Senior High School Chemistry Curriculum (SHSCC) has been 
developed in response to social changes in China. Based on China Senior High School Chemistry 
Curriculum (Wei, 2019), there are five chemistry core competencies: “1) macroscopic identification 
and microscopic analysis, 2) changes and equilibrium, 3) evidence-based reasoning and modeling, 4) 
scientific inquiry and innovation, 5) scientific attitude and social responsibility”. Furthermore, due to 
the pivotal chemistry representation level (macroscopic, microscopic, and symbolic), researchers 
generated the sixth competency (i.e., the link between macroscopic, microscopic, and symbolic level). 
Wei (2019) stated that “the new SHSCC had provided a case for developing countries in dealing with 
the issues of globalization and localization in developing and designing school science and chemistry 
curricula." As one of the developing countries, Thailand could adapt the chemistry core competencies to 
respond to social change. 

 
2.2 Students Learning about Polymer in School Setting 
 
Based on the systematic review in the academic journals indexed by the Scopus database from 2010 to 
2019, several learning strategies were employed in the learning of polymer topics, including laboratory 
experiment, demonstration, simulation-based learning, problem-based learning, interactive lecture, 
experiential learning, flipped classroom, comparative learning, heuristic teaching, example teaching, 
project-based learning, online earning, and application-based approach. Figure 1 displays the 
meta-review result.  
 

 
Figure 1. Learning Strategies in Polymer Teaching Learning.  

  
 As seen in Figure 1, the most favorite learning strategy in teaching polymer is a laboratory 

experiment. Hence, students did not obtain real-world experiences. Learning strategies such as citizen 
inquiry are required to implement this issue since they can bridge the theoretical level and the real 
world. 
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2.3 Citizen Inquiry 

Sharples et al. (2013) described the term "Citizen Inquiry" as an innovative way public members can 
learn by initiating or joining shared inquiry-led science investigation. Furthermore, they stated that 
citizen inquiry refers to a combination between citizen science and collaborative inquiry learning. 
Additionally, Sharples (2013) proposed the syntax of citizen inquiry as follows these steps: “1) find my 
topic, 2) decide my inquiry questions or hypothesis, 3) plan my method, equipment, actions; 4) collect 
my evidence; 5) analyze and represent my evidence; 6) respond to my question or hypothesis; 7) share 
and discuss my inquiry, and 8) reflect on my progress”. 

In a school setting, citizen inquiry is usually used to engage students with environmental issues 
such as tiger mosquito breeding (Perello et al., 2018), tree and bird observation on campus (He et al., 
2018), plastic waste (Dean, 2020). Regarding these studies,  citizen inquiry can be a bridge between the 
theoretical level with the real world. This learning approach can be an appropriate pedagogy to deliver 
polymer, plastic, and circular economy.  

2.4 The Role of Technology for Facilitating Students’  Learning 

2.4.1 The Role of Technology for Facilitating Students’ Chemistry Learning on Polymer 

Based on the previous systematic review in the academic journals indexed by the Scopus database from 
2010 to 2019, various technologies can support students’ learning in the topic of the polymer such as 
video, website, simulation, virtual laboratory, and social media (see Figure 2). As seen in figure 2, video 
is the most favorite technology in teaching polymer topics.  

Figure 2. Technologies Used in Polymer Teaching Learning. 

Educators used video in teaching polymers for many purposes. For instance, Kraft, Rankin, & 
Arrighi (2012) used short videos to foster students’ understanding of curved-arrow reaction 
mechanisms, spectroscopic methods, the polymerization of styrene, and various polymer 
characterization techniques. Furthermore, Shen & Tonelli (2017) used the demonstration video to 
explain the responses of forces slime for varying times. Meanwhile, Smith (2014) used video in his 
iTube, YouTube, and We Tube projects to foster students’ creative skill development and enjoyment.  

2.4.2 The Role of Technology for Facilitating Citizen Inquiry 

Sharples et al. (2015) and Herodotou et al. (2018) stated that mobile devices could support citizen 
inquiry by engaging students with this pedagogy. For instance, the mobile device facilitates students in 
the process of collect data (e.g., light sensor, humidity, pressure) (Sharples et al., 2015, Herodotou et 
al.,2018, Aristeidou, Scanlon, & Sharples, 2020).  
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3. Designing Learning Matrix Activities of Polymer, Plastic, and Circular Economy  
 
These activities in the matrix are expected to promote students’ chemistry core competencies on 
polymer, plastic, and circular economy topics. Based on China Senior High School Chemistry 
Curriculum (Wei, 2019), there are five chemistry core competencies: “1) macroscopic identification 
and microscopic analysis (C1), 2) changes and equilibrium (C2), 3) evidence-based reasoning and 
modeling (C3), 4) scientific inquiry and innovation (C4), 5) scientific attitude and social responsibility 
(C5)”. Furthermore, due to the pivotal chemistry representation level (macroscopic, microscopic, and 
symbolic), researchers generated the sixth competency/C6 (the link between macroscopic, microscopic, 
and symbolic level). These activities are designed for two weeks of summer camp. The learning matrix 
is shown below (Table 1). 
 
Table 1. Learning Matrix of Polymer, Plastic, and Circular Economy  

 1st Saturday 1st Sunday 2nd  Saturday 2nd Sunday 

09.00-10.30 
Introduction to 

Polymer  
(C1) 

Plastics and  
its utilization 

(C1) 

Circular Plastic I 
(C4, C5) 

Bioplastic 
(Formulation)  

(C2, C4) 

10.30-12.00 

How to 
identify 

thermosetting 
and 

thermoplastic 
polymers?  

(C1) 

Plastic Waste 
Audit 
(C4) 

Circular Plastic II 
(C5) 

Bioplastic 
(Degradation) 

(C3, C4) 

BREAK (12.00-13.00) 

 
13.00-14.30 

Polymers’ 
Properties 

(Traditional vs. 
alternative 
polymer)  

(C1) 

 
     What am I ? : 
Plastic Escape 

Room  
(C1) 

 
 
 
 

 

Plastics’ Recycling I 
(C5) 

Exhibition 
(C5) 

14.30-16.00 

How are 
polymers 
formed? 

(C6) 

Plastics’ Recycling II 
(C2, C4) 

Learning 
Formula 

 
 
 
 

Polymer 
Competencies 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Plastic 
Competencies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Circular Economy 1 

Competencies 

       
 
 
 
 
 

Circular Economy 2 
Competencies 

(a)                         (b)                       ( c )                       (d)                          ( e )               (f) 
 

 
 
 
        (dreamstime.com, n.d )(Oldifluff, 2016)  (flaticon.com, n.d.)(icon-library.com, n.d.)(Hassan, 2019) 

Figure 3. The Symbols of Chemistry Competencies (a) C1, (b) C2, ( c ) C3, (d) C4), ( e ) C5, and  
(f) C6. 

 
3.1 Polymer Activities  
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Polymer activities consist of four activities. These activities will be conducted on the first day of 
summer camp. Each activity needs around 90 minutes.   
 
3.1.1 Introduction to Polymer  
 
The objective of this activity is that students will be able to explain the fundamental concept of polymer 
(i.e., what is polymer? kind of polymer, polymers’ properties). This activity is adapted from Fagnani et 
al. (2020), where “think-pair-share” learning strategies will be used to establish an interactive lesson 
format. In addition, the video will be used as a technology to target the first competency (i.e., 
macroscopic identification and microscopic analysis), especially promoting students’ knowledge. 
 
3.1.2 How to Identify  Thermosetting and Thermoplastic Polymers? 
 
The objective of this activity is that students will be able to identify thermosetting and thermoplastic 
polymer in students’ daily life. This activity is adapted from Fagnani et al. (2020). Hands-on activity 
learning strategies will be used in this activity. This activity will address competencies 1 (i.e., 
macroscopic identification and microscopic analysis), especially promoting students’ skills. 
 
3.1.3 Polymers’ Properties (Traditional vs. Alternative Polymer)  
 
The objective of this activity is that students will be able to argue controversial issues related to 
traditional and alternative polymers. This activity is adapted from Eilks, Marks, & Stuckey (2018). 
Socio-scientific issues will be employed in this activity. Meanwhile, Predict Explain Observe Explain 
Extend  (PEOEE) will be used as learning strategies. This activity will address competencies 1 (i.e., 
macroscopic identification and microscopic analysis), especially promoting students’ attitudes. 
 
3.1.4 How are polymers formed? 
 
The objective of this activity is that students will be able to link macroscopic, microscopic, and 
symbolic levels by creating a stop-motion video. This activity is adapted from Fagnani et al. (2020). 
Hands-on activity learning strategies (i.e., stop motion project) will be used in this activity. This activity 
will address competencies 6 (i.e., the link between macroscopic, microscopic, and symbolic). 
 
3.2 Plastic Activities  
 
Plastic activities consist of three activities. These activities will be conducted on the second day of 
summer camp. Activity 1 and 2 need 90 minutes. Meanwhile, activity 3 needs 2x90 minutes. 
 
3.2.1 Plastic and Its Utilization 
 
The objective of this activity is that students will be able to explain what plastic is and the kind of 
plastic, and its utilization. This activity is adapted from Fagnani et al. (2020) and Guedens & Reynders 
(2017). The “Think-pair-share” learning strategies will be used to establish an interactive lesson format. 
Video will be used as technology in this activity.  This activity will address competencies 1 (i.e., 
macroscopic identification and microscopic analysis), especially promoting students’ knowledge. 
3.2.2 Plastic Waste  Audit 
  
The objective of this activity is that students will be able to survey to estimate plastics’ utilization. This 
activity is adapted from the 5 Gyres Institute (2020). Citizen Inquiry will be used as a learning strategy 
in this activity. Furthermore, the nQuire toolkit will be employed as a technology for conducting the 
survey. This activity will address competencies 4 (i.e., scientific inquiry and innovation).  

 
3.2.3 What am  I: Plastic Escape Room 
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The objective of this activity is that students will be able to identify unknown resin plastic. This activity 
is adapted from Peleg et al. (2019) and the 5 Gyres Institute (2020), where a laboratory-based chemistry 
escape room will be employed as a learning strategy in this activity for addressing the first competency 
(i.e., macroscopic identification and microscopic analysis), especially promoting students’ skills.  
 
3.3 Circular Economy Activities 
 
The circular economy consists of seven activities. This activity will be conducted on the third-fourth 
day of summer camp. Activity 1-6 need 90 minutes. Meanwhile, activity 7 needs 2x90 minutes. 
 
3.3.1 Circular Plastic I 
 
The objective of this activity is that students will be able to explain the circular plastic concept and solve 
the problem related to circular plastic. This activity is adapted from Dean (2020). Citizen inquiry will be 
employed as a learning strategy in this activity. Furthermore, video and nQuire toolkit will be employed 
as technologies. This activity will address competencies 4 (i.e., scientific inquiry and innovation) and 
competencies 5 (i.e., scientific attitude and social responsibility). 
 
3.3.2 Circular Plastic II 
 
The objective of this activity is that students will be able to propose a solution by creating a product to 
deal with single-use plastic. This activity is adapted from Dean (2020), where a hands-on activity will 
be employed as a learning strategy in this activity for addressing the fifth competency (i.e., scientific 
attitude and social responsibility). 
 
3.3.3 Plastic Recycling I 
 
The objective of this activity is that students will be able to explain how to turn plastic waste into 
valuable products by particular methods in the surrounding community. This activity is adapted from 
Fagnani et al. (2020) and Albright et al. (2021), where a field trip will be employed as a learning 
strategy in this activity for addressing the fifth competency (i.e., scientific attitude and social 
responsibility). 
 
3.3.4 Plastic Recycling II 
 
The objective of this activity is that students will be able to explain how to turn plastic waste into oil by 
pyrolisis and produce oil by pyrolysis. This activity is adapted from Budsaereechai, Hunt, & Ngeryen 
(2019).  Flipped inquiry-based learning will be employed as a learning strategy in this activity. This 
learning strategy is adapted from Chaipidech & Srisawasdi (2018). This activity will address 
competencies 2 (i.e., change and equilibrium) and competencies 4 (i.e., scientific inquiry and 
innovation). 
 
3.3.5 Bioplastic (Formulation) 
 
The objective of this activity is that students will be able to  produce bioplastic. This activity is adapted 
from Knutson et al. (2019). Flipped inquiry-based learning will be employed as a learning strategy in 
this activity. This learning strategy is adapted from Chaipidech & Srisawasdi (2018). This activity will 
address competencies 2 (i.e., change and equilibrium) and competencies 4 (i.e., scientific inquiry and 
innovation). 
 
3.3.6 Bioplastic (Degradation) 
 
The objective of this activity is that students will be able to analyze bioplastic degradation and decide 
the best bioplastic based on its degradation. This activity is adapted from Knutson et al. (2019). A 
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guided-inquiry laboratory experiment will be employed as a learning strategy in this activity. This 
activity will address competencies 3 (i.e., evidence-based reasoning and modeling) and competencies 4 
(i.e., scientific inquiry and innovation). 
 
3.3.7 Exhibition 
 
The objective of this activity is that students will be able to display and present a product as a solution to 
solve plastics’ problem for saving the environment.This activity is adapted from Guedens and Reynders 
(2017), and exhibition will be employed as a learning strategy for addressing the fifth competencies (i.e.  
scientific attitude and social responsibility). 
 
 
4. The Role of Technology in Learning Polymer, Plastic, and Circular Economy  
 
In the learning matrix activities, various technologies are expected to implement. These technologies 
and their roles are shown in table 2. 
 
 Table 2. The Role of Technology in Learning Polymer, Plastic, and Circular Economy  

Day Sub-Topic Technology Used Role of  Technology 
1 Introduction to 

Polymer 
Video Help students understand polymer's concept, 

especially to visualize the structure and properties of 
polymers at the microscopic level. 

  Camera Help students to capture polymer in their daily life 
1 How are 

polymers 
formed? 

Video Help students to link macroscopic, microscopic, and 
symbolic levels in the concept of polymerization 

2 Plastic and Its 
Utilization 

Video Help students to understand plastic, especially to 
visualize the structure and properties of plastics at the 
microscopic level. 

  Mobile 
technology  

(nQuire toolkit) 

Help students to collect data 

3 Circular Plastic I Video Help students to understand the concept of circular 
plastic. 

  Mobile 
technology  

(nQuire toolkit) 

Help students to collect data 

3 Plastic 
Recycling I 

Camera Help students to capture the process of plastic 
recycling in students’ surrounding community 

3 Plastic 
Recycling II 

Video Help students to understand the concept of pyrolisis, 
especially to visualize that matter is in motion and 
change 

4 Bioplastic 
(Formulation) 

Video Help students to understand the concept of bioplastic 
formation, especially to visualize that matter is in 
motion and change. 
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Based on table 2, video is expected to use in many sub-topics. Using video in many sub-topics 
of  polymers is in line with the systematic review results in the academic journals indexed by the Scopus 
database from 2010 to 2019. The results revealed that video is the most favorite technology in the 
teaching polymer. Meanwhile, mobile technology will support students in collecting data in citizen 
inquiry. Usage of mobile technology is in line with the previous studies that stated mobile devices could 
facilitate students in the process of collect data in the citizen inquiry pedagogy (Sharples et al., 2015, 
Herodotou et al., 2018, Aristeidou, Scanlon, Sharples, 2020).  
 
 
5. Conclusion 

 
This paper shared designing learning matrix activities on polymer, plastic, and circular economy topics. 
Besides, this paper described various technologies to facilitate students for achieving these 
competencies. These activities in the learning matrix are expected to promote students’ chemistry core 
competencies. 

Since this learning matrix activity has not been implemented yet in a school setting, it could be 
implemented for future work. Hence, the leveraging of the implementation of this learning matrix 
activity can be measured empirically.  
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Abstract: In this paper, we are designing learning activities based on 21st-century learning to 

help teachers or pre-service teachers to promote essential skills such as biology competencies. 

Learning activities need to be integrated with appropriate learning strategies with global 

awareness and environmental issues as core themes like the 21st-learning framework mentioned 

and combined with the particular technology to support biology competencies. This paper aims 

to provide the alternatives of learning activities using citizen inquiry and technology to develop 

biology skills in each activity. In addition, to describe pre-service teacher's understanding of 

microplastics knowledge and awareness of environmental problems. Based on the results, 

pre-service teacher's understanding of microplastics and awareness about the environmental 

issue is pretty good, with average percentages of 81.73% and 75 %, respectively. As described 

further in the paper, learning activities to promote biology skills can be achieved using citizen 

inquiry and technology. The finding could be implied in developing technological and 

pedagogical pre-service teacher's skills in biology education. 

Keywords: Learning Activities, biology skills, citizen inquiry, technology, microplastics 

1. Introduction

The development of technology and information has influenced many factors, including the education 

field. Therefore, the standard of competency of learning science has been adapted with the 21st-learning 

skills. In the framework of 21st-century learning, students must master the knowledge, skills, expertise, 

and literacies to succeed in work and life. Students must accomplish several essential skills, such as 

critical thinking, problem-solving, communication, and collaboration (OECD, 2009). 

Biology competencies or biology skills is one of the competencies that must be achieved after 

learning biology. Clemmons et al. (2020) stated six biology competencies: a process of science; 

quantitative reasoning; modeling and simulation; interdisciplinary nature of science; communication 

and collaboration, and the relationship between nature and science. To accommodate those skills, a 

teacher needs the capability to conduct exciting learning activities. Also, they need to integrate the 

socio-scientific issues to make learning meaningful.  Meaningful learning happens when integration of 

concept into the cognitive structure (Novak, 2002). As mentioned by OECD (2009), schools must 

promote understanding knowledge in the scope of 21st-century interdisciplinary themes such as global 

awareness and environmental literacy into core subjects. 

One of the topics that can be used is environmental issues such as microplastics. The abundant 

number of plastics has become a global concern. Microplastic could be problematic because it could be 

found in the water and digested (Forrest et al., 2019). Also, it is causing potential harm to any living 

organism in the water (Underwood et al., 2017). As a part of global issues, learning about microplastics 

has become superior knowledge for students. Even though microplastic impacts the environment, the 

public perception and understanding of microplastic are pretty limited (Anderson et al., 2016). In 

addition, the current curriculum of Thailand has not yet addressed this problem correctly (Ministry of 

Education, 2017). Therefore, it is considered to implement the microplastic topic in learning activities. 

A learning strategy that can be used to transform the knowledge of microplastics is citizen 

inquiry. The participating scientific process through citizen inquiry is an excellent way to increase 
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scientific knowledge and literacy (Philips, T et al.2018). Also, by doing so, it can enhance their 

competencies, especially biology skills. Using citizen inquiry to accomplish the biology skills is 

possible. Currently, integration between biology skills and citizen inquiry has not been applied in many 

schools. The application is still limited to the ability of students to do the process of science.  

Many technologies can be integrated into learning using citizen inquiry. For instance, 

Echeverria et al. (2021) use the iNaturalist platform in an outdoor activity to learn about biodiversity. 

Another technology, such as portable gas-sensing air pollution, monitors air pollution (McKercher et 

al., 2017). Sharples et al. (2017) also use a Sense-it App sensor to measure the environmental noise, air 

pressure, and rainfall sunlight, speed of lifts, and sunlight levels. The use of information technology in 

learning is required in modern learning requires 21st-century skills. 

Therefore, providing teachers or pre-service teachers the learning activities in microplastics 

cases is one of the alternative ways to encourage teachers to overcome the lack of knowledge about 

biology or socio-scientific topics. In this paper, we mainly report about the pre-service teachers 

understanding of microplastics and the awareness toward environmental issues and possible activities 

using technology in citizen inquiry conditions to promote the biology skills. 

 

 

2. Literature Review 

 

2.1 Teaching and Learning Process in Biology 

 
Biology is a branch of science that provides explanations about natural phenomena such as living things 

and the process of life. The biology topics are diverse, some of them can be explained by observing 

nature directly, but others cannot be explained without technology/media. Besides, in learning biology, 

students are demanded to have biology skills. Clemmons et al. (2020) state that biology skills refer to a 

set of competencies developed from the Vision and Change core competency framework, consisting of 

6 competencies.  

 Ability to apply the process of science: have a process of science, i.e., formulating a question, 

interpreting data.  

 Ability to use quantitative reasoning: interpret logic, math including performing a basic 

calculation.  

 Ability to use modeling and simulation: use the model to express or communicate ideas with 

others.  

 Ability to tap into the interdisciplinary nature of science: understand that concept of science is 

interdisciplinary- it includes other fields of science.  

 Ability to communicate and collaborate with other disciplines: can work and share with others 

regardless of their expertise.   

 Ability to understand the relationship between science and society: understand that science, 

environment, and lives are constantly influenced by each other.   

 

Pre-service teachers are expected to have teaching competencies to teach biology subjects. One of the 

leading teaching competencies is Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) skills. 

Mishra & Koehler (2006) state that the TPACK framework integrates three significant elements: 

technological knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and content knowledge. Technological content 

knowledge refers to the knowledge about application technology to teach specific content. 

Technological pedagogical knowledge is related to the knowledge about how technology can be used in 

teaching, and pedagogical content knowledge refers to the application of general pedagogical 

knowledge within specific content. In addition, the learning activity needs to be organized and designed 

based on appropriate learning strategies such as citizen inquiry to accomplish the biology skills. 

 

2.2 Learning about Environmental Issues through Citizen Inquiry  

 
Designing learning activities in biology topics can use citizen inquiry. Citizen science is needed to be 

introduced to make an understanding of citizen inquiry. Citizen science is how public people engage in 

science with the scientist (Herodotou et al., 2014). When it was led with scientific inquiry investigation, 
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it becomes citizen inquiry. The idea of citizen inquiry is highlighted on public participation, which will 

contribute data to the scientist and involve in scientific processes – from collecting data to planning 

their research (Herodotou et al., 2017). Other than that, citizen inquiry allows people to work as a 

community and share their thoughts and knowledge on the topic people are interested in (Aristeidou et 

al., 2013). Many environmental problems attract citizens to conduct experiments, such as McKercher et 

al. (2017) and Sharples et al. (2017) use sensors to monitor the environmental problem. Forrest et al. 

(2019) use a citizen science program to monitor microplastics pollution.  

2.3 The Role of Technologies in Citizen Inquiry and Environmental Issues 

The environmental issue has become a critical topic. However, due to numerous topics in school 

curricula, environmental education has not been fully paid attention to (Ortiz, Conkey, Brennan, 

Fedynich, & Green, 2020). Shifting to citizen inquiry allows students to explore the problem with real 

experience by using various technologies and an online-based platform. Thus, learning activities 

become more community-driven and motivated (Aristeidou et al., 2013). Also, using citizen inquiry 

and citizen science with technology shows a positive impact on learning about an environmental issue, 

for example, acquiring more understanding by more involvement in authentic experience (Ellenburg et 

al., 2019), raising student’s interests, and acting as a connection between youth and environmental 

responsibility (Buchanan, Pressick-Kilborn, & Maher, 2018). 

2.4 Learning about Microplastics and Awareness of Environmental Problem 

Microplastic acts as a threat to the environment to enter the freshwater reservoir and fish gut (Campbell 

et al., 2017; Forrest et al., 2019). Therefore, many studies have addressed this critical issue (Vortmann, 

Remy, Klasmeier, & Beeken, 2019). Replicate the microplastic experiment with low-cost equipment to 

generate students’ engagement and make the lesson more vibrant, or Raab & Bogner (2020) proposed 

with the learning module, which will enable students to be more conscious about plastic in their lives 

and, by doing that, will eventually decrease the pollution of microplastics.  

Awareness also plays a crucial part in microplastic and environmental problems. When it was 

looked at in literal meaning, awareness acknowledges something or understanding based on experience 

or information. Then, if the environmental aspect is applied, environmental awareness is the ability of a 

person to make a connection and have comprehension between the activities of humans and the 

environment (Du et al., 2018). Hassan, Noordin & Sulaiman (2010) studied that a different group of 

students from different areas has various levels of awareness. 

3. Method

3.1 Sample Descriptions 

A total of 50 pre-service teachers from the Science Department Undergraduate Khon Kaen University 

participated in this study. 64% of participants are female meanwhile 36% of participants are male. The 

range of age 20-22 years old with 48% participant in age 21, 46% in age 20 and 6 % in age 22. The 

participants are majoring in general science in the third year grade. The survey was conducted online 

using google form. Besides, we conducted the document analysis in biology skills context. The 

document analysis based on the biology competency (Clemmons et al., 2020). 

3.2 Data Sources 

3.2.1 Understanding Test of Microplastics and Environmental Awareness 

The test was adapted from (Janoušková et al., 2020) and was translated into Thai by researchers. An 

experienced lecturer verified the test. The test consists of nine multiple-choice items with one score for 

each correct answer.  
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The 5-points likert scale questionnaire of environmental awareness was adapted from Eren and 

Yaqub (2015). Then, translated into Thai language by researchers. This questionnaire consists of 15 

items scored on a five-point Likert scale in which “5” represent “Strongly agree,” “4” represents 

“Agree,” “3” represents “neutral,” “2” represents “Disagree” and “1” represents “Strongly Disagree.” 

The internal consistency of the questionnaire by Cronbach alpha is 0.81, implying that the instrument 

has good reliability. 

 

3.2.2 Analysis Biology Competencies  
 

There are six core competencies in this research, which are: the ability to apply the process of science 

(C1);  the ability to use quantitative reasoning (C2); the ability to use modeling and simulation (C3); the 

ability to tap into the interdisciplinary nature of science (C4); communicate and collaborate with other 

disciplines (C5); and the ability to understand the relationship between nature and science (C6) 

(Clemmons et al., 2020). While the topic of microplastics consists of six subtopics: 1) what is 

microplastic; 2) how does microplastic come; 3) how to identify microplastic; 4)microplastic in the 

environment; 5) microplastic in human food and human health, and 6) reduce microplastic. In the 

analysis, the researcher set the learning outcome in each activity then associated it with the six 

competencies. The learning outcome was created based on the Thai curriculum and Indonesian 

curriculum, in which the curriculum only addresses the environmental issues without mentioned the 

microplastics. Then, integrate the learning outcome with eight steps of citizen inquiry which are “1) 

find my topic, 2) decide my inquiry questions or hypothesis, 3) plan my method, equipment, actions; 4) 

collect my evidence; 5) analyze and represent my evidence; 6) respond to my question or hypothesis; 7) 

share and discuss my inquiry, and 8) reflect on my progress” Sharples (2013). 

 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

 

4.1 Pre-service Teachers Understanding about Microplastics 
 

Based on Figure 1, it can be seen that the majority of students have a better understanding of the 

microplastics concept. The highest score is in the effect of microplastics and reduces microplastics 

which is stood at 95.92 %. The findings have similar to Janoušková et al. (2020) research which is that 

the students generally had good knowledge of the microplastics’ sources and the mechanisms of its 

formation. However, at the definition of microplastics, students still have difficulties in differentiating 

between microplastics and nano plastics; therefore, the percentage is lowest compared to other topics.  

 

 
Figure 1. The Percentage of The Correct Answer of Microplastics Concept 

  
Understanding microplastics for the pre-service teachers is categorized in the ability to understand the 

content knowledge, which is an essential part of TPACK skills. Although pre-service teachers has a 

good understanding about microplastics, measurement about TPACK skills is still needed. According 
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to Srisawasdi (2012), TPACK could be the core attributes to influence the teaching practices for future 

teachers. Therefore, future research can focus on how pre-service teachers apply technology and 

learning strategies in the learning activities. Microplastic’s measurement needs to apply in high school 

students considered microplastics has not been taught in schools.  

4.2 Pre-Service Teacher’s Environmental Awareness 

Pre-service teacher’s awareness of environmental issues is good, with an average of 75 %. The results 

indicate that pre-service teachers have good consciousness of environmental issues. As mentioned by 

OECD (2009), global awareness became one of the interdisciplinary themes that must be integrated into 

the science or another core subject. Interestingly, based on table 1, it can be seen that pre-service 

teacher’s awareness of pollution in the air and rivers is relatively high exceeded 90%. Meanwhile, 

awareness of composting the food residue to become fertilizer has the lowest percentage, 55.2 %. 

Table 1. Pre-service teacher’s Awareness about Environmental Issues 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

AWARENESS QUESTIONS 

5 4 3 2 1 Average Awareness 

% 

N % N % N % N % N % 

I would avoid using plastic 

bags. 

9 18 17 34 21 42 3 6 0 0 3.64 72.8 

I prefer to use easily-soluble 

bags rather than plastic bags. 

25 50 15 30 3 6 6 12 1 2 4.14 82.8 

I throw the plastic, metal 

Plastic, metal and paper to 

separate recycling boxes 

7 14 16 32 21 42 4 8 2 4 3.38 67.6 

I throw the garbage to 

dustbins before leaving that 

place and not leaving any 

trash. 

13 26 19 38 14 28 3 6 1 2 4 74.8 

I read about environmental 

issues in the mass media 

7 14 14 28 21 42 8 16 0 0 3.38 67.6 

I concern about 

environmental problems at 

my place 

27 54 19 38 3 6 1 2 0 0 4.4 88 

I always discuss about 

environmental problems with 

my friends 

9 18 16 32 23 46 2 4 0 0 3.62 72.4 

I feel disappointed with air 

pollution 

35 70 14 28 0 0 0 0 1 2 4.6 92 

I feel disappointed with river 

pollution 

36 72 14 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.62 92.4 

I try to reduce amount of 

waste at home by collecting 

materials that can be recycled 

16 32 26 52 7 14 1 2 0 0 4.06 81.2 

I composting the food residue 

to become fertilizer 

5 10 6 12 17 34 17 34 5 10 2.76 55.2 

I do not use plastic bag to 

wrap things 

4 8 3 6 25 50 15 30 3 6 2.82 56.4 

I conserve the use of water 

supply 

6 12 20 40 19 38 5 10 0 0 3.52 70.4 

I deliver information on 

environment to my family 

members 

6 12 14 28 22 44 6 12 2 4 3.36 67.2 

I aware my responsibility 

towards environment 

20 40 23 46 7 14 0 0 0 0 4.22 84.4 
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Average   3.75 75.01 

Through a good result of awareness, pre-service teachers are expected to master and transfer the 

knowledge and the attribute to their students. In another study, Hassan, Noordin & Sulaiman (2010) 

studied that even though overall of participant has a reasonable rate of environmental awareness, some 

aspects of the awareness are still worth consider to be raised. Moreover, a different group of students 

from other areas has various levels of awareness. Hence, the method of increasing environmental 

awareness should be implemented in another participant. Philips et al. (2018) also stated that students' 

awareness could be raised using citizen science as a framework. 

4.3 Learning Activities to Support Biology Skills in Citizen Inquiry Condition 

Pre-service teachers can arrange many activities to promote biology skills for students. The content of 

knowledge (microplastics) is accommodated in the Thai curriculum. Although the term “microplastics” 

is not mentioned in the curriculum, it is a part of environmental issues. The curriculum only addressed 

environmental issues. Students can inquire and discuss the environmental problem and the potential 

effect on natural resources and propose the solution to the problem and natural resources conservation 

(OBEC & IPST, 2017). 

Table 2. List of Learning Activities and Biology Skills in Each Topic. 

Topics of 

microplastics 

Learning activities Technologies Biology Skills 

In Class Out Class 

What is 

Microplastics 

Hands-on activity 
(to do an illuminating 

plastic lab) 

Experiment 

kit 
Website; 

Video 

Google 

Form/ 

NQuire 

toolkit 

C1+C2+C4 

How does 

microplastic come 

Problem-based learning 
(to sort type of 

microplastic) 

Video Google 

Form/ 

NQuire 

toolkit 

C1+C2 

How to identify 

microplastic 

Hands-on activity 
(to use a paper filter to 

identify microplastic) 

Experiment 

kit 
Website; 

Video; 

Google Slide 

Mobile App C1+C2+C4+C5 

Microplastic in 

Environment 

Problem-based learning 
and Game-based learning

(to draw a pathway of 

microplastic in the 

environment) 

Google 

Slide; Video 

Digital 

Game 

C1+C2+C3+C5 

Microplastic in 

human food and 

human health 

Problem-based learning 
and Game-based learning

(to discover the 

relationship between 

microplastic and human 

health) 

Google 

Slide; Video 

Digital 

Game 

C1+C2+C5 

Reduce Microplastic 

Problem-based learning

(to make a campaign to 

reduce the use of 

plastic) 

Website; 

Video 

Google slide 

- C1+C2+C4 +C5+C

6 

Based on the core competencies, there are six sub-topics of microplastics in which those categories are 

taught in six days. Topic 1, 3, and 4 have two periods (each period is 50 minutes); meanwhile, topics 2, 

5, and 6 only one period (see Table 2 & 3). Each issue has different kinds of biology skills. For example, 
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on day 1, students will accomplish competency, called PQ-Mosi Competency, consisting of three types 

of competencies in the biology skills standard: the ability to do process science, quantitative reasoning, 

and tap into the interdisciplinary nature of science. The competency name such as PQ-Mosi, PQ, and 

PQ-MosiCo is made to differentiate competency that students get in each day. 

Table 3. Design Learning Activities to Promote Biology Skills in Microplastics Topic 

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 

1st period What is 

Microplastics 

? 

How Do 

Microplastics 

come? 

How to Identify 

Microplastics? 

Microplastic 

in 

Environment 

Microplastic 

in human 

food and 

human 

health 

Reduce 

Microplastics 

2nd period 

Competency 

C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 

C2 C2 C2 C2 C2 C2 

C4 C4 

C5 

C5 

C3 

C5 C4 

C5 

C6 

Competency PQ-Mosi PQ PQ-MosiCo PQ-INos

Co 

PQ-Co PQ-MosiC

oSS 

According to Forrest et al. (2019), citizen science can be used in learning activities such as monitoring 

microplastic pollution in freshwater ecosystems. Even though, in this study, we only focus on designing 

activities on student participation. Integrating citizen inquiry and microplastics is potential learning 

activity to be held in the future (see Table 2). The citizen inquiry approach is suitable to be used for 

microplastic teaching and learning because citizen inquiry can connect the natural phenomena with the 

theoretical level in which students engage with the support of particular technology . 

Table 2 also shows the alternative technologies that can be used in the learning activity. In this 

design, learning activity arranges into in-class activity and outclass activity. In the in-class activity, 

learning focuses on hands-on experiments. At the same time, outclass activity explores society's 

environmental problems using technologies such as google form, Nquire tools, mobile applications, and 

digital games. The role of Nquire tools, google form, and mobile application is to collect the data 

meanwhile the digital game for help students understand the concept how the microplastics affect 

human health. In addition, to help students visualize the microplastics and how does microplastics come 

using video. 

The proposed technologies can be seen in Fig. 2. On day 1, the activity out of class is submitting 

samples they took in their life or environment that could turn into microplastic. They will submit the 

result by using Google Form or Nquire tools. On day 2, the activity out of class submitting samples of 

primary and secondary microplastics in the river/lake/field around their house through Google Form. 

On Day 3, they will use Mobile App to search for microplastics in everyday products in the outclass 

activity. The mobile app that can be used is the Microbeads app in which students can access freely. 

Then, on days 4 and 5, they will be using the digital game in the outclass activity. 
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Figure 2. A Proposed Technology in Citizen Inquiry Learning 

 

 

5. Conclusions 
 

Based on the main aims, the research focuses on designing activities to promote biology skills using 

several technologies and to know the pre-service teacher’s  knowledge and awareness of environmental 

issues. It can be concluded that pre-service teacher’s understanding of microplastics and awareness of 

the environmental problems is good which average of the percentage 81.73% and 75 %, respectively. 

Learning activities to promote biology skills can be achieved using citizen inquiry and technology. A 

further suggestion is to develop the technology and to measure the TPACK skills of pre-service 

teachers. 
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Abstract: Findings synthesized across five empirical laboratory- and classroom-based studies 
of high school and college students engaged in geometric reasoning and proof production during 
single- and multi-session investigations (346 participants overall) are presented. The findings 
converge on several design principles for computer technologies to support embodied 
mathematical thinking and learning: (a) the importance of integrating linguistic and body-based 
processes, especially via dynamic gestures, which enable simulated action of mathematical 
transformations for hypothesizing, testing, and generalizing universal truths about space and 
shape; (b) the cognitive relevance of directed actions to the concepts under consideration so that 
action-cognition transduction elicits the bodily interactions needed to influence mathematical 
reasoning in the intended manner; (c) collaborative contexts that foster common ground and 
shared meaning construction, production of socially mediated gestures, and the emergence of 
extended and distributed knowledge and representations; (d) conditions that encourage transfer 
of sensorimotor experiences across contexts in order to predict and make sense of the world; 
and (e) the need to assess learners’ knowledge and learning that is expressed nonverbally.  

The Hidden Village is presented as an instance of an embodied learning environment 
that uses the narrative context of a visual novel to instantiate these design principles and 
investigate their influences on mathematical thinking and learning. These design principles are 
placed in terms of larger efforts to articulate a broader theoretical framework of grounded and 
embodied learning. Together, the interplay of theoretical, empirical and design considerations 
of grounded and embodied learning reframes learning, transfer, and assessment, offering 
promising new pathways for an emerging class of learning environments that may propel 
educational practice and learning theory.  

Keywords: Action-cognition transduction, classroom learning, collaboration, design principles, 
gesture as simulated action, learning theory, mathematical cognition.  

1. Introduction

Grounded and embodied learning (GEL) offers a framework for understanding and designing for 
meaning making based on body-based processes. These GEL processes include actions, gestures, 
collaborative movements, and operative speech, as well as processes for eliciting simulated action, such 
as spatial metaphor, prediction, and imagination. Evidence is mounting that GEL is also activated when 
learners engage in the directed actions of well-designed educational interventions. This paper 
summarizes a set of interwoven empirical, theoretical, and design advancements for mathematical 
reasoning and its broader implications for teaching, learning, educational technology, and assessment.  

The theoretical contributions offer hypothesis-driven inquiry into the nature of learning and 
meaning making through body-based experiences, and principled guidance for the design of learning 
technology and educational experiences. Empirical contributions span several laboratory- and 
classroom-based studies of high school and college students and K-12 teachers; in all, some 346 
participants who engaged in 5 single and multi-session investigations. These investigations provide 
evidence of the role of embodied processes for meaning making in support of mathematical reasoning 
and theoretically guided design principles to promote learning.  

Design advancements to technologies for embodied thinking and learning instantiate 
theoretically derived hypotheses by creating contexts in which embodied behaviors are elicited and 
documented. Empirical findings and theory derived from these observations, in turn, inform redesigns 
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that make further theoretical and empirical advancements possible. The interplay of evidence, design, 
and GEL theory development offer pathways for progress on complex issues in education, such as 
generalizing from research, and guiding evidence-based instruction and assessment practices.  

2. Theory: Grounded and Embodied Mathematical Cognition

2.1 Assumptions About Cognition 
This work builds upon assumptions about cognition. The first is that memories, experiences, and 
meaning are constructed through the continuous interactions among environmental, social, cognitive, 
motoric, and perceptual processes of a highly dynamic, self-regulating organism, via a perception-
action loop (Neisser, 1976; Varela et al., 1991). Second, the organism employs a predictive 
architecture, continually anticipating responses to sensorial input from the environment and from 
within (Clark, 2013; Glenberg, 1997). Third, people engage in cognitive processes that extend beyond 
the individual actor’s cranium. Task-relevant knowledge is embedded in the situations in which activity 
unfolds and is distributed across actors, objects, and space (Clark & Chalmers, 1998). People can 
regulate distributed resources through acts such as cognitive offloading (Hutchins, 1995; Wilson, 2002). 
Finally, for learning to be meaningful, new ideas, abstractions, and symbolic representations must be 
grounded in one’s lived, sensorimotor experiences (Harnad, 1990; Glenberg et al., 2004), which may 
include simulations and emergent processes such as those of dynamic systems (Thelen, 1995). 

Several scholars have synthesized evidence-based design principles for fostering embodied 
learning (e.g., Abrahamson et al., 2020; Lindgren & Johnson-Glenberg, 2013; Johnson-Glenberg et 
al., 2014; Skulmowski & Rey, 2018)), with considerable overlap on these considerations: Motoric 
engagement; cognitive relevance of actions (aka “action-concept congruency”); and presence, 
including virtual, sensorial, and social immersion.  

2.2 Integrating Linguistic and Body-Based Processes 

In addition to assumptions about cognition broadly, mathematical cognition emerges from the interplay 
of symbolic, verbal, and sensorimotor knowledge and processes. Symbol systems are important 
disciplinary representations that codify formal knowledge, yet their arbitrary, abstract, and amodal (i.e., 
ungrounded) nature pose challenges for learners (Nathan, 2012). Oral language, a biologically primary 
ability, naturally serves as a source for consciously grounding symbol systems, expressing meaning, 
and representing abstract relations (Koedinger, Alibali & Nathan, 2008). Sensorimotor processes offer 
a natural complement, through nonverbal and nonsymbolic forms of knowing based on feeling and 
one’s lived experiences. Through the cognitive mechanism of conceptual metaphor, these bodily 
processes can be the basis for grounding foundational mathematical concepts, such as number, as well 
as the means to link grounded concepts to more abstract topics (Lakoff & Núñez, 2000). 

Gestures are a special type of behavior that seem to elegantly bridge oral language, symbols, 
and sensorimotor processes. Gestures are spontaneous acts of the body—most typically the hands and 
arms—that integrate naturally with public speech (social communication) and inner speech 
(verbalizable thinking) to make direct indexical reference to the world (deixis), depict worldly objects 
(iconics) and represent abstract relations (metaphorics) (Alibali & Nathan, 2012). Gesture has three 
special qualities relevant for embodied mathematical cognition. First, it can manifest simulated actions 
(Hostetter & Alibali, 2008). As an example, one does not merely imagine 100 as a symbol, but as a 
location along a mental number line, with a corresponding gesture that may sweep to the right of the 
body’s central axis. Second, gestures can add abstract as well as sensorimotor information from actions 
into the cognitive encoding of a task. In effect, gestures help to schematize the most important qualities 
of task-relevant actions—physical and simulated actions—facilitating the formation and generalization 
of task-relevant cognitive processes for future use (Kita et al., 2017). As such, gestures “provide a bridge 
between concrete actions and more abstract representation” (Goldin-Meadow & Beilock, 2010, p. 672). 
Third, gestures can express multimodal knowledge that cannot be verbalized, and which may be 
unconscious or as yet unformed. 
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2.3 Action-Cognition Transduction: How Actions Produce Ideas 

Cognitive processes have historically been framed using computer-based metaphors. A “central 
processing unit” (CPU) governs the behaviors of “peripherals,” which are reduced to input organs in 
the form of perceptual systems, and output devices in the form of actuators such as our hands, that act 
upon the world (Eisenberg, 2002). We readily accept that our thoughts can (often) control our actions. 
Action–cognition transduction (ACT) explains how, in reciprocal fashion, body movement can induce 
mental states and actions (Nathan, 2017). ACT recognizes that the complex coupling that enables 
cognition to drive actions also runs “in reverse.” This alternative cognitive architecture places the 
functioning of peripherals as also central to cognition, through means such as gestures, eye gaze 
patterns, epistemic actions, and cognitive offloading (Kirsch & Maglio, 1994; Wilson, 2002). In this 
way, ACT decentralizes cognition and distributes it among the many sensory and motor processes that 
all contribute to intellectual behavior. Actions, in this view, literally change our minds. Thus, ACT 
offers promising avenues for designing learning interventions through bodily engagement.  

2.4 Geometric Reasoning and Mathematical Proof Production 

Embodied approaches to thinking and learning confront some unique challenges regarding 
mathematical proof. Proof is a central disciplinary practice among mathematicians, serving as the 
primary method for testing claims, constructing knowledge, and disseminating research (Lakatos, 
2015). For K-12 students, geometry goes beyond thinking about space to forming generalized, logical, 
and defensible universal claims about imagined entities that extend to all areas of math. By high school, 
geometry is the primary scholastic content area to learn about proof and exploring universal properties 
of space and shape (Lehrer & Chazan, 2012). Consequently, geometric proof is a major curriculum 
standard in mathematics education (NCTM, 2000; Stylianides, 2007).  

As a topic of advanced mathematics, proof is steeped in abstractions and formalizations 
intended to make universal claims about shape and space that go well beyond any one person’s range 
of personal experiences. Furthermore, developing proof performance does not rest on learning of well-
rehearsed procedures or algorithms; rather, it requires the development of one’s mathematical intuition 
along with logical, generalizable, and goal-directed, operational thought (Harel & Sowder, 2005).  

Despite its importance, educational systems struggle to cultivate valid proof practices (Dreyfus, 
1999). As examples, students rely on tautological claims without cultivating true insights about the 
phenomena of interest and tend to overgeneralize claims derived from specific examples (e.g., Healy & 
Hoyles, 2000). This prompted our inquiry about ways to promote GEL of proof practices.   

2.5 Theoretically Guided Research Questions 

We report on the findings from several empirical studies designed to explore the following questions: 
(1) What are the emerging cognitive principles for GEL of geometry proof?
(2) How can these principles inform the design of computer-based embodied learning experiences?

3. Empirical Support for GEL of Mathematical Reasoning

3.1 Dynamic Gestures Enact Simulated Actions to Facilitate Geometric Reasoning 

This first study (Nathan et al., 2020) asked, Is geometric reasoning associated with participants’ gesture 
production? Secondarily, we wanted to know: Does the strength of the relationship between geometric 
reasoning and gesture production depend on participants’ mathematical expertise? We analyzed video 
recordings of 46 mathematics experts and 44 non-experts recruited from a large midwestern university 
who evaluated the truth of conjectures about geometric properties (Table 1). We used logistic regression 
for binary outcomes (0/1) to model accuracy of intuition (snap judgments), insight (gist), and proof. To 
be valid, a proof had to show reasoning that is logical, goal-directed, and operative, and generalizable 
across the class of mathematical objects under consideration.  
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Analyses provide empirical support for claims that geometry proof production is an embodied 
activity, even when controlling for math expertise, language use, and spatial ability. We coded for 
dynamic depictive gestures that portray generalizable properties of shape and space through enactment 
of transformational operations (e.g., dilation, skewing; Garcia & Infante, 2012; Nathan & Walkington, 
2017). Dynamic depictive gestures (Figure 1) are contrasted with non-dynamic depictive gestures that 
may trace or merely refer to mathematical objects and their transformations. Learners who make non-
dynamic depictive gestures are more likely to generate correct mathematical intuitions (p = .004). 
Learners who made dynamic depictive gestures are more likely to generate correct insights (p = 0.04) 
and mathematically valid proofs (p < .0001) than when no such gestures were made. Furthermore, 
experts significantly out-performed non-experts and were more likely than non-experts (79% v. 52%) 
to produce dynamic gestures.   

Table 1. Truth Value, Insights, and Proof for Example Math Conjectures in The Hidden Village 

Conjecture Text Truth Insight Proof Cognitively 
Relevant 
Directed 
Actions 

The area of a 
parallelogram is the same 
as the area of a rectangle 
with the same length and 
height 

True (1) Parallelogram
is a rectangle tilted 
or pushed over. 
(2) States area of a
parallelogram and
a rectangle have
the same formula.

(1) Shows rearranging
the area makes them
congruent.
(2) State all rectangles
are parallelograms and
therefore the formula
for area is the same.

Given that you know the 
measure of all 3 angles of 
a triangle, there is only one 
unique triangle that can be 
formed with these 3 angle 
measurements 

False Similar triangles or 
infinite/many 
triangles 

(1) Gives specific
counterexample
(2) Shows scaling or
discusses scaling and
similar triangles

Figure 1. Participants reasoning about a conjecture. (a) Left panel. A dynamic depictive gesture 
simulates transformations to reveal generalizable properties. (b) Right panel. Non-dynamic gesture of 
a static property joining two sides meeting at a vertex of a simulated triangle with no transformation. 

The benefits of spontaneously produced dynamic gestures were replicated among 
undergraduates from a large, southwestern university (N = 108). Production of dynamic gestures was 
associated with mathematical insights (d = 0.45, p < .05) and mathematically valid proof (d = 0.74, p < 
0.001), whereas production of any gesture was not (Walkington, Woods et al., 2019). Dynamic gestures 
may allow participants to explore generalized properties of shapes and space, thus supporting their 
geometric reasoning. This suggests that gestures, as simulated actions, provide an alternative account 
of mathematical reasoning than that of symbolic cognition. This raises the question of whether and how 
to design learning experiences that elicit gestures in service of mathematics education. 
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3.2 Directed Actions Through Video Game Play: The Importance of Cognitive Relevance 
    
To explore how eliciting gestures impacts mathematical reasoning, we developed The Hidden Village 
(THV), an embodied video game that uses the visual novel genre. We explored Can we use directed 
actions to elicit dynamic gestures that will enhance geometry proof performance? And Does the 
cognitive relevance of the directed actions used in the game matter? 

A player mimics movements of in-game “villagers” doing ordinary activities such as dance and 
play (Figure 2). THV uses 3D infrared motion-capture technology via the Kinect™ sensor array to track 
player motion in real time to determine if the player has performed the intended directed action. 
Directed actions are carefully chosen movements curated from prior sessions of successful 
mathematical reasoning. Once the directed actions are repeatedly matched (e.g., 5 times), the player 
reads a geometry conjecture (Table 1), decides if it always true or ever false, provides an explanation 
in speech and gesture (which is video recorded), and then chooses the best multiple-choice response. 
Completing each conjecture cycle earns a knowledge token and reveals a bit more of the map of THV 
that reveals the way home.  

 

 

Figure 2. Flow of The Hidden Village. Bottom row from left: (a) Meet a Villager, (b) mimic directed 
actions of in-game avatar, (c) generate free-responses in speech and gesture for a given mathematical 

conjecture, (d) select a multiple-choice response, and finally (e) receive a token of knowledge and 
expose the Village map to find the way home. Top row: Game play in a high school classroom. 

 
In this experiment (Walkington et al., 2021), 85 high school students (65 female) in a program 

for first-generation college students were recruited. Forty-eight identified as Hispanic, 26 as African 
American, 5 as Asian, 3 as Caucasian, 2 as other race/ethnicity, and 1 had race/ethnicity data missing. 
Each student played eight conjectures. Cognitive relevance of the directed actions to each conjecture 
was manipulated within-subjects (4 relevant, 4 irrelevant). For example, a conjecture was “The area of 
a parallelogram is the same as the area of a rectangle with the same length and height.” The cognitively 
relevant directed actions in Table 1 schematize the relations that can help foster intuition, insight, and 
general proof (Nathan & Walkington, 2017). The irrelevant directed actions are recycled actions from 
other conjectures to vary relevance while controlling for physical complexity. Order effects of 
conjectures were counterbalanced using an 8-item Latin Square factorial design. Participants were not 
informed that the directed actions were relevant to the conjectures they were asked to prove. 

Inter-rater reliability for gesture coding was established using Cohen’s kappa at 0.87 for any 
gesture, 0.74 for dynamic gestures, and 0.73 for depictive gestures. Data were analyzed using mixed 
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effects logistic regression models with repeated observations of students solving conjectures nested 
within student. Participant ID was made a random effect with an additional random effect for conjecture. 

In the empirical findings, condition (relevant v. irrelevant) was not a reliable predictor of 
gesture usage on its own. Still, when participants were cued with relevant actions, they showed superior 
proof performance compared to times when cued to make irrelevant actions, provided they made any 
gestures (d = 1.13, p < 0.01), or, more strongly, when they made dynamic depictive gestures (d = 1.56, 
p < 0.01). Similar advantages for cognitive relevance were observed for performance on mathematical 
insight (d = 1.02, p <.01) and intuition (d = 1.00, p <.01), so long as students produced dynamic 
gestures during their explanations.  

The results suggest that cognitively relevant directed actions contribute to superior 
mathematical reasoning. This beneficial influence is not direct, however, but appears to be moderated 
by the role of dynamic gestures during students’ multimodal explanations. This may be because 
explanatory gestures help to schematize relevant mathematical information from learners’ actions (Kita 
et al., 2017), thus enabling students to make better use of the conceptual information they obtain via 
action-cognition transduction when they perform directed actions that are cognitively relevant. 
Comparable actions that are not cognitively relevant offer fewer benefits to mathematical reasoning.  

3.3 Collaborative Gestures Also Enhance Geometric Reasoning: Extended Cognition 

Collaboration offers another potential way to increase students’ production of dynamic gestures during 
mathematical reasoning, thus supporting enhanced performance. When high school students (N = 51) 
from an urban school district in the Southwestern US were observed playing The Hidden Village in 
groups, they operated as a form of distributed system, with mathematical thinking extended across 
multiple members of the group in speech as well as gestures. Walkington and colleagues (2019, 2021) 
observed several types of collaborative gestures, defined as “gestures that are physically and gesturally 
taken up by multiple learners, holding a meaning that is explicitly dependent upon the gestures of 
interactional partners.” Forms of collaborative gesture that students exhibited (see Figure 3) included: 
echoing, as when a gesture was repeated; mirroring, as when an observer matches the speaker’s gestures 
at the same time; alternating, as when an observer proposes an alternate gesture to advance the group’s 
mathematical line of thinking without copying (as in echoing); and joint gestures, as when multiple 
learners use their hands conjointly to form a single mathematical object or idea.  

Figure 3. Example collaborative gestures (1) echoing, (2) mirroring, (3) joint. 

They found that gestures--especially collaborative gesture production--contributed 
significantly to student performance. When group members did not gesture, students generated the 
correct insight 12% of the time. In comparison, the correct insight was produced more often with non-
collaborative gestures (39%) and far more often with collaborative gestures (72%). Extending body-
based resources across multiple participants, as well as other resources, reveals additional ways 
embodiment facilitates cognition.  

3.4 Embodied Transfer and the Travel of Ideas 

One of the hallmarks of education is to foster transfer, the conditions in which prior experiences 
facilitate learning and extend its reach to novel areas of performance. Goldstone, Landy, and Son (2008) 
demonstrate how perceptual learning transfers “not through acquiring and applying symbolic 
formalisms but rather through modifying automatically perceived similarities between scenarios by 
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training one’s perceptual interpretations” (p. 329). Nathan and Alibali (2021) expand this to include 
movement as well as perception, reinforcing the recognition that these operate within a highly 
integrative perception-action loop. They describe how a self-regulatory, predictive architecture that 
employs transduction processes between action and cognition can bring about transfer through 
embodied interactions. Two claims are central to this proposal. One is the recognition that learners are 
not isolated. Rather, transfer of learning is naturally embedded in rich socially mediated environments 
in which teachers and more knowledgeable peers are a fundamental part of the transfer process. Second, 
is that transfer is the norm, rather than the exception. Learners are continually adjusting to predict rather 
than react to the world around them and strive to establish a sense of cohesion across learning settings. 

In this small-scale, qualitative, classroom-based study (Kirankumar et al., 2021), 12 students in 
a high school played THV in small groups during Day 1. On Day 2 they used the THV-Conjecture 
Editor (Figure 4) to collaboratively co-create new game content for their classmates. In so doing, they 
had to create cognitively relevant directed actions that would foster mathematical learning among their 
peers for Day 3, but without telling them—only through embodied game play.  

Figure 4. Left. THV Conjecture Editor to create new conjecture for future game play. Middle. THV 
Pose Editor to create directed actions. Far right. A new directed action sequence. 

Group A chose to create the ABC Reflection conjecture (which is false): Given three points A, 
B, and C, and their reflected images about a line, A’, B’, and C’, then ∠ ABC and ∠ A’B’C’ are not 
equal. Within-group analyses of their collaborative co-design process (Day 2) showed that students 
regularly produced dynamic depictive gestures while investigating which directed actions would assist 
new players in forming the proper geometric relations relevant to proving their conjecture. Between-
group analyses (Day 2) showed that students in Groups B and D learned some of the key insights and 
proof elements by enacting the directed actions for the ABC Reflection conjecture created by Group A. 

The spontaneous gesture produced by students in Group D following Group A’s directed actions 
demonstrated that game play provided an embodied conceptualization of how ∠ ABC changes during 
reflection over a vertical axis. The gesture made by a student in Group B reveals an understanding of 
reflection based on the directed actions performed by their teammates. This is demonstrated by a hand 
flip rather than whole arm/torso flip, showing how the student tracked the key invariant relation (angular 
measure), mapping that relation across contexts and bodies through the student’s own body movement. 
The action (hand flip) performed in the new context can activate common cognitive states through 
transduction, which highlights the invariant relation in its new setting. This highlight helps establish the 
mapping by preserving what must remain invariant as it “travels” across contexts and physical settings. 

Although limited in scope, these two cases provide early insights into how ideas can transfer 
via embodied engagement through game content creation and game play. It illustrates how “transfer is 
an embedded process, situated in a particular physical and sociocultural learning context” (Nathan & 
Alibali, 2021, p. 52). It demonstrates ways learners readily map their sensorimotor experiences across 
contexts to predict and make sense of the world, thus exhibiting the embodied nature of transfer. 

4. Discussion
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With these empirical findings in mind, we revisit the research questions. For the first question, we 
highlight four emerging design principles for GEL of geometry proof. One principle is the cognitive 
benefits of integrating linguistic and body-based processes. Gestures are multimodal linguistic forms 
that both express and influence students’ nonverbal (intuition) and verbal (insight and proofs) reasoning, 
even controlling for spatial ability and prior math education. Dynamic gestures in particular support the 
simulated actions (Hostetter & Alibali, 2008) used for hypothesizing and generalizing universal truths 
about space and shape, which is central to geometry proof practices. This principle applies to other 
topics, such as algebra (Alibali & Nathan, 2012) and engineering (Nathan & Alibali, 2021).   

A second principle is that the cognitive relevance of directed actions is critical for designing 
effective interventions to enhance the quality of students’ reasoning. This builds in part on the notion 
that decentralizes thinking by recognizing that cognition and goal-directed actions mutually and 
reciprocally influence one another through transduction (Nathan, 2017). The mapping of concepts to 
relevant actions is, however, not a one-to-one relationship, which illustrates its complexity while 
inviting tremendous variety for the designer. This design constraint appears to rest on the degree to 
which learners use explanatory gesture (again, integrating linguistic and bodily processes) to schematize 
key mathematical relationships through movement (Walkington et al., 2021). This principle applies to 
science topics such as learning about planetary motion (Lindgren & Johnson-Glenberg, 2013). 

Creating collaborative contexts is a third principle shown to foster the kinds of gestures that 
are beneficial to mathematical reasoning and argumentation (Walkington, Chelule et al., 2019). In 
addition, the collaborative interactions that arise in these contexts support the formation of distributed 
knowledge and representations exhibited by students’ jointly co-constructed collaborative gestures, and 
the tightly coupled interactions that foster shared meaning, as seen in children’s learning about complex 
systems (Danish et al., 2020). 

The final principle is designing for embodied transfer by supporting production of prior 
actions. Transfer emerges from the embodied nature of learning and the natural tendency of learners to 
predict the world and build cohesion across learning experiences (Nathan & Alibali, 2021). In this sense, 
transfer is the default mode for engaged learners. Transfer is inherently embedded in socially mediated 
interactions among learners with teachers, peers, and technologies, allowing ideas to “travel” among 
groups and across contexts. Recurrent action sequences can bridge the travel of ideas across contexts. 
Example educational environments designed with this in mind foster enhanced learning in algebra 
(Ottmar & Landy, 2017) and systems thinking (Goldstone et al., 2008), as well as geometry. 

The second research question asks how these principles inform the design of computer-based 
embodied learning experiences. We explored these design principles in the context of The Hidden 
Village (THV), a visual novel used to engage players in embodied mathematical reasoning. THV is 
designed to integrate linguistic- and body-based processes during learning and performance assessment. 
It prompts players to perform cognitively relevant movements curated from prior sessions of successful 
mathematical reasoning. Following this, THV collects data on players’ nonverbal intuitions (i.e., snap 
judgments) about the truth of the mathematical conjectures of interest. It then elicits these movements 
during players’ multimodal explanations and justifications. THV strives to bridge between exemplar-
based concrete thinking and the abstract thinking that is central to generalized, logical proof production. 

THV draws on the power of collaboration to engage players in the formation of distributed 
knowledge. Collaborators are shown to do far more than share knowledge verbally and symbolically. 
In addition, people come to recognize the representational power and expressiveness of both their own 
bodies and that of their collaborators. These interactions require establishing a shared understanding as 
well as offering ways to extend their own embodied thoughts onto the malleable world around them.  

THV also explores the power of collaborative co-creation of new mathematical content to share 
with others. Student-creators come to recognize some of the ways their novel mathematical ideas 
become grounded in movement. They can then use movement as a means for transferring generalizable 
math concepts to others, who, in turn, demonstrate these concepts through their own individual and 
collaborative movements. By recognizing transfer as an inherently embodied process, THV proposes 
alternative ways to build shared knowledge. This last point raises considerations about the role of the 
body in assessment, as learners may exhibit their emerging understanding through movements before 
they are explicitly aware of new emergent meanings or before they can verbalize new ways of thinking 
(Church & Goldin-Meadow, 1986; Goldin-Meadow, Alibali, & Church, 1993). 

Here, we have looked at the close relationship among empirical evidence, theory building, and 
design to investigate pathways for progress on complex issues facing GEL. We believe this work starts 
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to establish an empirical basis for theorizing how linguistic and bodily knowledge among individuals 
and groups serves advanced mathematical reasoning, and the technological designs to support these 
types of social and embodied interactions. Still, this work has several limitations. One is the provisional 
nature of many of these empirical findings, which must face replication using larger and more varied 
samples, conducted with less direct input from the original research team. Another is that the principles 
themselves need to be tested with other digital platforms and using a broad array of tasks and student 
outcome measures before they can be truly regarded as well established and generalizable. Our interest 
is to foster this additional research and the scrutiny it offers for theory and design. We take these initial 
steps as promising forays into a new class of technologies for grounded and embodied learning.  
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Abstract: Digital embodied learning environments have increasingly become a subject of 
interest in the learning science community, offering insights into the nature of mathematical and 
scientific thinking. However, they have often relied on proprietary software and equipment to 
remain functional, creating obstacles for research and scaling up for widespread adoption in 
classrooms. In this paper, we highlight the affordances of redesigning existing embodied 
activities with ubiquitous technology in mind. Using The Hidden Village as a starting point, we 
demonstrate how the integration of open-source software and use of a standard, integrated 
webcam unlocks the ability of users to participate in embodied learning on any web-connected 
computer platform. 

Keywords: Directed actions, embodied visual novel, action-cognition transduction, embodied 
cognition, remote learning 

1. Introduction

Embodied learning leverages bodily interactions as central in the process of conceptual understanding 
and abstraction (Nathan, 2021). Advances in motion-based technologies have produced inexpensive 
options to incorporate embodiment into learning environments (Georgiou & Ioannou, 2019), providing 
students with novel opportunities to learn through integrated and high bodily-engaged tasks 
(Skulmowski & Rey, 2018). 

In ongoing work, Nathan, Walkington, and colleagues (Kirankumar et al., 2021; Nathan & 
Swart, 2020; Nathan & Walkington, 2017; Swart et al., 2020; Walkington, Nathan, Wang, & Schenck, 
2021) have been developing an embodied learning environment, The Hidden Village (THV). In THV, 
participants mimic movements of in-game avatars before responding to geometry conjectures. 
Experiments demonstrate that players who perform mathematically relevant gestures and movements 
show improved mathematical intuition, reasoning, and proof performance (Swart et al., 2020; 
Walkington et al., 2021). Despite promising early evidence of THV’s impact on mathematics education, 
constraints tied to location and the availability and reliability of external hardware limit which types of 
gestures can be investigated and with whom. In this paper, we propose a design prototype to address 
the following research question: How can the available platforms be expanded to support embodied 
experiences that reach students in varied educational settings, including for remote learning? 

2. Theory

Recent work has identified the broad role of bodily activity as a promising source of educational 
interventions (Skulmowski & Rey, 2018). Bodily activity has been shown to help with learning and 
intellectual performance in mathematics (Abrahamson et al., 2020; Goldstone et al., 2017; Walkington 
et al., 2019), reading, science, and other domains (Glenberg et al., 2004; Lindgren et al., 2016). Within 
this general form, scholars (e.g., Johnson-Glenberg et al., 2014) proposed attending to three aspects of 
embodiment: motoric engagement, gestural congruency, and perceived immersion. 
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Relatedly, a number of scholars have begun to identify an emerging set of design principles for 
building embodied learning interventions (Abrahamson et al., 2020; Lindgren & Johnson-Glenberg, 
2013; Malinverni & Pares, 2014). One such finding is that people’s gestures reflect their thinking. For 
example, when explaining the concept of parallel lines, a person may hold up their arms or hands next 
to each other. In other words, people generate semantically relevant body movements along with speech 
when engaged in cognitive tasks, such as mathematical reasoning and learning. Gesture as Simulated 
Action (GSA) is an empirically-based theoretical framework asserting that perceptual-motor processes 
are activated by spatial speech or thought, resulting in gestures when an activation level exceeds a 
certain threshold (Hostetter & Alibali, 2008; Hostetter & Alibali, 2019).   

Recognizing the coupling between thinking and acting, Nathan (2017) asserted that people’s 
performance of any action—including gestures—can induce cognitive states. This bi-directional 
relationship between thinking and acting is known as Action Cognition Transduction (ACT). ACT 
theorizes that eliciting movements can influence people’s mathematical reasoning (Nathan, 2017; 
Thomas, 2013). Furthermore, cognitively relevant movements, or movements that map a concept to a 
set of body poses and movements and conform to gestural congruency (Johnson-Glenberg et al., 2014), 
will be beneficial for reasoning. Cognitively relevant movements in THV enact key mathematical 
relationships—for example, crossing their arms in front of their torso leads a player to create two sets 
of opposite angles. 

Building on the theories of GSA and ACT, Nathan and Walkington (2017) developed the 
Grounded and Embodied Cognition framework, which proposed that directing players’ bodily 
movements through directed actions complements learners’ verbal expressions of mathematical 
reasoning. Additionally, recent work by Nathan and Swart (2020) suggests that people who produced 
dynamic depictive gestures, or gestures that explore the generalized properties of geometric objects and 
their simulated transformations, demonstrated superior performance in reasoning about geometric 
conjectures. Only cognitively relevant directed actions have been found to generate dynamic depictive 
gestures that complement mathematical reasoning (Walkington et al., 2021).  

3. Design and Redesign of The Hidden Village

3.1 Original Game Design 

The Hidden Village (THV) is an embodied learning environment structured as a visual novel, a video 
game sub-genre under interactive fiction. THV is designed to implement and capture evidence of 
learners’ connections between movements, verbal reasoning, and mathematical thinking. As a research 
tool, THV allows us to investigate: (1) how mathematically-relevant directed actions influence students’ 
proof practices, as measured by intuition, insight, and proof validity; (2) how pedagogical language, 
such as hints, connects players’ actions to the mathematics and further influence the quality of students’ 
proof practices; (3) the learning that occurs from enacting versus observing directed actions; and (4) 
how collaboration influences embodied mathematical reasoning (for students) and embodied lesson 
planning (for teachers).  

3.1.1 Gameplay 

In THV, players (top of Figure 1) proceed through a story composed of different challenges, with each 
following the same structure: players meet a villager in the story (bottom of Figure 1,  a), then are asked 
to perform a set of directed actions displayed by an avatar (bottom of Figure 1, b), and finally are 
presented with a mathematical conjecture (bottom of Figure 1, c). To measure their mathematical 
intuition, players are prompted to make a True/False “snap” judgement about the mathematical 
conjecture. Players are then prompted to provide additional insights and rationales to justify their 
mathematical intuition through their multimodal responses, comprising speech and gestures. Following 
this exercise, players are formally assessed with a multiple-choice question related to the conjecture 
(bottom of Figure 1, d), after which they receive a token of knowledge and access to more of the Village 
Map (bottom of Figure 1, e) before moving to the next challenge. 
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Figure 1. Top. Images of THV use in a high school classroom, with overlays in the top right 

showing the directed actions. Bottom. Sequence of gameplay of The Hidden Village. (a) A 
villager invites the player to perform a task. (b) The task has a series of 3 directed actions. 

(c) Player is then asked to judge the truth of a conjecture, (d) answer a multiple choice 
question, and (e) receive a token of knowledge and access to more of the village map. 

 
3.1.2 Technology 
 
The Hidden Village leverages players’ movements for both navigation as well as core gameplay using 
infrared 3D-motion-capture through Microsoft Kinect™ hardware. The Kinect™ tracks the positions 
of key landmarks on a player’s body (e.g., wrists, elbows, shoulders) and calculates the angle between 
landmarks to determine whether players have positioned their bodies in the correct poses (i.e., the 
directed actions). 
 
3.1.3 Embodied Interface and Feedback 
 
When prompted to perform a set of directed actions, the player is presented with the avatar performing 
the first pose of the sequence (Figure 1b) and is asked to match that pose with their own body. After a 
successful match is established using sensor technology, the avatar animates to the next pose, and so 
on.  Markers on the avatar change from red to green when the player matches the pose. Once the player 
adequately recreates the avatar’s pose (using adjustable tolerance levels), the avatar advances to the 
next pose in the sequence. Directed action sequences are typically repeated 3 to 5 times, a parameter set 
by the teacher or researcher. 
 
3.2 Challenges  

 
At the time of its inception, the Microsoft Kinect™ attracted the attention of many researchers interested 
in developing embodied learning environments as classroom research tools (Georgiou & Ioannou, 
2019). However, classroom experiments have revealed several substantial constraints associated with 
using sensors like the Kinect.  
 
3.2.1 Technology 

 
Relying on dedicated peripheral hardware endangers the longevity of THV, as it requires continuous 
driver and coding updates to ensure compatibility for functional UX design. Between 2010 and 2020, 
rapid developments in extended reality (XR) technologies (i.e. augmented reality and virtual reality) 
caused several peripheral XR hardware projects to be discontinued, including the Microsoft Kinect, 
Oculus Rift, Google Glass, and Leap Motion controller. Continued use of these outdated technologies 
has required researchers to seek costly and specialized software development to advance their research 
agendas. THV’s viability in research and classroom settings has likewise been hindered by Microsoft’s 
discontinuation of the Kinect in 2015, which led to delays in development and inconsistent performance. 
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Predicting which XR hardware will continue to be developed and which will be discontinued remains 
an impossible task for research teams to manage.  

Moreover, both the labor required to seamlessly set up THV in classrooms and the cost of 
equipment have proved costly.  Each participant was provided with their own kit, comprised of a laptop, 
Kinect sensor, recording devices, and electrical stations. This meant that a dedicated operating surface 
and space of about 6 feet by 8 feet had to be reserved for each player engaged in the intervention. 
Positioning these kits strategically in an averaged-sized classroom for 12 students to play concurrently 
proved to be a significant logistical challenge for classroom management, fidelity of treatment, data 
collection and data management.  

Finally, the onset of COVID-19 and the resulting school closures limited student access to 
school-based technology, moving schooling (ergo research) entirely online. Thus, it was imperative for 
the research team to develop a new version of THV that could be administered remotely and still deliver 
effective embodied curricula for school-aged children.  
 
3.3 Proposed Solutions 

 
3.3.1 Technology 

 
To address these constraints, we present a proof-of-concept design for an in-browser version of THV, 
aptly called The Hidden Village-Online (THV-O). The engine of THV-O is built in Javascript using the 
open-source Monogatari visual novel framework (Ocampo, n.d.). In lieu of dedicated hardware to 
perform pose detection, this new version leverages computer webcams and MediaPipe (Lugaresi et al., 
2019), an open-source computer vision algorithm developed by Google. 
 The interface introducing a directed action to players in the visual novel was also redesigned in 
THV-O. The right side of the screen displays the real-time detection of the player’s body, while the left 
side of the screen presents the poses for prompting the directed action (Figure 3). The pose highlighted 
by a green border indicates which pose the player should currently match. 
 

  

       
Figure 3. A sequence of the directed action instruction interface in four panels. Players’ arms 

are green when their position matches the arm position of the figure inside the green border 
and red when their arms do not match (upper left). As the position of the arm gets closer to 

the desired pose, colors change on the red-green spectrum (upper right). Once the pose 
matches, the visual feedback on the player’s body turns green (bottom left) and the game 

updates the next pose to match (bottom right). 
 
 
4. Discussion 
 
Moving THV online addresses a host of monetary, user experience, and logistical issues compared to 
its predecessor. First, it untethers THV from its dependence on dedicated peripheral hardware, 
eliminating substantial monetary expenditures and minimizing the amount of space required to 
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administer research activities. Second, it obviates the need for troubleshooting hardware and using third-
party software for group participation. Third, the ubiquity of computers equipped with internet browsers 
and webcams increases the accessibility and scaling potential of our interventions. In effect, THV-O is 
able to offer an embodied curriculum to any classroom that visits the digital learning environment 
online. Additionally, building THV-O with open-source software and using a programming language 
supported by all modern browsers lowers the projected costs for future development, thereby reducing 
the likelihood of THV-O obsolescence. 

Another advantage to migrating THV to an online platform is the ability to change pose 
detection. These improvements are driven by a central claim of the Grounded and Embodied Cognition 
framework: performing cognitively relevant directed actions transduces players’ cognitive processes in 
ways that can increase the likelihood they engage in the appropriate mathematical reasoning. Since the 
directed actions in THV are conceptualized as a series of dynamic movements, students’ abilities to 
faithfully reproduce them can influence the potential mathematical insights generated. 

Additionally, improvements in pose detection broaden the variety of actions that can be 
performed in the learning environment. While the Kinect is only capable of detecting gross motor 
movements of the limbs (e.g., elbows, shoulders, and wrists) and lacks the fidelity of detection that 
allows players to use their hands, MediaPipe’s Holistic solution performs real-time detection of both a 
player’s body pose as well as their hands and fingers. Hand shape detection expands the repertoire of 
cognitively relevant actions and ways of documenting players’ spontaneous gestures, thus greatly 
increasing both the scope of in-game movements and range of real-time, multimodal data.   

As with all research, this work has several limitations. First, detecting poses using webcam 
images rather than using hardware with multiple sensors means that poor lighting or low-resolution 
webcam images may impact the precision of the pose detection. We anticipate that improvements to 
computer vision algorithms and the increasing affordability of higher resolution webcams will address 
this limitation in future work. Second, the computer vision algorithm used by THV-O works best when 
detecting the pose of a single individual, limiting current research to the investigation of directed actions 
on mathematical reasoning of individual students. Future work will explore the use computer vision 
algorithms capable of detecting the poses of multiple individuals in the frame, enabling the use of 
collaborative gestures (Walkington et al., 2019) in directed actions. Finally, using computer vision 
algorithms in a browser is still a resource-intensive operation, meaning some machines may have 
difficulty running THV-O. Future versions of THV-O will seek to use computer vision algorithms that 
can be run on computers with low computational resources.  

Despite these limitations, we believe the design of THV-O represents a significant step forward 
on the path towards integrating principles of embodied learning in mathematics education and education 
research. The improvements detailed in this paper unlock future research directions that, up until now, 
have been limited by technological constraints, while simultaneously lowering barriers for learners to 
access embodied learning environments. By scaling up user access, expanding the scope of the 
curriculum through end-user content creation, and improving the ease of use of ubiquitous resources, 
embodied learning technologies such as THV-O are poised to extend the reach of learning environment 
design and advance our understanding of the nature of learners’ conceptual development.   
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Abstract: Maker spaces (MS) are an emerging learning space, where students learn 
‘embodied’ ideas and skills, which are different from those learned in theory classes and 
laboratories. Existing analysis of the nature of learning in MS is mostly descriptive. Here we 
seek to develop a cognitive account of the nature of learning in MS. We first outline two 
mechanisms from embodied cognition (EC) studies. We then illustrate how these mechanisms 
could advance our understanding of the ‘building cognition’ involved in MS, and the way it is 
extended by the making process. To illustrate the use of this analysis, we briefly outline the 
complex building cognition involved in three frontier making practices. We suggest that our 
EC analysis could help redesign MS in new ways, to support such making practices.  

Keywords: Makerspaces, building cognition, tool incorporation, common coding, embodied 
learning, frontier making practices 

1. Introduction

Embodied cognition (EC) is an emerging theoretical approach to model thinking and learning in new 
ways, focusing on the role of actions and the body in higher-order cognition processes such as 
discovery and innovation. In EC, cognition is modeled as extended into the environment, and the 
interactions between the body (including neural processes) and external structures are considered as 
constituting (i.e. bringing into being) cognition and learning. Makerspaces (MS) offer a promising site 
to systematically study the nature of embodied cognition and learning, as the situated-in-the-world 
nature of activities in MS provides good opportunities to analyze embodied thinking and learning.  

In this paper, we examine how EC models could help understand the ways in which MS 
advance student thinking, and how this analysis could be extended to align MS practices with 
contemporary innovation practices. This two-fold characterization could help integrate MS with 
existing pedagogical theory, policy and curricula, and also contemporary innovation practices. Section 
2 outlines the makerspace literature and the EC knowledge gap. Section 3 discusses two candidate EC 
mechanisms to analyze MS. We then extend the existing analysis in the literature using these 
mechanisms, to develop a preliminary framework to understand the nature of embodied learning in 
MS. Section 4 briefly sketches a three-tier framework to understand making practices at the frontiers, 
which have features that are not supported by current MS practices. We conclude with a brief 
discussion of how these components could in principle be supported by MS practices.   

2. Making and Learning: The Studies So Far

Efforts to characterize makerspace practices are still in the early stages, as MS practices and context 
are highly diverse and still evolving. Given the dynamic and varied making environments, the rapidly 
evolving practices, and the proliferation of in-school makerspaces, MS practices are challenging to 
conceptualize and study. Theoretical approaches like constructionism, multiliteracies, and 
communities of practice (CoP) have been used to understand learning in MS. 

2.1 Makerspace and Maker Movement 

Sheridan and colleagues (2014) define makerspaces as "informal sites for creative production in art, 
science, and engineering, where people of all ages blend digital and physical technologies, to explore 
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ideas, learn technical skills, and create new products." MS is interdisciplinary, and can support 
projects that combine a wide range of domains, such as woodworking, electronics, cooking, painting, 
robotics, textile craft (Peppler & Bender, 2013). The proliferation of MS is fueled and supported by a 
broader movement, a growing intergenerational community of hobbyists, tinkerers, crafters, hackers, 
or any individual who resonates with the "do-it-yourself (or do-it-with-others) mindset" and finds 
"physical and digital forums to share their processes and products with others" (Halverson and 
Sheridan 2014:497; Peppler & Bender, 2013).  

The maker movement as we know it now has emerged in the last 15 years. The first maker 
faire was organized in the Bay Area, USA in 2005, and saw participation from a wide range of 
professions, and showcased varied projects. The faire seeded a sense of shared community identity 
that transcends disciplines (Bevan, 2015). Physical spaces in the form of Fab Labs, Makerspaces, 
Techshops, Tinkering studio etc., along with periodic Maker Faires, and diverse online communities 
of practices, have led to widespread popularity for making as a practice. This has also attracted 
various stakeholders in the education space - researchers, educators, school administrators and 
policymakers. One of the largest in-school programs to set up a network of tinkering spaces – Atal 
Tinkering Labs (ATL) – was initiated by the Government of India in 2016. This has led to the setting-
up of 7000+ dedicated maker spaces within schools (AIM, n.d.). 
 
2.2 Making in Education 
 
Blikstein (2018) reconstructs the history of the maker movement in education, and discusses five 
societal trends that led to the current shift towards making. The first trend is a greater ‘societal 
acceptance’ of ideas proposed by progressive educators and scholars, such as Dewey (1902), 
Montessori (1931), Freire (1970) and Papert et al., (1980), arguing for educational experiences that 
are personally meaningful and authentic. To design such classroom experiences, these approaches 
foreground the following as core principles: material-based investigation, valuing learner’s voices, 
and tapping into learners’ cultural resources. Making provides a natural context to instantiate these 
ideas cohesively. This has led to MS gaining greater acceptance in education circles.  
 The second trend is related to countries competing to get an innovation edge. To support a 
creative and flexible workforce a radical redesign of the education system is needed. Makerspace is 
generally associated with early adopters of new technologies and tools, and is seen as a fertile ground 
to seed innovation. Other related trends include the rapidly growing popularity of coding and making, 
affordability of digital fabrication and physical computing technologies, the open-source movement, 
and accessibility of carefully designed MS learning environments. These factors together have 
lowered the barrier for participation, allowing novices to build sophisticated and shareable artefacts. 
These features have also created conducive conditions to bring making into formal school settings. 
 
2.2.1 Classroom, Laboratories, and Maker spaces 
 
The traditional classroom, and its didactic instructional approaches, have been critiqued by educators 
and scholars (Illich, 1971; Freire, 1984). The one-size-fits-all curriculum, age-based segregation of 
students, and a skewed focus on 'content' – which favors abstract and procedural knowledge – 
promote pedagogical strategies and assessment techniques that value only formal reasoning.  

Laboratories do emphasize material-based investigation, but with a strong focus on 
conceptual connections to theory. They also provide an opportunity to develop fluency in scientific 
practices (Miller, 2004). But laboratory practices are critiqued for providing only limited trajectories 
of exploration. People work on "known solved problems", which have a tight coupling to the 
curriculum. Lab work often does not privilege local experiences and expertise (Osborne, 1993; 
Lunetta, Hofstein, & Clough, 2007). Lab handbooks mostly have a cookbook style of instruction, 
laying down the exact method, procedure and protocols to adhere to, while doing experimentation. 

Maker culture, on the other hand, focuses on personalization, allowing people to work on 
things they care about, and collaboration. Peer learning in various forms is generally observed in this 
space, through shared expertise that leverages others’ learning experiences, or others sharing their 
anecdotal breakthroughs after getting “unstuck” (Petrich et al., 2013; Bevan et al., 2015). Making as 
education practice does not have a fixed curriculum, and the role of the teacher is that of facilitator, 
providing constructive feedback to the learners (DiGiacomo & Gutiérrez, 2016). Also, making is 
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considered to engender the culture of creativity and intellectual risk-taking, valuing materials-based 
investigation and tinkering. Scientific concepts and phenomena are recruited in the context of 
construction, but towards achieving specific tasks, while working on virtual/physical artefacts (Bevan, 
2017). Free flowing, organic, and informal styles of investigation and documentation are embraced.  
 These features position MS as a unique learning environment, different from traditional 
science classrooms and laboratory spaces. However, while there is a large literature on the nature of 
learning in theory classrooms, with consensus on cognition constructs such as transfer and conceptual 
change, similar analysis does not exist for the nature of learning in MS, or laboratories. This is 
possibly because of the critical role EC plays in both, which makes such analysis very difficult. We 
examine below some analysis constructs developed for MS. 
 
2.2.2 Making as design and engineering practice 
 
The Table below summarizes a set of constructs used by scholars to characterize maker practice. 
 
Table 1. Existing Characterizations of Maker Practice 
 
Construct | Citation Summary 
Creative and intellectual risk 
taking | (Bevan, 2017; 
Peppler, 2016) 

MS is seen as a powerful context to foster creativity, due to its 
multidisciplinary nature of engagement. The iterative nature of the process re-
frames failure as opportunity to learn, thus encouraging risk-taking. 

Productive STEM identity | 
(Quinn & Bell, 2013; Bevan, 
2017; Buechely, 2008; Kafai, 
2010; Peppler, 2013) 

Making dispositions and competencies are associated with practices and 
knowledge in science and engineering; making also has the potential to appeal 
to those who don’t identify as STEM learners, thus fostering productive STEM 
identity; making provides an alternate authentic way to engage in science 
concepts. This challenges the currently dominant 'deficit' models of 
engagement. 

Personalization | (Blikstein, 
2013; Martin & Dixon, 2013) 

Makers often work on things they care about, incorporating expressive ways to 
use technologies, connecting them to everyday experiences. 

Iterative prototyping | 
(Vossoughi, Escudé, Kong, & 
Hooper, 2013; Tseng, 2016) 

The journey of building project from ideation to prototyping is often non-linear 
and iterative; provides opportunity to deepen the relationship with materials, 
tools, techniques; develops fluency in scientific concepts; makes 
documentation process-based, rather than product-based. 

Playful experimentation | 
(Regalla, 2016) 

Playful experimentation is frequently observed in MS setting, during tinkering, 
building prototypes, exploring tools and materials. 

Feedback | (DiGiacomo et al., 
2016) 

Making and tinkering opportunities create necessary conditions that allow 
learners to receive feedback in a “repair-friendly” way, encouraging further 
experimentation and intellectual risk-taking. 

Collaboration-through-air | 
(Halverson et al., 2018; Litts, 
2016; Kafai & Harel, 1991) 

Collaboration in maker-centered settings is generally seen as feature of the 
learning environment. Halverson et al. (2018) takes an emergence stance to 
collaboration, and found that often ideas, tool-use and techniques are floating 
in the space, ready to be “picked up” unpredictably, without “explicitly 
coordinated goals” during open-ended making activity.  

Productive failure | (Blikstein, 
2013; Martin, 2015) 

Maker centered settings often celebrates failure as a desirable outcome. It is 
posited as a productive heuristic, to iteratively help revise and deepen 
understanding at various stages during the design process, such as while testing 
ideas or experimenting; uncovering mechanism (Blikstein, 2013).  

Drafts | (Vossoughi et al., 
2013; Vossoughi & Bevan, 
2014; Vossoughi et al., 2016) 

Characterizes failure as “drafts” which can be revised based on feedback. 
Encouraging drafts as a way to externalize ideas; exploring design decisions 
and seeking constructive feedback renders maker-centered practice more 
meaningful, foregrounding the importance of process over the final product. 

Connecting to local culture | 
(Calabrese-Barton & Tan, 
2018; Fields & King, 2014; 
Vossoughi et. al., 2013) 

Role of lived experiences and local knowledge to design meaningful learning 
opportunities. Tap cultural resources to broaden the STEM participation. 

Informal documentation | 
(Peppler, 2013; Vossoughi et 
al., 2013) 

Documentation (analog/digital) is considered an important aspect of making 
practice. It plays a key role in mediating and nurturing a meaningful 
relationship with the community. An example is an after-school educator using 
journaling as an analogue way to capture the process of making. The journal 
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Construct | Citation Summary 
was positioned as a tool “for time travel, idea-creation and memory”. 

Conceptual learning | (Peppler 
2013; Blikstein, 2013; 
Wohlwend et al., 2016; 
Brahms & Crowley, 2016; 
Kafai, 2014) 

Increased understanding of key circuitry concepts when participants were 
engaged in activities related to e-textiles. Findings indicate that the 
conversation among youth makers while designing becomes increasingly 
complex, integrating physics vocabulary. Despite the 'rhetoric about making' as 
supporting conceptual understanding, in-depth research is scarce (Bevan 2017). 

Adaptive expertise | (Martin 
& Dixon, 2016; Blikstein, 
2013) 

Adaptive expertise is fostered by dialogues during making activity. Experts 
recruit deep conceptual knowledge; attempt to solve unexpected challenges 
and innovate. 

Identifying, organize, and 
integrate | (Gravel et al., 
2018) 

Design principles that could support young makers’ trajectories in formal 
setting. For example, experts engage in identifying, organization and synthesis 
of information from disparate sources. 

Taking up leadership role | 
(Buchholz et al., 2014) 

The nature of materials and activities can have implications on forms of 
participation across gender. STEM-rich making that integrates materials can 
appeal to boys and girls, and thus challenge the deficit view. 

 
2.3. The Knowledge Gap 
 
This short review shows that the literature on MS does not provide an analysis of: 1) the various ways 
in which actions and the body advance learning based on MS environments, and 2) how this process 
could lead to new forms of embodied learning. The next section outlines a preliminary framework, 
based on two cognitive mechanisms, to understand the nature of embodied learning supported by MS.  
 
 
3. Possible cognitive mechanisms involved in maker practice 
 
Most analysis of MS are descriptive, and do not focus on the cognitive mechanisms that are involved 
in MS practices. A cognitive analysis could help characterize the MS equivalents of transfer and 
conceptual change, and thus make clear how MS practices advance student learning. In the following 
section, we discuss two possible cognitive mechanisms that could provide such an account. We then 
discuss how embodied learning in MS could be understood based on these two mechanisms.  
 
3.1 Tool Incorporation 
 
Cognitive neuroscience studies have shown that tool use extends the body schema. Users 
‘incorporate’ the tool into the body (for a review, see Maravita and Iriki 2004), and this incorporation 
extends the imagination capacities of the tool user. A good example of this is provided by Iriki et al 
(1996), who examined the firing of bimodal neurons (in the intra-parietal cortex) before and after a 
monkey learned to use a stick to gather food. These neurons fire when the monkey’s hand is touched, 
as well as when a light is flashed on the hand. Interestingly, this firing happens when the light is 
flashed not just on the hand itself, but also in the space close to the hand (the 'peripersonal space'). 
The neurons thus code for the 'action space' -- the possibilities for activity -- rather than just the hand.  

Iriki et al. (1996) examined whether this firing pattern changed once the monkey started using 
a stick as a tool. This investigation was done in three phases (see top panels, Fig. 1, adapted from 
Maravita and Iriki 2004). In the first phase, there was no stick, and the light was flashed on and near 
the hand, and the bimodal neuron fired. In the second phase, the monkey passively held the stick, and 
the investigators flashed the light near the monkey’s hand, as well as at the end of the stick. The 
bimodal neuron fired only when the light was flashed near the hand. In the third phase, the monkey 
used the stick to retrieve food, from a location that was not reachable by its hand. Immediately after 
this intentional action, the investigator flashed the light on the hand as well as at the end of the stick. 
The bimodal neuron now fired for light flashes near the hand as well as at the end of the stick. This 
result showed that the peripersonal space (the area of possible activity coded for by the neuron) was 
now extended, to include the area covered by the stick (bottom panels, Fig. 1).  

The intentional action led to the stick being incorporated into the body, and the monkey’s 
peripersonal space (space of possible activities) now extended to the entire area, and objects, 
reachable by the stick. This extension of peripersonal space is important, particularly for MS, as it 
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shows that such incorporation is not just about adding an external entity to the body schema. 
Incorporation expands the range of possible activities the monkey can do, and imagine — in terms of 
location of activity, other entities involved, nature of activity, the number of activities, and the 
permutations and combinations of activities. This expanded range also extends the monkey’s 
understanding/knowledge of the stick, as well as the space around it, which is now understood in 
relation to the stick. The monkey’s cognitive capacities, and problem-solving abilities, are thereby 
expanded. Similar incorporation of external entities occurs in humans as well (Farne et al. 2005). 
 

 
Figure 1. Tool use extends the body schema and the peripersonal space.  

Figure based on Maravita & Iriki, 2004; image credit: Ravi Sinha. 
 
3.2 Common Coding 
 
Recent research in cognitive science and neuroscience shows that when humans perceive and imagine 
movements, particularly actions, their motor system is activated implicitly. In the other direction, 
execution of movements improves perception and imagination of movements. This three-way 
movement connection is explained by the common coding hypothesis, which proposes that the 
perception, execution, and imagination of movements share a common representation (common 
coding) in the brain. First articulated clearly by Prinz (1992), and later supported by the discovery of 
mirror neurons (Di Pellegrino et al., 1992), this common neural code allows any one of these 
movements to automatically trigger the other two movements (Prinz, 2005; Sebanz, Knoblich, Prinz 
2005; also see Decety, 2002; Hommel et al, 2001). One outcome of this common coding is a body-
based “resonance” – the body instantly replicates all movements it detects, generating an internal 
representation of the movement. This replication creates a dynamic trace, based on body coordinates, 
which can play a role in later cognition. 

Building on this model of common coding, recent approaches propose that actions are 
controlled using "internal forward models (predictors) that emulate the dynamic behavior of our body 
and environment, thereby capturing the forward or causal relationship between our actions and their 
consequences" (Schubotz, 2007). The idea of forward models (Wolpert & Kawato, 1998) suggests 
that all actions involve a minimal imagination element, which seeks to predict the consequences of 
the action. This minimal imagination system acts as a seed process, to develop more full-fledged 
imagination of movements. Interestingly for the MS case, this seed imagination (forward model) can 
run independent of actions. This 'off-line' process contributes to motor imagery, estimation of 
outcomes of different possible actions, and evaluation as well as development of motor plans (Grush, 
2004). Forward models are also considered to have a role in the estimation of dynamic properties of 
manipulated objects (Davidson & Wolpert, 2005).  

Important for our purposes here, Schubotz (2007) proposes that forward models are used to 
predict movements of inanimate objects (such as waves on a beach) and serial events (such as 
sequential moves in a problem-solving task). For this, the brain automatically activates the closest 
forward model to the movement that is perceived. This closest model, activated in a resonance 
fashion, is then tweaked, based on input from the perceptual system, to make predictions about the 
encountered inanimate movement. Given the common coding between execution, perception and 
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imagination of movements, the above principles (resonant activation of closest forward model, 
prediction based on perceptual feedback, revision of forward model) would also apply to 'off-line' 
action (imagination), of inanimate object movement and serial events. 
 
3.3 Embodied Learning through MS practices  
 
How do these two mechanisms allow us to develop a cognitive account of learning supported by MS 
practices? To briefly illustrate this, we discuss how four features of MS (Iterative prototyping, Playful 
experimentation, Feedback and Collaboration-through-air; see literature review) are supported by 
these cognitive mechanisms. Further, we also discuss how the cognitive mechanisms change through 
this process, and how this leads to different kinds of embodied learning. 
Iterative prototyping: As discussed, tool use leads to the tool becoming part of the user’s body 
schema, and thereby extends their possible action space. However, based on the incorporation and 
forward model mechanisms, it is not just the action space, even the imagination of the action space is 
altered by actions with the tool. This suggests how tools allow ‘thinking with tools’. Extending this, 
iterative prototyping can be seen as a way to ‘think with prototypes’. Building each prototype leads to 
the prototype getting incorporated. The resulting extension of the maker’s body schema leads to an 
extension of their imagination of possible making actions, in the ‘prototype space’. This extension of 
imagination ‘mutates’ the space of possible prototypes, to generate further making. Prototyping thus 
creates a chain of embodied learning and imagination.   
Playful experimentation: The same process would be involved in playful experimentation, which 
could be seeded by the incorporation of the previous prototype. The extension of the imagination (by 
the incorporation process) would generate many possible branchings of the making space. The playful 
experimental advances can be seen as tentative external manifestations of these branchings, which are 
not fully formed. Interestingly, makers need to learn to control these branchings, and select which 
experimentations are productive. This requires the emergence of an evaluative neural network, to 
prevent a runaway imagination process. The development of this evaluative module is a key embodied 
learning effect of MS, not possible without the building of prototypes and the playful experiments. 
Feedback: The systematic feedback in MS practices also allow the making imagination to be 
extended. However, this process is driven by others’ imagination processes, based on incorporation of 
similar/related prototypes they have built. This creates overlapping making spaces in the imagination, 
which allow couplings to form, between the maker’s and others’ imagination. Such ‘recombinant 
enactions’ (Rahaman et. al., 2017) generate new making spaces, and thus embodied learning. 
Collaboration-through-air: Finally, the Collaboration-through-air feature ('ideas, tool-use and 
techniques are floating in the space, ready to be “picked up” unpredictably, without “explicitly 
coordinated goals” during open-ended making activity') can be understood as an effect of the 
‘resonance effect’ supported by common coding and forward models. In MS practice spaces, makers 
would resonate each others’ actions. This leads to a minimal ability to replicate others’ use of tools, 
and prototypes. Such implicit replication leads to the ability to mimic and follow others’ imaginations, 
based on stored traces of this tacit resonance. In combination with incorporation of their own 
prototypes, these resonances would lead to new ways of combining their own making space with 
others’ practices. These new branchings in the making space could lead to actions, or imaginations, 
that others resonate with, as these actions/imaginations naturally extend their action spaces. Such 
extensions create joint action spaces. These lead to collaborations-through-air, tacitly combining 
different groups’ making practices, without anyone explicitly promoting such collaborations.    
 This (admittedly dense) outline provides only a sketch of how EC mechanisms could be used 
to understand the way MS practices lead to a ‘building cognition’ (Chandrasekharan, 2009; 
Chandrasekharan, 2014; Chandrasekharan & Nersessian, 2015), and resulting embodied learning. A 
richer account of this process is under development, extending previous work on building cognition. 
This discussion also examines how current MS practices are related to frontier making practices. 
 
4. MS as a Sandbox for Frontier Making Practices 
 
We present three frontier making practices, and discuss how they are different from MS practices.  
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4.1 Tier 1: Engineering Sciences 
 
A key making practice at the frontier is engineering sciences, where practitioners seek to combine 
physical building processes with mathematical modeling processes -- to fuse together biological, 
electrical and mechanical systems. Examples include the design of artificial biological systems, such 
as artificial heart, biorobots, neural engineering, and metabolic pathways (Nersessian & Patton, 2009; 
Chandrasekharan, 2009). Another focus area is the development of fuel cells and biofuels 
(Chandrasekharan & Nersessian, 2015). Such making integrates modeling actions, fabrication 
processes, complex lab activities, experiments, persons, and equipment. Building microfluidic lab-on-
a-chip devices present a good example (Aurigemma et al., 2013), where the design involves building 
many prototype systems (physical models) and simulations (computational models) and integrating 
their results in various combinations, to arrive at a final prototype. 

Such making is at the frontier, because it builds for, and generates, new discoveries. A key 
difference between this type of frontier making practice and MS practice is the way it combines 
theoretical computational models for scientific discovery with the making of novel reality -- systems 
that ‘act out’ new world states. For this, novel scientific ideas are embodied/enacted using both 
prototypes and computational simulations, and the results triangulated, or played off against each 
other. This requires integrating mental models, computational models, prototypes, and different lab 
methods. Recent theory (Chandrasekharan, 2009; Chandrasekharan, 2014; Chandrasekharan & 
Nersessian, 2015) argues that this building cognition is also driven by ‘incorporation’. However, this 
EC process is more complex than the one we sketched for MS practices. 
 
4.2 Tier 2: Socio-Technical Engineering Sciences 
 
A more complex version of engineering sciences seeks to drive making through social and economic 
factors. This practice demonstrates the critical role problem formulation plays in innovation. It also 
illustrates the integration of the social and the technical, which is usually missing in MS practices.  

A good example of this is the recent development of the ‘paperfuge’ (Bhamla et al., 2017) – a 
low-cost hand-operated centrifugal machine for testing blood, to address the problem of limited 
electricity access in medical labs in Africa. The design used microfluidic technology, and also 
discovered a novel scientific result – that the RPMs achievable by hand are much more than 
previously thought. The design/discovery started from a social need, developed a real-world 
application based on a cutting-edge technology, and contributed to the science of rotation. This design 
approach widens the making space, bringing in social needs and constraints as ways to mutate the 
making space, and thus drive innovation. This approach is currently missing in MS practices. 
 
4.3 Tier 3: Eco-Socio-Technical Engineering Sciences 
 
A more complex frontier practice seeks to redesign of the practice itself, to address climate change 
(which is driven by making), and promote a sustainable and equitable way of life (Date et al., 2019). 
Many cases of such designs share the spirit of MS, but the scale is much wider, and the stakeholders 
highly disparate. It is unclear how MS could be adapted to meet these requirements.  
 A good example of such making is the case of Danish wind technology. During the 1970 
energy crisis, many countries struggled to develop wind technology as a source of power. Among 
these efforts, the Danish wind turbine systems proved to be the most successful, despite the high-tech 
competence and high capital investments of other countries. Importantly, this success came from a 
novel socio-technical process, an early precursor of sustainability engineering. The making started 
with Johannes Juul, a Danish electrician, who had built a 200 kW wind turbine in Gedser, Denmark in 
1957, which ran successfully for ten years. Based on this turbine, and Juul's designs, carpenter 
Christian Riisager and blacksmith Karl-Erik Jørgensen started building simple wind turbines. 

“Riisager assembled his first wind turbines from inexpensive off-the-shelf parts, such 
as standard asynchronous generators and truck gears, axles, and brakes. In spite 

of his limited theoretical background and experience, by 1976 Riisager had 
produced a surprisingly reliable 22-kilowatt turbine.” (Karnoe, 1978 cf Heymann, 
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1998). “By January 1978 he had sold six copies; within the next two years he sold 
fifty more.” (Heymann, 1998). 

Heymann (2015) notes that in their craft-like method, “Practical experience turned out to be a 
key advantage. It gave rise to a rich base of personal ‘tacit’ knowledge, a feeling for forces and loads 
and for the performance and limitations of technical components.” Kamp (2008) points out that the 
design process of small-scale entrepreneurs is guided by 'learning by doing, using, and interacting', 
while that of the R&D institutions is by 'learning by searching'. Karnoe (1990) argues that the Danish 
process was bottom-up (and thus similar to MS), following a step-by-step process based on 
incremental learning, through practical experience. However, it used many different knowledge bases 
(both theory and craft) and this created different orientations, values, mentalities and ideologies, 
which needed to be managed. Craftsmen were conservative, while theoretically trained engineers 
exhibited ambition for innovation and confidence, but under-estimated the challenge. Both had to 
work with policy makers, who had other priorities. Managing such conflicts is critical to the success 
of this type of frontier making practices. It is unclear how MS practices could support these factors. 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
The above three-tier framework presents a brief sketch of how frontier engineering practices, for 
which MS could be a sandbox, is critically different from current MS practices. However, as noted, 
frontier practices can also be understood as building cognition, based on EC mechanisms such as 
incorporation and prototype-based imagination. A detailed analysis of embodied cognition in MS 
could thus allow MS practices to be systematically extended, to support the novel building cognition 
involved in frontier making practices. We hope our brief discussion of EC mechanisms in MS, and the 
way frontier making practices extends these, initiates a conversation on how frontier practices, and the 
building cognition they require, could be supported by MS. 
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Abstract: Embodiment has been known to have several benefits for learning. However, 
implementing embodied learning in a classroom with technologies such as Kinect, augmented, 
virtual and mixed reality and tangible objects is a challenge because of the infrastructural and 
logistical constraints. In this work, we present one case of an effective implementation of an 
embodied learning activity in a classroom. We employed hand-held robots called Cellulo to 
design a mixed virtual-physical activity to help high school children learn the concepts of 
emergent behaviour. We found that the activity was effective for learning and was perceived as 
engaging and useful by the teachers and students. This work contributes to the design and 
practice of implementing embodied learning in a classroom. 

Keywords: Embodied learning, Cellulo robots, emergent behaviour 

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a shift towards an embodied perspective to cognition, which posits an 
integral role of the body in thought. While theories of embodied cognition are still debating the exact 
mechanisms by which the body participates in cognition, they all agree that cognition is based on or 
dependent on bodily processes outside the brain and extrabodily processes (Newen, de Bruin & 
Gallagher, 2018). These theories then suggest that these embodied processes be leveraged for learning 
(Shapiro & Stolz, 2019), perhaps in complementary ways to traditional verbal and symbolic cognitive 
processes (Abrahamson et al, 2020). Embodied learning has been employed for a variety of school 
subjects including science (Lindgren & Johnson-Glenberg, 2013), mathematics (Abrahamson & 
Sanchez-Garcia, 2016; Khodr et al, 2020), language (Glenberg, 2008), social studies (Xefteris & 
Palaigeorgiou, 2019) and programming (Merkouris et al 2017) and has been found to be effective 
compared to non-embodied methods. 

With the growth of technology, researchers and educators have attempted to design embodied 
learning activities that allow students to participate in their learning by moving their bodies in novel 
ways (Abrahamson & Sanchez-Garcia, 2016; Lindgren & Johnson-Glenberg, 2013; Rahman et al, 
2018). These designs use augmented (AR), virtual (VR) and mixed reality (MR), hand and full body 
movement tracking and tangible manipulations to interface body movements with real and virtual 
objects. The activities embed concepts within the meaningful action performed by students in the 
accomplishment of a task along with sensorimotor feedback, which enables learners to improve their 
performance of the action (Lindgren & Johnson-Glenberg, 2013). The goal is for students to develop 
concrete knowledge about the concept using an embodied modality, which can then be abstracted or 
turned into meaning (Abrahamson et al, 2020). However, these activities often require technology set-
up in the classroom that may create an orchestration load for teachers (Prieto et al, 2017). 

Educational robotics represents a promising solution to facilitate students' embodied learning 
by introducing learning activities based on tangible manipulations and movements of real objects 
(Merkouris et al 2017). The Cellulo robots (Ozgur et al., 2017a) currently designed and prototyped for 
schools by the CHILI lab represent such an innovation in educational robotics. In particular, these robots 
can move and be moved, provide haptic and visual feedback and localize themselves on a dotted paper, 
making them versatile and generic tools. Preliminary studies have shown evidence of the positive effect 
of the Cellulo robots-based learning activities on student's motivation, learning and engagement (Ozgur 
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et al, 2017b; Khodr et al, 2020; Nasir et al, 2019; Johal et al, 2019). Further, Cellulo robots do not 
require extensive technological set-up besides the activity map on which the robots move and a laptop 
or tablet already existing in the classroom ecosystem. Given their multiple interaction and feedback 
options along with their ease of use, Cellulo robots are an ideal technology for implementing embodied 
learning in the classroom. In this paper, we design and evaluate a Cellulo-based embodied learning 
activity for learning the emergent behaviour of virus propagation in a regular high school science 
classroom. Our research questions are: 1) Do students learn the concept of virus propagation using a 
Cellulo-based collaborative embodied learning activity? 2) What are the perceptions of students and the 
teacher of conducting such an activity in a regular classroom session? 

 
 

2. Literature on Design Principles for Embodied Learning 
 

There are several views regarding the mechanisms underlying, and hence the design principles for, 
embodied learning. Some research suggests that when students move in order to reach a goal, they have 
to coordinate and control their movement and attention, and in doing so they may discover new 
sensorimotor perceptual structures that instantiate the underlying concept by design. For instance, in an 
embodied learning activity for the concept of proportions, children are required to move their hands so 
a screen in front of them stays green (Abrahamson & Sanchez-Garcia, 2016) which happens only when 
they maintain the distance between their hands in a particular proportion. In order to accomplish this, 
they have to pay attention to the distance between their hands and the color of the screen, and then 
control the position of their hands. In so doing they learn the notion of proportion which is captured in 
the position of and distance between their hands. 

Another mechanism underlying embodied learning is that when learners do actions in the 
learning environment that are congruent or relevant to the underlying concept, the meaning of the 
concept is grounded in their bodily processes, which may complement, supplement or provide an 
alternate understanding of the concept compared to the formal verbal and symbolic processes (Kontra 
et al, 2012). Learners develop an embodied representation of the concept, which can then be leveraged 
in problem solving and reasoning along with the symbolic and verbal representations (Wilson & 
Golonka, 2013; Schwartz et al, 2005). For instance, researchers have shown that dynamic gestures of 
object transformation support geometric reasoning (Narayana et al, 2016), gestures aligned to the 
movement of gears support the learning of concepts of simple machines (Han & Black, 2011), tangible 
manipulations of mathematical symbols support the learning of algebra (Ottmar and Landy, 2017) and 
physically swinging an object helps the learning of the concept of centripetal forces (Lindgren & 
Johnson-Glenberg, 2013). However, it is important for the movement to be integrated meaningfully into 
the task and for learners to obtain immediate feedback on their actions (i.e., see the changes happening 
as a result of their actions) in order to develop this embodied understanding (Majumdar et al, 2014). 
Technology such as Kinect, AR, VR and MR, tangible simulations and active tangibles enable the 
performing of such actions along with obtaining rich, multimodal feedback.  

Further, research suggests that one of the processes by which actions influence cognitive 
processing is that of simulation (Abrahamson et al, 2020). The need to perform an action activates the 
body’s own prediction mechanism, which uses the feedforward sensorimotor system (Bubic et al, 2010). 
These actions then leave “traces” in the sensorimotor system (Rahman et al, 2018) and in a new 
situation, these action traces along with sensory inputs are leveraged to imagine or simulate alternate 
possibilities for problem-solving or sense-making. Thus, our representations of a concept, object or 
event involve this re-imagining based on sensorimotor traces created when we first perform the actions 
(Kontra et al, 2012; Rahman et al, 2018).  

Finally, research suggests that it is important for the embodied learning to be accompanied by 
a phase of “reconciling” (Abrahamson et al, 2020) in which students reflect on their actions and 
integrate their embodied (“firsthand”) knowledge with formal notions of the concept which use words 
and symbols (“secondhand” knowledge, Schwartz, et al 2005). This is because both firsthand 
knowledge, which is based on direct experience, and secondhand knowledge, which is based on 
removed interpretations of descriptions of experience, are necessary for reasoning and problem solving 
(Schwartz et al 2005). Literature also suggests that physical and imagined manipulation together are 
more beneficial for learning. While physical manipulation helps to ground words and symbols, the 
imagined manipulation serves to activate the same sensorimotor processes necessary to utilize the 
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grounded representations in new situations (Glenberg 2008; Majumdar et al, 2014).  
Together this literature suggests the following guidelines for designing effective embodied 

learning activities: 1) The learner must perform actions in order to develop sensorimotor representations 
of a concept. 2) The actions must be aligned to the underlying concept and integrated into the task. 3) 
The learner must obtain rich feedback from their actions. 4) The learner must do both physical and 
imagined actions, and reflect on both their actions to successfully integrate both firsthand and 
secondhand knowledge. The advantage of Cellulo robots is that their affordances can satisfy the four 
design principles above and can integrate seamlessly into the classroom ecosystem using an activity 
map and a laptop or computer (Ozgur et al, 2017). Further the same robots can be used to design multiple 
activities for subjects ranging from such as Mathematics (Khodr et al, 2020; Johal et al, 2019), 
metrology (Ozgur et al, 2017) and computational thinking (Nasir et al, 2019) by just changing the 
activity map and software application, thus offering a low-cost option for schools to introduce embodied 
learning for a variety of subjects. Finally, the same technology being used for all subjects and grades of 
students makes it easier for teachers to adopt and use (Prieto et al 2017). Therefore, in this paper we 
explore the use of Cellulo robots to design an embodied learning activity for learning the concept of 
how viruses propagate based on the above design principles and report on a pre-experimental classroom 
study to evaluate its effectiveness for learning. 

 
 

3. Learning Activities 
 

Emergent behavior is an outcome that arises out of the spatial and temporal interactions between parts 
of a system and which cannot be directly predicted from the behavior of those individual parts (Hmelo-
Silver et al, 2007). For example, birds flocking together or the spread of viral diseases, such as the 
current COVID-19 pandemic, are emergent behaviors.  Indeed, complex systems are a growing domain 
of study and it is important to introduce students to the concepts of complex systems as early as possible 
(Jacobson & Wilsensky, 2006). Hence in this work, we choose the concept of virus propagation, which 
is an instance of the general concept of emergent behaviour and design a learning activity for it. The 
activity consists of a virtual part (i.e. with a computer or tablet) and a physical part (i.e. with the real 
Cellulo robots). Based on the principles discussed in Section 2, our learning design combines physical 
and imagined manipulation in two different, but related learning activities that model the spread of the 
virus. The first activity, which helps with firsthand knowledge, is an embodied activity using tangible 
Cellulo robots. We use Cellulo robots as distributed agents that students can physically manipulate and 
move. The second one, which helps with imagined manipulation and secondhand knowledge, is a 
simulation using a tablet with simulated versions of the Cellulo robots, accompanied by a worksheet 
where students are required to describe their observations from experimenting with the simulation and 
interpret them. The goal of the combined activity is to develop conceptual understanding of the 
dynamics of virus propagation.    

 
3.1 Activity 1: Embodied Variant with tangible Cellulo robots.  

  
The Cellulo robots are handheld haptic-enabled mobile robots, capable of holonomic motion and when 
placed on a paper sheet augmented with a “dot pattern”, each robot can self-localize (position and 
orientation (x, y, theta)) with sub-mm accuracy via an image sensor placed underneath the robot (Ozgur 
et al., 2017). Moreover, each robot has a top surface equipped with 6 capacitive touch sensors as well 
as 6 full RGB LEDs which allow for simple visual and touch interaction. Finally, the locomotion drive 
system was designed to be robust against intensive physical user interaction, allowing the robot to be 
used to render haptic feedback and to exert a force of about 1N. Each robot connects wirelessly to the 
central controller, reports to it all events (e.g. pose changed) and receives from it commands (e.g. track 
a given velocity). The central controller (either a computer or a tablet), runs a Unity application which 
contains the logic of the activity and coordinates the control of robots.  

The goal of the physical activity is for students to develop an embodied understanding of how 
the virus propagates and implicitly learn about the likelihood of becoming infected through contact with 
a virus. In this activity, the embodiment is incorporated through the tactile, haptic and visual feedback 
provided by the robots. Each student is responsible for one Cellulo robot which they can move around 
the workspace (Figure 1). At the start of the game, one Cellulo robot is randomly assigned as infected 
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(the LEDs color is red). As the students move their Cellulos, if an infected Cellulo touches another 
robot, this will induce a vibration and a random value between 1 and 6 will be generated (as seen by the 
purple LEDs) in accordance to a “probability of propagation”.  Thus, when an infected Cellulo robot 
(red) touches a healthy Cellulo robot (green) the student gets a haptic feedback, which heightens 
embodiment, and either the Cellulo is infected (Figure 2c) if the value of dice is equal to one, or not 
infected for other dice values (Figure 2b). The students keep moving their Cellulos and observe how 
they get infected. Thus, this activity allows learners to focus on the local rules of propagation through 
visual feedback (dice and LED colors) and haptic feedback (contact) and observe the global emergent 
behaviour. Thus, Cellulos provide a simple, tabletop approach to incorporate movement and 
embodiment in the learning of emergence unlike the whole-body embodiment required by role playing 
activities (for e.g., Dickes et al, 2016)  

 
 

Figure 1. The set-up of the physical activity 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Examples of contact interactions between Cellulo robots 
 

3.2 Activity 2: Simulation Variant with virtual Cellulo robots 
 

The goal of this activity is to help participants understand how quickly or slowly a virus spreads in a 
population. Students learn how an agent propagating a disease may infect other agents, often more than 
once, that the infected then infect others and that therefore the number of agents that are being infected 
each moment is itself increasing. This is depicted using two representations, the visualization of the 
simulated Cellulos becoming infected (Figures 4a and 4b) and the graph which shows the growth of the 
infected Cellulos (Figure 3b). The multiple representations help to make learners aware of exponential 
(non-linear) growth.  

The first screen of the activity (Figure 3a) is a menu page where the user can change attributes 
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of the simulation by modifying the sliders in “Options”. In this case, they can change the total number 
of Cellulo robots on the map or change the initial number of infected Cellulo robots. When the play 
button is pressed, a corresponding simulation is launched (Figure 3b) and visualized with moving virtual 
Cellulo robots in a containment box along with a graph showing the evolution number of infected robots 
at each tick of the simulation’s clock. This graph serves as a basis for students to discuss modeling the 
spread of the disease among the Cellulos and to construct models in general.  They should observe an 
“S-curve” as the graph in Figure 3b depicts. The learners are provided with a worksheet with 
instructions to vary the parameters, make predictions of the effect of these changes on the results and 
verify their hypotheses after interacting with the simulation as research has shown that such prompts 
are necessary for students to do successful exploration. As students change the total number of Cellulo 
robots, they increase the number of agents per area unit, making it more difficult to avoid infection and 
thus more infectious interactions per time unit is seen. The graph shows this phenomenon and helps 
students to have a better understanding of why a faster curve is observed on the graph when increasing 
the number of Cellulo robots. 

  
 

Figure 3. The simulation with the virtual Cellulos 
 

 
Figure 4. Virtual interactions between the simulated Cellulo robots as time progresses 

 
 

4. Methods and Materials 
 

4.1 Participants and Protocol 
 

We performed a single group pre-experimental study to evaluate whether the designed activity is 
effective for learning the concepts of virus propagation. The study was conducted with one class of 9th 
grade students (13 years old) consisting of 23 students (12 male, 11 female). The level of these students 
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was the highest for mathematics in this school. The experiment lasted 70 minutes and none of the 
students had prior experience with Cellulo robots. After a brief introduction and instruction session, 
students took a pretest which lasted for 10 minutes. Then, they were split into 6 groups of 3 or 4 students. 
While two groups were doing Activity 1 (physical) in a combined bigger group, four groups were each 
doing Activity 2 (virtual) on separate tablets. The instructor did not intervene during the activities except 
to fix technical difficulties. The groups were rotated so everyone could experience both activities. After 
that, a post-test was conducted. Finally, a debriefing and conclusion session was done and the students 
filled a perception questionnaire.  

4.2 Data Sources and Analysis 

To answer our RQ1, we collected participants' scores on the pre and post tests to measure their learning 
gain and to answer our RQ2, we collected responses to a questionnaire to measure perception of their 
learning and engagement with the activity. Further in order to understand how learners used the Cellulo 
robots in the physical activity, we collected logs of the robots’ movements. The pre and post tests were 
adapted from literature (Wilensky & Abrahamson, 2006). The pretest had three questions to evaluate 
students' knowledge on the topic of “propagation”: 1) a matching question where the student is asked 
to match a text about a context to the corresponding graph. The context is, what would happen if we 
double the number of students every day, one student is added each day, one student is removed daily, 
or one student has a cold and the cold spreads in the class. Options are four types of curves: linear 
(positive slope), linear (negative slope), exponential and logistic 2) a multiple-choice question with one 
correct answer. The context is whether the time it takes for a rumor to spread among all students would 
be faster, unchanged, or slower in two conditions, namely, when the number of students doubles or if 
the rumor is already known by half of the class 3) a drawing question where the student needs to draw 
a graph for the context of mold propagation.  

The posttest is similar to the pretest with a change of values, order of questions, and context of 
the questions. Finally, students were administered a questionnaire to evaluate their perception of the 
activities’ with Cellulo from the perspectives of interest, collaboration, confidence (for solving the 
exercises), engagement and future interest (for including Cellulo in future mathematics lessons, as well 
as lessons of other disciplines).  Some examples of the questionnaire items are: 1) I found this exercise 
interesting. (Interest) 2) I am sure of my answers for the exercise. (Confidence) 3) I tried to do this 
exercise as well as I could. (Engagement) 4) I discussed/collaborated with my classmate to find the 
answer. (Collaboration) 5) I would like to do this again in other subjects. (Future Interest). Each of 
these items (except the topic “interest”) corresponded to a minimum of 2 questions, to acquire a more 
reliable estimate of the construct from the students. Internal consistency is calculated using Cronbach’s 
alpha. With the Cellulo log data, we draw trajectories of all the Cellulos movement on the workspace 
for one group of learners, in order to understand how students moved them to spread/control the disease. 

5. Results

5.1 Learning Gain 

We calculate the learning gain as the percentage difference between pre and post-test scores. On the 
pretest, the students obtained a medium score suggesting that the test is well designed for the level of 
these students and that no ceiling effect occurs. We found an increase from 57.42 (+- 15.14) % to 84.28 
(+- 12.57) % from the pre to post test scores. Although one student had a negative learning gain of -
7.1%, all other students had a positive learning gain (mean 26.87% (+- 16.42) %). A t-test showed that 
there was a significant difference between the pre and post test scores (p = 1.57e-7 < 0.05), implying 
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that students showed a significant improvement in their scores from pre to post test. 
 

Figure 5. Learning Gain Results (* indicates a significant difference with p-value <0.05 with t-test.) 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Student perceptions of the learning activity 
 

5.2 Learner Perceptions  
 

Figure 6 shows the results of the perception survey. Only 8 participants responded to the survey because 
the class had ended when the survey was given and the students were free to leave. However, the overall 
perception of the activity is good, especially for the future interest with 87.5 % of the students giving 
the maximum rating. However, the perception of collaboration is not very positive. At first glance, this 
finding could be surprising because the activity is done in groups i.e. interaction is needed. However, 
the school context could be the reason for this bias where all day long, students have to be silent and 
the discussions between classmates are not welcome during the class. This could be the reason for the 
negative perception of collaboration. Nevertheless, the results suggest that students are interested in 
having further Cellulo-based activities in this topic and for other subjects.  

 
5.2.1 General Feedback from teachers and students 

 
Informal conversations with the teacher and some of the students at the end of the experiment offered 
further insights into the perceptions of the participating teacher and the students. The teacher 
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appreciated the activity as a playful and motivating way to learn about virus propagation and as they 
reported (translated from French) “Students were interested in class, they worked well and participated 
in the activities, a positive welcome. Is it possible to get the software used, or where is possible to get 
the activity to try to do another activity?” Further from his point of view “It would be interesting to try 
with other chapters (e.g. science with biology, astronomy, etc.).” However, he expressed the following 
challenges in conducting the activity, “A little bit too much noise during the course, the students were 
overexcited and they perhaps ‘played’ too much with the Cellulo robots (instead of learning)”. Thus, 
we infer that the teacher appreciated the learning value of the activity, but admitted that there was an 
orchestration challenge involved.  

The students showed their enthusiasm for these activities, as seen by this sample quote from 
one of the students: “Incredible, fantastic come back when it’s possible, I really enjoy the Cellulo.” 
However, some students also expressed some frustrations about the experience such as 1) “It is not cool 
to do at the beginning of the test.” 2) “Too many sheets. It is annoying to do the tests.” 3) “Accuracy 
sometimes from the Cellulo robot is not good. And the tests are too easy.” Overall, we see that the 
students enjoyed the experience, expressed an enthusiasm to do more such activities and their 
frustrations were related to the experimental protocol rather than the learning activities themselves. 

5.3 Cellulo Movement 

Figure 7. Cellulo trajectories during Activity 1 

As the physical activity was open-ended, we analyzed how students moved the robots during this phase 
and explore whether students used them in the designed manner. This is important to leverage the 
benefits of embodiment. We identified the trajectory of the positions of all the obots on the workspace 
over the duration of the physical activity performed by one combined group. These are plotted in Figure 
7, where the positions and state (infected or not) of the robots are plotted for various times during the 
activity. A green hexagon marks a healthy robot, a red one an infected one. The trail indicates the 
trajectory taken by the robot in the last 10 seconds. We can visually infer a pattern of infected robots 
“chasing” the healthy ones, while the latter try to escape. “Jumps” in the lines indicate instances where 
students “kidnap” their robot (pick them up from the workspace) in order to catch or escape other robots. 
Thus, we observe that students did move the Cellulos and by moving the robots, they developed intuitive 
strategies for spreading the disease (infected robots) and to avoid being infected (healthy robots).  

6. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we report the design of a two-part physical-virtual embodied learning activity for the 
conceptual understanding of emergent behaviour. We performed a pre-experimental study to evaluate 
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the effectiveness of our design for learning concepts of virus propagation which is an instantiation of 
emergent behaviour. Specifically, our research questions were 1) Do students learn the concept of virus 
propagation using a Cellulo-based collaborative embodied learning activity? 2) What are the 
perceptions of students and the teacher of conducting such an activity in a regular classroom session? 
Statistical analysis of the students' scores on the pre and post tests showed that students had a significant 
improvement in their scores. This shows that the two-part embodied learning activity, which combines 
direct experience and descriptions of experience in verbal and symbolic forms, was effective for 
students to improve their conceptual understanding of concepts of virus propagation (Schwartz et al, 
2005). Analysis of student responses to the perception questionnaire and their informal feedback 
suggested that students were engaged with the activity and interested in doing other similar activities. 
The teacher also perceived the usefulness of the activity for learning, while also pointing out the 
orchestration challenge in implementing the activity in a classroom. This suggests that it is possible and 
useful to implement such embodied learning activities in a classroom for a range of topics and domains, 
but the teachers’ orchestration load has to be managed (Prieto et al 2017). 

We also explored the students' trajectories of moving the robots during the physical activity in 
an attempt to understand how students used the Cellulo robots. From students' trajectories we inferred 
that they performed the activity like a game, with the person holding the infected Cellulo being like the 
“catcher” and the others holding the infected Cellulo trying to “escape” the catcher. The infected Cellulo 
moved around trying to “catch” the healthy Cellulo robots, who moved around in order to avoid being 
infected. Thus, from moving the robots in this manner and getting haptic and visual feedback when they 
touch an infected Cellulo, students' representation of emergence might be grounded in these actions. 
This could have helped them develop an intuition of how agents get infected, and how the number of 
infected agents grows until all the agents are infected (Han & Black, 2011; Abrahamson et al, 2020; 
Glenberg, 2008). These findings offer us preliminary insights into the mechanisms of embodied learning 
via Cellulo robots. 

This is a preliminary study and so has several limitations, which we propose to address in our 
future work. Firstly, the order in which the students did the physical and virtual activity was decided in 
order to ensure optimal usage of the limited number of robots and classroom time. Thus, some groups 
did the physical activity first and then did the virtual activity, some groups did the physical activity in 
the middle of doing the virtual activity and some groups did the physical activity after the virtual 
activity. While some literature suggests that it is better to do physical manipulation before virtual 
manipulation (Glenberg, 2008), for reasons of ecological validity we couldn’t maintain this order. 
Furthermore, we did not record the order of activities each team followed and so we could not explore 
if there were any differences between the learning gains of teams which did the physical activity first 
and those who did the virtual activity first. Hence, we propose to further investigate the roles of the 
physical and virtual activities in experimental studies, and whether and how they can be combined 
effectively and efficiently in a classroom. Secondly, this was a short and single intervention of 70 
minutes. The novelty effect could be a factor which biased the results in this study and so we plan to do 
longer studies to investigate how the learning effects change. Finally, we performed a very small 
analysis of the Cellulo logs to explore the mechanisms of embodied learning. In order to improve the 
design further, we propose to collect and more deeply analyze the data of both the physical and virtual 
activities, to understand the strategies and processes that underlie the efficacy of embodied learning.  
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Abstract: This study first presents an approach to the study of computational thinking (CT) as 
an embodied phenomenon that relies on the creation and analysis of multimodal transcripts. The 
approach, which incorporates a social semiotic approach to multimodality, is then used to train 
an artificial intelligence (AI) to recognize patterns in the participant’s behaviors that reflect their 
embodiment of CT during an educational robotics activity. The AI was developed to ease the 
labor-intensive aspects of creating and analyzing a multimodal transcript. The findings 
suggested that the AI-enhanced pattern recognition approach identified similar clusters of 
activity as human analysis, adding a level of confidence to the analysis of children’s CT that 
would be difficult to achieve using human analysis. 

Keywords: Computational thinking (CT), social semiotic approach to multimodality, 
embodied interactions, artificial intelligence (AI) 

1. Introduction

Recent perspectives of embodied cognitive science offer new methodological prospects for exploring 
children’s CT, where CT is studied as a process rather than a product of learning. Although some 
scholars have begun studying CT from an embodied perspective (Black et al., 2012; Chung & Hsiao, 
2019; Melcer, 2017), attempts to conceptualize CT from an embodied perspective have not translated 
into researchers’ methodological preferences. The research designs associated with CT have often been 
reductive, ignoring the chaotic, self-organizing aspects of the process. This study aims to explore how 
different methodological possibilities can support the analysis of CT from an embodied perspective. To 
that end, we first present an approach to multimodal transcription using a methodological framework 
that aligns with the study of CT as an embodied phenomenon. The framework incorporating a social 
semiotic approach to multimodality will then be applied to the artificial intelligence (AI) pattern 
recognition approach. This research contributes meaningfully to recent and ongoing questions about 
how embodied perspectives can be leveraged into a research methodology in CT. To answer this 
question, we ask: 

1. How can we create an AI-enhanced pattern recognition approach to study children’s CT
through their embodied interactions?
One area in which AI has the potential to improve research and analysis is involving

multimodal data (Andrade et al., 2016; Sharma et al., 2019). When combined with machine learning 
(ML), the analysis of multimodal data can bring additional insight into different aspects of students’ 
learning (Blikstein, 2013). In addition, multimodal learning analytics has been useful to predict learning 
performance (Giannakos et al., 2019; Junokas et al. 2018), model and assess student behavior 
(Blikstein, 2011), and enhance the performance of intelligent tutoring systems (Yang et al., 2021).  

One reason for AI’s success in education design research is when its design strongly embodies 
the tenets of learning sciences (Järvelä et al., 2020; Luckin & Cukurova, 2019). This highlights the 
significance of grounding AI-design in a strong methodological framework. In this study, we offer a 
supervised deep neural network framework, which takes as input a set of images and maps them to 
labels generated via domain experts. The goal is to classify embodied interactions in video data in 
which multiple modes of communication take place simultaneously (e.g., talking while gesturing; 
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moving one’s body while using objects in the environment). Our paper contributes to the existing 
literature in the following ways: (1) employs an ML algorithm, which takes on human analysis to 
understand the participants’ meaning-making that is strongly connected to extended cognition (e.g., 
coupling taking place among the gestures, discourse), (2) details the steps to create a training dataset for 
a supervised approach, (3) provides a method of studying social aspects of behavior in large-scale data, 
and (4) helps multimodal learning analytics realize its potential in the field of learning sciences. 

2. Methodological Framework

For the current study, we drew on our previous research (Kopcha et al., 2019; Kopcha et al., 2020) to 
train an AI to identify children’s embodied interactions: hand gestures that represented numbers, bodily 
movements that imitated the robot, use of the computer to program the robot, use of hand-made notes, 
and use of the robot itself. The data we used to train the algorithm was largely derived from the 
multimodal transcription in which children’s CT was broken down to reveal the modes of interactions 
(see Kopcha et al., 2020; which also appear in Kopcha et al., 2019).  

In the multimodal transcription, we focused on the five major characteristics of children’s CT: 
abstraction, decomposition, algorithmic thinking, pattern recognition, and debugging. These specific 
CT skills were present during the participant’s embodied interactions. For example, Table 1 displays 
how the children’s  decomposition was manifested through the participants’ dialogue and gestures. 

Table 1. A Moment That Describes the Modes of Interactions Associated With the Children’s 
Decomposition 
Dialogue Gesture Transduction 
G: Okay! Now we need a turn. 
B: Yeah! Now a turn to do that. 
G: Hold on! [leans forward] 
B: So, that means, right forward (#a), 
left backward [eyes are fixed 
upwards] (#b). 
G: Right forward... [both lean 
towards the computer] 

a. 

b. 

The pair returns from testing to 
continue decomposing the larger 
task. Both focus on turning left. The 
boy moves his hands to show a turn 
where the right wheel moves 
forward, and the left wheel moves 
backward. 
(# a-b) 

As shown in Table 1, the participants’ CT was laid out through their observable behaviors 
including discourse and gesturing. Looking at the clusters of moments, we planned to identify those 
sequences of interaction patterns that could be linked to a specific CT characteristic such as debugging. 
As a result, to expand on our human analysis, we created an AI-enhanced Pattern Recognition 
Approach that can evaluate large and complex data sets to help identify the patterns of embodied 
interaction that are specific to CT. Table 2, below, details the process we used to support AI analysis 
from a social semiotic perspective of multimodality. 

Table 2. Steps to Creating an AI-enhanced Pattern Recognition Approach 
Steps Description with numbered sub-tasks 
Preprocessing Prior to conducting AI-enhanced analysis, the 

researcher must (1) select a theoretical framework that 
can guide the research process. This theoretical 
framework provides the foundation for both (2) the 
video segment(s) that are selected for analysis and (3) 
the multimodal transcription process. Each of these 
components must be aligned such that the theory helps 
justify the analysis. 

Processing The researcher can now (4) extract images. While 
extracting images is not technically challenging, the 
researcher must select the number of images per second 
that makes the most sense for the questions driving the 
research and the rate of interaction present in the video. 
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The researcher then (5) categorizes a subset of images 
based on the theoretical framework. The images 
selected must show clearly the interaction of interest 
and the visual indicators of that interaction in order to 
accurately (6) train the AI. After the initial training, the 
research must determine if and how to improve the 
training. A common approach to (7) improving the 
training is to reduce ambiguity in the categorized subset 
of images while also increasing the number of images 
to include in the AI training. This may entail returning 
to the extracted images and selecting new images. 

Analysis Once the AI is trained with a high level of accuracy 
(80% or higher), the researcher can (8) analyze the 
entire video segment and validate output. For short 
videos, a human can validate the AI results by viewing 
each image and confirming the AI output. For larger 
videos, this task may require a larger team to validate 
the output or validation may take place by confirming a 
randomly selected subset of images. 

Report Once the AI output has been validated, the researcher 
can (9) identify methods of post-processing and/or 
visualizing results. A simple way is to use the AI time 
stamping feature to show sequences of interaction over 
time. Visualizing the results, in addition to obtaining 
frequency counts for each interaction, will help the 
researcher (10) draw conclusions and make sense of the 
results with respect to related prior studies. 

 
1. Selecting a Theoretical Framework: We selected a social semiotic approach to multimodality 

for the analysis of complex, embodied interactions (Bezemer, 2014). Social semiotics is 
strongly aligned with studying cognition and learning as an embodied meaning-making 
activity.  

2. Selecting a Video Segment to Begin the Analysis: The primary data source was a 100-minute 
video collected from a rural school in the Southeastern US. Two 5th grade participants were 
recorded as they worked together to program a robot across a 3’x3’ grid of obstacles (Choi et 
al., 2015). We selected a 5-minute segment from a 100-minute video recording because it had 
high levels of participant interactions and gestures as they used the computer, robot, and written 
materials to engage in CT. 

3. Design and Create a Multimodal Transcript of the Selected Video Fragment: The design of the 
transcript must convey how various interactions and dialogue play out over time as they are 
related to the phenomenon of interest. To create a multimodal transcript, we adopted 
Bezemer’s five steps to transcribing multimodal interaction (2014), which also appear in 
Kopcha et al. (2020). The transcripts contained an image-by-image breakdown of the video 
segment used in this study. Those transcripts were used to guide our decisions about what 
images to extract and use to train the AI (see steps 4 and 5, below), as well as to compare and 
contrast human-based analysis with the AI output (see step 12). 

4. Extract Images: We used an image extraction program to extract roughly one frame for every 
seven images, which resulted in 1353 images over 5 minutes. Researchers need to select the 
recording ratio in terms of the activity rate in the chosen video fragment. We suggest an 
increase in the extracted frames per second if there is a higher level of activity. In addition, we 
resized the extracted images to 128 x 128 resolution and normalized the intensity in all the red, 
blue, and green channels between 0 and 1 to train our network. 

5. Categorize Subset of Images Based on Theoretical Framework to Train the AI: According to 
the theory of social semiotics, there were four dominant interaction types: (1) hand gestures 
when communicating with each other, (2) use of the computer, (3) interaction with the robot, 
and (4) use of the student guide. For each of the interaction types, we then selected images that 
were distinct and uniquely showcased the interaction of interest. We ultimately ended up with 
20-25 images per interaction type. We used this classification table to train the AI. 
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6. Train the AI: We designed a minimalist Convolution Neural Network (Lecun & Bengio, 1995), 
consisting of two convolution layers with 32 feature maps and a filter size of 3 x 3. Each 
convolution layer used the ReLu activation function and was followed by batch normalization. 
Next, we flattened the last convolution layer and connected it to the dense block of size five 
representing five possible classes. The dense layer used the sigmoid activation function. Further 
reading on the layers can be obtained at Yann Lecun’s Keras guide. Finally, we used the Adam 
Optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014) with a learning rate of 0.00005. 

7. Revise Training as Needed: The AI ultimately yielded 80% accuracy of a match with our 
manual classification. The 20% inaccuracy was the result of some images lacking distinct, 
unique features altogether or a single image resulting in multiple possible categorization 
outcomes (e.g., she looks at the computer while he also moves like a robot's wheels).  
 In the first trial, the AI was unable to label the interactions correctly due to the 
disproportionate number of categories used for manual coding compared to the number of 
samples. That is, there were not enough samples of pictures under each category and for AI to 
make generalizations. As a result, we increased the number of images listed under each 
category.  In addition, certain frames had more than one interaction per frame. 

8. Analyze Entire Video Segment & Validate Output: We then analyzed the entire 5-minute 
segment using the AI. The AI was configured so that the output was a movie consisting of each 
image (~4 images per second) with a display of the interaction type detected in each image. We 
then independently viewed the movie in a second-by-second fashion to determine if the AI had 
appropriately identified the interaction type or if it misidentified the interaction type. Figure 1, 
below, contains two images from the movie. The first displays an appropriate identification in 
which the girl is looking off-screen at the computer (Com) and the boy is making a gesture 
(Gest). The second displays a misidentification. The misidentification was largely due to 
ambiguity in the image. It was difficult to tell whether the boy was looking downward at the 
workbook (WB) or if it was at the computer (Com) off-screen to the left of the image. 
 When compared to human identification of interactions, the AI was able to accurately 
identify the children’s interaction with the computer 84% of the time. Inaccuracies with 
identifying interaction with the computer were primarily due to ambiguity in the images where 
it was unclear if the child was looking at the computer or somewhere else off-screen (see Figure 
1 below). The AI accurately identified the children’s interactions with each other, through 
gestures, and interaction with the workbook 65% and 61% of the time, respectively. 
Inaccuracies with gestures were largely due to the computer detecting small hand movements 
that never became meaningful gestures. With regard to the workbook, the inaccuracies were 
due to the AI missing instances of the participants looking downward at the workbook or 
mislabeling those instances as computer use. The most inaccuracies were associated with 
interaction with the robot. The AI did not detect any instances, whereas the human analysis 
identified 11 images that contained the robot. 
 

  
Figure 1. Example Images from the AI Output Displaying Appropriate Identification (a) And 

Misidentification (b) of Interaction Types 
 

9. Identify Method of Post-processing & Visualizing Results: The frequencies can be displayed 
visually so that it is clear how the interactions played out over time. Our AI provided us with 
two outputs that supported the creation of a visual display. The first involved a frequency 
display with a time-stamp (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Visual Display of The Computer Output 

 
 The computer output displayed what mode of interaction emerged at what time: 0.0 
represented the absence of interaction, whereas a result of 1.0 pointed to the existence of 
interaction. By looking at this output, we could tell the frequency of a specific type of social 
interaction (e.g., most frequent; least frequent) as part of a progressive timeline. For example, it 
was clear that the participants made extensive use of their workbooks as they worked on 
programming the computer in the 5-minute video segment. This output was particularly useful 
when determining what mode of interaction became more prevalent in a specific data fragment. 
         In the context of our AI analysis, our theoretical framework suggested that the use of 
gestures by our participants was an important interaction to focus on. One way we could 
visualize the results would be to isolate key moments of gesturing and display them on a 
timeline. Figure 3, below, illustrates visually one moment of gesturing from our AI results. 
    
Timeline 1:08:13 1:09:06 -1:09:08 

 
     01:12:03 

Interaction Type 

#1561 #1591 #1621 
Com ✓ (1.0) ✓ (1.0) ✓ (1.0) 
Gest ✓ (1.0) ✓ (1.0) ✓ (1.0) 
WB — (0.0)	 — (0.0) ✓ (1.0) 

Figure 3. Visually One Moment of Gesturing from Our AI Results 
 

10. Draw Conclusions: We compared the visual display (see step 9) with our multimodal 
transcripts (see step 3). Our purpose was to see if the AI was detecting the moments that we had 
already identified in our multimodal transcript. The frequency input from the AI indicated that 
the students spent roughly 3.75 minutes in the 5-minute segment working with the computer 
and workbook as a mode. This was the most prevalent in a specific fragment of the data. The 
next most prominent interaction was the participants working at the computer with no other 
modes present (0.98 minutes). The next most frequent result was of the participants holding the 
robot and referencing their workbook; this occurred 18 times (0.15 minutes). 
 The only other arrangement identified by the AI was of the participants working at the 
computer while making a gesture while working with the workbook; this occurred 3 times (0.03 
minutes) (e.g., a numerical representation of the numbers with fingers) while working with the 
workbook. The AI identified no other arrangements. A visual inspection of the 5-minute video 
clip confirmed that these frequency counts largely reflected the modes of interaction present; 
the entire clip entailed the participants working to program the computer, drawing on different 
tools throughout the process (e.g., the robot, their workbook). 
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3. Conclusion 
 
To conclude, the technology-driven, AI-enhanced approach to analyzing CT went beyond the current, 
often reductive methods. The results of the AI analysis are promising and have significant implications 
for further research. Through the display of relative frequencies, the researchers could easily interpret 
shifts across the modes in the designated categories. Likewise, spoken dialogue could be added to that 
timeline to enhance further a transduction approach. In this way, AI would help establish the behavioral 
indicators of CT that may be missed or overlooked through traditional pre-post test methods, offering 
new possibilities for integrating, assessing, and studying computer science in K-12 settings. 
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Abstract: The paper aims at developing a better understanding of how interactions with the 
platforms like IFTTT or Alexa Routines that help in configuring complex if-then-else behaviors of 
real-world Internet-of-Things Objects (RIO) can help in supporting students’ learning of 
computational thinking (CT). We call these platforms “Programing-RIO platforms”. We aim at 
devising pedagogies around these platforms and the IoT devices to introduce CT to the novice 
students. With the broader research objective of exploring the impact of Programming-RIO on 
participants’ problem solving with computational tools, our specific research objective is to explore 
participants’ computational problem-solving process when they design automation solutions using 
IoT objects in the real world, using platforms like IFTTT, Google Home app, and Alexa app. 
Embodied narratives of computational thinking illustrated by the learner’s entangled actions and 
thought processes during the pilot study have been presented in an effort to initiate the learners into 
computational thinking. 

Keywords: Computational thinking, IoT, authentic learning, embodied, 4E cognition 

1. Introduction

The question of ‘how to effectively teach CT at an introductory level to enable learners in order to automate 
abstractions with ease’ has fascinated scientists since before computers started to become ubiquitous. The 
terms ‘CT’ and ‘computation culture’ were first coined by Papert, (2020) in MINDSTORMS’s first edition 
in 1980’s which initiated early age learners into the world of computational creations with concepts related 
to procedurality. He also advocated that true ‘computer literacy’ is not just knowing how to make use of 
computers and computational ideas, it is knowing when it is appropriate to do so in a sociocultural context. 
Every educational advent then onwards corresponded to contemporary ways of teaching CT, e.g., agent 
based models, simulations, games, robotics, mobiles, IoT and everyday objects. 

One of the major challenges in learning computational thinking (CT) is its associated abstractness 
of the concepts and procedures. Visual programming environments, such as scratch, NetLogo, Greenfoot, 
etc., attempted to reduce the abstractness by replacing the abstract textual representations (syntax) of the 
constructs with visual block-like elements. These visual programming environments have been proven to 
be significantly effective in training students' CT skills (Brennan & Resnick, 2012). A similar approach has 
been seen in using visual programming by Bers, Marina Umaschi, et al. (2014) for working with robots. 
Programmable robots-based learning activities reduce syntax's abstractness by employing visual 
programming environments similar to NetLogo and Scratch (Kim & Jeon, 2007) to program their robots. 
The fact that the robots are physical and tangible, and students can systematically manipulate them through 
coding, further bridges the gap between abstract CT constructs and reality. However, programmable robots 
have limitations in terms of the problem-solving contexts they offer, i.e., most programmable robots-based 
activities employ abstract and imaginary scenarios and lack authentic real-life problem contexts (Bers, 
Marina Umaschi, et al. (2014)). Programming the robot itself when tested as a way of teaching CT, is 
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designed through a technocentric lens (Sengupta, P., 2018) where considerable time needs to be spent in 
the learning curve of the technology. It should be noted that learning while being situated in authentic real-
life scenarios has been argued as a better learning practice by various literature of cognitive science such 
as situated learning theory (Lave, J., & Wenger, E., 1991) and constructionists approach (Harel, I. E., & 
Papert, S. E. (1991).  

One other technology that has seen a sharp growth is consumer-level IoT (i.e., Internet-of-Things) 
devices which are becoming easy to use day by day. We propose the use of IoT devices and associated 
utility platforms to design learning activities that can help students practice CT constructs. Utility platforms 
such as IFTTT, Google Home, Alexa, etc. help in configuring the diverse IoT devices to work together and 
allow customizations based on the user's authentic problem solving needs. Examples of possible student 
tasks are given below.  

Example: Students are given a task to configure a smart light-bulb such that it automatically 
switches on at the start of the evening and switches off before sunrise.  

In the above example, the task of configuring the IoT devices, similar to the programming activities, 
will require students to apply CT skills to accomplish the needed behaviors from the IoT objects. In this 
paper, we propose to exploit such affordances of the IoT objects and the utility platforms to make entry-
level CT learners practice various CT constructs by programming various Real-life IOT devices. We have 
termed such an approach as Programming-RIOs, where RIO stands for Real-life IoT Objects. These 
RIOs are slowly becoming ubiquitous in many parts of the world and society. Application of such platforms 
that are situated in the real world context (Lave, J., & Wenger, E., 1991) and have an impact on everyday 
life activities makes them more powerful as tools to think with to nurture CT skills.  
 
 
2. 4E Cognition Accounts of Computational Thinking 
 
Traditionally, the processes of thinking and reasoning are predominantly understood using the lens of 
information processing theories of cognition (Pande & Chandrasekharan, 2017; Reynders et al., 2020). 
These approaches assert that a problem solver first engages in the extraction of information from the content 
embedded in the learning or task environment (e.g. text, representations, tools, syntax, etc.); and then the 
learner performs thinking or reasoning about ‘using’ this extracted information. However, the new 
approaches to cognition (e.g. 4E cognition; Menary, 2010; Newen et al., 2018) and situated learning 
(Sentance & Humphreys, 2018)) insist that cognition and knowing cannot be separated from bodily actions 
and context. The embedded, embodied and enactive cognition approaches regard one's thinking and 
reasoning processes, actions, and the environmental elements being interacted with, as entangled together 
(Pande, 2020).  

In summary, we hypothesize that these new approaches in cognitive science would also be 
applicable when analyzing one’s computational thinking, and therefore the elements of technology-
enhanced task environments and one’s bodily actions on those elements should not be dissociated from CT, 
and are a part of their computational thinking processes. The situated learning and embodied cognition 
desirable for acquiring CT skills would also make room for alternate conceptions leading towards 
discoveries in real time, that add to the knowledge of either the technology or the CT practices for the 
learners.  
 
 
3. Methodology 
 
The study was an open-ended qualitative study designed to develop an initial understanding with the 
following broad research question in place: how do the participants respond to computational thinking tasks 
designed around Real-world IoT Objects? Do the activities and the RIO environment facilitate 
computational task execution for the learners? 
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The study is a pilot investigation which is a part of the Programming RIO for novices project. The 
participants were chosen using convenience sampling. There were two participants, one male and one 
female, (age 20 and 19 years respectively). They were second and third-year language (Sanskrit) 
undergraduates having no prior exposure to Computer Science in academics. These participants were 
chosen in order to know how adult learners who are novices to CT domain interact with the RIO 
environment and what could be the challenges they face. In-person sessions were conducted over a duration 
of approximately 3 hours. The session included a familiarization phase and an unguided problem-solving 
phase as shown in figure 1. The tasks in both these phases were aligned according to increasing order of 
complexity of the problem as described in the figure. 
 

 
Figure 1. Phases of RIO project studies 

Data Collection and Analysis  
 
Semi-structured interviews were administered with the objective to make the participants retrospectively 
reflect on their problem-solving processes. The interviews attempted to be as non–leading as possible: with 
questions like “can you narrate one of the activities, how you went about solving the problem in your own 
words”. However, encouraging the students to be as detailed as possible (“what made you feel that this 
service should be chosen first for this task?”) tended to open up more information. Retrospective interviews 
were conducted towards the end of the study. The researcher also asked questions in between the two 
phases. In addition to the interview data, we also collected the video recording as observation data. Both 
the interview and video transcripts were analyzed to get a clearer picture of how the participants got familiar 
with the RIO environment and how they performed the given CT tasks. 

Using the observation and interview data from our two cases we tried understanding how the 
participant’s engagement with the tasks in the respective sessions may have triggered CT in the participants. 
We performed open and focused coding of the transcripts and got two themes of participants’ engagements 
that correspond to different aspects of CT proficiency and problem-solving occurring in both the phases of 
the session. These themes are: Embodied narratives of participants developing familiarity with the 
computational tools; and (iii) Embodied narratives of participants developing familiarity with RIO-based 
CT. We describe these themes in the section below. 
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4. Results 
 
4.1. Narratives Of RIO Based Computational Thinking: Familiarization with Computational Tools 
 
During the demonstration phase, participants observed the instructor's actions and responses such as 
exploring interfaces of various RIO technologies, purpose and possibilities of environments, and finding 
required options. The process of inquiry is narrated through figure 2 in which the participant observes 
instructor’s actions in the app-interfaces. 
 

 
Figure 2. Sequential walkthrough of coding in demo activity - where instructor shows where to click 

(yellow dots) to the learner. On app-interface three, there is scrolling to view all the listed services, and 
when the intended service is not found ‘MI LED Smart Device’, they try to search in the text area. The 

demonstration ends with not being able to find the MI light bulb app on IFTTT, thus the decision of going 
for google home screen, eventually locating the desired application. 

 
The participants' hands-on activities, they were seen quickly experimenting to programme routines 

in the app-interfaces suggested, but struggled to find the appropriate search keyword in order to find 
required services initially. Participants also encountered some system constraints in the first guided activity, 
such as responses from the Alexa and Google home mini ‘voice agents’ at irrelevant instances as the 
learners were trying to think out loud. Such an action-observation sequence made the participants consider 
the uncommon names for the procedures created by them.  

The familiarization with tools was not just based on a single actions-observation sequence, but was 
seen to continue over a mixture of redundant action-observation iterations. For instance, in an unguided 
activity where the participant was to set an alarm, the participant tried to choose the alarm’s sound, adjusted 
the alarm’s times to distinguish the alarms from multiple app-interfaces and experimented with variables 
to observe the intended output. Such trial-and-test behaviour to observe the outcomes contained the 
decisions taken or interpretations negotiated by the learners. 

4.2. Narratives of RIO based computational thinking: Solving a computational problem 
 
Participants stated in their retrospective interviews post guided activity, that their environment allowed 
them to understand what to observe, e.g. specifically looking at a connected light bulb for an activity and 
then confirming the change in state of the bulb from real-world observation. The observation helped verify 
the accuracy of the procedure followed to change the state of the light, or it triggered the participant to 
revisit and revise the procedure.  

In the unguided problem solving phase they frequently asked questions at the beginning such as, 
“which app-interfaces should I begin with?” The IFTTT app-interface shows recent connected applets 
designed by the users on a smartphone, the second participant reused an applet created by the previous user 
in the first task. 
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During the second unguided activity, the learner broke down the problem and solved it using two 
dependent if-then loop structures, where one part of the activity will turn on a timer after the sensed trigger 
of the television turning ON. The second part of this activity will have to turn off the television once the 
timer goes off after 10 minutes. In the retrospective interview, the participant used hand gestures while 
stating the if-then sequence by pointing towards the TV and then rolling hands in a half-circle to point 
towards the smartphone (timer). The recognition of two dependent sequences of activities and the tools 
involved within the activity prompted her to suggest that IFTTT services, where multiple actions can be 
added using the ‘+’ sign on app-interface, might be used for this type of activity. 

One of the discovery instances in the next activity was where the learner found a ‘wait’ option on 
the Alexa interface and connected it to the previous activity. The learner expressed that it could have been 
useful to add ‘wait for 10 minutes’ as a timer to turn the TV device off without any alarm or notification 
requirement. Here, we observe the iterative and entangled processes of actions, observations and thoughts 
involved in embodied cognition, as the learner has updated her knowledge with an application of the current 
observation relevant to solve the problem previously faced. 
 
 
5. Discussion and Conclusion 
 
During the retrospective interviews, it was found that the learners found the activity contexts easily relatable 
and transferable to their everyday life situations. This is important as according to Wing (2008), and Hu 
(2011) computational thinking is about identifying aspects of computation in our surroundings. This also 
could be explored further as a way to lessen the abstractness of imaginary scenarios for employing 
computational skills in problem solving, as with RIO tasks, the learners find authentic problem solving 
scenarios from daily life. 

We found that the learning curves for getting familiarized with the smartphone app-interfaces were 
short, it could be because of their everyday use of smartphones. Some of the learning processes that may 
have contributed towards better clarity of the app features are the participant’s interactions with the app-
interfaces that lead to identification of constraints, verification of expected responses and discovery of the 
unexpected responses from the RIO tools (section 4.1). The trial and test behaviour of the participants to 
distinguish different service responses could be seen as a way to manage multiple layers of programming 
interfaces. 

In the problem solving process, it was found that each participant can have different starting points 
for problem solving with RIO (section 4.2). they delved into connecting and managing multiple layers of 
abstraction by connecting the dots between an activity with the previous one’s struggles. Instances such as 
one of the learner’s body movements in order to express dependent behaviours in a complex problem’s 
pieces reflect constructs in CT viz., abstraction and problem decomposition. Verification of programmed 
routines was seen as being aided by observability of the actions in real life which could be a sign of 
debugging or testing abilities useful in the problem solving process.  

While debugging the activities, learners applied multisensory actions and observations while 
engaging with the problems. The data analysis in this pilot study presents an account of participants’ 
(computational) problem solving mechanism, in the given RIO-based environment. The RIO-based 
environment included the utility platforms, i.e., the smartphone app-interfaces and the IoT objects in the 
physical lab space.  

For the scope of this exploration, we have only tried to view the proposed RIO programming 
activities and tools as a task environment for initiation of authentic problem solving using CT and not as a 
learning environment for development of CT. We observed that the mechanism of problem solving included 
participant’s (inter)actions with different elements of the environment, and changes in their mental models 
of the system, strategies, decisions, and actions based on different interactions. In our preliminary 
exploration it seems that RIO has the potential to engage and motivate learners in computational thinking 
situated in the physical and authentic environment. However, more studies are needed to better understand 
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embedded and embodied accounts of how individuals solve computational problems in the RIO-based 
settings. 
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Abstract: Science learning requires students to transition from their everyday language to 
academic language (AL), particularly to understand and internalize new mechanisms, which 
are constituted (brought into being) through new technical terms. Understanding AL requires 
turning the inert description of the mechanism in the textbook into a manipulable concept in 
the student mind. This complex process is mediated through teacher narratives, which scaffold 
the complex concept integration involved in AL, through metaphors, analogies, gestures and 
other enactive strategies. We present a preliminary analysis of this complex AL learning 
process, drawing on the embodied simulation theory of language, and classroom data on 
biology learning. We then discuss some application possibilities of this theoretical approach. 

Keywords: Academic Language; Nominalization; Concept formation; Embodied Simulation 
Models of Language  

1. Introduction

Science learning requires students to understand, and internalise, a new way of characterising reality. 
This process is mediated by academic language (AL) (Halliday & Martin, 1993), which has features 
that help promote scientific thinking. The structure of AL makes it very different from the language 
students use in day-to-day life (everyday language, EL). As AL embeds a new worldview, most 
students find the shift from EL to AL challenging (Lemke,1990). This transition is particularly 
difficult for students in non-English speaking countries, as they need to learn both English and AL in 
parallel. Many students in such countries are first generation learners, who find this transition very 
difficult. Supporting this finding, neuroimaging results show that parents’ language skills correlate 
with students’ reading abilities and related functional connectivity (Su, Li, Zhou & Shu, 2020). 

Developing ways to help students gain fluency in AL is a central focus of science education 
research. We seek a granular account, which could lead to an understanding of the cognitive 
mechanisms involved in the way AL mediates concept formation. We are interested in using this 
understanding to design systematic technological interventions that support students’ shift to AL. 
Such technologies could also function as probes to investigate the cognitive mechanisms involved in 
AL learning.  

Our starting premise is that AL has structural features that promote scientific thinking and 
related concept formation, and the use of AL is thus required in science education. The key research 
questions we are interested in are: 
1) How does a naive student develop new conceptual structures, such as the complex mechanism of
photosynthesis, which embeds other complex concepts such as oxygen, carbon dioxide, stomata,
guard cells etc.?
2) How does AL promote this conceptual integration, and more broadly, scientific thinking?
3) Can learning environments be designed to scaffold such conceptual integration? What role does
technological intervention have in the creation of such learning environments?

2. Building mechanisms: A theoretical model

Based on the above premise and research questions, here we develop an analysis of AL learning, and 
possible ways in which contemporary cognitive theory could help in developing a more granular 
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account of how AL features help promote concept formation. One of the challenges in developing 
such an account of AL is scaling current models of language understanding -- particularly the 
embodied simulation model of language -- to support the analysis of whole passages, and technical 
terms, from their current focus on analysing sentences, and verbs. This scaling is needed because 
scientific concepts, which are typically descriptions of dynamics and mechanisms, cannot be captured 
by a single sentence, and require passages made up of sentences that embed technical terms, and these 
are tightly interconnected structurally and conceptually. The next section outlines the embodied 
simulation model of language. 

2.1 Language Understanding as Embodied Simulation 

The embodied simulation model of language (ESML) is a theoretical framework under development 
(Bergen, 2016), where language is considered to embed sensorimotor elements. Following from this 
view, understanding the meaning of words and sentences involves activating modality-specific 
sensorimotor representations and processes. Neuroanatomical evidence grounds this activation in the 
sensorimotor neural circuits (Pulvermuller, 2010; Glenberg & Gallese, 2012). Supporting this 
approach, recent studies show that language can both trigger movements and incorporate movements 
(Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002; Matlock, 2004). 

Extending this model to AL-based concept formation, the problem of students understanding 
passages describing biological mechanisms (see Figure 1 for an example) could be seen as a process 
of running a dynamic mental model, where perceptual neural networks encoding experience help 
activate imagery (such as leaves, stems, stomata), and neural networks encoding motor experiences 
help ‘dynamicise’ this imagery. Understanding AL passages would thus involve running a simulation 
of the activity states described by the passage.  

2.2 Extending ESML to Biology Mechanisms 

Our domain of analysis in this paper is biology learning, where a key focus is helping student 
understand new mechanisms. Many major discoveries in biology are mechanisms, such as cellular 
metabolism, DNA replication, protein synthesis, and gene expression in molecular biology. 
Mechanisms form a significant portion of the school science textbook. For the student to develop an 
understanding of these mechanisms, she needs to first comprehend the individual concepts that form 
the mechanism (such as stomata, guard cells), and then the mechanism-specific structural and 
functional configurations they generate (such as turgidity, transpiration). Thus, comprehending the 
mechanism requires conceptual integration.  

Drawing from ESML, as well as earlier work on simulation of mechanisms and dynamics 
(Schwartz & Black, 1996, Schwartz & Black, 1999, Hegarty 2004), we consider this conceptual 
integration as the ability to run a mental simulation of the dynamics made possible by the mechanism 
components. This simulation would draw on the embodied experiences of the student, when 
comprehending both the individual parts and the larger configuration. As most of the components and 
the dynamics are imperceptible, it is very unlikely that the student would have a ready embodied 
experience to draw on to ground these structures and processes. However, since scientists generate 
new scientific concepts through integration of other concepts (Nersessian, 1992), it should be possible 
to scaffold the imperceptible mechanisms using students’ sensorimotor experiences.  

Since mechanisms have very specific dynamics, they are captured using special technical 
terms. Understanding these terms requires ‘loading’ (Redish, 2015) meaning from the world into the 
terms, based on students’ sensorimotor experiences. This is done using teaching narratives, which 
connect together multiple elements, such as metaphors, analogies, artifacts, drawings and gestures. 
The teaching narratives thus work as explanatory frameworks. The teacher plays a critical role in this 
embedding of the world into technical terms, as her enaction starts the process of students learning AL 
and its associated simulations. Her explanatory framework is carefully built, using such enactive 
moves as drawings, gestures, metaphors, use of teaching props etc. The teaching narrative often 
consists of metaphorical or analogical mappings, where the teacher juxtaposes students’ experiences 
(like blowing up a balloon) in relation to the mechanism, to seed the simulation of the mechanism.  
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Choosing the right analogical or metaphorical structure that would map to the mechanism to 
be taught is a critical part of the teacher’s skill as a practitioner. However, the structures and processes 
involved in many mechanisms, particularly in biology, are not readily amenable to such embeddings 
based on embodied experiences. Technological interventions (such as animations, simulations, games, 
and VR) have the potential to augment the teacher’s explanatory frameworks in such cases. Note that 
such interventions need to also the building of the technical terms and vocabulary (AL), which 
constitute (bring into being) the mechanisms, similar to the way Lego blocks bring into being a 
moving Lego robot, or circuit elements (resistors, capacitors etc.) bring into a signal processing 
circuit. Note also that the loading of embodied experiences into the technical terms allow students to 
access, and simulate, specific parts of the mechanism when the term is encountered (for instance, 
‘transpiration’ simulates the processes at the surface of the leaf, and not the ATP biochemistry). Such 
specific and focused re-enaction, based on the loading process, can be thought of as the activation of 
the neuronal network for the term, formed through the teacher narrative. This activation allows the 
simulation of the terms to be run separately, or in conjunction with the larger configuration. 

 
 
3. Building Photosynthesis 
 
To illustrate the above theoretical model, we first present a structural analysis of a passage (see Figure 
1) on photosynthesis (edited for clarity) from a grade 10 textbook, and then an analysis of the way a 
teacher enacted the mechanism, to help students ‘load’ technical terms with embodied experiences. 
 
Now, let us study how the plant obtains carbon dioxide. In Class IX, we had talked about stomata (Fig. 6.3) 
which are tiny pores present on the surface of the leaves. Massive amounts of gaseous exchange takes place in 
the leaves through these pores for the purpose of photosynthesis. But it is important to note here that exchange 
of gases occurs across the surface of stems, roots and leaves as well. Since large amounts of water can also be 
lost through these stomata, the plant closes these pores when it does not need carbon dioxide for photosynthesis. 
The opening and closing of the pore is a function of the guard cells. The guard cells swell when water flows into 
them, causing the stomatal pore to open. Similarly, the pore closes if the guard cells shrink. 
 

Figure 1. Blue text shows the creation of new concepts, through definitions, and 
encapsulation of the definitions under a new label. Later use of the label in a different context requires 

the student to regenerate the definition, to understand the entity it captures. Green text shows 
embedded dynamics. Pink text shows mechanisms with possible branches. 

 
3.1 The Structural View 
 
Figure 2 presents the elements we use to develop the structural analysis of the simulation process for 
the passage. Depending on the concreteness of the entities mentioned, we label them as familiar or 
dense. Familiar entities have a concrete form, and are salient to perception (pore, leaf etc.). The dense 
entities (stomata, guard cells) are difficult to simulate. The entities set up the physical structure, 
in/with which the dynamics occurs. A change in physical structures, as a result of interaction between 
them, is viewed as a transition between forms of the same structure. The opening of stomata for 
example, is considered a transition from the closed configuration to the open one. 

In this analysis, as the defined entities are dense, and appear towards the end of the sentence, 
the familiar entities are considered to ‘fill’ these dense entities, making them comprehensible. If these 
defined entities are encountered again in the passage, they have a status somewhere in between the 
dense and familiar object. In simulation terms, instead of these dense entities being black boxes, the 
reader can partially activate the entities that fill them. Lexical items such as “can” act as branching 
nodes, from which the simulation can proceed along different trajectories. In our case the “can” 
indicates that if the stomata are open the plant may or may not lose water. A related effect of 
grammatical structure on the simulation is a zooming in and out of the imagery. 
Zooming in and out: The grammatical structure arranges the nouns and verbs (open class elements) 
in certain relationships with each other. Altering this structure changes the relationships. For example, 
the relative positions of the various structures in the plant are indicated by prepositions: tiny pores 
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present on the surface of the leaves. If we rearrange the words around the preposition, preserving their 
relative positions, we get a zooming in and out effect in the generated imagery. 
Zooming In: Leaves have tiny pores present on their surface, called stomata 
Leaves on their surface have tiny pores, called stomata 
Zooming Out: Tiny pores present on the surface of the leaves, called stomata 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The Structural view 
 
 

4. Teacher Enaction: Scaffolding Student Simulation 
 
The teacher generates her own simulations when she reads such text describing mechanisms. The 
student also generates her own simulation of the mechanism from the text, but this often differs from 
the normative simulation that is expected to be generated from the textbook.  The teacher, through her 
explanatory framework, attempts to converge these two simulations. In doing so, she maps the 
textbook narrative into an explanatory framework, which often consists of metaphors and analogies, 
along with gestures and representations that accompany this narrative.  

Figure 3 shows an excerpt from a classroom observation of a teacher’s explanation of the 
transpiration process. The teacher narrative is compared to the textbook narrative and the analogical 
mapping between the two is outlined. In this example, the teacher is trying to explain the mechanism 
of the opening and closing of the stomata during transpiration. For his, the teacher makes use of the 
analogy of the balloon, which grounds this imperceptible phenomenon, and its associated technical 
terms. She introduces words like turgid and flaccid, which are more precise than terms like tight and 
loose, in the context of the balloon metaphor. As the balloon is compared to the cell, the conceptual 
schema for turgidity is exemplified well. The elasticity of both the cell and balloon membrane make it 
possible for them to expand on filling. The material filled in the cell is water, and that which fills the 
balloon is air. The experience of the tightness of the balloon connects to the turgidity of the cell. The 
mapping is not perfect, and it is employed as an overall template to build understanding of the 
mechanism. The balloon is mapped only to the guard cell, and not the entire assemblage, which 
includes a pair of guard cells in a specific spatial configuration.  

The teacher makes drawings on the board while she is explaining. She draws the guard cell 
and the stomata, and explains the exchange of gases using arrows. This drawing extends the mapping, 
by inviting the learner to consider the two guard cells involved as balloons. It also models the shape of 
the balloon on the guard cells. The teacher’s enaction of the mechanism using gestures and drawing 
further extends the understanding of the mechanism, and its associated flow dynamics.  
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Figure 3. Illustration of the analogical mapping in the teacher’s explanation for the process of 

transpiration 
 
4.1 The Gist Simulation 

 
After a first reading of such passages, a student may not be able to access the underlying conceptual 
structure in all its complexity. Her simulation will be patchy and at a surface level, providing a 
summary understanding of the text. In our case, the student may not comprehend the opening and 
closing mechanism of the stomata as given, with all its details. But she may understand that there are 
pores in the roots, stem, and leaves of the plants, and there is some way in which the pores open and 
close, which allow some gases to be exchanged when the pores are open. Later, when the opening and 
closing of the stomata is invoked in another context, only this summary simulation will be activated. 
We use the term gist simulation to refer to such summary simulations. The nature of this simulation 
would vary between students, depending on their real-world experiences and reading history. 

The gist simulation is an important consideration in a classroom context. The teacher, through 
her own understanding and experience of teaching a topic, as well as her knowledge of how a topic 
progresses in subsequent grades, settles on a particular level of gist simulation, which she enacts, 
using the blackboard and gestures. This enaction process helps class participants to converge their 
own individually varied simulations to a common core, creating a shared understanding. The teacher 
can then build on this shared structure, to develop more complex discussions and evaluation 
parameters. 
 
 
5. Application Possibilities 
 
Embodied learning interventions based on new media technologies have not focused on the problem 
of academic language and nominalization, and more broadly, on the role of language in education. 
This could be partly because AL requires analysing the interaction between internal and external 
representations, particularly the way this interaction drives classroom dynamics. This distributed 
cognition structure makes the AL problem unappealing to some recent embodied learning approaches 
which take the position that embodiment and representations are mutually exclusive. Such positions 
draw on philosophical over-extensions of the Gibsonian framework, even though Gibson himself was 
more inclusive about the role of representations in cognition (Chandrasekharan & Osbeck, 2010).  
 Our analysis approach draws on common coding, an embodiment approach that extends the 
ideomotor theory of William James. This theoretical approach, compatible with the Gibsonian 
framework (See Hommel et. Al, 2010), is supported by many neuroscience studies. It accepts the role 
of internal and external representations, and their interactions, in cognition. ESML is part of this neo-
Jamesian approach.  

Textbook Narrative Textbook Representation Teacher Representation Teacher Narrative 

The guard cells swell 
when water flows into 
them, causing the stomatal 
pore to open 

Loose (Flaccid) 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tight (Turgid) 

Loose (Flaccid) 
 
 
 

 
 

             
  

          
 
Tight (Turgid) 

“say you have a balloon I am blowing the balloon if I blow 
the balloon half will it be turgid no…... I really blow into it 
so that it becomes tight and when it is tight in Biology in a 
Cell I call it…... it is turgid and remember last year we 
studied vacuole helps in the turgidity of the cell last year we 
learnt this word….. so when water enters the guard cells at 
that time what will happen the guard cells will swell and 
they will become turgid and when they become turgid they 
pull and open the stomatal Pore.” 
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Our analysis of AL based on this model opens up AL as a new application space for 
embodied learning. However, it is unclear how exactly embodied learning could support the formation 
of mental simulations of mechanisms, in close conjunction with new technical terms.  

Further, most embodied learning technologies do not focus on supporting teachers. 
Technological systems that allow teachers to generate more evocative simulations in students, 
integrating technical terms smoothly with the mental simulation, would be very helpful in addressing 
the AL problem, particularly in non-English speaking countries.  

Our analysis indicates that these two threads (supporting AL learning, supporting teachers) 
are best addressed together. However, this requires moving learning environment design into new 
discussions, related to narratives and their role in generating mental simulation of dynamics. We hope 
our analysis has created the space to develop such new design conversations.  
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Abstract: Multimodal analytics provides a different perspective to understand and characterise 
learning tasks and potentially model the process. However, the logistics and the analysis process 
are often cumbersome to easily adopt the approach. We had earlier developed a platform that 
enables us to synchronise learning environment interaction data and signal streams from various 
physiological sensors. Also a framework was proposed that looked at critical thinking as a 
constituent of its interactions and developed an embodied cognition narrative. In this study we 
used ENaCT, the online critical thinking task environment and studied an episode of critical 
thinking that a participant attempted in it. We collected physiological data, specifically signals 
from EEG and GSR sensors along with the interaction logs within the ENaCT environment. We 
present an initial analysis of the multimodal data. 

Keywords: Multimodal analytics, thinking task, GOAL system, ENaCT framework. 

1. Background

Multimodal data is often collected in the context of analysis of learning tasks. However, the set of data 
collected, the purpose of its analysis and the method of processing the data vary for different contexts. 
For instance, Andrade, A. (2017) collected multimodal data in the context of mathematics learning 
trajectories. To explain the embodied actions, fine-grained logs of hands and gaze data, depicting 
motion, were mapped against the levels of student performance. In another recent study, also in the 
domain of mathematics in motion-based learning environment (Lee-Cultura, Sharma & Giannakos 
2021), explorations were made with video-based data encoding and involve eye-tracking and 
physiological sensors to analyse play and problem-solving behaviours of kids. Overall such approaches 
focused on the learning episodes and aimed to investigate the patterns and the predictive capabilities of 
the signals gathered during the learning tasks. Other research focused on development of tools for 
analysis of multimodal data in educational context (Di Mitri et al.,2019) or application of specific 
analysis methods in the context of learning. For instance, earlier using EEG sensors and applying 
wavelet decomposition methods researchers analysed challenge level, need of skill level, engagement, 
stress and focus (Miyauchi & Kawasaki, 2018; Conrad & Bliemel, 2016). More recently event-related 
potentials (ERP) of a sensory stimulus was used to analyse attention, sense of task complexity and 
language-related cues (Huang et al., 2020).  

1.1 Research Objectives 

To our knowledge limited work focused on specifically characterizing episodes of critical thinking with 
multimodal data. In this study we utilize ENaCT as a theoretical framework to investigate the 
interactions and signals captured during the critical thinking task. In this pilot, we aimed to establish a 
data collection and analysis pipeline of physiological signals to be integrated into the ENaCT 
framework. In the current article, we present the visualisations of that data to answer the research 
question: What are the interactions and corresponding changes in the physiological attributes and 
behaviours during an interaction enabled thinking episode? 
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1.2 Embodied Narrative of Critical Thinking (ENaCT) Framework 
 
The ENaCT framework (Figure.1) is an integrated framework for aligning learning design and learning 
analytics of critical thinking (Mishra et al. 2020). It adopts an embodied and enactive cognition 
perspective, explicitly considering that the affordances of (technology-enhanced) environments and the 
actions that a person performs on these affordances, are integral to a person’s thinking. Specifically, it 
does not consider actions in the task environment and generated artefacts as products of critical thinking, 
rather that the generated artefacts also generate new affordances (and hence thinking possibilities) for 
the problem solver. The ENaCT framework uses Paul & Elder’s (2008) “Elements of Thought” to build 
the task model for design and analytics. As seen in Figure 1, the framework has two parts; the conceptual 
part models how one’s actions with the artefacts in the environment relate to the execution and learning 
of critical thinking, and an analytics part which models how these actions and artefacts relate to the 
assessments and models of performance and learning. Connecting these two parts is the task model that 
describes how different actions constitute the execution or application of the elements of thought. In 
this work we explore how the physiological signals can be used to characterise the levels of behaviors 
observed during the task. 
 

 
Figure 1. ENaCT framework and the system architecture 

 
2. Materials and Methods 
 
2.1 ENaCT Interface and Critical Thinking Task 

 
In the ENaCT environment the participants are given a specific critical thinking task which involves 
responding to a focus issue while integrating information from multiple representations. The responses 
were scaffolded according to the Paul and Elders (2008) elements of thoughts. Figure 2 provides the 
different elements that were present and its corresponding use during the task. 
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Figure 2. Critical thinking task environment (Majumdar et al. 2021) 

 
2.2 Data Collection and Technology Architecture 

 
2.2.1 Interactions form the online task environment 
The technology is based on the Learning Evidence and Analytics Framework (Ogata et al.  2018) where 
the learning tools are integrated into a central learning management system with LTI protocol, and 
learner interactions and created artefacts are logged in a learning record store. The interaction logs 
enable tracing problem-solving narratives in the ENaCT environment. Figure 3 highlights the system 
connections.  

 
2.2.2 Sensor data 
It is possible to collect high resolution physiological data related to the variation of the electrical 
properties of the skin by electrodermal activity (EDA) sensors and the electrical activity of the brain by 
electroencephalography (EEG) sensors. The data pipeline captures heart rate, EDA and temperature 
data from Empatica E4 devices and EEG data from Emotiv insight devices. 

 
2.2.3 Architecture to synchronize data streams 
We use the GOAL architecture to synchronize the data from the online learning environment and the 
physiological sensors (Majumdar et al. 2020). A data upload option caters to any sensors that provide 
CSV files with time information. All the data (interactions and sensor generated) is linked to only a 
machine readable id of the user and synchronized on a common timeline to be uploaded on the activity 
record store. Figure 3 provides the overview of the technology architecture and the set of data collected. 

 
Figure 3. System architecture for data collection during the study 
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2.3 Research Methods and Participants 

A phenomenographic research approach was chosen for the study (Marton 1981, Jan Larsson & Inger 
Holmström, 2007). Only one episode of thinking was observed in detail with the above mentioned 
multiple data sources. There were 5 participants (2F) who participated independently in the session. 
Four of them were graduate students and one was a postdoc researcher. For the current analysis we 
selected the data of only the postdoc researcher (Par-2). Par-2 was selected based on the level of 
engagement in the activity, the notion of being  an expert amongst the selected participants for a thinking 
task and lastly the level of detailed reflections drawn at the end of the session. Further the physiological 
signals for that participant were also of high quality (EEG signals average quality above 85%). 

3. Visualised Data of the Critical Thinking Episode

3.1 Interactions During the Activity 

Figure 4 presents the interactions of the participant within the ENaCT environment during the CT 
episode. The interaction logs extracted from the database were grouped into the following task-relevant 
action categories: OpenHome (landing on ENaCT platform), OpenTask (opening the task page), 
information-interaction (Info_Int), and artefact creation (Art_Cre). Info_Int are the actions users 
performed with the information affordances, while Art_Cre are the actions that users performed within 
the expression affordances. Art_Cre logs were further separated into two types: Art_Cre_acc, when the 
user simply accessed the panel to create or modify their text-response, and Art_Cre_sub when the text-
response was submitted. Summary is when the user opens the summary panel and OpenSurvey (opening 
post survey after task). The data is plotted using Tableau (v.2021.2.1) on a timeline which is represented 
as the horizontal axis. The value is the local time. 
The participant spent 15 minutes 19 seconds in the ENaCT environment. In total there were 39 
interactions. From figure 4 it is seen that the participant had the 15 information interaction in two 
grouped periods of time. 5 interactions were related to accessing the answering panels and 14 
submissions were made. However, regarding the excessive submission clicks for the 5 fields, we 
verified with the screen capture video. It was found that due to a server error to send the log the 
participant repeatedly clicked the submit button in a quick succession generating extra 9 interaction logs 
for one of the submission fields. In the Figure 4 plot those successive clicks were removed. 

Figure 4. Interactions in the ENaCT environment 
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3.2 EEG Data Processing 

The EEG signals were processed to extract the emotional aspects. Currently we utilized the 
EmotivPro (v2.7.2) software’s algorithm for extracting the emotion levels and select the scaled 
normalised values. The data from the EMOTIV Insights sensor was collected and the software 
extracted bandpowers and computed engagement, excitement, interest, relaxation and stress levels. The 
data is then masked with the task cues from the ENaCT environment. While the sensor sampled at a 
higher frequency, the emotion levels were computed each second and visualised in Figure 5 as the 
normalized and scaled value. The average  value of each of the emotions across the activity are denoted 
by the reference line in each pane. 

Figure 5. The analysis of the EEG data 
3.3 EDA data processing 

The EDA data provides information regarding the intensity of the emotional state or response  as 
emotional arousal cues.  In order to preprocess the signal and get components with their peak 
information, we used a Python toolbox called Neurokit2 by Makowski et al. (2021). 

The EDA signal basically consists of two additive processes namely tonic and phasic signals. 
Tonic signals are the ones fluctuating very slowly and depicting the general trend  whereas the phasic 
signals are varying very fast and representing the skin conductance responses. In figure 6A, the first 
window shows the cleaned EDA signal whereas the second window depicts the phasic component with 
all the related peak information and the third window shows the tonic component. In figure 6B, the 
tonic and phasic signals are marked by the intervals gathered from the ENaCT environment. 
In a minute the average number of peaks for the intervals in order are 5, 4, 14, 16 and 4.  
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A.  

B.  
Figure 6. The analysis of the EDA 

 
3.4 Eye Tracking of The Participant 

 
Eye tracking gaze data was directly visualized as heatmap using the eye tracker software and overlaid 
on the screen capture. As the  task involved multiple interfaces and scrolling the analysis of the eye 
tracking data would require further pre-processing in the future. Currently, it provides an indication of 
the focus in the different areas of interactions and is used for visual exploratory data analysis. The 
snapshot of the heatmap in different sections of the interface is presented in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7. Screenshot of heatmap of fixation of eye gaze 

 
4. Discussion and Future Work 
 
4.1 Thinking Episode of Participant 2 (Par-2) 
 
The interactions of the participant (Par-2) as seen in Figure 4 highlighted that there was an interface 
exploration phase in the beginning. The main sets of interactions were in the information panels area to 
check what kind of information was presented. The questions given as prompts were already seen as 
labels so there were no click interactions required there. This was also confirmed from the eye tracking 
video and in the post task reflections during the interview with the participant.   

Further from the interaction data, Par-2 did not go back and forth with the information panels 
and the artefact creation panels. To respond and note What are the interpretations of the data?, the 
revisit to the information panel was seen. Par-2 mentioned the intention was to only get the trend of the 
relative values presented in the different information panels to answer that and hence back and forth 
details were not considered. However, we have seen different behaviors in our previous novice studies 
(Mishra et al. 2021, Majumdar et al. 2021) where participants who had more frequent back and forth 
actions also tended to respond with relatively better insights about the interpretations of the data they 
observed.  

Par-2 also had a distinct viewing summary panel action at the end. While one of our design 
conjectures was participants would access the summary panel to take the affordance of their own input 
to further think (Majumdar et al. 2021), however as observed in this case too, the summary was accessed 
at the end of the task attempt to kind of verify the artefacts created. 

For the analysis of the EEG and EDA data, an essential step is to create temporal masks for 
tagging specific activity periods. In figure 5 we have labelled the 5 masks as follows: task orientation - 
where the participant reads the requirements of the task; information interactions - interactions with the 
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given information panel; Artefact creation and submit - accessing the artefact panel, typing and 
submitting response; View summary - viewing summary panel; Mixed interaction - having multiple 
panels open on screen and the interval where we can not indicate distinctly whether it is a information 
interaction or artefact creation action. The following mixed interaction phase was identified while the 
data was being tagged after synchronising. Currently it required further manual identification from the 
screen recording to distinct the phases. However, that would limit the scaling of the analysis process 
and hence we created the distinct state to label such a situation.  

 
4.2 Analysis Approaches to Thinking Episodes with Physiological Data 
 
While preparing to analyse the collected data, we also reviewed some of the multiple ways to analyse 
the physiological signals in previous studies (See Table 1). Conventionally, EEG data is analysed 
through either event related potentials (ERP) or frequency bands. ERP is mainly reflecting the average 
response to a task with a certain duration of 1,5 - 2 seconds. Through this component it is possible to 
assess the attention and learning levels, the complexity of tasks as well as language related processes 
such as semantics (Huang et al., 2020).  The frequency band approach involves time-frequency 
decomposition. The resultant bands on theta, alpha, beta and gamma ranges can be further processed 
for their power, ratio, entropy, topography and pattern change  to get cues about challenge levels of 
tasks, need of skill, the levels of attention, engagement and focus as well as stress (Miyauchi & 
Kawasaki, 2018; Conrad & Bliemel, 2016).   

As for the EDA data,  a common approach involves the raw signals to be segregated in phasic 
and tonic components. From the phasic components, it is possible to relate the emotional arousal with 
the stimulus and gather information about stress, joy, boredom, excitement, interaction levels, 
anticipation, decision making. The higher the peaks, the higher the arousal and the more there is a 
change in the phasic component patterns the more interaction takes place (Rico-Olart et al. 2020).  
  
Table 1. Physiological Sensor Data and It’s Analysis 

Sensor (Signal) Analysis approach What it helps to determine Reference paper 

EEG 
(voltage from 7 
points) 

event-related 
potentials (ERP) 

attention, learning, sense of 
complexity, language-related 
cues 

Huang et al., 2020 

Wavelet 
decomposition 

challenge level, need of skill 
level, engagement, stress, focus 

Miyauchi & Kawasaki, 
2018; Conrad & 
Bliemel, 2016 

GSR (Skin 
Conductance) 

Phasic and Tonic 
state separation 

Emotional cues related with 
excitement and stress levels 

Rico-Olart et al., 2020 

 
In our current approach, we utilized the frequency band processes as well as EDA data 

variability to gather info about engagement, excitement, focus, interest, stress levels, and cognitive load 
during the given task.  When this info is further analyzed through statistical comparison methods,  it  
would characterize the individual differences in the thinking task  in its different phases.  
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Figure 8. Data processing flow 

 
Further analysis approach includes the utilization of other features of the collected sensor and possibly 
fusing the information together to then interpret. At this stage additional analysis and data tagging with 
emotional cues are possible through the preset machine learning algorithms. The data processing flow 
including all steps are depicted in Figure 8. 
 
4.3 Current Challenges and Limitations 
 
This pilot made us aware of the current challenges and limitations of the data and experimental setting 
as follows. Since the task was designed as a problem solving task related to executing critical thinking, 
it is more complicated than a perceptual task that is often the usual settings of the experiments used in 
the literature using physiological sensors. Thus the processing and interpretation of the data is not 
straightforward and requires specific mapping of the analysis masks to the given context. Further, given 
the complexity of the task and the time taken to attempt it, there is a lot of room for individual 
differences in responding. That makes it challenging to compare the data within subjects. Due to those 
individual differences, each subtasks denoted by the masked phases in figure 6 are also not uniform in 
the time space. For the pilot study there were a limited number of subjects, and often the data gathered 
from the sensors had high noise or unexpected data loss, thus any statistical procedures can not be 
applied for comparison.  
 
4.4 Contribution and Future Works 

 
This is an initial exploration to collect multimodal data during a critical thinking task. Both the task 
environment design and the data analysis was done from the perspective of (inter)actions involved in 
thinking. We have created a platform and data pipeline for synthesising physiological, behavioral and 
interaction data during such an activity. Here we presented the visualised data collected during the pilot 
session as a demonstration of the variation of the trends of the signals along with the progress of the 
task. 

Next we aim to analyse the details of the physiological and behavior data of the participants. 
The processing of the EDA data and the EEG data would be done to find whether there are any 
differences in the level of physiological activities in the information interaction and the artefact creation 
phases to characterise the critical thinking activity from the perspective of the ENaCT framework.  
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Abstract: Science teaching requires enabling students to form, and build on, new mechanism 
concepts, in association with standardised formal terms in the textbook. These dynamic 
concepts are taught by the teacher through a combination of moves, including narratives, 
gestures, diagrams, and evaluative procedures such as questions and exams. Students’ 
mechanism concepts are generated and refined as a result of this enactive process, along with 
the association of these concepts with formal terminology. The formal terms allow later 
activation of specific parts of the mechanism. The cognitive processes underlying this extended 
building, where detailed and componential mechanism concepts are created in other minds, are 
not known. We present a preliminary account of this process, based on an analysis of teacher-
student interactions. This account adapts constructs from two enactive cognition models – 
embodied simulation of language, and embodied simulation of others’ mental states.  

Keywords: Teacher enaction, mechanism learning, embodied simulation theory of mind, 
embodied simulation theory of language  

1. Introduction

Science learning involves internalising mechanism concepts that students have not previously 
encountered (such as transpiration and mitosis). As learning advances, students are required to 
progressively build on, and manipulate, these mechanisms. Many of these concepts are based on 
imperceptible constructs (such as guard cells), whose activity and state changes are central to the new 
mechanisms that are introduced. Textbook descriptions capture these imperceptible constructs, and their 
state changes, in specific formal terms, generating a standardised academic language that the student 
needs to internalise to practice science. Students in an average classroom mostly have access to only 
these formal terms and some diagrams, through their textbook. The practice of science teachers focuses 
on helping students adapt their sensorimotor experiences, in ways that ground these terms, figures and 
activity states, and thus help students understand, and manipulate, the mechanisms. 

Let us now see what actually happens during the process of photosynthesis. The following events 
occur during this process: 
(i) Absorption of light energy by chlorophyll.
(ii) Conversion of light energy to chemical energy and splitting of water molecules into hydrogen
and oxygen. 
(iii) Reduction of carbon dioxide to carbohydrates

Figure 1. An excerpt from Grade X science textbook (National Council of Educational Research and 
Training, 2006) 

What a teacher needs to do to effectively accomplish this adaptation -- where they are required 
to turn a static mechanism described in a textbook into a manipulable mechanism in the student’s mind 
-- is manifold, very complex, and poorly understood, particularly in embodied cognition terms. For 
instance, to enable students to generate a manipulable mental model of the mechanism, teachers need 
to re-enact the mechanism in ways that build on students’ (culturally situated) sensorimotor 
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experiences. It is important to note here that reading out what is on the textbook is not enough to 
generate a mechanism in student minds, particularly in ways that enable students to mentally manipulate 
the mechanism. The mechanism needs to be re-enacted, drawing on the teacher’s, and her students’ 
sensorimotor experiences, in such a way that students will be able to replicate the mechanism accurately. 
However, the mechanism model formed in student minds, based on this culturally specific re-enaction, 
needs to closely follow the standardised version outlined in the textbook. To meet this dual requirement, 
teachers need to manipulate language and speech in ways that are predetermined (by the textbook), as 
well as spontaneous (to fit the students’ mental simulation capabilities).  

This simultaneously constrained and open process of acting out the mechanism is very complex, 
as the teachers may need to break the terminologies down, or modify them into sensorimotor constructs 
they deem more familiar to students. Such manipulation and enaction by a teacher may involve drawing 
on examples, analogies, metaphors, imagery and narratives. However, they have to ensure that the 
students will assemble these adapted components correctly, to form the right mechanism. In our ongoing 
project, we seek to develop an enactive cognition account of this complex dual process. It is worth 
noting here that very little is known about this process, and consequently, no technologies have been 
developed to either support this process, or train novice teachers to manage this process better.  
 

T: So last class we were talking about… what were we talking about? 
S: Events of photosynthesis 
T: Events of photosynthesis and what were the events we discussed can you tell me in very short… 
(The teacher continues to discuss two events of photosynthesis with the students.) 
T: … so the third event is that carbon dioxide (writing on the board) third one CO2 I’m writing 
carbon dioxide gets reduced to carbohydrates we need to know only this much… 
… you have to remember that is carbon dioxide gets reduced to carbohydrate. What is a carbohydrate 
here? What carbohydrate is being formed? The entire story… 
S: Glucose 
T: Glucose. Glucose is being formed right so CO2 gets reduced to carbohydrates this is the third 
step… 
… it does not follow the sequence always as it is not necessary that only when the first will take place 
then the second will take place then the third will take place…  

Figure 2. Transcript from a Grade X science classroom 
 

Apart from language structures, the teacher’s enaction of the mechanism employs 
extralinguistic moves, like gestures, diagrams, use of artifacts, modelling, and other guided activities. 
The teacher also evokes student responses, by asking questions. These teacher moves are intended to 
help students generate the new mechanism concepts, by extending their existing sensorimotor 
experiences, while simultaneously also associating the formal terms with these extended models. 

Importantly, the ‘teacher moves’ employed to this end incorporate, as well as constantly probe, 
their model of the existing mind-states of the students. This process requires generating questions, 
observations and alternative sets of moves, as well as evaluating these to determine which combinations 
would best direct the modeled mind-state of the student, towards the desired mechanism direction. 
Based on this mind-modeling process, the teacher executes moves that they judge would bring students 
closer to the standard model of the mechanism concept, as given in the textbook. This modeling, 
judgements, plans and executions are performed in real time, and develop in interaction with student 
responses and the classroom environment. Developing a cognitive account of this complex and real-
time teacher cognition -- which extends across mental models of student minds, textbook constructs, 
narratives, gestures, diagrams and artifact use -- is very challenging, as this requires bringing together 
ideas from distributed cognition, embodied cognition, and narrative theory. 

Previous work that comes closest to characterising such teacher practice is Shulman’s (1986) 
categorisation of a teacher’s knowledge, into: 1) Subject Matter Content Knowledge, 2) Pedagogical 
Content Knowledge (PCK), and 2) Curricular Knowledge. PCK relates to what a teacher knows with 
respect to the teachability of a particular concept. This involves the ways in which a particular concept 
can potentially be represented, and the associated student-specific considerations. Shulman states, 
“Since there are no single most powerful forms of representation, the teacher must have at hand a 
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veritable armamentarium of alternative forms of representation, some of which derive from research 
whereas others originate in the wisdom of practice.” 

This characterisation hints at a previously unexplored dynamic of representations that teacher 
actions are embedded within, and which results in a “wisdom of practice”. This wisdom includes 
teachers’ judgements of student preconceptions and misconceptions, and the ways teachers address 
these in instruction. This process requires making judgements about the mental states of the students, 
which is integral to teacher practice. Specifically, the teacher needs to access the student’s enaction of 
the mechanism dynamics, based on cues in student responses. A two-way simulation dynamic thus 
ensues, wherein both the teacher and the student enact the other’s mechanism, in interaction with each 
other. The PCK account does not delve into the cognitive mechanisms that underlie this dynamic. 

We seek to develop an enaction-based process account of this type of teacher cognition, 
incorporating what is known from embodied cognition literature regarding modelling of other minds, 
particularly the embodied simulation theory of the mind (ESTM) and embodied simulation model of 
language (ESML). Developing such a model would help capture the dynamic nature of the teaching-
learning process more systematically, as well as illustrate the cognitive complexity involved in good 
teaching. It could also lead us to understand how teachers enable mechanism concepts within student 
minds, and make technological access points available for optimising this process. 
 
 
2. Operationalising the Problem 
 
Science teaching requires teachers to model students’ minds as they try to understand dynamics and 
mechanisms, which are captured and manipulated using symbolic entities, such as diagrams and 
equations. Such modeling of other minds, as they think with, and reason through, complex mechanisms, 
is very different from modeling just the goals of other minds. Specifically, the teacher's modeling of 
student minds involves three kinds of judgements:  
1) Judging students’ ability to generate mechanisms in their minds. 

This involves generating a mental simulation of the dynamics/mechanism described in the 
curricular unit (oscillation, photosynthesis, vectors etc.), and actions/utterances that could help 
students start this simulation process, while parallely modeling the existing simulation capabilities of 
students. 
2) Judging how close student generated mechanisms are to some ideal set, often the one outlined in 
the textbook. 

This involves modeling the learner's mental operations, as the student works through problems 
that are based on the dynamics/mechanism.  The teacher then needs to place the student's mental 
simulation in relation to an 'ideal' mental simulation, which would typically be the teacher’s own. The 
key resources for this modeling are student errors, steps in worksheets, questions, and explanations 
provided by students. Based on these inputs, the teacher needs to build a second-order mental model, 
i.e. a mental model of each student's mental simulation. 
3) Judging which actions and utterances could move student-generated mechanisms to the ideal set, 
and judging the efficacy of these actions/utterances in real time, in relation to student responses and 
capabilities.  

This is the most difficult operation, as it involves real-time evaluation and revision. Here the 
teacher judges the difference between the student’s simulation and the ideal one, to generate a set of 
questions, actions and utterances in real time, which could make the student’s mental mechanism move 
towards the ideal mechanism. 

All the three processes above are highly complex, and developing mechanism models of these 
processes require significantly extending our current understanding of how we come to know the states 
of other minds (Varma, McCandliss & Schwartz, 2008). In particular, the current models need to be 
extended in ways that would lead to a theory of how we can model other minds’ learning states.  
 
 
3. Possible mechanisms 
The embodied simulation theory of mind would seek to model the above judgements using action-
resonance, wherein an individual covertly enacts another’s actions by mimicking them using one’s own 
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sensorimotor system (Gallese & Goldman, 1998). This process allows putting oneself in another’s 
‘mental shoes’, and thereby judge their mental states. The currently dominant neuroscience model of 
how we can execute this simulation process draws on action-resonance based on the mechanism of 
common coding (Hommel et al, 2001; Prinz, 2005). Resonating of others’ actions using this mechanism 
is considered to provide information about other actors’s goals, which are embedded in the action. Many 
studies support this model of knowing other minds (Umilta et al., 2001; Craighero, Leo, Umiltà & 
Simion, 2011), and it is thus a good starting point to develop models of teacher enaction. 

However, it is not possible to smoothly extend this model to account for the above teacher 
enaction cases, as this theory does not have anything to say about how a teacher can judge whether a 
student has understood a mechanism, such as transpiration, correctly. This is because the student’s 
actions do not allow the teacher to directly replicate the understanding of transpiration. The mental 
simulation of inanimate dynamics and mechanisms is very different from the simulation of actions -- 
even though parts of the action system, particularly activity in the pre-motor cortex, are reused to 
execute mental simulations of inanimate processes (Gallese & Lakoff, 2005; Schubotz, 2007). 

A specific problem is the difference between mental simulations and goals. The student’s 
actions, such as the movements involved in asking questions, could provide a sense of the student’s 
goals, as they would be resonated by the teacher’s action system. However, this resonance process 
cannot reveal the nature of the student’s mental simulation of dynamics/mechanisms (such as 
transpiration), which is different from her action goals. To understand this mental simulation process, 
the teacher needs to run a second simulation in parallel, based on the content of the question asked by 
the student. This double-simulation process suggests that any model of teaching requires extending 
enaction-based theories of knowing other minds, to include language-based processes, such as 
questions, and narratives.  

A second problem is developing an account of how teachers generate actions (diagrams, 
gestures) and utterances (narratives, questions) while enacting textbook material. To account for this 
enaction process, which is the starting point of students’ mental simulation of dynamics/mechanisms, 
the current model of knowing other minds needs to be systematically connected to the way language 
and external representations (such as diagrams and gestures) are incorporated by the action system 
(Maravita & Iriki, 2004; Chandrasekharan & Nersessian, 2015; Chandrasekharan, 2016; Rahaman, 
Agrawal, Srivastava, Chandrasekharan, 2018). 

The above discussion indicates that models of teachers’ simulation of student mechanisms need 
to take into account many processes, based on language and other symbolic representations, such as 
student responses in classroom discussions and also exam questions. The embodied simulation model 
of language (ESML), which considers language as embedding sensorimotor elements (Bergen, 2015), 
could be a useful starting point to model this process. In this view, understanding the meaning of words 
and sentences involves activating modality-specific sensorimotor representations and processes. 
Neuroanatomical evidence grounds this activation in the sensorimotor neural circuits (Pulvermuller, 
2010; Glenberg & Gallese, 2012). Supporting this approach, recent studies show that language can both 
trigger movements and incorporate movements (Pulvermüller, 2001; Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002; 
Matlock, 2004; Wilson & Gibbs, 2007; Bergen & Wheeler, 2010; Yee, Chrysikou, Hoffman, 
Thompson-Schill, 2013; Bub & Masson, 2012).  

This view allows considering teacher and student language usage as embedding sensorimotor 
elements, and this embedding supporting the negotiation of meaning in the classroom (Salve, Narwal, 
Upadhyay, KK & Chandrasekharan, 2021). Extending the ESML model to the formation of mechanism 
concepts, the problem of students understanding teacher narratives about mechanisms could be 
understood as a process of running a dynamic mental model, where perceptual neural networks 
encoding experience help activate imagery (such as leaves, stems, stomata), and neural networks 
encoding motor experiences help ‘dynamicise’ this imagery (opening, closing, exchanging). 
Understanding of teacher narratives of mechanisms would thus involve running a simulation of the 
activity described by the narrative. 

Based on the first encounter with the teacher narrative, a student may not be able to simulate 
the mechanism in all its complexity. Their simulation will be patchy and at a surface level, providing a 
summary understanding of the teacher narrative. For instance, in the case of transpiration, the student 
may not comprehend the opening and closing mechanism of the stomata as given, with all its details. 
But they may understand that there are pores in the roots, stem, and leaves of the plants, and there is 
some way in which the pores open and close, which allow some gases to be exchanged when the pores 
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are open. Later, when the opening and closing of the stomata is invoked in another context, only this 
summary simulation will be activated. We use the term gist simulation to refer to such summary 
simulations (Salve et al., 2021). The nature of this simulation would vary a lot between students, 
depending on their real-world experiences and reading history. 
 Importantly, the gist simulation is an important consideration in a classroom context. The 
teacher, through their own understanding and experience of teaching a topic, as well as their knowledge 
of how a particular topic progresses in subsequent grades, settles on a particular level of gist simulation, 
which they enact, using the blackboard and gestures. This distributed enaction process, which is part of 
teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge, helps class participants to converge their own individually-
varied simulations to a common core, creating a shared understanding. The teacher can then build on 
this shared structure, to develop more complex discussions, and also evaluation parameters. The figure 
below captures how this simulation model could be used to understand classroom dynamics, in an 
integrated fashion, based on a series of hypothetical scenarios.  
 

 
Figure 3. Panel 1 shows two learners with different simulations of the sentence [The movement of the 

ball from A to B]. Panel 2 and 3 shows the teacher enacting this sentence, using a ball and then the 
blackboard, and how this process changes the learners’ simulations. Panel 4 shows different learners’ 

simulations converging towards a gist simulation, modeled after the teacher’s enaction. 
  

A key theoretical objective of our current project is to develop a distributed and embodied 
cognition account of teacher enaction of mechanisms, combining simulation models of language, the 
way the action system incorporates external structures (Maravita & Iriki, 2004), and simulation-based 
judgement of others’ mental states. In the ongoing phase, we seek to combine ESML with the embodied 
simulation of mental states, to develop an account of how teacher enaction leads to the formation of 
mechanism concepts, particularly in biology.  

The following figure presents an approximation of teacher enaction of mechanism concepts, 
using four enaction stages (e1 to e4), commencing from the point at which the teacher forms their own 
gist simulation of the mechanism (e1). Students’ in-class responses and ongoing evaluation, in addition 
to aggregated previous experiences of the teacher (with patterns of misconceptions/preconceptions in 
students), allow the teacher to build a model of the student’s existing simulation of the mechanism (e2). 
Based on these, the teacher spontaneously generates possible alternative moves (e3), such as gestures, 
diagrams, etc. from their ‘armamentarium’. They then choose a combination from these, in light of the 

TT
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contingencies that e2 presents. This stage is followed by the execution of a specific combination of 
these alternative moves (e4), for a specific student cohort. Any response that the teacher receives from 
the students in the form of doubts, questions etc. acts as feedback for the whole system (not just e4), 
and makes the process loop back to e2. This revises the teacher’s perception of the student simulation 
of the mechanism, starting another teacher enaction cycle.  

This entire process is very dynamic, and exists in a state of constant flux, co-evolving through 
the interaction between the teacher and the student. There is, however, value in understanding this 
dynamic in terms of stages such as the one we provide, as this can lead to analysis constructs and 
systematic models of teacher enaction. Current analysis emphasize the concrete/observable stages (e1 
and e4), and thus implicitly promotes teacher training and technology designs that are focused on these 
stages. Our work focuses more on e2 and e3, and seeks to develop an embodied simulation account of 
both, and how they change in relation to e1 and e4. This shift in emphasis could lead to new kinds of 
teacher training and technology designs.  

Figure 4: e1). Teacher’s concept of mechanism, e2). Teacher’s model of student mental state, e3). 
Teacher’s selection of pedagogical strategies from the ‘armamentarium’, e4). Teacher’s executed 

pedagogical strategy 

To develop an analysis of teacher enaction based on this schematic, we are collecting video and 
interview data, of sessions where teachers enact different mechanisms for students. Students then 
explain their understanding of the mechanism to researchers. Based on this set of data, we seek to 
develop a model of how student simulation of mechanisms are revised by teacher enaction of 
mechanisms. This project will help understand how teachers develop the second order simulation (how 
students are simulating the mechanism/dynamics) based on student questions, descriptions, worksheet 
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responses etc. It will also provide insight into the way teachers generate alternative actions/utterances, 
to guide students’ simulations. 
 
 
4. Possible Application Directions 
 
Most technological interventions in education are focused towards addressing student difficulties. Such 
designs make the implicit assumption that the current pedagogical systems will eventually be replaced 
by technology-based ones. It is now increasingly clear that this implicit replacement model is not 
workable in most parts of the world, and instructional technologies will need to significantly 
accommodate existing teacher practices. While our group’s previous work (Karnam et al., 2021) has 
illustrated and advocated this accommodative stance, we also consider it possible that the implicit 
replacement model may be an epiphenomenon – a by-product of cognitive theory focusing too much 
on learners’ problems, and developing constructs that are heavily learner-centered, such as transfer, 
conceptual change, p-prims etc. 
 The work reported here is an effort to also bring into focus the cognitive mechanisms involved 
in the other side of the learning equation, specifically teacher enaction related to the teaching of complex 
dynamic mechanisms. We hope this discussion will help initiate a conversation on developing embodied 
learning technologies that are more focused towards helping teachers generate more productive 
enactions, as well as systematically track the effect of these technology-augmented enactions on 
students’ understanding of mechanisms.  
 
4.1. Teacher training 
 
Besides the above translation to technological applications, the basic research advances from this 
analysis would also help address two longer-term application problems that are critical to education 
reform. The first problem relates to large-scale national-level policy changes in education, such as 
NGSS (Next Generation Science Standards, USA, 2013) and NEP (National Education Policy, India, 
2020), which require teachers to radically upgrade their enaction practices in a short time, to implement 
these recommendations. Many studies show that teachers are not able to meet this unfair expectation 
(Batra, 2005; Cohen & Ball, 1990). Related to these policy changes, but at a smaller scale, teachers are 
also expected to adopt new educational technologies quickly into their teaching practices. Studies show 
that this adoption is also difficult for teachers (Bingimlas, 2009; Ertmer, 1999; Tsai & Chai, 2012). 
 A basic research model of teacher enaction, and related empirical methods, would be able to 
contribute significantly towards addressing these two problems, in the following ways:  
1) by helping develop a clear understanding of the cognitive, affective and motivational factors that 
limit teachers’ ability to meet policy expectations  
2) by developing theory-driven guidelines that could help design systematic teacher training programs, 
focused on enabling teachers to upgrade their practices, including use of technology, to meet policy 
demands 
We hope the analysis we report here will catalyse policy and technology discussions in this direction.  
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Abstract: This paper presents a computer-aided learning app based-on iOS platform, for the 
students trying to learn the woodworking skills. The app contains an interactive evaluation tool 
that can assess the learning effectiveness. Traditional woodworking usually involves many 
aspects of skills and knowledge, such as understanding the properties of materials, 
familiarization of operation of woodworking tools, innovative manufacturing, and production 
skills, etc. Basic university woodworking courses include theoretical courses and practical ones. 
After summarizing and analyzing these courses, we designed an interactive learning simulation 
system of basic woodworking, a system divided into three parts: concept learning, tool 
operation, and material processing. In this study, 12 freshmen and sophomores of university 
students participate in pre-test and post-test of the experiment of learning effectiveness and they 
also do a survey of System Usability Scale. The results show that the multimedia interactive 
system can effectively improve the effectiveness of learning woodworking concepts, and can 
stimulate students' interest in learning. This result is also reflected in the SUS scale.  

Keywords: Interactive learning, computer-aided learning, interactive textbook, woodworking 
teaching, app 

1. Introduction

Vocational Technical Education (VTE) is crucial for educating people to bring them a profession 
needed in all areas of life (Karahoca et al., 2010). The development of Industry 4.0 brings about many 
advanced technologies and knowledge, and it also expands new vocational skills, content and methods 
all the time (DURMUŞ & DAĞLI, 2017). Karahoca and Dulda's research on vocational and technical 
education students proves that the use of interactive electronic media to simulate educational content is 
beneficial and can be even regarded as a solution to the shortage of professional educators, space and 
materials in this field (Karahoca et al., 2010). The research of Balan and Kalavally indicates that the 
popularization of computer-assisted teaching software has led to major breakthroughs in learning 
strategies and implementation methods. The teaching software is often accompanied by a good 
interface, which can increase the interaction between students and teaching materials, and also improve 
students' learning effectiveness (Balan & Kalavally, 2012). Computer-assisted learning is a form of self-
guided learning that can be presented through text, vision, voice, and motion digital files, thus providing 
a multimedia approach to learning (Aruna & Thenmozhi, 2014). 

Compared with conventional courses which emphasize process control, interactive apps with 
well-designed tablet interfaces allow students to learn various subjects with more fun and better light 
and sound effects, making them more motivated, and enhance their satisfaction and performance 
indicators (Huang, Wu, Chen, Yang, & Huang, 2012). With maturity of tablet computer technology, 
wireless network can make up for the storage of space with the benefit of its high portability, so students 
can easily learn independently anywhere (Aruna & Thenmozhi, 2014). de Freitas has concluded in the 
literature review of game-based learning that games and simulations undoubtedly have great learning 
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potential (De Freitas, 2006). The main purpose of game-based computer-assisted teaching is to provide 
learning contexts to help students learn or familiarize themselves with skills. It can also provide 
entertaining and challenging games to enhance students' motivation and enable students to achieve 
learning results in games (Huizenga, Admiraal, Akkerman, & Dam, 2009). 

Hlophe found that various factors had a negative impact on the woodworking industry and 
carpentry teaching, such as lack of sufficient teaching resources, lack of qualified teachers, lack of basic 
tools and machinery, poor and limited funding, inadequate parent/guardian cooperation, limited 
industrial participation and governmental support (Hlophe, 2019). In addition, woodworking-related 
courses often require various large-scale operating tools and machines for implementation (Okwori, 
2012). Real sites and equipment need to be built (Kaçar & Bayılmış, 2013). 

Vocational and technical education courses often include theory and practice. For example, in 
traditional woodworking-related courses, theoretical teaching will be carried out first in the classroom, 
and then practical operation courses. If computer-assisted teaching methods can be applied to teach 
theory and practice in the course and simulate the experimental environment on a tablet computer, the 
cost of building a practical environment can be reduced. Students do not need to wait; they can also 
perform operations at the same time. By repeating operations to learn, they will get enough experience 
and understand how to transform theories into practice (Kaçar & Bayılmış, 2013). After students are 
readily prepared, hands-on courses can be carried out in proper time. This way, learning can be more 
efficient and effective. Success rate of experiments can be enhanced while the waste of necessary 
resources can be reduced. 

In order to solve the aforementioned problems and achieve the following goals: 1. Computer-
assisted game-based learning; 2. Directly interact with teaching materials to deepen learning; 3. Assess 
and analyze system usability. Therefore, this study develops a set of interactive learning system of basic 
woodworking that includes theoretical and practical courses. Tablet computers are used as a tool to 
implement computer-assisted learning, allowing students to perform repetitive exercises and simulate 
operations after finishing theoretical courses. Students can learn the correct operation steps and 
execution sequence through repeated exercises to increase learning effectiveness.  

2. Related Work

Olabiyi and other researches believe that the use of Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) technology in 
skill courses can make students better understand the classroom goals and course outlines (Olabiyi, 
Aiyelabowo, & Keshinso, 2013). Jose et al. have developed an economical and efficient system that 
can simulate various common tool exercises and procedures in a virtual environment. The virtual 
environment also provides visual, tactile and performance feedback, which can offer a realistic 
experience for vocational training courses. Compared with traditional training methods, this can better 
improve skill learning (Jose, Unnikrishnan, Marshall, & Bhavani, 2016). 
Lee's research indicates that furniture carpenters need a lot of understanding and judgment of views and 
space, which is the primary technique for learning furniture manufacturing. The spatial geometry 
concept of timber joint structure is usually difficult to understand. Beginners often miscut useful parts, 
or eliminate ready fabricated parts due to misjudgments, resulting in assembly failure or shortage of 
materials (Lee, Hsu, Chen, & Zheng, 2019). Grytnes' and Regine's research on carpentry apprentices 
dealing with uncertain and hazardous work indicates that learning how to work and how to handle 
uncertainties related to health and safety issues at work is a comprehensive practice, and the prerequisite 
for learning is participation (Grytnes, 2018). 

The introduction of game elements, methods and technologies into the general learning 
environment is a process of gamification of learning. Through interactive operation experience, it can 
be made more positive meaning, which can increase the user's interest, participation and learning 
effectiveness (Hlophe, 2019). The "game-based learning method" is more effective in acquiring 
knowledge than the "traditional teacher-based learning method", but there are still many aspects that 
require more in-depth research. For example, Papadakis et al. developed a set of ancient Greek drama 
teaching 3D serious interactive games called "ThimelEdu", with the purpose of testing whether this 
method helps students develop knowledge, and found that students’ knowledge has increased and their 
performances are significantly different (Aladé, Lauricella, Beaudoin-Ryan, & Wartella, 2016; El 
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Mawas, Truchly, Podhradský, & Muntean, 2019; Papadakis, 2018; Papadakis & Kalogiannakis, 2019; 
Papadakis, Trampas, Barianos, Kalogiannakis, & Vidakis, 2020). 
 
 
3. Methodology and Result 

 
3.1 Map of Woodworking Learning Concept 
 
With systematic integration and organization of basic woodworking courses offered by universities, 
three parts are proposed: tools, skills, and materials and a map of learning concept is drawn, see Fig1. 
Users can clearly understand the learning content, and self-examine and strengthen the parts unfamiliar 
to them. The content of the tools mainly focuses on commonly used wood processing tools such as hand 
saws, hand planes, chisels, etc., and the teaching of different categories and operations of tools will be 
conducted. The part of skills consists of "grinding and finishing technology" and "timber joint". 
Grinding includes the skills and steps of grinding with tools such as grinder sharpeners. Sanding refers 
to the fine-tuning techniques with the cutting tools such as planers. The teaching of wood joints involves 
different situations to use butt joints, groove joints, tongue and groove joints, etc. Also, the design of 
the timber joints and the combined interface between the wood will be learned. The part of materials 
includes teaching methods and procedures for drying wood artificially and naturally, processing natural 
wood into plywood for future use in furniture making, as well as the advantages and disadvantages of 
different plywood wood materials. Finally, conversions of international measurement units and the 
commonly used Taiwanese measurement units will be taught. This research aims to help students get a 
picture of learning woodworking with the map of learning concept and know what knowledge they are 
not familiar with, so that they can improve themselves and achieve good self-learning results. 
 

 
Figure 1. Map of basic woodworking learning concept 

 
3.2 Interactive Model 

 
This interactive model is designed based on more distinctive topics. There are three types of interactive 
models: “Timber Joint”, “Wood Cutting”, and “Plywood Combination”. 

The “Interactive Model of Timber Joint” is divided into six procedures (see Fig 2). S0 means 
that you are ready to answer after entering the question. S1 means reading the question and thinking 
about how to answer it. S2 indicates that the user has started to drag and drop the object to answer. S3 
is based on the drag and drop status of S2 to make real-time graphical presentations. After S3, the user 
can choose to return to S1 and read the question again to think about whether the answer is correct, or 
return to S2 and continue dragging other objects, or enter S4 to unlock the wrong part and the user can 
still return to S1 and S2 to rethink and answer, or end the remaining answers. Finally, the actions 
performed of S2, S3, S4, and S5 will be recorded in S6 as the data basis for subsequent behavior 
analysis. If the answer has been completed, the user can enter S5, and then he can leave this question 
and enter the next question. 
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Figure 2. Interactive model of timber joint Figure 3. Interactive model of timber cutting 

 
The “Interactive Model of Timber Cutting” (see Fig3) is divided into six procedures. First of all, S0 
indicates entering the question. S1 means observing the question and thinking about how to answer. S2 
means that the user starts to operate according to the options provided by the system. S3 presents a real-
time graphical state according to the answer options selected by the user in S2. After reaching S3, the 
user can choose to return to S1 to rethink, or enter S2 to continue the operation, or to make the correct 
answer, and then directly enter S5 to end the answer and leave the question. During the answering 
process, the operation records and data of S2 and the graphical status of S3 will be recorded in S5 for 
subsequent behavior analysis. 

The “Interactive Model of Plywood Combination” (Fig4) is divided into nine procedures. First 
of all, S0 represents entering the question. S1 is observing the question and thinking about how to 
answer. S2 means that the user starts to drag and drop the object to answer. S3 determines the 
relationship between the upper and lower levels of the objects according to the user's operation in S2. 
S4 and S5 can choose whether to perform Group or UnGroup actions with other options according to 
the operation of S2. According to the four operations of S2, S3, S4, S5, S6 presents an instant graphical 
state. The operation history of the entire answering process will be uniformly logged by S7 and used 
for subsequent behavior analysis. Finally, if the answer is completed, the user can end the answer with S8 
and quit the question. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Interactive model of plywood 
combination 

Figure 5. Screenshot of Timber Joint items' 
operating process 

 
3.3 Teaching Items 
 
According to the “Map of Basic Woodworking Learning Concept”, six characteristic teaching topics 
are designed: "Timber Joint", "Timber Cutting", "Timber Drying", "Timber Fiber Saturation Point", 
"Plywood Combination", and "Timber Size". The following are two examples: 

In the items of “Timber Joint” (Fig. 5), the operator needs to make chair structure combination 
with the specified joint method. That is, according to the color of the answer area, the user pulls in the 
appropriate answer from the left menu column, and presents the type of timber joint required by the 
question in the answer area. 

Timber drying is designed based on the "Timber Drying Concept" in the “Map of Basic 
Woodworking Learning Concept”, with the purpose of testing whether the user is familiar with using 
the kiln and performing manual drying steps (see Fig. 6). The user answers the question by operating 
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three groups of "Wet controller" and "Temperature controller". The “UI System Response” will provide 
real-time graphical display based on the user's adjustment of the controller. 
 

 
Figure 6. Screenshot of Timber Dry items' operating process 

 
4. Methodology and Result 
 
There are 12 freshmen and sophomores of university students participate in pre-test and post-
test of the experiment of learning effectiveness and they also do a survey of System Usability 
Scale , including 1 female and 11 males. 
 
4.1 Experiment and Results 
 
The participants use the interactive learning system of basic woodworking to conduct self-learning, and 
then take the post-test. Most of the scores in the paper-pencil test have grown. Judging from the paired-
sample T test in Table.1, it can show P (.029<.05), and the data analysis shows a significant difference. 
It means that the use of interactive learning system of basic woodworking is helpful for learning 
carpentry knowledge. 
 
Table 1. Paired-Sample T Test Table 

Paired Differences 

    
95% Confidence 

Interval of the 
Difference 

   

  Mean Std. 
Deviation 

Std.  
Error Mean Lower Upper t df Sig.  

(2-tailed) 
Pair 1 

Pretest - Posttest 15.833 21.933 6.332 1.898 29.769 2.501 11 0.029 
*p:<0.1, **p:<0.05, ***p<0.01 

 
4.2 The Statistics of System Usability Scale 
 
The System Usability Scale is divided into four parts: "growth of learning motivation", "growth of 
learning effectiveness", "system operation usability", and "appropriateness of learning content " for the 
scale statistics (Fig. 7). Its reliability to be at or just over 0.90 (Bangor et al., 2008; Lewis et al., 2015a,b; 
Lewis and Sauro, 2009). It can be seen from the average that participants generally have a higher 
evaluation of the controllability of the system. They think that the operation of the basic interactive 
woodworking learning system is intuitive and simple. The participants have higher acceptance of 
learning through the interactive learning system of basic woodworking than paper-pen tests, which 
means that students generally prefer to use tablet computers to learn the course content. 
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Figure 7. Chart of System Usability Scale 

 
5. Conclusion and Future Works 
 
Woodworking courses need to accumulate operating experiences by operating large-scale machinery, 
but students often need to take turns doing that in the real classroom, and therefore waste a lot of time 
waiting. At present, common teaching APPs are mostly presented in the form of e-books. For practical 
skill courses, they lack interactive elements. Based on the basic woodworking courses offered by the 
universities, this study has proposed a " Map of Basic Woodworking Learning Concept " and an 
interactive learning material for self-learning of basic woodworking courses with iPad tablet computers. 
The content of this interactive learning material simulates the practical operation skills of woodworking 
machines and the concepts of woodworking material processing procedures, etc., allowing users to 
improve their practical ability and basic concepts of woodworking through the practice in an interactive 
learning system. 

This study also carries out a study effectiveness experiment and a questionnaire survey on the 
“System Usability Scale”. The results of the study effectiveness experiment show that the developed 
interactive teaching materials have significant results. The statistical results of the system usability scale 
show that users generally give high evaluations to the use of interactive learning materials, and believe 
that learning through tablet computers is more popular than pen-paper. 

In the future, more basic woodworking courses and development item editors will be added, so 
that teachers can develop course materials without a programming background, and use this experience 
to develop interactive learning systems for other subjects. 
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Abstract: In this study, an approach of online-collaborative learning activities was designed to 

facilitate students in soft skills, self-directed learning, and life skills. All of activities orientation 

camp were created using 3 essential skills including (a) soft skills such as creativity, visual 

thinking, and critical thinking (b) self-directed learning that include the literacy competency and 

the online skills and (c) life skills that are respect, adaptabilities and knowing the role and 

responsibility. Finally, Socialotopia an integrated gamification project was designed to support 

the school's community whilst still completing all of the learning outcomes during this camp. 

Keywords: Engineering skills, Soft skills, Self-directed learning, Online learning. 

1. Introduction

Most countries’ educational systems are relatively rigid and unable to keep up with rapid developments 

in the modern economic sector.  In the midst of intense global competition, technological innovation is 

one way to keep a country competitive.  Technological advancements are propelling the country's 

economy forward.  Therefore, engineering and technology education must be recognized in order to 

improve national competitiveness and economic progress (Harnandez et al. 2014).  Hands-on activities 

can be structured to integrate knowledge, and engineering design techniques and handouts can be used 

to build fundamental competencies when developing courses and curriculum (Fan & Yu, 2017; Nam, 

Lee, & Paik, 2016).  Integrated STEM education can help students form associations between theory 

and reality.  Furthermore, course content that helps students create connections with their potential 

profession content stimulates them to learn (Kwon, 2016) and facilitates the integration of STEM 

subjects. 

The SARS-CoV-2 virus causes the COVID-19 disease, which has infected and died patients all 

around the world.  Uncertainty regarding the virus's wide range of disease, the serious risk of infection, 

and the lack of a specific procedure until now (Lotfi, Hamblin & Rezaei, 2020) have led to a situation 

in which all the governments were unprepared for and unable to predict the repercussions of 

immediately terminating any professional practices.  As a result, throughout the virus's spread in 2020, 

and until an appropriate treatment or vaccine is discovered, the main strategies to avoid or minimize the 

virus's impact are to keep to cleanliness standards and to use social distancing techniques (Ali & 

Alharbi, 2020).  These measures have had a significant impact on any interpersonal activity, including 

education at all levels, as many students and teachers avoided face-to-face meetings at this time.  Despite 

this, and because of the critical function of education in society, education has not stopped and has had 

to adapt to these changes, mostly through the use of e-learning whenever possible.  In this perspective, 

e-learning can be defined as a method of learning that involves both teachers and students using 

electronic media, mostly the internet. 

During this situation, teachers all across the world are captivated by collaborative online 

learning.  The event abruptly altered the way people were taught and learned.  In a world where 

education has quickly transitioned to virtual teaching and learning, social distancing has become the 

new normal.  Our teaching expertise and understanding about disseminating instruction approaches 

have grown as a result of the paradigm shift in the learning mechanism. (Li et al., 2021). The objective 
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of this study is to design the learning activities of collaborative online learning orientation camp that 

serves to nurture engineering skills, essential skills and self-directed learning. 

 

 

2. Relevant Research 

 

2.1 Collaborative Online Learning Activities 

 
Dillenbourg and Schneider (1995) indicated that collaborative learning defines situations which two or 

more subjects construct continuously and interactively a joint solution to some problem. With 

cooperative tasks, members could agree on the component of the assignment and distribute those across 

group members who would work individually until each has finished her/his component. For 

collaborative online learning, students' learning was initiated positive contributions by the interactions 

among students (Diana, 1993; Soo & Bonk, 1998). Curtis and Lawson, (2001) said that online 

interactions contrast in vital ways from face-to-face discussion. Online interactions need non-verbal 

signals that are a component of face-to-face communication, and this may decrease the degree of 

communication that appear. Nowadays, computer-based learning (CBL) has progressively been used to 

support STEM classrooms for promoting student-centered and collaborative learning, getting to 

information, and expanding interdisciplinary STEM skills and strategies (Freeman et al., 2014; 

Holmlund, Lesseig, & Slavit, 2018). Recently, Zoom video conferences technology moves forward the 

productivity of online collaborative learning since of it can give the face‐ to‐ face designs accessible 

with some of the distance teaching and learning (DTL) options. Due to the Covid-19 social distancing 

restrictions, Weill Cornell Medicine-Qatar chosen to replace students’ clinical instruction with novel 

online electives course. Using the Zoom system, students conducted high levels of satisfaction about 

the elective’s overall quality, their pathology learning and online interactions, with negligible 

challenges related to the remote nature of the course (Guiter et al., 2021). In addition, Zoom breakout 

room method is applied to teach pair programming in a virtual classroom during the COVID-19 

pandemic. By facilitating pair programming in a virtual learning environment, the research achieved 

valuable experience in improving collaborative learning, active learning, and problem-based learning 

activities in a cloud setting (Li et al., 2021). The transformation from formal education to implementing 

the Zoom platform has been a learning curve and to some extent, frustrating to utilize for many 

educators and students. The effect of the long-term utilization of Zoom has yet to be discovered 

(Stefanile, 2020).  

 

2.2 Soft skills   

 
The World Economic Forum (2020) reports that the most essential skills for 2025 that individual must 

develop are: analytical thinking and innovation, active learning and learning strategies, complex 

problem-solving, critical thinking and analysis, creativity, originality and initiative, leadership and 

social influence, resilience and stress management, emotional intelligence, reasoning, problem-solving, 

systems analysis and evaluation, persuasion and negotiation. Succi & Canovi (2019) proposed that soft 

skills represent a dynamic combination of cognitive and meta-cognitive skills, interpersonal, 

intelligence and practical skills. Soft skills help people to adapt and behave in a positive way so that 

they can eff ectively deal with the challenges of their occupation and daily life. Vogler et al. (2017) 

studied collaborative project-based learning that explained how the interdisciplinary nature of this 

project supported important aspects of student learning that may not happen through a more traditional 

classroom project. The study discovered that the soft skill of teamwork/collaboration most frequently 

and consistently were mentioned by students throughout the semester (24%) as the soft skill most 

correlated for the interdisciplinary task and most vital for its flourishing completion. Gibb (2014) 

revealed that soft skills development might be a mechanism for promoting compliance, and employers 

and vocational education and training institutions may be, explicitly or implicitly, adapting ‘soft skills’ 

to that end. These skills have become a topic that people are increasingly interested in lifelong learning. 

Their development aims to promote and strengthen personal development, learning participation and 

employment success. However, soft skills assessment is widely used, but there is little research or 

evidence to show the implementation of such assessments. 
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2.3 Life skills  

 
Life skills are defined as adaptive and positive behavioral skills that enable people to cope with the 

needs and challenges of daily life (WHO, 1993). Gould & Carson (2008a) defined life skills as ‘‘Those 

internal personal assets, characteristics and skills such as goal setting, emotional control, self-esteem, 

and hard work ethic that can be facilitated or developed in sport and are transferred for use in non-sport 

settings”. The interest in graduation rates in higher education has led universities to provide courses 

that help students develop successful skills. Scientist Life Skills, a new course for freshman at Florida 

A&M University, focuses on helping students enter STEM majors via development of growth mindset, 

grit, and critical thinking. The study indicated that course design significantly moved students toward a 

growth-mindset, increased their critical thinking, and their second-semester grade point averages 

(GPAs) (Hacisalihoglu et al., 2020). Therefore, further research is needed to better understand when 

and under what conditions life skills can be developed, and why life skills can be developed and not 

developed in various environments. Research so far has shown that cultivating life skills is not a simple 

process. On the contrary, it is complex and affected by many factors (Gould & Carson , 2008b). 

 

2.4 Self-directed learning 

 
Self-directed learning are known for many perspectives such as (1) empowering individual learners 

who can take enchantingly more responsibility for various decisions related with the learning effort; (2) 

self-direction is best viewed as a characteristic that remain to a few degree in each individual and 

learning circumstance; (3) self-direction does not essentially mean all learning will isolate from others; 

(4) self-directed learners attend to transfer learning, in which both knowledge and learning skill, from 

one situation to another; (5) self-directed study can involve various activities and resources,  (6) 

effective roles for teachers in self-directed learning are possible, such as dialogue with learners, securing 

resources, evaluating outcomes, and promoting critical thinking; (7) the ways to support self-directed 

learning from educational institution can occur through open-learning programs, personalized learning 

options, non-traditional course offerings, and other innovative programs (Hiemstra, 1994). The concept 

of self-directed learning has been applied in various countries. For example, Brockett and Hiemstra 

(1991) describe several self-directed efforts in China, Indonesia, Japan, Norway, Russia, Saudi Arabia, 

Sweden, and Tanzania. Knowles and Associates (1984) describe various self-directed learning efforts 

in various government, industry, health, religion, and military settings. Hill et al. (2020) indicated that 

students’ perceived attitudes towards the quality of knowledge obtained as a result of the self-directed 

learning activity. The analysis team identified four themes from student reflections on their perception 

of their self-directed learning skills: self-learning skills, collaboration, application, and meta-cognition 

(Franchi, Magudia & Rasheed, 2020). In Indonesia, during Corona Virus pandemic period, educators 

required to make a learning innovation that called learning self-directed learning based on digital 

literacy (Hanik, 2020).  

 

 

3.  Methodology  

 

3.1 Orientation Overview 

 

3.1.1 Participants  

 
The participants of this study were 99 newcomer students of the 10th grade in 2020 academic year in 

Engineering Science Classroom (ESC) which are supported by King Mongkut’s University of 

Technology Thonburi. ESC consists of Darunsikkhalai Science School (SCiUS program) and KOSEN 

KMUTT program that aim to nurture pre-engineering students. The 99 students consisted of 53 males 

and 46 females and the age between 13-15 years old. All students participated in orientation camp 

activities from 18-29 May 2020. All students had to attend orientation camp to provide students with 

an understanding of learning style and the culture of Engineering Science Classroom (ESC) school. 

Moreover, they started to practice soft skills such as creativity, critical thinking, collaboration, operacy 

and self-directed learning. In addition, from the situation of the Coronavirus 2019 (Covid-19), students 
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could not do activities together as face to face. So, orientation camp and post-camp learning from these, 

the online platform was built up.  

 

3.1.2 Learning Outcome of online orientation  

 
Figure 1 shown the brainstorming from the past orientation camp activities and ESC curriculum, 

teachers expected that students will be able to learn and acquire 5 competencies: literacy, creativity, 

numeracy, operacy and responsibility, and soft skills during 10th to 12th grade. These skills could help 

promote their innovation capabilities that are the highest target goal to cultivate the students of 

Engineering Science Classroom. From the list of 17 criterion, the teacher selected the main 4 characters 

for nurturing M.4 students during orientation camp and design the learning outcome as follows; (1) 

students were eager to learn and know how to learn, (2) students respected the differences such as 

adapting to friends, seniors and teachers, respect the others and knowing the role of themselves and 

others, (3) building M.4 student's community in ESC school, (4) students can learn by using self-

directed learning. 

 

Figure 1. The results of the teachers from brainstorming on the desirable characteristics that 

students are fostered in three years. 

 

3.2 The orientation approach   

 
From the learning outcome, we focused the essential skills that are categorized into three parts, the first 

was called soft skills such as creativity, visual thinking, critical thinking, collaboration etc. The second 

was self-directed learning skills that include the literacy competency and the online skills that were 

tools for supporting self-directed learning skills. The last was life skills that are respect, adaptabilities 

and knowing the role and responsibility. 

 

       
Figure 2. Overall online activity structure based on learning outcome (competency). 
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3.3 Online orientation camp activity design process based on learning outcomes 

 

3.3.1 Soft skills activities 

 
The first activity was Ask is Free that created for practicing a basic critical thinking. It was divided into 

two parts. The first part was called lateral thinking. The learning outcome of this activity were to 

encouraging students to think critically, ask questions and had a positive attitude towards collaborative 

learning in the online classroom. In this activity, students practiced the thinking tool by brainstorming 

the subcontinent of keyword. The principle of this activity was “feel free to doubt and ask question at 

any curious point”. The students were divided into 3 rooms with 30 students in each room and each 

room was divided into 6 groups with 4-5 students. Zoom application was applied in all activities during 

this orientation camp. Starting activity with lateral thinking using brainstorming tool created relating 

words though the keywords for example, Covid-19 (Figure. 3a). Then, students learn how to use 

question words for making the free questions and ask into the heart of question (Figure. 3b) which could 

nurture the basic critical thinking and Flexible thinking skills. All assignments were taken the photos 

and sent into Google Classroom. Second part, the learning outcome was that students can understand 

and learn how to improve critical thinking skills through "Think about Thinking" or metacognition. For 

this activity, students debated and discussed in a small group about the topic “the importance of sleeping 

room” and this activity connected to the Sociolotopia project.  
 

 

        
Figure 3. (a) Lateral Thinking: Fun-Fast-Flow and (b) Questioning into the heart activity. 

 

 The second activity was Visual Note Taking or VNT which the students were separated into 4 

groups. The learning outcome was to know that what VNT is/why VNT is important for learning, 

practice VNT tools/ techniques that suit with students’ styles and applied the skill to their lecture notes. 

Teachers encourage students to do activities. For example, Squiggle Drawing Activity, students drawn 

variety of shapes and then drawn simple birds in any shapes. They will listen more intently and focus 

the key point of those things or capture the big ideas. Quick Drawing, student drew emotions or abstract 

ideas. They can use two primary channels, verbal and visual. Teachers inform students how to learn by 

self-learning method. For the assignment in google classroom, a pair of students introduced and 

presented each other their dairy life and take note in visual. Individual work, students practiced and 

improved VNT techniques by listening and drawing at the same time which made them feel more 

natural.  

 

 

  
Figure 4. Quick drawing, VNT tool, and creative activity. 

 
The last of thinking skill activity was creative thinking. The learning outcome was to practice 

systematic knowledge on creativity thinking, encouraged students to think outside the box and found 
the solution to various problems with adaptive mindset. The first activity aims to lead the understanding 
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of creativity to students and let them discuss the definition of creativity. Next, students and teacher 
discussed about “Creative Thinking Techniques” such as mind mapping, brainstorming and 
SCAMPER, and how to apply creativity with problem solving.  

 
3.3.2 Self-directed learning 

 
In the beginning of orientation camp, we called pre-orientation camp. Students learnt how to use 

programs for online learning such as google classroom, Zoom, Kahoot, Padlet, mini world game etc. 

After that they practiced all applications in orientation activities.  Recently, students have become more 

and more dependent on technology like smartphones, tablets, and computers. Though we cannot deny 

how important these electronic devices support learning, they can sometimes distract the learning 

process if students do not know how to limit themselves. It was a double-edged sword. Digital detox 

was designed in this camp that aims to offer different perspectives of technology as a tool, its benefits 

and drawbacks. Digital detox aimed to make students aware whether they are addicted to phones too 

much and known some of the tools/tips that they can use to focus on their tasks without getting 

distracted. The objectives of these activities were students see benefits and disadvantages of technology, 

they learnt to manage their time properly and develop self-discipline against distractions in the real 

world. Teacher suggested tools that could help them managed their time properly by using application 

called "Moment" to track phone usage Task 1: Screen Time Tracking (1 week), Task 2: Phone Pickups 

Tracking (1 day) and Task 3: Offline (1 day) student answered questions that helped them reflect on 

their digital detox experiences in google form. 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Moment application in digital detox class. 

 
3.3.3 Life skills  

 
Students respected the differences that was one character to nurture for new students. This included 

students adapted to friend, senior and teacher, respected the others and known the role of themselves 

and others. Personality type and growth mindset was kicked off life skills before students work together. 

The learning outcome of this part was students understand the causes of personality type that related to 

brain cognitive functions of every individual and understand growth mindset concept and tried to use 

this concept in their diary life and then they know how to start thinking in the way of growth mindset. 

Team building activity was the last activity to encourage them to work well together. They learnt about 

goal, role and teamwork as well. 

 
 

3.3.4 Main project: Bedroom challenge (Socialotopia) 

 
Sociolotopia (Bedroom challenge) is the last activity of orientation camp. The purpose was to wrap up 

all thinking skills that students have learnt in camp by using project.  Practice engineering skills were 

embedded in Sociolotopia. Students learnt to define the problem, designed their master piece, created 

the prototype and tested it. Moreover, they practiced presentation in English and Thai and shared with 

audiences. The learning process is shown in Fig 5. This will nurture them to get the engineering skills.  

 

 
Figure 6. The engineering design process. 
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3.3.5 Soft skills assessment 

 
The soft skills assessments were evaluated in only Socialotopia project because the project based 

learning was an integrating activity of all skills. There were 3 criteria to assess which were 

collaboration, critical thinking and creativity & innovation (Buck institute for education, 2013). The 

student’s in group were observed by teacher and the rubrics were used 3 scales (below standard (1-2), 

approaching standard (3) and at standard (4-5)).  

 

 

4. Results 

 

4.1 Student’s work in thinking skills (Soft skills) 

 

4.1.1 Student’s work in Ask is Free class 

 

 
Figure 7. The example of student’s work in Ask is Free class. 

 

Ask is Free activity was kicked off in live session so students could participate with teachers and their 

friends and did the activity in team. The activity atmosphere was set that students and teacher feel free 

to share their ideas and opinions about any topics and questions.  Figure 7 shown the lateral thinking of 

the keyword what will happen after Covid-19 situation. In their works, they can create the subcontinent 

of keyword that was the one thinking tools. This activity was used to nurture a basic critical thinking 

skill. 
 

4.1.2 Student’s work in Visual Note Taking class  

 
Figure 8. The example of student’s work in virtual note taking class 

 
In Virtual Note Taking (VNT), students practiced and improved VNT techniques. Figure 8 shown 

students' work, students listened more intently and focus key point of those things or capture the big  

ideas two story telling (2 and 6 minutes). Their works can tell the stories through VNT techniques. 
 

4.1.3 Student’s work in creative thinking 

 
Figure 9. The example of student’s work in creativity class 

 
For creative thinking, student learn what is the creativity and creativity tools. In live session, students 
separated into three groups and discuss about “Creative Thinking skill” and Creative Thinking 
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Techniques. Students generated idea by drawing pictures with rubber band as much as they can. This 
activity was started point those students dare to think of new things and / or solve problems in a variety 
of ways. 
 
4.2 Student’s work in self-directed learning  

 

   
Figure 10. The example of student’s student’s work from digital detox class 

 
Self-directed learning skills were merged into all activities in this camp. It started with learning how to 
use digital programs for online learning and then, practiced all applications in orientation activities.  
Moreover, we added an inspiration session that invited a well-known speaker to share the idea of his 
self-directed learning. Digital detox was the one-self-directed learning that made students aware 
whether they were addicted to phone or not. This activity helped them to learn time management. In the 
assignment session, students had to use Moment for tracking their screen time and the number of times 
they picked up their devices. They had to follow their screen time, pickup and refrain from using social 
media and mobile activities of any kind as much as possible. The assignment was shown in Figure 10.  

 
4.3 Life skills 
 
For the assignment of growth mindset, students drawn a summary behaviors or thoughts of people with 
growth mindset as much as students can find or at least 5 behaviors/ideas. Their work was shown in 
Figure 11. Their work was shown in Figure 11. It was found that VNT was applied in this activity. 
Moreover, teacher encouraged and challenged students to start developing a growth mindset in their 

 
Figure 11. The example of student’s work from growth mindset and personality class. 

 
mind all the time and every day in the orientation camp. Personality class was a class for cultivating 
self-awareness. The students could understand the causes of personality type and how can it had related 
to brain cognitive functions of every individual. In personality class, students got experience to observe 
their personality type and brain cognitive functions.  

 
Figure 12. The example of student’s work from team building class. 

 
Team building of school’s community aim to practice working together as a team, in this part, students 
had to learn mini-world application in live session so each group could learn and teach each other. And 
then, they worked together in a team designing a family dining room. The requirement was the size of 
the area maximum as 20x20 and 15x15 blocks. Their family dining room was shown in Figure 12. They 
practiced team work before the main project would start and practiced to design under the problem and 
constraints. 
 
4.4 Student’s work in Sociolotopia project 
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Sociolotopia (Bedroom challenge) were created into18 works which were uploaded in Youtube playlist 

the link is in the location here: https://youtube.com/playlist?list= PLu1pocyPSZvuR3R3-

yMuc4gNWm2Li3y_v  

  
Figure 13. Socialotopia concept, story, design and video clip presentation.   

 
Sociolotopia (Bedroom challenge) was the wrap up of all activities in orientation camp.  Each group 

had a problem and they had to understand and define the problems. The problem was designing their 

ideal bedroom in Egypt or Roman period/style.  After all idea was sketch then they had to create their 

team’s bedroom in mini world game. Socialotopia works in Figure 13, there were the concept of their 

bedroom, the sketching and the prototype. Student got the experience in engineering design process and 

soft skills such as critical thinking, creativity and collaboration. 
 

4.5 Socialotopia project soft skills assessment 
 
Table 1. The assessment of soft skills during Socialotopia project which were observed by teacher. 
 

Soft skills  Mean 

Collaboration   3.87± 0.56 

Critical thinking 3.38± 0.52 

Creativity and Innovation 3.53± 0.60 

 

From the quantitative results in Table 1, it shown the mean score and standard deviation of soft skills 

in Socialotopia project from observing teachers. In term of soft skills, collaboration was the maximum 

skills observing in this project (3.87± 0.56). Next were creativity and innovation (3.53± 0.60) and 

critical thinking (3.38± 0.52), respectively. It meant that Socialotopia project was a starting point to 

build up the school’s collaborative learning because they worked as a team and solve the problems 

together.  

 
 
5. Discussion and Conclusion 

 
In this orientation approach, it aimed to help students to link the concept of science, social and art 

context in real-life phenomena via online-collaborative learning activities. The activities were designed 

following learning outcome and competency based. In this work, we focused on nurturing soft skills, 

self-directed learning and life skills. All activities were designed in a sequence of learning. Example, 

for thinking skills part, students must dare to think and ask before they think something new or outside 

the box. So, Ask is free is a prerequisite activity to encourage students to curious and dare to ask the 

questions. After that, Visual note taking, Creativity activity and Sociolotopia project were learnt. In the 

students' work, we found that students applied skills or techniques from previous lessons to the next 

activities. The challenge of this study was that this was the first time for students who learnt together 

without seeing each other in school before. The suitable learning management systems (google 

classroom, microsoft team) could help to organize a proper classroom for online learning environment. 

While the section of live discussion will be held via the technology of videotelephony and online chat 

services such as zoom, google meet, and Microsoft team.  One of the important goal of the online camp 

was to build the self-directed learning so time management was enhance through the digital detox 

activity. In addition, life skills were used to transform attitudes of their learning and living in our school.  

According to the overall design, step to online teaching and learning were self-learning and/or live 

session, assignment/submission and feedback/ discussion, respectively. For self-learning, teachers 

created/ provided the effective learning materials and guideline that students can learn by themselves, 

and students learn by themselves. For live session, students and teacher participated, shared the idea 

and got to know each other more in this session. In assignment part, teacher provided the real context 
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assignment to student and students managed themselves for doing assignment. The last important 

session is feedback. Teachers gave the feedback for development students or asking the challenge 

question for foster the widen perspective of students and students improve their assignment and they 

can ask the question and share their ideas. These is the overall online collaborative orientation’s leaning 

activity corresponding the real class in ESC school. Finally, Socialotopia, a gamification 

interdisciplinary project, was designed for building up the school’s community, collaborative learning 

and wrap up all expected learning outcomes in this orientation camp. All activities in orientation camp 

were the starting point for developing essential skills along with academic competency for students. 

However, in the future work, the assessment of online collaborative orientation’s learning will 

investigate and improve the learning process that should be close to the learning accomplishment in a 

face-to-face classroom.  
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Abstract: Inspired by the concept of ‘learning in context,’ this study aimed toward examining 
the effect of computer-supported student-generated questions (SQG) with a given reading 
passage (acting as the context) on the quality of generated questions and task completion for 
grammar learning. Thirty-eight college sophomores with Intermediate English level taking a 
two-credit English course at a university in southern Taiwan participated in two back-to-back 
SQG activities on grammar covered in instruction during regular class. A newly developed 
online system equipped with computer-supported procedural prompts and design was adopted 
to support SQG as individual knowledge construction activities. Four grading criteria — 
Importance, Fluency, Originality, and Elaboration, were devised for the assessment of the 
quality of student-generated questions. The results of the repeated measures analysis of 
variance showed significant differences in task performance total scores between the two SQG 
activities, attesting SQG without a given passage exceling SQG with a given passage. 
Additionally, SQG without a given reading passage led to significantly better performance in 
Fluency, Originality and Elaboration indices than SQG with a given passage. Finally, the result 
of the chi-square test showed a near-significant difference (p = .054) between the two SQG 
activities in task completion, with comparatively more participants completing the task under 
the SQG without given context condition than the SQG with context condition. 
 
Keywords: Computer-supported individual learning, EFL learners, grammar instruction, 
learning in context, student-generated questions, task performance 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Learner-centered Approach and Student-generated Questions 
 
Traditional teacher-centered instruction in the classroom has been gradually shifted to 
learner-centered approaches, and a number of researchers have recommended various learning 
strategies to promote learning. Student question-generation (SQG) is one of such approaches found to 
assist understanding and enhance individual learning (Aflalo, 2021; Barlow & Cates, 2006; Rosli, 
Capraro, & Capraro, 2014; Stevens, et al., 2020; Yu, Chang & Wu, 2015). For instance, Rosli, 
Capraro, and Capraro’s meta-analysis (2014) on the effectiveness of problem posing in mathematics 
indicated that problem posing activities had significant influences on student problem solving skills, 
achievement, and attitudes toward mathematics. Benefits of SQG were also proved by Barlow and 
Cates’ research (2006) for its revealing student understanding of mathematics, creating ownership of 
learning for students as well as providing teachers with an alternative assessment of student learning. 
The research conducted by Aflalo (2021) showed that student ability to answer higher-order thinking 
questions was improved through SQG. When investigating English academic achievement of a group 
of 106 six-graders, Yu, Chan, and Wu (2015) found significantly better academic performance and 
higher learning motivation in the online question-generation group than the online drill-and-practice 
group. The finding from Stevens et al.’s research (2020) also reported that middle-grade students in 
social studies, history, and science classes improved their reading comprehension by applying the 
SQG strategy. Additionally, according to the National Reading Panel report, question-generation with 
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answers is one of the seven effective text comprehension strategies (i.e., question asking, question 
answering, monitoring, summarization, story mapping, graphic organizers and cooperative grouping) 
(p.30) (Shanahan, 2005). The research by Khansir and Dashti’s research (2014) investigating the 
effect of question-generation on Iranian EFL high school students found significant impacts of 
question-generation on reading comprehension. 

2. SQG Activities with Procedural Prompts and Context

In spite of the overwhelming evidence on the benefits of SQG, most students were found to be 
inexperienced in this strategy (Yu, 2009). In light of this, researchers (e.g., Brown & Walter, 2005; 
King, 1990, 1992; Rosenshine, Meister, & Chamman, 1996; Stoyanova & Ellerton, 1996; Yu & Pan, 
2014; Yu, Tsai, & Wu, 2013) proposed the use of procedural prompts to support SQG. Among these, 
the “signal words” (i.e., who, when, what, why, where, and how) procedural prompt is the easily 
learned and most frequently used (Rosenshine, Meister, & Chamman, 1996). “Main idea” involves, 
firstly, identifying the key idea(s) of a reading paragraph or an article and then referring to the 
identified ideas for the SQG activities. “What-If-Not” proposed by Brown and Walter (2005) uses the 
attributes contained in the original problem and changes any of the attribute(s) for generating new 
problems.  

  In light of the advantageous features of computer and network technologies, a couple of 
learning systems targeting SQG have been developed and are equipped with adaptable procedural 
prompts to support computer-supported personalized learning environments (e.g., QuARKS by Yu, 
2009). Empirical studies generally confirmed the supportive effects of the provision of prompts for 
SQG (e.g., Byun et al. 2014; Gelmini-Hornsby et al., 2011; Yu & Pan, 2014; Yu, Tsai, & Wu, 2013). 
For instance, a study conducted by Byun et al. (2014) examined the effects of three different 
questioning strategies on problem solving among university students: to use question prompts 
provided by instructors, to develop peer-generated question, and to generate one’s own question 
prompts first and then rewrite the questions with reference to the instructor’s prompt list. The results 
found that students in the question prompts provided by the instructor group performed better than 
students in the other two arrangements in problem solving. Byun et al. (2014) further indicated that 
it’s not easy for students to construct high-quality questions without any support. Another evidence 
from Gelmini-Hornsby et al.’s study (2011) showed that 46 elementary school students in the 
storytelling class in the question-prompts group generated more questions than the students in the 
no-question prompts group. 

  Currently, literature on SQG mostly focuses on the provision of procedural prompts to help 
student inexperience in SQG while promoting learning effects. Nonetheless, another possible form of 
support appearing especially relevant for language learning is the provision of a given context. A 
given context is suggested to be beneficial for language learning (Hadley, 2003; Mart, 2013; 
McLaughlin, Rossman, McLeod, 1983). In grammar instruction, many researchers (e.g., Akramova & 
Burkhonova, 2019; Hadley, 2003; Mart, 2013) encouraged instructors to put language learning in 
“logical contexts, either through authentic discourse-length input or through learning materials that 
stimulate authentic input using sentences that follow in logical sequence” (Hadley, 2003, p.152) since 
“by dealing with related units of information rather than isolated bits, more efficient processing 
becomes possible” (McLaughlin, Rossman & McLeod, 1983, p.138). As noted by Fawaz (n.d.), 
“Context gives a more precise understanding of how to use the grammar, and provides accuracy in the 
studied language both in oral and written skills.” It is believed that when learners are provided with a 
chance to explore grammar in context, they can see how and why different forms exist to express 
different meanings and understand the grammar rules in a specific discourse context. When a passage 
is provided as a reading context, text comprehension strategies could help the readers synthesize the 
information in the passage, relate the information to their prior knowledge, and monitor their 
understanding toward the passage (Pressley, 2000). 

  Put one step further, to explore whether learners can attend to both form and meaning at the 
same time when processing input, Input Processing Hypothesis, proposed by VanPatten and Cadierno 
(1993), declares that with limited attention, “learners process input for meaning before they process it 
for form” in sentences (VanPatten, 1990; Wong, 2001), and both meaning and form could not be 
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processed at the same time (Lee, 2007). In VanPatten and Cadierno’s research (1990), examining the 
attention to both form and meaning at the same time when processing input, the results showed that 
learners, especially for the beginners, had difficulties to pay attention to both content and form in 
input processing in the aural condition. 

However, some researchers (e.g., Norris & Ortega, 2000; Winke, 2013) reported that directing 
learners’ attention to both form and meaning simultaneously didn’t affect reading comprehension. Yet 
others found that comprehension was only affected when learners’ attention was paid to form in the 
aural condition, but not the case when form given in written condition (Wong, 2003).  

   
1.3 Grammar Instruction 
 
Grammar plays a crucial role in language learning and teaching (Loewen, Li, Fei, Thompson, 
Nakatsukasa, Ahn & Chen, 2009; Peng, 2017; Richards & Reppen, 2014). In light of its indispensable 
role in mastering a foreign language in the four language skills (i.e., speaking, reading, writing and 
listening), different grammar instructional models have been proposed.  

In Second Language Acquisition (SLA), some researchers support “Focus on form” (i.e. implicit 
instruction), emphasizing that language input and meaning-based interaction are the focus (Long, 
1991), and that learners’ attention is given to comprehension checks through interactional 
modifications. Alternatively, others support “Focus on forms” (i.e., explicit instruction), stressing the 
pragmatic aspect of the target language, pragmatic awareness-raising explicit instruction during the 
process, and learners’ attention to the grammatical form for developing language pragmatic 
competence (Bardovi-Harlig & Mahan-Taylor, 2003; Eslami-Rasekh, 2005; Norris & Ortega, 2000; 
Rafieyan, 2016; Sheen, 2002). Regardless their different focus, as revealed in Norris and Ortega’s 
(2000) meta-analysis study, both approaches were “equally effective” (p.501).  
 
1.4 Research Questions of This Study 
 
In view of the fact that EFL learners’ grammatical competence usually affects their understanding of 
reading materials, and that many researchers stress the importance of explicit instruction over implicit 
instruction in second language learning (Norris & Ortega, 2000), this study integrated explicit “Focus 
on forms” grammar instruction with computer-supported built-in “What-If-Not” procedural prompt in 
the integrated online SQG activities. Additionally, knowing the potential of given logical contexts for 
language learning (Hadley, 2003; Mart, 2013; McLaughlin, Rossman, McLeod, 1983), but the effects 
of its inclusion for SQG is yet to be explored, in this study the effects of two SQG activities (i.e., one 
without a given context and the other with a given context) are examined. Explicitly, two research 
questions for this study are examined:  

RQ#1. Are there any significant differences in the quality of student-generated questions 
between SQG with a given reading passage (acting as the context for grammar learning) and SQG 
without a given passage? 

RQ#2: Are there any significant differences in task completion between the two SQG activities? 
 
 
2. Methods 
 
2.1 Participants  
 
Thirty-eight sophomores (24 males and 14 females) enrolled in a General English course at a 
university in southern Taiwan participated in this study. Their English proficiency level was classified 
at the intermediate level based on a campus-wide standardized TOEIC mock, which was B1 according 
to the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR). All of the participants didn’t have prior 
experience in SQG in classrooms. 
 
 
2.2 Learning System Adopted in This Study 
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An online system recently developed by the research team led by the corresponding author was 
adopted for this study. The system supports different types of question-generation, including 
multiple-choice questions (MCQ), short-answer questions, true/false questions, fill-in-the-blank 
questions. Different cognitive support to assist learners with limited experience in generating a set of 
questions to be administered together (i.e., a testlet) (e.g., conceptual framework for creating a given 
context/scenario and associated item set, context-dependent examples for generating item set, etc.) are 
also built in. For a detailed description on the design principles guiding the development of the 
adopted system, please refer to Yu (2021). In this study, MCQ (with four choices) was chosen as the 
question type for this study. 
 
2.3 Instructional Design and Implementation Procedures of the Study 
 
The online SQG activities were introduced to the two-credit English course after the mid-term exam. 
The grammar rules taught in the class were first conditional (real conditional), second conditional 
(unreal conditional), and third conditional (past unreal conditional). To support SQG, the 
‘What-If-Not’ procedural prompt was selected. To test the research hypotheses, the researchers 
designed two SQG activities — SQG1 (i.e., SQG without a given reading passage) and SQG2 (i.e., 
SQG with a given reading passage).  

At the beginning of SQG1, a review and training session was arranged. It consisted of four main 
components: (1) a quick review on the three grammatical rules covered in the previous class; (2) an 
introduction on the use of the ‘‘What-If-Not’’ procedural prompt for SQG of MCQ (with sample MCQ) 
(see the upper-right corner of Figure 1); (3) an explanation on quality MCQ (e.g., targeting the 
grammar taught, relating to the given reading passage, etc.); and (4) a description on the procedural 
steps to generate MCQ in the adopted system. Following the review and training, the participants 
were asked to generate MCQ by rewriting any one of the three given MCQ of their choice (shown by 
clicking on the respective boxes at the left side of Figure 1) by either changing their tenses in the form 
of real conditional (first conditional) or unreal conditionals (second conditional and third conditional), 
or simply creating a new one (see the bottom portion of Figure 1) in ten minutes.  

 

 
Figure 1. Task description (top), the use of the ‘‘What-If-Not’’ procedural prompt for SQG of MCQ 
with sample MCQ (upper-right portion), three given MCQ to work from for SQG1 (left), and key-in 

space for SQG1 (bottom portion) 
 

For SQG2, a brief training session on how to rewrite MCQ (i.e., the use of the ‘‘What-If-Not’’ 
procedural prompt for SQG of MCQ) based on a given reading passage (see the upper-right corner of 
Figure 2) was arranged. Afterwards, a new passage with a new set of three MCQ based on the given 
passage were given for SQG2 (see the top and left side of Figure 2), and the participants were asked 
to submit a MCQ in 15 minutes. The passages given in the training session and SQG2 were created by 
the researcher based on the topic “Ethics and Values” in the textbook Top Notch 2. The given passage 
given for SQG2 was “Amber and Daniel reserved a table and had dinner together to celebrate their 
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20th wedding anniversary in a fine American restaurant. They ate some delicious food such as shrimp 
cocktail, garden salad, tomato bisque and sirloin. After they finished their dinner, they paid the bill 
and found that the total on the receipt was wrong. They should pay $39.70, but the restaurant 
undercharged them for $30.2. Amber thought they should tell the clerk, but Daniel suggested that they 
would just split without telling the clerk.” The reading passage provided a concrete situation for the 
participants to generate MCQ relating to the context while testing the grammar rules targeted in the 
class. 

In essence, for both SQG1 and SQG2, the participants were directed to generate MCQ on the 
same set of grammatical rules. The only difference between SQG1 and SQG2 lies in whether a 
reading passage is given for SQG activities. 

Figure 2. Task description and the given reading passage for SQG2 (top), the use of the 
‘‘What-If-Not’’ procedural prompt for SQG of MCQ with sample MCQ on the given reading passage 
(upper-right portion), three given MCQ relating to the given passage to work from for SQG2 (left), 

and key-in space for SQG2 (bottom portion) 

2.4 Data Compilation and Analysis of SQG1 and SQG2 

In this study, a total of 76 MCQ the participants generated during SQG1 and SQG2 were collected 
and analyzed. William’s Taxonomy (1996) for creativity (on originality and elaboration) and Yu and 
Wu’s (2016) criteria for SQG were referred to. Explicitly, grading criteria with four indices were 
devised and defined to assess the performance of student-generated MCQ — Importance, Fluency, 
Originality and Elaboration (see Table 1). It should be noted that the importance index is set as the 
prerequisite criteria for the scoring of all the other indexes. That is, only importance criterion is met, 
will the question be assessed further and scores be gained on the other three criteria.  
    Two experienced English teachers who have more than 20 years of English teaching experience 
independently assessed all questions generated by the participants against the grading criteria. To 
ensure inter-rater reliability, percent agreement was used. The results evidenced satisfactory reliability 
(81.58% and 84.21% for SQG1 and SQG2, respectively). 
    For the data analysis of RQ#1, one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 
used whereas the chi-square test was adopted for RQ#2. 

Table 1. Grading Criteria for the Quality of SQG 

Dimensions Definition Points 

Importance 
(I) 

The generated MCQ tests the grammar rules covered in the current lesson and are 
related to the passage, but not the same as the example questions and answers. 1 

Fluency (F) The generated MCQ is in comprehensible expression with no grammatical or 
spelling errors. 6 
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The generated MCQ is in comprehensible expression with no grammatical errors, 
but minor spelling errors. 5 

The generated MCQ is in comprehensible expression with no spelling errors, but 
minor grammatical errors. 4 

The generated MCQ is in comprehensible expression with minor spelling errors 
and grammatical errors. 3 

The generated MCQ is in comprehensible expression based on the example 
sentences by minor modification or adding one or a few words with no spelling or 
grammatical errors. 

2 

The generated MCQ is in comprehensible expression based on the example 
sentences by minor modification or adding one or a few words with minor 
spelling or grammatical errors. 

1 

The alternatives include one correct answer and three distractors and the answer 
key matches the correct alternative.  1 

The annotation provided for the generated questions matches the correct 
alternative and answer key. 1 

Originality 
(O) 

The generated MCQ is written or re-written in a novel way with the required 
grammar and is totally different from the example questions (of a given passage).  7 

The generated MCQ is written or re-written by using synonyms, substitutes and a 
large modification on sentence units (such as subjects, verbs, objects, adjectives, 
and adverbs) based on example sentences (of a given passage) with the specified 
grammar and four alternatives different from the example sentences. 

6 

The generated question stem is written or re-written by using synonyms, 
substitutes or moderate modification on sentence units (such as subjects, verbs, 
objects, adjectives, and adverbs) based on example sentences (of a given passage) 
with different specified grammar and part of the four alternatives that are different 
from the example sentences.  

5 

The generated question stem is written or re-written by using synonyms, 
substitutes or minor modification on sentence units (such as subjects, verbs, 
objects, adjectives, and adverbs) or by changing or adding a time marker based on 
example sentences (of a given passage) with different required grammar and the 
same four alternatives as the example sentences.  

4 

The generated question stem is written or re-written by using synonyms, 
substitutes or minor modification on sentence units (such as subjects, verbs, 
objects, adjectives, and adverbs) or by changing or adding a time marker based on 
example sentences (of a given passage) with same specified grammar and the four 
alternatives that are different from the example sentences.  

3 

The generated question stem is written or re-written by using synonyms, 
substitutes or minor modification on sentence units (such as subjects, verbs, 
objects, adjectives, and adverbs) or by changing or adding a time marker based on 
example sentences (of a given passage) with same required grammar and part of 
the four alternatives that are different from the example sentences.  

2 

The generated question stem is written or re-written by using synonyms, 
substitutes or minor modification on sentence units (such as subjects, verbs, 
objects, adjectives, and adverbs) or by changing or adding a time marker based on 
example sentences (of a given passage) with required grammar and four 
alternatives that are the same as the example sentences.  

1 

Elaboration 
(E) 

The generated MCQ is expanded, enriched, or embellished based on previous 
ideas or thought (of the given passage) to make it easier to understand or more 
interesting. 

2 

The generated MCQ is expanded, enriched, or embellished based on example 
sentences (of the given passage) to make it easier to understand or more 
interesting. 

1 
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3. Results 
 
In response to RQ#1, as shown in Table 2, the mean scores of all four indices of SQG1 were higher 
than those of SQG2. The result of the repeated measures ANOVA on total scores indicated that there 
was a significant difference between SQG1 and SQG2, F (1,151) = 15.35, p < .001, η2 = 0.092, with 
the students performing better in SQG1 (i.e., SQG without a given context) than in SQG2. 
Furthermore, comparisons among the respective four indices showed that the students in SQG1 
significantly outperformed those in SQG2 in Fluency (p = .003<	 .05), Originality (p= .029 <	 .05), 
and Elaboration (p = .012 < .05). Although no significant differences between SQG1 and SQG2 were 
found in Importance, it nearly reaches the significance level, p = .055.  
 
Table 2. Comparisons between SQG Performance with and without a Given Passage 

 Importance Fluency Originality Elaboration Total  
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

SQG1 
(Without a 
given passage) 

.87 .34 4.63 3.02 4.58 2.73 1.29 .77 2.81 2.70 

SQG2 
(With a given 
passage) 

.68 .47 2.68 2.57 3.21 2.61 .84 .75 1.86 2.17 

N=38 
 

In regard to RQ#2, as shown in Table 3, more than 85% of the students in SQG1 completed the 
task whereas a comparatively fewer participants completed the task in SQG2 (68.4%). The result of 
the chi-square test showed a near-significant difference in task completion between these two 
activities, X2(1, 76) = 3.71, p = .054 > .05. 
 
Table 3. Task Completion in SQG1 and SQG2 

 SQG1 
f (%) 

SQG2 
f (%)   Total 

No 5 (13.2%) 12 (31.6%) 17 (22.4%)  

Yes 33 (86.8%) 26 (68.4%) 59 (77.6%) 

Total 38 (100%) 38 (100%) 76 (100%) 

          
 
4. Discussion and Conclusions 
 
This study aims to investigate whether providing a context for computer-supported SQG on grammar 
leads to positive effects on task performance. Explicitly, issues regarding if computer-supported SQG 
with and without a given reading passage affected student performance in terms of the quality of 
generated MCQ and task completion were examined. To draw students’ attention directly to the 
grammatical form, explicit “Focus on forms” grammar instruction was adopted, and the What-If-Not 
procedural prompt was integrated to support online SQG activities. Based on the empirical studies 
(e.g., Akramova & Burkhonova, 2019; Hadley, 2003; Mart, 2013), putting grammar instruction in 
“logical contexts, either through authentic discourse-length input or through learning materials that 
stimulate authentic input using sentences that follow in logical sequence” (Hadley, 2003, p.152) is 
suggested as an ideal method. On the basis of these theoretical basis, the authors speculated that better 
task performance would be observed from SQG with a given passage. 

However, the findings obtained revealed the opposite. Specifically, the results found students 
performed better in the without a given passage condition than the given passage condition in both 
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observed variables. The findings are not in line with the authors’ expectation, nor did it resonate with 
what McLaughlin, Rossman, and McLeod suggested (1983) — “dealing with related units of 
information rather than isolated bits, more efficient processing becomes possible (p.138).” Possible 
explanations are provided to account for the unexpected findings.  

When asked to generate MCQ on the basis of a given reading passage, students had to read a 
short passage, comprehend the meaning/logic/flow of the passage, summarize the information from 
the text before they can proceed to the task of SQG. In other words, for SQG2, students not only need 
to deal with the targeted grammar rules, but also need to relate to the information in the given passage. 
In other words, it reflects what Input Processing Hypothesis suggested (VanPatten & Cadierno, 
1993) — with limited attention, “learners process input for meaning before they process it for form” 
(VanPatten, 1990; Wong, 2001), and that both meaning and form couldn’t be processed at the same 
time (Lee, 2007). When students couldn’t parse sentences and make form-meaning connections, their 
comprehension would be affected. Furthermore, VanPatten and Williams (2007) indicated that 
“context may be of use only for learners who are able to process information with little cost to 
attentional efforts” (p.130). For the learners with a low level of processing ability, they need to put 
efforts toward comprehension (VanPatten & Williams, 2007). Since generating questions with 
answers is itself a task of difficulty (Yu, 2009), let alone generating questions relating to a passage 
within a constrained time limit while needing to comply to the additional criterion associated with 
SQG2. Additionally, considering that the English proficiency level (i.e., intermediate) and lack of past 
experience in SQG of the current participants, the difficulty level experienced by the participants 
during SQG2 would presumably be higher than that experienced during SQG1. All factors concerned, 
it would add additional cognitive load on the participants; thus, leading to the diminishing learning 
performance and comparatively lower completion rate of SQG2 as compared to SQG1.  

 
4.1 Limitations of The Study and Suggestions for Future Studies  
 
This study was conducted in two-credit class with only two SQG activities to be completed in limited 
in-class time by college students at the intermediate English proficiency level. Future studies with a 
longer period, more allocated time for SQG, and students at different English proficiency levels are 
suggested. Moreover, rather than adopting a within-subjects design, a quasi-experimental research 
design with two treatment groups, each assigned to different SQGs could be implemented. Finally, a 
questionnaire and an interview eliciting students’ perspectives toward different incorporated SQGs 
regarding the difficulties they encountered during SQGs could be conducted so that more insight can 
be obtained.  
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Abstract: In the courses related to literature and history, outdoor activities such as field visits 
are often matched to deepen students' impression on historical events and cultivate their 
historical thinking ability through practical exploration and interaction. However, in the process 
of outdoor learning, students' innate intelligence, interests and acquired learning environment 
often have an influence on their learning ability or understanding degree, which leads to the gap 
in learning. Therefore, if we can guide the adaptive learning mechanism in time and adjust the 
suitable learning content according to the students' individual learning situation in the outdoor 
learning process, it can not only stimulate the potential of each student, but also produce better 
learning results. In this regard, this study built a set of action-based learning systems combined 
with an adaptive recommendation mechanism, applied it in the study of outdoor learning 
activities related to literature and history, adopted mobile devices to provide students with the 
way of autonomous learning, and at the same time built a set of historical ability as the standard 
of the adaptive grading system. Through observation and analysis of students' learning 
situations, it adjusted the contents of learning materials and planned suitable learning strategies 
to cultivate students' historical thinking ability. It was hoped that when students carry out 
learning activities related to literature and history, they can learn more easily by step-by-step 
and personalized learning methods, and record their learning situation, so that they can master 
their own learning ability and situation, produce better learning performance, and reduce the 
uneven phenomenon in learning. 

Keywords: Adaptive learning, recommendation system, action learning, outdoor education 

1. Introduction

At present, in order to deepen students' impression on course content, most courses related to literature 
and history are matched with outdoor teaching activities in addition to indoor courses. Although in 
recent years, many studies have assisted students in outdoor personalized learning activities through 
mobile devices, in the process of learning, students' innate intelligence, interest and acquired learning 
environment will also affect their learning ability or understanding, which will lead to a gap in learning 
(Yen, & Lin, 2018). Moreover, when carrying out outdoor learning activities, students are already faced 
with a large amount of information in the real environment. If they have to receive multimedia teaching 
resources provided by mobile devices, students may be unable to load and even have negative effects 
(Chin, Lee, & Wang, 2017). Therefore, if we can combine the adaptive learning model with learning 
activities of literature and history related courses in the outdoor, we can adjust the learning content or 
teaching methods according to students' characteristics, abilities and interests, we can help students 
learn in a beneficial way, and also stimulate the potential of each student, so as to achieve better 
learning results. Therefore, if system can according to student characteristics, abilities and interests, 
they can help students learn in a useful way adjust the content or teaching methods, achieve better 
learning results. And the adaptive learning mode does just that. 

Therefore, this study proposed a set of action-based learning systems combined with an 
adaptive recommendation mechanism and applied it to outdoor courses related to literature and history. 
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With simple and convenient mobile devices as learning media. And developed three kinds of history 
learning abilities from the shallower to the deeper: "Memory ability", "textual research and judgment 
ability", "ability to think and restate history" as standard with adaptive mechanism. Through a 
step-by-step and personalized learning method, it makes it easier for students to understand the content 
of the course and can better master their own learning ability and situation and improve learning 
efficiency. 

2. Action Learning System Combined with Adaptive Recommendation Mechanism

The system includes six modules, the structure of which is shown in Figure 1, which are textbook 
grading module, multimedia display module, test question module, recommendation mechanism 
module, history record module and augmented reality module: The textbook module has three abilities 
are classified, which are memorizing, researching and ability to have cohesive discussions. The 
multimedia display module can present audio, video, information and images in the learning process. 
The test question module is set before and after students' learning activities to observe whether the 
learning effect is improved after students use this system and record in the cloud. And the amplified 
reality module, it can provide students with scanning specific historical objects when exploring 
outdoors, so as to obtain virtual knowledge information and images, and deepen their learning 
impression by amplifying the interaction of reality. Then the recommendation mechanism module will 
analyzing students’ answer status and learning status provide suitable learning content planning. 
Finally, the history record module, it is mainly divided into two categories of "learning status" and 
"learning achievements", which will record the learning status of each student and the learning time and 
integrity of each teaching material to the cloud and displayed in the system.  

Because the core of history learning has slowly shifted from reciting historical facts to 
analyzing historical facts and explaining their own logical views through understanding history, so this 
study took these three abilities as the division of difficulty, which are “memory knowledge-based 
ability”, “historical data analysis and textual research ability” and “historical thinking and restatement 
ability”, carried out learning activities from simplicity to depth, and summarized and analyzed the test 
results, so as to help students better understand their learning situation. 

First, the ability to memory and recitation are basic learning abilities that must be possessed 
because in the process of learning history, we must know the details of historical events before we can 
understand the development process and reasons of events. Second, after understanding the occurrence 
and existence factors of historical facts, we can start to think and distinguish the correlation between 
historical materials and historical facts through historical observation, analyze historical events through 
historical clues, and observe the correlation among past, present and future, so that learning is not just 
reciting, but has more ability to analyze and understand. Finally, if students already have historical 
knowledge and can understand and analyze historical materials, they can rethink and extend what they 
have known, integrate logic and express it in their own way again, and cultivate students' critical ability 
to evaluate, interpret, systematically analyze, compare and reflect on historical materials.  

Figure 1. System Module Architecture Diagram 

When students study the literature and history course outdoors, they can scan specific objects with the 
lens of the mobile device, and then display the test picture of the course, as shown in Figure 2. When the 
test is over, students will begin to study in formal courses, and students will be given different 
multimedia teaching materials according to the test results, such as Figure 3, which is the audio-visual 
learning picture. Then, by analyzing the test results and learning conditions, the study map will be 
adjusted for each student. Students will start from the easiest and the most familiar courses and learn 
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more difficult course contents step by step. The course activities also enables students to deepen their 
impression of learning content, cultivate their ability in analysis and judgment in autonomous learning, 
and explore literature and history by researching historical sites and historical materials. Meantime, this 
system will record the time when students search, in a bid to observe whether students' ability to textual 
research historical materials has changed due to practice and training, as shown in Figure 4. 

At the end of the course, we will enter the test screen again. This test will be different from the 
first test, and the purpose is to understand the impact of students' learning effectiveness after learning. 
And, the learning process of students will be recorded, which can not only enable students to master 
their own learning situation and cultivate autonomous learning but also enable teachers to better 
understand students' learning situations, which is conducive to adjusting teaching materials in the future 
and assisting students' learning. Figure 5 is a systematic learning map.   

 
3. Conclusion and Future Studies 
 
This study proposed a set of action-based learning systems combined with an adaptive recommendation 
mechanism, applied it to the outdoor guided learning activities of literature and history related courses. 
In the planning of future works, this study will implement formal experimental design and process to 
explore when college students use the adaptive recommendation mechanism in the field of literature 
and history, and probe into the influence of learning effectiveness and interest, so as to further 
understand whether it will affect students' cognitive load, observe the learning process of college 
students to understand whether this system can effectively assist students to study outdoors, and prove 
the contribution of this system to literature and history education by analyzing and evaluating 
substantive data. 
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Abstract: In this paper, we present a study on academic help-seeking (AHS) behavior of 
freshmen students taking up Discrete Structures. We found that students perceive academic 
help-seeking as a beneficial and positive trait for them to see from other people’s perspective, 
learn more, and have the chance to interact. From the students’ ratings on the six attitudinal 
factors that motivate help-seeking behavior, x-means clustering with feature selection derived 
four significant features including perceived usefulness of classmates, trust on classmates, 
perception of instructors, and perception of the course. Students in one cluster recognized their 
peers as useful source of help but do not totally trust them which could be due to the fact that 
these freshmen students have not met their classmates face-to-face in person for the entire 
duration of the school year. In relation, the most preferred source of academic help are online 
resources such as Internet search results and video tutorials which could be explained by the 
Internet-driven flexible learning setup. However, the respondents are significantly more 
satisfied with the academic support that they have received from their instructor compared to 
other sources. This tells us that even in an online setup with vast resources on the Internet, the 
teachers play a significant role in encouraging students to seek help and in providing the 
academic support that the students need.  

Keywords: Help-seeking, learning strategies, online flexible learning 

1. Introduction

Due to the covid-19 pandemic, various policy initiatives have been launched by governments and 
educational institutions globally to continue the delivery of instruction and the conduct of teaching and 
learning activities. Large-scale efforts to utilize technology to support remote learning, distance 
education, and online learning have emerged quickly. However, several challenges such as the unstable 
online teaching-learning infrastructure, the lack of experience of the teachers in delivering online 
instruction, the information gap, the complex environment at home, and other factors remained a 
hindrance in achieving flawless migration to online learning (Murgatroyd, 2021). In this type of online 
setup, proactive academic help-seeking is a significant factor to the academic success of college 
students (Hao, Wright, Barnes, & Branch, 2016). Help-seeking behavior has been identified as an 
effective learning strategy and is associated with a capacity for self-regulated learning (Lee, 2007; Roll, 
Aleven, McLaren, & Koedinger, 2011). This is a cognitive skill involving a set of actions including 
realizing the need of assistance, identifying the problems, and formulating questions (Aleven, McLaren, 
Roll, & Koedinger, 2006; Newman, 2008). Hence, it is important for institutions to consider ways to 
help foster channels to scaffold students’ help-seeking behavior as an indirect way to support their 
learning (Qayyum, 2018). 

The goal of this study is three-fold: first, identify the factors that may or may not motivate 
students’ academic help-seeking behavior; second, determine the sources of support that students 
prefer; and third, determine students’ level of satisfaction of the support or assistance that they received. 
Given the abovementioned objectives, the paper aims to answer the following questions: 
1. What factors may or may not encourage the students to seek academic help?
2. Where or from whom do students prefer to get academic help?
3. How do students perceive the academic help they receive from various sources?
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2. Online Flexible Learning Implementation

In the period of campus closure due to Covid-19, online learning, either synchronous or asynchronous, 
has been adopted by universities (Huang et al., 2020). The implementation is considered flexible 
because it can take the form of pure online in which the curriculum and the teaching and learning 
activities are implemented online without face-to-face sessions between the teachers and the students, 
or a hybrid in which the teacher meets the students online and offline (face-to-face) in the campus 
following safety protocols, depending on the needs and requirement of the course. Institutions had to 
develop learning continuity programs and support initiatives for students who lack the resources to 
participate in the online flexible learning program such as those who do not have access to Internet 
connection and the appropriate devices (Talandron-Felipe, 2020). 

This strategy has allowed the continuation of education delivery amidst the pandemic. 
However, it also came with challenges and difficulties. As such, teachers have to deliver lectures via the 
Internet which caused issues for some teachers who are not familiar with technology and the methods of 
integrating it into education. In fact, in some places, some schools are still adopting the old-fashioned 
model of delivering lectures for passive audiences, thus failing to harness the educational possibilities 
afforded by emerging technologies (Huang et al., 2020). Aside from the lack of technological 
capability, the conversion of the curriculum to fit an online setup had to be done. 

Apart from these challenges that the teachers faced in the transition to online flexible learning, 
the students also had their own struggles. The youth have been considered digital natives (Prensky, 
2001) but it is not safe to assume that they know everything about technology more so expect them to 
adapt right away to a technology-led learning setup. It has been reported that a significant percentage of 
students especially those from rural areas do not have access to computers and the Internet and as such 
rely on the technological resources available in the campus (Talandron-Felipe, 2019, 2020). In 
comparison to traditional face-to-face classes, when students have difficulty understanding the topics, 
they have the opportunity to interact immediately with the teachers and classmates to ask questions. On 
the other hand, with the asynchronous mode in flexible learning, the immediacy of help is not 
guaranteed. 

Indeed, the integration of technology in education has changed pedagogical strategies of the 
teachers and the learning styles of students and the transitioning to online learning at scale has been a 
difficult and highly complex undertaking for most educational institutions and their stakeholders (Ali, 
2020). 

3. Academic Help-Seeking Behavior

Academic help-seeking (AHS) behavior encompasses looking for support from peers, teachers, and 
other forms of sources to help the students achieve good results in an academic context. This trait has 
been considered a form of social strategy that requires interaction with other individuals. AHS as a 
self-regulated learning strategy is regarded as a significant factor in learning because it can impact 
performance and achievement in a short period of time (Martín-Arbós, Castarlenas, & Dueñas, 2021; 
Won, Hensley, & Wolters, 2021). As opposed to being linked to dependency, seeking help when 
necessary is now considered an important self-regulated learning (SRL) strategy (Karabenick & 
Gonida, 2017). Self-efficacy for self-regulated learning was also found as a positive predictor of 
help-seeking strategies (Won et al., 2021). 

The sources for academic help-seeking varies depending on the student’s preference but the 
most common ones are learning peers or classmates, teachers, friends who might have the same 
experience or who can relate to the problem or topic, parents, tutors, and of course resources available 
on the Internet (Qayyum, 2018).  

Prior work (Aleven, McLaughlin, Glenn, & Koedinger, 2016) stated that  a student’s academic 
help-seeking behavior could be affected by student-related factors and/or system-related factors. The 
student-related factors may include age, gender, the student’s self-esteem, meta-cognitive skills, prior 
knowledge of the subject domain, and the learning environment (Qayyum, 2018). The system related 
factors are attributes of the help-seeking environment which may include the course goals, the 
composition and clarity of the feedback given to the students, and/or the level of interactivity in the 
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learning environment whether it is a traditional classroom or a computer-based course management 
system (Aleven et al., 2016). 

Social aspect indeed contributes significantly to academic help-seeking behavior as it has been 
reported that sense of belongingness is considered a significant predictor of the use of adaptive 
help-seeking strategies, even when accounting for students’ motivation. Results also supported the 
assumption that students’ perceptions of their social contexts affect if and how they seek help with their 
learning (Won et al., 2021). 

Moreover, (Qayyum, 2018) found six latent dimensions of students’ attitudes that may 
encourage or discourage them from seeking help such as the usefulness of help from peers, their 
perception of how helpful teachers are, their trust relationship with peers, sense of independence, 
perception of the course or subject domain, and their perceived sense of threat. In an online flexible 
learning setting, interaction of the students with peers and teachers is limited to virtual meetings and 
chats and so their perceptions about them may be different as opposed to a traditional face-to-face 
classroom environment. 

4. Data Collection

An online survey was conducted to ask the students the appropriate questions that address the set 
objectives and research questions (contextualized and adapted from Qayyum, 2018). The self-report 
questionnaire includes questions about their perception of the difficulty of the course Discrete 
Structures and of their performance; their satisfaction of the overall support that they received 
throughout the course; their perception about academic help-seeking behavior; whether they sought 
help, when, what are the triggers, and frequency; their preferred source of help; and agreement rating 
with various help-seeking behavior factors that include teachers and peers usefulness, perceived threat 
of asking for help; sense of belongingness, trust relationship with peers, and perceived self-reliance by 
finding answers from learning materials on their own. 

The respondents of the survey were freshmen students of the Bachelor of Science in 
Information Technology program of a state university in the province of Bukidnon, Philippines. Their 
participation was on a voluntary basis and the students were informed that it shall not affect their 
academic standing. Informed consent forms and data privacy statements were provided for which they 
had agreed with before proceeding with the survey. All responses were anonymized during analysis and 
no personal information was included in this paper. 

The survey was conducted using Google Forms and convenience sampling among the target 
group was considered as it was expected that not all students would have access to the Internet during 
the survey. 

5. Results and Discussion

A total of ninety three (93) students responded to the survey and 99% believe that seeking academic 
help is a positive behavior for a student as they pointed out that it allows them to see a different 
perspective, learn more, and interact with others: 

“Well, a person's growth not only relies on his/her own understanding and 
experiences, but also from other people’s experiences and perspectives. The more we 
seek help and attain experience and knowledge from others, the further the 
development of our personal growth.” 

“It would be a positive behavior to seek help, because this shows that the student wants 
to learn more about the subject. Meaning with this positive behavior this will give a 
good result to student's academic performance.” 

“Seeking academic help is a positive behavior because for me, especially if I don't 
understand the topic, it is one of a way for me to understand, to also learn interaction 
with others, it also helps me grow as an individual who wants to learn things by asking 
and seeking help.” 
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To answer the first research question, we looked at the 6 attitudinal factors that motivate 
students to seek academic help (Qayyum, 2018): 1) perception of the usefulness of peers or classmates, 
2) trust on peers, 3) perception of the instructors or teachers, 4) perception of the course, 5) sense of
independence to search for the answers on his/her own, and 6) perceived threat against asking questions
or seeking help.

In contextualizing the first factor for this study, the questionnaire had 7 items about the 
students’ perception of their classmates and the students were asked to give their level of agreement (1 
– strongly disagree to 5 – strongly agree) in terms of their classmates’ usefulness to help them with the
course, to respond quickly to questions, to help them understand the course content better, to help them
save time studying, to keep them motivated, to provide useful feedback, and to help them feel that they
belong. The average rating for each of these items are consistent to be above 3 (neutral) but less than 4
(agree) as shown in Table 1, which indicates that they somehow agree on the usefulness of peers or
classmates academically.

Table 1. Perception of the Usefulness of Peers or Classmates 

Items 
% responses per rating Average 

Rating Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 
to help them with the course 3% 8% 40% 35% 14% 3.49 
to respond quickly to questions 3% 15% 48% 31% 2% 3.14 
to help them understand the course 
content better 

1% 12% 37% 31% 19% 3.56 

to help them save time studying 3% 11% 43% 31% 12% 3.38 
to keep them motivated 4% 10% 38% 30% 18% 3.48 
to provide useful feedback 3% 11% 38% 33% 15% 3.46 
to help them feel that they belong 3% 10% 38% 39% 11% 3.44 

Similarly, for the second factor, a total of 46 students (49%) agreed and strongly agreed that 
their classmates can be trusted while 33 (35%) were just neutral about it (M = 3.41). Based on these 
ratings, it can be inferred that the students have a positive attitude towards their classmates in terms of 
their usefulness for academic help and in being trustworthy. 

For the third factor, students’ perception of the instructors, results showed that a total of 77 
(83%) rated ‘agree’ and ‘strongly agree’ in terms of their instructor’s availability to answer questions 
about the course (M = 4.23); 84 students (90%) gave the same rating on how approachable they 
perceived the instructor (M = 4.45); and 54 (58%) agreed and strongly agreed that they will not hesitate 
to ask the instructor for help (M = 3.62). This also shows the positive perception of the students towards 
their teacher when it comes to academic help. As for their perception of the course, the fourth factor, 
they were asked to rate the level of difficulty on a five-point Likert scale (1 - very easy to 5 - very 
difficult). Thirty eight (38) of them (41%) considered the course manageable while thirty four (34) or 
37% thought the course was difficult and very difficult (M=3.18).  

The student’s sense of independence is the fifth factor and as shown by prior work (Qayyum, 
2018), students who were more independent were more likely to address their academic problems on 
their own rather than seek help. Although all of the respondents sought help at least once during the 
semester, some students did more than the others. With a scale of 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest), they rated 
their sense of independence. A total of 37 respondents (40%) rated 3 and below, and said they sought 
help after every topic discussion and every time there was an assessment or task. On the other hand, a 
total of 56 (60%) rated 4 and 5 for sense of independence and said they only sought help when they 
don’t understand a certain topic or only when they get a low score in exams. The sixth factor refers to 
the sense of threat against seeking academic help (i.e. getting embarrassed). A total of 46 respondents 
(49%) ‘agree’ and ‘strongly agree’ that they fear to be regarded as unintelligent so they try to avoid 
seeking help as much as possible while 33 (35%) gave a neutral rating (M=3.40). 

We also looked at the six attitudinal factors with consideration to the students’ performance 
level. The students were grouped to three levels based on how they performed in the course: high 
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performing students, average students, and low performing students. As shown in Table 2, there is not 
much significant difference between the groups except for the third and fourth factors. For the third 
factor, high performing students trust their peers significantly more (M=3.55, SD=0.92) than their low 
performing students do (M=2.63, SD=0.70). For the fourth factor, high performing students gave 
significantly higher ratings (M=4.31, SD=0.54) in terms of the perceived helpfulness and availability of 
the teachers compared to the ratings of low performing students (M=3.54, SD=0.82). 

Table 2. Comparison of Attitudinal Factors among Different Levels of Performance 

Attitudinal Factors  Tukey 
HSD High vs Average High vs Low Average vs Low 

perception of the usefulness 
of peers or classmates 

Q statistic 2.52 1.26 2.80 
p-value 0.18 0.64 0.12 

trust on peers Q statistic 0.78 3.46 3.10 
p-value 0.83 0.04 0.08 

perception of the instructors 
or teachers 

Q statistic 2.86 4.47 2.91 
p-value 0.11 0.01 0.11 

perception of the course Q statistic 0.89 2.22 1.75 
p-value 0.78 0.27 0.43 

sense of independence to 
search for answers 

Q statistic 1.15 1.32 2.04 
p-value 0.68 0.61 0.32 

perceived threat against 
asking questions or seeking 
help 

Q statistic 0.33 1.92 2.18 
p-value 0.90 0.37 0.28 

We also compared the attitudinal factors between genders and found that there is no significant 
difference in any of the factors between students who identified themselves as female and male. This is 
somehow contrary to findings in the past decades where results indicated that male students are less 
likely to seek help compared to female students (Galdas, Cheater, & Marshall, 2005; Morgan & 
Robinson, 2003). 

Further, we applied x-means clustering with feature selection to the data to see possible distinct 
groups among the students based on their academic help-seeking attitudinal factors. Result showed two 
clusters with four significant features: peer usefulness, perception of instructor, trust on peers, and 
perception of the course as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. x-Means Centroid Chart 
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It is interesting to note that students in cluster 0 agree that peers can be useful in helping them 
academically but leaning towards disagree to neutral when it comes to trusting them. This could be a 
result of the limited interaction since they were freshmen students at the time and they have not met 
face-to-face in person for the entire duration of the school year. They also perceive the course to be easy 
and manageable compared to those in cluster 1 who perceive the course to be difficult.  

To further understand this, we looked at the second research question which refers to the 
students’ preference for their source of help. Forty-three (43) respondents (46.24%) said that they prefer 
to seek help from online resources (i.e. supplemental learning materials available in the learning 
management system, articles and other search results from the Internet, and video tutorials), 31 
(33.33%) prefer to seek help from their instructor, and 19 (20.43%) chose their classmates as their 
preferred source of academic help. We cross-referenced the respondents’ preference to the clusters and 
based on the proportion of each source to the cluster’s population, we can infer that there is not much 
difference although more students in cluster 0 prefer to use online resources on their own compared to 
those in cluster 1 and more students in cluster 1 prefer to ask help from classmates than those in cluster 
0 as students in cluster 1 have higher trust for their peers (see Figure 2). 

The preference to online resources could also be explained by the online flexible learning setup. 
Interaction with classmates and the instructor is limited to virtual meetings and once the session ends, 
the students are mostly left on their own in front of their computers as opposed to a traditional 
classroom setting where students are physically with their classmates almost throughout the day which 
could promote more conversations about their course. 

*Percentage was computed based on the cluster population

Figure 2. Preferred source of help per cluster 

Although the respondents have their preferred source of help, survey results showed that at 
least once during the semester, they were able to seek help from all sources. They were asked to rate 
their level of satisfaction from these sources in a five-point Likert scale (1-very unsatisfied to 5-very 
satisfied). Help from the instructor obtained a mean of 4.52 followed by online resources (M=4.29) then 
classmates (M=3.85). To compare the ratings for each type of source, we used analysis of variance with 
post-hoc Tukey HSD (Honestly Significant Difference) for multiple comparisons. The p-value 
corresponding to the F-statistic of one-way ANOVA is <0.001 suggesting that one or more treatments 
are significantly different. Tukey HSD results showed that there is a significant difference between all 
pairs as shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Tukey HSD Results in the Comparison of Satisfaction Ratings among Academic Help Sources 

Treatments pair 
Tukey 
HSD Q 
statistic 

Tukey HSD 
p-value

Tukey HSD 
inference 

Online resources vs Instructor 3.3565 0.048 p<0.05 
Online resources vs Classmates 6.5485 0.002 p<0.01 

Instructor vs Classmates 9.905 0.002 p<0.01 

Based on this, we can infer that although majority of the students’ preferred online resources, 
the instructor still plays a significant role in providing academic assistance because students believe that 
help from the instructor is more satisfying compared to other sources even in an online flexible learning 
setup even if their interaction with the teacher is limited to virtual meetings. In relation, Qayyum (2018) 
said that ‘perceived threat’ deters students from approaching instructors for help even via online 
methods. Although our clustering with feature selection did not include perceived threat as a significant 
factor in seeking help, this could be a reminder to teachers of how important their role is in providing 
academic help. 

6. Conclusion, Recommendation, and Future Work

This study investigated the help-seeking behavior of freshmen students taking a course on Discrete 
Structures. Results showed that student perceive academic help-seeking as a beneficial and positive trait 
that allows them to see from other people’s perspective, learn and understand more, and have the chance 
to interact with others. From the students’ ratings on the six attitudinal factors adopted from Qayyum, 
(2018) that may or may not motivate help-seeking behavior among students, it was found that: 1) 
students somehow agree on the usefulness of peers or classmates academically; 2) students have a 
positive attitude towards their classmates in terms of their usefulness for academic help and in being 
trustworthy; 3) there is a positive perception of the students towards their teacher when it comes to 
academic help; 4) a third of the respondents considered the course to be manageable while another third 
thought it was difficult and very difficult; 5) majority said they only sought help when they don’t 
understand a certain topic or only when they get a low score in exams; and 6) half of the respondents 
said they fear to be regarded as unintelligent so they try to avoid seeking help. In considering the 
performance level of students, a significant difference was found between high performing students and 
low performing students in terms of trust on peers and perceived helpfulness and availability of 
teachers.  

Further, x.-means clustering with feature selection was used and derived four significant 
features including perceived usefulness of classmates, trust on peers, perception of instructors, and 
perception of the course. Students in cluster 0 recognized their peers as useful source of help but do not 
totally trust them. This could be a result of the online setup and the fact that these freshmen students 
have not met their classmates face-to-face in person for the entire duration of the school year. In 
relation, the most preferred source of academic help are online resources such as Internet search results 
and video tutorials which could be explained by the Internet-driven flexible learning setup. However, 
the respondents are significantly more satisfied with the academic support that they get from their 
instructor compared to other sources. This tells us that even in an online setup with vast resources on the 
Internet, the teachers still play a significant role in guiding and providing academic help to the students 
when needed. Based on these findings, it can be recommended that academic policies for flexible 
learning should emphasize on establishing communication channels between the students and the 
teachers. It would also be helpful to provide options within the LMS from where the students could seek 
academic help based on their preference. 

To enrich the study, communication opportunities and transactional distance between the 
students and their peers and teachers could be investigated and how these factors could impact 
help-seeking behavior and student’s academic performance. 
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Abstract: In the context of Teacher Professional Development (TPD), there is a call for a 
specific and effective professional development program to improve teachers’ essential 
teaching knowledge and facilitate the acquisition of new sets of skills to succeed in 
technology-enhanced learning. As such, Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge 
(TPACK) framework has been established in this century and played an important role in 
professional development transformation for teachers, who are currently adult learners. To 
promote the adult learner’s professional development, this research intended to develop a 
teacher professional development program following the adult learning principles called 
“andragogy” that particularly addressed TPACK of integrated science, technology, engineering, 
and mathematics (STEM) education. For the intervention, a personalized learning system has 
been strategically created and employed in the proposed TPD program to facilitate individual 
professional training needs for adult science teachers in Khon Kaen University Smart Learning 
Academy (KKU-SLA) project. The main finding indicated that the proposed TPD program 
could enhance science teachers’ TPACK of integrated STEM education significantly, and this 
implied an innovative TPACK professional development intervention to transform teacher’s 
essential teaching knowledge for today’s school science education. 

Keywords: Teacher professional development, personalized learning, adult learning, TPACK, 
andragogy 

1. Introduction

Recent decades have revealed an accelerating pace in the rapid growth of information and 
communication technology (ICT), particularly in educational context. In terms of professional 
development, the teachers must be provided effective professional development programs related to 
ICT to gain the necessary skills in the learning and teaching process (Williams, 2017). To establish an 
important view for educators to identify what knowledge is required for teachers to effectively educate 
in a classroom setting, pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) framework is proposed by Shulman 
(1986). Another knowledge domain later emerged called technological knowledge, needs further study 
in the field (Koehler & Mishra, 2005). According to the need of promoting technological knowledge for 
teachers, educating teachers to integrated technology in their classroom is increasingly rearranged by 
educators in teacher preparation programs. Consequently, numerous educators recommended 
technology training programs need to be integrated into every part of the teacher education program to 
better encourage significant technology integration (Hughes, 2013). At the same time, teachers are adult 
learners who have various types and amounts of reasons, access, time, motivation, which would affect 
the way of their individual learning experience compared to children (Knowles et al., 2012). To 
facilitate adult learning, Knowles (2005) proposed a principle called “Andragogy” which defined as the 
strategic use for helping adults learn. 

Currently, researchers have shifted their focus to design and implement the framework to 
promote teaching practices in STEM education. Several nations continue to transform the conventional 
learning subject and grow STEM education improvement to meet environmental, social, and economic 
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challenges of the twenty-first century (English, 2016). In addition to the growing global interest and 
strong endeavor to promote STEM, not only do all students need a more robust integrated and holistic 
approach to STEM education, but STEM teachers are also needed to educate and prepare for gaining 
high-quality STEM teaching competency (Kajonmanee, Chaipidech, Srisawasdi, & Chaipah, 2020).  

2. Literature Reviews

2.1 Technology-oriented Professional Development for Teachers 

With the proposed technological pedagogical and content knowledge (TPACK) framework from 
Mishra and Koehler (2006) to the educational research community as a body of knowledge of what 
teachers need to know to design and teach with technology integration, Numerous researchers applied 
this framework to promote in-service teachers’ teaching knowledge as well design technology 
enrichment program for pre-service teachers. For instance, Ng and Furgusson (2017) developed a 
learning platform to facilitate science teachers' TPACK. In the Thailand context, Srisawasdi, Pondee, 
and Bunterm (2017) adapted the TPACK framework to design the coursework as a 
technology-integrated pedagogy module to train pre-service science teachers. The result of this study 
shows a promising result on improving knowledge related to technology used. However, there is a 
challenge for educators to design a training course to prepare the teachers who are familiar with 
traditional teaching strategies and non-digital technologies (Williams, 2017). In addition, to support 
teachers overcome technical problems in using ICT, the training program should be accommodating to 
teachers’ context with experience to the potential benefit of the ICT (Mishra et al., 2019).  

2.2 Personalized Learning Environment with Adults learning 

Recent research has been revealed the benefit of a personalized learning environment that providing 
individual learning by facilitating learners based on learning preferences or personal characteristics 
(Hwang, 2014). Furthermore, Tseng et al (2008) reported that the recent personalized learning majority 
development as an adaptive learning system, using algorithms to identify learners’ learning styles and 
analyze their learning behavior when participating in the learning system then the customized content is 
automatically provided to learner base on those results analysis. For instance, Kajonmanee, Chaipidech, 
Srisawasdi, and Chaipah (2020) developed a mobile personalized learning system to promote teachers’ 
TPACK. The results indicated that the learning system significantly improved participants’ TPACK 
skills in almost all aspects. At the same time, many learning technologies have been developed to 
support personalized learning, a few studies have focused on adult learners who need continued support 
in knowledge and skills for success in their career (Veenman et al. 2006). Focusing on adults’ learning, 
andragogy is defined as the strategic use for helping adults learn; it is an educational point of view that 
focuses on adult learning needs and motivation. According to Knowles et al. (2005), adult learners can 
be characterized by their high exposure to situations and experiences as follows 
• Self-concept: adult learners are self-directed, autonomous, and independent.
• Role of experience: adults tend to learn by drawing from their previous experiences.
• Readiness to learn: adults tend to be ready to learn what they believe they need to know.
• Orientation to learning: adults learn for immediate applications rather than for future uses.
• Internal motivation: adults are more internally motivated than externally motivated.
• Need to know: adults need to know the value of learning and why they need to learn.

To support adults’ learning effectively, there are some features such as individualization, 
interaction, and collaboration that should be considered in the learning environment. Kajonmanee, 
Chaipidech, Srisawasdi, & Chaipah, 2020 suggested that a learning environment that appropriate to 
their capabilities and various learning goals as well as can adapt to learners’ specific requirements on 
his/her mobile devices is a personalized learning system. 

3. Context of The Research
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3.1 The KKU Smart Learning Academy Project in Thailand 
 
In the educational context of Thailand, a project called Khon Kaen University Smart Learning 
Academy (KKU-SLA) has been launched in 2017. This large-scale project aims to improve middle 
school (13-15 years old) students’ learning achievements in science, English language, and 
mathematics, also promote digital literacy and 21st century skills, which relate to the Programme for 
International Student Assessment (PISA). The primary aim of the project is capacity building and the 
systematic embedding of TPACK in in-service science, mathematics, and English language TPD. The 
TPD in KKU-SLA focused on systematic change in TPACK of approximately 1,700 science, 
mathematics, and English language teachers in the northeastern region of Thailand by building effective 
content-specific teacher training programs and developing resources to provide rich professional 
learning and digital exemplar packages.  
 
3.2 Designing of Teacher Professional Development Program Based on Andragogy Principle 

with A Personalized Learning System for Promoting TPACK  
 
This section presented a TPD intervention model which focusing on an andragogical approach for adult 
teachers and a personalized learning system to improve positive influences on their TPACK of STEM 
education. Figure 1 illustrated the components of the andragogical TPD. To provide more details about 
the workshop, there are four main phases with the following structure:  

 
Figure 1. The TPD Training Program Base on Andragogy with supporting by A Personalized Learning 

System for promoting teachers’ TPACK in STEM Education 
 

1)  The motivation phase is the first phase, consists of three assumptions of andragogy. There 
are Internal motivation, Readiness to learn, and Self-concept. This phase introduced a self-directed 
personalized learning system called KKU Smart TPACK mobile application, which was developed by 
Kajonmanee, Chaipidech, Srisawasdi, and Chaipah (2020). This application not only revealed the 
trainees’ status of TPACK to trigger intrinsic motivation but also induced what they need to learn more. 

2) The conceptualization phase is the second phase, consists of orientation to learning 
assumption. This phase employed a role-play learning by assigning the trainees as a student to provide 
them a point of view of learning in a technology enrichment lesson, as a learning how-to-learn session. 

3)  The consolidation phase is the third phase, consists of the role of experience assumption. In 
this phase, the teacher trainees are encouraged to design a lesson by applying digital learning tools from 
the conceptualization phase to their context, as a learning how-to-teach session. 

4) The recommendation phase is the fourth phase, consists of need to know and self-concept 
assumptions. In this phase, the KKU Smart TPACK is used again to assess the trainees’ TPACK for 
revealing their progression after participated in the previous three phases. To address the andragogy 
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assumptions in this phase, the TPACK results would be used for discussion and recommendations for 
classroom implementation. 
 
 
4. The Implementations of The Andragogical TPD Program for Promoting Science 

Teachers’ TPACK 
 
4.1 Study I: An Initial Effectiveness of The Andragogical TPD program for Adult Teachers  
 
To promote 153 in-service teachers’ TPACK in STEM education who was teaching in secondary 
schools located in northeastern Thailand, the andragogical TPD model is employed for four 2-day 
intensive training workshops from August 2018 to June 2019 as showed in Figure 2. This study was 
conducted in the context of a series of TPD intervention training sessions following the training model 
illustrated in Figure 1. In addition, they were recognized as novice digital-experienced teachers at the 
beginning of the workshops. Moreover, it is framed with a quantitative research paradigm that used a 
pre-experimental research method to examine the effect of the TPD intervention programs.   
Pre‐intervention and post‐intervention regarding TPACK in STEM situation-related photosynthesis, 
friction, light and vision, and composite materials measurements were used to assess the effect via 
the KKU Smart TPACK application. For all four TPD interventions, the questionnaire reliability for 
TPD #1, #2, #3, and #4 were 0.75, 0.71,0.74, and 0.71, respectively. 

 
Figure 2. The four TPD intervention workshops for promoting teachers’ digital technologies usage in 

secondary level science classroom. 
 

The preliminary assumptions were checked for testing statistical hypothesis, no violations were 
found. A paired t-test was conducted to illustrate the effect of each intervention on the total TPACK 
STEM pre-test and post-test scores. The results showed that there was a statistically significant increase 
in their total TPACK STEM scores from pre- to post-intervention for each TPD program. In conclusion, 
the in-service teachers’ TPACK in STEM education significantly improved after participating in the 
andragogical TPD intervention programs as measured by the increase in total TPACK scoring 
(Chaipidech et al., In press).  
 
4.2 Study II: An Improvement of The Andragogical TPD program for Adult Teachers  
 
With the intention to investigate the effectiveness of the andragogical TPD training program, a two-day 
intensive training workshop was carried out to enhancing science teachers’ TPACK in STEM 
education. 161 teachers from 92 secondary school located in northeastern Thailand were voluntarily 
involved in February 2019. They were trained to teaching a particular science lesson of state of matters 
and heat transfer, related to 7th grade national science curriculum standard. To improve their TPACK in 
STEM education, the author rearranged the fourth phase (recommendation phase) by move the 
discussion session after the participants interacted with a personalized learning system. In other words, 
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the authors could use the teacher trainees’ TPACK results from the learning system for discussion and 
recommendation regarding their context implementation. To examine the effectiveness of the TPD 
program, a measuring instrument was embedded in a KKU Smart TPACK application for pre-and 
post-intervention. The instrument was related to TPACK in STEM situation-related heat transfer 
learning concept. Its reliability was 0.75 which mean this tool is reliable. Figure 3 displayed the digital 
technology focused on the training workshop.  
 

  
Figure 3. The digital technologies used in the TPD program: A computer simulation from PhET (left) 

and Hands-on Micro Computer-Based Laboratory (right). 
 
To investigate the difference between pre- and post-intervention means as well as the test scores were 
not violating the assumption of normal distribution based-on the Shapiro-Wilk tests, the paired t-test 
statistical analysis was conducted. The results revealed that there was a statistically significant increase 
in their total TPACK STEM scores from pre- to post-intervention in large size for the teacher 
professional development programs. Moreover, there were also statistically significant increases in 
their subscales in small effect size (i.e., technological content knowledge (TCK), pedagogical content 
knowledge (PCK), and technological pedagogical and content knowledge (TPACK)), in moderate 
effect size (i.e., content knowledge (CK), pedagogical knowledge (PK), and technological content 
knowledge (TCK)), and in large effect size (i.e., technological knowledge (TK). To sum up, for 
developing an effective TPD intervention program for adult teachers based on the andragogy theory 
with the integration of personalized learning system is an important issue to improving adult teachers’ 
professional knowledge, called TPACK.  
 
4.3 Study III: An Online Andragogical TPD program for Adult Teachers  
 
The previous two studies revealed the effectiveness of the TPD program with a personalized learning 
system for promoting science teachers’ TPACK in STEM education. For this study, due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic which limits face-to-face professional development, a 1-day online training via 
zoom application was selected instead at the end of December 2020. This study included 61 in-service 
science teachers, who have prior experience in the KKU-SLA project. They were recognized as the 
expert digital-experienced teachers because they attended the previous two studies workshop before. To 
implement the TPD program for a new context, the andragogical TPD program was redesigned. 
According to Bereiter (2014) and Janssen et al. (2015), they suggested that a professional development 
approach that provided practical guidance with conceptual knowledge in real-life teaching challenge 
could support teachers to design innovative lesson to their teaching in a specific context.  
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Figure 4. The revised andragogical TPD model for an online professional development session. 

 
 Thus, the authors customized the TPD program by combined the conceptualization phase and 
consolidation phase into a phase called dual-situated conceptualization phase as showed in Figure 4. 
The trainees will be demonstrated a chemical experiment related to a harmful chemical reaction 
learning concept via Zoom, observe and record data as students. In the meantime, they were facilitated 
and mentioned the teaching practice of the STEM lesson by the researchers to apply into their teaching 
context. Based on the assumption of normal distribution and the test scores was not violated, the 
Wilcoxon sign rank test was conducted to compare the in-service science teachers’ TPACK STEM pre- 
and post-intervention scores for the online session. A significance level of alpha which is used for 
testing the hypothesis is 0.05. The results illustrated that two subscales’ scores, which consisted of TK, 
TCK, and Total TPACK-STEM score, displayed significant differences over time (Chaipidech, 
Kajonmanee, Chaipah, & Srisawasdi, In press). This means after the in-service science teachers’ 
Technological Knowledge (TK), Technological Content Knowledge (TCK), and total score of TPACK  
in STEM situation-related harmful chemical reaction learning concept were significant improve after 
participated the online intervention program.  
 
 
5. The Implementations of Andragogical TPD Program for Adult Science Teachers 
(From Onsite to Online, From Novice to Expert Digital-experienced Teacher) 
 
With the intention of investigate the effectiveness of andragogical teacher professional development 
program equipped with a personalized learning system, the authors conducted the intensive training 
workshops for three studies. For study I, the authors explored the effect of long-term training courses in 
KKU-SLA project on science teachers’ TPACK in STEM education. The findings of this study 
revealed that the four 2-day face-to-face training mode for TPACK-focused science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education to in-service secondary STEM teachers could 
improve their cognitive outcome on how to teach STEM situation-related photosynthesis, friction, light 
and vision, and composite materials. For study II, the authors investigated the effects of a revised 
andragogical design of TPD with embedded personalized learning system on technological pedagogical 
and content knowledge (TPACK) of in-service teachers in the face-to-face training mode. This revision 
occurred in the recommendation phase by emphasis two adults’ learning principle (i.e., Need to know 
and self-concept). Results indicated that the in-service teachers significantly improved their TPACK in 
STEM education. For study III, the authors conducted a 1-day training workshop in the context of 
online teacher professional development due to the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. 
The participants in this study included expert teachers with digital experience who attended the 
face-to-face TPD program in the previous two studies. The results of this study revealed that the total 
TPACK-STEM scores of science teachers, as well as their technological knowledge (TK) and 
technological content knowledge (TCK) had been improved significantly. In conclusion, these three 
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studies revealed the trail of promoting science teachers’ professional development regarding 
technological pedagogical and content knowledge in STEM education based on andragogy principles 
harmonized with a personalized learning system. In addition, those studies illustrated the alternative 
way to organize the training workshop for the science teachers who are recognized as novice and expert 
digital-experienced teacher as show in figure 5. The findings from this research directly contribute to 
the growing body of research on PD for adult teachers who are novice and expert digital experienced 
instructor in various fields. 

 
Figure 5. The implementations of the andragogical TPD workshop in this research. 

 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
This research revealed the effectiveness of an andragogical TPD program with a personalized learning 
system through three series of the study which targeted at science teachers in different contexts in terms 
of digital learning experiences. The results from those studies indicated that the TPD intervention 
impacted on improving adult teachers’ professional development in particular STEM learning concepts 
with integration of digital technologies. These findings could be an alternative way in professional 
development for face-to-face and online workshop organizations to promote individual adult teacher’s 
technological pedagogical and content knowledge for science teaching and learning. 
 
 
7. Limitations of This Research  
 
This research is only focused on a quantitative research method to inquire about the effectiveness of the 
intervention programs. To better capture the effect of andragogical TPD model on teachers’ TPACK, 
the quantitative and qualitative research methods should be utilized to examine to understand the 
transformation of professional knowledge related TPACK. According to this limitation, there are 
remaining for further investigations in this field. 
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Abstract: The study proposed an inquiry-based integrated STEM activity to guide students in 
game design and investigated its impact on student’s perceptions of learning science and 
computer programming. The participants were 49 university students who participated in Web 
game design programming course. The results showed that the activity reduced students’ 
conception of test-to-learn, and enhanced their surface and deep learning motivation and deep 
strategy in learning science. Moreover, students perceived a higher computer programming 
self-efficacy in terms of logical thinking, algorithm, debug, and cooperation. The findings of the 
study provide practical suggestions for the guildance of game design. 

Keywords: Integrated STEM, inquiry-based learning, learning science, computer 
programming 

1. Introduction

Recently, STEM education has been extensively implemented in educational contexts to foster various 
competencies such as 21st century competence, problem-solving literacy, and computer programming 
(Chen et al., 2019). STEM education, where students are required to use two or more than disciplines 
to create solutions or productions, allows students to organize and apply STEM knowledge and develop 
STEM skills by experience the design process. Many studies have proposed various STEM activities, 
such as robot design and making game (Newton, Leonard, Buss, Wright & Barnes-Johnson, 2020). 
Such a learning process contributes to the integration of disciplines knowledge and the development of 
technology and engineering competencies. 

Although literature on game design presents the benefit on teaching and learning, it is hard for 
students to effectively apply STEM disciplines to make a game. It requires not only programming 
competence, but also physics, mathematics, and engineering competencies. Previous studies pointed 
out that students have difficulties in connecting concepts across disciplines and effectively integrating 
disciplines knowledge in STEM activity (Kelley & Knowles, 2016). Therefore, some students 
frequently failed in creation of artifacts and disinterested in science and mathematics (Thomas & 
Watters, 2015). Hence, it is necessary to provide instructional support for students in applying science 
and mathematics in technology and engineering. 

5E model proposed by Bybee (1997) may be a potential approach to solving aforementioned 
problems since it helps students refine their initial concepts and establish connection between 
disciplines and reality by practical experience. The 5E model consists of engagement, exploration, 
explanation, elaboration and evaluation phases. Previous studies have showed the benefit of the 5E 
model on learning motivation and performance (Chen et al., 2019) because the model strengthened 
students’ understanding and application of concepts to solve complex problems (Fadzli et al., 2020). 
Hence, this study designed an inquiry-based integrated STEM activity to guide students in game design 
and investigated its impact on student’s perceptions of learning science and computer programming. 
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2. Method 
 
2.1 Participants 
 
A one-group pretest-posttest design was conducted in the study to investigate the effect of the 
inquiry-based integrated STEM activity on learning game design. The participants of this study were 49 
university students who aged from 19 to 21 years old. The participants consisted of 25 females and 24 
males. Before the class, they had learned basic Web programming concept last semester. However, they 
had no experience of designing game that required to integrate science, technology, mathematics, and 
programming. The participants were divided into 12 groups of four to five to participate in the 
inquiry-based integrated STEM activity and finally collaboratively designed a game.  
 
2.2 Procedure 
 
The pre- and post- questionnaires including conception of and approaches to learning science, and 
computer programming self-efficacy were implemented for 30 minutes before and after inquiry-based 
integrated STEM activity. The activity was implemented two sessions (150 mins) per week in six 
weeks, which guided students how STEM knowledge was applied to develop a game. In the 1st session, 
a designed action game was demonstrated and introduced basic concept and roles of each discipline. In 
the 2nd session, the activity provided students with the five inquiry phases based on 5E inquiry model 
(Bybee, 1997) to guide them in exploring the relationships among STEM disciplines. Moreover, 
students were required to apply knowledge and competencies they learned to complete the assigned 
task. Finally, whole-class discussion was conducted to reflect learning process and gave them feedback. 
Such an inquiry model was repeatedly implemented in different topics such as horizontal, vertical, and 
projectile motion. After the activity, each group needed to jointly design a game that required to 
integrate STEM disciplines and shared their game with whole class. 
 
2.3 Data Collection and Analysis 
 
The conceptions of learning science (COLS) and approaches to learning science (ALS) questionnaires 
developed by Lee, Johanson, and Tsai (2008) were applied to investigate students’ perceptions of 
learning science before and after the activity. In addition, the computer programming self-efficacy scale 
(CPSES) (Tsai, Wang, & Hsu, 2018) was used to measure their perceptions of computer programming 
learning.  The overall Cronbach alpha values of the questionnaires are .92, .84, and .95, respectively, 
indicating that the questionnaires were adequately reliable. The feedback of the questionnaires was 
analyzed by a paired t-test to understand the effect of the activity on learning game design. 
 
 
3. Results 
 
Table 1 shows the results of student’s pre- and post- COLS questionnaire. The students perceived a 
significantly lower level of test-to-learn concept after the activity than they did before the activity (t= 
2.73, p<0.01). However, no significant difference was found in the others dimensions. The results 
indicated that the activity may improve students’ learning science for testing. Table 1 displays that 
students held a significantly higher level of deep (t=-4.01, p<.00) and surface motivation (t=-3.06, 
p<.01), and applied deeper strategy (t=-4.36, p<.00) after the activity than they did before the activity. 
The results suggested that the activity may contribute to not only the enhancement of students’ deep 
motivation strategy but also their surface motivation. 
 
Table 1. The Result of Students’ COLS And ALS Before and After the Inquiry-Based Integrated STEM 
Activity 
Questionnaires Dimensions Pre Post t p 

Mean SD Mean SD 
COLS Memorizing 3.56 .72 3.43 .68 1.26 .21 
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Testing 3.47 .97 3.15 .89 2.73** .00 
Calculating 3.62 .80 3.52 .60 .97 .33 
Increasing 3.80 .63 3.71 .76 .82 .42 
Applying 3.53 .94 3.56 .81 -.23 .82 
understanding 3.72 .89 3.64 .76 .71 .48 
Seeing 3.77 .89 3.71 .78 .40 .69 

ALS 

Deep Motivation 2.56 .72 2.95 .72 -4.01*** .00 
Deep Strategy 2.88 .77 3.32 .77 -4.36*** .00 
Surface Motivation 3.33 .81 3.65 .69 -3.06** .00 
Surface Strategy 3.33 .83 3.21 .82 1.09 .28 

*p<.05, ** p <.01, *** p <.001 
 
Table 2 reveals that significant differences were found in the dimensions of logical thinking (t=-3.16, 
p<.01), algorithm (t=-2.66, p<.05), debug (t=-3.6., p<.001), and cooperation (t=-3.29, p<.01) except for 
the dimension of control (t=-.81, p>.05). The results indicated that the students perceived their 
computer programming skills   activity may be a potential approach to increasing students’ computer 
programming skills. 
 
Table 2. The Result of Students’ CPSES Before and After the Inquiry-Based Integrated STEM Activity 
 Pre Post t p 

Mean SD Mean SD 
Logical thinking 4.30 1.15 4.80 1.09 -3.16** .00 
Algorithm 3.36 1.18 3.84 1.30 -2.66* .01 
Debug 3.73 1.18 4.35 1.12 -3.60*** .00 
Control 4.82 1.10 4.95 .98 -.81 .42 
Cooperation 4.17 1.03 4.64 .94 -3.29** .00 
*p<.05, ** p <.01, *** p <.001 
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
The study proposed an inquiry-based integrated STEM activity for facilitating students in game design. 
The results showed that students held a lower level of using test-to-learn concept when participating in 
the activity. In the other hands, students perceived higher level of deep motivation and strategy, as well 
as surface motivation. The results suggested that integrated STEM activity with inquiry learning may be 
an effective approach to enhancing student’s learning strategy and motivation, and increasing computer 
programming skills. However, it is noted that the improvement of conceptions of learning science was 
not found. It may be due to the fact that they had learned the science concepts involved in the activity. 
Further study should be conducted with quasi-experimental design to verify the findings of the study. 
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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic brought about physical school closures and quick 
transitions online, with universities making decisions for this new mode of instruction. Such 
decisions, however, were open to discussion and debates, particularly as students and instructors 
held varying concerns, experiences, and expectations for remote learning. We investigate what 
these debates are using a cyberethnography of a Facebook group for students and faculty, and 
an anonymous Freedom Wall page for students in the same university. The concerns centered 
on workload that balanced academic rigor and practical exigencies; learning modalities that 
balanced accountability and flexibility; and assessments that balanced academic integrity and 
viable accommodations. Taken altogether, these suggest that faculty and students’ concerns are 
not merely about discrete curricular choices but are, at their root, about balancing pedagogical 
excellence and practical adaptability. We thus suggest that universities couch their policies not 
through discrete options but through the balancing of values. 

Keywords: COVID-19, pedagogy, higher education, cyberethnography, remote learning 

1. Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic brought about significant changes in higher education systems worldwide. 
Physical school closure and the abrupt transition to “remote learning” have challenged universities in 
terms of its planning, implementation, and assessment (Toquero, 2020). As the online setup became a 
primary means of remote learning in higher education, it led to new modes of instruction, assessment, 
and communication (Aristovnik et al., 2020). Existing bodies of research suggest that this transition 
afforded advantages, such as positive changes in habits and mindsets regarding personal health and 
safety (Aristovnik et al. 2020) as well as disadvantages, such as ineffective technologies and lack of 
access for disadvantaged students (Adnan & Anwar, 2020). Given these mixed results, researchers are 
studying how COVID-19 was consequential for educational institutions and student learning (Bao, 
2020; Sintema, 2020; Yan, 2020). More importantly, practical recommendations are needed for higher 
education institutions on how to support students and instructors as the pandemic, as of writing, still 
continues and progresses.  

Throughout the course of the pandemic, several studies have investigated this drastic change in 
education delivery and reception (Ali, 2020; Barbour et al., 2020; Morgan, 2020). Researchers 
highlighted the promise of online learning and the importance of its contextualization (Adnan & Anwar, 
2020; Karalis and Raikou, 2020; Mouchantaf, 2020). Although online learning has been present for 
some time before the pandemic, it was often seen as supplementary to onsite learning or a secondary 
source of knowledge and skills through online courses. With physical restrictions, however, online 
learning has become the primary mode of delivery in many higher education institutions, and many 
organizations and researchers have studied the transition through surveys and interviews (Agormedah 
et al., 2020; Devkota, 2021; Didenko et al., 2021; Mukhtar et al., 2020). To supplement these studies, 
we explore how students and instructors talk about their transition to online learning through a 
cyberethnography using social media posts and interactions. While studies have looked into social 
media as a site of learning (Akcaoglu & Lee, 2018; Deng & Tavares, 2013; Phirangee & Malec, 2017; 
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Whittaker et al., 2014), less is known about how social media becomes a site for debates and discussions 
regarding learning.  
  In this research, we looked at the experiences of a private university in the Philippines, and the 
emerging discussions and debates on implementing online learning. Through a cyberethnography of 
two sites frequented by university students and faculty, we found that they were concerned about (1) 
workload that balanced academic rigor and practical exigencies, (2) learning modalities that balanced 
accountability and flexibility, and (3) assessments that balanced value-adding characteristics and viable 
accommodations. In a way, we argue that these debates are not so much about whether to use this or 
that option, but about how the institution balances competing values of pedagogical excellence and 
practical adaptability. Thus, university decisions should not only rely on what is most efficient or what 
the majority prefer, but should be attentive to the balancing of the pedagogical and practical concerns 
of both students and faculty. 
 
 
2. Literature Review 
 
2.1 COVID-19 and Higher Education’s Transition 
 
The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted various sectors of societies across the globe with education 
being no exception. In the beginning of the pandemic, many educational institutions struggled to adapt 
to this disruption of face-to-face learning. However, universities quickly transitioned to remote and 
online learning with the goal of continuing students’ education during the pandemic. 
  This transition, as explained by Barbour et al. (2020), can be conceptualized in four stages. 
Phase 1 represented the rapid transition to remote teaching where educators employed an "all-hands-
on-deck" approach to recreating educational presence in online classes. This came in the form of 
utilizing synchronous videos or holding lectures through videoconferencing platforms such as Zoom. 
The second phase involved universities addressing issues of equitable access, academic integrity, and 
course design, while the third phase included schools’ preparation to initiate a full term of online 
delivery and student support. Finally, Phase 4 is the present stage where schools need to further fine-
tune technology, support, and other resources available to students as they continue on with their 
education. Such investments made during the transition can potentially be utilized after the pandemic 
as students and instructors become increasingly comfortable using these resources. 
  The four phases of educational response to COVID-19 highlight the movement from remote 
learning to a more integrated online learning. Emergency remote learning served to fulfill the goal of 
education continuity during the pandemic as an attempt by universities not “to re-create a robust 
educational ecosystem but rather to provide temporary access to instruction and instructional supports 
in a manner that is quick to set up and is reliably available during an emergency or crisis” (Barbour et 
al., 2020, p. 6). Meanwhile, online learning has since become the primary form of remote learning 
employed by higher education institutions for experiences rooted “in synchronous or asynchronous 
environments using different devices (e.g., mobile phones, laptops, etc.) with internet access” (Dhawan, 
2020, p. 7). In contrast to remote learning, online learning is recognized to be more structured because 
it is characterized by its careful design, planning, and application of organized models for the intention 
of designing and developing instruction (Adedoyin & Soykan, 2020).  In this present study, our 
emphasis will be on this transition from emergency remote learning to a more integrated and 
pedagogically responsive online learning. 
 
2.2 Opportunities and Challenges 
 
The abrupt transition of higher education from face-to-face classes to remote learning has introduced 
various opportunities, challenges, and limitations for both instructors and students. 
  On the one hand, new opportunities included socio-economic interventions towards accessible 
online learning platforms, research innovations that helped fast-track advancements in the digitization 
of educational systems, and technological developments that focused academic attention towards the 
fight against COVID-19 (Adedoyin & Soykan, 2020). Karalis and Raikou (2020) found that during the 
beginning of online classes, students felt positive emotions for the promises of a new learning 
experience. These positive findings included increases in online education participation, development 
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of new skills through online teaching, and greater collaboration between students. Zembylas et al. 
(2008) have substantiated this finding by suggesting the students’ eagerness for the flexibility of a 
distance learning setup and the satisfaction that comes with the fulfillment of course requirements 
improving students’ morale. Designing for students with disabilities have also prospered and have led 
to the development of inclusive models for courseware design as well as evaluations that feature 
changes that accommodate different learners (Pearson & Koppi, 2016). The transition has also opened 
discussions exploring distance and online learning methods in general, which has helped government 
and academic institutions strategize their transition to online learning. A study by Ferri et al. (2020) 
explored the lessons learned from the COVID-19 pandemic through discussion forums and case studies, 
and were able to identify proposals responding to the open challenges posed by online learning. 
  On the other hand, significant challenges were also documented such as greater technological 
inequities and difficulties. A study investigating distance learning in higher education institutions 
discovered factors that affected its effectiveness: technical complications, concerns about academic 
transparency and integrity, and the lack of instructor training and/or institutional support (Mouchantaf, 
2020). Meanwhile, another study found that students faced limitations such as lack of access to internet 
facilities, lack of proper interaction or contact with students and instructors, and ineffective technologies 
(Adnan & Anwar, 2020). Such challenges can be summarized and are related to communication, 
cooperation, and restriction of social contact in the academic context as significant challenges 
experienced by higher education students (Karalis & Raikou, 2020). While remote learning has 
introduced several novel educational experiences, barriers continue to affect students’ learning 
experience that prevent their optimal participation, instruction, and engagement. 
  To address these, universities instituted different policies and made various decisions that were 
supposed to address the continuity of education and flexibility to individuals’ contexts. Specific 
solutions, such as providing affordable devices; maximizing alternative modalities such as television, 
radio, and online courses; creating systematic training initiatives for teachers and learners in adjusting 
to new learning management systems (LMS); and using a blended or hybrid approach to reinforce a 
sense of community have been suggested (Ferri et al, 2020) and implemented in different institutions 
as a response to the pandemic (Telles-Langdon, 2020; Ghazi-Saidi et al., 2020). 
 
2.3 Social Media Groups 
 
Alongside migrating to online learning means, various members of the education sector have also 
utilized social media in simulating and continuing common social interactions beyond the classroom. 
This coming together in online platforms led to the creation of online learning communities. Such 
communities have been found to not only enable students and educators to fulfill learning goals online 
(Yang et al., 2007, as cited in Chen et al., 2009), but also foster peer support virtually by providing 
practical and emotional help (Bruckman, 2006, as cited in Deng & Tavares, 2013). Although LMS’s 
provide spaces for discussion online, both students and educators have preferred social media platforms, 
particularly Facebook, in interacting with each other and sharing knowledge. Facebook as a dominant 
social media platform for learning communities can be tied to its prevalence worldwide.  
  The same phenomenon has also been observed in learning communities from other parts of the 
globe. In the case of students’ usage of Moodle versus Facebook for school-related interactions, Deng 
and Tavares (2013) observed that students were more motivated to convene in Facebook groups due to 
the wider array of discussions it enables, from casual chatter to serious academic concerns. Students 
perceived Moodle as a more formal academic platform, whereas they believed Facebook’s interface 
gives way to more organic and spontaneous engagement. Meanwhile, teachers of English as Foreign 
Language (EFL) in Vietnam saw Facebook groups as a platform for extending their professional 
development beyond the (virtual) confines of their institution (Mai et al., 2020). In private Facebook 
groups for EFL teachers, they did not only acquire references for research and opportunities to join 
seminars, but they were also able to build community with other members by sharing experiences and 
advice (Mai et al., 2020). The perceived collaborative and semi-formal approach for imparting 
knowledge and support is also shown in Muls et al.’s (2019) study on a Facebook group used by Flemish 
secondary school teachers. 
  Beyond its stark difference from the common interface and communication approach of LMS’s, 
Facebook motivates both students and educators to engage in these learning communities by enabling 
social network ties and social presence (Chen et al., 2009). Seeking and providing social support are 
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connected with users’ existing habits of using Facebook and their perceived social presence in the 
platform (Deng & Tavares, 2013). Social presence of members in an online group encourages a stronger 
sense of community, which then fosters shared meaning and understanding amidst a distant and 
isolating online learning environment (Akcaoglu & Lee, 2018; Phirangee & Malec, 2017). For these 
reasons, researchers can view the social interactions in this cyberspace as “more natural” than those in 
LMS’s or those obtained through surveys or interviews. 
  Apart from these online learning communities interacting through Facebook groups, which 
usually take up a “formal” approach in communication, another affordance of Facebook is the 
emergence of spaces for anonymous posting. Often created and moderated by students themselves, these 
Facebook pages allow students to air out grievances and opinions (Buenaseda et al., 2021), which often 
include their learning experiences. In the Philippines, the rise of similar platforms, more commonly 
known as “freedom walls,” has been observed in recent years (Buenaseda et al., 2021; Pantaleon, 2019). 
In general, several studies have investigated student interactions and engagement when they were 
anonymous to each other (Freeman & Bamford, 2004; Roberts & Rajah-Kanagasabai, 2013); however, 
these were often limited in the formal academic setting online. Thus, in addition to studying online 
Facebook groups, online spaces that grant anonymity may also be a potent place for social 
understanding. 
 
 
3. Methods 
 
The transition to a remote style of learning amidst the COVID-19 pandemic has opened online spaces 
for debates and discussions among individuals from a private university in the Philippines, herein called 
Marian University. Two such online spaces have been identified by the researchers: Marian University 
Online Learning Community (MUOLC) Facebook group and Marian University Freedom Wall 
(MUFW) Facebook page. The MUOLC group had more than 6,000 members, including students, 
faculty, administrators, professionals, and other personnel of Marian University who shared feedback 
and ideas to further improve each other’s online learning experience. Meanwhile, the unsanctioned 
MUFW Facebook page has over 3,000 followers where people, presumably from the said university, 
can post anonymously about anything: from experiences and inquiries, to rants and complaints. To 
better understand the online community and analyze the debates and interactions that took place in such 
online spaces, we argued that a cyberethnography was the most appropriate research method. 
  Cyberethnography, also known as online or virtual ethnography, involves immersing in virtual 
cultures and observing interactions on websites and virtual communities. It enables researchers to 
explore how digital technologies support the needs, abilities, aspirations, and circumstances of learners 
and learning communities (Keeley-Browne, 2011). In this study, the researchers observed the 
interactions of both MUOLC and MUFW to gain insights from people of different sectors and 
backgrounds regarding the different topics discussed. The researchers took on the role of observers 
detached from the participants, allowing for an unbiased snapshot of typical discussions and practices 
(Jenkins et al., 2021). 
 
3.1 Data Representation and Post Selection Criteria 
 
The researchers decided to analyze first the MUOLC Facebook group since it was the site for various 
formal discussions between faculty and students. Posts, alongside their comments and number of 
reactions, from July 2020 to June 2021 were analyzed to determine what debates were prevalent and 
persistent. The identified MUOLC debates were then compared to their counterparts found in MUFW, 
which we searched using related keywords. Juxtaposing similar MUFW and MUOLC debates enabled 
comparisons in terms of the nature and content of these arguments. 
 
3.2 Limitations 
 
Given the nature of an online space, limitations were also considered by the researchers. First is the 
ethical issue of using participants’ posts and comments in both online spaces. Since the MUOLC is a 
closed Facebook group, its posts and comments were not intended for research, which raises the issue 
of individual privacy and consent. This may also apply to MUFW despite being a public Facebook 
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group page, given that members might regard the page as a private space. In order to resolve the ethical 
issues, the present research does not name the Facebook group and the Freedom Wall nor are people’s 
names or verbatim quotes used. Changing the names demonstrates respect of privacy given “the social 
reality of cyberspace” (Rutter and Smith, 2008; Paccagnella, 1997). Efforts have also been made to 
completely deidentify the data through paraphrasing and only providing an analysis of these online 
interactions (Dey, 2019). In addition, none of the information negatively implicated any individual or 
organization since the focus was on pedagogical and practical debates. 
  A second limitation is the methodological issue of biased answers with participants who are 
actually involved in such online spaces and with posts that gain greater traction (Mathy et al., 2003). It 
is important to clarify that the current study takes an exploratory approach, with the objective of 
understanding the online community and its members from different sectors and backgrounds, and 
analyzing the events and the interaction that took place within the online community. The study does 
not intend to conclude generalizations and representation of the opinions of the university. 
  The third limitation is that most of the analysis was dependent on interpretation of the textual 
or visual data rather than the physical behavior of people. According to Dey (2019), the researcher’s 
analysis and understanding of the data may differ from the audience’s perception of it and more 
importantly the producer’s intent. However, by placing the data within the sociocultural context and 
using critical theoretical lenses (Dey, 2019), we provide reasonable grounds for our arguments’ salience 
and rationality. 
 
 
4. Findings 
 
To understand what concerns faculty and students have during the transition to remote learning, we 
looked into posts and replies regarding decisions made for this new modality of learning. From the 
university’s informal Facebook group and its anonymous Freedom Wall page, we found that three key 
topics were heavily discussed. First was about the workload and time allocation for the courses, in 
particular the school’s decision to move from a semestral to a quarterly system. Second was regarding 
the most effective ways of delivering content through synchronous or asynchronous activities. Third 
was about how assessments have to be set up during this transition to online learning in order to ensure 
both flexibility and academic honesty. 
 
4.1 Workload and Term Length: Semestral vs. quarterly 
 
During the COVID-19 outbreak in the Philippines mid-semester in March 2020, Marian University 
transitioned to remote learning, moving classes online through the platforms teachers preferred and 
ending the semester in late May. The university announced the move to a quarterly system for most 
courses during the summer of 2020 just before the 2020-2021 academic year. Some courses like science 
laboratory and thesis-writing courses followed the semestral system. With this transition to remote 
learning and to a quarterly calendar of around nine weeks, both students and instructors had to prepare 
for changes. During this transition as well, different offices were evaluating how their constituents 
responded to the new quarterly set up: The student government created a survey; the university 
administration sent out its own survey; deans created town hall meetings with faculty; and different 
people discussed their sentiments on social media. 
  In this section, we document what was happening in the social media space as students and 
faculty discussed their reasons for choosing one over the other. On the one hand, the preference for the 
quarterly system stemmed from students’ focus on the subjects and their concerns about the unwieldy 
course load. On the other hand, the preference for the semestral system stemmed from students wanting 
flexibility in terms of time, and instructors wanting more time to grade coursework and create a sense 
of community in their classes. 
  In the Marian University Online Learning Community (MUOLC), students who preferred the 
quarterly setup primarily viewed the reduction of subjects as an advantage. They found that managing 
fewer subjects in a shorter amount of time allowed them to focus on their workload, which in turn 
lessened their anxiety in juggling different courses and commitments. However, these students preferred 
this relative to the semestral setup, which most assumed would have a higher amount of workload. 
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Additional arguments were made where students felt that a shorter academic period made rigorous 
efforts in doing academic requirements paid off faster. 
  Similar adjustments were also made and documented by faculty members who talked about 
how they reduced the workload, given the differences in students’ ability to work on the online materials, 
and the many other issues of internet connectivity, health concerns, and natural calamities. Many of the 
faculty, however, feared that such a shortened term coupled with reduced workload could lead to a 
decline in academic rigor and the inability of students to gain the necessary skills for their professional 
careers and licensure exams. Thus, not a few students and instructors also advocated a shift to the 
semestral system.  
  The main argument for the shift to the semestral system is in terms of the flexibility it affords 
for time management and pacing. In the back-and-forth discussions on posts and threads in the MUOLC, 
faculty and students emphasized how the semestral system will provide them more time to give (or be 
given) feedback and catch up on classes after a sickness or typhoon. They argue that the semestral setup 
is also better suited for courses in which students will need to avail of certain services such a borrowing 
of books from the library and availing of a portable learning packet for those with internet connectivity 
issues. Students also stated that certain assessments like essays and class projects were more time 
consuming than others. Additionally, students found that course content adapted to the semestral set up 
have a fuller impact in comparison to summarized course content adapted to the quarterly set up, 
allowing students to feel academically challenged. Finally, the discussions mentioned that this semestral 
setup was more inclusive to those who did not follow the regular program of study since conflicts may 
arise when enlisting for different courses and programs.  

Many of these reasons discussed in the MUOLC were also present in the discussions on the 
Freedom Wall. Given that the MUFW was more frequently used for anonymous posts and complaints, 
the debates looked into the disadvantages of both sides. One original post was about a “conversation” 
between the quarterly and semestral systems, and how quarterly term advocates shared that they had so 
little time to study their subjects while semestral term advocates shared that they had too many subjects 
to study at the same time. With regards to the semestral setup, concerns about instructors assigning 
more workload due to a longer academic period were raised, inciting feelings of stress and anxiety 
among students regarding workload management. 
  While there was no clear “right” decision, Marian University opted to shift to the semestral 
system for the 2021-2022 academic year, which as of writing, will still happen online. Taking a step 
back, we found that advocates and critics of the quarterly setup were using the language of practicality. 
Ultimately, what they wanted was a setup that addressed their concerns about time constraints and 
curricular stresses. On the one hand, students and faculty wanted to have flexibility in terms of time as 
many unforeseen calamities and diseases may arise in a shortened quarterly setup. Yet they also hoped 
to have a setup that did not overwhelm them or lead to more stress. Thus, we argue that we should couch 
this debate not as between quarterly and semestral setups but between balancing academic rigor and 
practical flexibility. 
 
4.2 Modality: Synchronous and asynchronous 
 
In MUOLC, students and faculty spoke about their reasons for preferring a certain instructional 
modality, and more critically, when synchronous or asynchronous instruction is more effective. In this 
discussion, synchronous is defined as students attending class with the instructor lecturing or facilitating 
discussion over a video conferencing platform. Asynchronous is defined as students watching recorded 
lectures or going through course materials independently at their own time. Rather than a dichotomy, 
discussions in the Facebook group were more of a spectrum regarding which mode of delivery would 
be more appropriate. On the one hand, some students preferred synchronous modules since it fostered 
a sense of community, provided a chance for quick feedback, and created a sense of accountability. On 
the other hand, some students preferred the asynchronous setup because of the increased flexibility and 
efficiency it provided. 
  Discussions regarding synchronous learning emphasized how being in the same Zoom room as 
their classmates lets students ask questions when they arise. The usual format has often been one where 
the teacher lectures while sharing the computer screen, and students watch and take notes. Some 
students, however, just wait for the recorded lecture, but those who are in the synchronous session have 
the opportunity to ask questions. Students said this was helpful for them to check in and consult with 
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their teachers while class is going on. Students also said that particular subjects lent themselves more 
readily to this synchronous format, such as those that are highly technical where one needs to clarify 
things in class (e.g., math, physics, chemistry), those that need a lot of engagement and discussion (e.g., 
philosophy, theology, history), and those that require oral understanding and practice (e.g., foreign 
language courses).  

While some students prefer to attend these online sessions because they feel that they are held 
more accountable to their learning, a number of professors lamented the fact that very few--if any--
students had their cameras turned on. This made communication difficult since there were no visual 
cues to see if students were understanding the content being taught. Thus, the idea of building a 
community depends on whether the class is engaged enough to build that community. 

Given this inability to fulfill this community-building goal, many students opt to simply watch 
recorded lectures--whether those the instructors record on their own or the recording of Zoom sessions 
made available online. In a poll in MUOLC, students cited that asynchronous modality was their most 
preferred method of learning, with it garnering more than 600 votes. Many highlighted how it provided 
them with flexibility on when to “attend class” and provided them with materials they needed to know. 

In the Freedom Wall, posts related to learning modality highlighted how personal concerns like 
dealing with vaccination side effects and natural calamities prevented students from participating in 
synchronous classes. For those who went to synchronous classes, they explain not wanting to turn on 
their cameras because of the feeling of discomfort or because of poor internet connection. Many thought 
that synchronous sessions should be optional since they could easily access course content. 

Taking another step back, we found that students valued flexibility and efficiency on the one 
hand, and accountability and community on the other. Many thought that synchronous classes should 
be recorded for those unable or unwilling to attend them, providing a sense of flexibility for those who 
needed it. At the same time, this did not disprivilege those who wanted to attend the synchronous to 
build a sense of routine. The challenge then is for instructors to provide and show the added value of 
students being in the synchronous class. If students can efficiently access recorded classes anyway, 
what would motivate them to attend synchronously? 

4.3 Assessments: Synchronous tests, discussion boards, group work 

The shift to online modes of delivery also calls for rethinking the assessment of student learning. As 
observed from both MUOLC and MUFW, the recurring concerns for assessments centered on academic 
integrity, organic discussion, and efficient collaboration. In general, there were differences in how 
instructors and students view the purpose and practicality of some assessment procedures. 

While instructors think of synchronous tests as a way of preventing cheating, students said that 
these tests should only be used when it is the only appropriate option for a subject. They reasoned that 
instructors had to make structural adjustments to provide just enough time for tests given the unforeseen 
delays but not so much time for students to cheat on a test. Some mentioned that synchronous tests are 
a poor measure of preparation, diligence, and mastery of a subject, but are rather an assessment of an 
individual’s speed. Yet instructors’ fears of cheating are not unfounded since the MUFW also 
documented stories of individuals being invited by others to cheat with them.  

Another aspect that gained considerable debate is the use of asynchronous discussion boards, 
which many students thought as unsuccessful in generating the organic discourse it had originally hoped 
to foster. Moreover, instructors assigning grades on the discussion posts have led students to write mini-
essays and forced them to reply to others with bland agreements which fail to add any value to the 
online discussion. Although some said that they gained insights from their classmates’ replies, many 
more would rather have it ungraded; otherwise, if they were graded, it had to be designed purposefully 
to generate dynamic learning and questions. Such discussion boards, however, have to be juxtaposed 
with the original intent of instructors who said that these were supposedly for greater engagement with 
the material and with each other. 

Another common form of assessment that the students were generally against was group work 
that tended to be inefficient and inequitable. It was found that this form of assessment was used by 
instructors in the hopes of alleviating the weight of their students’ workload. However, students reported 
otherwise: they expressed that collaborating with people they are unfamiliar with can lead to 
inconveniences in reaching other students, and the quality of work suffering because of it. They 
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explained that this experience was exacerbated in an online setting because of the uncertainty in contact. 
MUFW was also filled with rants about how unnecessary group works were. 
  Altogether, these sentiments claim that apart from making familiar assessments flexible in the 
online setup, looking into what students regard as value-adding to their learning should also be 
considered. The disadvantages observed from the three different forms of assessment raise the question 
on how students can be discouraged from cheating in tests, blandly agreeing in discussion boards, and 
finding collaborative work burdensome. This concern highlights how students need to perceive 
relevance and practicality from their coursework, as this can generate motivation for involving 
themselves in the exchange of ideas and questions. Hence, beyond upholding academic integrity, 
instructors must also note how students can be motivated to engage in class and apply their learning in 
a relevant and practical manner, even in an online setup. Although traditional assessments should not 
be completely discarded, the types of discussions in both MUOLC and MUFW give way to the need 
for remodelling online assessments. Given these points, it is not enough to couch the debate as to 
whether this or that type of assessment is better, but as to what values are in conversation or in conflict 
with each other. 
 
 
5. Discussion and Conclusions 
 
The question on what universities should do is not so much a question of which among the options is 
the best one, but a question on what specific values need to be balanced. While most research looks into 
the discrete advantages and disadvantages of educational policies in the transition to remote learning 
(Korolkov et al., 2020; Kotrikadze & Zharkova, 2021), our present research furthers this 
conceptualization by suggesting the need to look into the deeper values coming to play. Using a 
cyberethnography of a Philippine university, we found that students and faculty were concerned about 
balancing the academic rigors of higher education with the flexibility and adaptability necessary during 
these difficult circumstances. 
  Such balancing of the pedagogical and practical happens in at least three domains. First, it 
happens in the domain of workload and time allocated. Given how the pandemic has exacted physical 
and emotional demands on students and instructors, higher education institutions are conscious about 
inducing additional stresses (Aristovnik et al., 2020; Göksu et al., 2021; Hoyt et al., 2021, Oducado et 
al., 2020). Thus, universities have looked for ways of reducing these demands. For Marian University, 
it was about transitioning to the quarterly system. However, as with any policies, these have had 
unintended consequences for students and instructors feeling greater stress from the shortened time to 
work on courses. Thus, an organizational intervention must attend to the balance between time 
flexibility and the stress in these activities. 

Second, higher education actors are concerned about the mode of delivery. Synchronous 
sessions provide a sense of normalcy and accountability, but given the many unforeseen events and 
stressors with this new normal (Fawaz et al., 2021; Tümen Akyildiz, 2020), asynchronous sessions 
provide much needed flexibility and lenience. Many universities have adapted to this by suggesting 
bichronous modalities such as the flipped classroom approach, which was found to be empowering to 
the student’s engagement and interactive learning (Rehman & Fatima, 2021). This model is an active 
learning pedagogical method that integrates a mixture of asynchronous and interactive synchronous 
learning strategies, where the former includes pre-recorded lectures on learning content, videos, quizzes, 
and uploaded module assignments, while the latter includes interactive discussions and higher-order 
learning activities like problem-solving in class. This approach was similar to Lin and Gao’s (2020) 
study of students in a Chinese university that focused on creating a community with distance learning 
formats. Heilporn et al. (2021) also proposed similar strategies to enhance student engagement of such 
blended learning (BL). These strategies were classified in three meta-categories concerning (i) the 
course structure and pace; (ii) the selection of teaching and learning activities; and (iii) the teacher’s 
role and course relationships to guide practitioners and researchers toward enhanced student 
engagement in BL environments, whether asynchronously or synchronously. 

Third, a growing concern during the pandemic is how to make online assessments valuable to 
students yet also attentive to issues of academic dishonesty, unengaging discussions, inefficient 
collaborative work, and others. Aside from the feedback gathered from MUOLC and MUFW, existing 
studies have also raised similar concerns. Some have focused on the rise of academic misconduct in the 
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online setup (Amzalag et al., 2021; Elsalem et al., 2021), which led univeresities to implement strict 
policies such as academic integrity codes, monitoring softwares, and timed exams (Paredes et al., 2021; 
Holton, 2020; Kharbat & Abu Daabes, 2021). As for discussion boards, Ringler et al. (2015) suggested 
how improving them entails encouraging student motivation, demonstrating instructors’ social presence, 
and eliciting high-level critical thinking skills. Lastly, group works have been seen as beneficial and 
efficient to students, particularly both before the pandemic, and at the onset of emergency remote 
learning (Hazari & Thompson, 2015; Nickerson & Shea, 2020). Hence, our study counters this by 
suggesting how students are burdened by this mode of assessment. Taken together, these measures, 
suggestions, and observations can come in conflict with adaptations to students’ unique circumstances. 
Thus, instead of suggesting whether one option is better than another, our research highlights the need 
to couch the debates in terms of the values considered important. Interventions then should be set up so 
that the different values are in conversation with each other rather than simply rely on the observable 
policies. For example, in balancing the accountability and flexibility of synchronous or asynchronous 
delivery, instructors may provide recorded lectures for the discussion of content, offering students 
flexibility on when to view them, but then holding them accountable by having synchronous classes 
that deepen this discussion. In addressing time constraints and curricular stress, instructors can introduce 
curriculum schedules and project plans to allow students to pace themselves accordingly and manage 
requirements incrementally. Meanwhile, in assessing student learning in the online setup, strategies 
such as crafting authentic assessments can be considered, as these can connect classroom learning to 
the practicality needed in professional fields. It has also been found that some forms of such assessment 
can prevent students from engaging in academic misconduct (Sotiriadou et al., 2020). Furthermore, 
instructors must also consider how forms of assessment can strike the balance between being engaging 
and effective for students (Trinidad et al., 2020), while practicing utmost empathy to their varying 
contexts for online learning. 

While the pandemic has made the work of higher education more challenging and has shown 
fissures and inequalities in society, it has also brought about much needed reflection and reassessment 
of how universities and colleges instruct. Because of the massive shift and change, we argue that 
universities should not only look into the most efficient or equitable option, but look deeper into the 
values that are at play in these options. Only when we clarify these values can universities come up with 
creative solutions that do not choose “either-or” but the best of “both-and.” Here, we suggest that such 
values ultimately boil down to the balancing of academic excellence, rigor, and integrity on the one 
hand, and practical flexibility, adaptability, and accommodations on the other. 
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Abstract: Unprecedented challenges in higher education due to COVID-19 emphasized the 
vital role of videoconferencing technologies to sustain education in emergencies.  The colossal 
challenge of balancing learning and the psychological impact of the pandemic has caused 
exhaustion in the use of videoconferencing platforms in what researchers termed as Zoom 
Fatigue.  In this study, we draw from the literature the behavioral constructs of boredom, 
escapism, apathy, and information overload and empirically test whether these factors can lead 
to Zoom Fatigue.  Using a structural model and a validated scale, we analyzed 215 responses 
from university students using PLS-SEM.  We confirm that boredom, escapism, and 
information overload lead to Zoom Fatigue.  On the contrary, apathy among students is not a 
significant determinant.  We discuss the results and implications of our study and conclude by 
recommending possible avenues for future investigations. 

Keywords: Zoom fatigue, videoconferencing exhaustion, COVID-19, boredom, escapism, 
apathy, information overload 

1. Introduction

Alongside socio-economic enfeeblements and public health threats, the pandemic has halted all facets 
of society, including the education sector.  While institutions of higher learning are pivotal in 
developing the country’s human capital, many of them are caught unprepared and uncertain about the 
challenges implicated by the pandemic (Sahu, 2020). Education digitalization, the change demanded by 
the current global health crisis to migrate from traditional classroom to the “new normal” or “now 
normal" learning environment, becomes a moonshot to many institutions of learning because of 
deficiencies in technological infrastructure, inadequate funding, lack of support, among other essential 
resources (AlHeneidi et al., 2021; Toney et al., 2021).   

Notably, the transition from traditional to online learning led to the adoption of combined 
teaching and learning modalities, both synchronous and asynchronous (Aram, 2020; Lakhal et al., 
2021).  Synchronous classes require real-time interaction between the teacher and students for lectures 
and presentations, discussions, virtual video and audio conferencing, and demonstrations using a 
cloud-based video communications application.  Conducting synchronous classes through these 
communication applications provides teachers and students the opportunities to become more engaged 
in teaching and learning (Fauville et al., 2021; Laha, 2020).   

In this crisis, videoconferencing tools afforded universities and the faculty to deliver classes 
seamlessly.  However, similar to other technologies, using these platforms may negatively impact 
students in what researchers termed Zoom Fatigue, or general exhaustion from learning via 
videoconferencing platforms (Peper et al., 2021; Ramachadran, 2021; Toney et al., 2021). In this paper, 
we positioned boredom, escapism, apathy, and information overload as determinants of Zoom Fatigue 
in a structural model.  We analyzed the results using Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Model or 
SmartPLS to confirm or reject our proposed hypotheses.  Results of this study will add to the scant 
literature on several fronts: 1) Understanding the behavioral factors that influence videoconferencing 
tools use, 2) Expanding the applicability of the Zoom Fatigue scale, and 3) Providing a perspective from 
a developing economy through insights into education technologies adoption during COVID-19.  The 
following sections discuss related studies, theoretical foundations of our hypotheses, methods, and 
statistical results.  We conclude by stating our limitations and possible opportunities for future research. 
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2. Videoconferencing and COVID-19

The stay-at-home orders during the COVID-19 pandemic had forced significant changes in how 
individuals work and learn(Aram, 2020; Hacker et al., 2020). Video conferencing has now become an 
essential tool for education, healthcare, and business. Thus, a drastic usage increase was observed 
(Geraldine Fauville et al., 2021). In the case of Zoom, video communications had reported 300 million 
daily meeting participants worldwide in April 2020, just four months after reporting 10 million meeting 
participants in December 2019 (Mlitz, 2021).  Other video conferencing platforms like Google Meet 
and Microsoft Teams have also been experiencing significant increases in daily meeting participants 
(Peters, 2020; Thorp-Lancaster, 2020). 

However, the increase in videoconferencing engagement is a challenge to many individuals. For 
instance, several individuals are complaining of Zoom fatigue or the feeling of mental and physical 
exhaustion. This feeling emerged as an overall negative experience caused by prolonged 
computer-mediated communication (CMC) platforms (Peper et al., 2021; Toney et al., 2021). Zoom 
Fatigue is an emerging technology-related concern that needs attention given that videoconferencing 
usage will continue even after the pandemic. 

3. Hypotheses Development and Structural Model

Videoconferencing tools that enable online learning delivery are crucial to the effective design and 
implementation of a seamless, technology-enabled higher education.  While its success has been 
highlighted in recent literature, research must ascertain the diverse factors that impede its sustained 
usage.  We positioned four independent variables as factors that contribute to extreme mental and 
physical tiredness in the use of videoconferencing technologies. In the context of this study, we refer to 
this term as the unexpected negative effect in the use of available videoconferencing tools such as Zoom 
and Google Meet to achieve cognitive desires.  The proliferation of webinars and sudden transition to 
online classes have led to issues among higher education students such as being overwhelmed, 
disengagement, and stress in what the scholarship refers to as Zoom Fatigue.   

Synchronous classes through videoconferencing tools are opportunities for responsive 
knowledge exchanges between instructors and students.  In literature, several authors have identified 
various factors that are detrimental to the effective delivery of this learning modality.   Boredom is a 
state of mind when individuals perceive situations that lack meaning, interest, and engagement, 
therefore negatively affecting their general well-being (Struk et al., 2017).  Like boredom, discomforts, 
and difficulties in life can negatively affect how students perceive a learning activity.  Given that there 
is wider access to technology devices among students, activities online such as social media and games 
unrelated to their courses allow them to temporarily disconnect from unfavorable circumstances of their 
lives in what researchers termed escapism (Klosi, 2021; Taneja et al., 2015).  During COVID-19 
Pandemic, boredom and escapism were significantly felt by students in higher education and therefore 
increased their anxiety and mental fatigue affecting the way they learn, especially during synchronous 
classes  (Banati et al., 2020; Onyema, 2020; Toney et al., 2021; Wilcha, 2020).  In this study, we 
propose that both the factors of boredom (H1) and escapism (H2) are positively related to Zoom Fatigue, 
as summarized in Table 1 and shown in Figure 1. 

Engagement during synchronous classes via videoconference platforms remains a challenge 
among higher learning stakeholders.  Therefore, course materials that the faculty present during live 
synchronous sessions should pique their interest in the learning process.  In the education context, 
apathy manifests lethargy when a topic's purpose, objectives, and relevance are not established (De Lay 
& Swan, 2014; Lang, 1977). Weak pedagogical factors in online learning covering instructional 
delivery and course content contribute to student apathy (Dable et al., 2012; Taneja et al., 2015).  On the 
other hand, information overload occurs when overwhelming knowledge content is presented in a 
limited time, such as synchronous classes (Chase et al., 2018; Al Heneidi et al., 2021).  Extraneous 
course activities that require careful processing may exceed the learning limits of students, primarily 
when instructional strategies are poorly implemented (Sweller et al., 2011). During COVID-19, 
videoconferencing tools supported faculty members in instructional delivery.  However, recent 
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literature has called for a better understanding of this modality, as revealed by students' apathy and 
concerns on information overload (Aram, 2020; Fauville et al., 2021; Al Heneidi et al., 2021; Williams 
& Corwith, 2021). In this study, we further propose that both the factors of apathy (H3) and information 
overload (H4) are positively related to Zoom Fatigue, as summarized in Table 1 and shown in Figure 1. 

 
Table 1. Study Hypotheses 

Hypothesis Statement 
H1 Boredom is positively related to Zoom Fatigue 
H2 Escapism is positively related to Zoom Fatigue 
H3 Apathy is positively related to Zoom Fatigue 
H4 Information Overload is positively related to Zoom Fatigue 

 

 
Figure 1. Theoretical Framework. 

 
 

4. Method 
 

4.1 Scale Development and Recruitment 
 
Our theoretical model was operationalized as a structural model consisting of Boredom, Apathy, 
Escapism, and Information Overload as independent variables predicting Zoom Fatigue to test our 
proposed hypotheses.  The Short Boredom Proneness scale consisting of 8 questions was adopted from 
the study of Struk et al (2017).  We also used questions for Apathy and Escapism using the study of 
Taneja et al (2015), consisting of 3 questions each, while we used another 3 questions for Information 
Overload from Lee et al (2016).  Using the Zoom Fatigue scale consisting of 15 questions was 
incorporated in our model as our dependent construct.  We also included questions on 
sociodemographic characteristics of our participants such as gender, age range, program, typical 
frequency of synchronous sessions, and the videoconferencing platform used.  Some terms were 
changed to align with the objectives of the study.  All questions were deployed using Google Forms. We 
invited 43 students to answer the survey as a pilot test to check the validity and reliability of our scale. 

 
4.2 Check for Scale Reliability and Convergent Validity 
 
To ensure that the scale demonstrates sufficiency and accuracy in measuring the variables in our 
structural model, we used the Partial Least Squares algorithm functions of SmartPLS consistent with 
prior information systems or IS education research that tested theoretical models statistically (Catedrilla 
et al., 2019; Trapero et al., 2019).  As shown in Table 2, Cronbach's alpha's lowest value is 0.837, 
Composite Reliability is 0.899, and the Average Variance Extracted is 0.750.  These values are above 
the minimum acceptable threshold of 0.70 for both Cronbach's Alpha and Composite Reliability and 
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0.50 for Average Variance Extracted, exhibiting satisfactory internal consistency and indicator 
reliability (Hair et al., 2017; Sarstedt et al., 2020). 
 
Table 2. Scale Reliability and Validity 

Construct Cronbach’s Alpha Composite 
Reliability 

Average Variance 
Extracted 

Boredom 0.919 0.934 0.640 
Escapism 0.905 0.940 0.840 
Apathy 0.877 0.924 0.801 

Information Overload 0.837 0.899 0.750 
 
4.3 Assessment of Discriminant Validity 

 
To ensure that each construct measures only the concept it is supposed to represent in the model, and 
there is an absence of high intercorrelation with other constructs, we extracted the values from the 
Fornell-Larcker test.  As shown in Table 3, the topmost values per column are the highest establishing 
discriminant validity.  Critique of this test has been highlighted in recent literature necessitating 
quantitative studies to use the Heterotrait-Monotrait Test or HTMT as a complementary criterion for 
discriminant validity(Ab Hamid et al., 2017; Benitez et al., 2020).  Extracting the values from the 
HTMT report of SmartPLS, no value is above 0.85, further establishing the absence of intercorrelation 
among our variables and strengthening the discriminant validity of our scale, as shown in Table 4.  Both 
tests support the discriminant validity of our scale. 
 
Table 3. Fornell-Larcker Test 

Construct Apathy Boredom Escapism Information 
Overload 

Zoom 
Fatigue 

Apathy 0.895     
Boredom 0.650 0.801    
Escapism 0.449 0.473 0.916   

Information Overload 0.587 0.609 0.478 0.866  
Zoom Fatigue 0.535 0.646 0.460 0.659 0.800 

 
Table 4. HTMT Test 

Construct Apathy Boredom Escapism Information 
Overload 

Zoom 
Fatigue 

Apathy      
Boredom 0.705     
Escapism 0.506 0.511    

Information Overload 0.643 0.663 0.525   
Zoom Fatigue 0.569 0.666 0.476 0.697 0.800 

 
4.4 Recruitment, Participants, and Structural Test 

 
After the pilot test, we approached several students from several universities to answer our online 
survey based in the Philippines.  Currently, face-to-face classes are still suspended in these universities 
since the start of the pandemic.  These universities implemented flexible learning where students attend 
synchronous sessions with the assigned faculty, and flexible arrangements are available for 
asynchronous learning.  A brief explanation of the study, a statement of informed consent, and data 
privacy were also included.  

Two hundred fifteen students participated in the study; 50.2% were male, while 40.8 % were 
female. Most of the respondents, or 59.1%, are between 20 to 21 years of age. We asked our participants 
how frequent their synchronous classes are conducted via videoconferencing platforms, majority or 
52.1%, said that they attend at least 3 to 4 sessions in a typical day, this is followed by 21.9% with 1 to 
2 sessions frequency, and 17.7% have 5 to 6 sessions a day.  The top two most widely used 
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videoconferencing platforms are Zoom and Google Meet, as stated by 50.2% and 46.5% of our 
respondents, respectively.  A bulk or 67.9% of the participants are enrolled in technology-related 
programs, followed by 18.1% students from healthcare programs. The rest are enrolled in various 
programs related to science, hospitality, business, and others.  Most of the participants, or 76.3%, are 
already in their 3rd-year or 4th-year levels. 

The 215 responses were analyzed using SmartPLS using its bootstrapping feature.  This statistical 
treatment is appropriate for studies that test structural models with several hypotheses and small sample 
sizes.   It is a nonparametric statistical procedure that assesses the significance of a path in a structural 
model. It has been widely used in quantitative studies that investigated the use of technology in 
education.  

5. Results

The bootstrapping results of SmartPLS determined the t-values of the four paths from our independent 
constructs to the dependent construct in our structural model.   The same statistical analysis likewise 
revealed the p-values to determine the level of significance of the relationships.  The minimum value for 
a relationship to establish significance is 1.96.  As shown in Table 5, 3 relationships are positive and 
significant; therefore, we accept Boredom (H1), Escapism (H2), and Information Overload (H4) as 
determinants of Zoom Fatigue.  On the other hand, the relationship between Apathy (H3) and Zoom 
Fatigue is not supported at a significant level.  

Table 5. Structural Model Test 
HYPOTHESIS SD t-values p-values DECISION

H1 - Boredom is positively related to Zoom 
Fatigue 

0.099 3.675 0.000 Accept 

H2 - Escapism is positively related to Zoom 
Fatigue 

0.064 2.917 0.004 Accept 

H  H3 - Apathy is positively related to Zoom 
Fatigue 

0.104 0.180 0.857 Reject 

H4 H4 - Information Overload is positively 
related to Zoom Fatigue 

0.120 4.455 0.000 Accept 

We interpret our supported hypotheses from the perspectives of two crucial stakeholders: the 
faculty and the students.   Findings from prior studies emphasized the importance of engagement within 
the classroom to promote interest, interaction, and enjoyment among learners (AlHeneidi et al., 2021; 
Taneja et al., 2015).  Activities that lack this engagement contributes to apathy, information overload, 
and boredom (De Lay & Swan, 2014).  While the utility of an online learning environment has been 
highlighted in the past, issues such as lack of social engagement, social presence, and technology 
challenges remain (Rapanta et al., 2020; Valverde-Berrocoso et al., 2020). From the viewpoint of 
faculty, this need adds further challenge as going beyond the physical environment and transitioning to 
online environments such as those supported by videoconferencing tools requires additional skills to 
ensure that instruction is optimal.  During the COVID-19 pandemic, universities were unprepared to 
fully transition online, resulting in insurmountable pressure on faculty members to learn 
videoconferencing tools, learning management system platforms, and quickly digitalize course 
materials.  The lack of training among faculty members was also evident as students had to be oriented 
on new policies, assessments, and delivery methods (Pokhrel & Chhetri, 2021).   

On the other hand, students are also besieged by stress, social isolation, and restrictions on 
mobility.  Universities are physical spaces where social interactions can occur. An online environment 
exhibits inadequacy in providing such interactions, contributing to boredom during synchronous classes.   
The stress from COVID-19 has also resulted in students diverting their attention to activities outside 
learning to escape the realities of the current pandemic (Banati et al., 2020).  Observations from 
research have also attributed connectivity as a contributor to escapism, information overload, and 
boredom in the use of technology for learning, as students might open social media platforms and online 
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games during synchronous classes as a coping mechanism to stress (AlHeneidi et al., 2021; Laha, 2020; 
Melodia et al., 2020).  Most of our participants reported having to attend synchronous sessions through 
videoconferencing at least three times a day; studies have shown that uptake of webinars and online 
classes was observed during COVID-19 and have resulted in people being overwhelmed by the amount 
of information delivered in these platforms contributing to their cognitive overload (Hacker et al., 2020; 
Ismail et al., 2021). 

 While this research has found that boredom, escapism, and information overload contribute to 
Zoom fatigue, the structural model reveals that students’ apathy is not.  A possible explanation for this 
result is that the survey was conducted more than a year after the university closures, where teachers and 
students have gained traction in learning various technological features that will enrich the classroom 
experience, such as breakout rooms and gamified learning activities (Brasili & Allen, 2019; Toney et al., 
2021).  Given the negative impact of COVID-19, shifting to the online environment has become 
mandatory rather than an option.  Prior research in videoconferencing platforms identified the 
moderating role of voluntariness or its absence in the way learners perceive the value of online learning 
modality (Khechine & Lakhal, 2018).  Lastly, we observed that 67.9% of our participants are enrolled in 
a technology program who are most likely adept to technologies such as videoconferencing platforms. 
Studies argue that a high level of computer-self efficacy and prior experience leads to a broader 
acceptance and adoption of university resources and technologies (Lakhal et al., 2021; Mcilroy et al., 
2007). 

6. Conclusion

In summary, this quantitative study revealed that boredom, escapism, and information overload are 
factors that lead to Zoom Fatigue.  On the other hand, we found that apathy is an insignificant factor that 
causes videoconferencing exhaustion.  These findings should be interpreted within the scope of our 
limitations which future related inquiries can address.  First, our small sample size limits 
generalizability; therefore, future research can include larger sample sizes or test our structural model in 
a different culture to reveal differences.  Second, we did not account for group differences; testing the 
moderating effects to the relationships of our structural model by variables such as age, gender and 
discipline may further illuminate current knowledge on Zoom Fatigue.  Lastly, a qualitative inquiry to 
explain our results may further strengthen the claims of our study and therefore garner rich insights into 
these contributing factors to Zoom Fatigue and influence future policies and strategies in education. 

 Videoconferencing platforms became an indispensable tool to sustain online learning despite 
the challenges brought about by COVID-19.  As society slowly becomes accustomed to learning, it is 
crucial to craft sound policies, plan strategies, and develop manuals to regulate how education can 
maximize these technologies. These tools are just one of the available support mechanisms for learners 
and teachers to transition to the new normal. They will complement other available technologies, 
support mechanisms, and traditional learning strategies to ensure that there are no lost opportunities 
during and beyond COVID-19. 
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Abstract: In this paper, we explored and revealed students' interaction patterns regarding 
Student-Generated Questions resources based on students' different identified groups of 
interaction with online programming learning material behavior. Our study observed that most 
learners possess bi-directional viewing questions reflective of the effectiveness of Student-
Generated Questions treatment. This process indicates that the Student-Generated Questions 
treatment proposed in this study may potentially enhance learners' active learning behaviors in 
programming learning. 
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1. Introduction

Over the past decade, there has been an explosion in technological advancements such as the Internet, 
mobile phones, and computers, with the associated issue of developing the skilled workforce needed to 
master the technology (Popat & Starkey, 2019). Therefore, the Computer Science field is becoming one 
of the fastest-growing and highest-paying career paths globally (Law, Lee, & Yu, 2010; Popat & 
Starkey, 2019). Computer Programming is an essential technique of Computer Technology; it is the 
way humans communicate with machines, and it allows us to create software like programs, operating 
systems, and mobile applications (Popat & Starkey, 2019). Consequently, Computer Programming has 
become a critical subject, and it is a basic form of literacy in the digital age (Olelewe, Agomuo, & 
Obichukwu, 2019; Yagci, 2018).  

Notwithstanding its popularity and job prospects, Computer Programming is widely recognized 
as a big challenge for students (Lu, Huang, Huang, & Yang, 2017; Ozyurt & Ozyurt, 2018; Tuukka, 
2015; Yagci, 2018). The reasons are various, but mainly because Computer Programming is deeply 
linked to mathematics, critical thinking, problem-solving skills, and logical approaches (Jenkins, 2002). 
Despite the advancements in programming tools and environments, teaching Computer Programming 
continues to be a challenge for most school teachers (Popat & Starkey, 2019; Tomas, 2018). 
Consequently, the rate of failure or withdrawal from the first programming course due to poor learning 
performance has been consistently reported to be significantly high (Minjie, 2015). 

In this regard, many researchers have proposed solutions that contribute to engagement and 
better achievement in programming learning. The solutions include collaborative learning (Leovy, 
Ruth, Liliana, & Ivan, 2017), explicitly teaching problem-solving (Wang & Hwang, 2017), 
programming visualization (Minjie, 2015), psychological analysis and mental models (Linxiao, 2007), 
visual programming environments (Mcgowan & Hanna, 2015; Minjie, 2015), game programming 
(Piteira, Costa, & Aparicio, 2018; Vladimiras, Tatjana, & Valentina, 2018), student-generated questions 
(Denny, Luxton Reilly, Tempero, & Hendrickx, 2011; Hsu & Wang, 2018; C. H. Lai, Tho, & Liang, 
2017). Among them, student-generated questions (SGQ) is a crucial teaching strategy that has been 
widely recognized for its advantages for more than a decade (Barak & Rafaeli, 2004; Yu, 2009; Yu, 
Liu, & Chan, 2002, 2005). SGQ has been observed to enhance the comprehension of learned content 
(Berry & Chew, 2008; Yu & Wu, 2016), to encourage and monitor awareness (Song, Oh, & Glazewski, 
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2017), and to promote algorithmic thinking skills (Hsu & Wang, 2018), motivation (Yu & Chen, 2014), 
engagement and learning performance (Berry & Chew, 2008; Crogman & Crogman, 2018; Song et al., 
2017; Yeong, Chin, & Tan, 2019; Yu, 2009; Yu, Wu, & Huang, 2018). SGQ helps students applying 
learned content to new problems and link newly learned knowledge/skills to prior knowledge (C. H. 
Lai et al., 2017; Yu, 2009). Throughout SGQ, students adopt a different thinking mode and increase 
their learning strategies (Hsu & Wang, 2018; Song et al., 2017; Yu & Chen, 2014). 

Although many studies have been recognized as effective assessment and learning guidance 
tools for Programming Learning as we mentioned, they mainly focused on showing the effectiveness 
of the test strategy rather than investigating what underlies the result. Therefore, it is necessary to 
explore students' learning processes by related methods in such learning environments. On this subject, 
Bakeman and Gottman (1997) introduced a method that helps researchers to examine the sequential 
relationship between each learning behavior based on statistical theory named lag sequential analysis. 
Through a series of sequential analysis matrix calculations, lag sequential analysis determines 
behavioral transitions (Bakeman & Gottman, 1997; Huei Tse Hou, 2012; Yin, Uosaki, Chu, Hwang, 
Hwang, Hatono, Kumamoto, & Tabata, 2017). Moreover, it allows us to identify the significant 
behavior patterns via conducting visual diagrams. 

In particular, it is appropriate to discover the behavior patterns in the online learning 
environment (Huei Tse Hou, 2012). Therefore, in this study, we applied the combined sequential 
analysis and cluster analysis method shown by Huei Tse Hou (2015) to an SGQ treatment in the 
Programming Learning course and discovered the learners' flow state and learning behavioral patterns.  
 
 
2. Methods and Experiments 
 
2.1 Participates 
 
Our test group consists of 38 university students(33 males and five females) enrolled in Fundamental 
Computer Programming, using C programming language. Students used the learning system with access 
to SGQ functions such as posting questions, viewing peers' questions, and answering peers' questions. 
All the participants were undergraduate students with a major in engineering; however, none of them 
were Computer Science students. Therefore, for most of the attendees, this was the first purely 
programming class they had ever selected throughout their academic curriculum. Although the course 
itself was classroom-based, it included compulsory online learning. The classroom was equipped with 
a dedicated PC for every student attending the course. The course was elective (i.e., not compulsory) 
for all the students, and after passing the final examination, they were awarded three credits counting 
towards their graduation. 

The student using the PIPLS (Chih Hung Lai & Tho, 2016) to learn with SGQ functions such 
as posting questions, viewing peer questions, and answering peer questions. Then the online learning 
behavioral patterns of students were explored to reveal frequently performed sets of students' behavior. 
 
2.2 Lag Sequential Analysis 
 
By applying Cluster analysis, three clusters were identified. These clusters evince differences in 
students' learning behavior patterns, and therefore we assigned them slightly suggestive names:  
(1) Less-engaged students 
(2) Moderately-engaged students 
(3) Highly-engaged students 

To explore the behavioral patterns of each cluster, developing coding schemes is the first step 
that should be taken. It is simply said that the success of observational studies depends on the early 
definition of behavior (Bakeman & Quera, 1995; Huei Tse Hou, 2012). In this study, coding schemes 
were made from online learning that occurred in PIPLS. Some parts of the activities were inspired by 
previous research that share similarities in the nature of online learning (Huei Tse Hou, 2011, 2012, 
2015; H. T. Hou & Wu, 2011; Sun, Lin, & Chou, 2016). 

As seen from Table 1, there are seven coded actions as follows: Question is coded as 'QV' to 
represent that students access the question pages. Answering is coded as 'A' to describe the behavior of 
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answering questions. Revision is coded as 'R' to represent the behavior of revising answers. Learning is 
coded as 'L' to represent the behavior of accessing lecture slides. Posting new Questions is coded as 
'QP' to describe the behavior of submitting a new question. Editing of a Question is coded as 'QE' to 
represent behavior for editing questions. Finally, Comment is coded as 'C' to describe the behavior of 
commenting on either questions or answers. 

 
Table 1. Coding Schemes 

No. Code Behavior Description Example 
1 QV View 

Question 
Access to a question by clicking a 
question link 

The student access to a 
question page 

2 A Answer Answer general questions by 
submitting an answer 

 

3 R Answer 
Revision 

Revise answers by submitting a new 
revision 

 

4 L Learning Access to learning materials by 
visiting resources pages 

The student access to learning 
materials (slides, videos, etc.) 

5 C Comment Comment to a question or an 
answer 

The student give away a 
comment to a question or an 
answer 

6 QP Generate 
Question 

Generate new question The student submits a new 
question 

7 QE Question 
Edit 

Edit questions by submitting a new 
version 

 

 
These seven activities were selected because of their frequent appearance in online learning 

systems with the SGQ. Moreover, they represent participative and interactive data, which are generally 
significant for predicting learning performance (Su, Ding, & Lai, 2017). Furthermore, of course, each 
action can be performed before or after one another logically. Analyzing the log data of the 38 
participants yielded a total of 34,139 behavioral codes. 

 
 

3. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1 Result  
 
We deduced the behavior-transfer diagrams of individuals in clusters, as shown in Figure 1-3. These 
three figures illustrate all sequences that have reached significance. The numerical values in the figures 
are the sequences' z-scores, and the arrow indicates the direction of transfer for each sequence. 

 
Figure 1. The behavioral transition diagram of Highly-engaged students. 
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Figure 2. The behavioral transition diagram of Moderately-engaged students. 

 

 
Figure 3. The behavioral transition diagram of Less-engaged students. 

 
From the analysis results of Figure 1-3, we learned that the student's learning behavior patterns 

in the three clusters during SGQ shared some similarities, but some differences also existed. 
The analyses reveal that integrating cluster and sequential analyses allows understanding learners' 
behavioral patterns in the class with SGQ. Of the three clusters, the Highly-engaged students displayed 
a high behavioral frequency and also have good exercise in the SGQ process. The Moderately-engaged 
students had lower behavior frequency and more engagement in the editing questions after posted. The 
Less-engaged students were characterized by a low level of behavior frequency and were less engaged 
in the SGQ process. All of the above analyses expose and visualize the possible behavior patterns and 
processes a learner may experience during the SGQ treatment context. 

Our results provide the suggestion for improving SGQ in not only Programming courses but 
also for other courses. We found the behavioral transition of Highly-engaged students and Moderately-
engaged students show that if students answer their questions immediately after they posted, it can 
contribute to the performance of SGQ, students' engagement, and learning achievement. Previous 
studies by Denny et al. (2011) and Luxton Reilly, Denny, Plimmer, and Bertinshaw (2011) applied SGQ 
in the Programming course with the requirement that students must answer their questions but did not 
explain how answering their questions help students in the SGQ process. Our result filled the gap by 
proving that student answering their question after generating one is crucial in SGQ and appeared in 
higher engaged groups of students. On the other hand, the learning process before generating questions 
in SGQ is essential. This is in line with previous researches claiming that the act of generating questions 
does not directly improve understanding but instead requires students to engage in tasks - such as 
reflecting on their understanding, searching relevant texts, and combining information - which helps 
improve comprehension (Palinscar & Brown, 1984; Rosenshine, Meister, & Chapman, 1996). 
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4. Conclusion and Future Work 
 
This research explored and revealed students' interaction patterns regarding SGQ resources based on 
students' different identified groups of interaction with online learning material behavior.  

We found the behavioral transition of Highly-engaged students and Moderately-engaged 
students show that if students answer their questions immediately after they posted, it can contribute to 
the performance of SGQ, students' engagement, and learning achievement. Previous studies by Denny 
et al. (2011) and Luxton Reilly et al. (2011) applied SGQ in the Programming course with the 
requirement that students answer their questions but did not explain how answering their questions 
helps students in the SGQ process. Our result filled the gap by proving that student answering their 
question after generating one is crucial in SGQ and appeared in higher engaged groups of students. On 
the other hand, the learning process before generating questions in SGQ is essential. 

This study observed that most learners possess bi-directional viewing questions reflective of 
the effectiveness of SGQ treatment. This process indicates that the SGQ treatment proposed in this 
study may potentially enhance learners' active learning behaviors, as aligned with Yu (2004), and 
engagement (Pittenger & Lounsbery, 2011; Rhind & Pettigrew, 2012).  

Future works can measure students' self-efficacy and cognitive load since it is the nature of 
SGQ. Besides that, exploring students' anxiety may answer the question we revealed in this study is 
why students in the Moderately-engaged clusters are more likely to edit their question after posting. 

Future works can also deep investigate the content analysis of comments and SGQ to students' 
engagement and behavior. It is also interesting to investigate the effect of The Judge on students' 
engagement and students' behavior. 
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Abstract: Learning institutions and universities have made a huge and forced transition to full 
online learning modality in the school year 2020-2021.  Specifically, before this, blended 
learning environments have taken its place in most educational setup and it is customary to 
allow students, pertaining to as the voice of the customer to provide immediate feedback 
through surveys to collect views covering their satisfaction in the entire course as the semester 
concludes. In Jose Rizal University, student feedback is gathered in several survey instruments. 
One is the Canvas Experience Survey, which allows students to submit feedback on the 
effectiveness of the blended learning course implementation. It seeks student feedback on areas 
where the teaching and learning process could be improved.  This paper creates a venue for 
educational interventions directly from the students, as the voice of the customer.  It creates a 
course feedback mining system that will allow the administrators to examine the shortcomings 
of their clients' blended learning experiences and, as a result, intervene to improve them. An 
analysis of the student responses from Canvas experience survey is presented quantitatively and 
a qualitative text mining approach comprising of text pre-processing using lemmatization and 
n-gram, aspect extraction, sentiment analysis employing VADER, and recommendatory
statement action plan intervention shall be accessed by institution’s respective groups
supporting them to the continuous improvement of the teaching and learning cycle
implementation of blended learning courses. A mean of the numerical value of the selected
course totals to 3.71 interpreted as Strongly Agree and an overall sentiment polarity score of
0.14 resulting in a positive sentiment. The correlation r value is -0.43 which results in a
moderate relationship. As aspects were extracted from responses from each question,
educational interventions through statement action plans are accessed by the respective office to
address these concerns. Therefore, prelude to full online learning modality, the students’ voice
was heard, and it expedites the University stakeholders in the improvement cycle to courses
offered under the blended learning programs of the University.

Keywords: Feedback mining system, student feedback, text mining, blended learning 
experience, action plans, educational interventions, voice of the customer 

1. Introduction

Student feedback is the most important in the cycle of continual improvement in learning and teaching.  
Same is true for schools and universities which use traditional, multi-faceted, blended and full-online 
learning as their main advances.  Student feedback holds useful statistics about their intellectual 
experiences in gaining appropriate knowledge.  It can include facts about teaching methodologies, 
evaluation design of student assessment, utilization of institution resources, and other elements of 
teaching. This can shape a key factor for educators and school owners aiding them in advancing their 
internal policies and systems, thus educational interventions.  In this article, student feedback will be 
collected, mined, and transformed into action plans by mining their remarks, which originate directly 
from the students' voices. 

A growing body of survey analysis has been implemented in the university and has investigated 
on customer’s satisfaction, specifically on laboratory, library, and services.  In the academic side, there 
are classroom learning experience surveys and the Canvas experience survey.  However, little attention 
has been given to students’ written feedback as resolutions for this were maintained and perceived to 
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address based on the quantitative results of the survey.  There are group discussions focusing in 
addressing the low results of the survey instrument’s criterion.  This study investigates and addresses 
the disparity in the students’ slants of written feedback with emphasis on their emotional responses and 
sentiments as their written comments are analyzed and will serve as the basis for the improvement of 
their blended learning experience. 
 As this work best exemplifies the art on mining student experiences and feedback in a blended 
learning course using text analytics approach, the succeeding papers attest that this line of studies best 
compliment the thorough analysis of universities and institutions in implementing their new strategies 
in facing student feedback and how their existing and future methodologies shall create great impact on 
their clients, the students.  Sivakumar and Reddy (2016) analyzed the collected online student feedback 
from the Twitter API and used clustering and classification techniques to measure the semantic 
relevance between screen words and student opinion sentences and share student opinions.  

This survey helped improve student learning and instructor leadership skills.  Ibrahim et al. 
(2019) focused on textual feedback from students about their learning experiences, methods of 
teaching, design in the assessment, services, and other aspects of training. They used a framework for 
data mining to analyze end-of-unit common textual feedback, which included four (4) machine learning 
algorithms: decision trees, support vector machines, random forests, and naive bayes.  According to 
their findings, the accuracy of the closed-loop common dataset models was higher than the accuracy of 
the models related to the estimation and almost the same as the accuracy of the models not related to the 
estimation. The accuracy of the scoring models was assessed to be close to that of the scoring examples 
in the full dataset models.  Yu et al. (2018) showed how sentimental sentiments (positive or negative) 
and text mining of open-ended answers from student surveys might provide useful information for 
bettering student experience management (SEM). They deployed artificial intelligence and machine 
learning-based text mining skill.  Data derived from text that was previously underutilized has been 
discovered to be significant in CEM. They have demonstrated that a campus-wide survey can help 
administrators make data-driven decisions about instructional technology implementation by better 
understanding student experiences with it.  Furthermore, Ibrahim et al. (2018) published a paper on 
developing a data mining-based context for inspecting students' assessment feedback gained from 
social media sites and/or text feedback. The research is divided into three stages: The first step is to 
create a model that uses sentiment analysis to automatically distinguish the polarity of student feedback. 
The second stage is to create a model that can certainly classify assessment issues. Third, examine the 
relationship between the issue(s) and student performance. This study employs various popular text 
classification algorithms to evaluate students' assessment feedback to improve the learning practices.  
Finally, Gottipati and Jiang (2012) conducted an alternative study on the growing popularity of 
opinion-rich web resources.  They extracted user sentiments on products, social, political, and 
economic topics using an opinion mining approach. Such data is useful for subject specialists and is 
referred to as actionable content because individuals not only articulate their views, but also add their 
ideas, appeals, and recommendations through comments. 
 
 
2. Blended Learning 
 
2.1 Course Redesign Program 
 
José Rizal University has long ago opted for blended learning in 2007.  The university has introduced 
the term "Course Redesign Program" (CRP) for selected subjects within the general education program. 
The Course Redesign Program (CRP) reduced face-to-face meetings in the classroom, and an 
collaborating set of learning activities anticipated the enrolled students from various general education 
courses. Students enjoy the independence of carrying out their online classes and their spare time 
assignments on or off campus. The university currently has a separate body called the Institute for 
Technology-Based Learning (ITBL), which is responsible for administering blended learning courses. 
The Institute for Technology-Based Learning (ITBL) is run by the university's vice president for 
quality, linkages and technology-based learning.  ITBL supports 33 courses from various universities.  
JRU students have long used blended learning to their advantage, and thanks to this implementation, 
scientists improved their learning outcomes. 
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3. Research Objective 
 
With the purpose to reckon several remark comments from college students in a blended mode style, as 
there is little to zero concentration is given to qualitative student voice and opinions, this paper intends 
to principally mine student feedback using text mining approach.  More so to support administrators of 
the programs in the ITBL and prescribe course improvements action plans making the system adaptive 
to the student learning experience.  The main intention of the study is to embody a feedback mining 
system that exemplifies the mining of the student voice as feedback leading to the prescription of 
recommendatory action plans that equals to interventions and lead them to the corresponding 
administrative division.  The main research objective individualizes on: 1) how can key topics be 
extracted from students’ qualitative feedback about their blended learning experiences? 2) how would 
sentiment analysis gage in the key aspects of the feedback leading to the proposition of 
recommendatory plan intervention? And 3) how would the feedback mining system embody its 
recommendations to the administrators and key players of the blended learning program? 
  
 
4. Research Design 

 
The tool that will be used to collect data for this study is the University Canvas Experience Survey.  The 
Canvas Experience Survey completes to 27 questions, 3 of which contain course information, 21 Likert, 
and 3 questions which are qualitative in nature as they are about learning, accessibility, assessment, and 
collaboration.  The last 3 questions which are for qualitative inputs lead to the comment section of the 
best and least characteristics of the students' canvas use and as well as their suggestions for 
improvements. Students will respond to the survey through an anonymous online survey.  Students' 
input will come from one blended study course in university courses run by the ITBL.  To carry out this 
study, the students will have to answer the survey using the 21 Likert questions and the 3 qualitative 
questions from which they will be inquired to transcribe their thoughts and ideas concerning the relation 
to their real experience with Canvas. During this time, course details are deleted to ensure the 
concealment of responses. 
 
4.1 Course Selection 
 
JRU uses surveys because an effective Customer Experience Management (CEM) program necessitates 
the compendium, synthesis, exploration, and dissemination of customer metrics.  When summarizing 
the responses to the survey, the indicators are calculated using the Top Box Score.  This is the 
proportion of the student responses who gave the highest rate on the scale.  Two of the surveys in the 
academic colleges are the JRU Classroom Learning Experience (CLE) Survey and the JRU Customer 
Satisfaction Survey (CSS).  Responses to the top box score, which received the grade "strongly agree", 
are due to the subsequent returns: a) the analysis is simplified, only 1 item is taken into account instead 
of 5 or more, b) contrasts are made quickly and easily, compare the results by variables, Top 2 Box 
scores permit for more effective comparisons of scores and c) trends become more visible as the survey 
is steered at the end of the semester, tracking the measurement during this time, Top 2 Box scores 
benefit in recognizing trends in the data. 

The researcher crafted an analysis of the four (4) surveys run in the school year 2019-2020.   
Under the blended learning courses of the university in the same school year, there are 18 courses 
enrolled in the 1st semester and 15 in the 2nd semester.  There are 11 courses under the College of Arts, 
Criminology, and Education (CACE), 5 under the College of Hospitality and Tourism Management 
(CHTM), 2 from the College of Computer Studies and Engineering (CCSE), and none from the College 
of Nursing (CNUR) and College of Business Administration and Accountancy (CBAA).  In the 2nd 
semester, there are 10 from the College of ACE, 3 from the College of HTM, 1 each from the College of 
CSE and the College of BAA, and none from the College of Nursing. 

When looking for a quantitative course rating among students who are most dissatisfied with 
Canvas LMS, in order to aggregate negative responses to questions on the Likert scale, the bottom box 
(strongly disagree) is used instead of the top box (strongly agree).  Thus, in citing the fifteenth question 
in the survey: “I notice that course materials on Canvas have connection with the face to face 
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(classroom) lesson content.”  The bottom box quantifies the most dissatisfied students as seen in Table 
1. 
 
Table 1. Likert Scale - Bottom and Top Box 

Bottom Box    Top Box 

Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

 
Here are the steps on how the course was identified with the most categorical answers, thus, the 

Strongly Disagree: 
1. The overall number of responses of the Strongly Disagree choice was recorded for each of the 

Likert-scale question in the survey.   
2. Summing up all the Strongly Disagree answers in each question item, the course-subject with the 

highest of this bottom-box response has been resulted. 
3. Then the aggregate count of all courses with the highest number of bottom box score, thus Strongly 

Disagree response is stemmed. 
 

 According to survey data conducted in the first semester of the 1st semester of SY 19-20, the 
course Readings in Philippine History coded as HIS C101 surfaced 26 times as the highest number of 
strongly disagree choices from students. A total of 506 responses from the bottom box were recorded.  
In the same semester but in the Final term, the same course, coded as HIS C101, surfaced again 23 times 
as the highest number of students who responded “strongly disagree” in the questions as well.  This 
sums up to 768 bottom box responses.  In the 2nd semester of the SY 19-20 on the Prelim term run of 
the survey, the course Art Appreciation coded as HUM C102 has 14 times appearance and was recorded 
as the highest number of students who chose “strongly disagree” in the scale.  A total of 204 bottom box 
responses were recorded.  In the Final term of the 2nd semester in the SY 19-20, the course National 
Service Training Program 2 which is coded as NST C102 has appeared 22 times as the highest number 
of students who responded “strongly disagree” in the scale of answers.  This result sums up to 683 
bottom box responses. 
 From these data, it is remarkable that the highest bottom-box responses belong to the course 
HIS C101 - Readings in Philippine History as it appeared in the 1st semester results two times.  Table 2 
represents a summarized view of the results. 
 
Table 2. Summary of Strongly Disagree Responses 

 
 

HIS C101- Readings in Philippine History is overseen by the History department under the 
College of Arts, Criminology, and Education (ACE).  It is a course offering across all programs of the 
university every 1st semester and by petition of 17 or more students in the 2nd semester or if a request 
from graduating students.  

Looking at this data, the researcher has turned its focus on this course.  HIS C101 is a code for 
Readings in Philippine History.  It is a part of the General Education curriculum in the university in the 
late 2000s.  As it is categorized as a General Education course, it focuses on the meaning and 
significance of history and the important role that historians play in society. It introduces the students to 
the disciplines and major schools of thought that affect the hermeneutics and writing of history. The 
students are trained to collect, organize, and examine information and write sequential narratives in 
various styles of academic history through understanding the primary activities of the historians, their 
assumptions and limitations, and their social responsibility.  HIS C101 is tagged by the university as one 
of the blended learning-style of courses run through a weekly 1.5-hour face-to-face meeting with their 
faculty.  Their remaining learning pursuits for the students are done online for the comfort of both 

Canvas Experience Survey Run Course # of Appearance with SD Total SD # of Respondents %
Responses in Each Question Responses

Prelim Term 1st Semester SY 19-20 HIS C101 - Readings in Philippine History 26 506 2914 17.4
Final Term 1st Semester SY 19-20 HIS C101 - Readings in Philippine History 23 768 3935 19.5
Prelim Term 2nd Semester SY 19-20 HUM C102 - Art Appreciation 14 204 6679 3.1
Final Term 2nd Semester SY 19-20 NST C102 - National Service Training Program 2 22 683 1520 44.9

2161 15048 14.4
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learners and teachers. Feedback on the learning experience of students officially enrolled in this course 
is central to this study, as this feedback will be extracted using text analysis. 
 
4.2 Text Mining Phases 
 
As text mining approach is employed, extracting the students’ comments and opinions from the survey 
instrument as its source is initiated.  Their input serves as central to continued implementation of the 
blended learning program.  It serves as key decision-making influencers of university administrators. 
The text extraction steps mentioned in the study focus on opinion mining as it involves the extraction of 
feelings and thoughts are central to almost all personal activity. It has been a well-researched topic of 
research over the past decade, focusing primarily on opinion mining, sentiment classification, opinion 
synthesis, and real-world applications.  Opinion source or the holder is the person as the origin who 
presents the opinion (Liu, 2010).  The natural language processing (NLP) model is highly utilized in the 
study as this research field is committed to automatic processing of human language.  This processing 
of the students’ comments aids in the succeeding phases of sentiment classification, clustering, and 
mining the opinions of the students.  Preprocessing comments using common natural language 
processing (NLP) techniques includes stop word removal, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, 
lemmatization, and bigrams that clearly help improve the accuracy of the pitch classification. 
 Sentiment classification targets on how the data will be classified into positive or negative 
polarities (Pang et al. 2002). Like opinion extraction, close-grained analysis of sentiment is needed in 
opinion mining studies, and it is extremely effective to recognize the throbs of the student who raised 
their comments.   
 
4.3 Aspect Extraction 
 
Aspect extraction is the most essential segment of the system. This stage extensively utilizes the content 
digging and machine learning methods to find invaluable topics from the statements of the students.  
The topic is the subject matter of the students’ comment (Nitin, et. al. 2015).  In the pursuit of 
elucidating research question 2 of the study, the cleansed text shall be subjected for topic extraction to 
target the student’s central point. 

In this section, the aspect extraction stages employed in the study are chosen which were as 
well as frequently used classification techniques that can inevitably classify the topics from the 
students’ comments.  To prepare the data, the data set for the selected course HIS C101 was used.  To 
compare the models, the use of text assessment measures: recall, precision, and F-score as seen on 
Manning et al. (2008). 

 
4.4 Sentiment Analysis 

 
At this phase, the aim is to identify the overall positive or negative remarks to a particular comment.  
Comments are subject to the sentiment polarity calculation algorithm.  Polarity has a float value in the 
range of [-1.0, 1.0] and subjectivity has also a float value in the range [0.0, 1.0] where 0.0 is very 
objective and 1.0 is very subjective (Loria, 2018).  Every single word is scored and the aggregate score 
of the whole sentence will imply whether the sentiment has a positive score, that is [if >= to zero] or has 
a negative score, that is [if < zero].  The idea of mining the sentiment of the students’ written statements 
justify the machine learning algorithm that generates a score between 0 and 1.  Scores which are nearer 
to 1 indicates positive sentiment, and scores adjacent to 0 imply negative sentiment.  Values near to a 
score of 0.5 are neutral or indeterminate. A score of 0.5 signifies neutrality. When a text string could not 
be investigated for sentiment or has no sentiment, the score is always 0.5 exactly as stated in the 
documentation of Microsoft Azure (2019).  The VADER sentiment analysis is also prevalent in this 
study. VADER which stands for Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner is based on a word 
list and rule-based tool for sentiment analysis that is explicitly accustomed to sentiments conveyed in 
social media.  It uses a combination of a lexicon sentiment which is a list of features of words.  They are 
usually marked positive or negative depending on the semantic orientation.  The Vader compound 
metric follows specific values for a negative, positive, and neutral sentiment for the compound score. 
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The study also employed the dependency rule-based approach using Spacy model in Python for 
dependency parsing which in turn is crucial in aspect extraction.  In the dependency rule approach, 
treating topics or words as a potential aspect or presentation word relies on a dependency type 
relationship, the word part of speech (POS) tag in this regard, and the extraction rule. (Salwa, et. al, 
2018).   

 
 

5. Results and Discussions 
 
5.1 How can key topics be extracted from students’ qualitative feedback about their blended 
learning experiences? 
 
Employing the text mining and analytics process, the student comments underwent the text 
pre-processing stage.  Twenty-one (21) questions asked for student views relating to the Likert scale 
questions.  The dataset used were the comments of the students who attended the courses under the 
blended learning program for the school year 2019-2020.  The comments were collected at 1 of the 2 
feedback cycles, on the 2nd semester of the academic year.  There was a total of 140 student comments 
utilized as responses evaluated in this study.  As their comments went through pre-processing, student 
responses have undergone stop words removal, lemmatization, n-grams, and POS tagging were 
employed in the program.  Table shows 3 random student feedback responses from question no. 1 in the 
Canvas Experience Survey and the text pre-processing results. 
 
Table 3. Question 1-Student Responses and the Text Pre-Processing Stages 

I can easily log-in and 
log-out my Canvas 
account. 

CLEANSED TEXT TOKENIZED TEXT POS TAGS ASPECT TERMS 

I can easily log-in and 
log-out my canvas 
account because of faster 
internet 

easily log log canvas 
account faster internet 

['easily', 'log', 'log', 
'canvas', 'account', 
'faster', 'internet'] 

[('easily', 'RB'), ('log', 
'VBZ'), ('log', 'JJ'), 
('canvas', 'NN'), 
('account', 'NN'), 
('faster', 'RBR'), 
('internet', 'NN')] 

['faster internet', 'easily 
log'] 

It was easy for me to 
log-in and log-out my 
account because I don't 
encounter any problem 
so far. 

easy log log account 
encounter problem far 

['easy', 'log', 'log', 
'account', 'encounter', 
'problem', 'far'] 

[('easy', 'JJ'), ('log', 
'NN'), ('log', 'NN'), 
('account', 'VBP'), 
('encounter', 'NN'), 
('problem', 'NN'), ('far', 
'RB')] 

['account', 

'problem'] 

Sometimes it's hard to 
log-in and log-out my 
canvas account inside 
the campus because of 
the internet connection. 

sometimes hard log log 
canvas account inside 
campus internet 
connection 

['sometimes', 'hard', 'log', 
'log', 'canvas', 'account', 
'inside', 'campus', 
'internet', 'connection'] 

[('sometimes', 'RB'), 
('hard', 'JJ'), ('log', 'NN'), 
('log', 'NN'), ('canvas', 
'NN'), ('account', 'NN'), 
('inside', 'RB'), 
('campus', 'JJ'), 
('internet', 'NN'), 
('connection', 'NN')] 

['account', 

'internet connection'] 

I can easily log-in and 
log-out because of this 
PC especially at home is 
canvas is alright to use. 

easily log log pc 
especially home canvas 
alright use 

['easily', 'log', 'log', 'pc', 
'especially', 'home', 
'canvas', 'alright', 'use'] 

[('easily', 'RB'), ('log', 
'VBZ'), ('log', 'JJ'), ('pc', 
'NN'), ('especially', 
'RB'), ('home', 'RB'), 
('canvas', 'NN'), 
('alright', 'NN'), ('use', 
'NN')] 

['easily log'] 

I Strongly Agree 
because there was no 
problem that I 

strongly agree problem 
encountered log log 
account 

['strongly', 'agree', 
'problem', 'encountered', 
'log', 'log', 'account'] 

[('strongly', 'RB'), 
('agree', 'JJ'), ('problem', 
'NN'), ('encountered', 

['Strongly Agree'] 
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encountered in log-in 
and log-out of my 
account. 

'VBD'), ('log', 'JJ'), ('log', 
'NN'), ('account', 'NN')] 

 
5.2 How would sentiment analysis gage in the key aspects of the feedback leading to the  
proposition of recommendatory plan intervention? 
 
NN, NNS and NNP are the most important POS for identifying keywords.  These words can be used in 
different senses and their positive and negative scores may be different in other senses.  It is equally 
important to calculate the sum of positive and negative score from all sense of the tags (Saqib, et. al, 
2020).  Figure 1 shows a snippet in extracting the aspects using the noun groups or noun phrases.  The 
study employed the spacy model in the Python programming language. 
 

 
Figure 1. Algorithm for Extracting Aspects. 

 
To maximize the presentation of results, a correlation between the student responses in the Likert 

scale acquiring their numerical value alongside their qualitative comment with its sentiment score were 
retrieved and Pearson correlation value is r = -0.426445 which denotes a moderate relationship.  Table 4 
shows the result for question number 4. 
 
Table 4. Question #4 Results of Aspect, Numerical Value, Sentiment Score, and Sentiment 

Question 4: I have no 
issues accessing my 
Canvas account using the 
wired internet connection 
in the computer 
laboratories. 

ASPECT TERMS Numerical 
Value 

SENTIMENT 
SCORE SENTIMENT 

Yes because it is reliable 
and faster  ['reliable'] 3.8 0.4019 Positive 

It's fine most of the time 
but sometimes during 
examination the 
connectivity to the 
internet was so slow. 

['connectivity', 
'examination'] 3.4 0.1027 Positive 

Yes, I don't have any 
issues accessing my 
canvas account using 
wired internet 
connection. 

['account', 'wired 
internet'] 4 0.4019 Positive 

Sometimes I can not 
access my account 
because sometimes in 

['Sometimes 
access'] 3.4 -0.05 Negative 
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JRU the internet 
connection is very slow 
even in laboratory. 
I Strongly Agree because 
I have no issues to access 
my canvas account using 
wired connections in any 
available computers here. 

['using here', 
'Strongly Agree', 

'available 
computers'] 

3.4 0.34 Positive 

 
These results shall set forth the sentiment of each student feedback and from which the 

sentiment of the student responses is generated.  To extend these results, Pearson correlation analysis 
with p-value was employed to present the relationship of the numerical value of the Likert responses 
and the opinions of the students to each question.  This correlation measures the linear association 
between these two variables and their strength of relationship.  The mean of the numerical value of the 
responses for the selected course totals to 3.71 interpreted as Strongly Agree and an overall sentiment 
polarity score of 0.14 resulting to a positive sentiment.  The correlation value of r is -0.426445.5 and it 
has a moderate relationship.  These results show only a restrained link as they correlate their agreement 
to the Likert responses vis a vis the sentiment of their comment. 
 
5.3 How would the feedback mining system embody its recommendations to the administrators  
and key players of the blended learning program? 
 
On the intent of this study to utilize a feedback mining system that extracts student responses to gain 
their sentiments, alongside this goal is the provision of recommendatory action plans to progress the 
cycle of teaching and learning the courses in an environment running under blended learning. 

To the faculty and administrators, as the result of topic modelling and aspect extraction, the 
aspects shall then be integrated to generic action plans accessible to the specific division of the 
university that can handle the overall aspect of the student feedback as shown in Figure 2 a question 
item from the survey that displays a result for a negative sentiment.  It shows a word cloud of the 
aspects, the aspects, student feedback, the sentiment score, and the sentiment interpretation.  The word 
cloud shown allows the administrative users of the system the most frequent aspects from the student 
responses as how they feel about the related question. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

For further performance analysis of the identified approach in arriving at the results of the 
sentiment classification method, the computation of precision, recall, and F1 score is obtained and as 
reported in Table 5.  Precision computes and shows the number of positive results which thus fit in to 
the positive classification.  Recall determines and calculates the number of positive class results out of 
all positive outcomes in the dataset.  The F-measure presents and computes a single score that assesses 
both the concerns of precision and recall in one number.  Table 5 reports the performance measure of 
the sentiment results.  These values indicate good performance as it had high recall and precision 
results. 

Figure 2. Visuals for a Negative Sentiment 
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Table 5. Performance Measure of Sentiment Results.  

Measurement Values 
Precision 1.00 

Recall 0.89 
F1 Score 0.89 

 
Table 6 presents a confusion matrix of the identification sentiment results as identified by the 

sentiment polarity scores contrary to the actual sentiments generated.  The confusion matrix reveals the 
pertinency of the presented approach. 
 
Table 6. Confusion Matrix  

 Identified by the Presented Approach  
 Predicted Negative Predicted Positive Total 

Actual Negative 1 15 16 
Actual Positive 0 124 124 

Total 1 139 140 
 

The table shows that there were 124 positive feedbacks in the data set and 124 were classified 
correctly. Similarly, in the case of the negative feedback, 1 out of the negative comments were 
identified correctly. Thus, the proposed approach was able to achieve an accuracy of 89.3%. 

The action plans will serve as educational interventions and the output of this analysis shall serve 
as supporting attributes for the administrators of the Academic Division, Information Technology 
Office, and the Institute of Technology Based Learning (ITBL) enabling them to improve the 
implementation of the blended learning program.  The study takes the action plan interventions based 
on the following elements: 
• Clearly defined aspects from student feedback analysis. 
• The timescales are real-time as the results generated are from the Canvas Learning Experience 

survey as they are conducted within the term and semester. 
• The plan is derived from actual past student responses and is focused on the future. 
• The tasks in the plan contribute to the improvement of the teaching and learning cycle of the 

courses under the blended learning program. 
• The plan is detailed for its aims and the responsibility on the action takers and implementers are 

direct.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Aspect Summary for the Information Technology Office. 
 
Figure 3 exhibits a view of the ITO login which are filtered aspects for the division to address.  

This interface shows a summary report of the Canvas question, the aspect extracted specifically for the 
department (ITO), the overall sentiment score for the responses of the students, its actual verbal remark 
sentiment, and the action plan. 
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6. Conclusions 
 
This study aimed to embody broaden a blended learning feedback mining process that permits the 
university administration to examine the voice of their customers’ learning capabilities under the 
blended learning style of courses under such program and provide interventions appropriately.  The 
article provides an explanation of the progress made in the feedback mining process to improve a 
student's blended learning experience.  The system is a resolute of text mining where the comments of 
the students from their LMS experience survey was used as the dataset.  Text analytics processing was 
employed as the raw comments were lemmatized and analyzed and key topics were derived from them 
to serve as aspects.  The aspects were the voice of the students as aliases that operated and motivated the 
study to generate recommendations on the improvements of the students’ blended learning experience. 

The study also aimed to produce the feedback mining system that embedded and customized 
the entire processes of the goals and objectives of this paper.  An interface was developed from where 
students shall enter their comments and the text mining of their feedback takes place as their aspects 
breeds into recommendatory actions.  These results categorically aid the blended learning programs of 
the university as they have transitioned to full online learning modality over the period of virtual classes 
at present times. 
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Abstract: Strides in bridging the digital divide along with wider affordable Internet ushered in a 
society that is highly dependent on online information.  Diverse users with varying interests 
have used the Internet as a source of information to fulfill their needs such as individuals in the 
technology, healthcare and government sectors.  While these benefits have been widely 
applauded, this thirst for knowledge online led to the birth of a problem called cyberchondria or 
the excessive search for medical information that may cause negative effects on an individual’s 
well-being. Information Technology students have been found to demonstrate a high level of 
computer self-efficacy allowing them to search for medical information online with ease 
making them more susceptible to cyberchondria.  We approached 187 university students 
enrolled in an Information Technology program to answer a validated scale incorporating 
factors that have been found to be strong determinants of cyberchondria.  Results were analyzed 
using PLS-SEM and we found that a high degree of neuroticism and computer self-efficacy can 
lead to cyberchondria.  While a low level of self-esteem, has a positive influence on 
cyberchondria, this cannot be supported at a significant level.  Finally, interventions and literacy 
programs would be valuable preventive systems in curbing the harmful effects of 
cyberchondria. 

Keywords: Cyberchondria, self-esteem, neuroticism, computer self-efficacy, online deviant 
behavior 

1. Introduction

Internet usage across the globe have increased tremendously.  According to Statista (Johnson, 2021) 
there are 4.66 billion active Internet users and 4.32 active mobile Internet users worldwide which are 
about 60% and 55.6% of the total population.  These users participate in various forms of activities such 
as socializing, education and entertainment (Costales, 2021; Chan & Suarez, 2017; Fabito, 2017; Fabito 
& Yabut, 2019). These users are further categorized as socializers, gamers, shoppers, downloaders, and 
searchers who engage in various activities such as learning, commerce and entertainment (Hozhyi & 
Lamiroy, 2017, Catedrilla, 2018). Furthermore, among these searchers are those people who seek to 
access health or medical information (Wang et al., 2012). 

Cyberchondria is a disorder referring to a person’s excessive or repeated searches for 
health-related information from the Internet.  It entails undue anxiety concerning health. However, due 
to widespread Internet use specially during this time of pandemic it is believed to affect more people. 
Unlike in the past, where hypochondriacs tend to get information about their health from physicians or 
libraries, it is now possible to gain access to vast amount of information from the World Wide Web.  In 
education, learners are faced with accomplishing academic requirements in addition to different 
personal concerns of adolescent life and health.  Access to health information online has potential 
benefits insofar as educating people about the nature, cause, prevention and treatment of specific health 
conditions.  Nevertheless, it also creates a false impression that access to information becomes a 
personal understanding of the material (Fisher et al., 2015) and an excessive or repeated online searches 
for these information leads to cyberchondria (Mcmullan et al., 2019).   
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Self-esteem is used to describe a person's overall subjective sense of personal worth or value. In 
other words, self-esteem may be defined as how much you appreciate and like yourself regardless of the 
circumstances (Cherry, 2021). Neuroticism on the other hand is a long-term tendency to be in a negative 
or anxious emotional state. It is not a medical condition but a personality trait which is in the similar 
class as anxiety disorder. Research has linked cyberchondria with self-esteem (Bajcar & Babiak, 2019; 
Mamun et al., 2020) and neuroticism (Bajcar & Babiak, 2020; Bressington et al., 2020).  In this 
research, we added the factor of computer self-efficacy (CSE) that influences cyberchondria.  Computer 
self-efficacy is defined as a judgment of one's capability to use a computer.  
 
 
2. Related Literature and Theoretical Foundations 
 
For many individuals, the Internet has become a main source of health or medical information (Ahmad 
& Khan, 2017; Khazaal et al., 2021).  However, studies show that excessive contact and interaction with 
online medical materials may increase anxiety (White & Horvitz, 2012) which will eventually lead to 
cyberchondria (Aiken & Kirwan, 2012).  Self-esteem is defined as the subjective assessment of 
self-worth (Rosenberg, 2015).  People with low self-esteem perceive themselves as less appealing, 
incompetent, dull, and less worthy than others (Bajcar & Babiak, 2019).  Low self-esteem leads to 
higher cyberchondria as a specific health related problematic internet use (PIU) (Dolan & Fergus, 2014; 
Fergus & Spada, 2017).   

In psychology and development, neuroticism is a personality trait demonstrating the degree to 
which a person experiences the world as distressing, threatening, and unsafe.  In the studies conducted 
by Bajcar & Babiak (2020), they were able to show that among the Five Factor Model (FFM) of 
personality traits, or Big Five, neuroticism has been identified as positively related to cyberchondria. 
Computer self-efficacy is defined as an individual's ability to apply his or her computer skills to a wider 
range of computer related tasks (Compeau & Higgins, 2017). It represents an individual's perception of 
his abilities to use computers to perform a task.  It was also proven to be a predictor for computer 
anxiety based on the prior studies (Awofala et al., 2017; Sultan & Kanwal, 2017).  Given that prior 
studies have shown that a Low Self-Esteem, Neuroticism and Computer Self-Efficacy are predictors of 
deviant behaviors online such as Cyberchondria, our study proposes three hypotheses as shown in 
Figure 1. 

 
 

Figure 1. Theoretical Framework. 
 
 
3. Methodology 
 
3.1 Participants and Procedure 
 
In this study we used the cross-sectional method (Levin, 2006) to investigate the relationship of a 
person’s personality trait (neuroticism), level of confidence (self-esteem), perception to his computing 
ability (computer self-efficacy) and cyberchondria or anxiety-amplifying effects of online 
health-related searches (Starcevic, 2017).  College students taking up Information Technology from 
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two universities in the Philippines were invited to participate in the survey.  Different sections of the 
instrument and data privacy procedures were explicitly stated at the start of the survey process. In 
addition, ethical standards are upheld through informed consent from the students who are at least 18 
years of age.  A total of 187 responses were collected and analyzed for construct validation and testing 
of hypotheses.   

The respondents’ demographic profile revealed that majority of the respondents are male 
(64.2%) with the female accounting for 32.6% and remaining 3.1% prefer not to say.  For the Year 
Level, 45.5% are juniors, 27.3% are freshmen, 19.8% are sophomores and the remaining 7.5% are 
seniors.  A total of 91.4% of the respondents are fulltime students. As they engage with technology, 
77% or more are using either smartphones or laptops/PCs. Some additional valuable information that 
was gathered from the respondents were based on their Internet experience and Usage per Day.  It was 
noticeable that even if they are into information technology, 18.2% responded that they have less than 2 
years of Internet experience while their Usage per Day accounts for 63.1% of more than 6 hours. 
 
3.2 Measures 
 
The Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (RSES) is a 10-item measure of self-esteem (e.g., “On the whole, I 
feel satisfied with life”) with a 4-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree) 
with higher scores indicate higher self-esteem. For uniformity in the instrument, we used a 5-point scale 
ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).  For Computer Self-Efficacy (CSE), we 
adopted the instrument used by Joshi & Kuhn (2011) which was used as an instrument in measuring the 
interest of an individual towards an Information Systems career.  Neuroticism is one of the FFM 
personality traits or more commonly known as Big 5.  For this study, we adopted the instrument used by 
Ramírez-Correa (2017) which was used in an empirical study in a Chilean university.  The 
Cyberchondria Severity Scale (Mcelroy et al., 2019) is a brief, reliable, and valid measure of 
worry/anxiety attributable to excessive online health research. 

To test the reliability and validity of the instrument, the researchers tested the instrument in two 
phases using the PLS algorithm of the SmartPLS (Hair Jr et al., 2017).  This quantitative analysis 
technique has been applied in various information systems or IS research investigations using 
theoretical frameworks as basis for hypothetical testing (Limpin, 2018; Catedrilla et al 2019; Trapero et 
al, 2019).  The initial instrument was composed of 28 questions/indicators.  These were validated 
through an initial presentation with 4 respondents (2 male and 2 female) and Factor Analysis using the 
Partial Least Square (PLS) algorithm.   The initial indicators were presented to the students in a way that 
the questions will have no or limited level of vagueness when presented to future respondents. For 
construct reliability and validity of the instrument, 59 respondents were chosen.  After validation of the 
final instrument, 27 indicators remained with only one indicator from the Computer Self-Efficacy Scale 
removed. 

For construct reliability and validity with a Cronbach Alpha (0.7), Composite Reliability (0.7) 
and Average Variance Extracted (0.5), one of the CSE indicators was discarded due low factor loading.  
Another iteration of PLS algorithm was applied which resulted to a scale of 27 indicators with 
acceptable reliability and convergent validity as shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1.  Construct Reliability and Validity 
  Cronbach's 

Alpha 
Composite 
Reliability 

Average Variance 
Extracted (AVE) 

CSE 0.755 0.890 0.802 
Cyberchondria 0.929 0.937 0.558 
Neuroticism 0.896 0.932 0.820 
Self-Esteem 0.903 0.913 0.521 

 
 
4. Results and Discussion 
 
To test the structural model, we performed a multiple regression analysis using the bootstrapping 
application of SmartPLS (Hair Jr et al., 2017). The approach was also used by Ramírez-Correa (2017) 
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as they investigated the relationship of personality traits and deviant behavior in a structural model to 
accept or reject their study’s hypotheses as well as previous quantitative inquiries in information 
systems research (Catedrilla et al., 2019; Limpin, 2018; Trapero et al., 2019) . Using SmartPLS 3.0, the 
results of the survey was analyzed, and the results are presented in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Results 
Hypothesis Statement T-Statistics Decision 

H1 Low Self-esteem positively influence cyberchondria 0.732 Reject 
H2 Neuroticism positively influence cyberchondria 4.609 Accept 
H3 Computer self-efficacy positively influence cyberchondria 2.270 Accept 

 
Based on the T-Statistics, neuroticism and computer self-efficacy are positively related or 

influence cyberchondria.  The values of 4.609 (neuroticism) and 2.270 (computer self-efficacy) area 
above the acceptable values of 1.96 resulting to positive relationship to cyberchondria. On the other 
hand, low self-esteem negatively influences cyberchondria with a T-statistics of 0.732.  We infer that 
neuroticism and computer self-efficacy have a considerable impact on the escalation of individual 
health anxiety through excessive Internet search for health information.  This finding is consistent with 
a study that finds that a high level of neuroticism can lead to online deviant behavior (Ramírez-Correa, 
2017).  As for computer self-efficacy, it was shown by that there is a direct relationship between CSE 
and computer anxiety (Awofala et al., 2017; Sultan & Kanwal, 2017), which can be construed to relate 
CSE to cyberchondria. In the case of the first hypothesis, the results contradict with that of the findings 
of (Bajcar & Babiak, 2019;Vismara et al., 2020).  This shows that the respondents present a high level 
of self-esteem.  The findings can then be attributed to the following: (1) the respondents, which are 
adolescents, has a maturing level of self-esteem as proven by Gove (1989), and Roberts & Shiner 
(2005); (2) the students show cognitive alternatives after being in self-academic isolation for two 
semesters.  Cognitive alternatives, or a high value of it, improves self-esteem based on the study by 
Zhang et al. (2013); and (3) Life skills programs improve the students’ self-esteem (Mcvey et al., 2004).  
Life skills programs are usually initiated by the Student Development or Guidance offices of the 
universities to which the students are enrolled. 
 
 
5. Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
While this study attempts to identify the relationship of self-esteem, neuroticism and computer 
self-efficacy to cyberchondria, the findings are limited by the number and type of respondents as well as 
the sampling technique used by the researchers.  The rejection of H1 can be highly attributed to the 
respondents’ computer self-efficacy.  Being in the field IT, the students’ high computer self-efficacy 
lead to their high self-esteem similar to the findings of Hatzigianni & Margetts (2012) and 
Nikolopoulou & Gialamas (2017).  For H2, schools must be aware of how to handle students with high 
neuroticism.  Finally for H3, the Guidance Office and/or Student Development Office may conduct 
seminars or webinars related to the responsible use of the Internet, especially those information that are 
medical related.  This will educate students to critically appraise the information they gather 
(O’Mathúna, 2018). 

These limitations experienced during the execution of this research created opportunities for 
future research. First, there is a need to enrich the collection of data to cover other college 
degrees/programs for better representation. Therefore, the authors recommend replication of the study 
with larger samples to better demonstrate the relationship stated in the hypothesis. Second, a thorough 
study of the different age groups involving other stakeholders of the academe that will fit the respondent 
criteria will capture various factors regarding Internet user behavior and cyberchondria. Lastly, to 
complement and further improve the general lack of adequate survey methods that allow researchers to 
make strong and reliable inferences, future research should apply other methodologies such as 
qualitative interviews, content analysis or other emerging techniques to discover the most commonly 
recurring types of individual online behaviors in relation to their health issues. 
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Abstract. With increasing COVID cases, many are studying or working from home. We aim 
to address two problems. First, since many companies are into reskilling and upskilling in groups, 
the human touch and community are important. One aspect of human touch and community 
development, is ice-breaking. Second, we need to enable easy customization to reuse the objects 
or assets for different scenarios, contexts and needs. We are interested in games. Hence, a third 
problem we want to address is to improve problem-solving competencies through games. Our 
scope of work is to investigate the effectiveness of an object-oriented QR Monopoly game, to 
enhance ice-breaking in online training, and for education. Preliminary user testing indicates 
positive findings, with regards to the inclusion of chance, theme/rules/process/asset 
switching/modification, adding on to computer playfulness via object-orientation of the QR-
Monopoly game and entity-process modeling.  

Keywords: object-oriented QR-Monopoly game, enhance ice-breaking, education, user 
experience, computer playfulness 

1. Introduction

Educational games are on the rise with the development of technology. There are terms such as “games 
science” or “serious games.”  These have the potential to help us to understand and model, learn 
behaviors in game environments. Interestingly, Freitas (2018) points out that these games can not only 
help people to learn, but also to learn design through the game’s design. Pilon (2015) for example, cites 
Monopoly as a means to explain Henry George’s single-tax theory. 

1.1 Problem Statement 

With the current pandemic, and the increase in the number of covid cases, most people are required to 
stay at home. We aim to address two problems. First, companies or trainers, who host online training/ 
online webinars/online community sessions, face the problem of breaking the ice among trainees 
digitally. If the ice-breaking session requires physical items, it would make the session troublesome and 
even confusing, if trainees do not own the required item. Hence, creating an app, where game pieces 
are integrated would be necessary. The second problem to be addressed, is the need to reduce 
development, and to encourage reuse of assets for diverse contexts. This can be done by using object-
oriented programming, as it encourages reuse of codes/random retrieval of assets to create surprises.  

1.2 Objective 

The objectives of this study are: 
a) to create a mobile game, where players can play the game without being troubled by environmental

factors, such as wind or accidental water spills;
b) to create a customizable game, where players can change the theme/assets of the game.

Our scope of work is a mobile Monopoly application. Created by Lizzie Magie to explain Henry 
George’s single-tax theory in 1903, Monopoly is sometimes known as the Landlord’s game. 
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Subsequently, in 1991, Hasbro published many different spin-offs. Our Monopoly game is simpler. Our 
Monopoly game can be used for ice breaking or educational events, where questions (e.g., Mathematics 
or English questions) can be developed easily, to suit different contexts, needs and abilities.  

 We also allow users to freely customize using the ‘chance’ mechanic of the game, to enhance 
Monopoly’s user experience (UX). Players can freely develop their own rules and custom deck of 
questions for any situation that they desire.  With QR codes, board game cafes can use QR codes with 
discounts at certain places, to surprise customers who pay attention to details. The prototype will be for 
a single player. 

 The outline of this paper follows the evolutionary/incremental Software Development Lifecycle 
(SDLC): Section 2 covers related work, Section 3, the design and development, Section 4, unit, 
functional and systems testing and user evaluation and in Section 5, the conclusion.  

2. Literature Review

2.1 Educational Games 

Games can be developed for different situations. Educational games are already in the market, to assist 
parents and teachers to educate kids. They are widely accepted. Some of the benefits of playing 
educational games, are the development of computational thinking skills. Framing and reframing (Lee 
& Wong, 2014) in order to encourage transfer has resulted in positive outcomes (micro- macro- causal 
structures, and evidences of near and far transfer). 

 Oei and Patterson (2014) find that a variety of higher-order executive function skills 
significantly improve with 20 hours of training playing Cut the Rope, a physics-based puzzle game, 
compared to Modern Combat (an action video game), Starfront Collision (a real-time strategy game), 
and Fruit Ninja (a fast-paced arcade game). They conjecture that in contrast to popular belief that greater 
complexity will hinder problem-solving, the executive improvements exhibited, imply generalized 
transfer. This stems from constantly refining strategies, planning and reframing in a variety of complex 
puzzle games.  

 Video games, however, are usually negatively perceived, as violence is one of games’ main 
attractions. Blumberg, Altschuler, Almonte, and Mileaf (2013) and Elson and Ferguson (2014) opine 
that this perception is inconclusive. They find that the major drive for the “serious games movement”, 
which tends to be more educational, is the distinction between entertainment games and non-
entertainment games. To Özçelik, Cagiltay, and Ozcelik (2015), from a game study perspective, it 
teaches people about competition as a design component, and how developers should balance 
entertainment and education in a game. Hence, there are differences in views towards games.  

Shute, Lubin, Greiff, Zhao and Moore’s (2016) competency model simplifies the issues, by 
suggesting four aspects in improving problem-solving skills, i.e., “analyzing givens and constraints,” 
“planning a solution pathway,” “using tools and resources effectively and efficiently” and “monitoring 
and evaluating progress.” This competency model makes design and development easier to measure.  

2.2 Monopoly 

Monopoly is created by Lizzie Magie to explain Henry George’s single-tax theory in 1903. It is patented 
in 1904 and in 1923 (Pilon, 2015). After acquiring Monopoly in 1991 (Seay, 2017), Hasbro publishes 
many different spin-offs. An example is the Monopoly: Ultimate Banking Edition where the 'Ultimate 
Banking Unit' replaces cash. Hasbro also collaborates with Star Wars, and thus the release of the 
Monopoly Star Wars Mandalorian edition.  

2.3 Ice-Breaking Games 

Due to the pandemic, many creative and innovative ice-breaking games have been featured through 
Google searches. Figures 1a, and b illustrate four examples from Conceptboard’s collaborative online 
whiteboard. Some others turn to Zoom. Examples are those by TrixTV (Figures 1c) on YouTube and 
Howell (Figures 1d).
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 Figure 1a. Choose your favorite   Figure 1b. Take a picture   Figure 1c. This thing is me!  Figure 1d. Where are you? 

The non-Zoom games in Conceptboard are richer in terms of interactions, because the games 
are supported by a database with template libraries, board history, role management, file import and an 
extensible workspace. Interactions are captured and analytics can be carried out. 

2.4 Gamification 

Gamification in the context of learning and education are activities and processes that aim to solve 
problems and learn by using different game mechanics (Brathwaite & Schreiber, 2009). Some 
gamification studies such as by Kim, Song, Lockee, & Burton (2018) are designed bsed on "positive 
failure", i.e., problem-solving via through multiple attempts and failures. However, similar to Lee and 
Wong’s (2018) study on gamification for the Smart Cities, we prefer rewards and no penalties, as the 
games in the series are casual games, i.e., for enjoyment, relaxation, recovery and rest.  

2.5 Learning Using Board Games 

Board games have been utilized throughout the years. Abramson, Burke-Bergmann, Nolf, and Swift 
(2009) and Mostowfi and Mamaghani (2016) agree that playing is an important factor in educational 
development. A child’s development can be enhanced through “play.”  It is also claimed that using 
board games, children can relate better with the context that is being taught. Both also highlight the 
advantages of using board games as teaching tools, and Hunsucker (2016), platforms for collaborative 
learning.  

2.6 QR Codes in Marketing and Education 

The square-shaped QR code is a two-dimension code, which can store all kinds of contents such as 
image, URL, and text. These provide designers more options. Since they can be designed with any 
shape and color, and are free and easily accessible to users, QR codes are often used for marketing.  

They can also be used for learning. In Chang and Law’s (2008) study, teachers can generate a 
QR code, which brings students to the respective websites to complete their work. Papadakis, 
Kalogiannakis, and Zaranis’ (2018) study also finds that children are motivated while learning 
Mathematics through a QR-code-based game.  

 Based on the above review, we identify two points, to be included into the QR-Monopoly 
application, to achieve ease of use, and increase the expressiveness of the system:  
a) the chance mechanic is useful. Depending on chance, players are either given a bonus, such as

money, or are allowed to move to a certain square. Conversely, chance can pull players back, by
penalizing their money, or sending them to jail.

b) the contents of the cards can be freely customized, with different instructions or wording, as long as
they help the game state to progress.

3. Methodology

This project is developed using a total of 26 weeks and the incremental waterfall model is utilized as 
the Software Developmental Life Cycle Model. The application’s functional and non-functional 
requirements are both determined mostly through literature review. During this stage, solutions for the 
problems discussed in the introduction are identified using literature review. By gathering information 
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about prior work using literature review, we can understand different solution factors from the existing 
solutions, and thus identify feasible and higher priority solutions, to be included in the prototype. 
      The ‘chance’ mechanic in Monopoly, comes into the picture when players land on a square. 
Subsequently, they have to pick up a random card from the deck, and follow the instructions on the 
card. XML and the Java language is used to develop the prototype, the ZXing library is used for the QR 
code scanner.  
      System testing is then carried out, followed by usability and user testing. The user testing is 
carried out on 30 users via Google Form and the link to the online application. The questionnaire is 
designed based on Davis’ (1989), Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw’s (1989) and Venkatesh & Bala’s (2008) 
Technology Acceptance Models, 1, 2 and 3.   
 
 
4. Design, Development and Test Case 
 
From a designer/developer’s perspective, this mobile application enables users to create their own 
themed questions or instructions, based on different events, topics, drama series related, for educational 
purposes. Players should also be able to develop new rules for the game. Two examples of the plan-
based scenarios are presented in Table 1 below.  
 
Table 1. Plan-Based Scenario  

Rolling the dice Buy or rent 
Actor Player  Actor Player 
Trigger Event Player clicks on the dice Trigger 

Event 
The player lands on a property square 

Preconditions Application is installed on the device and  
Application is running and  
The Player still has money 

Preconditions The game board is generated and  
Dice is clicked, and  
The Player still has money  

Postcondition The system moves the Player, based on 
the outcome of the dice click.  

Postcondition Increment the Player’s purchase info., and 
decrement the Player’s funds.  

 
      From a player’s perspective, the Player will enter the main page of the application. There will 
be options to exit, or to look at more information at the official Monopoly website (not our site). When 
the user clicks Start, the system will create the game board and ask the Player to enter his/her name. 
The Player will then click the dice. It will decide randomly, which square the Player will land on. There 
are two kinds of landing squares. For the property squares, there are two kinds of property squares, 
which are owned and unowned. When Player lands on an owned property square, rent will automatically 
be deducted from the cash-in-hand by the application. But if the Player lands on an unowned property 
square, the Player will have to make a choice between buying or renting the property. Buying the 
property by clicking buy will make the Player the owner of the property. This enables them to receive 
rent from other players who land on the said square and stop the opponent from purchasing the said 
property. Clicking Rent will result in an empty turn. No changes are made to the property’s ownership 
and the Player’s cash-in-hand will still remain the same. 
      For the chance squares, the Player can draw a random card from the stack, scan the QR code 
on the card, and carry out the instructions. Then the Player needs to pick the Pass or Fail option based 
on whether the Player has successfully or unsuccessfully met the requirements in the card. The score 
and the Player’s cash-in-hand are then adjusted based on the option chosen. If Pass is picked, the Player 
will gain an extra amount of cash. Otherwise, a fixed amount will be reduced from the player’s cash at 
hand. The game loops until the Player runs out of funds.  
      The game’s user interfaces (using XML Preview in Android Studio) are presented in Figures 2a, 
and b. Two sample QR codes are shown in Figures 2c and d.  
 

  
Text: Mimic a Disney 

character What genre of music do 
you enjoy 

     Figure 2a. Main menu          Figure 2b. The board game                Figures 2c, d. Sample QR code examples for Dares   
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 The functions are presented in Table 2 below.  
 
Table 2. Functions and Description  

Functions Description 
update ( ) Updates the cash on hand of both players  
onDraw ( ) Creates the Game board 
Play ( ) Plays music and sound effects 
checkMovement ( ) Makes sure that drawable is at the location which they are supposed to be in. 
gameOver ( ) Triggered when the player’s cash-in-hand drops below zero, which then shows the player the 

game-over dialog and brings them back to the main menu. 
computerTurn ( ) In charge of managing the computer’s turn and progress. 
check_RentIncrement( ) Check how much the rent increased on the property with the number of times Rent was 

clicked. 
 
 
5. User Testing 
 
5.1 Perceived Usefulness 
 
After the application is developed, it is analyzed based on its perceived usefulness and ease of use.  
From the findings, the user feedback is positive. Users like the concept of using the game for ice-
breaking and the use of chance, ranking these first and second respectively (Table 3). They also agree 
with the object-oriented themed questions, and the likelihood of capturing the attention of other players. 
Because of time constraints, aesthetics, theme changes and the score systems are basic and can be 
improved in the future. 
 
Table 3. Perceived Usefulness Ranking   

Perceived usefulness Likert scale Rank 
Questions 2 3 4 5 Sum (4 & 5) %  
Game2icebreaking 0.0% 3.3% 43.3% 53.3% 96.7% 1 
Chance 0.0% 6.7% 60.0% 33.3% 93.3% 2 
Themed questions 0.0% 10.0% 33.3% 56.7% 90.0% 3 
Teach (capture attention) 0.0% 10.0% 36.7% 53.3% 90.0% 4 
Theme changes 0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 40.0% 80.0% 5 
Aesthetics 6.7% 20.0% 36.7% 33.3% 70.0% 6 

 
 The corresponding histograms are presented in Figures 3a-f below.  
 

 
 

 

    Figure 3a. Usefulness of chance to ice-breaking             Figure 3b. Usefulness of the game to ice-breaking 
 

  
   Figure 3c. Usefulness of rate changes in themes               Figure 3d. Usefulness of themed questions  
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Figure 3e. Usefulness in capturing attention                       Figure 3f. Pleasantness of design aesthetics 
 

5.2 Perceived Ease of Use/Result Demonstrability, Self-Efficacy and Computer Playfulness 
 
Most of the feedback are positive. In terms of ranking, theme switching, board layout, customizing 
questions, QR function, and turn progress are ranked highest (Table 4), with a summation of score 4 
and score 5 percentages accounting for 96.7% each. The difference thus lies in the percentage of 
users/players who score 5 for each question. These highlight again, the users/players like the novelty of 
dynamic and easy changes, via the object-oriented nature of functions in the system. These contribute 
to system playfulness, a key attribute in Technology Acceptance Model 3.  
 
Table 4. Ranking for Perceived Ease of Use 

Perceived ease of use 
Questions Likert scale score   Sum (4 & 5%)  Rank TAM 3 attributes 
 2 3 4 5    
Theme switching 0.0% 3.3% 33.3% 63.3% 96.7% 1 Playfulness 
Board layout 0.0% 3.3% 36.7% 60.0% 96.7% 2-3 Playfulness 
Customizing 
questions 0.0% 3.3% 36.7% 60.0% 96.7% 2-3 

Playfulness 

QR function  0.0% 3.3% 43.3% 53.3% 96.7% 4 Result demonstrability 
Turn progress 0.0% 3.3% 50.0% 46.7% 96.7% 5 Result demonstrability 
At ease 0.0% 6.7% 20.0% 73.3% 93.3% 6 Self-efficacy 
Confidence 0.0% 6.7% 26.7% 66.7% 93.3% 7 Self-efficacy 
Score tracking 3.3% 6.7% 40.0% 50.0% 90.0% 8 Result demonstrability 

 
      Result demonstrability/ease of use and confidence (self-efficacy) (another two attributes in 
Technology Acceptance Model 3), are scored highly as well, indicating that although the design is 
simple, it is positive. Some users/players enjoy the part where they design the cards to look more 
aesthetic, e.g., designing the card’s back with different cartoons and in the future, printing the QR code 
and card design input from the users on an actual card. In a later version, the game is extended to an 
AR-enhanced food ordering app, for Instagrammable shots (Figures 4a, b, c, d, e) at a cafe. 
  

              
Figure 4a (food ordering app), b (start AR), c (Halloween AR), d, e (Other AR examples) 

 
6.  Conclusion 
 
We have set out to design and develop an object-oriented QR Monopoly game, in order to enhance 
Monopoly’s customizability, asset and game development/management and user experience (UX). 
Users/players like the flexibility and easy customization of the application, as it can suit educational as 
well as non-educational needs and contexts.  Examples of use cases are ice-breaking sessions, even for 
corporate training. User testing indicates very positive results, prioritizing surprise, flexibility, 
playfulness, above mechanics. The most important success factor is Monopoly’s inherent game design.  
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Abstract: With the rapid rise and maturity of online learning, blended learning has become one 
of the main trends in education reform and development in the future. Therefore, visualizing the 
knowledge structure of blended learning is necessary for future research. This study establishes 
a knowledge structure through document co-citation analysis and multidimensional scale 
analysis by analyzing a total of 395 documents from 2015 to 2020. The results of this study 
objectively predict the trend of blended learning research. Research themes are prominent in 
blended learning environments, online learning, motivation and motivation regulation, and 
academic achievement. Relevant studies reflect the significance of information communication 
technologies in supporting the development of blended learning. This study has important 
reference significance for blended learning practitioners and researchers to address blended 
learning challenges. 

Keywords: Blended learning, ICT, document co-citation analysis, educational research 

1. Introduction

With the maturity of network technology and the growth of people's demand for high-quality education, 
blended learning (BL) has become one of the research directions of educational technology, with 
potential in the information-based education reform process. Blended learning consists of face-to-face 
sessions and learning materials that are supported by information communication technologies (ICT) 
(Tshabalala et al., 2016, p.43). Exploring the trend of BL is the significance for studying the 
development of ICT from another perspective. This study searched the literature review in the Web of 
Science (WOS), Google Scholar, ERIC, and SCOPUS by reviewing the searched literature articles of 
the BL category.  

The literature review in these databases discusses four aspects. The first aspect is about 
professional skills training for teachers. Philipsen et al. (2019) proposed a teacher professional 
development framework in the BL. Other scholars have used systematic literature review to analyze this 
framework and provide more supplements (Lockee, 2021; Portillo, 2021). The second one is related to 
the BL in medical health education. From the perspective of the period, the review articles accounting 
for medical health education have a relatively large number (six documents). Relevant literature 
research has developed from evaluating the application of BL (Mccutcheon et al., 2015) to starting from 
practice, studying the performance of student learning outcomes (Coyne et al., 2018; Vallée et al., 2020). 
The third aspect discusses challenges. Boelens et al. (2017) and Rasheed et al. (2020) reported the 
challenges of BL, such as collaborative learning, instructional design and the online component. The 
last one is about students’ self-regulation ability. Anthonysamy et al. (2020) described the importance 
of self-regulated learning skills for BL. 

Therefore, the past literature review of BL rarely analyzes the entire knowledge domain 
visually. In this literature review on BL, the researchers conducted a visual analysis from three aspects, 
namely, BL research trends, theoretical background, and subtopic classification differences. This study 
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aims to discuss the focus and research status of BL research topics. On the basis of the research results, 
this study reveals the evolutionary background of BL theory and constructs a visual knowledge map 
between related themes. 

2. Methodology

2.1 Data Sources 

In this study, international academic journals were search from WOS, Google Scholar, ERIC, and 
SCOPUS. This study applied inclusion criteria to the search procedures. The inclusion criteria included 
research topics (BL/hybrid learning), publication time (January 1, 2015 to December 31, 2020), 
research background (educational research), journal quality (high-impact journals), and abstracts 
(clearly discussed in the BL). 

Depending on the retrieval criteria, we retrieved 395 documents in English. Keywords were 
extracted by BICOMB2.01 (Bibliographic Items Co-occurrence Matrix Builder 2.0), and word 
frequency was counted. Keywords with word frequency greater than three were selected as the final 
data sources. 

2.2 Method 

This review used systematic analysis method to uncover relevant research of BL in the past. The design 
of the flow diagram is shown in Figure 1. It shows the process of analyzing the literature. 

Figure 1. Research process diagram. 

3. Results

3.1 Research Trend Analysis 

The analyses of the changing trends in the number of journal papers with BL themes help grasp the 
characteristics and development speed in this field. Therefore, this study obtained 395 valid documents 
articles in English, and the total trend chart of literature were generated (Figure 2). The number of 
international articles has been steadily increasing in recent years, reaching the largest at 129 in 2020. 
Thus, BL research has been continuously concerned by worldwide researchers and developed rapidly. 
According to the index trend line and determination coefficient (R2=0.9879), the number of BL articles 
will maintain a continuous growth trend in the future. 
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 Figure 2. Trends of total literature volume in international high-quality journals of BL. 
 

 
3.2 Theoretical Background Analysis 
 
The multi-citation clustering of articles related to highly cited BL can better reflect the knowledge 
structure of the BL research field. VOSviewer has its own clustering technique (Van Eck & Waltman, 
2017). This study uses documents that have been cited no less than seven times for clustering, as shown 
in Figure 3. Based on the citation relationship between clusters, the high-frequency clustering of BL 
research theories can be classified into four categories, namely, BL courses, learning satisfaction, 
communication and inquiry, and student experience. 

 

 
Figure 3. Document co-citation cluster map of international journal documents. 
 
BL course (in red as described in Figure 3): In this category, the documents represented by 

Brown (2016), Garrison (2004), Osguthorpe and Graham (2003), and Porter et al. (2016) received the 
highest citation frequency. In this type of highly cited literature, the topic of discussion mainly revolves 
around the BL course. BL course is the integration of online and face-to-face learning. Online learning 
complements the students’ learning process. Moreover, in view of this definition, other highly cited 
scholars have discussed the details of the composition of the BL course. For example, an international 
component of online content can encourage individual participation and minimize students’ 
background influence of course participation in small groups (Mittelmeier et al., 2017). If electronic 
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devices are utilized in BL, then more consideration should be given to providing electronic device use 
services to ensure the realization of sustainable interaction and deep learning in the course. Setting the 
learning analysis function in the BL course can realize the mining and analysis of the meaningful 
process of BL. Setting up the learning analysis function in the process of BL can achieve the mining and 
analysis of significant processes. At the same time, the implementation of mixed discussion in BL 
courses can enhance the recognition of the value of learning for college students. However, in terms of 
cooperation, Han and Ellis (2020) argued that to have a more successful BL experience, students need 
to choose partners with the same learning tendencies. 

Learning satisfaction (in blue): This cluster focuses on BL practice courses in medical 
education. As shown in Figure 4, the research of Cook et al. (2010), Smyth et al. (2012), and Woltering 
(2009) are relatively close in this cluster with a high correlation. The study also examined student 
satisfaction and affirmed the positive influence of BL on improving students’ learning outcomes. 
Moreover, within this range, the article “A study of student satisfaction in a blended e-learning system 
environment” is the most frequently cited descriptive literature. Although this study did not take 
medical education as an object of study, the authors proposed four prerequisites for improving student 
BL satisfaction (Wu et al., 2010). From the perspective of citation frequency, relevant research subjects 
generally agree with this view. 

Community inquiry (in green): Garrison et al. (1999) proposed the model of community inquiry 
in the process of BL. In this model, Garrison not only emphasized community interaction but also stated 
the role of social media. Social media will lead to sustainable change in community communication. 
Therefore, in this cluster, the viewpoints of documents with high citation frequency also engage in more 
in-depth discussion around the two aspects. On the one hand, BL environments provide students with an 
inquiry community. In this community, problem-solving, collaboration among students, perceived 
learning outcomes, and overall satisfaction are enhanced (Roux & Nagel, 2018; Westerlaken et al., 
2019). On the other hand, students have great expectations and preferences for the quality and usability 
of social media (e.g., audio, video, and interactive platforms; Morris et al., 2019). 

Student experience (in yellow): The article “Blended learning systems” is the most frequently 
cited document in this cluster. Therefore, BL research in this cluster follows the concept of BL, the 
objectives of the BL environment, and the implementation framework of BL proposed by Graham and 
other relevant scholars (Graham et al., 2013; Osguthorpe & Graham, 2003). Around this theoretical 
basis, the clustering research conducted in-depth discussions from the perspective of student experience 
on cooperative learning, social existence, satisfaction, and user needs of new learning tools (Morris et 
al., 2019). 
 
3.3 Research Theme Analysis  
 
Clustering analysis of high-frequency keywords can result in the topic structure of BL, however the 
position of each research topic is unclear. With the help of multidimensional scaling analysis (MDSA), 
we can further determine the location of each research topic and the keywords within the group. These 
positions can explore the trends of international research hotspots of BL. MDSA describes the 
relationship among multiple keywords to analyze the high-frequency words generally distributed as 
points in the MDSA graph. Their similarity is usually drawn by the relative position between each 
discrete point. Keywords with a high degree of similarity will gather together to form a category. At the 
same time, the keywords closer to the middle will have a more core position. The more they are at the 
edge, the narrower the research topic is or the transition to other themes. In the present study, we 
imported a dissimilarity matrix, which we previously prepared in SPSS. Moreover, we generated an 
MDSA atlas using ALSCAL, as shown in Figure 4. From the overall perspective, the BL research 
presents the characteristics of relatively scattered overall and relatively concentrated parts. However, 
the degree of the core within the theme is not high, and all studies are marginalized. That is, the state 
presented by the BL research is highly correlated with the influence of its definition. BL is also often 
interrelated with other topics. Therefore, the overall graph shows a transition trend. 

(1) “Mobile learning,” “self-regulated learning,” “motivation,” and “attitude” are in Region A. 
In this group, the distance between attitude and learning strategies is close to the center of the theme. In 
the analysis of the influencing factors, Kintu and Zhu (2016) believed that learners’ attitudes toward the 
affinity of BL intrinsically affect students’ satisfaction. According to the analysis of the results, students 
generally hold a positive attitude toward BL (Taghizadeh & Hajhosseini, 2020). This positive attitude 
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improves students’ satisfaction and communication skills (Shorey et al., 2017). In terms of learning 
strategies, Vanslambrouck et al. (2018) proposed that BL helps students change their learning 
strategies. The importance of appropriate learning strategies for new information processing should not 
be underestimated in the learning process of new knowledge impart using BL methods (Eagleton, 
2017). Mobile learning, self-regulated learning, and motivation are relatively close to one another. We 
summarized BL research supported by mobile technology. Using mobile technology to create a BL 
environment can realize the immediacy of learning and communication (Barrett & Liu, 2019). 
Therefore, the purpose of BL using mobile technology is to promote the improvement of cooperation, 
interaction, and communication between students in language learning. The learning motivation of 
students has a positive influence during the progress of BL (Alkış & Temizel, 2018). As a result of the 
small number of the group, articles about BL supported by mobile learning in recent years are limited, 
which may transfer to other topics in future research. 

Figure 4. MDSA map of high-frequency keywords in international journal databases. 

(2) Keywords such as “teaching–learning strategy,” “collaborative learning,” and “media in
learning” are in Region B. The research topics in this group mainly focus on BL represented by media 
technology, and it focuses on the design and implementation of collaboration between students and 
teaching methods. Dridi et al. (2020) verified through MOOCs that collaborative learning environments 
help students cope with the challenges of blended courses. Furthermore, the course management system 
(Moodle) in BL can realize the construction of deep knowledge by collaborative learning than chatting 
tools (Sun et al., 2017). In future studies, this group will be more theme-centered. Scholars will 
gradually focus on the integration of attitudes and learning strategies. 

(3) Keywords such as “online learning,” “distance learning,” and “learning achievement,” are
located in Region C. This type of group focuses on the BL supported by Internet technology. In this 
region, learning activity, online learning, and learning performance are close to one another and the 
center. Therefore, in this group, scholars are more inclined to study the application of learning platform 
(e.g., learning management system), students’ abilities (e.g., communication and self-regulation 
abilities), learning analysis (e.g., hidden Markov model and condensed sequence clustering detection 
model) and students’ academic performance under this model (Bervell & Arkorful, 2020; 
Ramirez-Arellano et al., 2019). The BL method analysis and synchronous learning in this group are far 
from the center. The related topics of these categories are relatively narrow and tend to combine with 
other themes in future research. 

(4) Keywords such as “blended learning environment,” “high education,” and “flipped
classroom” are located Region D, which is focused on the BL environment. The distance between each 
keyword in this quadrant is extremely close. The BL environment is concentrated in colleges and 
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universities. Particularly, flipped classroom, as a BL mode, has a large number of related research 
papers. Scholars have mainly studied the effect of applying this model, such as the effect of a flipped 
classroom on students’ thinking (Sadik & Abdulmonem, 2020), the influence of a flipped classroom on 
teachers and students’ learning workload (Alcaraz et al., 2019), and the change in students’ 
self-efficacy (Thai et al., 2020). In future research of mixed learning, the construction of the BL 
environment will still become the research topic in this field. 

4. Discussion

On the basis of the analysis of the selected literature, the theoretical background influencing the 
subsequent research of BL mainly revolves around the definition of BL and the implementation 
framework. From the perspective of the definition of BL, some scholars agree on a broader range of 
definitions of BL, which not only emphasize the combination of online and face-to-face but also include 
the integration of different technologies, theories, and teaching strategies (Friesen, 2012; Lalima & 
Dangwal, 2017). However, with the development of BL research, the definition of BL has three 
common points. First, web-based support makes online learning possible. Second, online learning is a 
supplement to face-to-face learning. Third is the promotion of the in-depth integration of information 
technology and curriculum. However, the definition should not withdraw from the context. In other 
words, although the essence of BL research is limited to the combination of face-to-face and online 
learning, it narrows the research scope of BL. This simple definition is not to say that BL is simply a 
description of the operation of web-based BL. Especially in the BL implementation of the strategy, we 
still need to provide it with a theoretical basis (e.g., constructivism, behavioral, and cognitive science). 
It can make the development of BL gradually have its research core. Furthermore, it enables innovative 
learning situations, and optimizing students’ learning has become the common goal of BL. 

 From the perspective of the implementation framework, the research of different scholars is 
different. First, Graham (2013) summarized the implementation framework from the BL implemented 
by some institutes. Through the analysis of the implementation process of BL, the implementation 
phase of BL is divided into three parts, namely, awareness/exploration, adoption/early implementation, 
and mature implementation/growth. Wu (2016) explored into the practice of BL. He designed the 
framework from the perspective of curriculum design. Although the research perspective of the BL 
implementation framework is different, they focused on the construction of the BL environment, 
emphasizing the importance of goal setting and BL. Therefore, in future research on the implementation 
framework of BL, scholars can consider comparing the mutual mapping or differences between the 
frameworks of BL under cultural backgrounds, which will better guide the implementation of the 
instructional design of BL. 

Finally, common research tendencies exist among the relevant studies on key research topics. 
For example, online learning research related to BL will focus on the research on the proportion of 
online learning in BL, the construction of online learning resources, the analysis of online learning 
achievements, and obstacle factors. In the future, research on related topics will still incline to the 
development of students’ abilities and resource construction. Flipped classroom, which has a high 
frequency of keywords, is also a hotspot topic in the research of BL. The research content focuses on the 
positivism research paradigm, teaching strategies, and teaching effects combined with the BL 
environment. The adjustment of learning motivation and academic performance are still hotspots in the 
research of BL. However, mobile learning shows a trend of marginalization, and most of the research 
content focuses on the use of mobile technology to promote learning exchanges and communication. 
The creation and application of mobile learning resources in BL should be considered in the future. 

5. Conclusion

Given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on education, BL will introduce practice opportunities. 
Therefore, understanding the status of BL research is significant for the future development of BL. The 
conclusions and findings of this study have a reference value for researchers to understand the current 
situation of BL. The results show that the development of information technology has influenced the 
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development of blended learning. At the same time, the findings point out the direction to continue to 
practice BL research in the future. Of course, the comprehensiveness of the literature is still relatively 
lacking. For example, documents in fundamental education are relatively few; thus, the research 
conclusions were directly affected by the data sources. Future research would be richer in different 
databases and document types to have a more comprehensive understanding and grasp of the research 
progress of BL.  
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Abstract: This study explores the lived experiences of students from one public university in 
Malaysia about online learning from home. This qualitative study aims to provide an analysis of 
students' personal experience in terms of the advantages and challenges of online learning 
during the national lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Data were collected through 
students' blogs where they documented their expressions of their online learning experience for 
12 weeks. Data were classified according to two main studied areas: advantages and challenges. 
Three themes emerged for advantages — flexible learning time, student-driven learning and 
positive learning opportunities while four themes emerged for challenges — poor internet 
connection, poor self-control, unconducive learning environment and feelings of helplessness 
and burden. The study provides some evidence that online learning is the best alternative during 
the ongoing crisis despite the challenges. 

Keywords: Learning experience, online learning, COVID-19 pandemic 

1. Introduction

The sudden closure of all institutions of higher learning in Malaysia on 18 March 2020 due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic disrupted the lives of all students unexpectedly. This unprecedented move was 
taken to reduce the risk of infection transmission on campuses. To ensure continuity of lessons, all 
Malaysian higher institutions switched from the conventional face-to-face mode to fully online learning 
during the national lock-down otherwise known as the Movement Control Order (MCO). 

Online learning at Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM) has been implemented more than 10 years 
ago where lessons are blended—students use online modalities to complete bite-size activities, take 
quizzes, receive course materials and submit assignments while being physically present in class with 
the course instructors. Given the worsening pandemic, UPM promptly responded by moving all 
blended learning lessons to be fully online. Face-to-face sessions were replaced with synchronous and 
asynchronous modes of learning. Given the aforesaid context, an unexpected opportunity for a case 
study arose when a blended learning undergraduate course — Educational Technology (FCE3401) was 
forced to go fully online just after two weeks of commencing the new semester. This opened up 
opportunities to the researchers who were also the FCE3401 course instructors to explore students’ 
online learning experiences during the COVID-19 pandemic when they were physically at home. The 
subjects of study are students enrolled in a teaching degree course at UPM. 

2. Literature review

Recent studies related to online learning in the context of the COVID19 pandemic reveal students 
experience favourable yet challenging learning situations. Given the scenario where students learn 
online from home, they are no longer passive learners and instructors are no longer fully control of the 
class dynamics (Suliman, Abu-Moghli, Khalaf, Zumot & Nabolsi, 2021). Khalil et al. (2020) reported 
that students are receptive to the online modalities as they find online sessions to be time-saving which 
resulted in better performance. The study also found that students utilise the latest digital technologies 
for their online lessons which promote student-driven learning. Instruction through modern 
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technologies can be tailored to student needs by empowering them “to control their learning experience, 
including opportunities for repetition and deliberate practice with structured guidance” (Candler, 2007, 
p. 6). Video conferencing was prefered as students perceive it to be similar to face-to-face classes as it
allows them to interact with their course instructors and provides them with nearness (Ramos-Morcillo,
Leal-Costa, Moral-García, & Ruzafa-Martínez, 2020). Rizun and Strzelecki (2020) also reported the
perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness of technology was found to be predictors of students’
acceptance of shifting to distance online learning during the pandemic. At the same time, students were
found to be quite favourable towards online learning as it enhances their productivity.

However, despite the aforementioned positive experience, the switch to fully online abruptly and 
unexpectedly has its challenges. The inequities of online resources have largely impacted low 
socioeconomic status students and those who live in rural areas from engaging in online learning 
effectively (Bdair, 2021). Poor and unstable internet connectivity disrupts learning — students face 
difficulties in attending online sessions, take quizzes and upload files (Suliman et al., 2021; Mahyoob, 
2020). Noise and unconducive learning environments also hinder students' online learning (Suliman et 
al., 2021). Lack of student interaction and feedback also restrain learning (Bdair, 2021). The lack of 
family support may also be detrimental to students learning online (Suliman et al, 2020). 

3. Objectives of the Study

The objective of the study is to explore the lived experiences of students about online learning from 
home. This qualitative study aims to provide an analysis of students’ personal experience in terms of the 
advantages and challenges of online learning during the first MCO in Malaysia that lasted from 18 
March to 3 May 2020. 

4. Course Description

Educational Technology (FCE3401) is a compulsory course for all Education major students. The 
course aims to provide students with fundamental knowledge and skills of educational technology. The 
students were exposed to a 2-hour lecture and a 3-hour laboratory session per week. In the lecture, 
students learned about the concepts, theories, principles, development and practices in educational 
technology. They also learned to evaluate instructional media. For the practical sessions, students 
learned to create instructional media. As mentioned early, lessons were conducted face-to-face for two 
weeks followed by fully online lessons for the remaining 12 weeks of the semester after MCO was 
enforced. Lectures were pre-recorded using the Loom app and shared with the students weekly and 
supplemented with interactions on Whatsapp and intermittent Zoom sessions. The practical sessions 
were conducted synchronously using GoogleMeet by following the original schedule before MCO. 

5. Methods

5.1 Participants 

A total of 36 Education major students participated in this study. At the time of data collection, they 
were in their fourth semester. All of them reported that they had no prior knowledge about educational 
technology before enrolling in the course. 

5.2 Instrumentation and data collection 

Blog text entries 
Students documented their expressions of their online learning experience weekly throughout the 
remaining 12 weeks. Evidence was captured through a variety of materials such as text, videos and 
photographs. Only textual materials were utilised for this study. In other words, these personal 
expressions encapsulated their feelings and thoughts about learning online during the pandemic. 
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Data analysis 
The first author reviewed rigorously all text entries in the students' weekly blog. Employing qualitative 
content analysis, the first author read and analysed the text to identify initial codes. All highlighted text 
was coded using the predetermined categories wherever possible. All the categories were then conflated 
into the relevant themes. To ensure the trustworthiness of the findings, the second author was involved 
in further discussion with the first author until agreement was reached between the two concerning the 
coding of the text entries.  

6. Results and Findings

Based on data comparisons and analysis, excerpts were identified for the two domains of the 
study—advantages and challenges. Three themes were identified for advantages and four themes for 
challenges. 

Advantages 
Flexible Learning Time 
As the course instructors, we were aware that 30% of the students had poor Internet connections at 
home. To overcome this challenge, we pre-recorded our lectures, and students were given the link 
through WhatsApp to access every week. Students were able to access the video at their convenience. 
For example, students with a poor Internet connection could view the video recordings during off-peak 
hours. Two students said the following: 

….for this course, the instructor had provided recorded lectures and uploaded the 
videos so that students with problematic Internet access could watch them at other 
times. I think this is a very good way so that they will not be left behind (Student # 3, 
AF). 

I live in a very remote area at FELDA which is surrounded by forest and oil palm 
plantations. This makes it difficult for me to follow the online lessons. My instructor has 
taken a clever step by recording the lectures to ensure that those with poor Internet 
access can continue to learn (Student #27, NH) 

Another student lamented about his poor Internet connectivity due to the bad weather but did 
not find it to be a major problem as he could rewatch the video recordings when the connectivity 
improved. He said that: 

What I endure for FCE3401 during the pandemic is definitely the unsatisfactory 
Internet connectivity. This is due to the location and weather. I am using wifi at home 
and connectivity deteriorates when it rains. It is problematic when I am accessing the 
video recordings or when I am online for synchronous lessons. But it is not a difficult 
problem because I can rewatch the videos (Student #1, AF) 

Student-driven learning 
Students were able to reach a higher level of understanding of the lessons as they had better control of 
the learning environment. In other words, they had the opportunity to take learning into their own hands 
and gain better insights into the topic. The following excerpts reflect this: 

Sometimes, there are topics that I do not understand. If I were in class, I could just ask 
my instructor. But learning by watching the video, I would repeat the video a few times 
so that I can understand better (Student #27, NH) 

The experience gained while learning this course during the pandemic allowed me to 
be a self-directed learner. I could refer to the recordings for a better understanding. 
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For better reinforcement, other sources such as Youtube and related sites can be 
explored (Student #29, NS) 

 
Positive learning opportunities 
Several students also indicated that they unintentionally acquired new knowledge about digital 
technologies when their course instructor used such technologies to conduct their lessons. The 
following two excerpts captured the essence of their positive expressions: 
 

During the MCO, my experience learning FCE3401 was through online. To do this, my 
instructor had used various platforms such as Google Meet, Zoom, Whatsapp, Loom. In 
my opinion, this is the best method for now. Using these platforms was a new 
experience for me as I have never used them before. I have gained new knowledge 
through the use of online learning platform (Student #17, MAH) 
 
My experience with technology during the pandemic is interesting. I got to know and 
use many apps for online learning. My relationship with technology has become closer 
but deteriorated with humans. Despite that, this experience is very valuable because it 
has made me a more patient person (Student#9, FNA). 

 
Challenges 
Poor Internet connection 
Poor Internet connectivity was a major problem faced by a third of the students. These students 
complained that especially synchronous learning was always interrupted because of the poor Internet 
access.  

The main issue is the weak internet connection since I live in a rural area. The wifi 
connection at home is always unpredictable and this makes it difficult to follow the 
online lessons (Student#2, AF). 
 
My very big problem with learning online is technical issues.  As an online student, I 
can access class wherever I have a connected device, but a strong internet connection 
is required. Low bandwidth and weak internet can affect how quickly I can connect and 
participate in class.  It may be easy to find a free Wi-Fi location, but the quality of that 
internet connection may be spotty. If I need to immediately work on something, you'll 
need a fast connection (Student#5, EC). 

 
Poor self-control 
Others found it hard to focus as there were distractions when learning online at home. Some students 
admitted to neglecting their studies. The following excerpts give a glimpse of the distractions that 
students faced: 

 
….when being at home, I would watch TV shows. I also like to cook and because of that 
many of my course assignments were not completed (Student #33, NAS) 
 
…during the online class, instructors cannot see us. We tend to walk elsewhere and not 
be attentive in front of the laptop (Student #9, FNA). 

 
The lack of interaction with instructors and other students hampered the learning process. One 

student complained that he lacked understanding of the subject matter given the one-way interaction. 
The following excerpts reflect the students’ sentiments: 
 

I don’t have the opportunity to have face-to-face interaction with my instructor 
and friends. Online learning makes it hard to ask questions and discuss (Student 
#27, NHM). 
Focusing on the lessons while being online is a great challenge. The chances of 
losing focus are high because I only face electronic gadgets. Being in such a 
condition makes me sleepy and I tend to do other things (Student #31, NA) 
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Unconducive learning environment 
Students reported that the environment at home was not conducive to learning. One student said, "the 
place where I study is narrow and unsuitable for learning" (Student #3, AF). The same student also 
commented that it was uncomfortable to learn in a narrow space as compared to spacious lecture rooms 
on campus. The following excerpts describe the unconducive environments that students learn while at 
home: 

My house has only one room. I don’t have privacy during lessons. The place where 
I learn is near the television. It is impossible to focus. When I learn online, my 
family members will be walking about and this distracts me (Student #9, FNA)  

My mother is a babysitter who takes care of five children. It is very noisy at home 
because the children fight all the time. I do not blame them as they are too young to 
understand anything. Studying is always disrupted because I need to watch over 
them too (Student #13, MIS) 

Feelings of helplessness and burden 
Students were also affected emotionally as they had to balance studies and family responsibilities at 
home. Being forced to learn from home added to their feelings of helplessness. They also felt burdened 
with the expectations of helping with the house chores. Being in such a conundrum provoked the 
following emotional responses: 

My parents didn’t understand about online learning. I was expected to help them 
do house chores. It was difficult for me to focus on my studies (Student #21, MA). 

My family didn't fully understand my responsibility as a student and I was torn 
between my studies and my responsibility as the eldest daughter. I am often in a 
dilemma—which do I prioritise first, is it my studies or the house chores? I have 
younger siblings who are often noisy at home. Sometimes I lose focus on my 
studies and feel stressed out. I really miss being on campus where I could study 
calmly (Student #27, NHM). 

7. Discussion and Conclusion

This study explored students’ experience of online learning from the perspectives of advantages and 
challenges during the unexpected lock-down in one public university in Malaysia. Students in this 
study, showed mixed feelings when they were forced to learn online abruptly from home during the 
MCO. They were generally satisfied that learning fully online was the best alternative to ensuring 
continuity of lessons during the COVID-19 pandemic. They were grateful for the flexibility in 
learning at their own pace. There was consensus among students that they could learn at their 
convenience from home. These results were supported by Bdair (2021) that online learning offers 
more flexibility than the conventional way of learning due to easy and frequent access to recorded 
lectures. With the opportunity to take learning into their own hands, students had better control of their 
learning thus making learning more student-driven. Students also acquired new digital skills when 
their instructors used various online platforms and apps to deliver their lessons. In other words, 
picking up new skills was inevitable to stay abreast with the online lessons. According to Suliman et al 
(2020), online learning experience motivates students to search and acquire new knowledge. 

Students also faced challenges such as poor Internet coverage that hampered learning. Having 
to face such technical issues can lead to frustrations and harm learning (Tang, Wong & Wong, 2015). 
The lack of self-control along with being in unconducive learning environments were among other 
challenges at the outset of transition to online learning. Feeling helpless and needing to shoulder the 
burden of fulfilling their responsibilities as family members were seen as obstacles to engage in online 
learning. Unsupportive family members and their presence at home do to some extent disturb students' 
concentration to study (Suliman et al., 2020).  
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To conclude, online learning is the best alternative strategy with the discontinuance of 
in-class learning. The sudden shift to fully online learning ensures that learning continues with 
minimal disruptions. It was obvious that students lacked preparedness to learn fully online initially but 
they eventually managed to cope in some ways in the virtual environment.  
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Abstract: The Transactional Distance Theory posits that successful remote learning occurs 
when teachers decrease psychological or transactional gaps. Narrowing the transactional 
distance can be achieved through a balance of appropriate course structure and dialogue, 
fostering healthy student autonomy in the process. This paper describes the Emergency Remote 
Teaching experiences of faculty and students of the Ateneo de Manila University in the 
Philippines. It examines these experiences in the context of the transactional distance 
framework. Findings show that a sudden shift to remote learning mandates greater student 
autonomy, which increases transactional distance. Because of this, efforts by faculty to increase 
student-teacher dialogue are critical in preventing this distance from widening further. 
Implications for teacher professional development are subsequently discussed. 

Keywords: Transactional distance, dialogue, structure, autonomy, emergency remote teaching, 
online education, higher education, COVID-19, Philippine education 

1. Introduction

The global lockdown caused by the Covid-19 pandemic in early 2020 forced the physical closure of 
schools, colleges and universities in at least 46 countries (Schleicher, 2020) and mandated the pivot 
transition to emergency remote teaching (ERT) for the sake of academic continuity. This meant that 
educational institutions had to enact a temporary shift of instruction from a face-to-face or blended 
mode to an alternate delivery mode in response to the COVID-19 crisis worldwide (Hodges, Moore, 
Lockee, Trust, & Bond, 2020). Such modes include the use of technical media such as mobile learning, 
radio, Zoom-based lectures, or any other methods that are contextually feasible given the crisis 
circumstances. ERT thus implies a shift to fully remote teaching as a way of survival, using a delivery 
mode that was neither planned nor designed for the course (Bozkurt et al, 2020).  

Although emergency remote teaching impacted education worldwide, the concept of online 
distance education is not new. Distance education is defined as “an educational experience where 
instructors and learners are separated in time and space” (Keegan, 2002). Key aspects of distance 
education include physical separation between teacher and learner, the use of technical media, and 
communication between teacher and learner within the context of an educational institution (Keegan, 
1980). Online distance education has broadened the scope and reach of traditional in-person education, 
yet it has had its share of criticism. Literature has examined various facets of online learning in higher 
education, including negative effects such as students’ feelings of isolation, loss of motivation and lack 
of immediate feedback (De Paepe, Zhu, & Depryck, 2018; Lei & Gupta, 2010; Venter, 2003; Zuhairi, 
Wahyono, & Suratinah, 2006). Similar detrimental effects on students and teachers have also been 
noted as a result of the pivot to ERT (Bozkurt et al, 2020; Moser, Wei, & Brenner, 2020; Shim & Lee, 
2020 ).  

A paramount consideration in online distance education is the concept of transactional distance. 
Moore (1993) defines this as “a psychological and communications space to be crossed, a space of 
potential misunderstanding between the inputs of instructor and those of the learner.”. According to his 
theory of transactional distance, remote teaching imposes a separation between students and teachers 
that is not just physical, but psychological or transactional as well. Ideally, transactional distance should 
be minimized or shortened; the smaller the distance, the more meaningful the learning experience. 
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Conversely, an increase in transactional distance could potentially contribute to negative psychological 
effects in students, such as those previously described.  Thus, to minimize these negative effects and 
provide a meaningful learning experience for students, remote teaching needs to consider three 
variables: (1) course structure, (2) dialogue, and (3) learner autonomy. Structure or design is defined as 
the degree of rigidity or flexibility of teaching practices; or “the extent to which an education 
programme can accommodate or be responsive to each learner’s needs” (Moore, 1993). Dialogue is the 
positive interactions between student and course instructor during remote teaching to which both parties 
actively listen and contribute; the interactions are characterized as “purposeful, constructive and valued 
by each party”. Finally, learner autonomy refers to the degree to which students self-direct their own 
learning, taking responsibility for determining goals, learning experiences and evaluation decisions 
(Murphy & Manzanares, 2008; Delgaty, 2018).  

The theory makes a number of predictions about transactional distance based on the interplay of 
the three variables. High dialogue and low structure results in low transactional distance (TD). 
Conversely, low dialogue and high structure beget high TD. The higher the TD, the greater the degree of 
autonomy or self-direction that a student has to employ. Finally, the greater the learner autonomy, the 
lower the dialogue and structure that are needed. This implies that the nature of the student plays a 
critical role in determining transactional distance. Moore (1993) also hypothesized that transactional 
distance could be lowered through the use of interactive media, inferring that multimodal technology is 
instrumental in the success of remote learning.   

Empirical studies on TD in higher education have found dialogue to be crucial in decreasing 
transactional distance. Chen and Willits (1999) sought to examine the applicability of  the transactional 
distance theory on college and graduate students’ videoconferencing experiences. Their findings 
showed that various kinds of dialogue (in-class discussions, out-of-class face to face discussions, 
out-of-class electronic communication) affected perceived transactional distance.  In-class discussion 
was found to contribute positively to learning outcomes, and the smaller the transactional distance 
between students and instructors, the larger the perceived learning outcomes. Similarly, Chen (2001) 
found that both a student’s skill level with the Internet and the extent of interaction (peer-to-peer and 
instructor-students) decreased TD. Stein, Wanstreet et al (2005) collected data from students in six 
courses that varied in structure, format and dialogue. They found a high correlation between course 
structure and dialogue, both of which led to greater student satisfaction. Specifically, instructor 
guidance and encouragement and learner-initiated interaction contributed to student satisfaction with 
perceived knowledge gained. Flowers, White and Raynor (2012) explored the use of the TD theory in 
college students’ perceptions of virtual laboratories in a biology course. They found that although 
student perception of course structure was enhanced by the virtual laboratory setting, this negatively 
impacted dialogue. The authors suggested that course instructors recognize the importance of dialogue 
in reducing TD and design courses to decrease negative learner-instructor interactions.   

In this paper, we attempt to describe the effects of ERT on higher education students in the light 
of the transactional distance framework. Specifically, we focus on the ERT experiences of students and 
faculty of the Ateneo De Manila University in the Philippines, which had to shift to ERT methods from 
March 16 until May 8, 2020. Our discussion is guided by the following main questions:  
l What ERT practices decreased transactional distance?  
l What ERT practices widened transactional distance?  

The paper ends with a discussion of implications for teacher professional development. 
 
 
2. Methodology 
 
This paper reports on data that was collected as part of a multi-institutional and multinational study 
which investigated the responses of faculty, students, and administrations to ERT in early 2020, when 
COVID-19 first emerged (Bartolic et al, in press). Our procedures also emanate from that study. Here, 
we concentrate on data collected from the Ateneo de Manila’s Loyola Schools, a tertiary education 
institution that offers undergraduate and graduate degree programs. There are four schools: the School 
of Humanities, the School of Social Sciences, the School of Science and Engineering, and the John 
Gokongwei School of Management. As a whole, the Loyola Schools have approximately 10,000 
students at the undergraduate and graduate levels.  
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2.1 Participants 
 
Participants in this study were course instructors and students who belonged to one of the following 
departments: Computer Science, History, Psychology, Political Science, and Chemistry. These 
departments had been pre-selected by the multi-institutional study to represent a university’s 
disciplines. Due to unequal department sizes, the Yamane formula was used to decide on the percentage 
that would form the sample of courses and faculty. Based on this percentage, 112 teachers and 1032 
students were thus randomly selected through the randomization function of MS Excel. From these 
numbers, an actual total of 45 faculty members and 321 students agreed to participate in the study. The 
teachers were a mixture of instructors whose teaching experience was 10 years or more (19%) and 
relatively new instructors who had taught ten years or less (26%). Prior to the ERT period, the majority 
(60%) had not taught an online course. On the other hand, student participants were mostly in their first 
or second year of learning at the time that ERT occurred (34% and 38% respectively). A smaller number 
were third-year students (17%), with final-year and graduate students at 11%.  Prior to ERT, only 
fifty-five students (17%) had had no prior experience with web-enabled or technology-mediated course 
instruction. All teacher and student participants had been part of a course that had been active during the 
academic term in which COVID-19 emerged and prompted the shift to ERT.    
 
2.2 Research Instruments  
 
Teachers were given two data collection instruments: (1) a web-based self-administered questionnaire, 
and (2) a virtual, semi-structured interview. The questionnaire contained 70 core questions about one 
specific course that was taught during the ERT term. Questions asked about course details prior to and 
during ERT, such as classroom management, content delivery, interaction, and assessment. The 
questionnaire was completed prior to the interview, which lasted about 30 minutes to 1 hour per course 
instructor and asked about general feedback on the emergency transition to remote learning. Student 
participants were given a web-based self-administered questionnaire that was similar in scope to the one 
answered by faculty.  
 
2.3 Procedures 
 
The original set of teachers and students that was randomly selected (112 teachers and 1032 students) 
was sent an individual email invitation to participate in the study. When this failed to generate enough 
responses, a second invitation was emailed, this time to the entire student population who had taken 
courses from the aforementioned departments during the term in which the ERT pivot occurred. A final 
total of 45 faculty members and 321 students consented to participate in the study. Each participant was 
then automatically provided a link to either the teacher or the student self-administered questionnaire. 
The research team was also automatically notified to arrange an online interview with the teacher 
participant. Upon confirmation, the researchers met the faculty member to record the virtual interview, 
which was later transcribed. All data from both faculty interviews and student and faculty 
questionnaires were then tabulated, summarized and subjected to thematic analysis. It was assumed that 
all responses were honest, and that the participants had answered as best as they could.  
 
2.4 Limitations 
 
The use of online form and virtual interviews was necessary due to the health and safety measures in 
place. However, this meant that the research team was unable to meet students and faculty in person, 
thereby eschewing any non-verbal and extralinguistic cues might have added to the richness of the data 
(Hewson, 2015). In addition, the relatively small sample sizes imply that the results are not 
generalizable to all students and teachers of the Ateneo De Manila. It is also worth noting that the study 
focused on general teacher and student experiences during the academic term in which ERT was 
imposed. It does not aim at comparing data across year levels and departments. 
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3. Results 
 
Transactional distance is characterized as the dynamic interplay of program structure, student-teacher 
dialogue and learner autonomy (Moore, 2012). The TD theory posits that a course with more ongoing 
dialogue greatly benefits students who may need more guidance in their learning, resulting in decreased 
transactional distance. In contrast, with minimal dialogue, students are forced to make choices for 
themselves, resulting in greater learner autonomy. More autonomy and less structure gives rise to 
increased transactional distance. A similar increase in transactional distance also occurs when students 
are forced to make choices on their own, which stems from less dialogue and more program structure, 
resulting in a poor remote learning experience. Thus, to minimize transactional distance in remote 
learning, teachers must ideally provide appropriate teaching practices and opportunities for dialogue, 
both of which should encourage healthy student autonomy (Delgaty, 2018). We now look at the general 
course structure that teachers used, as well as dialogue and student self-learning experiences, to 
evaluate qualitatively the effects of the shift to ERT in the context of transactional distance. 
 
3.1 Structure 
 
Structure is determined by the actual design of the course and how instruction was organized. This is 
manifested in aspects of instructional design, namely content delivery and assessment.  
 
3.1.1. Flexible Content Delivery 
 
Transactional distance is reduced when pedagogical approaches are flexible and student-centered 
(Rugube et al, 2020). One way to achieve this is to provide students with diverse avenues for interacting 
with the content. Face-to-face instruction has instructional design features that are not available in 
online learning environments and vice versa. Hence, the abrupt shift to online teaching challenged 
instructors to think of alternative ways to deliver content. One obvious strategy adopted during ERT 
was to provide lectures online. Most teachers (31/45, or 69%) conducted live lectures over the Internet 
during scheduled class hours or recorded their own lectures/instructional videos. A second strategy 
adopted by 35 faculty respondents (78%) was the the use of existing materials found online.   

In spite of these, academic topics had to be reduced. Eighteen instructors (40%) said they took 
away topics scheduled for the latter part of their respective courses. One said difficult topics were 
removed because delivering these online posed to be challenging. Supplementary or special lectures 
had to be dropped as well. As one teacher put it, “I did take away academic topics particularly the last 
few modules.” Another was more explicit: “I definitely had to exclude a lot of lectures that I usually do 
that are more specific.”  

Altogether, student and faculty responses show there were efforts to provide academic structure 
by providing synchronous or asynchronous lectures, capitalizing on existing online materials, reducing 
content, and individualizing requirements. However, the sudden need to shift to ERT provided teachers 
with little to no time to thoughtfully plan how they would implement their classes online.  
 
3.1.2 Assessment 
 
Assessment was another aspect that changed during the sudden shift to ERT. This was examined by 
looking at course assessment activities prior to and after the pivot.  Student respondents were asked 
what features were part of a specific course prior to the shift to ERT and which of these continued after 
the shift. The results are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Course Features Before and After the Suspension of Face-to-Face Instruction. 

 Course assessment activities that continued were those that could be facilitated online. Field 
works/trips such as for data gathering or field experiments were cancelled. The majority of the students 
(66% or 212) indicated their course had collaborative/group project work prior to the shift to ERT; 23% 
(74) said these continued even after the shift to online. Teacher interviews also corroborated this. One 
instructor acknowledged the need to make adjustments “... to work around the fact that [they] had to 
stay home”. A thesis instructor assumed students were collaborating because the thesis was, by nature, 
collaborative. A chemistry course instructor asked his class to complete a group experiment that the 
students started prior to ERT. After the shift, everything was already done individually. Student 
presentations were also quite common prior to ERT (135 (42%)), but only twenty-six (7%) of the 
students said these continued after the shift. Teacher interviews showed that thesis defenses and live 
presentations were cancelled. In lieu of actual presentations, students were asked to prepare and submit 
PowerPoint presentations and/or pre-recorded presentations. However, an instructor shared that their 
attempt at a virtual presentation “didn't go very well”. Scheduled office hours or consultations 
continued after the shift to remote teaching, but designated hours were no longer followed. These were 
done either synchronously or asynchronously. Some instructors shared that they made themselves 
available for synchronous consultations, but no student took advantage of this.  
 Because of the cancellation of many planned assessment activities, instructors became more 
lenient and flexible with assessments that did continue. Due dates were extended; late submissions did 
not merit any deductions. As one teacher put it, “I was more lenient with them in terms of submissions; 
even if they submitted late, I really didn't deduct grades.” Assignment and project specifications were 
also changed to better suit the online environment and to consider students’ limited access to resources 
such as the school library.  
 Three weeks into the ERT period, the school administration cut the semester short and 
mandated an “auto-pass” policy for all students for the semester. While this decision was deemed the 
most compassionate way to resolve students’ grades for the semester,  it also resulted in a marked drop 
in student engagement with course content. Teachers observed the decline despite their efforts to 
continue providing course content. One teacher said, “they [the students] did not want to go to class 
anymore”. Thus, ironically, while the auto-pass policy was implemented for humanitarian reasons, this 
might have also inadvertently increased transactional distance.  
 
3.2 Dialogue 
 
In transactional distance, dialogue encompasses both asynchronous and synchronous forms of 
communication (Moore, 2012). In this light, students were asked to describe their understanding of 
communication synchrony in an online learning environment. The majority (82%) said that this was a 
combination of synchronous and asynchronous communication. This figure implies that students 
expected teachers to avail of a range of communication channels to maintain contact with them, while 
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8% stated that this was either purely synchronous or asynchronous. This student perception is 
corroborated by the teachers’ use of a wide range of online communication tools, primarily in the form 
of broadcast email to the entire class, and course announcements on an internet-based bulletin board or 
the department’s learning management system (LMS). Other course instructors posted announcements 
on Facebook or transmitted updates through the class beadles. However, at this point, very few knew 
how to use video conferencing platforms like Zoom; this is evident in Figure 2 below. 

 

Figure 2. Means of Online Communication During ERT. 

In the light of the sudden shift to ERT, dialogue must also be open and authentic; it has to 
include care for students’ personal and socio-emotional needs. Teachers have to go beyond their role as 
mere course instructors and act as friend, coach and counsellor, setting up virtual spaces where listening 
is both encouraged and appreciated (Bozkurt, et al, 2020). Actions such as this help close the 
psychological gap between student and teacher. It is worth noting that, beyond the digital classroom, 
other course instructors communicated more personally with their students through email, Zoom or 
Skype, phone calls, the LMS messaging feature, and FB Messenger. A few faculty members even took 
to SMS and Discord. Figure 3 shows a summary of these figures. 

 

Figure 3. Means of Personalized Communication During ERT. 

The provision of teacher support through dialogue was indeed felt by the students. The majority 
(76%) stated that their instructors directly provided virtual learning support during the anxiety-filled 
days when face-to-face classes migrated to remote learning, attesting to the high level of guidance that 
students received from their teachers. Furthermore, after the migration to remote learning, teachers 
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more frequently reached out to their students -- around two to three times a week on average -- and used 
class time as an opportunity to check in on their students in the form of kamustahan (“how are you?”) 
sessions. As one teacher put it, “I did a lot of check-ins.” Another teacher said, “I was more 
compassionate and patient with the students.” This type of interaction was much appreciated by the 
students. One said, “My prof was a very consistent source of guidance and empathy throughout the rest 
of the course”.  Another one remarked, “She (the course instructor) was very motherly to initiate that 
kind of [kamustahan] session, and it really made me warm and more excited & open to attend the online 
sessions.” A third student quipped, “My instructor was very compassionate about the uncertainty during 
the transition while mindful of us wanting to learn. Couldn't ask for more.”  

However, although teachers made massive efforts to maintain dialogue, students dearly missed 
the real-time feedback and the guidance that were once present in their previously face-to-face courses. 
One student remarked, “The discussion made it fun and understandable. Without that, the essence of the 
subject was taken away.” Moreover, some students decried the lack of learner-learner interaction caused 
by the shift to remote learning, especially for those involved in group work. As one student remarked, “I 
usually work better with a group.” Another student said, “I couldn't lean on/communicate with my 
classmates as much which made it hard to enjoy the course more. A third commented that there was “no 
one to share the things I learned in this course. Honestly, online classes deprive one of the hallmarks of 
an educational experience which is the "damayan" part of going to class (i.e. sharing the learning 
experience).” With the lack of real-time interaction and feedback, students also experienced a loss of 
engagement with the course, thus experiencing the sense of isolation and loss of motivation prevalent in 
remote learning scenarios (Le & Truong, 2021). One student quipped, “Keeping motivated to study was 
definitely a challenge for me. Another said, “In online classes, it felt suffocating and anxious because I 
lost contact with my fellow students.” This implies that where dialogue is concerned, the immediacy of 
instructor feedback and peer interactions are crucial in minimizing transactional distance, consequently 
increasing the success of remote learning (Baker, 2004). 

3.3 Autonomy 

The final critical element in transactional distance is autonomy, or the degree to which a learner can 
self-manage pedagogy.  This implies knowledge of oneself and self-strategies to manage both academic 
learning and the process of learning (Chen & Willits, 1999). The sudden pivot to ERT in the academic 
term caught students off-guard and imposed a paradigm shift from class-paced learning to self-paced 
learning.  Students now had to make learning decisions for themselves, and many found this degree of 
autonomy disconcerting. One student said that remote learning “entailed studying on my own. Since the 
number of [a]synchronous sessions had dramatically increased, I had to rely on navigating through the 
course materials by myself.”  Another one said, “It was hard having to sometimes rely on learning 
things mostly on my own.”  Students had to digest material by themselves and do their own research. As 
a result, many felt unsure about the accuracy of their interpretations, discovering that the downside of 
self-paced learning was the lack of real-time feedback. One student remarked, “It was hard to clarify 
some things right away, since the professor wasn’t there physically.” Another said, “The fact that the 
instructor was not there to guide the students, and it was up to us on how we interpret and learn through 
the materials [was challenging]”.  Yet a third student commented, “In online [learning], everything 
needs to be scheduled, and sometimes when feedback isn't immediate it gets forgotten or addressed 
differently, hence the specific skill that might have been learned, wasn't.” As a result, 81% of the 
students felt personally overwhelmed by the transition, with the majority (82%) feeling that course 
concepts were more difficult to learn independently. As a consequence, more than half of the students 
(53%) felt that coursework took more effort to complete. 

4. Discussion

4.1 What ERT practices increased transactional distance? 

The results above show that the sudden pivot to ERT within the academic term dramatically changed 
the structure, dialogue and learner autonomy of courses that had been previously planned and taught as 
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face-to-face. For structure, many course features such as lab work, field visits and service learning had 
to be dropped because they could not migrate to an online format. This affected course content, 
resulting in the dropping of academic topics. Face-to-face lectures and discussions, originally enriched 
with class activities and spontaneous interaction and feedback, were migrated online in the form of 
asynchronous written material, video lectures and internet links. While this ensured the delivery of 
course content, it also came with a cost. The largely asynchronous delivery was stripped of real-time 
feedback and left students bereft of instructor and peer guidance. As a result, students had to try and 
understand material on their own. This imposed learner autonomy was good for some, but disconcerting 
for most, affecting their level of engagement and motivation. The Transactional Distance theory 
predicts that less course structure and more autonomy begets increased transactional distance (Moore, 
2012). This certainly seemed to be the scenario that prevailed at that time. 
 
4.2 What ERT practices decreased transactional distance? 
 
The pivot to ERT prompted many teachers to be more creative in the way they taught remotely. 
According to one teacher, “it shifted from ... what the lesson is to also constructing the materials as 
entertainment or media consumption. We became less of an educator and more of a content creator.” 
This shift in mindset was prompted by the need to reach out to students and keep them engaged in the 
course in spite of the physical distance. Some teachers learned to make podcasts, feeling that these were 
“like guided teaching but in a format that is more familiar but enjoyable for them [the students].” Others 
made use of online discussion boards and apps like Edmodo to help enrich the asynchronous learning 
experience. Some teachers also took advantage of the borderless environment by inviting speakers from 
other geographical locations to live online sessions. In short, faculty  did not simply dump their 
materials online but made conscious efforts to enliven their course delivery for student engagement. 
These actions to maintain student engagement support Moore’s (1993) hypothesis that the technology 
used in online learning could help lower transactional distance and affect the overall learning 
experience.  

More importantly, the need to reach out to students also changed the nature and the frequency 
of student-teacher dialogue. Faculty became more casual with their students to support their learning. 
As one teacher puts it, “My tone became... was much more casual. Of course the professionalism is still 
there but in the way that I interacted with my students. I don't call them “class”; I called them “chat” --, 
hey chat! -- [because] that's what the streamers call their groups.” Moreover, to maintain authentic 
dialogue, many teachers conducted more frequent and purposeful check-ins with their students, 
something which they had not done when classes were conducted face-to-face. As one teacher put it, “I 
was more compassionate and patient with the students compared to before. It was really a mindful effort 
on my part to hold them and I tried to do that by constantly updating them about what's going to happen, 
waiting for announcements, and then also... providing a space for online discussion with the group.” 
These interactions provided much-needed support for the students and may have helped decrease TD, 
supporting similar findings that dialogue is critical to minimizing transactional distance (Chen, 2001; 
Stein, Wanstreet et al, 2005).   
 
 
5. Conclusion  
 
In estimating transactional distance, it is the students’ perspective that is important (Goel, Zhang, & 
Templeton, 2012).  Data from student interviews showed that during ERT, students were negatively 
affected by the sudden loss of face-to-face course features and a greater amount of learner autonomy, 
resulting in feelings of anxiety and loss of motivation. Teachers instinctively responded with increased 
dialogue, reaching out more frequently than they would have had during face-to-face instruction, 
perhaps in an attempt to close the gap. This critical action may have prevented even greater 
transactional distance. It also prompts us to examine implications for teacher professional development 
in closing the psychological gaps in online learning. For instance, in terms of course structure, curricula 
and teaching methods may be adapted so that these more readily reflect the physical separation between 
teachers and students. Much thought has to be given to detail in activity instructions and course 
material, so that students are empowered to act independently with minimal supervision. In particular, 
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faculty have to be conscious of word choices in written instructions -- since clear directions power 
healthy student autonomy.  Faculty must be trained in the use of current interactive technology, and they 
must be supported in making sound pedagogic decisions about the use of such tools to help enhance 
online course delivery.  Support can come in the form of faculty tutorial groups in which interested 
teachers can meet to discuss, practice and evaluate the use of online learning tools within a safe space.  
Faculty responsibilities in teaching online must also be clearly defined, and administrative protocols or 
procedures must be in place to support teachers and students who need help with maintaining dialogue. 
Finally, teachers can be taught research-based and clinical strategies to help bolster student 
socio-emotional wellness and maintain engagement in online learning. Knowledge and practice of these 
strategies can take place within the faculty tutorial group safe-space.  

Successful remote teaching occurs when transactional distance is minimal. Ideally, this stems 
from a balance of appropriate teaching practices and opportunities for dialogue, both of which should 
encourage healthy student autonomy (Delgaty, 2018). However, the TD theory also characterizes 
transactional distance as a complex entity that occurs as a result of the dynamic and constantly evolving 
relationships among these three elements (Moore, 2012).  The abrupt shift to ERT prompted faculty to 
transform their already-existing courses into online formats, stripping these of many face-to-face 
features and mandating student autonomy in the process. However, what was a bane also became a 
boon. The online format brought out teacher creativity and encouraged the learning of new 
technological skills to enrich asynchronous learning. More importantly, student-teacher dialogue 
during the ERT period took on an added dimension with the injection of casualness, care and 
compassion in the form of frequent and deliberate check-ins. Thus, while less structure and more 
autonomy may have caused an increase in transactional distance during ERT, this might have been 
insurmountable without the increase in dialogue. This goes to show that when remote teaching is 
sudden and unplanned, course structure can suffer and cause a greater degree of sudden student 
autonomy, resulting in increased transactional distance. It thus falls upon the teacher to increase 
dialogue in order to decrease transactional distance. For this, teachers need to switch psychological 
gears in an effort to close psychological gaps, and learn to take on the additional roles of artist, 
counselor – and friend. 
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Abstract: With the advent of the era of intelligent education, the cultivation and development 
of computational thinking is the key in talent training. However, most of the existing researches 
focus on the design of computational thinking teaching methods and models on a small scale, 
and lack the test of the training effect. Moreover, these effects in existing research are also 
mixed and fuzzed, and there are even greater differences between the East and the West. 
Therefore, in order to be able to analyze the effects of computational thinking teaching in depth, 
meta-analysis can be used to extract the factors that influence the effects of computational 
thinking in the related research on computational thinking training in the primary school stage 
in the East and the West. Through the calculation of experimental effect size, the effects of 
different studies are merged, so as to present the true effect of computational thinking training. 
A total of 30 qualified literatures were filtered, and 278 effect values were extracted from them. 
Based on these, the difference in training effects between the East and the West can be 
calculated to further analyze the development differences of computational thinking in different 
regions and teaching methods, and then point out the direction for the improvement of 
computational thinking training methods and models between different regions. The main value 
of the research is promoting the innovative development of computational thinking training 
within the globe. 

Keywords: Computational thinking, comparative analysis, meta-analysis 

1. Introduction

As the era of intelligent education is approaching, talent training needs to focus on the development of 
higher thinking, especially the cultivation of computational thinking (Pérez, Hijón-Neira, Bacelo, & 
Pizarro, 2020; Vandercruysse, Vrugte, Jong, Wouters, Oostendorp, Verschaffel, et al., 2016). 
Computational thinking is also a key aspect of the development of talents in the 21st century. Many 
countries and regions in the world have incorporated computational thinking into Course syllabus (e.g., 
Ministry of Education of the People's Republic of China, 2017; Jeong, 2016). In order to enable learners 
to fully cultivate and develop computational thinking, the cultivation of computational thinking is for 
all ages and majors, namely we can consider cultivating from the elementary school level (Bers, Ponte, 
Juelich, Viera, & Schenker, 2002). Existing research shows that cultivating computational thinking for 
every student from the elementary school level is necessary (Wing, 2014). While developing 
elementary students’ computational thinking, it can also help improve learners’ executive functions 
(EFs, Arfé, Vardanega, Montuori, & Lavanga, 2019). Researchers and practitioners of related fields 
have begun to devote themselves to the formation of children-oriented computational thinking training 
programs and strategies (e.g., Papadakis, Kalogiannakis, & Zaranis, 2016). This shows that the 
development of students’ computational thinking is crucial in the primary.  
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1.1 Literature Review of Computational Thinking Training 
 
In different regions and cultural backgrounds, there may also be differences between the training results 
of computational thinking. At present, there are certain differences between existing research and 
practice, both positive and negative. For example, Gülmez and Özdener (2015) has shown that there is a 
positive correlation between the development of computational thinking in Turkish and the academic 
achievement. However, in some researches, there is no significant influence between the cultivation of 
computational thinking and the academic achievement of learners (Doleck, Bazelais, Lemay, Saxena, & 
Basnet, 2017). At present, many countries and regions were compared to find mutual and suitable 
theories and practices (Tan and Chua 2015) to realize global education reform (Nóvoa and 
Yariv-Mashal 2003). Meta-analysis can be used to eliminate the dimensional relationship of different 
results, and then to realize comparison. At present, for example, there are some meta-analysis studies 
focus on the relationship between the cultivation of computational thinking and academic achievements 
from the first grade of elementary school to the fourth grade of university. Moreover, it was found that 
the results of Oriental computational thinking training were relatively good (Lei, Chiu, Li, Wang, & 
Geng, 2020). Therefore, we can find out the similarities and differences through the comparison 
between the East and the West, and provide directions for the future cultivation process of 
computational thinking. 

For the comparison between the East and the West, it can start from the teaching method of 
computational thinking training, which is the core of the current computational thinking training. For 
the cultivation of computational thinking, there are still certain obstacles in the teaching method, such 
as the mismatch between the teaching method and the cultivation of computational thinking, and so on 
(Barker, McDowell, & Kalahar, 2009; Coull & Duncan, 2011). Existing research shows that pedagogy 
and teachers’ teaching experience are important obstacles to the cultivation of computational thinking 
(Brackmann, Barone, Casali, Boucinha, & Muñoz-Hernández, 2016; Yadav, Gretter, Hambrusch, & 
Sands, 2016). Therefore, to compare the differences in computational thinking training effects between 
the East and the West, we can start from the differences in the teaching methods of computational 
thinking training between the East and the West. 

In addition, we can look at the different levels of computational thinking from the perspective 
of evaluation. The effects of computational thinking can be further analyzed on the different dimensions 
and composition of computational thinking. According to the analysis of the composition and level of 
computational thinking, the current relatively authoritative ideas are as follows. The seven elements of 
computational thinking proposed by Denning, P. J. (2009), namely Coordination, Communication, 
Computing, Recollection, Design and Assessment, and Automation. There are also four elements of 
computational thinking, namely Abstraction, Algorithms, Pattern Recognition, and Decomposition 
(Shute, Sun, & Asbell-Clarke, 2017; Angeli, Voogt, Fluck, Webb, Cox, Malyn-Smith, & Zagami, 2016). 
The classic one is 3-D three-dimensional CT framework, which are Concepts, Practices, Perspectives 
(Brennan, & Resnick, 2012). In this study, the classic 3-D framework is used. 

 
1.2 Objectives 
 
Existing researches related to computational thinking education mostly aimed at testing the effects 
under the specific cultures or situations in small range. There are relatively many related practices, but 
they lack the testing of the overall practice effect, and the comparison of practical effects in different 
regions and conditions. Therefore, meta-analysis was used to test and compare the effects of 
computational thinking in this study. In addition, in order to promote the formation of localized and 
adaptive computational thinking training strategies and programs in different countries and regions, the 
similarities and differences of the effects of primary computational thinking education between Eastern 
and Western countries are analyzed. In this way, the experience and lessons can be extracted, which can 
be used for reference in the development of computational thinking education in the future, and then the 
global innovation and development of computational thinking training can be promoted. The main 
research question of this study is how can we learn from the differences in computational thinking 
training in primary between East and the West, and then help with the subsequent localized and 
adaptive cultivation of computational thinking? Specifically, it can be subdivided into the following 
three questions:  
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1. How effective is the cultivation of computational thinking in both the East and the West elementary 
school? 
2. What are the similarities and differences in computational thinking training s in primary between the 
East and the West? 
3. What are the differences in the effect of computational thinking training under different levels and 
conditions? 
 
 
2. Methods 
 
2.1 Literature Search 

 
In order to compare the differences of the computational thinking teaching effect between the East and 
the West, this study chose to use meta-analysis to obtain the training effects on computational thinking 
Literatures came from two databases, which are Web of Science and CNKI. The search formula in Web 
of Science Web of Science is that TS = "computational thinking" AND ALL = ("high school" OR 
"secondary school" OR "higher school" OR "middle school" OR "primary school" OR "K-12" OR 
"university" OR "school" OR "classroom" OR "online learning" OR "CSCL" OR "Higher education" 
OR "learn*" OR "student*") AND ALL = ("Random" OR "controlled" OR "experiment*" OR "control 
group" OR "test" OR "comparison" OR "control" OR "contrast" OR "test group" OR "variable" OR 
"experimental research" OR "Quasi-experimental research" OR "trail"). A total of 176 documents were 
obtained from Web of Science. The search formula for obtaining relevant documents in the CNKI 
database is: SU=(计算思维) AND SU=(试验+对照组+观察组+试验组+实验+测评+考核+测试+成绩
+分数+测验+考察+考查). A total of 226 documents were retrieved from CNKI. 
 
2.2 Inclusion criteria 
 
After summarizing the literatures initially obtained, two rounds of screening and reviewing were 
conducted according to the inclusion criteria. Finally, the number of literatures included in the 
meta-analysis was 30. Specifically, the inclusion criteria are: (a) the literature must include the 
cultivation of computational thinking and the measurement of the training effect; (b) literature must be 
an experimental research article, including two-group pre-test, two-group post-test, a single set of pre- 
and post-tests, and so on;(c) the literature must include measurement of learning effects (learning 
performance, learning efficiency, learning motivation, computational thinking levels, etc.), and the 
effect value can be calculated; (d) delete duplicate documents; (e) the studies are for elementary school. 
The data required to calculate the effect value mainly includes sample size(N), mean value (M), 
standard deviation (SD) or t value of the experimental group and the control group. In the first round of 
screening, a preliminary screening of literatures implemented by reading titles, abstracts, and keywords. 
And then carefully reading the full text, literatures that fully meet the standards as the data of 
meta-analysis included in the meta-analysis. After screening according to the above-mentioned criteria 
in this study, a total of 30 articles were finally included in the meta-analysis (as figure1). Since some 
documents contain multiple effect values, there are 278 effect values that can be used for meta-analysis. 
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of the document screening process. 

2.3 Coding 

In order to ensure that accurate and effective information can be extracted from the selected documents, 
10 documents were randomly selected as the data for the consistency test of the two coders. Two 
researchers independently coded 10 articles and performed a consistency test of raters. The calculated 
scorer consistency is 0.926 (SPSS 21.0, Spearman's rank correlation coefficient), that is, the consistency 
between the scorers was relatively high. And then, the coders discuss the inconsistencies until they are 
completely consistent, so that the scorers can perform effective independent coding according to the 
coding framework. 

After discussion between coders, the coding framework was appropriately revised. Finally, the 
codes included in the coding framework of this study mainly include two categories. In the first part, the 
basic information of the literature and the research contained in it, as shown in the figure2 (a). Author, 
Year, Region, Subject, Grade, Grade, Age, Pedagogy, Tools, Experiment period, Sample size (total) are 
included in this category. The pre-designed options of the teaching method include teaching methods 
that may have a positive effect on the cultivation of computational thinking as pointed out in the 
existing research, such as storytelling (Lee et al., 2011), visual coding (Papadakis et al., 2016), 
unplugged activities (Brackmann et al., 2016). In the second part, values can be used as variable values 
and attributes to measure the effect of computational thinking training, as shown in the figure2 (b). 
Experimental group/pretest, Control group/post-test, Type, Classification of learning effects, 
Measurement, Dimensions of CT are contained in this category. Among them, different types of 
information can be used as the classification criteria to further compare the effects under different 
conditions. 

(a) documents and their basic information     (b) computational thinking training effects and attributes
Figure 2. Coding examples of article coding. 
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3. Results and Discussion

Based on the extracted data, the comparison between the East and the West can be made according to 
the training effects under different classification standards with the help of Review Manager 5.4 
software. And then, the differences between the East and the West in the cultivation of computational 
thinking can be found, which can be used for subsequent mutual reference and innovative integration 
development. Firstly, a brief description of the basic situation of the data is shown. Then, specific 
analysis of the training effects under different categories includes effect size computation, the 
heterogeneity test, evaluation of publication bias and moderator analysis. The samples of studies range 
from 20 to 3629, a total of 6810. It covers relevant research and practice from China, South Korea, the 
United States, Spain, Italy and other countries. 

3.1 Analysis of the Effect of Computational Thinking Training in all Regions 

In response to the first research question, how effective is the cultivation of computational thinking in 
the East and the West as a whole? Specific analysis and discussion will be conducted in terms of effect 
size calculation, heterogeneity, and publication bias. 

3.1.1 Effect Size Computation and the Heterogeneity Test 

From the overall comparison, the computational thinking training effect in the relevant education and 
teaching practice of computational thinking training is tested, and the results are shown in the figure3. 
The diamond represents the combined effect size, and the center of gravity of the diamond represents 
the estimated value of the combined effect size, and the width is the confidence interval of the combined 
effect size. From the diamond circled in the red box on the right side of the figure, it can be seen that the 
diamond shape as a whole is located in the right of the invalid line, that is, the analysis result is 
meaningful. Combined with the specific index value, the IV value is 2.79, the 95% confidence interval 
is 1.42 to 4.17, and the Z value is 3.99 (p<0.0001). It can be seen that the overall computational thinking 
training effect is better than traditional teaching. 

From the results shown in the figure3, I2=100%, and p<0.00001, it can be determined that there 
is heterogeneity between the final studies included in the analysis, which further proves that the random 
effects model should be used for analysis. So, in order to be more compliant with the randomness in the 
real education situation, it should be noted that there are certain differences between the samples, the 
random effects model is chosen to weight the results in different studies, which is conducive to more 
likely to represent the research group (Marina, Ana, Julio, José, Ángel, 2017).  

In addition, from the details of analysis results, the training effect of computational thinking is 
not all positive or negative. These further shows that computational thinking still has certain problems, 
which have influenced the stability and adaptability of the training effect. Therefore, in the future 
cultivation of computational thinking, it is necessary to form a specific and adaptive training program 
for a corresponding situation.  
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Figure 3. Computational thinking comprehension effect analysis of in all regions. 

 
Therefore, the follow-up will analyze the effects of computational thinking between the East 

and the West under different conditions, which can provide basis for the development of computational 
thinking. 

 
3.1.2 Evaluation of Publication Bias  
 
Since the documents included in the meta-analysis in this study are all published documents, there may 
be situations where more extreme data results are more likely to be published, and certain topics are 
more likely to be published, that is, there is a publication bias. Therefore, in this study, Review manager 
5.0 was used to evaluate the possible publication bias in the research results, and the results are shown 
in the funnel chart (figure4). It can be seen from the figure that the 30 studies are relatively concentrated 
on the left side of the average line, and relatively concentrated in the upper half of the figure, which 
shows that there is little publisher bias in the studies included in the analysis. But, most studies are 
relatively evenly distributed on both sides of the average line, that is the publication bias is not obvious. 
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Figure 4. Funnel plot of publication bias analysis of computational thinking training effects in all 

regions. 
 

3.2 Comparison of the effect of computational thinking training between Eastern and Western 
 
This part mainly responds to the second research question, that is, what re the similarities and 
differences in computational thinking training effects in primary between East and the West? 
 
3.2.1 Effect Size Computation and The Heterogeneity Test 
 
In the same way, the heterogeneity and publication bias tests of different regional subgroups are carried 
out by treating the East and West as different subgroups. Firstly, the analysis of the data obtained by the 
software analysis can show the heterogeneity analysis between the East and the West, as shown in the 
table1. 
 
Table1 Results of Analysis of The Heterogeneity of Computational Thinking Training Effects in the 
East, the West, and between the East and the West 

Groups 
Tau2 Chi2 I2 

Mean difference and 95% 
confidence interval 

Weight Z P 
Group Number 

studies df 
IV（mean 

difference） 
Lower 
limit 

Upper 
limit 

Western 21 155 144.68 1402647.02 100% 2.82 0.91 4.73 63.1% 2.89 0.004 
Eastern 10 90 0.99 2107.15 96% -0.37 -0.61 -0.13 36.8% 3.01 0.003 

Subgroup 
difference 1 \ 10.54 90.5% \ \ \ \ \ 0.001 

 
From the results in the table1, the I2 of the East and the West are 100% and 96%, the 

corresponding p-values are both less than 0.01. Therefore, it can be shown that there is a large 
heterogeneity within the East and West groupings, which requires the use of random effects models for 
analysis. Moreover, the I2 between the eastern and western studies was 90.5%, which indicates that the 
heterogeneity between the two groups is relatively high, and the p-value between the two groups is 
0.001<0.01, which indicates that there are significant differences between the East and the West. 

Moreover, by comparing the IV values of the East (-0.37, [-0.61, -0.13]) and the West (2.82, 
[0.91, 4.73]) and the corresponding confidence intervals. This means that Eastern computational 
thinking training has not gotten significant positive effects. It can also be found from Z values in the 
cultivation of computational thinking, that is, the West (Z=2.89) is relatively better than the East 
(Z=3.01). But, since the cultivation of computational thinking in the East has crossed the invalid line, it 
is still that the overall effect of computational thinking in the West is better than that of the East. The 
reason may lie in the following two aspects. On the one hand, it may be because the research with 
inverted results is easier to be accepted and published in the East. On the other hand, it may be because 
the computational thinking training effect in the East is slightly inferior to that in the West. 

 
3.2.2 Evaluation of Publication Bias  
 
Similarly, with the help of software analysis, the funnel chart can be used to analyze whether there are 
publication biases in Eastern and Western studies, as shown in the figure5. There is a large similarity in 
publication bias between the East and the West, and they are also concentrated on the left side of the 
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average line, which means that some negative results may not be published. In other words, whether it is 
in the East or the West, the effect of computational thinking training requires more publication of real 
results. However, relatively speaking, Eastern studies are more evenly distributed. This is mutually 
corroborated with the previous reasons that may lead to the difference in results for Effect size 
computation and the heterogeneity test between the East and the West, that is, the effect of the Oriental 
computational thinking training is not ideal. So, there is urgently need for East to learn from the relevant 
research and practice about computational thinking’s training in the West. 
 

 
Figure 5. Results of analysis of the publication bias of computational thinking training effects in the 

East, the West, and between the East and the West. 
 

3.3 Comparison of the Effect of Computational Thinking Training Under Different Condition  
between the East and the West. 
 
In response to the third sub-question, what is the specific manifestation of the difference between the 
eastern and western computational thinking training effects? Comparison and analysis are carried out 
from the perspective of the difference between the teaching method of computational thinking training 
and the method of measuring teaching effect. 
 
3.3.1  Differences in Cultivation Effects of Eastern and Western Computational Thinking  
Under Different Teaching Methods 
 
Combining the combing and summarizing results of literature review, pedagogy is an important 
influencing factor of education and teaching practice, and is the core element to achieve teaching and 
training goals. Hence, it is mainly aimed at the comparison of cultivation effect difference on 
computational thinking between the East and the West under different teaching methods. 

From the table2, the results can be obtained by processing and analyzing the effects of 
developing computational thinking in the East and the West under different teaching methods.  

It can be found from the table that collaborative scripting and game-based learning have large 
internal differences on the effect of computational thinking’s cultivation in the West. The index IV 
values are 5.33 and 4.02 respectively. The scaffolding has relatively little internal difference on 
computational thinking training. But, it should be noted that this method with an index of 0.08, and the 
confidence interval contains 0, which can be judged that scaffolding has no significant positive effect in 
the cultivation of computational thinking. In the eastern computational thinking training results, it can 
be found that game-based learning still has large internal differences on the effect of computational 
thinking’s cultivation, while the digital story teaching method has smaller internal differences in 
computational thinking training. But, its confidence interval has not been crossed 0. 
 
Table 2. Comparing the Effects of Computational Thinking between the East and the West under 
Different Teaching Methods 

Groups 
Tau2 Chi2 I2 

Mean difference and 95% 
confidence interval 

Weight Z P 
Group df 

IV（mean 
difference） 

Lower 
limit 

Upper 
limit 

Western 

Computational 
perspective-taking practices 5 0.26 7.91 37% 1.47 0.77 2.17 3.9% 4.10 <0.0001 

Collaboration script 9 7.48 245.91 96% 5.33 3.53 7.13 6.8% 5.80 <0.00001 
Game-based learning 76 252.29 1391565.96 100% 4.02 0.43 7.60 51.5% 2.20 0.03 
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Learn by doing 26 2.18 423.29 94% 1.74 1.11 2.36 18.5% 5.47 <0.00001 
MECOPROG methodology 10 0.72 148.89 93% 1.20 0.67 1.73 7.6% 4.47 <0.00001 

Scaffolding 2 0.01 3.14 36% 0.08 -0.11 0.28 2.0% 0.85 0.39 
Visual block programming 14 0.37 596.81 98% 1.04 0.68 1.40 9.6% 5.69 <0.00001 

Subgroup difference 6 \ 86.56 93.1% \ \ \ \ \ <0.00001 

Eastern 

Learn by doing 14 3.71 144.59 90% 2.73 1.58 2.59 12.9% 4.65 <0.00001 
DBL 11 0.04 20.62 47% 1.06 0.90 1.22 19.1% 13.01 <0.00001 

Digital storytelling 13 0.25 114.45 89% 0.33 0.02 0.64 19.8% 2.10 0.04 
Game based learning 4 295.72 49.24 92% 17.81 1.57 34.05 1.7% 2.15 0.03 

Pair programming (PP) 32 1.09 1558.05 98% 1.56 1.18 1.95 46.5% 7.96 <0.00001 
Subgroup difference 4 \ 39.95 90.0% \ \ \ \ \ <0.00001 

 
Among them, we can focus on game-based teaching methods. Judging from the existing 

research, the effect of educational games on the cultivation of computational thinking can be 
determined (e.g, Hwang, Chiu, Chen, 2015; Sung & Hwang, 2013; Kuruvada, Asamoah, Dalal, & Kak, 
2010; Zhao & Shute, 2019). Educational games are currently widely used in the education field to meet 
the needs of users (Gloria, Bellotti, & Berta, 2014), and use game elements such as competition and 
incentives to motivate and inspire learners (Turan, Avinc, Kara, & Goktas, 2016), thereby promoting 
the improvement of academic performance (Majuri, Koivisto, & Hamari, 2018). However, in this study, 
the improvement level of the computational thinking training effect of the East and the West is similar 
(the Z value of the computational thinking training effect of the East is 2.15, and that of the West is 
2.20), and from the perspective of the P value (the p value is both 0.03), the training effect of 
computational thinking is not significantly improved. But the reason why it is not a significant 
improvement might lie in the mismatch between the design needs of the teaching method and the 
teaching content and teaching arrangement (Angeli & Giannakos, 2020; Farnqvist, Heintz, Lambrix, 
Mannila, & Wang, 2016). Therefore, in the future, the use of game-based teaching methods and other 
teaching methods in the process of computational thinking training should be given matching problem 
situations and teaching designs. 

From the perspective of the effect size of standardized computational thinking training 
represented by the Z value, collaborative scripting (Z=5.80), learning by doing (Z=5.47) and visual 
programming (Z=5.69) have better training effects in the West, while DBL (Design based learning, 
Z=13.01) and Pair programming (PP, Z=7.96) have better training effects in the East. The common 
point of these studies is that they can provide a certain problem context and promote learners to 
formulate and implement solutions in accordance with established goals. This is consistent with the 
emphasis in existing research that the need to cultivate computational thinking based on certain problem 
situations (Hooshyar, Malva, Yang, Pedaste, Wang, & Lim, 2021). 

Therefore, we can learn from each other based on the difference in the training effect between 
the eastern and western computational thinking training methods in the follow-up education and 
teaching practice. It should be noted when using the above-mentioned teaching methods that it is 
necessary to have a good teaching design to support, and give full play to its role in the cultivation of 
computational thinking in primary. 

 
3.3.2 Differences in the cultivation of computational thinking between the East and the West at  
different levels 
 
It can be seen from the table3 that the development of Western computational thinking has a relatively 
good effect at the conceptual level, with a Z value of 11.90; while the development of computational 
thinking in the East performs relatively well at the perspectives level and outperforms the West, but It is 
relatively weak in the other three dimensions. Among them, both the East and the West perform 
relatively poorly at the operational level of computational thinking, and their Z values are the smallest 
among the four comparative dimensions. The reason for paying attention to the performance of 
computational thinking in different dimensions is to infer how to make targeted adjustments to 
computational thinking through the insufficiency of evaluation and results. Existing research also 
emphasizes the importance of computational thinking evaluation (Grover & Pea, 2013). Therefore, in 
the training of computational thinking in the future, it is necessary to pay attention to the balanced 
development of computational thinking at different levels, especially to improve the ability of primary 
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school learners at the operational level of computational thinking, which can also meet the needs of the 
21st century to cultivate fully developed talents demand.  
 
Table 3. Comparing the effects of computational thinking between the East and the West under different 
teaching methods 

Groups 
Tau2 Chi2 I2 

Mean difference and 95% confidence 
interval 

Weight Z P 
Group df 

IV（mean 
difference） 

Lower 
limit 

Upper 
limit 

Western 

Concepts 39 0.23 854.76 95% 1.11 0.93 1.29 35.3% 11.90 <0.00001 
Perspectives 12 0.03 23.16 48% 0.48 0.33 0.64 11.9% 6.07 <0.00001 

Practices 12 0.13 140.94 91% 0.62 0.35 0.89 10.4% 4.51 <0.00001 
Mean CT scores 55 1.86 4178.26 99% 0.77 0.85 1.20 42.5% 3.74 0.0002 

Subgroup 
difference 3 \ 27.17 89.0% \ \ \ \ \ <0.00001 

Eastern 

Concepts 13 11.82 85.20 85% 7.36 4.94 9.77 4.3% 5.97 <0.00001 
Perspectives 49 0.54 836.57 94% 1.17 0.94 1.40 64.3% 9.91 <0.00001 

Practices 9 0.48 41.02 78% 0.94 0.39 1.50 10.5% 3.31 0.0009 
Mean CT scores 16 0.39 179.89 91% 0.62 0.27 0.98 20.9% 3.45 0.0006 

Subgroup 
difference 3 \ 32.94 90.9% \ \ \ \ \ <0.00001 

 
 
4. Conclusion and Limitations 
 
In general, this research uses meta-analysis to compare and analyze the effects of the East and the West 
on the cultivation of primary school students’ computational thinking. First of all, on the whole, the 
effect of the East and the West on the cultivation of primary school students' computational thinking is 
positive, and there is no obvious publication bias, and the results of relevant research can be published 
truthfully. Secondly, the effect of the cultivation of computational thinking in the East and the West is 
shown by meta-analysis. The cultivation effect of computational thinking in the West is better than that 
in the East on the overall level. Therefore, in the future, the cultivation of computational thinking for 
primary school students in the East need to learn from the West. The specific development direction that 
needs reference and attention can be obtained through the third conclusion. Thirdly, there are still big 
differences between the East and the West in terms of the teaching methods and the effects of different 
levels of computational thinking training. Among them, the related teaching methods with collaborative 
nature, learning by doing, and visualization have relatively good results in the cultivation of 
computational thinking. In the future, the cultivation of computational thinking can be focused on, 
supplemented by supporting teaching design. In terms of effects at different levels, primary school 
students in the East and the West are generally relatively weak at the operational level, and they need to 
be focused on in the future research on education and teaching practice. 
 However, this study also has the following shortcomings. Firstly, it only analyzes the effect of 
computational thinking training in elementary school. The target groups of the study are relatively 
focused. Furthermore, there may be other differences in the effect of computational thinking training in 
different groups in the East and the West. This is also the future research will continue. Secondly, the 
comparison and analysis between the East and the West in the research only paid attention to the core 
computational thinking training pedagogy and the different aspects of the training effect. In future 
research, more dimensions will be used for comparison and analysis. 
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Abstract: Learning about the larynx is difficult for healthcare professional students. The 
students need to visualize laryngeal structures and understand its function for further use in 
clinical application. The current traditional learning approach is not considered the most 
effective considering its limitations with learning resources, such as 2D images, cadaver, and 
physical models. This research proposed a prototype of a mobile learning application, called 
Laryngo-App with a 3D larynx model and animation to promote student’s self-learning. The 
prototype was approved by experts before further being used in anatomy learning. The results 
from expert feedback revealed moderately high satisfaction. A prototype was divided into four 
parts. First, the larynx content was suitable for self-learning. Second, the larynx 3D model was 
appealing and could accurately represent its structures. Third, 3D animation illustrated the 
obvious movements. Lastly, the quiz questions were suggested for the improvement in terms of 
the level of difficulty.  To summarize, our proposed prototype of Laryngo-App is appropriate to 
be an interactive learning material for students. Moreover, the prototype could be developed to 
be an application that allows students to learn independently from anywhere and anytime. 

Keywords: Anatomy learning, Larynx, mobile learning, 3D Model, Laryngo-App 

1. Introduction

Anatomy is an essential science for healthcare professional education as a critical and fundamental 
knowledge for clinical practice. Learning anatomy requires 3D visualization of shape, location, and 
organization of the organs to effectively understand the relations and functions of the structures in the 
human body. For junior medical and healthcare professional students, some lessons are complicated 
and difficult to understand. Additionally, the dissection in some small and deep parts of the body require 
experience and advanced dissection skills. A larynx is one of those structures. This crucial organ allows 
humans to be able to verbally communicate with others, normally breath, and switch the routes for air to 
pass through the trachea and for food to enter the pharynx. The students need to understand anatomy of 
the larynx, including its functions to enable further clinical application. Learning about larynx always 
challenges the students because the larynx is small and complex. Cadaver dissection without damage to 
some parts of the larynx is difficult for inexperienced students, resulting in limitation of 3D 
visualization. Moreover, explaining about the functions of the larynx, including mechanism of vocal 
cord movements with two-dimension pictures and cadaver specimens is scarcely understood. Aslo, the 
physical rigid larynx model cannot effectively demonstrate the movements. The students also struggle 
with self-learning. Therefore, learning tools that can help students to visualize the laryngeal structures 
and understand the mechanism of its functions is needed. There are several learning tools used in 
learning anatomy, including 3D computer models and 3D animation. The 3D model and animation have 
been widely applied in teaching anatomy for more than a decade to enhance understanding about spatial 
relationships and enable mental imagination of human structures. The review article (Azer & Azer, 
2016) reported that 3D computer models were delivered to the students via various platforms, for 
example, web-based, computer-based and mobile-based. There were many previous study results 
regarding its effectiveness, mainly divided into two aspects, student’s learning outcomes and 
satisfaction. Triepels et al. (2020) reviewed the effectiveness of using 3D learning tools on student’s 
learning outcomes, compared to traditional learning methods was reported in both ways. Some studies 
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showed a significant improvement in the outcomes whereas some reported insignificant differences. 
Noticeably, the results might be varied due to topics of anatomical content, design of the study, and 
numbers of participants. However, their team concluded that using 3D visualization was a more 
effective method compared to the traditional ones. The results of other studies suggested that 3D 
anatomical models were more efficient than studying from textbook alone (Battulga et al., 2012), and 
learning with 3D models led to a better understanding of shape and relationship among the anatomical 
structures (Sonia et al., 2016). For the student’s satisfaction, it was explored both qualitatively and 
quantitatively. Most of the studies reported positive feedback from the students. The student’s feedback 
in the study of Sonia et al. (2016) revealed the 3D models enhanced the understanding of anatomical 
structures and their relationships, gave the students more opportunity to review the lesson, and was 
interesting due to its novelty. The study of Tan et al. (2012) reported that students preferred learning 
with 3D models. Some students suggested the lecturers to use it as a supplement for the lesson (Hu et 
al., 2009). Beside the 3D models, the study of Hoyek et al. (2014) suggested that 3D animations used in 
teaching anatomy enhanced spatial ability and capacity of structure imagination, facilitated 
visualization and helped students in forming a clearer mental representation of the structures.  

The 3D models and animation are also known as 3D visualization. The 3D visualization refers to 
graphical content created by 3D software. It is implemented in many industries to generate content 
including images, diagrams, and animations to deliver a better understanding of communication. The 
3D visualization can be used in education, teaching and learning in many fields. In the medical 
education field. There are several technologies or tools that can help students learn anatomy such as 
virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), 3D computer model, and 3D animation. In 2009, 
Petersson et al. had experimented on a new VR technique for anatomy learning based on virtual contrast 
injection using the 3D visualization method as a learning tool. The results showed the student’s attitude 
towards the positive in learning compared with anatomy textbooks. The results were not the same with 
dissections, however, the experiment had a beneficial effect on learning. (Petersson, 2009). Also, the 
concept of the Mobile Learning Method was introduced by Alan Kay in the 1970s and he formed a team 
to develop a “Dynabook” and aimed for children to access the digital world using a portable and 
hands-on personal computer. (Maxwell, John (2006). Tracing the Dynabook: A Study of 
Technocultural Transformations.) In 2018, Kurniawan, M. H., & Witjaksono created a mobile learning 
application using Augmented Reality technology for Human Anatomy learning. Using 3D human 
anatomy provided students with an understanding of human anatomy visualization.  (Kurniawan, M. H., 
& Witjaksono, 2018).  

Focusing on the 3D visualization of the larynx, the 3D computer model of larynx created by 
reconstruction of MRI and CT image with the imaging software was first established in 1998 (Rubin et 
al., 1998). This method gave a realistic character for the model. Later, the larynx 3D model was created 
by the same methods and used in teaching anatomy via web-based platforms (Fritz et al. 2011; Hu et al. 
2009; Tan et al. 2012). The results of studies showed that learning with the 3D larynx model tended to 
improve the test score, compared to learning with the 2D image (Tan et al., 2012) and to promote 
long-term retention of the knowledge (Fritz et al., 2011).  

This information has proved that 3D visualization has become an interesting and beneficial tool for 
teaching and learning anatomy. It should be considered as an alternative learning tool that can help 
students learn more effectively. Moreover, it would support the needs of the students as an additional 
learning tool which assists them in self-lesson review and promotes self-learning. Despite the fact that 
3D models of the larynx have been widely used, no study mentions 3D animation that demonstrates 
functions of intrinsic muscles of the larynx and movements of the vocal cords. Therefore, the intention 
of this study is to develop a prototype of the mobile learning application, called ‘Laryngo- App’, which 
consists of the 3D computer models and 3D animation of the larynx, demonstrating actions of intrinsic 
muscles of the larynx which control the vocal cord movements during respiration and phonation. 

 
 

2. Research Approach  
 
The Larynx-App aimed to be implemented for teaching and learning in Anatomy for second year 
medical and dental students at Mae Fah Luang University, Thailand. This paper reported the first step of 
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developing the application, a prototype creation. There are two processes in preparing this prototype: 
Theoretical approach and Mobile Application Design Process 
 
2.1 Theoretical approach 

 
2.1.1 Application Requirement 
 
In Mae Fah Luang University, the larynx is considered an essential topic for medical and dental 
students. Currently, the lesson is routinely based on lecture and cadaver dissection which are usually 
limited by time. Anatomy lecturers use a cadaver larynx specimen (figure 1.a)) to demonstrate real 
laryngeal structure. Unfortunately, its structures are hardly identified and mostly destroyed during 
removal from the body. One of the lecturers has tried to build a moveable physical model (figure 1.b)) 
for explaining its functions. Still, only one model is not enough for every student and unable for 
students to personally use out of the class.  The students have to review the larynx topic by themselves 
in order to complete the exam and gain comprehensive understanding for further use in clinical 
application. It was frequently mentioned as a difficult topic in the course evaluations. To improve 
teaching and learning processes of the course, the lecturers have considered helping the students in their 
self-learning in every possible way. The 3D visualization and mobile application were brought up to 
discuss the possibility to use as an option for this issue. They concluded that the students should receive 
additional learning tools apart from the traditional learning resources. Therefore, the Laryngo-App was 
initiated to create a learning tool to assist the students in self-learning. The compartments and functions 
required in the application are; 

1.Providing a summary of knowledge about the larynx. 
2.Using 3D models to demonstrate the musculoskeletal structures of the larynx. 
3.Using 3D animation to demonstrate the functions of intrinsic laryngeal muscles and    
movements of the vocal cords. 
4.Giving opportunities for the students to take a quiz for self-development in learning. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. a) Cadaver specimen, b) physical model and c) 3D model. 

 
2.1.2 3D Computer Graphics 
 
3D computer graphics is widely used in many fields included in education because 3D graphics provide 
the students with visualization to understand the perceptions on the 3D objects such as different object 
size, space, range and relation to each other. Additionally, it helps the students with the simulated 
experiences to comprehend the objects movement, situation and visual reality such as 3D animation, 
and 3D simulation training (Tim & Daniel, 2002). The benefits of 3D visualization in teaching and 
learning can be simply observed and manipulated, animated, and scaled without damage to physical 
samples. Second, it gives the students infinite time with a study case. Third, it is easy to share due to 
digitalization (Dorothy Loftin, 2018). This advantage will help students to understand the knowledge 
with the help of 3D computer generated imagery. 
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2.1.3 Mobile Learning 
 
Nowadays, mobile devices tend to be the most popular with users and their usage is growing. Due to the 
development of various applications to support humans to work successfully. Mobile learning is the 
application of mobile communication technologies in the field of education to deliver material and 
learning support via wireless communications devices. Additionally, the mobile learning emphasis on 
learning through movable contextual relevance, and other new features allows students to learn them 
interactively anytime and anywhere. There are numerous characteristic features of today's mobile 
learning. The following are some characteristics of mobile learning. First, the students can learn 
anywhere, which gives them flexibility. Second, it is timely because the students can learn rapidly, and 
the teachers can respond more timely to students' questions. Third, it provides interactive learning 
resources, such as chat rooms, Q&A areas, quizzes, and other interactive learning tools that can be used 
to encourage interaction between students and teachers. Lastly, it promotes collaboration, such as 
implementing collaborative learning activities in the classroom, which help improve communication 
between students and teachers (Ozdamli and Cavus, 2011; Yuan Jiugen and Xing Ruonan, 2016). 
 
2.2 Mobile Application Design Process 
 
The research went through the 3 steps of Laryngo-Application design processes as in figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Process of Laryngo-Application. 
 

2.2.1 Information Preparation  
 
According to the application requirement, the prototype was designed to consist of four main parts, the 
larynx contents, larynx 3D model, 3D animation video, and quiz. The related anatomical contents and 
quiz questions are prepared by an anatomy lecturer, using six standard anatomy textbooks as references 
(Agur & F.Dalley, 2013; Marieb et al., 2017; Moore et al., 2014, 2015; Rohen et al., 2011; Tortora & 
Derickson, 2017). The 3D model of larynx, demonstrating its musculoskeletal structures, is manually 
created using the 2D figures in standard anatomy textbooks, cadaver specimens, and free-source 3D 
models as references. The prototype of the 3D animation video was created using the physical model. 
The aim of the 3D animation video was to demonstrate the functions of intrinsic laryngeal muscles and 
movements of the vocal cords. The quiz aimed to test the understanding about the knowledge provided 
in the mobile learning application and was organized into 2 types: identification of structure, and 
explanation of function and structural relation.  
 
2.2.2 Mobile Application Design 

 
This prototype consisted of four parts as in figure 3. First, larynx contents which contained the overall 
knowledge of the larynx were delivered to the students in two ways, via reading material and lecture 
video linked from an external source. Second, the larynx 3D model allowed the students to interact with 
it from 360-degree aspects. Third, 3D animation video which provided the students with the knowledge 
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of functions of intrinsic laryngeal muscles and vocal cord movements. Lastly, it was the quiz which 
briefly tested the knowledge of the students. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Four parts of learning process. 
 
2.2.3 Conducting Expert Feedback 
 
Five anatomy lecturers with at least three years of teaching experience participated in the survey and 
interview for providing feedback. The Laryngo-App prototype was tested by the anatomy lecturers. The 
survey questions regarding experts’ satisfaction was conducted using a five-scale Likert scale provided 
via google form. There were ten questions, separated into four categories: user interface, design of 3D 
model, design of 3D animation, and appropriation for self-learning. In addition, the experts' suggestions 
were documented, then the data were analyzed for further development of the Laryngo-App. 
 
 
3. Results and Discussion  
 
3.1 Laryngo-Application Prototypes  
 
The prototype of Laryngo-App was created as shown in figure 4. There are five categories: the larynx 
contents including reading material and linked video about overall structure of larynx, the larynx 3D 
models demonstrating its musculoskeletal structures, 3D animation video demonstrating the functions 
of intrinsic laryngeal muscles and movements of the vocal cords, and the quiz for self-evaluation of the 
students. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        Figure 4. User Interface of Laryngo-Application prototypes. 
 

3.2 Expert Feedback 
 

This part presents the summaries from the expert’s survey shown in table 1. In the user interface section, 
the result showed that 40% of the experts rated the design and button placement, appropriation of font 
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size and color, and ease of use as excellent, whereas 60% of them gave a good rating for appropriation 
and clear visibility of size and color of the buttons.  For the 3D model of the larynx section, 80% of the 
experts rated the structure of the 3D larynx model as excellent. However, 20% of them rated as average. 
The experts rated the excellent for 60% on the display of the musculoskeletal structures correctly and 
another 40% for good. However, the experts rated good for 60% on the appearance of the 3D larynx 
model as close to the real structure, while rated excellent for 40%. For the 3D animation section, the 
experts' satisfaction strongly agreed that the animation demonstrated the laryngeal musculoskeletal 
structures and actions of the laryngeal muscles distinctly. The experts rated excellent for 60%, 20% 
rated for good, and gave 20% on average for animation and audio easy to understand. For the clear 
demonstration of structures and actions of the laryngeal muscles, experts rated excellent for 60% and 
40% for good rating. For the Appropriate for self-learning lessons section, the question focuses on 
whether the application is suitable for self-learning. Experts were more satisfied, giving 20% of the 
ratings as average, giving 40% of the ratings as good, and 40% of the ratings as excellent. 
 

Table 1. The summary of responses to four sections from the experts 

S/N Survey Questions % 
Excellent 

% 
Good 

% 
Average 

% 
Fair 

% 
Poor 

User Interface 

1 Beautiful design, place the buttons 
appropriately 

40.00 20.00 40.00 0 0 

2 Size and color of the buttons are 
appropriate, clearly visible. 

40.00 60.00 0 0 0 

3 Font size and color are appropriately clearly 
visible. 

40.00 20.00 40.00 0 0 

4 Easy to access the information. 40.00 40.00 20.00 0 0 

3D model of the larynx 

5 The appearance of the 3D larynx model is 
close to the real structure. 

40.00 60.00 0 0 0 

6 Display the musculoskeletal structures 
correctly  

60.00 40.00 0 0 0 

7 The structure of the larynx is clearly visible. 80.00 0 20.00 0 0 

3D animation 

8 Animation and audio make it easy to 
understand muscle functions. 

60.00 20.00 20.00 0 0 

9 Animation clearly shows the structure and 
actions of the muscles. 

60.00 40.00 0 0 0 

Appropriate for self-learning of lessons 

10 Application is suitable for self-learning. 40.00 40.00 20.00 0 0 

 
 The feedback from experts was valuable for application development as their suggestions 
aimed for the benefit of students. Based on the interview, they said that the application prototypes were 
interesting and could be further developed to be a useful learning tool for students. The details of 
experts' feedback and suggestions were shown in table 2. The experts gave positive feedback about the 
advantages of the 3D model as it enhanced 3D visualization and was easier to identify its structures, 
compared to cadaver specimens. They mentioned that the application was useful for online education, 
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especially during the current COVID-19 outbreak. For the content, they said that it was enough for 
students to read. For the quiz, the questions aimed for structure identification were appropriate. 
Whereas there was some negative feedback on the reading material, user interface, and quiz.  
 
Table 2. The summary of expert suggestions from the interview 

Component of 
the application 

Category of 
feedback 

Feedback / Suggestions (number of experts) 
(+ for positive feedback, - for negative feedback, and * for suggestion) 

Larynx 
Contents 

Content of the 
Reading Material 

+ There was enough content for students to read. 
* The reading material should be made shorter and organized to be more 
easily read and understood. A brief review or a short note instead of a 
long text explanation. (2) 

Arrangement of 
the Reading 

Material 

- Some pictures were too small and not significantly consistent with the 
text. 
- The text in explanation and label of the pictures were too blended. It 
should be more clearly separated. 

3D Model 

Feature * Different kinds of structures should have different colors. (2)  

Presentation * The sense of direction on the 3D larynx model must be added. 

Future 
Development 

* The neurovascular structures should be added to the larynx model. 
* Additional organs could also be added. 

3D Animation 
Video 

Content * The video explaining about movements of the vocal cord in general 
should be added for complete understanding. 

Presentation * Beside sound and picture, some text should be added to the video to be 
suitable for students with various learning styles. 

Future 
Development 

* There should be more videos in other topics, for example, cartilages of 
larynx, nerve supply of larynx, blood supply of larynx, the vocal cord 
movement of patient with recurrent laryngeal nerve injury, and the 
differences between vocal cord movement during high pitch and low 
pitch voice production. 

Quiz 

Objectives of the 
Question 

+ The questions about structure identification were appropriate. (3) 
- The objectives of learning outcomes in the quiz were not clear. (2) 

Content 
- Some questions about function and structural relation were too difficult. 
It might decrease the student’s enjoyment in playing the application. 
- The reading material part is time-consuming to accomplish the quiz. 

User Interface 

* It would be convenient, if the students were able to go to specific topics 
by using keyword search. 
- The link between pages in the application was too complicated and took 
many steps. (Add main menu) 
* There should be a bottom to go back to the main menu in every page for 
convenience. (Add home button) 

General Benefits 

+ The application was very appropriate for online education, especially 
during the current COVID outbreak. 
+ It had more advantage of 3D visualization and structure identification, 
compared to cadaver specimens. 

 
 An expert mentioned that the text in explanations and labels of the pictures in the reading 
material were too blended, suggesting that it should be more clearly separated. Some pictures were too 
small and not consistent with the text. For the user interface, it was mentioned that the link between 
pages in the application was too complicated and took many steps. The experts also suggested that there 
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should be a bottom to go back to the main menu in every page for convenience. For the quiz, they said 
that some of the questions were too difficult. The students might take a long time to read the material to 
complete the quiz. It might decrease the student’s enjoyment in using the application. Two experts also 
added that the objectives of learning outcomes in the quiz were not clear. For the suggestions, two 
experts mentioned that the reading material should be made shorter and organized to be more easily 
read and understood. A brief review or a short note could be used instead of a long text explanation. It 
would be convenient if the students were able to go to specific topics by using keyword search. For 3D 
model, two experts said that the different kinds of structures should have different colors. One of them 
mentioned that the sense of direction on the 3D larynx model must be added. An expert suggested that 
the neurovascular structures should be added to the larynx model. For 3D animation video, they 
suggested adding some text to the video to be suitable for students with various learning styles. The 
video explaining about movements of the vocal cord in general should be added for complete 
understanding. There were some suggestions regarding future development. First, there should be more 
videos in other topics, for example, cartilages of larynx, nerve supply of larynx, blood supply of larynx, 
the vocal cord movement of patient with recurrent laryngeal nerve injury, and the differences between 
vocal cord movement during high pitch and low pitch voice production. Lastly, additional organs could 
also be added to the application. 

In response to the expert feedback, the Laryngo-App will be developed before launching for the 
students. First, the contents of reading material will be reorganized. The summary of overall knowledge 
will be added. Second, the color of structures in the 3D model will be adjusted to make it clearer to 
differentiate. Third, the 3D animation will be presented with both audiovisual and text media. Lastly, 
the quiz questions will be separated into two levels: basic and advanced. The difficult questions will be 
asked in the advanced level.   
 
 
4. Conclusion  

 
In this research, we proposed a prototype of Laryngo-App with 3D visualization in anatomy of the 
larynx. The results from experts’ satisfaction and suggestions were very useful for further application 
development. Based on the survey results, it may be concluded that for the user interface sections, the 
expert tended to agree that it was easy to access the information and had a friendly user interface. For 
the 3D model of the larynx section, the experts mostly strongly agreed that the structure of the larynx 
was clearly visible while the musculoskeletal structures appear accurate. For the 3D animation section, 
the experts strongly agreed that the animation distinctly demonstrated the laryngeal musculoskeletal 
structures and actions of the laryngeal muscles. Nonetheless, the experts agree that the Laryngo-App 
could promote self-learning among the students. The expert suggestions regarding its application could 
be summarized as follows. First, for the larynx contents, the experts suggested that the reading material 
could be shorter and well organized. For the larynx 3D model, experts strongly suggested using 
different colors on the different structures to make each component of the larynx more clearly 
differentiated. On the 3D animation video, the experts recommended adding text such as keywords for a 
good understanding on the video presentation. For the quiz, the experts suggested that objectives of 
learning outcomes must be clear. However, the expert mentioned that the Laryngo-App was very 
helpful for online education, especially during the current situation of COVID-19 outbreak, because the 
students could learn anytime and anywhere. Besides, 3D visualization has given the benefit of structure 
identification, compared to cadaver specimens.  

Future works, the first version of Laryngo-App will be implemented in Anatomy courses for 
the second-year medical students and dental students at Mae Fah Luang University, Thailand. 
Satisfaction and learning outcome of the student will be studied for the future experiment. 
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Abstract. Development of computational thinking (CT) covers a broad range of skills, as 
exemplified by diverse CT definitions and assessments. There are however, less research on 
developing computational perspectives. We aim to investigate how to develop computational 
perspectives, critical to creativity and innovation, within the Interest-Driven Creator (IDC) 
theory, which espouses constructivist/constructionist tenets. This paper reviews the 
foundational works on design thinking, computational thinking and creativity. We then analyse 
examples in computing and information systems, and one in the creative industries, to derive 
pedagogical-socio-technological insights. We find that non-Scratch projects, will benefit from 
framing, via diverse human-computer interaction (HCI) design grand challenges and task 
refactoring. We also find that designing based on goal-based scenarios, and strategic 
knowledge, with scalability and extensibility in mind, e.g., via Alexandrian architectural 
patterns, and logical flow of information, will extend association to aggregation (abstraction). 
This is followed by refactoring and/or permutations at different levels of granularity. We also 
find that Scratch’s diversity and underlying design thinking-CT/data science-participatory-
knowledge management design are critical to non-Scratch CT projects’ success.  

Keywords:  Computational thinking, design thinking, IDC theory, (non)-Scratch projects, flow, 
patterns, refactoring 

1. Introduction

Wong, Chan, Chen, Looi, Chen, Liao, King and Wong’s (2020) interest-driven creator (IDC) theory 
builds on goal-based scenarios, constructivist-constructionist foundations, socio-technical-pedagogical 
knowledge building tenets and design thinking motivations. The IDC framework revolves around the 
interest loop (develop/widen interest), creation loop (learn/develop creativity by designing, 
hypothesizing and prototyping) and habit of practice loop.  

Our focus is on developing computational thinking skills. When we think of Computational 
Thinking (CT), Wing’s (2006) emphasis on using computer science to address real-world problems, 
comes to mind.  Since computer science is not easily understood by many, Brennan and Resnick’s 
(2012) CT approach, focuses on building computational concepts, practice, and perspectives. Moreover, 
human-computer interaction (HCI) forms and refines mental models. Consequently, building on 
Brennan and Resnick’s (2012) CT approach, Harvard’s ScratchEd analyses diverse case studies on how 
interaction designers design, and specifies skills that we need to develop (Table 1).    

Table 1. Scratched’s Definitions, Based On Brennan and Resnick’s (2012) Concepts, Practice and Perspectives 
Computational perspectives 
(communicative) 

Computational concepts Computational practices 

- express (and increase in
confidence as a creator),

- connect with others to create
- hypothesize to improve the world

- seven main concepts
- sequential and parallel information

processing, iteration,
- triggered by events, controlled
algorithmically by conditions

- incremental and iterative,
- experimentations,
- testing and debugging,
- reusing and remixing
- abstracting, modularizing
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1.1 Problems and Objectives  
 
There are many well-established research on computational concepts and practice. Our focus is on 
developing perspectives, based on ScratchEd’s computational perspectives (expressing, connecting and 
wondering/hypothesizing). Framing is an established design method to develop perspectives. However, 
what should framing be designed or be based on?   

Lee, Wong and Lau’s (2015) study finds that interaction design based on not only design 
patterns but also user experience, and sustainability in non-Scratch Web design projects, would enable 
better prediction of CT skills among engineering tertiary students. HCI connects conceptual and process 
models, resource management and knowledge tracing more, ontologically, experientially, cognitively 
and emotionally. The 2018 ACM HCI student design competition foci, and Schneiderman, Plaisant, 
Cohen, Jacobs, Elmqvist, and Diakopoulos’s (2018) grand challenges (Table 2) provide further options.    
 
Table 2. Options for Students’ Foci  

2018 ACM Human-computer interaction 
design student competition 

Some of Schneiderman, Plaisant, Cohen, Jacobs, Elmqvist 
and Diakopoulos’s (2018) grand challenges 

healthcare policy, public 
service 

business 
development  

amplify empathy, 
compassion 

shift from UX to 
community experience 

encourage 
reflection, 
calmness 

aging sustainable 
living 

education stimulate rapid 
interface learning 

promote life-long learning 

 
 Due to the key roles of patterns and assessment in CT development, Lee and Jiang (2019) have 
aimed to connect CT assessment with HCI design in Scratch fractal projects by young children. Moreno-
León, Robles and Román-González’s (2015) CT assessment rubrics is used to assess CT characteristics. 
Findings indicate that overall, flow control, is the most important contributing factor, followed closely 
by data representation and logic (Table 2). The process flow/algorithmic logic, which connects entities, 
creates actions@fun/attraction. Furthermore, the highest scoring groups utilize abstraction, logic, 
different media/channels and awareness of audience to create diverse perspectives/remixing/ 
transformation.  This is admirable, confirming that abstraction, logic, and multimodality, may be good 
predictors of CT skills, with HCI and design patterns as triggers/mediators and guides.  
 
Table 2. Lee and Jiang’s (2019) Comparative CT-HCI Predictors 

Overall group Highest scoring groups 
(score in parenthesis) 

Predictors (difference between overall 
group and highest scoring groups) 

• flow control (46) 
• data representation (45) 
• logic (42) 
• abstraction (41) 

• data representation (3), 
abstraction (3),  

• logic (3), mastery (3)  
• flow control (2), interactivity (2) 

• CT score for mastery increases with 
logic & abstraction,  
•  music adds a sensorial channel   
•  objectives & instructions (goals/context) 

 
Kruschitz and Hitz’s (2010) analysis of design patterns commonly used in books, scientific 

papers and online resources, finds that the most frequently used content elements in design patterns are 
mostly Alexandrian, i.e., Pattern Name; Problem-context, summary, author name; Forces; Solution; 
Examples; Related Patterns; Aggregation (scientific) and Association. They consequently suggest that  
a taxonomy should be developed to enable not only easier search, but also increase learning gains. We 
surmise that such taxonomy should be based on or similar to Bloom’s progressive revised taxonomy. 
Pursuant to these findings, we aim to investigate are there similar CT characteristics in non-Scratch 
HCI projects, among computing and information systems students?  

       We next review related foundations, analyse examples of design variations in a HCI course, to 
identify important design factors for-, and post-pandemic; and pedagogical design implications.  
 
 
2. Related Work and Discussion 

 
2.1 Goal-Based Scenario, Knowledge Building and Epistemic Agency 
 
Scardamalia and Bereiter (2002) opine that knowledge building based on socio-technological impacts 
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may help students to better develop holistic modelling and relations among stakeholders and processes. 
Clarifying these is more likely to result in intrinsic goals, clearer and more accurate scenarios and 
subsequently, higher confidence and epistemic agency. To scaffold knowledge building, the use of 
Schank, Fano, Bell and Jona’s (1994) goal-based scenarios (GBS), has been critical, as the rationale 
underlying actions and goals (knowing why), is more likely to motivate curiosity to know. GBS also 
simulates HCI’s Goals, Operators, Methods and Selections (GOMS).  
 
2.2 Computational Thinking, Diversity, Creativity  
 
Spiro, Coulson, Feltovich and Anderson’s (1988) Cognitive Flexibility Theory (CFT), highlight how 
structured reflection/analyses of (un)structured variations can sometimes, encourage incremental self-
rectification, along Gero’s (1990), Goel’s (1997) and ScratchEd’s progressive continuum.  

To promote analogical thinking and creativity, Gero (1990) defines creativity as routine if there 
are similar design variables and range of values; innovative if there are similar design variables, but 
modified range of values; and creative if there are modified design variables and range of values. Goel’s 
(1997) model-based analogical processes, highlights AI-based planning, influences retrieval, 
adaptation, instantiation, decomposition and evaluation of entities and processes/behaviours. Over time, 
with more examples, abstractions can be derived to form rules in the knowledge base.  
 
2.3 Human-Computer Interaction 
 
Human-computer interaction (HCI) forms and refines mental models. Good design bridges gaps in these 
mental models. Two human-computer interaction (HCI) standards/principles, i.e., Nielsen (1995) and 
Schneiderman’s (1998), focus on user control and reduction of cognitive load, while Norman’s (1998), 
focuses on affordances, mapping and feedback to overcome constraints. HCI builds on the above 
foundations for meaningful learning.   
 
 
3. Methodology 
 
We analyse the best performing assignments for the course Human-Computer Interaction, carried out 
during the August-December 2020 semester in Sunway University, Malaysia. The Sunway University 
students are from the Computer Science, Information Technology, Computer Networks and Security, 
Software Engineering, Information Systems and Mobile Computing with Entrepreneurship programs. 
Structured based on the Systems Development Life Cycle (Valacich, George & Heffer, 2015), students 
are asked to choose two foci: one from the 2018 ACM HCI student design competition foci, and one 
from Schneiderman, Plaisant, Cohen, Jacobs, Elmqvist, and Diakopoulos’s (2018) grand challenges, or 
both from the ACM HCI competition or both from Schneiderman et. al.’s grand challenges. They are 
then asked to identify worthwhile/interesting and sustainable gaps based on the two foci and to do a 
SWOT analysis between prior reviewed studies and their proposed system. This is to establish the why 
for design. 

The students range from those in semester 4 to semester 13. Calibration to students’ abilities is 
via refactoring of tasks/scope.  
• 3. Review papers above the year 2018 and 5 systems/apps in the market. 4. Do a SWOT analysis with a table of 

comparison of functions. 5. Elaborate on the opportunities that you identified in relation to societal and individual impact. 
6. List the proposed functional requirements.  (Review papers and apps (Functional_comparison (SWOT (Opp_impact 
(FR))))). 

• 3. Review papers above the year 2018 and 5 systems/apps in the market and compare, using a table of comparison of 
functions. 4. List the proposed functional requirements. 5. Do a SWOT analysis in relation to societal and individual 
impact.  (Review papers and apps (Functional_comparison (FR (SWOT (Opp_impact))))). 

• 3. i) Review a) papers published in the year 2018 and above and b) 5 systems/apps in the market. ii) Compare the 5 apps 
with your proposed system, using a table of comparison of functions. 4. List the proposed functional requirements. 5. Do 
a SWOT analysis in relation to societal and individual impact. (Review papers (Functional_comparison (apps (FR                         
(SWOT (Opp_impact)))))). 

       Next, Schneiderman et. al.’s (2018), Preece, Sharp and Roger’s (2015) guidelines, Nielsen 
(1995) and Norman’s (1998) theories and guidelines, are used as design guidelines. Carnegie Mellon 
University’s Information Systems Analysis and Design project rubric is used to score the assignment 
outcomes. UI/HCI design patterns are introduced but is optional, i.e., based on students’ discretion.  
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  Subsequently, they are tasked to evaluate their proposed prototypes via questionnaires 
developed based on the common HCI metrics of their choice, e.g., heuristic evaluation. We next 
compare findings with an example of a Design Research assignment in the creative industries, in 
Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman. To analyse, Goel’s (1997) what/how (content analysis) are applied.    
 

4.  Findings  

4.1 In Computing and Information Systems 
 
The examples analysed, are arranged in a spectrum, in Table 3 below. They are extracted from the best- 
performing assignments, on the theme COVID-19 pandemic applications. The ACM HCI challenge 
foci (in normal font) and Schneiderman et. al.’s grand challenges (italics) are students’ choices.  
 
Table 3. HCI Student Projects  

Project  Foci Problems and opportunities, societal and individual impact How 
DIY Guru  
 
(Lim, Tai, Au 
Yong, Rao & 
Pan, 2020) 
 

• Educate,  
• Promote 

life-long 
learning, 
from user to 
community 
experience 

Problems: 
• Need to fix things in the house, while reducing contact with 

strangers (during covid-19) 
 

Opportunities in relation to societal and individual impact:   
• People are trying to develop more skills, be more self-reliant 
• Forum, validation by experts prior to online publishing  

• architectural/ 
topological/ 

   design patterns,  
• transfer,  
• substitute 

SafeGather  
 
(Lim, Ow, 
Zaharudin, Kok 
& Tan, 2020) 

• Healthcare, 
policy and 
public 
service 

Problems:  
• Underprivileged community lacks support  
• Inability of NGOs to hold charitable events 
• Government lacks mechanism to regulate charitable events 

 
• Opportunities:  Link users, NGO and government 
• Societal impact: More informed tracking, management, 

inventory planning, distribution based on availability/ needs. 
• Health impact: Containment of the pandemic 
• Policy & public service impact: Stronger govt.-public co-op. 

• architectural/ 
topological/ 
design patterns,  

• transfer,  
• substitute  
• add 

Malaysian rail 
service  
(Goh, Lee, 
Mahenderan, 
Venkatachalam, 
2020) 

• Policy and 
public 
service 

Problem: Boredom of long train travel  
 
Opportunities:  
• To promote long train travel: on-board entertainment, view 

the train route, view estimated time of arrival, order on-board 
cuisine, track food order, toilet availability tracker, 
emergency assistance for tense situations.   

• architectural/ 
topological/ 
design patterns  

• transfer, add 
• substitute  

 
DIY Guru 

 
SafeGather 

 
Malaysian Rail service 

 
4.2 In The Creative Industries 
 
 In the creative industries, design has been guided by the quality of solving a real-need, fun, engagement, 
and sustainability (Lee & Wong, 2015). An example of the spirit of Scratch (fun and experimental), is 
Patatap, designed and developed by a group of graphic design students in Universiti Tunku Abdul 
Rahman’s Faculty of Creative Industries, when the author was a Faculty there (2013-2015). Aimed at 
reducing stress among students, improving creativity/expression, and improving friend-family 
relationships, Gan, Na, Ng, Ng, and Ooi (2014) hypothesize that:  
• If we can build up teenager’s interest on music, teenagers can spend their free time with music. 
• If they are interested in music, then they can release their stress through listening to music. 
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• If we successfully create an attractive advertisement, then those teenagers who do not play 
instruments, will be attracted to play music. 

• If teenagers love to play Patatap through the website, then Patatap apps will become popular and 
more people will download it.   

 To test their hypotheses, an online survey to identify which top three genres are preferred, is 
carried out. Subsequently, they observe, and confirm observations with a market survey. To make it 
more interesting and sustainable, they transfer concepts from material science, synthesizers and 
drumming. Their light-weight equally-sized rollable portable prototype/poster, include a drum-like long 
wand with a QR code to link to their Patatap website, for the promo video (Figure 1). Patatap re-
represents data representation in the form of small tiles made of different materials and colour. When 
each tile is hit with the “wand,” it produces the desired timbre/pitch. Logic is in the melodic sequence.  
 Their three-level requirements gathering, and confirmation (design thinking’s empathy) are 
fruitful, with positive responses to the design and artefacts. From their assistive lights source of 
inspiration (Figure 1b), if Patatap has embedded systems, this leaves much room for further 
connectivity, fun, surprises. Collectively, it may be akin to the 24-season drum, or a playful fun “riot.”  
 

a) Different sound effects at the 
incredibox interactive website b) Assistive lights  

 
c) Patatap poster/tiles 

 
d) Patatap promo 

video 
Figure 1. Their sources of inspiration (a, b) and resulting Patatap tiles and promo video (c, d) 

 
5.  Discussion and Conclusion  

5.1 Design factors more prevalent/important during and post-pandemic: Strategic knowledge, diversity  
 
Brennan and Resnick’s (2012) CT approach focuses on computational concepts, computational practice 
and computational perspectives. ScratchEd defines perspectives as expressing, connecting and 
wondering. The above examples have been sequenced to project a spectrum in design. All of them are 
similar in focusing on architectural/topological patterns as the primary design concern, and as the 
pivot/gateway to possible extensions, for further scalability. These findings concur with Goel’s (1997) 
structure as a representation of strategic knowledge.       

Moreover, consistent with Goel’s (1997) analogical transfer, the degree of transfer depends on 
the diversity in the sources of transfer and the designer’s knowledge.  We also notice that variations in 
the above examples, mainly include architectural and asset-based refactoring and reuse along a 
continuum. Findings also concur with Lee, Wong and Lau’s (2015), key design factors, i.e., UX and 
sustainability. This leads us to the second research question.    
 
5.2. Similarity with Lee and Jiang’s (2019) CT-HCI predictors 

Lee and Jiang’s (2019) CT-HCI predictors stress the development of logic and abstraction.  The above 
findings, concur. Data representation, and flow control set the base for abstraction and logic. The 
designs concur with GBS, GOMS and especially, Goel’s (1997) strategic knowledge, ScratchEd’s 
expressing, connecting and wondering characterizations of perspectives, for strategic extensibility and 
scalability. Future work should include multi-modalities.   
 
5.3 Possible implications in terms of the Interest-Driven Creator theory  
 
Progressive diversity in contexts, and difficulty, are congruent with Cognitive Flexibility Theory (CFT) 
and Bloom’s taxonomy. Information flow, clarity, meaningfulness, user experience and sustainability 
continue to form suitable assessments. In terms of creativity, findings concur with Kruschitz and Hitz’s 
(2010) analysis of the use of design patterns. Furthermore, all student designs extend associations to 
aggregation. Since strategic knowledge, extensibility, scalability, refactoring, and permutations are the 
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most important in sustainable reengineering, more focus should be placed on refactoring, as a lean and 
adaptive framing and creativity mechanism, as exemplified by Scratch.  
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Abstract: The study demonstrates the practice and attitudes of students during their online 
problem-based learning session which was conducted during the pandemic lockdown. Extended 
activity theory by Engstrom is utilized to conduct a survey. The results were analyzed along 
with their academic achievements. The results lead to a full fruit discussion on how best to 
facilitate students learning during their project work. 

Keywords: PBL, POPBL, CL, collaborative tools, problem-based learning, problem oriented 
project-based learning, online collaborative learning 

1. Introduction

Problem-based learning is an active learning form rooted from constructivism which utilizes problem as 
its starting point. It can be applied to another learning approach, project-based learning which aims to 
produce a deliverable product. The approach is implemented at Mae Fah Luang University in many 
programs. Usually, students have more chance to meet face to face to conduct their project, however, 
during the pandemic, meeting face-face is nearly impossible. Most students stayed away from the 
campus. All classes conducted online only. Such a situation only allowed students to work remotely. 
Several tools were utilized to make it possible to conduct their projects.  

PBL has been introduced to Thailand for years, however, to facilitate students working on 
project we need to understand who students adopt tools to work on their projects (Hallinger & Lu, 2011; 
Wicha, 2014). 

Research questions are: 
1. How do students work on their project as a holistic?
2. To what extend students use their tools to facilitate their work?
3. What is the students’ most satisfied from the project?

2. Literature Review

2.1 POPBL 

Problem-Oriented Project-Based Learning or POPBL is a combination of project-based learning and 
problem-based learning. Both approaches have their own strength and weakness. Problem-based 
approach is knowledge construction oriented by using an authentic problem as its starting point. 
Therefore, the outcome of the learning may not be practical. The approach could be ideally for social 
sciences, medical but not engineering. In contrast, project-based approach is product oriented. It aims to 
let learners to get hand on doing a certain thing to achieve a competency. However, it may not focus on 
the novel of the product but rather its functionality and quality. POPBL is an effort to bring advantages 
of both together. It starts by an authentic problem for investigation, then analysis and design and may 
end with production (Lehmann et al., 2008; McLoone et al., 2014).  

2.2 PBL ICT Facilitation 

Learning facilitation is the roles of institution or teachers. It is a key challenge to what and how to 
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facilitate students doing projects. Project phases, tasks and tools used for each task have been discussed 
(Khalid et al., 2012; Rongbutsri et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2015). We can see students can find their tools 
and adopt them to their tasks. Especially social media or social networks have been used heavily for 
their group communication.  

3. Research Design

3.1 Activity Theory 

Project work is a complex activity, students can design their own topic, tools, methodology, and 
analysis. Specially when it is a social activity. Activity theory (Subject, Tool and Object) was formed 
by Vygotsky can be used as a guideline for understand human activity (Vygotsky, 1978). However, 
Engstrom has extended it by putting community perspectives (Rules, Community and Division of 
Labour) into the model (Engeström, 1987). The model is utilized widely in both social sciences and 
engineer. The model provides different components of an activity and different levels (Engeström & 
Pyörälä, 2021; Graham et al., 2020; Valverde-Berrocoso et al., 2020). 

Figure 1. The extended of activity theory by  (Engeström, 2001). 

3.2 Survey 

This research data primarily collected by survey. An online survey was launched at nearly the end of 
the semester to let students reflect their practice and attitude of their project work of a course on 
introduction Information Technology course. There were 467 students enrolled the course. The survey 
questions were formed concerning activity theory components. The survey data was cleaned and 
compare with students’ academic achievement during the analysis. 

4. Results

There were 467 students in the class; there were 401 valid observations after cleaning. The responses 
were analyzed from their frequency on each topic. These are the results. 

4.1 Teaming Up Communication 

The first question asking students about the approach to form their group. Because students were away 
from the campus, a Facebook was created by the teachers and introduced to students. Students could 
propose in the group; however, from the survey more than half students knew each other before hand, 
they approached each other by using their private social media rather than the formal approach. A few 
students approached face-face. 

Table 1. Students Teaming Up Approaches 
% of answers 
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1. Via personal social media 54.86 
2. Via online formal group discussion 25.19 
3. Face-face discussion 18.45 
4. Conference tools 1.25 
5. Known friends 0.25 

4.2 Reasons To Choose Their Topics 

The second question is about how groups chose their topics. The course gave a wide range of themes 
and let groups set their own topics. The results shows that most group choose from their own interest. 
Very few the topics were assigned by their group leaders. 

Table 2. Students’ Choosing Topics Approaches 
% of answers 

1. Self interest 72.82 
2. The group agreement 23.44 
3. Instruction 3.49 
4. Assigned by the group leader 0.25 

4.3 Devices Used in Projects 

When ask about devices, students reported that most students chose to work on desktop or laptop 
computers. Few students also reported they use paper to work on their project work. Apart from the 
table 3, the analysis also finds 20% of students use tablets as their main devices and 6.5% use their smart 
phone as their main devices. 

Table 3. Devices Used in Project 
% of answers 

Desktop/Laptop 73.07 
Tablet 49.38 
Smartphone 41.90 
Paper 0.50 

4.4 Internet Connection Used in Projects 

When asking about their internet connection used for their project, most of them use their private 
mobile connection or home connection, this is because most students stayed at their resident. The 
analysis also finds that home connection was used as their main connection at 47.38% more than private 
mobile network which is at 35.41%. This shows the potential to let students go mobile. When they use 
connection from their mobile devices, they are easy to move around. 

Table 4. Students’ Internet Connection 

Connection % people use % primary connection 
Mobile network 66.08 35.41 
Home network 63.09 47.38 
Campus 35.41 15.21 
Cafe WIFI 17.96 
Other organisation network 8.48 

4.5 Online Communication Tools 
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Students reported they used a lot of their personal social network for their group communication. 
85.04% reported used Line as their main communication channel. Very few reported using their email 
or meet face-face approach. 
 
Table 5. Students’ Online Communication Tools 

 % of answers 
Line 85.04 
Facebook 35.42 
Other social media 3.14 
Conference tools 1.25 
Email 0.50 
Face-Face 0.50 

 
4.6 Language Used  

 
There were mainly Thai students in the university, but there were also some international students. They 
also reported that 30% of the students used more than a single language for group communication. 

 
Table 6. Language Used in Groups 

 % of answers 
Thai 92.27 
English 33.92 
Chinese 2.74 
Burmese 1.00 

 
4.7 Roles /Division of labor  
 
Students reported nearly 30% they knew how to work on project work so they set roles and division of 
labor in advanced. However, nearly 70% tasks were divided and assigned at a weekly meeting. 
 
Table 7. Roles Assign Approaches 

 % of answers 
Task dividing happens during a weekly meeting 69.58 
Set up a role in advanced 29.93 
Each module 0.25 
Leader Assign 0.25 

 
4.8 Tool Selection  
 
64.34% students reported that they did not have much discussion on choosing tools for their project 
because they usually agreed on the same tools. Only 35.66% had variety of tools and to use voting to 
decide on what tools to be adopted. 
 
Table 8. Choosing Tool Approaches 

 % of answers 
We all agree on the same tools 64.34 
Voting 35.66 

 
4.9 Self-Evaluation on Group’, Self’ And Mates’ Performance 
 
When asking students to reflect their performance of themselves, mates and group, students reported 
they quite satisfied with their performances including groups and team mates.  
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Table 9. Self-Evaluation Towards Group, Self and Group Mates Performances 

Group Self Mates 
1 (Lowest) 0.25 0.50 0.50 
2 1.50 1.25 2.00 
3 19.20 19.95 14.96 
4 37.16 42.64 40.15 
5 (Highest) 41.90 35.66 42.39 
Average 4.19 4.12 4.22 

4.10 To Improve Aspects 

Students (44.89%) reported they could perform better if their plan and set rules well. Secondary (27.18) 
it would be better if they could be more focused. The points are very challenging for students when they 
stayed away, it could be hard to keep them tie on a group work. 

Table 10. Improving Aspects 

% of answers 
Good planning and rules 44.89 
Better focus and concentration 27.18 
Choosing the right teammates 20.45 
Choosing the right tools 6.98 
Already good 0.50 

4.11 Most Impressive Aspects About the Projects 

When asking what perspectives students most like about the project, this was an open-end question, 
later the researcher classified into categories of the activity theory. 43.64% students like the community 
perspective e.g. getting to know friends and working together; 33.67% students like their project work 
that let them applied several tools to achieve an academic project. There were also 2.24% students did 
not find the approach was good. 

Table 11. Most Impress About the Project 

% of answer 
Community 43.64 
Objective (project) 33.67 
Tools 15.71 
Outcome (learning) 2.74 
Nothing 2.24 
Division of Labour 1.75 
Rules/Planning 0.25 

5. Discussion

In Thai context PBL has been introduced for years (Hallinger & Lu, 2011; Panwong & Kemavuthanon, 
2014; Wicha, 2014); however, we still lack of the information on how students do their projects. To 
better facilitate students, institution need to investigate how students learning including tools used in 
their tasks. During the pandemic lock down period. Meeting face-face was considered as risk. Students 
stayed at their residents either homes or dormitories. This research shows that without support most of 
the students they can form their own group. However, a small portion still need the initiation from 
teachers to find their group mates. The majority students can choose their own topics based on their 
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interests and the agreement with their group mates. However, there are a small population still rely on 
instruction or group leader decision. A desktop or laptop is considered as the most convenient to work 
on a project. However, they are some students who use a tablet or a smartphone as their main device for 
their contribution. This is also supported by the later point, majority students used their mobile 
connection to work on their project, this leads to another observation, they want to mobile their work. 
Apart from their writing, they heavily use their social media (Line) as their main communication tools. 
They are nearly 70% students who set up weekly meeting to divide their tasks and gathering 
information; another portion they set up their roles and tasks in advanced. There were few discussions 
about tools used in their projects, because it has been defined from the lecturer but when they need to 
make decision, they vote. They quite satisfied their own project performance and learning their got 
including the collaboration from teammates and group as the activity outcome. Students think they 
could do project better if they plan well and set some more rules. Another point to be improve is to be 
better focus on their project work. Students satisfied most about their community perspective when they 
work in groups, they learn their remote social interaction. They feel this is the most challenge for them. 
Apart from that they satisfied about the project and to learn new tools to accomplish their academic 
tasks. 
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Abstract: COVID-19 resulted in a broader gap in economic and educational inequalities.  The 
abrupt shift to online learning forced educational stakeholders in developing economies to 
revisit policies, strategies, and pedagogies to sustain education despite contemporary 
challenges.  For some students, COVID-19 and online learning ushers in an unexpected 
opportunity: to continue pursuing their university degrees while maintaining their job.  In this 
phenomenological inquiry, we approached working university students in the Philippines to 
explore their lived experiences during COVID-19 in their roles as students and workers.  Guided 
by the Self-determination Theory, our analysis revealed three prominent themes that motivate 
this specific group of learners: learn asynchronously, acquire support and engage socially. 

Keywords: Online learning, motivations, self-determination theory, COVID-19, working 
students 

1. Introduction

Equity to access in education is a formidable challenge in developing economies made worse by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.  Closures of higher educational institutions, restrictions on mobility, and the 
threat of infection have led to a crisis in the learning community necessitating drastic changes in the 
way education is delivered (Brand, 2020; Joaquin et al., 2020; Wilcha, 2020).   In developed economies, 
financial support from the government is widely available, enabling university students to sustain their 
education (Barada et al., 2020; Helin et al., 2020).  However, in developing economies, these 
opportunities are limited, resulting in some students discontinuing their studies for financial reasons 
(Auger et al., 2020; Onyema, 2020). This sudden shift to the online learning environment is an 
opportunity to close this gap as this will allow university students to learn and work at the same 
continually.  However, past research has identified the lack of motivation among university students as 
a critical challenge to online learning during COVID-19 (Aboagye et al., 2020; Rahiem, 2021). 

Given the vital role of motivations among learners, we conducted a phenomenological inquiry 
into the lives and experiences of working university students in the Philippines.  This study aims to 
uncover the primary motivators of this specific group of students in using online learning during 
COVID-19 through a phenomenological inquiry.  We analyzed the results of our interview through 
thematic analysis to identify significant themes in their experiences during COVID-19.  In the following 
sections, we discuss related studies, explain the theoretical lens which guided our inquiry, outline our 
methodology and highlight the results of our investigation.  

2. Literature and Theoretical Framework

The role of technology in addressing widespread inequality in university education has been 
remarkable.  Through online learning, students can gain knowledge at their most comfortable time, pace 
and space.  While primarily geared towards learning, this flexibility allows financially challenged 
students to seek employment to sustain their education.  For some, the asynchronous features of online 
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learning are instrumental in balancing the demands of their career, family, and student lives (Blackmon 
& Major, 2012).  Along with flexibility, the convenience of online learning through immediate access 
to course modules and personalized study time is one of the salient motivators of working students 
(Benson et al., 2012).  In low-income economies, maintaining their job while studying to earn a 
university degree was the most important determining factor of online learning (Boateng, 2015). While 
benefits appear to be prominent in literature, attrition rates of working students remain a challenge.  
Innovative interventions such as mentoring, peer feedback, and financial flexibility to improve retention 
are effective strategies to encourage continued education among working students (Lu, 2018).  
Compared to the traditional delivery of classes, online learning offers working students greater control 
over the demands of their varying roles, achieving work-life balance through technology and 
connectivity (Berry & Hughes, 2020) 

Worldwide, COVID-19 reshaped the online delivery of university education.  Safety concerns 
and mobility restrictions forced learning institutions to transition to a fully online learning modality to 
ensure that education continues (Pokhrel & Chhetri, 2021).  While technology is instrumental in 
responding to the pandemic challenges, this sudden shift also brought forward disparities in access to 
technology-supported education, especially to low-income students (Barada et al., 2020). Issues such 
as overwhelming lesson content, overall well-being, and lack of interaction in the conduct of online 
learning during COVID-19  remain (Ismail et al., 2021; Rahiem, 2021; Teräs et al., 2020).  Some 
students also suffered economic difficulties, and some universities have responded by providing more 
flexibility in their policies, pedagogy, and course offerings to show support (Helin et al., 2020). 
Motivations are crucial to ensure that learning continues for those students who suffer various 
difficulties during the COVID-19 pandemic (Baticulon et al., 2021; Rahiem, 2021). 

Extraordinary challenges encountered by working university students during COVID-19 
require a delicate balance of maintaining overall well-being, reaching academic goals, and meeting the 
workplace demands.   As such, their motivations to continue learning despite difficulties can be 
explained by the Self-Determination Theory or SDT by Deci and Ryan (1985).  Central to the 
epistemological underpinnings of the SDT are the three tenets of autonomy, competence, and 
relatedness.  Autonomy is the perception of being in control of the tasks at hand, is voluntary, and 
contends that attainment of goals is guided primarily by intrinsic motivations. On the other hand, 
competence argues that a person's behavior in reaching their goals depends on their ability to assess 
their skills, knowledge, and mastery that can improve through feedback.  Connectedness is the need by 
a person to belong where relationships with others in a social group can foster access to support to reach 
goals and aspirations.  While it is argued that the degree to which one values each dimension of SDT 
varies, having these three motivational drivers can lead to the achievement of personal goals and 
objectives (Deci & Ryan, 2008; Vansteenkiste et al., 2020).  The flexibility, technological advantage, 
and various affordances of the online learning environment have been explained by prior studies using 
SDT, making it a suitable theoretical foundation in explicating the findings of this investigation (Chen 
& Jang, 2010; Martin et al., 2018; Rahiem, 2021).  
 
 
3. Methodology 
 
A phenomenological qualitative inquiry was utilized in this study to examine the lived realities of our 
participants intensively by uncovering more profound insights into students' experiences in online 
learning during COVID-19 through semi-structured interviews.   We approached faculty members in 2 
universities based in the Philippines for possible participants.  A total of 9 students, currently enrolled 
in a university degree program and currently working full-time agreed to participate in the study. 
Informed consent, anonymization, and privacy measures were explained before the interviews.  All 
students are above the minority age and none of them are students of any of the researchers.  In Table 
1, we present the participants' profiles and their respective jobs. 
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Table 1. Participants’ Profiles 

Participant Gender Age Program Job 
1 Male 25 Hospitality Restaurant Staff 
2 Female 34 Business Executive Assistant 
3 Male 23 Business Real Estate Agent 
4 Male 22 Information Technology IT Staff 
5 Male 26 Finance Grab Driver 
6 Female 25 Information Technology Restaurant Staff 
7 Male 26 Information Technology Office Staff 
8 Male 22 Engineering Grab Driver 
9 Female 27 Information Technology Office Secretary 

 
Using thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Braun et al., 2018), codes are applied to 

portions of the interview transcripts that represent meanings through the excerpting feature of Dedoose  
(Andalibi & Flood, 2021; Talanquer, 2014). A preliminary codebook was developed based on the SDT 
and prior studies investigating the experiences of university students in online learning to guide the 
researchers in identifying meanings and matching the corresponding codes (Berry & Hughes, 2020; 
Chen & Jang, 2010; Robosa et al., 2021).  The codes in the codebook were iteratively updated and 
renamed as researchers analyzed data. Similarities, patterns, and contradictions were noted through 
reflections and written using the memo feature of Dedoose to arrive at the final themes of the data 
analysis.  To provide a more detailed representation of our findings, we selected three exemplars from 
the interview transcript. We invited 2 participants (Participant 2 and Participant 7) for a Zoom session 
to discuss our data interpretation to validate our findings.  Aligned with the trustworthiness criteria, we 
utilized interview protocols, codebook, transcription, consensus code application, and member-
checking to ensure validity and reliability in our study (Nowell et al., 2017). 
 
 
4. Results 
 
Based on the analysis of the interview data, a total of 8 codes grouped into three final themes were 
uncovered.  In Table 2, we present how these codes are clustered into themes, their frequency in the 
data, and the respective participants they were excerpted from.  According to the participants, their 
motivations for using online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic are 1) Learn asynchronously, 2) 
Acquire support, and 3) Engage socially. 
 
Table 2. Themes and Codes 

Participant Codes Frequency Participant 
Occurrence 

Learn 
asynchronously 

Learning while working 7 1,2,4,5,6,7,8 
Anytime learning 7 1,3,5,6,7,8,9 
Personalized pace 4 1,4,5,9 

Acquire support Anytime university and teacher 
support 

6 2,3,4,7,8,9 

Instant feedback 8 1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9 
Engage socially Making new friends 4 1,6,7,9 

Peer collaboration 5 1,2,4,8,9 
Sharing experiences 5 1,3,4,7,8 

 
4.1 Learn Asynchronously 
 
Our findings suggest that asynchronous learning is well accepted by working university students.  In 
the context of COVID-19 and its impact on developing economies, working students rely heavily on 
their job income to sustain their studies.  Some students shared that they access their online courses at 
work and home.  Some of their employers understood the challenges of online learning and allowed 
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them to study in their workplaces during their break times.  Through asynchronous learning, students 
can commit to their job responsibilities while meeting school requirements. The flexibility of online 
learning meant that they could study course modules at their own pace and attend to their various 
assessments.  This theme aligns with the concept of autonomy in SDT, as students are given more 
choices leading to responsibility and autonomy (Martin et al., 2018).  Some of the selected excerpts for 
Theme 1 - Learn asynchronously are: 
 

“When I am busy at work, I cannot attend live classes.  When I get home, I open my laptop and start 
studying the lessons for that day” – (Participant 7, Code: Anytime learning ) 

 
“I have no idea what asynchronous means until COVID-19.  When my university shifted online, I was 

surprised that I have the option to study at my own pace as long as I meet the deadline” - 
(Participant 9, Code: Personalized pace) 

 
“I asked my boss if I can stay beyond office hours since the Internet is stable at work, and it is more 

suitable for learning.  At home I need to compete with my children for Internet since 
 they are also studying like me.”  - (Participant 2, Code: Learning while working) 

 
4.2 Acquire Support 
 
Our second theme implies that the various support mechanisms available in an online learning 
environment are vital to sustaining the motivations of working university students.  Acknowledging the 
adverse effects on students' psychological well-being during COVID-19, various academic institutions 
have instituted online support services, including library resources, counseling services, and academic 
consultation sessions (Sahu, 2020; Son et al., 2020).  The limited-time they spend on campus will render 
access to these support services difficult as working students.  For some students, directly messaging 
their teachers for clarifications on their assessments was useful.   Other features that the participants 
appreciate are instant feedback on assessment and knowing their current progress in a specific course.  
Consistent with the proposition of SDT on competence, timely feedback and extended support to 
learners establish awareness of progress, allowing them to set challenging but achievable goals (Martin 
et al., 2018; Rahiem, 2021). Some of the selected excerpts for Theme 2 – Acquire support are: 
 

“…my teacher gives me feedback immediately and suggests how I can improve my paper through the 
direct message feature of our platform…” – (Participant 5, Code: Instant feedback ) 

 
“After my synchronous class, I remain in Zoom to ask if I understood the lesson correctly” – (Participant 

1, Code: Instant feedback ) 
 

“…in the main page, my university made available an appointment system for our library.   I was 
assisted when I was looking for a specific textbook for my class even when it was late at night…” – 

(Participant 4, Code: Anytime university and teacher support) 
 

4.3 Engage Socially 
 
Our last theme infers the need to establish social engagements through online learning as an essential 
motivator.  Past studies have shown that specific types of students are less attached to the university 
community as they will have different priorities aside from socially interacting with others from campus 
(Cotton et al., 2017; Gilardi & Guglielmetti, 2011).  In the COVID era, social interactions have become 
online, resulting in opportunities to establish new friendships, interact with classmates, and foster 
collaboration.  Some students shared that they look forward to group projects as this will involve 
opportunities to interact with others.  For some, breakout rooms during synchronous classes foster 
openness as they can share personal things about their lives.  Congruent with the human need to belong 
to SDT, social engagement fosters a sense of community belongingness.  Students become motivated 
to learn as more opportunities to establish new or cultivate existing relationships in their learning 
community  (Martin et al., 2018; Rahiem, 2021). Some of the selected excerpts for Theme 2 – Engage 
socially are: 
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“I used to be a loner in school since I usually leave the campus immediately after class for work.  
Because of online projects I need to work with classmates.  They add me in Facebook for better 

communication and we have become friends”– (Participant 6, Code: Making new friends) 
 

“At work, I am used to working with teams.  I apply my experience in deliverables that require working 
with others”– (Participant 4, Code: Peer collaboration) 

 
“..my younger classmates ask me about my work.  I feel fulfilled whenever I share my professional experience”-  

(Participant 3, Code: Sharing experiences) 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
In this phenomenological inquiry to the lived realities of online learning during the COVID-19 
pandemic, we found three key motivations: learn asynchronously, acquire support and engage socially.   
While developing economies struggled to ensure quality and continued learning despite challenges in 
resources during and beyond COVID-19, stakeholders of higher learning should also understand that 
among students, groups with varying needs exist.  Therefore, strategies to ensure meaningful learning 
experiences should be implemented.  Within the context of this study, working university students bring 
hope to developing economies as they are current contributors to the economy as part of the workforce 
with better job prospects upon graduation. 

The findings of this study also demand a revisit of how educational institutions implement 
online learning.  Activities that foster social engagements online, supportive teachers, and the various 
technological features that encourage collaboration are critical considerations that will establish a 
sustained and meaningful learning environment for working students.  The importance of asynchronous 
learning was also highlighted in this study.  We found that flexibility and convenience through this 
modality strike a balance between work and school among our participants.  Considering these factors 
ensures that despite managing multiple roles of a student and as a worker in a difficult time such as 
COVID-19, this specific group of university students will remain motivated to continue learning to 
reach their personal goals. 
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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic has caused teachers across India to use Edtech products 
in teaching. But teachers face multiple challenges, ranging from selecting appropriate Edtech 
tools to developing their own teaching practice for teaching with Edtech. The currently 
available taxonomies and landscapes of Edtech products either address student-facing 
products or focus on a niche category of teacher-facing products like assessment tools or 
open-source tools. In this paper, we present a taxonomy of teacher-facing Edtech products that 
contains a hierarchy of three levels with learner-centric activity tools and teacher professional 
development forming the base layer. Each category further spins off into multiple sub-
categories based on various teacher objectives like products for conducting learner-centric 
activities, generating summative assessments, or developing their teaching competencies. This 
taxonomy emerged from a systematic literature review and a field-driven affordance analysis 
of a representative set of eighty products. Our analysis showed that the product landscape was 
skewed towards learner-centric activity tools (70% of the 80 Edtech products analyzed), 
revealing the need for more products that support teachers’ professional development (TPD). 
This taxonomy informs teachers about the products available under different Edtech 
categories. It also includes an affordance analysis that provides additional information about 
the affordances typical to that particular sub-category.  

Keywords: Taxonomy, technological tools, Edtech products for teachers, app for teachers 

1. Introduction and Background

The education system in India has witnessed a paradigm shift as a consequence of the Covid-19 
pandemic. All educational institutions are attempting to become proficient in online teaching and 
learning using Edtech products. EdTech enables teachers to plan and deliver lessons efficiently 
(Soalablai, 2020), conduct formative and summative assessments (Prasanthi & Vas, 2019), and 
organise collaborative activities (Lomas et al., 2008). In addition, they can provide a collaborative 
platform for teachers to develop their teaching practice (Ovcharuk et al., 2020). India has been 
witnessing an increasing demand for Edtech products (KPMG report, 2017) which has now 
skyrocketed due to the pandemic (EY-Parthenon, 2021) and a corresponding deluge of various Edtech 
products. Such a scenario makes it difficult for teachers to make an informed choice of EdTech tools 
that will effectively address their teaching and learning objectives. The challenge of tool selection is 
further compounded by inadequate technical training on teaching with Edtech, technical, 
administrative and peer support constraints (Johnson et al., 2016; Ghavifekr et al, 2016). Therefore, to 
make teachers more proficient in selecting appropriate tools, they must be made aware of the 
affordances of various Edtech products and how they map to their objectives. The availability of a 
well-defined taxonomy of Edtech products in India will enable them to make an informed decision 
and also identify gaps in product categories that need to be plugged in to provide comprehensive 
support to our teachers.  

We explored and analyzed multiple existing taxonomies and landscape reports of Edtech 
products for India. The classifications in these reports varied from focusing on specific categories of 
Edtech products like open-source tools, assessment tools, collaboration tools for teachers, to a 
landscape of student-facing tools. Apart from these, there are landscape reports on the Government of 
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India initiatives to support the digitization of teaching-learning like online teacher training or student 
apps. In this section, we provide details of such existing reports.   

Prasanthi and Vas (2019) delved depth-first into Assessment tools to propose eight categories 
i.e. diagnostic, formative, summative, norm-referenced, criterion-referenced, interim/benchmark,
confirmative and ipsative assessment and provided examples of twenty formative assessment (FA)
tools. Donahoe et al. (2019) classified Edtech tools into four categories based on teacher needs: active
strategies, Instruction, Assessment, and Feedback. Active strategies refer to student engagements
through gaming, polling, and brainstorming, Instruction refers to students' learning enhancement,
Assessment refers to assessing students informally and formally and Feedback refers to providing
real-time instant feedback to students. Pilli and Admiraal (2016) developed a taxonomy for massive
open online courses (MOOCs). Vidya (2014) categorised forty-eight teacher tools into three broad
categories: Learn-teach-learn, online learning, and subject-specific tools. The Learn-teach-learn has
three subcategories: Mindtools, Resource management tools, and creativity tools, online learning has
two subcategories: Learning management tools and Google Apps for education and the subject-
specific tools have three subcategories: Expanding the knowledge base, Experiential learning, and
Simulation.

The India Report-Digital Education (2020) revealed that India's central and various state 
governments had developed online capacity building programs for teachers through web and android 
applications. Nevertheless, the number of products for teachers' professional progressiveness is fewer 
than student learning, and the design of these Edtech products reflects a fundamental lack of 
understanding of the needs of teachers (DataLabs by Inc42, 2020). Teachers need a single taxonomy 
to get all the information about Edtech products to suit their various objectives like the plan & deliver 
lessons efficiently, conduct formative & summative assessments and, organise collaborative 
activities. The existing taxonomies and landscape hardly focus on Edtech products for teachers, and 
the few that do exist are majorly depth-first focusing on niche products. The breadth-first macro-level 
view of Edtech products mapped to teacher objectives but does not include an overview of teacher 
training products. We are doing a breadth-first also of EdTech products mapped to teacher needs but 
includes TPD products. A lot of Edtech products help the teachers in teaching effectively. All these 
tools will be meaningless to the teacher if a teacher does not know how to integrate technology into 
the classroom. So training platforms TPD also come into the purview of Edtech products taxonomy. 
This taxonomy is scoped to teacher needs related to effective teaching with Edtech. We included 
those categories that have existing products with an Indian presence and are easily accessible for 
teachers. 

2. Methodology

A two-pronged approach was adopted to build the taxonomy - literature-driven and field-driven, to 
boost its relevance and usability. The literature-driven approach involved a systematic review of 
research articles and landscape reports on different types of EdTech products in India (Figure 1). The 
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis for Protocol (PRISMA-P) 2015 
was followed. Research databases like IEEE, Google scholar, research gate and science direct were 
surveyed for papers focused on teacher-facing products including technology-enhanced TPD. 
Landscape reports, focused on India, were also reviewed. The search keywords used were Edtech, 
Taxonomy of Edtech, digital tools in India, tools for teachers, technology-enhanced/online TPD. The 
scope of this review is limited to the past 8 years i.e., 2014 to 2021. 

An affordance-level analysis of around 80 Edtech products, both commercial and academic, 
was done in order to map them to various teacher objectives. Commercial products were included 
based on their consumer base, google play store rating and accessibility to teachers in India. 
Simultaneously, academic tools were also considered if they had effectiveness reports. Affordances 
were identified for each product and then grouped together based on the specific teacher objective 
they were addressing. Those Edtech products were excluded whose a) primary role was to provide 
administrative and infrastructural support to teachers like classroom management tools or b) demands 
a high level of technical expertise from teachers like content creation tools.  
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Figure 1. Flow diagram to depict the systematic review process (Design source: Page et al, 2020). 

3. Results

A three-level taxonomy of Edtech products for teachers emerged from the literature review, landscape 
reports analysis and 80 Edtech products for teachers (Fig. 2). The two foundational categories were 
Learner-centric activity tools and Teacher Professional Development.  Analysis of the taxonomy 
showed the majority of sampled Edtech products are learner-centric activity tools while only 30% are 
targeted at teacher professional development.  

Figure 2.  Taxonomy of Edtech products for teachers. 
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3.1 Learner-centric activity tools: These are tools that the teacher can use to conduct learner-centric 
activities with the students like conducting formative assessment activities in formal educational 
settings. Its five subcategories are described in Table 1 in terms of their teaching objective, primary 
affordances generic to the sub-category and product examples. 
  
Table 1. Taxonomy of learner-centric activity products for teachers  

Level 1 - A. Learner-Centric Activity Product 

Category I: Tech support for Lesson delivery tool without pre-prepared content 
Tools that support lesson delivery but do not provide pre-prepared content and/or question 
banks to teachers. The teaching objective is to make learning engaging and interactive. 

Affordances: Different question templates, polling options, facilitate collaborative learning 

Examples: Mentimeter, Padlet, H5P, Vizia, Formative, Poll Everywhere, Spiral, Cmap, Formsite  

Category II: Lesson delivery tool having pre-prepared content  
Tools that provide interactive multimedia content with provision for teachers to add their own 
questions and constructive feedback, contains bank of curated lessons for teachers. The teaching 
objective is to make learning interactive with multimedia lessons and formative assessments. 

Affordances: Curated, interactive multimedia content, customizable with actionable dashboard 

Examples: Edpuzzle, Nearpod, Kahoot, Peardeck, Quizizz, Socrative, Edulastic, Plickers, Quia 

Category III: Community-building tool  
These are tools for online discussions that promote peer learning to accept different approaches to 
professional practice. A typical activity involves the teacher posing a focus question on a resource 
shared and students responding to the focus question and commenting on each other’s comments. 
Teachers can close the learning loop by commenting on the discussion thread. The teaching 
objective is to facilitate engagement and social learning, building a community for teachers to share 
best practices. 

Affordances: Discussion forum - support video/text comment, support to record and upload own 
videos/audio and upload, customizable curated content and feedback,  analytics like total view  

Examples: Flipgrid, TED-Ed  

Category IV: Summative assessment tool  
Tools that allow the creation of summative assessment/practise test papers and also facilitates 
teachers to track, monitor, and grade individual learners' performance. It has two sub-categories. 

Sub Category—Peer assessment tool: It is an assessment tool that allows learners to grade the 
academic work submitted by their peers using rubrics. Both peers and teachers can be part of the 
assessment process. The teaching objective is to conduct an asynchronous summative assessment. 

Affordances: Peer grading, customized feedback, Collaboration, rubric library/ scoring rubrics  

Examples: Peergrade, Crowdgrader, Floop 
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Sub Category—Practice test generator tool: These tools allow teachers to create a subjective or 
objective question paper from the available question bank resources. The teaching objective is to 
create worksheets for learners to practice and engage them in a fun way to revise topics. 

Affordances: Question bank, customized feedback, set assignment with pre-prepared worksheets 
with custom/quick practise worksheets, actionable dashboard, provide certificates and leaderboard  

Examples: TabbieMath 

Category V: Learning Management System (LMS) 
Aids creation, management and delivery of course material. It integrates the functionalities 
offered by the single-function tech-support tools mentioned above. A deeper analysis of the 
quality of integration of these diverse functionalities is needed (future work).  

 
3.2 Teacher Professional Development: Enables teachers to develop their teaching practice through 
learning by doing activities. Table 2 presents its two subcategories. 
 
Table 2. Taxonomy of teacher professional development products for teachers  

Level 1 Category - B. Teacher Professional Development Products 

Category I: Course-based  
These tools refer to repositories of professional development courses for teachers to acquire 
pedagogical knowledge and skills. The teaching objective is to gain mastery over domain 
knowledge, pedagogical strategies & EdTech integration. 

Affordances: Provides training videos, dashboard analytics, discussion forum, certification 

Examples: Diksha,  SWAYAM, The Teacher App, Chalklit, Coursera, Delhi SCERT INSET 

Category II: Competency-based 
These are products that teachers can use to either practice their newly learned skills or develop their 
professional competencies. The majority of these tools are research output by academic groups. 
Tools under this category are divided into two subcategories, as explained below. 

Sub Category— Learning Design: Teachers can learn by doing how to design learner-centric 
lesson plans for effective integration of technology.  

Affordances: Guidelines for decision making, lesson plan templates, bank of best-practice lesson 
plans to refer 

Examples: CuVIS, Learning Designer, WebCollage, CADMOS, CompendiumLD, Cloudworks 

Sub Category—Lesson Study: Teachers can learn by doing lesson studies to develop their reflective 
practitioner skills when implementing their learning designs. 

Affordances: Video uploads of in-class teaching, discussion forum, reflection prompts, provision to 
note down reflections & iteratively improve lesson plan implementation 

Examples: Edthena, Online lesson study platform (OLSP) 
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5. Conclusion  
  
Edtech products available in India, mainly focus on facilitating and improving students' learning 
rather than enhancing teachers' professional development and teaching practice. This paper presents a 
taxonomy of Edtech products for teachers, created through a two-pronged approach: theory-driven 
and field-driven. The classification is based on mapping affordance to teacher objectives. This 
taxonomy will help teachers and Edtech researchers provide insight into tools that are mapped to their 
needs. We analyzed existing reports to identify different categories of teacher products existing and 
what additional types are needed when the focus is on teaching with Edtech. From the Taxonomy of 
Edtech tools, we found that learner-centric activity tools are more trending than TPD tools. From the 
field-driven analysis of Edtech tools for teachers, we have found very few tools under the lesson 
study category that facilitate a tutoring system by which teachers can develop and sharpen their 
teaching competencies. The limitation of the work is that it scopes out content creation and classroom 
management tools from the taxonomy. Also, the example set includes only 80 tools. LMS is included 
in the taxonomy but further analysis on the quality of integration of the diverse functionalities is 
required to complete the taxonomy and is, therefore, planned as future work. 
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Abstract: Learners learn better when motivated as motivation is the degree of desire to learn 
new things, to put in more time to study and to discover more about what is being taught. In 
video learning environment, it implies learners’ cooperation with the video in order to gain 
knowledge from the experience and what video does to stimulate and maintain interest in 
learners. Considering this issue, careful attention must be paid to the design of instructional 
video concerning in learners’ motivation in enhancing them to stay on task and improve their 
knowledge and skills. This study, therefore, attempted to design the instructional video model 
based on Motivational Design Theory, Cognitive Multimedia Learning Theories, and Cognitive 
Load Theory in order to increase learners’ motivation in video learning environment for 
achieving the learning outcome. The key features of effective techniques used in this model 
were Multimedia feature, Coherent feature, Contiguity feature, and Engaging feature. 
Significantly, the result revealed that the proposed instructional video model could increase 
learners’ motivation and understanding of the learning content. Accordingly, the findings of this 
study could provide an effective model for creating instructional video aiming for maximizing 
working memory’s capacity and increasing learners’ motivation in video learning environment. 

Keywords: Instructional video, Learners’ motivation, Video learning environment, Cognitive 
multimedia learning theory 

1. Introduction

Instructional media has been receiving great attention from teachers and has been utilized in the 
teaching and learning processes for a long time. Teaching and learning processes have been undergone 
great revolution due to the advancement in technology that has made education more readily available 
leading to the improvement of its quality bringing the most relevant and wide range of experiences for 
learners, especially during the outbreak of global pandemic COVID-19. Both online and blended 
learning grow in popularity and rely more on technology and instructional media to enhance the 
academic achievement of learners. Among a variety of instructional media, video is believed to be 
particularly useful and appropriate for facilitating and stimulating learning experiences and increasing 
learners’ concentration and retention (Hsin & Cigas, 2013).   

Nowadays, there exists an abundance of instructional video assisting the teaching and learning 
processes, and one of the popular methods used for designing instructional video is the use of 
multimedia software which can interrelate textual descriptions, diagrams, photos, and sounds making it 
possible to explore the presentation of material under ludic perspectives, counterbalance boredom, and 
maintain the level of attention (Farani, 2016). However, Mayer (2017) has claimed that most of 
instructional videos are generally pre-made and designed for the general population without 
considering individual interests and abilities. Besides, Anderson (2018) has pointed out that designing 
effective instructional video becomes a major challenge for the majority of teachers since there are 
various factors affecting the development of learners’ competencies, and one of the crucial factors is 
learners’ motivation (Anderson, 2018).  

Cook (1991) demonstrates that learners learn better when motivated as motivation is the degree 
of desire to learn new things, to put in more time to study and to discover more about what is being 
taught. It implies learners’ cooperation with the video in order to gain knowledge from the experience 
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and what video does to stimulate and maintain interest in learners. Significantly, motivation can be seen 
as the need for learners to actively engaged in learning enabling them to learn effectively.  

Even though some studies related to instructional video were conducted, few studies have 
investigated the relationship between learners’ motivation and their learning achievement in a video 
learning environment. This study, therefore, would like to conduct a study to fill this gap and the result 
of this study may fulfil the understanding on learners’ motivation and their learning success. 
Accordingly, this study developed the model for designing an instructional video which was designed 
based on Motivational Design Theory, Cognitive Multimedia Learning Theories, and Cognitive Load 
Theory consisting of Multimedia feature, Coherent feature, Contiguity feature, and Engaging features 
(MCCE Model) aiming to increase motivation in video learning environment for achieving the learning 
outcome. Besides, the experiment was conducted to examine the effectiveness of the MCCE model 
with the following research questions: 

• Does the MCCE instructional video model increase learners’ motivation in video learning 
environment? 

• What is the learners’ performance after experiencing the MCCE instructional video model? 
  

2. Related Studies 
 
2.1 Motivational Design Theory 
 
Keller (2016) defines the Motivational Design Theory as “the process of arranging resources and 
procedures to bring about changes in people’s motivation” (p. 5). His theory provides the process 
approach seeking to increase learner motivation in online learning by incorporating design elements 
that promote attention, relevance, confidence, and satisfaction. Therefore, this theory is known as 
ARCS model of motivational design.  

The ARCS model describes strategies for stimulating and sustaining motivation in each of the 
four categories: Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction. Keller (2016) further explains that 
when these four components of motivation are properly addressed withing learning processes, learners 
can be motivated a desire to study more and fostered an increased sense of achievement.  
 
2.2 Cognitive Multimedia Learning Theory 
 
Mayer’s (2014) Cognitive Multimedia Learning Theory focuses on learners’ active cognitive 
processes in multimedia learning environments assuming that learners use dual channels, visual, and 
auditory for processing and actively process relevant information and integrated it into their 
developing system.Accordingly, it is significant to include relevant visual and verbal information to 
guide learning and not overtax processing in one channel over the other while designing the 
instructional multimedia. 

Cognitive Multimedia Learning Theory consists of many principles informing multimedia 
design and suggests that meaningful learning arises from active cognitive engagement and processing 
in selecting, organizing, and integrating relevant information. Accordingly, to design instruction video, 
using the two channels for information acquisition and processing, a visual or pictorial channel and an 
auditory or verbal-processing channel, can facilitate the learning, maximize working memory’s 
capacity, and increasing learners’ retention in learning.  
 
2.3 Cognitive Load Theory 
 
Cognitive load is one of the crucial factors when creating instructional materials. It is suggested that 
there are various components of memory related to the achievement of learning. Sweller (1988) 
explains that our working memory is very limited, for example, sensory memory which is transient in 
collecting information from the environment. Accordingly, during the learning processes, learners 
have to be selective about what information from sensory memory should be paid attention for 
encoding into long-term memory. 
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Based on Sweller’s Cognitive Load Theory (1994), if the cognitive load exceeds learners’ 
processing capacity, they might struggle in completing the learning task successfully. This implies for 
the design of instruction video that it is crucial to minimize extraneous cognitive load and consider more 
on germane cognitive load when constructing learning experiences. It is necessary to prompt working 
memory to accept, process, and send to long-term memory only the most crucial information (Ibrahim 
et al., 2012). 

All in all, the review of related studies helps providing the scholarly framework for this study. 
The Motivational Design Theory briefly addresses that motivation could be determining factors for the 
success of online learning, and it should be more learner-centered and independent so that learners have 
the capacity to control the pace of their learning. Mayer’s Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning 
also provides several crucial elements for multimedia learning such as dual coding, cognitive load, and 
learning processes. Last but not least, Cognitive Load Theory emphasize the relationship between 
working memory and learning information assisting the understanding on maximizing learners’ 
working memory’s capacity 

3. MCCE Instructional Video Development

This study attempted to design the instructional video model called MCCE. The goal of this model is to 
suggest the teachers who would like to design an instructional video that promote an increasing of 
self-motivation and content-related comprehension in video learning environment. The key features of 
MCCE model are illustrated in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. The Features of MCCE Model. 

The key features of MCCE model designing for promoting learners’ motivation and content-related 
comprehension are as follows: 

• Multimedia feature: learners study more deeply from a video explanation presented in words
and pictures rather than in words alone. Besides, learners construct knowledge more effectively
when nonverbal and verbal groups of mental representation have connections. The first feature
of designing, therefore, should present the information in the words-and-picture group with
explanation. Besides, it is significant to present an explanation in images and words at the same
time to increase learner’s capacity of working memory (Figure 2).

• Coherent feature: learners study better from a video explanation when extraneous information
is excluded. Therefore, information presented in the video should focus only on key words
highlighting only important information and eliminate complex elements or backgrounds
(Figure 2).

• Contiguity feature: learners study better from a video when corresponding words and pictures
are presented at a close range rather than from a distance on a screen (Figure 2).

• Engaging feature: learners study better when making a video interactive. Package video with a
series of questions and feedback while watching can increase learners’ motivation and improve
comprehension and memory ((Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Illustrative Examples of MCCE Model in Maximizing Working Memory’s Capacity. 

Figure 3. Illustrative Examples of MCCE Model in Increasing Learners’ Motivation. 

4. Experimental Design

4.1 Participants  
In order to examine the effectiveness of the MCCE model in increasing learners’ motivation and 
understanding of the learning content in the video learning environment, this study conducted an 
experiment with 40 undergraduate students studying in the second year of a university in Thailand. All 
participants had similar understanding of the learning content, Paraphrasing Technique, and they were 
required to study the videos as the self-study task which was one of the assessments of the course. 

There were 7 videos teaching about how to paraphrase covering with Recognizing Plagiarism, 
When to Paraphrase, Using Synonyms, Changing Sentence Structure, Changing Percentage to 
Fractions or Ratios, Qualities of a Good Paraphrase, and In-Text Citation. Participants could study the 
videos independently, and they had 9 weeks to study before doing the test. 
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4.2 Research Tools 

The research instruments used in this study were: 
• Keller’s Instructional Materials Motivation Survey (IMMS) was used to measure learners’

motivation in the video learning environment. This survey was the short version of IMMS
which was modified by Heo and Han (2011). It is a 20-item survey with a Likert-type scale
asking participants about each component of motivation (Attention, Relevance, Confidence,
and Satisfaction) and the external motivation asking about flexibility and interaction. The
IMMS survey also yielded a high reliability coefficient (Cronbach’s alpha = .92).

• Pretest and Posttest were designed in parallel to examine the understanding of the learning
content, Paraphrasing Technique. Accordingly, the aim of the test was to evaluate participants’
paraphrasing ability. Each test was composed of 5 questions asking participants to paraphrase
the source materials (total score = 20). Two professors related to the filed reviewed the test to
check whether questions corresponded to learning objectives, so that the content validity of
Pretest and Posttest was ensured.

5. Results

5.1 Learners’ Motivation  

Table 1. Learners’ Motivation After Experiencing the MCCE Video 

n M SD Maximum Minimum 
40 79.02 7.63 94 60 

According to Table 1, learners seemed very motivated when learning from the MCCE instructional 
videos model. Besides, their feedback indicated that learners had high motivation and positive attitudes 
towards the video designed by MCCE model. The interactive questions and instant feedback were 
highly satisfied with the model to increase learners’ motivation and retention in learning as shown in 
Table 2.  

Table 2. Qualitative Feedback towards the MCCE Video 

Category Feedback 
Attention • Using key words and nice pictures helped keep my attention on the lessons.

• It was pleasure to study such a well-designed video, nice, easy to follow, and
eye-catching.

• There were many interesting techniques that helped me remember and
understand the content.

Relevance • The lessons from the videos were useful for me.
• What I learned from the videos helped me understand more about the content in

the class.
• I could review what I could not follow in class from the videos, and it helped me

get high scores in the test.
Confidence & 
Satisfaction 

• After studying the videos, I felt more confident that I would be able to pass the
course.

• The feedback after the exercises helped me understand more what is right or
wrong.

• I prefer the interactive questions and explanation after the exercises as it helped
me know how well I have done.

Flexibility & 
Self-regulation 

• It is convenience to study from the videos as I can pause or rewind any time I
want.

• I felt nervous every time I study with the teacher in class, especially when I
could not answer the questions, so watching and doing exercises from the videos
work for me because it reduced my stress, and I can watch it over and over.
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5.2 Learners’ Paraphrasing Ability  
 
Apart from examining the learners’ motivation, this study investigated the effects of the MCCE 
instructional video model on learners’ comprehension about the learning content, Paraphrasing 
Technique, by evaluating learners’ performance in paraphrasing the source materials. A paired 
samples t-test was used to compare the pretest and posttest mean score of the participants. As shown 
in Table 3, the results revealed that learners’ posttest mean scores was significantly higher than the 
pretest mean score meaning that learner ability in paraphrasing source materials was improved after 
studying from the MCCE instructional video model (t = -14.03, p = .00). This indicated that the 
MCCE instructional video model could help learners increase their understanding about the learning 
content. 
 

Table 3. Learners’ Pretest and Posttest Results 
Test n x̄ SD Mean 

Difference 
t p 

Pretest 40 8.26 1.72 
6.37 -14.03 .00* 

Posttest 40 14.63 2.05 

  ***p < .05 

 
 Based on the result of this study, it can be stated that giving learners opportunity to study 
actively with the subject matter and supporting them during video viewing with explanation and 
feedback could effectively increase learners’ motivation in learning. Besides, the highly visual 
presentation with audio explanation is regards as the most important features for maximizing working 
memory in the instructional video. Consequently, to design the instructional video, the use of the four 
proposed features were noticed to be an effective property of the design process. 
 
6. Conclusion and Discussion  

This study proposed the MCCE model for designing the instructional video which can be used both in 
online and blended learning, and the goals of this model are to promote learners’ motivation and 
comprehension of the learning content. The key features of effective techniques used in this model are 
the techniques of maximizing working memory’s capacity and increasing learners’ retention in learning 
consisting of Multimedia feature, Coherent feature, Contiguity feature, and Engaging feature. 
According to the experiment result, it confirmed that the MCCE instructional video model could 
increase learners’ motivation and comprehension of the learning content.  
 This result was supported by the cognitive theory of multimedia learning building on the 
cognitive load theory describing that the utility of the video lessons can be maximized by using both the 
verbal and visual channel to convey information and highlight features that should be processed in 
working memory. This way could enhance the germane cognitive load of a learning experience and 
increase learners’ retention and ability to transfer information (Mayer, 2014). Another lens through 
which to consider in creating instructional video is promoting cognitive activity during video viewing. 
As mentioned by Keller (2016), watching a video can be a passive experience; therefore, engaging 
learners in video learning by promoting active learning activities can maximize their attention and 
motivation to instructional video. 

Even though the MCCE model serves as a proof of feasibility of the design-oriented research, 
one of the limitations of this study was the limited participants that were only 40 learners, and the 
participants had limited diversity as the researcher collected the data from the learners who studied in 
the same major which may make the result of this study less generalizable. Consequently, larger scale 
studies are needed if claims are to be made about the viability of the model in wider contexts. Besides, 
this study adopted the action research approach, so the researcher’s own discipline and teaching area 
were chosen so that the study has focused on the language studies students who were completing a 
specific module of study.Therefore, a wider study with a more diverse range of students from 
alternative subject disciplines may yield different results and experiences. 
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Abstract: Educators worldwide are facing challenges to continue providing quality learning 
design remotely, digitally and in virtual settings. Although teaching and learning activities are 
almost relatively easy to be translated to online platforms, education is missing active learning 
and social presence, both of which can promote effective learning. When digital education 
ensues, mobile technologies are widely optimized for learning. The Malaysian Communications 
and Multimedia Commission report shows that smartphones have become the most popular 
devices to access the Internet, reaching a near saturation usage level at 98.7% in 2020, due to the 
pandemic. In the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic, more education institutions will 
continue to conduct virtual lessons, and the trend is set to grow exponentially. The 
XploreRAFE+ mock-up mobile apps was developed with the aim of gamifying learning and 
foster active learning, framed by the Interest-Driven Creator Theory. In general, people who 
play games may experience positive activating emotions. Positive activating emotions such as 
enjoyment and pride are found to be positively correlated with cognitive regulations (Yeo & 
Frederiks, 2011). This is what XploreRAFE+ aims for its users to achieve — able to internalize 
the knowledge through game play and therefore, enhance their cognition. As such, this apps was 
designed to allow instructors who do not have the technological know-how of gamification and 
Augmented Reality (AR), to be able to embrace both for their learning design. Rather than 
spending time and effort laboriously on designing a gamified lesson with virtual contents, 
instructors are now able to save their time and create a gamified lesson by plugging in their 
content into this apps, choosing AR overlays, selecting game mechanics and eliciting students' 
learning feedback through ePortfolio. XploreRAFE+ would be able to add value by adding in 
the affective aspects, virtual extended reality elements, supporting social presence and 
intimacy, and immediacy of feedback.  This study invites further research on the apps’ 
evaluation after its development is fully completed. 

Keywords: Gamification, Augmented Reality, Active Learning, Apps Design, Interest-Driven 
Creator Theory 

1. Introduction

As COVID-19 pandemic ensues and has forced many sectors including the educational institutions to 
shut down, challenges arose among educators on how to continue providing quality learning design 
remotely, digitally and in virtual settings. This has posed more challenges to educators to ensure that the 
learning objectives are successfully delivered, hence successfully achieved by students.  Thus, crafting 
a learning design through a universal gamified active learning apps that could address these concerns 
became the central focus of this proposed study. 

Although teaching and learning activities are almost relatively easy to be translated to online 
platforms, education is missing one of its mainstays, namely active learning and social presence such as 
intimacy and immediacy of feedback, which can be promoted through gamification (O’Connel, 
Tomaselli, Stobart-Gallagher, 2020). Drawing on the Universal Learning Design principles, this 
research proposes a universal and customizable gamified active learning apps that aims at providing 
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multiple means of engagement, representation, action and expression (CAST, 2018). Through this 
approach, instructors will be able to eliminate common barriers and struggles among learners. Research 
found that, in order to promote students’ learning, one of the most effective learning approaches is 
active learning (Crouch & Mazur, 2001; Deslauriers Schelew, & Wieman, 2011; Haak, 
HilleRisLambers, Pitre, & Freeman, 2011; 
Nehm & Reilly, 2007).  

Although there are several benefits of gamification, active learning, and AR technologies can 
be found, perhaps, it is also worth to take into account that most instructors are not ready to gamify their 
lessons as they are lacking the technological know-hows. In most cases, many people are involved in 
games as consumers, and not as designers or developers (Sawahel, 2020). Integrating gamification and 
active learning into teaching needs a careful instructional design process so that the quality of 
knowledge remains a priority, thus larger that the “fun of playing.” This is in line with the concerns by 
Andrews, Leonard, Colgrove and Kalinowski (2011), who warned that most instructors lack the rich 
and nuanced understanding of teaching and learning that may cause superficial resemblance of active 
learning hence lacks the constructivist elements necessary for improving learning.  

Nevertheless, a report by the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission 
highlighted that accessing the Internet using mobile devices have reached an almost saturated usage 
level at 98.7%. Meanwhile, the usage of other devices to access the Internet – such as laptops, desktops, 
smart TVs, and game consoles, have declined significantly for the past two years MCMC, 2020). 
Interestingly, while the percentage of users who use the Internet to acquire information (85.5% to 
74.3%) and to study (60.2% to 29.7%) has decreased at an alarming rate in 2020, the percentage number 
of users who engage in online games have also increased from 35.2% in 2018 to 42.8% within the same 
timeline. This can be seen as an opportunity for educators to modify their learning design by optimizing 
mobile technologies. In the COVID-19 pandemic, integrating gamification may offer a level of 
engagement to learners to compensate for missing face-to-face classroom activities. 

Gamification and active learning, two contemporary approaches that reciprocate one another in 
enhancing instruction and augmenting instructors to achieve students’ outcomes, are gaining 
popularity. However, without proper curation for meshing elements from both approaches, knowledge 
quality may be jeopardized. Therefore, there is a need for a systematic apps that could allow and assist 
educators to customize and personalize his/her own gamified-active learning environment even if they 
have the minimum, or perhaps do not possess, the ‘know-how’ skills.  

Taking advantage of the pandemic situation that has caused an almost saturation usage level of 
mobile technologies to access the Internet (98.7%) in 2020, this research has designed a 
customizable-and-universal gamified AR mobile apps embedded with ePortfolio, Augmented Reality 
and geo-location tags, that both instructors and learners can benefit from. These features, when 
compiled together in a single apps, allows intimacy that can fill in as the social presence of a remote 
learning, immediacy of feedback and interaction between learners and instructors.  

According to Steiler-Hunt and Jones (2015), educators need to experience the games 
themselves in order to find games valuable. This is because those who have played games/involved in 
game design will be able to reuse this experience as a palette of reference when they want to design 
games in the future, as game design can provide elaborate representation of play and enthusiasm. 
Through experiential inspiration they gained from the use of XploreRAFE+, educators will be able to 
have an inspiration how games are developed and carried out through the step-by-step guidelines in the 
apps. 

2. Literature Review

Emerging contemporary approaches to learning such as gamification and active learning have gained 
interests and being practised in many parts of education. Gamification borrows the elements of game 
mechanics to integrate into non-gaming context (Deterding, Khaled, Nacke, & Dixon, 2011) namely in 
teaching, to create a fun and engaging learning atmosphere (Deslis, Kosmidis & Tenta, 2019; Md. 
Khambari, 2018a, Md. Khambari, 2018b, Amir & Ralph, 2014) as learners play and learn through 
playing the games, themselves. Gamification is an increasingly popular method of educational 
instruction that incorporates game mechanics into learning design. Gamification is characterized by 
competition which stimulates students’ interest and participation in the learning process (Kim, 
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Rothrock & Freivalds, 2016). Students beat rivals, become winners and contribute their own efforts to 
their team. In higher education, the most commonly utilized techniques are points, badges, levels and 
leader boards (Alomari, Ai-Samarraie & Yousef, 2019).  

Past studies have proven that gamification is regarded as an innovative learning design that can 
foster knowledge improvements, soft skills, motivation, and satisfaction as compared to traditional 
education methods in many studies (Gentry, Gauthier, L’Estrade-Ehrstrom (2019), Rosly & Khalid, 
2017, Kim, Rothrock & Freivalds, 2016, Plass, Homer & Kinzer, 2015; Hussain, Tan & Idris, 2014; 
Sailer, Hense, Mandl & Klevers, 2013) as it allows the freedom for trial-and-error and encourages 
“exploration, collaboration, and the exchange of ideas while removing unwanted pressures that can 
interfere with students’ abilities” (Cohen, 2011, p. 17). When gamification is employed, users or 
students who played the game, should feel that the activity is important to them and thereby will be 
self-motivated to perform it. Basically, gamification in instruction uses the motivational power of 
games but in the context of education to enhance and diversify the teaching approach and foster self- 
driving behavior. 

Meanwhile, active learning is a non-traditional approach to learning whereby learners are put 
into autonomy of their own learning by actively participating in class activities and discussions that can 
help them construct new knowledge and skills (Carr, Palmer & Hagel, 2015, Freeman, et al., 2014; 
Handelsman, 2007) rather than merely knowledge transmission between teacher and students. The 
findings from research related to gamification often come hand-in-hand with research studies related to 
active learning. Research reveals a mutual influence between active learning and emotional states.  

Active learning can positively affect student motivation (Owens, Sadler, Barlow & 
Smith-Walters, 2017); in turn, the overall impact of motivation moderates key learning characteristics 
such as attention and memory consolidation (Cavanagh et al., 2016). Furthermore, there are 
well-established empirical research studies that highlights the benefits of active learning. The benefits 
to using such activities are many, including improved student outcomes (Ruiz-Primo et al., 2011) and 
critical thinking skills (Prince, 2004), increased retention and transfer of new information, increased 
motivation, improved academic and interpersonal skills (Kuh, O’Donnell, and Schneider, 2017), and 
decreased course failure rate (Freeman et al., 2014). Pairing the elements of gamification with active 
learning, each of which is of value in itself, can be greater than the sum of the total, thus multiplying the 
efficacy of the learning process. 

Overlaying virtual elements such as Augmented Reality (AR) may boost the digital learning 
experience among learners. AR technology can attract students to interact with the real environment, 
which was before considered as an impossible learning approach (Billinghurst, 2002). The report of 
America Technology Virtual and Augmented Reality points out that “AR technology has the potential 
to be a standard tool in education and could revolutionize the way in which students are taught for both 
the K-12 segment and higher education (college and beyond)” (Sachs, 2016, p. 25). AR technology can 
combine different forms of virtual materials such as virtual figures, vivid animation and sound to 
construct a real and virtual learning environment to effectively enhance learning motivation (Liu, Tan 
& Chu, 2010; Solak & Cakir, 2015). Moreover, AR technology has also been proven to incorporate 
interaction function, providing more opportunities for students to engage themselves in a learning 
activity (Wang, 2017).  Besides, gamification has been proven to be one of the most significant 
applications of AR technology in teaching (Bicen & Bal, 2016).  

Findings of past studies show that gamification learning approaches supported by AR 
technology are widely applied in different disciplines (Bicen & Bal, 2016; Delello, 2014). AR 
technology can be effectively combined with gamification to construct an attractive learning 
environment to enhance student learning interest (Faisal, 2017; Bicen & Bal, 2016). AR technology can 
effectively combine the form of gamification to construct an attractive learning environment (Faisal, 
2017). Some researchers have already emphasized the useful aspects of AR and gamification in 
learning and teaching (Mesut & Katrin, 2020; Faisal, 2017). 

3. Design of the Apps and Underlying Theory

Based on the literature, the design of XploreRAFE+ seeks to address the aforementioned issues and 
aspires to offer solutions to educators who wish to integrate  gamification and active learning into their 
instruction, even if they do not possess the technological know-hows of the aforementioned  
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approaches. Features embedded with gamification elements (GE) are aligned with active learning 
elements (ALE) to achieve learning goals and capture several analytics that reflect immersive, 
meaningful, self-driven and self-paced learning. We outlined the design and hypotheses for each of the 
game elements as follows: 
 
Table 1. Design and Hypothesis for The Apps 
Element /  
Game Mechanics 

Function Hypothesis 

Progress timer Capture learners’ ability to solve a 
problem (ALE) within a specific time 
frame (GE) 

Progress timer can foster critical thinking when 
learners had to work under slight pressure 

Leader board Add elements of competitiveness Leader board can instill collaborative skills 
among learners to achieve a common goal 

Geo-location tagged 
check-points (GPS) 
with rewards 

Deliver information or tasks to the 
learners 

Geo-location tagged check-points (GPS) with 
rewards (GE) can foster interaction between 
learners and their surroundings and relate with 
real life experience 

ePortfolio with 
badges 

Platform for learners to reflect their 
knowledge and learning 

ePortfolio with badges (GE), can initiate 
dialogue between instructors and learners, 
construct and internalize new knowledge (ALE)  

Augmented Reality Will appear at the check-points to 
deliver information or tasks to the 
learners 

Augmented Reality can trigger curiosity among 
learners in a socially mixed-reality interactive 
setting (ALE) 

 
Through the use of this apps, the instructors will be assisted on how and what to plug-in 

according to the lesson context, so that they can create a gamified-active learning instruction. For the 
instructor’s interface/module, a function named analytics will be made available at the dashboard. 
Through this, instructors could garner data analytics of their students’ learning behaviour, thinking 
process and performances through the embedded features (like progress timer, leaderboard, ePortfolio, 
etc.). This function will allow instructors to view students’ name, identification number, response time, 
score, attempts (to respond), leaderboard, and reflections (through eportfolio). The data from the 
analytics can provide trends or patterns and act as a jumping board for instructors to understand their 
learners’ needs, attitude, and behavior. This can be useful to the instructors to better understand and 
predict students’ personal needs and performance, thus further supporting their learning. 

The Interest Driven Creator (IDC) theory by Chan et al. (2018) was applied to guide the 
development of the proposed apps as it is crucial that students’ interest on the lesson be piqued even 
before the start of the lesson. The IDC theory posits that technology enhanced lessons that are designed 
using the IDC theory will trigger students’ interest in learning and immerse them in the creation process 
and this in turn strengthen their habits of creation. Chan and his team (2018) hypothesized that such 
students will excel in their learning performance with developed 21st century competencies and become 
lifelong interest-driven creators. From the theory, the interest loop that consists of three stages, namely 
triggering, immersing and extending, is applied in the design of the apps. The first stage, triggering, is 
characterized in the Augmented Reality and GPS function design where learners have to hunt and 
uncover some information/knowledge through Augmented Reality. The second stage, immersing, is 
characterized by the flow of the game play with leaderboards, timers, and tasks that they have to solve 
along the way. While the third stage, extending, is characterized in the ePortfolio where learners will be 
able to share their experiences and write reflections on their learning process. 
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Figure 1. IDC Theory underpinning the apps design. 

 
Consequently, student users of XploreRAFE+ will get better access to learning and the 

opportunity to experience gamification and active learning. Through their involvement in the 
gamified-active learning lesson, learners will achieve the learning outcomes of the topic with added 
value such as soft-skills and digital mobile skills. The tasks given in games functions and the ePortfolio 
functions are forms of alternative assessment to the learners. Instructors will be able to engage students 
during assessment by injecting elements of fun and curiosity. Given that instructors have the 
opportunity to input their own subject matter content into the apps, instructors will be able to 
constructively align the content to the tasks and ePortfolio, and to the learning outcomes. 
 
 
4. Conclusion 

 
This study outlined the design and proposed to develop a customizable-and-universal gamification and 
AR apps for learning design, aimed at helping educators to embrace active learning through 
gamification, even if they have minimum to no-basics of technological know-hows of this approach. 
Given the current pandemic where learning occurs mostly at home, this apps makes it possible for 
learners to be motivated during online lessons. Even when the pandemic subsides, the proposed 
designed apps will open up more opportunities for scholars and innovators to grind solutions that can 
pave the way forward for digital and virtual learning. We hope that the proposed apps will be relevant in 
most learning environments.  This study invites further research on the apps’ evaluation, be it 
qualitative or quantitative in nature, after its development has fully completed. 
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Abstract: This study discusses a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) as an alternative 
teaching platform with the purpose to promote topics of transformative citizenship in 
Indonesian diverse society. Designed by collaborative works of the Dialogue, Empathic 
Engagement and Peacebuilding (DEEP) Network and eight prominent universities in Indonesia, 
this course namely the MOOC Citizenship has bridges both educators and learners across the 
country to broaden their perspective and knowledge on citizenships. Through qualitative 
analyzes, this study found that the MOOC Citizenship had been particularly successful in 
enhancing learners’ skills in conducting action research project as an actual contribution to the 
community. Additionally, the participated educators were emphasized both benefits and 
challenges of having the Citizenship MOOC. This study argued that MOOC is a potential 
alternative of teaching platform, especially when it involved multidisciplinary perspectives for 
broader outreach. However, it is necessary to ensure the technological preparedness of the users 
(both learners and educators) are well established.   

Keywords: Transformative citizenship, MOOC, action research project, learners, educators. 

1. Introduction

The generation that holds a strong foundation of citizenship is critical to the nation (Broadbent et al, 
2017) especially in a diverse society, such as Indonesia. However, the current modern world has 
challenged the concept and practice of citizenship which merely relies on the membership or 
registration matter. As a concept, citizenship is defined as a legal status, rights, membership, national 
identity, and belonging (Klug 2000, Abowitz and Harnish 2006). From this point of view, therefore, the 
internalization of norms and values of citizenship needs to be readdressed to expand the sense of 
citizenship into daily life practices. In this sense, it is required a comprehensive approach to teaching 
generation the concept and implementation of citizenship that meets to the current world challenge. The 
existing learning activities were mostly conducted in a conventional way (Kamsin, 2005), where 
lecturer limitedly teach their students from their affiliated university in their classroom-based setting. 
Thus, students and lecturers were having lack of chances and exposures from other institutions who also 
studying the similar course. In addition to that, common obstacles faced in teaching citizenship course 
in diverse society of Indonesia was decreasing trends of students’ interest in studying about citizenship. 
A study argued that this was affected by inefficient teaching method (Sainudin, Jamaludin & 
Palimbong, 2014).   

Furthermore, this study narrowing down the discussion by using a case study of an alternative 
online teaching platform of Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) or namely “the MOOC Citizenship”. 
According to Wulf et al, (2014), MOOC is a “web-based online courses for an unlimited number of 
participants held by professors or other experts” (p.111). In particular, the needs of developing the 
citizenship course through MOOC platform relies upon the spirit to connect and collaborate. Consider 
that studying citizenship courses in Indonesian universities is compulsory since this course is 
categorized as a foundation knowledge in the Indonesian education context. Therefore, by bridging 
those divides, this MOOC Citizenship supplementary provides both educators and learners the 
opportunity to study citizenship courses in a more comprehensive and empathic way.  
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Developed by focusing on self-centered and experienced-based learning models, the MOOC 
Citizenship enables learners to deepening their understanding while they implement what they have 
learned into an actual contribution. According to Collins & O’Brien (2003) self-centered or 
student-centered learning (SCL) model “places the student (learner) in the center of the learning process. 
The instructor provides students with opportunities to learn independently and from one another and 
coaches them in the skills they need to do so effectively” (Collins & O’Brien, 2003, p 338). Besides the 
self-centered model, this MOOC combined with experienced-based learning where learner’s 
knowledge is recognized as “accumulated cultural knowledge, which manifests itself in routines, 
practices, training upbringing, sayings and narratives” (Saugtad, 2013). By adopting these two learning 
models, the MOOC Citizenship program emphasis learning activities that are empathic and inclusive 
for both learners and educators. 

In response to the background above, this study attempts to analyze an alternative perspective 
in teaching citizenship discourse by offering an idea of what so-called ‘transformative citizenship’. This 
transformative citizenship aims to fill the gap between traditional citizenship and global citizenship 
perspectives. The Citizenship MOOC was conducted in 2016 as a collaboration between the Dialogue, 
Empathic Engagement and Peacebuilding (DEEP) Network and Gadjah Mada University as host 
institutions, together with eight prominent universities in Indonesia as partners. The significance of this 
course lies in the combinations between foundation enhancements; context variations of citizenship 
actualization; and learners’ action projects. The program puts its focuses on self-centered (Floyd and 
Simpson, 2008) and experienced-based (Ip and Naidu, 2001) aspects to encourage learners in gaining 
practical implementation.  

Overall, the course contents that the Citizenship MOOC had developed, have shown 
tremendous aspects to manage diversity in Indonesian society, particularly among the learners. The 
course is eager to address critical issues related to how being citizens who respect the values of social, 
cultural, and political diversities. Since Indonesia is immensely diverse in many aspects, including 
language, religion, ethnicity, and political views (Schefold, 1998), then it is crucial to develop people’s 
soft skills on how to celebrate diversity by strengthening citizenship values (Banks, 2007).  Thus, this 
study aims to address further queries through an appraisal of how the Citizenship MOOC could 
complement the existing conventional teaching model? What is the significance of the Citizenship 
MOOC in transforming theoretical knowledge towards actual and practical aspects to generate 
inclusive learning activities?    

2. The Development of the Citizenship MOOC

2.1 Course Structure 

There are fifteen topics offered in the Citizenship MOOC. Structurally, this Citizenship MOOC consists 
of three main phases. In each phase, learners will have sets of learning materials as well as guidance to 
conduct their projects at the end of the course. In phase 1, the general theoretical foundation and 
introduction of the course were delivered. The purpose of phase 1 is to set a common ground 
understanding towards practices of transformative citizenships in diverse communities. While in phase 
2, deep and specific topics are being discussed to broaden learners’ perspectives from a 
multidisciplinary point of view. This phase 2 considered the longest phase within the whole course, as it 
is covered ten different topics out of fifteen. 

Lastly, phase 3 is where learners are implementing what they have been learning from phase 1 
and phase 2 of the Citizenship MOOC, which is meant to encourage learners to conduct an action 
research project. In this phase, learners are expected to contribute the possible action to the community 
around them. The theme of learners’ projects is inclusively varying between one to another. They are 
allowed to come up with various ideas on conducting their project that include the values from the 
transformative citizenship that they have learned. The details of each topic in the Citizenship MOOC is 
available in Figure 1 below.  
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Figure 1. Three Phases Applied in the Citizenship MOOC 

 
2.2 Course Contents  
 
In the stage of implementation, the MOOC provided learners with sets of various topics that cover 
multiple topics on transformative citizenship (see Figure 1). It had consisted of various lectures from 
various partner universities according to their expertise. For instance, in topic 4 a session from Gadjah 
Mada University has delivered a topic on the action research project.  Similarly, another platform that 
had been offered is called the problem-based learning model (De Graaf & Kolmos 2003), focusing on a 
learning process based on the courage to find an appropriate solution towards an identified problem. In 
order to design an inclusive and empathic engagement platform in the community it is useful to apply 
the experienced-based learning model (Saugtad, 2013). This model accommodates citizens to 
participate and learn about enhancing social values based on the common experience together with 
people in their groups.  

Additionally, in topic 7 learners were studying about managing diversity, which the lectures 
given by educator from the Islamic University of Indonesia. The educator has highlighted the 
importance of understanding diversity as well as being able to offer a concrete solution towards 
diversities challenges. Furthermore, a lecture from the State Islamic University of Sunan Kalijaga 
presented about civil society on topic 9. The educator emphasized the citizenship aspect through social 
contexts, given the meaning that each society is shaped and built by its socio-cultural values and norms. 
While in topic 11, a session from Semarang State University specifically addressed citizenship issues 
from a gender perspective. In this session, the learner focused on the significance of gender relations in 
day-to-day life.  

In particular, the Citizenship MOOC provided an introduction content video between one phase 
to another. This video delivered by the purpose of connecting between the previous phase. This content 
is useful for the learners to ensure their understanding on the topic discussed is following the tracks. 
Since this is an on-line platform, there is a possibility where learners might miss one or some previous 
sessions. Thus, an introductory content in each phase is helping them to know the stage of the course. In 
the Figure 2 below are random examples of how the on-line lectures looks like.    

 
 
 

1. Learning actualization 
of values through 
MOOC. 
2. Values of citizenship. 
3. Dialogue, empathic 
engagement and 
peacebuilding.  
4. Transforming change 
through action research 
technique. 

   

Phase 1 
Affirmation of Values 

and Willingness to 
Process through MOOC  

5. Citizenship project. 
6. Variety of citizenship 
themes. 
7. Managing diversity. 
8. Migration and crisis.  
9. Civil society. 
10. Global citizenship. 
11. Gender and 
citizenship. 
12. Prosperity and 
corruption. 
13. Political citizenship. 
14. Citizens bureaucracy.  

   

Phase 2 
Transformative 

Citizenship: Context and 
Manifestation  

15. Themes selection and 
reflection on citizenship 
projects. 

   

Phase 3 
Action Research Project 
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Figure 2. Screenshots of Lectures from Random Topics in the Citizenship MOOC. 
 
 

3. Method 
 

3.1 Course Participants   
 

The participants who joined in the Citizenship MOOC are mainly learners and educators. 
Characteristically, the Citizenship MOOC targeted learners inclusively open for anyone who interested 
to study this theme. While the educators are from eight partner universities who are represented by 
lecturers who run similar courses respectively. Therefore, the majority of learners were students from 
those partner universities. Nevertheless, there are numbers of learners who came from public audiences 
whom they affiliated with various institutions (see Figure 3). In total, the Citizenship MOOC was 
having a total of 634 learners. The different percentage of numbers of learners is not directly associated 
with the level of enthusiasm but rather due to the learners in each university are those who enrolled in 
each course supervised by the participated educators.   
 

 
 

Figure 3. Percentage of Total 634 Learners Participated in the Citizenship MOOC. 
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3.2 Instrument  
 

The data obtained in this paper was mainly collected from the Moodle system of MOOC. The Moodle 
system storage database of the implementation stages (see Table 1) of the Citizenship MOOC web 
activities. This includes database of numbers of learners and their affiliated institutions (see Figure 3). 
In addition to that, the assessment method of the action research project was employed to assess 
learners’ project implementation. Furthermore, a qualitative interview using open-ended questions was 
conducted virtually with participated educators which aim to assess their feedback towards the benefits 
and the challenges of using the Citizenship MOOC as alternative teaching platform. 

 
 
3.3 Course Development and Learning Activities  
 
As we can see in Table 1 below, the Citizenship MOOC has developed four gradual stages. The 
preparation and development stages are considered as pre-course. Continuously, the course was taking 
place in the implementation stage which was then followed by the last stage of closing and evaluation. 
The duration of the course was conducted in a total of 12 weeks where learners were accessing learning 
contents in each topic (implementation stage). Besides, the two first stages of the Citizenship MOOC 
preparation and development took 7 weeks to be done with additional 5 weeks in the last stages of 
closing and evaluation. 

 
Table 1. Timeline of developing and learning activities in the Citizenship MOOC 

Stages Activities Duration 
 

Preparation 
Website development   

3 weeks Preparing learning materials 
Preparing learning objects  

 
Development 

Material production   
4 weeks Assessments selection  

Coordination with partner universities  
Launching and promotion  

 
Implementation 

Learners accessing each topics in Phase 1, Phase 
2 and Phase 3 

 
12 weeks 

Monitoring program 
Regular evaluation  

 
Closing and evaluation 

Writing final report   
5 weeks Presenting the final report and evaluation  

Coordination for sustainability program with 
partner universities 

 
 
4. Results  
 
4.1 Learners’ Project Implementation 
 

The main implementation of the Citizenship MOOC is taking place in unit 15. In this unit, the 
learners were given a specific session on how to conduct a project as an implementation from what they 
have learned in the course. Learners were allowed to choose any aspect they think relevant and doable 
for them to conduct around their community. As an example, in Figure 4 below, several groups of 
learners from the State University of Medan initiated action projects in various topics. From raising 
awareness of being transformative citizenship by avoiding the use of drugs and the dangers of terrorism 
as well as about etiquette of using public facilities. The groups project has given learners handing 
experiences in transforming theory into practice (Yardley, Teunissen, & Dornan, 2012), including how 
they applied skills on dealing with diverse group of people as a teamwork (Arasaratnam, 2016). 
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Therefore, the projects conducted by learners is one of the significant outcomes of the Citizenship 
MOOC.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Screenshots from Learners’ Project Implementation. 
 

4.2 Course Evaluation, Learners’ Feedback and Educators’ Feedback.  
 

One of the evaluation method that being used in this Citizenship MOOC is a form of 
self-reflection quiz. For instance, the learners were assigned to respond the questions about the course 
content in one of the session, according to their own perception. This method aims to evaluate whether 
the objective of the course has been successfully achieved yet. The type of questions such as: “are the 
materials, process, and approach that being used in this course, different to other courses generally?”, 
“what make it different?”, “what do you find interesting?”. The feedbacks received from the learners 
were generally positive. The learners’ statements that were commonly found are: “this course is more 
effective in helping us to breakdown our critical perspective”, “since the course is available on-line, it is 
helpful to reduce the study load from the conventional classes”.  

Furthermore, apart from obtaining the result of the Citizenship MOOC by having learners’ 
project implementation, it is necessary to listen to how the participated educators giving their feedbacks 
towards the Citizenship MOOC. Based on the open-ended questions asked to the total of 10 participated 
educators, this study found that the common feedbacks were both elaborating the benefits and 
challenges of having the Citizenship MOOC as a teaching platform. The details of the educator’s 
feedbacks are available in Table 2 below. 
 
Table 2. Qualitative Feedbacks from Educators towards the Citizenship MOOC.   

Item  Feedback 
Benefits   The Citizenship MOOC is an alternative platform that 

applicable to be integrated with actual face-to-face class. 
 The Citizenship MOOC delivered the key point of 

enhancing learners’ enthusiasm in contributing their project 
to the community.  

 The applied 3 phases in the Citizenship MOOC is useful to 
equip learners with skills of critical thinking, empathy, 
cooperation and networking.  

Challenges   Since the Citizenship MOOC was characteristically virtual 
and supplementary, educators face an obstacle towards 
learners’ commitment in fulfilling each of the lecture topic.  

 Upon the course implementation in 2016, learners were not 
generally familiar with e-learning platform. Thus, numerous 
technical problems occurred.   
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5. Conclusion 

 
This study analyzed an alternative online teaching platform by using a Massive Open Online Course 
(MOOC) that the program named the Citizenship MOOC. The course content was developed to 
addresses critical issues of transformative citizenship practices in the Indonesian diverse social context. 
This Citizenship MOOC came as a complementary learning platform which was participated by eight 
prominent Indonesian universities (contributed educators) in collaboration with DEEP Network. 
Besides being open to the public, the majority of learners in this course were university students. The 
Citizenship MOOC focuses on enhancing learners’ skills to develop an actual action research project as 
the course implementation as well as a contribution to society. More importantly, this study suggested 
that MOOC is a prospective for an alternative online teaching platform. Specifically, developing 
MOOCs that involved multidisciplinary parties could generate a broader perspective for the learners.   

From the qualitative data collected from the participated educators’ feedbacks, this study found 
that the Citizenship MOOC was particularly successful in transferring multidisciplinary perspectives 
related to citizenship discourse to the learners. While at the same time, learners were encouraged in 
transforming their theoretical knowledge into actual projects, strengthening their skills of critical 
thinking and empathy. Despite its benefits, there were challenges in the application of the Citizenship 
MOOC due to a lack of technological awareness by the time this course take place.  

Based on the findings discussed above, this study suggested that further work is recommended 
to address technological preparedness, (especially for the learners) before developing learning activities 
using the MOOC platform.  Having well prepared technological infrastructure will lead to the more 
effective and efficient application of MOOC. This aspect is necessary, since MOOC is a platform that 
includes large data both from its numbers of contents as well as big numbers of participants.  

Finally, this study admitted its limitations especially covering two main aspects, including: 
first, the time gap between the implementation of the Citizenship MOOC (in 2006) and writing of this 
paper (in 2021) is considered too long ago. Thus, this study was having difficulties to contact the 
participated educators for qualitative data collection purposes. Hence, it is recommended to avoid this 
such situation in further related study. Secondly, in relation to the first limitation, this study was not able 
to present quantitative analyzes about the learners’ perceptions towards their experience learning 
through the Citizenship MOOC. Therefore, it would be more comprehensive to have this analyzes in the 
future works.       
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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic has caused much stress. Autistic children and their 
parents/guardians are not exempted. The question is how to engage the autistic children virtually. 
There are many online games, which can address this problem and they are very exemplary. In 
our small study, we aim to balance education and fun, so that learning is not too serious. We also 
aim to improve autistic children’s computational thinking skills and enable asset/content reuse. 
We have reduced the degree of structure, with familiarity in contexts as affordance in four 
minigames: categorizing puzzle, matching-sorting puzzle, picture puzzle and outdoor puzzle. 
Through computational practice, we hope that children will be able to recognize patterns, 
improve concepts and perspectives, and perform better. We also hope to encourage asset reuse 
via algorithmic changes. Findings are encouraging, indicating that parents/guardians are positive 
towards the games’ usefulness and ease of use. Of special note is their preference for the learning 
of vocabulary and development of imagination, above matching and categorizing.   

Keywords: Mild autistic children, computational thinking skills, perception, parents/guardians 

1. Introduction

The recent COVID-19 pandemic has caused schools in Malaysia to close to prevent the spread of the 
virus. This has caused children to do most of their learning at home with the aid of their family 
members, instead of their educators. In the home, most games for children with autism usually focus 
more on educating children, or on helping them to improve basic skills to cope with their difficulties. 
Sometimes, the “fun” element is lacking.  

 Every child with mild autism should have the opportunity to play games for the sake of fun, just 
like other children around their age. This project thus hopes to address the need to enable children to 
have fun, without the need to go outside the home or school, and yet be able to interact with a number of 
people. We would thus, like to investigate how to incorporate fun, education, and design patterns, to 
help mild Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) children improve their basic skills and computational 
thinking skills.  

 The benefits of varied and repeated practice are supported by Emihovich (2017) and Lee and 
Ling’s (2020) studies. Emihovich’s (2017) study compares students’ performance after playing World 
of Warcraft (a roleplaying strategy video game) with CogniFit (a brain training video game).  
Emihovich (2017) finds better improved problem-solving skills for role-playing games in the Tower of 
Hanoi and PISA post-test results. Hence, more complex learning environments are not constraints to 
problem-solving if designed well.   

 Lee and Ling (2020) simulate Emihovich’s (2017) study but replace the two games with the 
fast-paced video game Mario Kart Tour and the role-playing game Idle Supermarket Tycoon and test 
the effects on speed performance when playing the Tower of Hanoi. Consistent with Emihovich’s 
(2017) findings, students who play Idle Supermarket Tycoon outperform those who play Mario Kart 
Tour. In the pre-post-tests, mean completion speed for the former is 73.60-49.78 = 23.82 whereas for 
the latter, 49.67-39.33 = 10.34. The improvement between pre-post-test scores for the former is much 
greater. Hence, if games are mapped to the type of skills one wishes to improve, with similarity in 
demands of the tasks, analogical transfer may be more likely to occur and the learning curve lessens.    
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1.1 Problems and Objectives 

Consistent with Spiro, Feltovich, Jacobson, & Coulson’s (1991) Cognitive Flexibility theory (CFT), 
most games for ASD children provide a combination of structured and less structured problems 
(examples are presented in the related work section). Brennan, and Resnick’s (2012) computational 
concepts, practice and perspectives correspond with CFT. Furthermore, Lee’s (2008) study into 
balancing of fun, education and entertainment elements with design patterns, has mapped Merrill’s First 
Principles of Instruction (2002) as pedagogical patterns, to Dunlap, Sobel and Sands’ (2007) 
student-to-content interaction patterns and Bloom’s (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001) revised taxonomy. 
However, it is a framework, which hitherto, is not applied as is, or to autistic children.  

 Our focus is on identifying parents’ perceptions prior to possible deployment with the children 
with ASD. We choose to focus on structured part-whole relations, which students are used to, and 
progress to explore less structured part-whole relations in diverse contexts. We hypothesize that 
part-whole relations afforded by familiar and authentic/relevant contexts, with opportunities to find 
hidden functions and to fix/create, (just like normal children), can motivate play and increase fun.   

Our research questions are thus: 
a) Will parents/guardians like less structured problems, which are afforded by familiar contexts?
b) Will parents/guardians like authentic problem-solving, involving in-house and out-of-the-house

objects, e.g., tidying up after play, exploring hidden functions in the house and fixing/creating
something outside the house?

2. Related Work

This section reviews the design of several popular and successful games developed for children with 
ASD. It includes comparison between the reviewed game application and the project itself; to provide 
insights on what the project should have to create a game, which would answer the research questions. 

2.1 AutiSpark: Games for Kids with Autism 

AutiSpark: Games for Kids with Autism (AutiSpark, 2020) is an educational app that uses 2 
dimensional (2D) minigames to teach basic concepts for children with ASD. The app contains several 
categories that are related to fundamental concepts/skills that children with ASD have trouble with. The 
categories that are available in this game are coloring, flash cards, memory, counting, and tracing, 
matching, sorting, learn new words, letters and numbers, receptive language, puzzles, copy the patterns, 
jigsaw puzzles. Sample screenshots are presented in Figures 1a, b.  

2.2 Autastisco 

Autastico is a free-to-play educational game with simple minigames, suitable for children with ASD. 
The app consists of 6 playable games: Draw Shapes!, The Emotions, Create Your Avatar, The Numbers, 
The Colors and Solve Puzzles (Autastico, 2016). Sample screenshots are presented in Figures 2a, b.   

Figure 1a. Trace the line       Figure 1b. Copy the patterns       Figure 2a. The Emotions     Figure 2b. The Colors 

2.3 Table of Comparison  

We next identify the key aspects for our study in Table 1 below.  
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Table 1. Comparative Components 
Problem- 
solving skill 

Approach 
Listening Reading Speaking 

AutiSpark Autastico This 
study 

AutiSpark Autastico Project AutiSpark Autastico This 
study 

Calculate 
numbers 

x x 

Categorize x x x 
Match/Shapes x x x x x 
Puzzles x x x 
Sort/complete 
puzzles 

x x x x 

Match/complete 
puzzles 

x x x x x 

Connecting 
Pipes puzzles 

imagination/multiple alternatives 

2.4 Prior literature on autism 

Children like fun and theorize naturally (Lee & Wong, 2014). Lehigh University’s Graceland Autism 
(2016) initiative, engages children and teenagers with several mobile applications, e.g., a grocery 
shopping simulator, shelf-stocking simulator, and a conversation simulator. These emulate and prepare 
them for real-life challenges. The Olga Tennison Autism Research Centre (2019) uses video games to 
promote social attention, interaction and communication skills. Laurie, Warreyn, Uriarte, Boonen, and 
Fletcher-Watson’s (2019) study suggests that technologies which aim at therapy, must engage users; 
necessitating much design considerations. Autism Associations and authors such as Weigie (2014), 
however, warn against play addiction. Hence, parental supervision is preferred.  

2.5 Derivation of key aspects of our proposed game 

First, we will focus on relevance to real-life challenges, similar to Graceland’s. Second, we will balance 
educational and fun elements. Third, the educational level in this game will be consistent with Bloom’s 
taxonomy (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001) and the improvement in children’s skills apparent to the 
parents/guardians. Fourth, we will include design patterns in games as they promote reuse and pattern 
recognition. Fifth, we will expose children to technology, such as basic knowledge on the basic 
functionality and user interfaces that are typical in any smartphone, without a stylus.  

2.6 User requirements/analysis of initial perceptions by parents/guardians 

To assess parents/guardians’ perceptions towards the proposed game, we carried out a 
perception/user requirements survey. Perception by 11 respondents is mostly positive. Consistent with 
global parental/guardians’ concerns with possible addiction, 70% of the parents, disagree with letting 
their children with ASD play with video games by themselves. A summary is presented in Table 2.  

Table 2. Perception towards the proposed game design and video games for children with ASD 
Objective Question 1 2 3 4 5 

Perception towards 
use of smartphones                   

Children with ASD should be exposed to 
technology  

9.1% 27.3% 18.2% 36.4% 9.1% 

Perception towards 
video games 

Children with ASD should not play with video 
games at all.  

27.3% 36.4% 27.3% 9.1% 0% 

Perception towards 
video games & 
supervision       

Without parent/guardian’s guidance, children 
with ASD should be allowed to play video 
games.  

45.5% 27.3% 9.1% 9.1% 9.1% 

Perception with 
regards to educational 
video games 

Video games with elements of education can 
replace/enrich some activities that the children 
have in class during the pandemic when school 
is closed.  

0% 0% 9.1% 36.4% 54.5% 

Perception towards 
education and fun.              

Video games for children should totally focus 
on education, and should not have any fun 
element not related to education. 

18.2% 36.4% 18.2% 9.1% 18.2% 

Perception towards 
the design 

O.K., easy for the children, good, looks simple and easy to understand (5x), convenient for
beginners, neat and still focusing on the basic general user interface without cluttering
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3. Methodology

Primarily, we used incremental waterfall methodology. Object-oriented programming, e.g. via design 
patterns, is encouraged to enable easy instantiation and diversification. In this project, we also develop 
based on slight algorithmic permutations, to enable asset reuse; for example, the matching-cum-sorting 
puzzle. All games involve listening, as one of our aims, is to encourage communication/expression. 

3.1 Type of games 

Since some children with ASD usually have trouble paying attention for a period of time especially if it 
concerns matters that do not pique their interest, 4 types of minigames, each with 3 levels, is developed: 
a) Categorize (in-house objects): To recognize and categorize objects in the house, and to explore what

can be clicked and produce different effects, such as the floor light (Figure 4a).
b) Sorting: To improve problem-solving skills by matching-cum-sorting. Children are asked to

distinguish between toys and other objects, such as a table lamp (Figure 4a, b). Children are asked to
match shapes. These can become sorting puzzles as well.

c) Puzzle: To improve problem-solving skills by matching puzzle pieces to form the full image
according to the sample image (Figure 4c).

c) Filling a Gap/Connecting Pipes (outside the house): This minigame encourages children to explore
which pipe fits where among a series of pipes, similar to a puzzle (Figure 4d).

 Figure 4a. Categorizing puzzle          Figure 4b. Sorting puzzle        Figure 4c. Parts-of-puzzle     Figure 4d. Connecting pipes 

3.2 Development approach, tools and language 

The methodology that is used to develop the game is Extreme Programming (XP). The decision on 
choosing XP methodology over others is because XP is fast-paced, the time frame is short (Kukhnavets, 
2018) and there is only one developer, i.e., the capstone student. The tools used to develop the games 
are Unity, Krita software and a drawing tablet to create custom-made assets. Since Unity is the main 
software to develop the game, the programming language to develop the game is C#. The smartphone 
specification used to test the game before distribute it for user testing are: Device Model: 
POCOPHONE F1, RAM: 6.00GB, CPU: Octa-core Max 2.8GHz, Android Version: 10.  

3.3 Method for sampling data 

To evaluate technology acceptance, a questionnaire is created and distributed to: a) anyone who is/are a 
parent or guardian who have a child(ren) who is/are clinically diagnosed with ASD, and b) anyone who 
may have an understanding or experience meeting with children with ASD. Ten (10) people helped us. 
     There are three multiple choice sections in the questionnaire, in line with Davis’s (1989) Technology 
Acceptance Model, i.e., a) perceived usefulness, b) perceived ease of use and c) intention to use in the 
future. We regard perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use as contributing towards user 
experience and therefore, intention to use in the future. Each question is scored based on a Likert scale 
of 1 to 5 (1 being strongly disagree, 5 strongly agree). Another section is open-ended, requiring 
participants to write their comments based on the questions given.  

4. Results and Discussion

The primary reasons for technology acceptance were: perceived usefulness (good utility usability goal) 
and perceived ease of use (easy to learn, easy to remember how to use). These contributed to meeting 
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enjoyable, helpful user experience goals.  The matching/sorting shapes game/puzzle receive positive 
responses, in terms of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use, but some parents/guardians’ 
score 2 or 3; possibly due to lack of aesthetics. Augmented Reality (AR) may increase engagement.  
     Parents/guardians find the filling-the-gap (connecting pipes) puzzle attractive, pleasant, suitable, 
and easy to understand. Comments given for why they like the games are: “they are fun; suitable for 
beginners; simple to play but must use strategy to win the game; the games make the children think how 
to match correctly; by going outside, kids will be more willing to play and learn; easy to understand; 
encourage children to think more about the solution; and it is simple and easy for them to complete.” 
Further details are presented in Table 3. Scored on a Likert scale of 1 being very disagree and 5 very 
agree, percentages in Table 3 are for Likert Scale scores of 4 and 5.  

Table 3. Parents’/guardians’ post-perceptions towards smartphone use, and video games 

*PU = perceived usefulness, PEU = perceived ease of use

5. Implications to Computational Thinking Education and Games Design

Important design factors are: a) more authentic challenges/environments, where the child(ren) can 
relate and contribute to, b) encourage asset reuse via algorithmic changes and progress to c) less 
structure, afforded by familiar authentic environments. All activities are different forms of puzzles. 
Problem-solving such as categorizing objects, are foundational to pattern recognition and connecting 
pipes, to algorithm design. These games have received positive feedback mainly because of its foci on 
different skillsets, within the same puzzle framework; akin to Spiro, Feltovich, Jacobson, & Coulson’s 
(1991) CFT. In terms of games design, we need to improve on the aesthetics, and add reflection 
questions as closure to each gameplay, similar to many CBR-Learning Sciences research.  

Objective Question 4 5 
Perception towards use of 
smartphones 

I agree that autistic children can use technology such as 
smartphone and computer to learn and have fun 

-16.4% +80.9%

Perception towards video games 
Perception towards video games & 
supervision      

It is okay for autistic children to play educational games as 
long as they are monitored by parents/guardians 

-9.1% +90.9%

Perception towards educational 
video games (virtual substitute) 

Educational video games are able to replace certain aspects of 
going to school physically 

-36.4% +25.5%

Perception towards education and fun (categorizing puzzle) Perception towards education and fun (matching puzzle) 

Likert score 4 5 Likert score 4 5 
PU:  This game teaches my children how to 
distinguish a toy from another object that is 
not a toy. 

20% 60% PU & PEU:   The game Shapes 
teaches my children how to match 
shapes  

0% 90% 

PU: Video games can help autistic children to 
develop better categorizing skills.  

10% 80% PU & PEU:  The game Puzzle 
teaches my children how to 
identify parts of an object and 
match them.  

0% 80% 

PU: Video games can help autistic children to 
develop better matching skills.  

10% 80% I think the children like this game. 20% 70% 

PU: Video games can help autistic children to 
develop better imagination and creating skills. 

20% 80% This game is easy to play. 10% 80% 

PU:  The game can also teach vocabulary 40% 60% Perception towards education and fun (connecting pipes) 

PU:  Video Game can help parents/guardians 
to communicate better with their autistic 
children. 

10% 70% PU & PEU:   The game is 
attractive and pleasant, suitable 
for children. 

30% 60% 

PU:  Video games can help autistic children to 
express their feelings. 

80% PEU: The game is simple and easy 
to understand. 

20% 80% 

PEU:   Easy to understand (easy to learn, easy 
to remember how to use usability goals)  

10% 90% PEU: This game is easy to play. 20% 80% 

PEU:  Easy to use (easy to learn, easy to 
remember how to use usability goals)  

20% 80% PU & PEU:   I think the children 
like this game 

10% 90% 

Will you play this game in the future? 30% 70% Will you recommend to your friends/family? 20% 80% 
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6. Conclusion

The project has achieved the aims of the project, i.e., to develop a fully functional game that is balanced 
in fun and educational elements for children, who are clinically diagnosed with ASD. Respondents are 
positive towards our minigames.  Maybe one day, the autistic children will develop their design skills 
too, in line with IDC.  
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Abstract: In educational research, artificial intelligence (AI) is suitable for many situations, 
such as exploring student learning paths and strategies. However, most of them cannot reduce 
the workload of teachers. In the course, teachers need to spend a lot of effort on setting exams, 
because exams are the most direct way to understand students' learning performance. In this 
research, we use modern artificial intelligence model, BERT and GPT-2 to generate questions 
to reduce the work of teachers frequently setting questions. The type of questions we generate is 
short answer questions. The main reason is that many researches prove that short-answer 
questions can enhance students' long-term memory and improve learning performance. We also 
compare the performance of BERT before and after fine-tuning. The results show that BERT 
can be used for general reading comprehension questions before fine-tuning, but in the field of 
domain knowledge, fine-tune BERT's performance is better. 

Keywords: Automatic Question Generation, BERT, Keyword Extraction, Learning 
Performance 

1. Introduction

The continuous development of computer and information communication technology has led to the 
development of artificial intelligence. With the adoption and use of new technologies in education, 
artificial intelligence has also been widely used in the field of education (Chen, Chen, & Lin, 2020). 
Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) is the most common implementation studied in AIED (du Boulay, 
2016). For example, provide teachers with automatic evaluation of performance, scoring, and provide 
feedback to students to ensure continuous improvement of learning (Sharma, Kawachi, & Bozkurt, 
2019), or intervening with students at risk or providing feedback and instructional content (Tsai & 
Gasevic, 2017). 

In the education field, various benefits can be gained through short-answer test: (1) Let students 
construct knowledge through practice questions, (2) Identify wrong concepts through learner feedback, 
(3) Repeat important concepts to enhance memory, (4) Let the teacher understand the learning situation
of each learner (Kurdi, Leo, Parsia, Sattler, & Al-Emari, 2020). In this paper, we use artificial
intelligence technology to help teachers to reduce the time cost for setting questions. In the past, setting
question was almost an irreplaceable task, because exams and tests are a basic educational evaluation
tool, the purpose is to confirm whether students understand the knowledge of the course contents, but
setting test questions requires the teacher's professionalism and experience. Fortunately, with advances
in the hardware and methods of training neural networks, many neural network models that use
abundant data for training have emerged in recent years, and the accuracy of these models in natural
language processing tasks has also been significantly improved, such as BERT (Bidirectional Encoder
Representations form Transformers) (Devlin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2018), GPT (Generative
Pre-Training) (Radford, Narasimhan, Salimans, & Sutskever, 2018), T5 (Text-to-Text Transfer
Transformer) (Raffel et al., 2019), etc. These are pre-trained models by a large amount of unlabeled
data, so these models have a certain understanding of natural language.

In this paper, we use two powerful pre-trained model BERT and GPT-2 to generate short 
answer question. We apply this automatic question generation system in a college python programming 
course, and use the automatically generated questions as students’ after-class exercises. To make the 
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question generated by the model more in line with the course knowledge, we fine-tune the BERT and 
evaluate. Finally, the research questions of the study are defined as follows: 
•  RQ1: Does BERT need to fine-tune according to domain knowledge? 
•  RQ2: Can the model's performance be improved after fine-tuning? 

 
 
2. Literature Reviews 
 
2.1 Question Generation (QG) 
 
Question generation (QG) is one of the research goals in the field of natural language processing. There 
are three methods for question generation, which are syntax-based, semantics-based and 
template-based. At present, among the methods of question generation, methods based on syntax and 
semantics account for more than 70% of the total. The other methods are limited by sentence patterns 
(Kurdi et al., 2020). Therefore, we only considered syntax-based and semantic-based approaches in this 
study and propose an ensemble method that combines semantic and syntactical approaches to 
automatically generate questions. 

With the development of deep learning, more and more research implement question generation 
by neural network. Du, Shao, and Cardie (2017) introduce an attention-based sequence learning model 
for the QG task, and the question generated by their system are also rated as being more natural and as 
more difficult to answer. In the application of question generation. Krishna and Iyyer (2019) 
implemented a SQUASH (Specificity-controlled Question-Answer Hierarchies) pipeline to generate 
question-answer pairs, they use GPT-2 to convert the input sentence into a question, and BERT is used 
to answer the question generated by GPT-2 as an output answer. Alberti, Andor, Pitler, Devlin, and 
Collins (2019) use BERT to introduce a generating synthetic question answering corpora by combining 
models of question generation and answer extraction. 
 
 
3. Methodology and Experiments 
 
This research proposes a combination of syntax-based and semantic-based Automatic Question 
Generation (AQG) system, using BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) for semantic analysis and Stanford 
CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) for syntax analysis, the construction question by GPT-2 (Radford et 
al., 2018) as Figure 1 shows. We use this automatic question generation system in a python 
programming course. Questions will be generated by Automatic question generation system according 
to the content of the class then teacher can select or revise the questions they want for students’ 
after-class practice. 
 
3.1 Automatic Question Generation 
 
The main purpose of semantic analysis is to allow the machine to understand the content of the teacher’s 
textbook and extract important keywords from the textbook. We use BERT to extract the keywords in 
the textbook. Through unsupervised learning and transfer learning method, using a large amount of 
unlabeled data to train the model, so BERT can quickly understand natural language and semantics, 
without the need for developers to collect a lot of data. 

After keywords extraction, we use syntax analysis to extract the sentences containing 
keywords. In this study, we use Standford CoreNLP, a tool developed by Stanford University to 
preform syntactic analysis, and the results will be parse tree. To find the complete sentence, we use the 
analysis tree to find the sentence that contains the subject, verb, and object as shown in Figure 2. If the 
label under “root” is “S”, it means the input is complete sentence. After syntactic analysis, we get 
several complete sentence containing keywords from course textbook, and these sentences will be the 
answer of the question generated by machine. Finally, we input the complete sentences to GPT-2. The 
main function of GPT-2 is that predicts the next word of the text, and passes the current output back to 
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the input for repeated predictions. Therefore, we use GPT-2 to generate question according to the input 
sentences. Finally, teacher chooses which questions can be used. 
 

 
Figure 1. Question generation process. 

 

 
Figure 2. Parse tree of the complete sentence. 

 
3.2 Fine-Tuning BERT 
 
To enable BERT to automatically mark the keywords of the python programming course textbook, we 
use the “Kaggle-Python Questions from Stack Overflow” data set which contains 607,282 sentences 
and keywords to fine-tune the model. First, we use the BIO format (Ramshaw & Marcus, 1999) to label 
the keywords in the sentence. The label B (beginning) indicates that the letter is the beginning of the 
keyword; the label I (inside) indicates that the letter is part of the keyword; the label O (outside) 
indicates that the letter is not part of keyword. We also use the early stopping mechanism to avoid 
overfitting. Figure 3 shows the training loss and validation loss during we fine-tune the model. We can 
find that the model has the best performance when the Epoch is 3 (Train loss is 0.051, Validation loss is 
0.052), and then the model starts to over-fitting. Figure 4 refers to the accuracy of the model when 
labeling B, I, and O. The model has good performance when Epoch 3 (Accuracy is 0.9778) and Epoch 4 
(Accuracy is 0.978), but because the model will over-fitting after Epoch 3, so we choose epoch 3 model 
to extract keywords from course textbook. 
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Figure 3. Train Loss and Validation Loss during Fine-Tuning. 

 

 
Figure 4. Accuracy during Fine-Tuning. 

 
 
4. Result and Discussion 
 
4.1 Model’s Performance Before and After Fine-Tuning 
 
To evaluate the performance of the model before and after fine-tuning, we use a confusion matrix to 
calculate the accuracy. Accuracy represents the proportion of keywords correctly predicted by the 
model. The closer the accuracy is to 1, the more accurately the model can predict important keywords in 
the text. Conversely, if Accuracy is close to 0, it means that the quality of keywords extracted by the 
model needs to be strengthened. Figure 5 shows the accuracy of the model before and after fine-tuning. 
The average accuracy before fine-tuning is 94%, and accuracy after fine-tuning is 98%. We can find 
that the model has good performance before fine-tuning, we think this is due to the large amount of data 
during pre-training which allows BERT to learn knowledge in different fields. However, after 
fine-tuning through the data set of python knowledge, the model will learn more knowledge about 
python programming, so that the model has better performance. 

We compare the prediction of the model on the validation set before and after fine-tuning. The 
prediction is wrong before the fine-tuning, but correct after the fine-tuning, as shown in Table 1. 
Although the accuracy of the model before fine-tuning is as high as 94%, but we can see the example in 
Table 1. The model does not really find keywords related to python before fine-tuning. After 
fine-tuning, BERT has learned concept about python, so it has better performance. 

Finally, we input the textbook used in the course into the two models, and then compare the 
keywords predicted by the two models and the QA pairs generated by the two models then ask the 
instructor to evaluate whether the fine-tuned model performs better. The result shown in Table 2 and 
Table 3. We can see keywords extracted by two models in Table 2, BERT find better keywords like “if 
condition”, “choices” in the “if…else” textbook. The teacher thinks that the model after fine-tuning can 
extract the keywords that are more in line with the content of the course, which means that the BERT 
can improve the performance of the model after fine-tuning. Table 3 shows the QA pair generated by 
the model based on the “if condition” textbook. Since the keywords found before and after fine-tune are 
different, the generated QA pairs are also different. 
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Figure 5. Model’s Accuracy before and after Fine-Tuning. 

 
Table 1. Wrong prediction before Fine-Tuning, correct after Fine-Tuning (red words mean the 
keywords of the sentences, “X” means that the model did not find the keyword) 

Sentences Prediction before 
fine-tuning 

Prediction after 
fine-tuning 

I writing an app in python for google app engine where 
each user can submit a post and each post has a ranking 
which is determined by its votes and comment count. 

X python、google app 
engine 

I have postgresql db which I am updating with around 
100000 records. 

X postgresql 
 

I am using Popen to call a shell script that is 
continuously writing its stdout and stderr to a log file. 

X Popen 
 

I know how to make question boxes in HTML, but not 
how to get the asked question to print. 

X HTML 

 
Table 2. The keywords of “If Condition” textbook 

Prediction keywords before fine-tuning Prediction keywords after fine-tuning 
Judgment if condition 

Conditional conditional 
Indentation Indentation 

Relation Choices 
 Operand 

 
 Table 3. QA pair of “If Condition” textbook 
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5. Conclusion 
 
Nowadays, the application of AI is ever-changing. This research focuses on natural language 
processing, aiming to realize the application of AI in the educational field, and expects that emerging AI 
technologies can bring benefits to education. This research is based on advanced machine learning 
technology and proposes an automatic question generation system (AQG system). We use BERT to 
extract keywords in the textbook, and use Stanford CoreNLP to filter out the key sentences. Finally, 
GPT-2 generates the questions for teacher to select or revise the questions they want. 

BERT is a general language model that is widely used in various fields. In the experiment, we 
compared the model's performance in predicting keywords before and after fine-tuning. We found that 
after the model was fine-tuned, it can better understand important concepts in the programming 
language field. It can also improve the effectiveness of the model. 
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Content of “if condition” 
textbook 

QA pair generated by 
fine-tuned model 

QA pair generated by 
non-fine-tuned model 

The if…elif…else statement is used 
in Python for decision making. 
Here, the program evaluates the test 
expression and will execute 
statement(s) only if the test 
expression is True. 
 
If the test expression is False, the 
statement(s) is not executed. 
 
In Python, the body of the if 
statement is indicated by the 
indentation. The body starts with an 
indentation and the first unindented 
line marks the end. 
 
Python interprets non-zero values 
as True. None and 0 are interpreted 
as False. 
 
The if…else statement evaluates 
test expression and will execute the 
body of if only when the test 
condition is True.  

Q:  What language does 
the body of the if 
statement come from? 

A:  Python 

Q: What happens if the test 
expression is False? 

A:   If the test expression is 
False, the statement is 
not executed 

Q:  What happens when 
the else statement 
evaluates? 

A:  else statement 
evaluates test 
expression and will 
execute the body of if 
only when the test 
condition is True 

Q:  What happens when 
the program evaluates 
the test expression? 

A:  Here, the program 
evaluates the test 
expression and will 
execute statement only 
if the test expression is 
True 

Q: What is the body of if? 
A:  In Python, the body of 

the if statement is 
indicated by the 
indentation 

Q: What is the body of if? 
A:  In Python, the body of 

the if statement is 
indicated by the 
indentation 

Q:  What does False 
mean? 

A:  None and 0 are 
interpreted as False 
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Abstract: In the field of education, the use of big data to improve students’ learning 
performance has been a very popular topic recently. The attention of students in the curriculum 
is obviously a key factor affecting learning performance. In past studies, the attention of 
students is often measured through questionnaires. The results obtained through the 
questionnaire are not objective enough, and there are problems of those who feeling good or 
lack of confidence. Therefore, the measurement of attention was gradually changed to a 
hardware method, such as brain waves or heart rhythm, etc. Although, the hardware 
measurement method is more accurate, the cost of the equipment greatly increased, and 
allowing students to wear these hardware devices may cause the students to perform 
measurements in an unnatural learning environment. As a result, this study attempts to use a 
software method to measure and analyzes students’ attention in class through e-book reading 
log, and to explore whether attention can be used as an important indicator of predicting 
learning performance, and design a set of training to improve student’s attention. The research 
results show that both the e-book reading log and the student’s question-posing score can be 
used to measure attention, and student’s attention in class is a key factor affecting their learning 
performance, that is students with high attention tend to achieve better learning performance. 

Keywords: Attention, learning performance, question-posing, linear regression 

1. Introduction

In the recent educational environment, analyzing the learning status of students through big data has 
become a very popular topic in the field of learning analysis, and the engagement of students in class 
has been proven to effectively improve their learning performance (Park, Denaro, Rodriguez, Smyth, & 
Warschauer, 2017). Attention, which means the degree of students are focused in class, is also an 
important indicator of course participation. Therefore, measuring students’ attention in class has 
become an important task. In the past research, the measurement of attention was mostly carried out by 
questionnaires or hardware methods. The questionnaire measurement method cannot objectively 
measure the abilities of each student, and the reasons may include feeling good about themselves or 
insufficient confidence. The hardware method has disadvantages such as high cost or putting students in 
an unnatural learning environment. As the result, the development of a new attention measurement 
method is the goal of this research. 

This paper focuses on measuring students’ attention in class through students reading logs on 
e-books, and then analyzes whether the attention of students is an important factor affecting learning
performance. Therefore, the research questions discussed in this study include the following three:

RQ 1: Does students’ attention in class affect their learning performance? 
RQ 2: Can students’ attention be measured from the e-book reading log? 
RQ 3: Can students' attention be used for predicting their learning performance? 

2. Literature Review

2.1 BookRoll 
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BookRoll is an online e-book learning platform developed by Ogata et al. (2015, January) in Kyoto 
University. BookRoll’s functions provided for reading behavior include next page (Next), previous 
page (Previous), Jump page (Jump), add/delete Bookmark, add/delete Marker , Add/delete Memo, 
search keywords (Search) and other operations, and record the open and close file operations of the 
e-book. 
 
2.2  Learning Attention 
 
Learning attention represents the learner’s ability to concentrate on the class or something. This 
indicator plays a very important role in class learning. When students are not focused for a long time, it 
will lead to a significant decline in learning efficiency. This also shows that attention will affect the 
overall learning performance of students (Chiang, Hsiao, & Liu, 2018). 

In the past, many studies have explored how to measure learning attention. The early stages of 
attention was mainly through questionnaires, (Lee & Kim, 2011), however, there are many problems 
with questionnaires, such as the measurement results are too subjective. Recently, the attention 
measurement method has gradually changed from questionnaires to hardware device measurements 
(Cheng et al., 2015; Siennicka et al., 2019). Physiological signals such as heart rate or brain waves have 
been proven to be key feature for measuring attention, and the result obtained by hardware 
measurement are more accurate. However, using hardware to measure attention still has disadvantages, 
such as the cost of physiological signals equipment is too high, and whether students wear these 
equipment will make students study in an unnatural environment is still a big doubt. 

 
2.3 Factors Affecting Learning Performance 
  
In recent years of education-related research, most researchers are dedicated to finding the key factors 
that affect learning effectiveness (Lu, Huang, Huang, & Yang, 2017). Most early studies predicting 
learning performance are based on students’ quiz scores and homework scores, but these characteristics 
must be accumulated for several weeks to get the data, so early prediction cannot be achieved. However, 
if the students’ participation, attention, or reading log and other learning behavior-related 
characteristics can be used, we can get data in the first few weeks before class to start forecasting. 
Therefore, we believe that reading behaviors such as attention are more suitable for predicting learning 
outcomes. In third research question, this research will also explore whether attention can be used as a 
key factor in predicting learning outcomes. 
  
 
3. Methodologies 
 
3.1 Participants 
 
The target course of this research experiment is the Python programming course in the second semester 
of the 2020 academic year of university in northern Taiwan. This course has 3 hours of class per week, 
the experiment lasts for 8 weeks, and there are 62 participants. This course provides students with 
BookRoll system, which students can read the contents of the teaching materials on the e-books. 
Students’ reading records on the system and the time of each action will be recorded in the database. 
 
3.2 Learning Attention Measurement 

 
3.2.1 Page Synchronization Ratio 
 
This study tracks the learning process of the students in e-book, and uses the learning log data to 
calculate students’ attention in class. Therefore, we only use the data in the three hours of class time per 
week to calculate student's attention. The measurement method of attention is the percentage of the time 
that students successfully follow the teacher’s e-book pages in class. The number of pages that fail to 
keep up with the teacher at all is counted as 0 points, and the number of pages that follow the teacher all 
the time is counted as 100 points. We call this method "page synchronization ratio". This method was 
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proposed by past researchers (Abe, Tanaka, & Matsumoto, 2020). It was mainly used to measure the 
learning attitude of students in class. If the page turning of a students' is not synchronized with the 
teacher, it will be considered that the student is not attending class or doing non-class-related activities. 
We think this method is novel and suitable to measure learning attention in this research. In order to test 
the accuracy of this method, this study used the attention questionnaire proposed by previous 
researchers to measure the attention of students (Yang, Li, & Lu, 2015), and analyze the correlation 
coefficient between the results of the questionnaire and the attention of students calculated on the 
system. Check whether the results calculated by log data are highly correlated with the results of the 
attention questionnaire to confirm that the log data attention calculation method is reliable. 
 
3.2.2 Question-posing Quality 
 
In the experimental course of this study, the teaching form was mainly focus on e-book teaching in the 
early stage, but it transformed from e-book teaching to programming practice in the middle of the 
course. Teachers only spend little amount of time on e-book while teaching, therefore, page 
synchronization ratio method is no longer suitable to calculate student's attention under programming 
practice teaching form. As the result, we must use other methods to measure student's attention. Past 
research mentioned that students’ question-posing in class are closely related to their attention. For 
example, students’ proactively raise questions may make them more integrated into the curriculum, and 
ultimately enhance students' engagement and attention in the classroom (Almeida, 2012). Therefore, we 
began to introduce question-posing activities from Chapter 3(C3). The teacher asked students to raise 
questions about this chapter at the end of each chapter. We would score students’ questions according to 
the question classification framework proposed by past researchers (Dori & Herscovitz, 1999). This 
question-posing framework contain three rating categories, namely Orientation, Relation, Complexity. 
Each question will get a score of 1 to 3 points in three different categories, of which the score 3 is the 
highest level. The average of the scores obtained by the three categories is score of the question. Finally, 
we will verify whether the attention can be measured by Question-posing Quality through the attention 
questionnaire. 
 
3.3 Learning Attention Prediction 
 
The method of prediction in this study is Linear regression, this method is mainly used to explore the 
linear relationship between the independent variable (x) and the dependent variable (y), and through the 
establishment of a linear model, it is possible to predict or infer the effect of dependent variable. This 
study wants to explore whether attention can be used as an important factor for predicting learning 
effectiveness. Therefore, we regard attention as an independent variable (x) and learning effectiveness 
as a dependent variable (y). If the F-value of the model is significantly predictive, it means that the 
degree of attention can predict the effectiveness of learning, and there is a linear relationship between 
the two, which also shows that the degree of attention of students is an important key factor affecting the 
effectiveness of learning. 
 
 
4. Results and Discussion 

 
4.1 RQ1: Does students’ attention in class affect their learning performance? 
 
Table 1. Linear Regression of Questionnaire and Quiz score 

 β value 
Independent variables Quiz 1 score 
Constant 56.570*** 
Questionnaire score 6.697* 
F 5.419* 
R2 .101 
Adjusted R2 .083 
Durbin–Watson .200 
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In order to find out if the learning attention of student in class affect their learning performance, we use 
linear regression model to analyze. The independent variable is score of attention questionnaire take in 
the first week of class, and the dependent variable is the score of Quiz 1, which the scope includes 
Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. According to Table 1, it can be known that the F statistical value is significant, 
which means the regression model has predictive ability, and the constant and questionnaire score are 
both significant. This also shows that attention is indeed an important factor affecting the effectiveness 
of learning and can be used to understand the learning status of students. 
 
4.2 RQ2: Can students’ attention be measured from the e-book reading log? 
 
The following steps are the process how we implement "Page Synchronization Ratio". First, we fetch 
the log data during the class period from database. Next, we divide each user's data according to four 
actions, namely Open, Next Page, Previous Page, Close. Then, we can construct each student’s e-book 
reading history which contain the page number they stay during class every minute. From the example 
shown in Figure 1, we can know that teacher stay in page 1 from 09:25 to 09:28, so we label every 
minute between 09:25 to 09:28 as 1, and so on. Finally, we use teacher and student e-book reading 
history to calculate page synchronization ratio. 
 

 
Figure 1. Example of fetching log data from database. 

 
In response to the second research question, this research uses the attention measurement method 

mentioned in section 3.2.1 to measure the attention of students in the first chapter of the e-book, and 
conducts the Person correlation analysis with the results of the attention questionnaire. The results are 
shown in Table 2. As shown, by measuring the percentage of time that students have successfully 
followed the teacher's current page number in the first class of the semester, it is significantly correlated 
with the results of the student's attention questionnaire, indicating that this method can measure the 
attention of students. 
 
Table 2. Correlation between Attention (Page Synchronization Ratio) and Questionnaire 

  
Through the correlation analysis results shown in Table 2, it can be observed that the student’s 

page synchronization ratio score in the previous few weeks is significantly correlated with the Pearson 
correlation coefficient of the attention questionnaire score. This means that the page synchronization 
ratio attention measurement method we proposed can indeed measure the student's learning attention in 
class, and it means that the higher the ratio of synchronization with the teacher's page, the higher the 
attention of students. 

Chapter Students Attention score SD Pearson’s r 
C1_1_Python intro 56 45.54 24.48 0.349** 

C1_2_Variable 56 49.32 23.62 0.434*** 
C1_3_In/Output 56 37.93 22.41 0.410*** 

C1 total 56 44.26 20.44 0.460*** 
C2 total 44 23.66 13.01 0.352* 
C3 total 47 12.92 11.95 0.252 
C4 total 47 11.22 12.48 0.288* 
C5 total 47 14.14 14.54 0.301* 
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Although the proportion of students’ page synchronization at the beginning of the course is 
significantly related to the attention questionnaire, it can be found that the attention of students 
gradually decreases from C2. This situation is caused by the change of the teacher’s teaching method. 
At the beginning of the course, C1 was taught through e-books, but after entering the C2, some 
activities such as program implementation are gradually added, resulting in the proportion of students 
using e-books reduce. Therefore, in the course after C3, we use the Question-posing Quality method 
mentioned in Section 3.3.2 to try to measure the attention of students, and do a correlation analysis with 
the questionnaire. The results are shown in Table 3. The quality of questioning is indeed significantly 
correlated with the degree of attention, which shows that students' participation in questioning in class 
can also be used as an indicator to measure the degree of student’s learning attention. 
 
Table 3. Correlation between Attention (Question-posing Quality) and Questionnaire 

 
4.3 RQ3: Can students' attention be used for predicting their learning performance? 
 
In order to explore the third research question, this study uses linear regression. A total of two quizzes 
were conducted in the course. We extract the scores of each chapter from the two quizzes, so there is a 
corresponding score in each chapter. The independent variable is the attention of each chapter of the 
student, and the dependent variable is the quiz score of the corresponding chapter. The attention in the 
first two chapters is measured by using the page synchronization ratio of students in class, and the 
results after linear regression are shown in Table 4. 
 
Table 4. Linear regression of learning Attention (Page Synchronization Ratio) and Quiz score  

 β value 
Independent variables C1 Quiz score C2 Quiz score 
Constant 62.924*** 72.347*** 
Attention (page synchronization ratio) .320*** .398* 
F 12.620*** 5.613* 
R2 .219 .118 
Adjusted R2 .202 .097 
Durbin–Watson 2.003 2.435 
 

According to Table 4, it can be known that the F statistical value is significant, which means 
that the regression model has predictive ability, and the constant and attention are both significant. 
Although the C1 model has good predictive ability, its R2 does not reach the generally expected 0.5, 
which means that the model's ability to explain the amount of variation is not excellent. 
 
Table 5. Linear regression of learning Attention (Question-posing Quality) and Quiz score  

 β value 
Independent variables C3 Quiz score C4 Quiz score C5 Quiz score 
Constant 65.255*** 61.771*** 49.227*** 
Attention (Question-posing Quality) 9.381* 13.509*** 15.455*** 
F 5.983* 55.613*** 43.800*** 
R2 .146 .588 .535 
Adjusted R2 .122 .577 .523 
Durbin–Watson 2.148 2.031 1.798 
 

Then we use another focus measurement method of C3, C4, C5 chapters and the quiz scores of the 
corresponding chapters to perform a linear regression modeling. The results are shown in Table 5. The F 
statistic value of this modeling is as high as 55.61, and the p value is less than 0.001, which means that 

Chapter Students Attention score SD Pearson’s r 
C3 total 39 2.13 0.732 0.346* 
C4 total 41 2.32 0.722 0.489** 
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the regression model has better predictive ability. Among them, the R2 determination coefficients of the 
two chapters C4 and C5 are also higher than 0.5, indicating that the model has good explanatory power. 
It can be seen that the student's question score can be more accurate to predict the student's learning 
performance, and students who ask higher-level questions often have better results. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
After eight weeks of data collection and analysis, we found that the reading log of students in e-books 
can measure students' attention in class, but this method is limited to teachers who use e-books for 
teaching almost the entire class. In addition, we also found that students’ question-posing score and 
quality of questions in class are significantly related to their attention. In order to further explore how 
students’ attention in learning affects learning effectiveness, we conduct a linear regression analysis of 
learning attention and learning performance. The research results show that whether it is the attention 
measured by the proportion of page synchronization used in the first two chapters or the attention 
measured by the question quality in the last three chapters, they are both significantly correlated with 
students’ learning performance and have significant predictive properties. Through regression 
modeling results, it can be known that attention can be used as an important factor in predicting learning 
performance. This also shows that the higher the attention, the better the learning performance, and the 
attention can indeed predict the learning performance. 
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Abstract: During the process of learning, students face challenging quizzes that require 
various knowledge and skills, which results in stuck points. Identifying concepts that cause 
these stuck points can help identify potential areas of remedial study to overcome the students' 
difficulties. To achieve the goal of generating a model to identify students’ stuck points in a 
mathematics quiz, we attempted to discover highly influential features using self-
explanations and pen stroke data collected from a digital reading system named BookRoll. 
Firstly, we created rubrics as a gold standard of stuck points, and attempted to estimate 
students' correctness of each rubric step based on their self-explanations. Next, we extracted 
features by processing the behavioral data including the pen stroke data associated with the 
self-explanations. Finally, we divided the data into two groups based on the rubric step 
correctness, and performed statistical analysis and logistic regression analysis on the 
extracted features. The results showed that rubric based self-explanation scores significantly 
differed between the groups, and also the behavioral data such as “operation time” and 
“operation order” had impacts on identifying the students' stuck points. Future research topics 
include increasing the number of samples for the quiz and developing a model that can 
identify the stuck points automatically from a predefined knowledge structure. 

Keywords: Stuck point, self-explanation, automated self-explanation scoring, mathematics 
education, pen stroke data 

1. Introduction

Recently, the use of digital learning environments are providing increasing insight into learning 
behavior through the collection of system interaction data. This has led to new fields of research, such 
as educational data mining and learning analytics.  

Meanwhile, self-explanation has been widely recognized for its learning effects for a long time 
(Bisra, et al. 2018). It is a good indicator of the students’ understanding towards solving a quiz because 
there are cognitive factors behind explanation (Lombrozo, 2006). Self-explanation is defined as 
explaining concepts, procedures, and solutions in order to deepen understanding of material and to make 
sense of relatively new information (Chi and de Leeuw, 1994; Rittle-Johnson, 2006). 

However, few research has been conducted on the use of self-explanations in learning analytics 
to identify stuck points, to examine intervention methods, and to use them to recommend quizzes.  
Students who can well explain their solving processes possibly have clear solution strategies and good 
understanding of necessary knowledge and skills to solve the quiz. On the other hand, students who 
cannot explain how they solved the quiz may be stuck in some solving steps. If a system can 
automatically identify a student's stuck points, the teacher can not only learn about the student's level 
of understanding, but the system can also support the student to overcome his or her difficulties. In this 
study, we investigate influential features relating to students’ stuck points by utilizing two types of data 
collected from a digital learning system: a) the self-explanations generated when the students are 
reviewing their answers, and b) the pen stroke data generated when the students are answering the quiz. 
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2. Related Work 
 

2.1 Self-Explanation and Handwriting Input Analysis in Mathematics Education 
 

Self-explanations and handwriting logs were utilized in a lot of research in mathematics education. 
Hodds, Alcock and Inglis (2014) found students who received the training generated higher quality 
explanations and performed better on a comprehension test in math quizzes. Renkl (1997) stated in 
mathematics quizzes solving, more successful learners tended to self-explain by predicting the next 
steps and identifying the overall goal structure and its subgoal objectives. 

On the other hand, handwriting data analytics has been studied for detecting answer stuck points 
(Iiyama et al., 2017). Kishi and Miura (2018) developed a system to detect a learner’s weak points using 
time intervals of pen stroke data in a mathematics quiz, and Ochoa et al. (2013) could discriminate 
between experts and non-experts in groups of students solving mathematical problems with multi-modal 
learning analytics including pen stroke data. 

To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to combine self-explanations and pen stroke 
data in identifying stuck points, where the pen stroke data provides temporal and spatial hints on 
“where” the students were stuck and self-explanations help to infer specifically “what” knowledge the 
students were stuck on. 

 
2.2 Automated Scoring of Self-Explanation 

 
McNamara, Levinstein and Boonthum (2004), created an interactive tutoring system called iSTART to 
support the development of self-explanation skills in reading comprehension. The system guides 
learners through the exercise to support active reading and thinking by providing automatic evaluation 
and scoring of self-explanations and appropriate scaffolding. Natural language processing techniques, 
such as: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) Analysis topic modeling, was applied to extract the 
characteristics of student self-explanation artifacts and their similarity with reading materials are used 
to analyze the self-explanations for automatic scoring. This system was modeled on an effective human-
delivered intervention called self-explanation reading training (SERT).  

Prior research has discussed methods for scoring self-explanations, but there has been little 
research on using scored self-explanations to identify stuck points, and there has been little research 
combining self-explanations and handwriting data. The purpose of this study is to examine how to score 
self-explanations and process pen stroke data on answers to secondary school mathematics quizzes to 
identify a student's possible quiz concepts or misconceptions that led to stuck points. 
 
 
3. Method 

 
3.1 Data Collection 

 
We collected the data over the period of May 14-23, 2021 using the LEAF platform (Flanagan and 
Ogata, 2018), which consists of a digital reading system named BookRoll, and a learning analytics tool 
LAViEW where students and teachers can monitor and reflect on their learning. The platform was 
deployed in a Japanese secondary school and has been in use for several years. Firstly,  students were 
asked to view the quiz and write down their answers using a stylus and tablet computer with the 
handwriting input in BookRoll as shown in Figure 1. BookRoll captures the handwriting data as a series 
of vectors representing the coordinates and velocity of pen strokes, which allows realistic playback of 
the handwritten answers and fine-grained analysis of the students’ answering process. Preliminary 
analysis of such data has been examined by Yoshitake, Flanagan, and Ogata (2020) to support group 
learning. Secondly, when the students had finished answering the quiz, they were asked to review their 
handwritten answers in LAViEW, and input explanations of how they solved the quiz. As illustrated in 
Figure 2, the students input a sentence of explanation everytime they think they have completed some 
step in their answers during the playback. Therefore, the self-explanations are temporally associated 
with the pen stroke data. In this study, we selected one quiz for detailed analysis which has 217 self-
explanation sentences generated by 35 students. 
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Figure 1. BookRoll user interface: handwritten answer (left), quiz and quiz answer report (right). 

 

 
Figure 2. Handwritten answer playback and self-explanation input. 

 
3.2 Evaluation Design Based on Rubrics 

 
Identifying stuck points in the answering process is very ambiguous, and sometimes difficult to evaluate 
even for teachers. In this study, we attempted to construct an objective and easy-to-understand 
evaluation system by rubrics. A rubric is an assessment tool which describes varying levels of quality  
of complex student reasoning, performances, or products from excellent to poor for a specific 
assignment (Andrade, 2000; Arter and Chappuis, 2007). It also provides valuable information about the 
subject matter that students are trying to understand and clarify what the learning objectives are. In this 
study, we applied rubrics using them as a tool to itemize the knowledge required to solve a mathematical 
quiz, and to visualize students' answering process and difficulties. 

Two of the authors created the rubric based on the textbook and the formulas needed to solve 
the quiz with the following purpose and process. Firstly, the units that make up the quiz were clarified. 
As shown in Table 2, by breaking down the quiz into units, the rubric aimed to clearly separate the areas 
where students were doing well from those where they were not. Also, we tried to make human 
judgments visible in an objective way with the rubric.  Secondly, labels which indicate the correctness 
for each rubric number for each student were created by two of the authors with the aim of using them 
as objective variables. Cohen's Kappa (Cohen, 1960) was used to determine the inter-rater reliability 
between the two authors,  and indicates a high degree of agreement with a Kappa of 0.882. The 
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difference of labels was solved by the discussion between the authors. Lastly, sample self-explanation 
sentences were created to check whether students' self-explanation sentences covered all the necessary 
elements for solving quizzes. The details of this scoring process will be discussed in Section 3.3. 

Table 1 shows the rubric definitions, labels, and sample sentences of self-explanations that were 
created to match the five rubric numbers. Table 2 shows the rubric for the quiz, which consists of five 
steps.  
 

Table 1. Definitions of evaluation tools 

Name Definitions 
Rubric Can-do descriptors that clearly describe all the essential elements 

of the quiz and are used to create labels and sample self-
explanations for scoring. Ordinal Scale (1-5). 

Labels Labels consist of true or false for each of the rubrics 5 steps, 
subsequently referred to as "correct step" or "incorrect step" 
answers. In particular, "Incorrect Step" signifies the point at which 
the student got stuck. 

Sample Sentences of 
self-explanations 

Model answers of self-explanations prepared according to the 5-
step rubric number. 

 

 Table 2.  Rubrics and sample sentences of self-explanation. 

Number Rubric Sample Sentences of Self-explanations 
Step 1 Be able to find the equation of a linear 

function from two points. 
Substituting the y-coordinate of p into the 
equation of the line AC. 

Step 2 Be able to find the equation of the line 
that bisects the area of a triangle. 

Find the area of triangle ABC, and then 
find the area of triangle OPC. 

Step 3 Be able to represent a point on a straight 
line using letters (P-coordinates). 

With the line OC as the base, find the y-
coordinate of p, which is the height. p's 
coordinate is (t,-1/2t+4). 

Step 4 Be able to represent a point on a straight 
line using letters (Q-coordinate). 

Since the coordinates of P are (3,5/2), the 
line OP is y=5/6 and the coordinates of Q 
are placed as (t,5/6). 

Step 5 Be able to formulate an equation for area 
based on relationships among figures. 

Finally, the area of △QAC was found 
from the areas of △AQO and △OQC, and 
the coordinates of Q were found. 

 
3.3 Rubric Based Self-Explanation Scoring 

 
Explanations are accompanied by a sense of understanding(Lombrozo, 2006), and we assumed self-
explanation would be a good indicator of the student’s knowledge on solving the quiz. If the student 
wrote poor self-explanations of a rubric step, it is highly possible that he or she got stuck at this step. 
Therefore, the quality of self-explanations can help identify the stuck points. To estimate the quality of 
self-explanations for each rubric step, we adopted natural language processing methods to calculate the 
similarities between the self-explanation sentences and the sample sentences of the rubric steps. The 
higher similarity with the sample sentence, the better the quality of the self-explanations. 
 There exist various language models to represent text, ranging from bag-of-words such as TF-
IDF (Salton and Buckley, 1988) to word-embedding such as bidirectional encoder representations from 
transformers (BERT; Devlin et al., 2018). In this study, we adopted Sentence BERT (SBERT; Reimers 
and Gurevych, 2019) and BERT Japanese pre-trained model (Suzuki, 2019) to represent the sentences 
for the following reasons. Firstly, BERT is a deep learning model developed on top of the transformer 
architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017), which outperforms almost all existing models in the field of natural 
language processing on various tasks (Devlin et al., 2018). It has also been widely used in the field of 
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educational technology (Yang et al., 2021).  SBERT fine-tunes BERT in a siamese/triplet network 
architecture, and it has achieved a significant improvement over state-of-the-art sentence embedding 
methods (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019).  Secondly, since students are not well trained in writing self-
explanations, it was assumed that there would be no uniformity in the description, expression, and 
content of them. So the scoring system needed to be flexible enough to evaluate them from different 
angles. One of the advantages of using the BERT model is its versatility. It can be applied to a variety 
of tasks without having to change the structure of the model, which we thought was appropriate for this 
research. 

Figure 3 shows an overview of the rubric based self-explanation scoring process. Firstly, both 
sample sentences and student self-explanations were vectorized with BERT. Secondly, we calculated 
the cosine similarity between them to match the rubric steps and the student explanations. Finally, the 
weighted average of the two sentences’ similarity was calculated as the score corresponding to the 
rubric. Through these processes, self-explanation scores were created for each rubric, which means each 
student has 5 scores based on each rubric step. They were used for later analysis and model generation. 

When scoring the self-explanations, we observed that a self-explanation sentence did not 
correspond to one specific rubric step defined by the authors. For example, one student wrote four self-
explanation sentences, which contained enough knowledge to complete the quiz. Another student wrote 
ten sentences, but some of the steps were missing and the final answer was wrong. To solve this problem, 
for each rubric step, we selected two self-explanation sentences with the highest similarity scores as the 
representative sentences and calculated the weighted average. By calculating a weighted average score 
from the two sentences, it was possible to score the self-explanations based on whether it meets the 
required knowledge units, without being limited by the length or quantity of the sentences. The two 
selected representative self-explanation sentences were further used to extract other features, which will 
be explained in the next section. 

 

 
Figure 3. An overview of the rubric based self-explanation scoring process. 
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3.4 Preprocessing of Pen Stroke Data and Feature Extraction 
 

We initially assumed that Self-explanations would be a good indicator of the students’ understanding 
of what was required to solve a quiz, however, some unexpected cases were found. For example, there 
were students who were very good at solving quizzes, but very bad at writing explanations. In other 
cases, some students were good at solving quizzes and perfect at writing their self-explanations, but 
they made careless mistakes in some parts. This indicates that self-explanations can help identify stuck 
points, but self-explanations alone cannot fully identify stuck points. Therefore, we attempted to create 
additional features by combining the learning behavior logs including pen stroke data with the self-
explanations. 

16,202 learning logs of 35 students were collected for the quiz from the learning analytics tool 
LAViEW, and the frequency of each learning behavior is shown in Table 3. Note that “ADD 
Handwriting”, “UNDO Handwriting”, and “REDO Handwriting” are deemed as pen stroke data. 
 
Table 3. Frequencies of learning behavior in LAViEW 

Learning Behavior 
Type 

Learning Behavior Frequency  

Handwriting 
 
 
Memo 

          ADD Handwriting 
UNDO Handwriting 
REDO Handwriting 
ADD MEMO 
DELETE MEMO 
CHANGE MEMO 

                       15,216 
233 

                3 
41 
14 
16 

 
Firstly, we processed the behavioral data into longitudinal series data associated with each 

student's self-explanations. We thought it would be easier to follow the considering process of the 
students if we processed them according to the self-explanations. Secondly, we excluded the data with 
low frequencies and high correlations between features. Lastly, we normalized the values into the range 
of [0,1] for further analysis. Description of the data is given in Table 4. 
 
Table 4. Description of features for analysis 

 Feature Name Description  
Self-explanation score The similarity score estimated in Section 3.3, which corresponds to the 

5-step rubric number. 
Self-explanation length The weighted average number of characters of two representative self-

explanation sentences. 
Rubric step number 
Operation time 

Rubric step number(Ordinal Scale; 1-5). 
The weighted average of operation time associated with self-
explanation sentences. 

Operation order The weighted average of operation orders associated with a self-
explanation sentence. 

Handwriting Frequency The weighted average of frequency of ADD Handwriting associated 
with self-explanation sentences. 

Add Memo Frequency The weighted average of frequency of Typed Memo associated with  
self-explanation sentences. 
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3.5 Results of Rubric Based Self-Explanations Score and Related Features  
 
To investigate the correlations between the features and the objective variable, which is the correctness 
of the rubrics, we conducted Welch’s t-test and Spearman correlation analysis on the feature values 
between the groups with different rubric correctness. Since we collected the data from 35 students and 
we defined 5 rubric steps, there were 175 samples of data in total. For each sample of the data, we had 
7 feature values and one label indicating the correctness of the rubric. The data was divided into two 
groups, Correct Step (n=144) and Incorrect Step (n=31) based on the label values. Since this study had 
data on correct and incorrect answers to the quiz itself, this method of analysis was employed to identify 
the stuck points. 

Table 5 shows the result of Welch’s t-test, which was employed under the condition that the 
same variance was not assumed for the two groups. Figures 4 and 5 show the visualized result of rubric 
based self-explanation score between groups. Table 6 shows the results of the Spearman correlation 
analysis. 
 
Table 5.  Statistics of rubric based features divided by rubric step correctness. 

 Correct Step 
(n=144) 

Incorrect Step 
(n=31) 

Welch's t-test 

M   SD                 M   SD           DF       t 
Self-explanation score 0.630 0.157 0.490 0.213  37.37   3.4761*** 
Self-explanation length 0.292 0.213 0.236 0.174      51.22   1.576 
Rubric step number 0.464 0.343 0.669 0.362 42.45   -2.900*** 
Operation time 0.020 0.086 0.050 0.178 33.10   -0.945  
Operation order 0.396 0.193 0.569 0.331 34.49   -2.812*** 
Handwriting Frequency 0.142 0.151 0.156 0.170 40.85   -0.420  
Add Memo Frequency 0.104 0.220 0.242 0.285 38.08   -2.534**  

    Note. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05 
 

 
 

Figure5. Box plot of the rubric step correctness 
and the self-explanation score.

Figure 4. Scatter plot of the rubric step correctness and the self-explanation score. 
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Table 6. Correlations between rubric step correctness and rubric based features. 

 Step 
Correct- 

ness  

Self- 
explanation 

score 

Self- 
explanation 

length 

Rubric 
step 

number 

Operation 
time 

Operation 
order 

Hand- 
writing 

Frequency 

Add 
Memo 
Frequency 

Rubric step 
correctness 

- 0.31*** 0.1 -0.22 
*** 

-0.11 -0.29*** -0.03 -0.22 
*** 

Self-explanation 
score 

 - 0.21*** 0.09 0.08 -0.26*** -0.0 -0.25 
*** 

Self-explanation 
length 

  - 0.01 0.02 0.13* -0.1 -0.11 

Rubric step 
number 

   - 0.04 0.1 0.02 0.14* 

Operation time     - -0.06 0.02 0.01 
Operation order      - -0.13* 0.17** 
Handwriting 
Frequency 

      - 0.49*** 

Add Memo 
Frequency 

       - 

Note. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1 
     
3.6 Logistic Regression Analysis 

 
We further applied logistic regression to explore the influential features relating to the rubric correctness. 
The multivariate logistic regression model was performed with adjustments for selected features as 
listed in Table 7, and contains both the adjusted OR(P=.005), and the Akaike Information Criterion 
(AIC) which was 139.82. 
 
Table 7. The results of logistic regression analysis. 

  Estimate Std.Error  z value Pr(>|z|)  OR OR95%CI 

(Intercept) 1.3705 1.0799 1.2691 0.2044 3.9373 0.4742 32.6901 

Self-explanation Score 4.2371 1.5314 2.7668 0.0057*** 69.2069  3.4401 1392.2938 

Self-explanation length 1.4785 1.3140 1.1252 0.2605 4.3866 0.3339 57.6262 

Rubric step number -2.0821 0.6970 -2.9873 0.0028*** 0.1247 0.0318 0.4887 

Operation time -3.1635 1.7474 -1.8104 0.0702* 0.0423 0.0014 1.2988 

Operation order -2.5505 1.0358 -2.4623 0.0138** 0.0780 0.0102 0.5944 

Handwriting Frequency -0.0781 1.5802 -0.0494 0.9606 0.9249 0.0418 20.4746 

Add Memo Frequency -0.7704 1.1034 -0.6982 0.4851 0.4628 0.0532 4.0243 

Note. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1 
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4. Discussion 
 
From Table 5, we observed a significant difference between the mean values of self-explanation score 
for the groups of Correct Step (0.630) and Incorrect Step (0.490). Therefore, we assume that self-
explanations can be a useful indicator to show students’ understanding towards the necessary 
knowledge in solving a quiz. Besides, from table 6, the order of operations and the number of steps 
were negatively related to the rubric step correctness, which implies that students are prone to get stuck 
during the later process of answering a quiz. This is understandable since mathematics quizzes get 
harder in later steps as the required knowledge that needs to be applied is compounded. 

Table 7 shows the result of a logistic regression model with  the adjusted odds ratio (OR) and 
95% confidence interval (CI). There were significant differences in self-explanation score (OR = 
69.2069, p < 0.01), rubric step number (OR = 0.1247, p < 0.01), operation time (OR = 0.0423, p < 0.1),  
and operation order(OR = 0.0138, p < 0.05). In the effect size statistics, among the four features that 
affected the objective variable, the self-explanation score was the most influential feature. However, 
the confidence interval(95%) is very large, suggesting that it is not yet suitable for predicting the rubric 
step correctness. The main reason lies in the small sample size of self-explanations, which is sensitive 
to calculation errors. Enlarging the sample size is necessary to show the robustness of the model. 

On the other hand, "rubric step number," "operation time," and "operation order" all had a 
negative impact on the objective variable. As mentioned earlier, the later the rubric occurs in the quiz 
the more likely mistakes will be made as the required knowledge is compounded, and this will increase 
depending on the difficulty level as the quizzes are often longer. These interpretable results can be used 
to improve for future studies. 

 
 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 
 

In this study, we attempted to create and discover highly influential features to generate a model to 
identify students’ stuck points in a mathematics quiz using self-explanations and learning behavioral 
data including pen stroke data. Firstly, we created rubrics as a gold standard of stuck points, and 
attempted to score the self-explanations based on rubric step numbers using the Japanese Sentence Bert 
pre-trained word-embedding model. Next, the behavioral data was processed according to self-
explanation sentences to generate a model for predicting students’ stuck points. The results showed that 
rubric based self-explanation scores significantly differed between groups with different rubric step 
correctness, and the effect size was large, however the Confidence Ratio (95%) was quite large which 
indicates the need for further analysis and research on a larger dataset. We also found that "rubric step 
number", "operation time", and "operation order" all had a negative effect on the objective variable  as 
items that occur later in the quiz tend to have more mistakes made. These results will help us to improve 
this line of inquiry for future studies. 

There are several limitations and issues that still need to be improved. Firstly, students might 
not have  acquired the skills required for writing good self-explanations, and this may affect the quality 
of their self-explanations. We plan to support students in writing self-explanations by providing hints 
or instructions in future work. Secondly, the sample size was small and the selected quiz is one of many 
units in the curriculum. Variation in the quizzes and a sufficient sample size are needed for a deeper 
analysis and generalization of this study. Thirdly, in the preprocessing of self-explanations, the 
similarity between the sample sentences and the students’ were used as the score and the weighted 
average of the top two sentences was calculated. However, this process cannot handle cases such as 
when a student writes more than two sentences for each rubric step. For more accurate scoring,  we 
need to identify how many sentences correspond to each rubric step and aggregate them before finding 
the similarity. Finally, although the authors made sample sentences to score the self-explanations, 
creating a rubric and sample sentences for each quiz at a large scale would not be practical. Therefore, 
an automatic generation system of rubrics and sample sentences is needed. In the future, we plan to 
create automatically generated rubrics from the knowledge structures contained in the knowledge map 
being developed at Kyoto University. 
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Abstract: Explainable recommendations, which provides explanations about why an item is 
recommended, helps to improve the transparency, persuasiveness, and trustworthiness.   
However, there are few research in educational technology that utilize explainable 
recommendation. Previous research has identified that learner motivation can deteriorate 
while using educational recommender systems, and that providing additional forms of 
feedback can improve performance and increase trust. In this paper, we propose an 
explanation generator using the following parameters from Bayesian knowledge tracing 
models: guess (giving a correct answer despite not knowing the skill) and slip (knowing a 
skill, but giving a wrong answer) for a quiz recommended by the system. Recommended 
quizzes were categorized into different feature types according to the value of the model 
parameter and explanation texts are generated based on these feature types.   
 
Keywords: Explainable recommendation, Bayesian knowledge tracing, model 
interpretation 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 
Explainable recommendation, which provides explanation about why an item is recommended, can 
improve transparency, persuasiveness and trustworthiness of users (Zhang, Y., & Chen, X., 2020).  In 
education, explanations from a learning system may also have the additional benefits for students 
learning from the explanations given by the system. Previous research on intelligent tutoring systems 
has shown that student motivation in system-based self-regulated learning can be improved by 
prompting and feedback mechanisms, leading to higher achievement (Duffy & Azevedo, 2015). 

Recommendation explanations can be generated from different sources and presented in 
different display styles (Tintarev and Masthoff, 2015),  for example a relevant user or item, a sentence, 
an image, or a set of reasoning rules. Explainable recommendation studies are categorized either model-
intrinsic or model-agnostic approach (Lipton, 2018; Molnar, 2019). The model-intrinsic approach 
develops interpretable models, whose decision process is transparent, and thus, the explanations can be 
naturally provided. The model-agnostic approach allows the decision process to be a blackbox. Instead, 
an explanation generator provides explanations for the recommendation model after the 
recommendations have been provided, preparing several pre-defined possible explanation templates 
based on data mining methods. However, previously these studies were mainly conducted in the context 
of e-commerce recommender systems such as Netflix or Amazon, and much research did not attempt 
to implement explainable recommendation in education. To address this problem, we propose an 
Explanation Generator from Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT) parameters. First, we tried to interpret 
the decision process of the BKT model from the features of the parameters and classified them into 
different feature types. Finally, we developed an explanation text generator based on these feature types. 
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2. Method 
 

2.1 Bayesian Knowledge Tracing Model 
 
Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT)  model (Corbett & Anderson, 1995) has been used to model 
student knowledge in various educational systems, including tutors for reading skill (Beck & Chang, 
2007), computer programming (Corbett & Anderson, 1995) and mathematics (Koedinger, 2002). This 
model calculates the probability that a student knows a skill at a given point in time by combining data 
on the student’s performance up to that point with model parameters. Main two parameters are guessing 
(giving a correct answer despite not knowing the skill) and slipping (knowing a skill, but giving a wrong 
answer). Students who do not know the skill will generally give incorrect answers, but there is a constant 
probability (called the guess parameter) that the student will give the correct answer. Correspondingly, 
a student who knows the skill will generally give the correct answer, but there is a certain probability 
(called the slip parameter) that the student will give the wrong answer. See (Baker, R.S., Corbett, A.T. 
& Aleven, 2008)  more theoretical BKT background detail. We applied a BKT model for our quiz 
recommender system and propose an explanation generator from the analysis of the guess and slip BKT 
parameters.    

 
2.2 Overview of Data Collecting System 
 
The explainable recommender system proposed in this paper is built on the LEAF framework, which 
was developed to support the distribution of learning materials, collection and automated analysis of 
learning behavior logs in an open and standards-based approach (Flanagan & Ogata, 2018). The main 
components of the framework are: Moodle LMS which acts as a hub for accessing various courses; the 
BookRoll reading system for learning material and quiz exercise distribution; an LRS for collecting 
learning behavior logs from all of the components; and the LAView learning analytics dashboard to 
provide feedback to students, teachers and school administrators. This framework enables us to collect 
and analyze learning behaviors in real time and provide feedback to stakeholders. Quiz books used in 
the  mathematics classes were uploaded to BookRoll and multiple-choice quiz questions were created 
to enable the collection of answers in learning log data. 
 
2.3 Used data for BKT Recommender System and Explanation Generator 
 
We collected the log data from one unit of quizzes in junior high school mathematics classes over the 
period of April-May, 2021. This log data included 120 students answered data right or wrong to 53 
quizzes. The recommendation of learning paths in mathematics has been popularized by the application 
of BKT in intelligent tutoring systems (Fischer et al., 2020), and is employed to model the degree of 
mastery of each mathematical skill (quiz) in the recommended system based on the analysis of answers 
in learning log data. In this process BKT parameters guess and slip were computed in each skill (quiz). 
Quiz recommendations are made based on the probability that the student will correctly answer a 
question as determined by the BKT model, with extremely high or low probability of correct answer 
quizzes having less weight in the recommendation. 
 
2.4 Feature of Guess and Slip Parameter 

 
Since the BKT model computes parameters from learners’ sequential quiz answers in free order, the 
relationship between quizzes and their parameters is a black box. To interpret this black box we 
investigated the features of guess and slip parameter in each quiz. Figure 1 (left) shows plots of a series 
of quiz numbers with their guess (top) and slip (bottom) values. Figure1 (right) is part of the list of quiz 
titles for one unit. A single unit is made up of several components, for example: quizzes numbered 1 to 
5 relate to the same component about ‘Monomial and polynomial’. Comparing the quiz numbers 1, 18 
and 40 marked in blue on the guess plot with the list   on the right, the first of the components tended 
to have a higher guess value. On the contrary, Quiz 27 and 37 marked in green in the list, which are 
advanced exercise quizzes called STEP B that depend on previously learnt components' knowledge to 
be solved, representing lower guess value in the guess plot. These results show that the first quiz in a 
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component tends to be higher guess value because students haven't acquired the skills yet, and the quiz 
of acquiring a skill and then using that skill tends to be lower guess value, using an acquired skill, and 
therefore they are not guessing. It is interesting to note that STEP B quizzes do not necessarily have a 
lower guess value implying the guess value indicates the quiz characteristics based on the learning 
history of the students, which is different from the difficulty level set by the quiz author.  

Next we  checked the slip parameters. If students were knowing a skill, but giving a wrong 
answer, slip values were estimated to be higher as shown at Quiz 10 and 37 marked with yellow in 
Figure 1 (slip plots and right list). Quiz 37 is lower guess value and high slip value, then we marked 
with green and yellow in the right list. 

 

 
Figure 1. Guess and slip plot (left), part of the list of quiz titles for a single unit (right). 

 
2.5 Four Different Types of Quizzes Based on BKT Parameters 

Figure 2. Four different types of quizzes based on BKT parameters: z-scaled guess-slip plot. 
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Using BKT guess and slip parameters, we can divide the quiz features into four categories as shown 
in Figure 2 (guess and slip values are z-scaled, i.e., mean of guess = 0, SD = 1). ①New skills and 
careless mistakes!: high guess and high slip quizzes which are the first part of the component 
requiring new skills and easy to make mistakes even if students know the skill. ②Previous skills and 
careless mistakes!: low guess and high slip quizzes which require previous components' knowledge 
and easy to make mistakes. ③Previous skills required: low guess and low slip quizzes requiring 
previous knowledge. ④New skills: high guess and low slip quizzes requiring  new skills. Based on 
the four types of quizzes characterized by the parameters of BKT, we propose a method for 
generating reason explanations for the recommended quizzes.  
 
2.6 Generating Explanation from Guess and Slip Parameters 

 
In order to generate more appropriate explanations, a teacher with experience in teaching mathematics 
considered what the best explanation would be for each parameter of the quiz by reviewing each quiz. 
As a result of that reviewing, the area of guess-slip was divided into more detailed areas shown in n 
Figure 3. We set the range of values for guesses in three regions as shown by the dotted lines. As shown 
by the blue dotted line, we set the range at ±3𝜎 sigma around 0. The explanation type labels were 
attached to these regions in order from right to left on the guess axis, from Exp-1 to Exp-3. As you 
move from right to left on the guess axis, the quiz moves from basic skill quizzes to more applied 
quizzes that require the use of basic skills. In the light of these quizzes’ characteristics, we can prepare 
three types of explanations according to guess values indicated in Table 1. The text of these explanations 
was created with reference to Persuasive technologies, and it shows that some persuasive messages are 
effective in the field of education (Hamari, J., Koicisto, J.,& Pakkanen, T., 2014). One of the four texts 
in each explanation type is randomly selected according to quiz’ BKT parameters. In addition to guess 
oriented explanations, if the slip value is greater than the pink dash-dotted line showing the slip value 
from 0 to 3𝜎 plus, Exp-4 explanation text is appended after the Exp-1, Exp-2 or Exp-3. For example, if 
𝑔𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑠 = −1.4, 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑝 = 1.2, an explanation will be generated choosing one of the texts in Exp-3 and 
one of the texts Exp-4 such as ‘Now it's time to challenge applied problems! Make full use of the 
knowledge you have gained so far! Watch out for careless mistakes!’   
 

 
Figure 3. Generating explanation from Guess and Slip parameters: Z-scaled guess-slip plot. 
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Table 1. Generated Texts for Explanation 

Explanation 
type 

                 Texts of explanations 

Exp-1 ’You're not getting the basic skills. Let's go over the basics with this quiz!’ 
‘Let's carefully go over some basic skills with this problem!’ 
‘You are not getting the basic skills. Let's work on the basic problems!’ 
‘You don't seem to have the basics down, so with this problem, let's get the basics 
down!’ 

Exp-2 ‘If you can solve this quiz, you can try the applied exercise quiz!’ 
‘This is the skill you need to solve the applied quiz!’ 
‘If you can't solve this problem, you can't solve the applied quizzes!’ 
‘If you can solve this quiz, you can improve your skills in applied quiz!’ 

Exp-3 ‘It's an applied quiz that requires some skills. It's great if you can solve it!’ 
‘Now it's time to challenge applied problems! Make full use of the knowledge you 
have gained so far!’ 
‘This quiz is an applied exercise that requires the knowledge you've acquired so far. 
Let’s work on it.’ 
‘Let's try this quiz! This is a quiz that you can solve by using your learned skills.’ 

Exp-4 ‘This quiz is easy for everyone to make mistakes on, so be careful!’ 
‘This quiz is so easy to miss!’ 
‘Watch out for careless mistakes!’ 
‘People often make careless mistakes on this question, so be careful!’ 

 
2.7 Generator Implemented in Quiz Recommender System 

 
We have implemented this explanation generation algorithm into our recommendation system. Figure 
5 shows a screenshot of the user interface of the implemented recommendation system. The reason for 
the recommendation will be displayed under the title of the recommended question. Students who see 
these explanations are expected to be convinced of the reason why the quiz was recommended, and to 
be persuaded to solve the quizzes, resulting in improved academic performance by actually solving the 
quiz.  
 

Figure 4. Screenshot of recommendation UI. 
 
 
3. Conclusion and Future Work 
 
Explainable recommendation, which provides explanation about why an item is recommended, can 
improve transparency, persuasiveness and trustworthiness of users. In this paper, we propose an 
explanation generator using BKT parameters guess and slip for the quiz BKT recommendation 
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system. Since the decision process of the BKT was not transparent, we tried to interpret it from the 
relationship between quizzes and parameters. Recommended quizzes were categorized into different 
feature types according to the value of the parameter and explanation texts are generated based on 
these feature types.  

In future work, the effectiveness of generated explanations needs to be evaluated in the real 
world classroom whether students can solve the recommended quiz convincing themselves as to why 
the quiz was recommended by the explanation. Second, the method proposed in this paper is limited 
to only four types of explanations. By preparing a variety of explanations, we need to consider the 
best explanation for each individual’s character or personality.  
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Abstract: The growth of online education has made it easier to capture learner activity. It is 
expected that detailed feedback to learners will lead to better performance. For this purpose, it 
is important to predict the performance of learners. Methods using classical machine learning 
and RNNs that take time series information into account have been proposed. In this paper, we 
propose a Transformer-based performance prediction method that aims to improve accuracy 
and extract important activity. The proposed method achieves more accurate performance 
prediction than conventional methods. In addition, we found that NEXT, SEARCH_JUMP and 
LINK_CLICK are important behaviors by analyzing the rationale of the Transformer. 

Keywords: Transformer, score prediction, action, RNN 

1. Introduction

In recent years, the growing usage of online education systems has made it easier to collect data on the 
learning activities of students on a large scale. For example, in a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) 
course, they collect user clickstream data on the website. By collecting data on such learning activities, 
it is possible to learning activity analysis, pattern mining, predict grades, identifying at risk students, 
and support learning. 

In the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP), Transformer, a deep learning model using 
only Attention, was proposed in 2017 and outperformed the accuracy of translation by traditional 
methods such as Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) (Vaswani et al., 2017). 

When estimating student grades, classical machine learning and simple deep learning methods 
such as the multilayer perceptron are still often used. but, such methods cannot handle complex data 
and may lack important information for estimation. There are also some studies that have used RNNs, 
which are deep learning models that can take into account time-series information, to estimate student 
performance (Okubo et al., 2017; Ding et al.,2019). However, when dealing with long-term time series 
information, RNNs tend to give more importance to the most recent information, making it difficult to 
capture the important information from the long-term information. If can make highly accurate 
estimating student grades by considering long-term information, we will be able to provide more 
detailed support to students in learning.   

In this paper, we propose a method for estimating a student's test score from the student's 
learning activity data using the encoder part of the Transformer, which can take into account more long-
term information. We will also discuss the more important information in inferring test scores from the 
Transformer's Attention. 

2. Transformer

2.1 Outline of Transformer 

Transformer was published in 2017 in the field of NLP and scored above the state of the art at that time. 
Many methods have been developed, including BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), as application methods. In 
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addition to NLP, there are methods used in other fields, such as Vision Transformer (Dosoviskiy et al., 
2021) in image recognition and Conformer (Gulati et al., 2020) in speech recognition. 

The Transformer is constructed using only the Attention layer without using RNN or 
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). This allows for parallel computation, which speeds up the 
computation, and at the same time allows for the consideration of long-term time series information. 
 
2.2 Structure of Transformer 
 
The structure of the encoder part of the Transformer is shown in Figure 1. The encoder part is composed 
of Input Embedding, which compresses the input, Positional Encoding, which adds positional 
information, Multi-Head Attention, which calculates Attention, Feed Forward, and Add & Norm, which 
performs residual merging and normalization. Of these, the processing from Multi-Head Attention to 
Add & Norm after Feed Forward is repeated multiple times. 
 

 
Figure 1. Encoder part of Transformer 

 
2.2.1 Positional Encoding 
 
Since Transformer does not use recursion or convolution to capture the positional information of the 
input data, the order of the input data is not considered. Therefore, after the input is passed through the 
Embedding layer, the position of the input is added to the embedded representation using Positional 
Encoding. The positional encodings to add have the same dimension 𝑑!"#$%  as the embeddings. 
Specifically, the values of sin and cos functions with different frequencies expressed by the following 
formulas are added to the vector.  
 

𝑃𝐸('"(,*+) = 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑝𝑜𝑠 10000*+ #!"#$%⁄⁄ . 
𝑃𝐸('"(,*+./) = 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑝𝑜𝑠 10000*+ #!"#$%⁄⁄ . 
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Where 𝑝𝑜𝑠 is the position and 𝑖 is the dimension. In this way, the positional encoding is able to capture 
the positional information of the input data even if parallel processing is performed for each element. 
 
2.2.2 Multi-Head Attention 
 
Attention is a score that indicates the importance of which data should be paid more attention to when 
understanding the features of the input data, so that the features can be efficiently obtained from the 
data. In Transformer, Self-Attention is used to acquire the importance within the same input data, and 
it is calculated from the three vectors of Query, Key, and Value that each input has as follow. 
 

Attention(𝑄, 𝐾, 𝑉) = softmax A
𝑄𝐾0

B𝑑1
C𝑉 

 
Where 𝑑1 is the dimension of Query and Key. In Multi-Head Attention, multiple queries, keys, and 
values are created for each input, and calculations are performed on each of them to obtain more useful 
information. 
 
 
3. Experiment 
 
We estimate test scores from student activity data in university lectures using Transformer and other 
machine learning methods. 
 
3.1 Experimental Setting 
 
In this experiment, we use the learning activity data of students who attended lectures on information-
related subjects at Kyushu University in Japan. The learning activity data was collected by the M2B 
learning support system (Ogata et al., 2017). The lectures were held eight times, and different lecture 
materials were prepared for each lecture session. The lecture materials are used online as electronic 
learning materials, and the type of action taken, the page number of the subject, and the time stamp are 
recorded. In addition, students who attended the course took one test with a score of 100 points after 
the completion of all lectures. 
 In this experiment, we calculate features related to each student's learning activities from the 
collected data and estimate test scores as a regression problem. The number of times each student 
performed 16 different actions on the lecture materials is counted for each of the 8 lecture materials. 
The types of actions are as follows.  
l PREV : Return to previous page 
l NEXT : Proceed to next page 
l OPEN : Open lecture materials 
l CLOSE : Close lecture materials 
l PAGE_JUMP : Jump to the specified page 
l ADD_BOOKMARK : Add page to bookmark 
l DELETE_BOOKMARK : Delete page to bookmark 
l BOOKMARK_JUMP : Jump to the specified bookmark 
l ADD_MARKER : Add marker to the page 
l DELETE_MARKER : Delete marker to the page 
l ADD_MEMO : Add memo to the page 
l DELETE_MEMO : Delete memo to the page 
l CHANGE_MEMO : Change the contents of the memo 
l SEARCH : Search for a phrase 
l SEARCH_JUMP : Jump to the location of the searched word 
l LINK_CLICK : Click the link 
The total number of features is 128. The largest value calculated for each action is set to 1, and the 
number of times all students performed the action is normalized to be the input data. 
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 We use LSTM, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), and Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) as 
comparison methods. Transformer uses only the encoder part and treats the output from the encoder as 
the output value. In the LSTM, the hidden layer is 16-dimensional, and the features from the first lecture 
are input in order, and the output from the LSTM with the features from the eighth lecture is made 1-
dimensional in the output layer. The MLP consists of two 128-dimensional intermediate layers and an 
output layer. The data of 1200 students who attended the lecture are used for training the network, and 
the data of 100 students are used for evaluation. 
 
3.2 Comparison Results with Conventional Methods 
 
Table 1 shows the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of the estimated test scores for the evaluation 
data after 10 training runs of 200 epochs with each method. Transformer has the highest accuracy among 
the compared methods. From this results, it can be seen that Transformer is the best compared to other 
machine learning methods. 
 
Table 1. Comparison Result of RMSE 

methods Transformer LSTM MLP MRA 
RMSE 9.10±0.69 9.34±0.52 9.37±0.53 10.02±0.52 

 
3.3 Comparison Result of Input Data Shape 
 
In the experiment described in Section 3.2, the number of times 16 different actions were performed as 
input data to the Transformer was calculated for each of the 8 lecture materials. In other words, eight 
16-dimensional feature values are input. In this experiment, we change the input data to the number of 
actions in the 8 lecture materials for each of the 16 types of actions, i.e., we input 16 8-dimensional 
feature values. 

Table 2 shows the RMSE of the estimated test scores for the evaluation data after 10 training 
runs of 200 epochs, before and after changing the input data shape. The results show that the input data 
shape before the change (as in sec. 3.2) was more accurate than the input data shape after the change. 
This suggests that the information on which lecture session the students were more active is more useful 
than the information on what actions they took throughout the entire test. 
 

Table 2. Accuracy of Input Data Changing Shape 

input shape 8 × (16 dim) 16 × (8 dim) 
RMSE 9.10±0.69 9.35±0.64 

 
 
4. Investigating of Attention 
 
The Transformer uses the Attention to the input data, and the data with strong Attention is the data with 
high importance for inference. In other words, data with a strong Attention may indicate behavior that 
greatly affects the test score. This may help improve student behavior. 

Table 3 shows the Attention to the evaluation data by the Transformer trained on the input data 
in the form calculated for each of the eight lecture materials. The values of the Attention are the values 
when the largest value is 100. From the table, we can see that the activity data in the latter lecture is 
emphasized and strong Attention is generated. In other words, the activity in the lecture immediately 
before the test is more important for estimating the test score in this experiment. 
 
Table 3. Attention Score of Each Lecture 

# of lecture 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Attention 45.64 47.80 50.15 49.86 62.66 73.12 78.53 100.00 

 
In addition, Table 4 shows the Attention of 16 types of actions when input as series information. 

The frequency in the table is the ratio of the number of times the action was performed to the total 
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number of actions. The strongest Attention was paid to "NEXT", which has the highest number of 
actions. The next strongest actions were "SEARCH_JUMP" and "LINK_CLICK" with very few 
actions. This indicates that "SEARCH_JUMP" and "LINK_CLICK", which occur less frequently, are 
also important for performance prediction. 
 
Table 4. Attention Score of Each Activity Action 

Action PREV NEXT OPEN CLOSE PAGE_JUMP 
Frequency (%) 29.61 59.53 1.13 0.60 2.35 

Attention 31.93 100.00 18.07 30.35 22.51 
 

ADD_ 
BOOKMARK 

DELETE_ 
BOOKMARK 

BOOKMARK 
_JUMP 

ADD_ 
MARKER 

DELETE_ 
MARKER 

ADD_MEMO 

0.44 0.07 0.33 4.55 0.66 0.47 
20.75 30.99 17.87 34.53 41.53 23.02 

 

DELETE_ 
MEMO 

CHANGE_ 
MEMO 

SEARCH SEARCH_ 
JUMP 

LINK_CLICK  

0.02 0.12 0.06 0.03 0.03  
21.79 25.61 42.26 68.71 58.90  

 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we proposed a Transformer-based performance prediction method. Compared with 
conventional machine learning methods, the RMSE of the proposed method can be reduced. It was also 
found that the feature values calculated for each of the lecture material are superior to each of the action, 
as input to the Transformer. 

In addition, we analyzed the behaviors that are useful for performance prediction. As a result, 
the strongest Attention was paid to "NEXT", which has the highest number of actions. In addition, we 
found that "SEARCH_JUMP" and "LINK_CLICK" are important behaviors in spite of their low 
frequency of occurrence. 
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Abstract: Knowledge tracing is the task of modelling each student's mastery of knowledge 
components by analysing a student's learning activities trajectories. Each student’s knowledge 
state is modelled based on his or her past learning performance and is an important research 
area in improving personalized education. In recent years, many researches have focused on 
deep learning models that aim to solve the knowledge tracing problem. These methods have 
shown improved performance when compared to traditional knowledge tracing methods such 
as Bayesian Knowledge Tracing. However, as the input information into the model is a simple 
representation of the distinction of each student learning logs, the performance of past models 
are limited and it is hard to measure the relationship between each interaction. To address these 
problems, we propose the use of a state-of-the-art Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 
Transformers based model to predict student knowledge state by combining side information 
such as student historical learning performance. The bidirectional representation can analyse 
student learning logs in detail and help to understand student learning behaviours. An ablation 
study is performed to understand the important components of the proposed model and the 
impact of different input information on model performance. The results of the proposed model 
evaluation show that it outperforms existing KT methods on a range of datasets. 

Keywords: Knowledge tracing, self-attention, BEKT, DKT 

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the development of artificial intelligence and technologies, intelligent tutoring 
systems (ITSs) and massive open online courses (MOOCs) are attracting more and more students to use 
them to improve their learning performance. These platforms record a massive amount of data 
sequences of student’s learning activities about knowledge components (KCs), which are composed by 
skill, concept, exercise, etc. The collection of data has attracted researchers to develop a variety 
educational tools and models to predict the student’s knowledge state and produce personalized advice 
by analysing historical data. Not only can it give teachers insight into performance of a student more 
comprehensively so as to arrange personalized learning material, but can also let students know their 
mastery of knowledge. 

Knowledge Tracing (KT) can be formalized as follows: depending on student’s past 
performance logs	𝑋 = (𝑥!, 𝑥", … , 𝑥#) predicts the next time interaction 𝑥!"#. According to question and 
answer logs, 𝑥!  can be represented as a pair of (𝑞! , 𝑎!), where 𝑞!  is the question which the student 
attempts and 𝑎! is the result of student's answer, namely, whether it is correct or incorrect. KT aims to 
predict the probability of correctness for a student’s next answer, for example: p(𝑎!"# = 1|𝑞!"#, 𝑋). 

Many models have been proposed to solve the KT problem, such as Item Response Theory 
(IRT)  (van der Linden & Hambleton, 2013), Additive Factor Model (Cen, Koedinger, & Junker, 2006), 
and Performance Factor Analysis (PFA) (Pavlik Jr., Cen, & Koedinger, 2009) which is based on a 
logistic regression model. Another main kind of model that are popular are Bayesian Knowledge 
Tracing (BKT) (Corbett & Anderson, 1994) based on a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). More recently, 
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deep learning based models haven been gaining attention, such as: Deep Knowledge Tracing (DKT) 
(Piech, et al., 2015). DKT generally outperforms than traditional models, due to the powerful 
computation ability and the capability of capturing time sequence. Recently, some transformer based 
models have been proposed, such as: Self-Attentive Knowledge Tracing (SAKT) (Pandey & Karypis, 
2019), Attentive Knowledge Tracing (AKT) (Ghosh, Heffernan, & Lan, 2020). These models apply an 
attention mechanism to deep learning models to improve the interpretability of model and increase 
performance. However, it should be noted that those models are limited in the utilization of student 
learning logs and strictly follow the time sequences.  

To the best of our knowledge, for fully understanding the student learning performance and 
updating of knowledge state, combing both past and current data into consideration is needed. This is 
mainly different to traditional single time sequence model like BKT, DKT etc. In other words, by fully 
analysing students past learning logs (𝑥#, 𝑥$, … , 𝑥!%#)  can help us better understanding the student 
knowledge state at 𝑥!%&(𝑛 < 𝑡) rather than only utilizing (𝑥#, 𝑥$, … 𝑥!%&%#)	 data for analysis. Besides, 
properly calculating the relationship between interactions are important. In this paper, we propose a 
novel approach to solve the knowledge tracing problem, called Bidirectional Encoder Representation 
of Knowledge Tracing (BEKT) that is inspired by a Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 
Transformer model (Devlin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2019) with the aim of understanding a student’s 
knowledge state and increased prediction accuracy when compared to previous models. In our model, 
we use student’s learning activities sequence combining with their historical learning performance to 
predict the student current knowledge state. We utilize two phases in training the model. The pre-
training can help to find proper relationship between student interaction logs and initializing the input 
representation. Fine-tuning is based on the pre-training for the predication of student current knowledge 
state. In the experiment, we examine the influence of different input information and show that the 
proposed method outperforms other KT models.  
 
 
2. Related Work 
 
As online learning is attracting attention, there is an ongoing open problem of how to effectively guide 
a student to achieve their learning goals and recommend appropriate learning materials. In the context 
of student modelling, knowledge tracing tries to measure the student’s mastery level of the knowledge. 
A lot of methods based on different math and psychology models have been proposed to solve this 
problem.  

One of the most popular models is BKT (Corbett & Anderson, 1994) based on hidden Markov 
models (HMM). The correctness of student answering is calculated by Bayesian formula according to 
the skills of each exercise. The BKT model updates dynamically based on student's response sequences. 
The model requires each exercise to be associated with a single skill and it is based on assumptions that 
the student won't forget and there are no relationships between knowledge components (KCs) which 
has been highlighted as a problem by previous works, but this shortcoming has been overcome by 
extension to the BKT model to a certain degree (Hawkins, Heffernan, & Baker, 2014; Käser, Klingler, 
Schwing, & Gross, 2017; González-Brenes, Huang, & Brusilovsky, 2014). 

Learning factor analysis (LFA) (Cen, Koedinger, & Junker, 2006), based on the logistic 
regression model, is used to measure common factors of a students’ ability while trying to deal with 
multi-KCs problems. According to the logistic regression model, item response theory (IRT) is the 
simplest model which can measure the distance of each student’s ability and difficulty of exercises. 
Performance factor analysis (PFA) is an adaption of previous models, it believes the correctness of 
student response should be considered by the model. This model can use the performance of each 
student on different items to predict the probability that a student has mastered the KCs required by the 
items. Parameters of these models have highly interpretability but they cannot provide insights on the 
relationship between different KCs and computational power is limited. 

Recently, through the development of deep learning, the Deep Knowledge Tracing (DKT) 
model was proposed based on a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to model a student's knowledge state 
and the relationship between skills through hidden vectors. Experimental results show that DKT 
outperforms traditional models like BKT, LFA and do not require complex feature engineering. The 
input information is simply the sequence of student response for each item, i.e. 𝑥 = {𝑞!, 𝑎!}, where 𝑞! 
represents the skill index of items, and 𝑎! is the correctness of the response. Due to the structure of the 
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model, the parameters of the model are hard to interpret and recent research has tried to fix these 
problems such as: DKVMN (Zhang, Shi, King, & Yeung, 2017). Also, some research has focused on 
optimizing the quality of the prediction results of DKT (Yeung & Yeung, 2018). 

To further extent the interpretability and performance, SAKT (Pandey & Karypis, 2019) first 
uses the self-attention mechanism to solve KT problem. Attention mechanism has strong and flexible 
ability to capture the relationship of input information. Later in the work of AKT (Ghosh, Heffernan, 
& Lan, 2020), this method uses the entire learner’s practice history with context-aware representations 
to fix the limitation of small windows in SAKT. Besides, they propose an adapted attention mechanism 
which let models gain more interpretability. To the best of our acknowledgement, both of them are 
using monotonic attention mechanism which may limit model to comprehensively understand student 
historical learning logs and future performance. 

In this paper, we propose a BEKT model based on the structure BERT (Devlin, Chang, Lee, & 
Toutanova, 2019). Through leveraging the deep bidirectional representation, our model can gain more 
information from student interaction sequences. Besides, through our experiment, we precisely analyse 
the influence of different input information and the importance of pre-training. In the following section, 
we will introduce the proposal and discuss the details. 
 
 
3. Method 
 
In this paper, we propose the use of BEKT to solve the knowledge tracing problem. The model 
architecture is a multi-layer bidirectional transformer encoder, with a self-attention mechanism and 
bidirectional analysis, making the model more powerful to understand the student past learning logs. 

There are two steps of BEKT framework: pre-training and fine-tuning. As our intuition: (1) For 
understanding the student certain learning behaviours, the nearest exercises which are closely to the 
student current practice are more valuable and relevant than something far away. (2) when analyse the 
student historical learning logs, both future and past information are helpful. In other words, for 
analysing the certain student past behaviours, we should utilize the entire student learning logs to gain 
an overall point of view. Therefore, during the pre-training, we utilize mask mechanism to cover certain 
student past practice questions and push the model to conclude surrounding learning information and 
utilize it to guess the masks. It helps the self-attention to notice the time distance between student 
learning logs and to refine the vectorization of each input information. During fine-tuning phase, the 
BEKT model parameters are initialized by the pre-training and fine-tuned using the label of correctness 
for each question answering by students. An overview of the proposed model is shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. The overlook of BEKT. 

 
We will discuss details of our model in the following parts. 

 
3.1 Input Representations  
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Our proposed model uses the past learning trajectory of students  𝑋 = (𝐼!, 𝐼", 𝐼$, … , 𝐼%)  to predict 
whether the response to 𝐼% is correct or not. Moreover, the input sequence set 𝐼 is composed by five 
embedding parts: position encoding, concepts encoding, question encoding, response encoding and 
difficulty encoding. Following previous work, we transform each part into real-valued embedding 
vectors as 𝐸 ∈ ℝ&  and each input pair of time t can be represented as (𝑞# , 𝑐# , 𝑟# , 𝑑# ,	𝑝# ). 𝑐#  and 𝑞# 
characterize information about concepts and questions. In most of real-world educational systems, the 
question sets are generally much larger than concepts and only part of them are assigned to students. 
Therefore, due to the sparsity of problems, many of existing knowledge tracing models only utilize the 
concept to represent the student exercise, in this case, 𝑞# = 𝑐#. But in our methods, with the help of pre-
training, each question can gain more flourish and meaningful information to overcome the sparsity 
problem. In our experiment, including both questions and concepts can gain more better performance. 
𝑟# characterize information about student answering result, which can be represented as two sperate 
embedding for correct and incorrect answering, respectively. 𝑑#  characterize information about 
difficultly of question, which can be defined as the ratio of correctness for certain question in training 
dataset.  It’s an important feature to help distinct the difference of question and overcome the sparsity 
issue (Zhang, Shi, King, & Yeung, 2017). In our setting, we divided it into five levels according to 
computed correctness ratio and represent it into different embeddings. 𝑝#  characterize information 
about the order of student activities, because self-attention mechanism is not inherently aware of the 
time sequence. As for Student’s Knowledge states are continually changing follow their interaction with 
the learning system, the position encoding keeps updating to follow the changing model. Therefore, we 
utilize the learnable embeddings (Vaswani, et al., 2017) to model the temporal dynamics of attentions. 

At the beginning of each sequence, we add the special token [CLS] which is always used to 
aggregate the information of whole input representation (Devlin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2019) and 
also add another special token [SEP] at the end of it to indicate a completed input. Both of them 
embedding are same with the others which can be denoted as 𝐸 ∈ ℝ& , 𝑑 is the dimension of these 
embedding. The final input sequence 𝐼 shows in Figure 2, The size of 𝐼 is equal to 𝑛, when the length 
of student interaction logs is smaller than 𝑛, we repetitively add paddings to each encoding layers at the 
end of it. 
 

 
Figure 2. Input Representation. 

 
3.2 Pre-training BEKT 
 
The pre-training is the most important part to accomplish our hypothesis. We utilized the mask 
mechanism to accomplish the bidirectional model. Traditional knowledge tracing model interprets 
student behaviors from past to current. As our intuition, we could more comprehensively understand 
student learning activities combining with the experience of past and the next attempts of current, so 
that our model can more accurately infer student current knowledge state. 
Therefore, we automatically mask 15% embedding vectors of each interaction sequence and directly let 
model to predict the masked questions combining with the whole input information and the correctness 
of attempts. Within the chosen mask embedding vectors, it has 80% to be replaced by [mask], which 
can let model use both directional information to analyze without “seeing itself”. And 10% to be 
replaced by a random embedding selected from the “embedding bank”, which can add some noise to 
the model. The left 10% remains current representations, which prevents the model only utilize the 
surrounding information and neglect itself.  
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Noticeably, we utilize the multitask learning during pre-training. We only mask the (𝑞# , 𝑐# , 𝑑#) 
at certain time t and minimize the average of cross-entropy loss when predicting the mask embeddings 
of question, concept and difficulty. Each hidden vectors of mask input information will be fed into 
output layer of SoftMax and to predict the signed label. As we obeserving of experiment datasets, 
student often continuously attempts some questions of the same concept for learning. Therefore, the 
mask mechanism can also help to build up the relationship of those question to construct a mix 
embedding representation of question, which can be an effective way to solve the sparsity problem and 
improve the model performance. 
 
3.3 Fine-tuning BEKT  
 
In the fine-tuning, the input is a single sequence showing in the right structure of Figure 1. 

Our task is to predict the correctness of student attempts, so we change the structure of output 
representation in Fine-tuning BEKT. The input is composed by the current question embedding, skill 
embedding and difficulty embedding in the [CLS] position and all the other input remains unchanged. 
To further analysis the feature of hidden vectors, we add a small residue neural network upon BERT. 
The output of the [CLS] hidden vector is fed into residue neural network to predict the correctness of 
the student current attempt  𝐼".The output is �̂�! ∈ [0,1] represent the correctness of student answering. The 
parameters of model are learnt by minimizing the binary cross entropy loss between the student true 
performance 𝑟! and predict performance  �̂�!: 

L =1 −(
!

𝑟!𝑙𝑜𝑔�̂�! + (1 − 𝑟!)log	(1 − �̂�!)) 
Instead of random initializing the BEKT, parameters of fine-tuning are straightforward 

inherited from the pre-training. In the pre-training, the BEKT gets the knowledge of student learning 
behaviours and updating of knowledge states. So based on the priori knowledge, the fine-tuning BEKT 
can more accurately trace the student knowledge states and converge more quickly. 
 
 
4. Experiment 
 
4.1 Datasets 
 
In order to evaluate our model, we chose 4 widely used real-world datasets showing in table 1. 
 
Table 1. Datasets Information 

Dataset  Users Skill tag Interactions Mean correctness Mean student interaction 

ASSISTment 2009 3,684 124 336,886 0.654 91 

ASSISTment 2015 19,917 100 683,801 0.706 34 

ASSISTment challenge 1,709 102 942,816 0.373 552 

Statics2011 333 1,223 189,927 0.765 570 

 
ASSISTment 20091: This dataset is collected by the ASSISTment online tutoring systems. 

According the research (Xiong, Zhao, Van Inwegen, & Beck, 2016), the duplicated problems of old 
datasets have been found. The new dataset fixes the problems and released by the ASSISTment system. 
We deleted the none skill name data during pre-processing and length of interaction smaller than 5. The 
final dataset contains 3,684 students with 336,886 question-answers interactions based on 124 skills. 

ASSISTment 20152: This dataset contains 19,917 students’ responses for 100 skills with 
683,801 interactions. Noticed that we delete the data which correct values are not 0 or 1. Even though 
it has a lot of interactions of providing by students, but the average interactions per student are pretty 
low. 

 
1 https://sites.google.com/site/ASSISTmentdata/home/assistment-	2009-2010-data/skill-builder-data-2009-2010 
2 https://sites.google.com/site/ASSISTmentdata/home/2015-	ASSISTment-skill-builder-data	 
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ASSISTment challenge3: These datasets are provided by the 2017 ASSISTment data mining 
competition. There are 1,709 students with 942,816 interactions and 102 skills. 

Statics2011 (Zhang, Shi, King, & Yeung, 2017): The data is collected from engineering statics 
courses containing 333 students, 1,223 skill tags and 189,927 interaction pairs. We combine the problem 
name and step name together as an exercise tags, therefore it has maximum number of exercise tags 
comparing to other datasets. 
 
4.2 Evaluation Methodology 
 
In the experiment, we chose to compare the proposed model with three state-of-the-art Knowledge 
tracing models on four different publicly available educational datasets. The details of these models 
are described in the related work. 

To measure the accuracy and generalizability of the proposed model when compare to the three 
state-of-the-art models, we apply 5-fold cross-validation at the student level in our experiments, which 
means that the students are split randomly into 5 distinct groups and the training and validation sets 
selected from these groups. For the measurement of model prediction performance, we calculate the 
Area Under the receiver operator characteristic Curve (AUC) as described by Fawcett (2006). 

Our model was implemented in Python using the Pytorch framework. The parameters of model 
are initialized from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation 𝛿. The ADAM 
optimizer is used to optimize the model parameters with the learning rate of 5'() for the pretrain, 2'() 
for the fine-tuning and a batch size of 128 for each dataset. We choose different length of sequence 
according to the average length of student interactions, so we set n=80 for ASSISTment challenge and 
Statics2011 and n=50 for ASSISTment2009 and ASSISTment 2015. For the hyper- parameters of 
BEKT, we set up with 8 Transformer blocks, 8 self-attention heads and the hidden size of 256. We set 
of two layers small residue network for fine-tuning correctness predictions with size 512 and 256 
separately and activation uses ReLU. 
 
 
5. Results and Discussion 
 
5.1 Student Performance Prediction 
 
To show the effectiveness of the proposed model, we measure the prediction performance of the models 
using AUC. Higher AUC measurements represent greater model accuracy. Results of test AUC on 
different datasets are shown in Table 2, with the best prediction performance for each dataset shown in 
bold. 
 
Table 2. Student Performance Prediction Comparison 

Dataset AUC 
DKT DKT+ DKVMN SAKT AKT-NR AKT BEKT-NS BEKT 

ASSISTment 2009 0.7547 0.7221 0.7456 0.7268 0.7494 0.7594 0.7549 0.8227 
ASSISTment 2015 0.7125 0.7049 0.6970 0.6875 - 0.7015 0.7139 0.7167 
ASSISTmentChall 0.7182 0.7163 0.6568 0.7071 0.7159 0.7536 0.7141 0.7746 
Statics2011 0.8071 0.8027 0.8002 0.7773 - 0.8189 0.8254 0.8307 

 
We compare the BEKT model with the state-of-art DKT, the optimal variations of DKT(DKT+), 

DKVMN model, SAKT model and AKT model. AKT-NR means the AKT model only utilizes only 
skill input information without considering the difference between question. In other word, in this case, 
𝑞# = 𝑐#. BEKT-NS means that BEKT only utilizes the skill information as with other models and BEKT 
is our full model as discussed in the model section. We implemented the same data pre-processing as 
BEKT on their models. Overall, BEKT outperforms previous knowledge tracing models.  

 
3 https://sites.google.com/view/ASSISTmentdatamining	 
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For the ASSISTment 2009 data, the test AUC of BEKT is 0.8227 which is better than 0.7547 
of DKT, 0.7221 of DKT+ and 0.7456 of DKVMN, 0.7268 of SAKT, 75.94% of AKT. On the 
ASSISTment 2015 dataset which student average interaction length is shortest, therefore it can’t show 
the integration power of our model sufficiently. BEKT gains small improvement over DKT, DKT+, 
DKVMN, SAKT, AKT with 0.7167 over 0.7125, 0.7049, 0.6970, 0.6875, 0.7015 respectively. With 
regard to Statics2011, which has the maximum number of student average interaction length, BEKT 
improvements of 0.118 than the best state-of-art model AKT. For ASSISTment challenge, BEKT 
achieves improvement over DKT, DKT+ and DKVMN, SAKT, AKT with 0.7182, 0.7163, 0.6568, 
0.7071, 0.7536 respectively. 

For equally comparing purpose, we also conduct the additional experiment which utilize only 
skills without any other side information as the others model implemented. It should notice that in this 
case, we should utilize the AKT-NR for comparing purpose. ASSISTment 2015 and Statics2011 dataset 
only contain the skill information, so there is no difference between AKT-NR and AKT on these two 
datasets. According to the result, by comparing BEKT-NS with other models on all datasets, our model 
still outperforms than others except in ASSTIment Challenge dataset.  

In summary, BEKT outperforms than other methods across all the datasets. This result 
demonstrates that the pre-training can help model comprehensive understanding of student knowledge 
states and the side information as difference of question and their difficulty can further improve the 
model performance. 
 
5.2 Ablation Study 
 
In order to understand the importance of different parts of the proposed BEKT model contribute to the 
performance, we conducted an ablation study (Pandey & Karypis, 2019). There are several steps and 
parts of the input representation that could contribute more to the overall performance. Table 3 shows 
the performance of different parts of BEKT on all the datasets without question difficulty information. 
We utilize the Q to represent question, C for the concept, R for the result, P for the position information. 
For example, BEKT-QCRP means the input representation in certain time t is (𝑞# , 𝑐#, 𝑟#,	𝑝#). Results 
for ASSISTment 2015 and Statics2011 were omitted because the datasets do not contain question 
information. 
 
Table 3. Student Performance Prediction Comparison 

Architecture ASSISTment 2009 ASSISTment 2015 ASSISTment challenge Statics2011 
NP P NP P NP P NP P 

BEKT-QCRP 0.7602 0.7666 - - 0.7652 0.7720 - - 
BEKT-QRP 0.7264 0.7647 -  - 0.7679 0.7710 - - 
BEKT-CRP 0.7538 0.7549 0.7107 0.7139 0.7135 0.7141 0.8121 0.8254 

 
Pretraining: In the Table 3, we compare the BEKT model with pre-training (P) and without pre-

training (NP) result in a different situation. The result shows that model with pre-training outperforms 
than directly train the model. Pretraining does help BEKT understanding student interactions and 
changing of knowledge states. Because the information provided by per student is different according 
to their learning logs, so the ASSISTment challenge and Statics2011 gain more promotion than the 
other two datasets. 

Question: By comparing the result of BEKT-QCRP and BEKT-CRP, model with question 
information can gain more prosperous information and performance. In our experiment, the 
ASSISTment2009 dataset contains 15925 number of questions and ASSISTment Challenge contains 
1183 number of questions. Therefore, ASSISTment 2009 dataset questions are much sparser than 
ASSISTment Challenge. From the result BEKT-QCRP, we can see the pre-training can effectively solve 
the sparsity problem.  

Table 4 shows the influence of question difficulty. The question difficulties indicate the student 
average performance on measuring the difference of question. Comparing with the BEKT contains the 
question difficulties (BEKT-D) and BEKT without question difficulties (BEKT-ND), it clearly shows 
that question difficulties can effectively improve model performance. Especially, in ASSISTment2009, 
it improves the AUC of the model by 0.561, which could indicate it can also help to solve the sparsity 
problems.   
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Table 4. Ablation Study of BEKT with Difficulties 

Architecture ASSISTment 2009 ASSISTment 2015 ASSISTment challenge Statics2011 
NP P NP P NP P NP P 

BEKT-D 0.8154 0.8227 0.7117 0.7167 0.7693 0.7746 0.8244 0.8307 
BEKT-ND 0.7602 0.7666 0.7107 0.7139 0.7652 0.7720 0.8121 0.8254 

 
In conclusion, with the pre-training BEKT can get more comprehensive view of student 

behaviours, updating of knowledge state and solve the sparsity problem of questions. The different side 
information can provide more detail information to help model improving the performance. 
 
5.3 Attention Weights Visualizing 
 
Figure 3 shows the visualizing of attention mechanism using ASSISTment2009 dataset of certain 
student learning logs. 
 

 
(a)                                                                (b) 
Figure 3. Visualization of attention weights  

(a) input without concept information (b) input with concept information. 
 

We use the relevance matrix to show the influence between student interactions. Each 
interaction is represented as (𝑞# , 𝑐#). There are three concepts included in the student interactions: 83 
(Divisibility Rules), 84 (Prime Number), 309 (Order of Operations +,-,/,* () positive reals). We conduct 
two different experiment to see the influence weight between student interaction sequence. Due to the 
leftist interaction is what the model will predict, it can’t be seen by other interactions. Therefore, the 
first column is masked as 0 weight. In the figure 3(a), it shows the weight relationship without   knowing 
the concrete concept of each question. We can see three box area inside graph which indicates that our 
model can capture the concept information of each question automatically. In other words, the question 
within each box may have some kind of relationship and influence to each other. It can also capture the 
latent relationship between concepts like model perceives that the question belongs to concept 83 and 
concept 84 has some correlation. Intuitively, the concept 83 and 84 do have some relationship for the 
division property. For comparison, we also show the relationship between student interaction when 
giving the concept information in figure 3(b). It can capture more accurate relationship then only giving 
question information and it can also capture the latent relationship between concept. From both figure 
3(a) and 3(b), we can see clearly diagonal which shows our first hypothesis that the nearest exercises 
which are closely to the student current practice are more valuable and relevant than something far 
away. For the MOOC platforms, it may not available to assign the concept to each question like showing 
as 3(a). But our model can help to infer the concepts to each question and keep highly accuracy. 
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6. Conclusions and Future Work 
 
In this paper, we propose a new model BEKT, which utilizes the student historical learning logs and 
initializes the model using two tasks: pre-training and fine-tuning. Each students past learning 
information can help the model not only trace the student knowledge state, but also understand the 
distinction between students. The pre-training with bi-directional deep representation helps the model 
more comprehensively understand student knowledge states and learning behaviours as shown by an 
ablation study. Experiments on different datasets show that our model outperforms than state-of-the-art 
models. However, there are still some limitations of the BEKT that should be addressed. For example, 
the pre-training phase has a high computation cost to train even though fine-tuning phase of the model 
can converge sooner. Different skill embedding dimensions of datasets may also influence the 
performance of model, and further investigation is needed to prove the current assumption. 

For future work, we will try to develop more a concise pre-training task to speed up the whole 
process. Also, we will incorporate side information and time windows to further improve the input 
representation and comprehension of the model. Besides simply add all encoding parts together, we will 
also particularly investigate the influential of each part and find an appropriate way to compose them 
together. 
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Abstract: Nudges have been known to trigger behavior change for individuals in different 
contexts. In this study, we focus on designing nudges in the context of self-directed learning 
(SDL) of university students and aim to identify challenges and difficulties they faced while 
using an online learning platform during a semester-long undergraduate reading based elective 
course. We describe how multiple challenges can be identified from the data logged in the 
learning platform. We focused on 4 of the identified challenges and designed useful nudges 
based on existing literature to support learners to overcome these challenges. We further 
examined the perceived usefulness of these nudges with a questionnaire. We found that students 
perceive nudges which help them plan how to complete their assignments as most useful. We 
also found that when students propose nudges, they mostly propose social nudges and reinforce 
nudges. We discuss the need of nudges to support SDL and provide a basis for future design 
and development of nudges in self-directed learning contexts. 

Keywords: Self-directed learning, Nudges in Education, Human-Computer-Interaction, 
LEAF, GOAL platform 

1. Introduction

Self-directed Learning (SDL) is considered a necessary skill in this 21st century (P21 framework, 2015). 
Consider real life scenarios like learning from a self-paced course. Learners have to be intrinsically 
motivated, set their own goals and be responsible for their own behaviour but barriers to motivation in 
a SDL context may differ from one learner to another (Skinner, Furrer, Marchand, & Kindermann, 
2008). Learners regulate their behaviour using multiple approaches such as hiring a coach, attending a 
physical lecture, talking to like-minded people who have set similar goals, and changing environments 
to allow them to achieve the desired results (Sumaya Abuloha et al, 2019). In SDL, learners often need 
a subtle instructor’s intervention to stay motivated for tasks. Behavioral constraints (such as a lack of 
self-control, restricted attention, and social standards) are likely to impact choices in such situations. 
Low-cost nudges that gently push behaviour in the desired direction can help in such a situation 
(Damgaard & Nielsen, 2018). In our research, we aim to understand in the context of SDL, when would 
a learner need such a nudge and what would be perceived as a useful nudge. Our guiding research 
questions are, (RQ 1) What are the possible indicators in an e-learning context to detect difficulties that 
students face  during SDL? (RQ 2) What nudges are perceived useful to address these difficulties? 

2. Background

2.1 Nudges for Behavior Change 

A nudge is defined as “any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behavior in a predictable 
way without forbidding any option or significantly changing their economic incentive” (Thaler and 
Sunstein 2008). Thaler and Sunstein (2008) introduced the notion of nudging to talk about how subtle 
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changes in the 'choice architecture' can alter people's behaviors in predictable ways. This idea has since 
been widely adopted in Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and applied in multiple contexts including 
health, sustainability and privacy (Caraban et al. 2019). For instance, changing from an opt-in to an opt-
out organ donation policy, as in the example above, has a positive impact on societal welfare, without 
forbidding individuals’ options or significantly changing their economic incentives. Similarly, replacing 
cake with fruit in the impulse basket next to the cash register has been found to lead people to buy more 
fruit and less cake, when both choices are still available (Sunstein and Thaler 2008). However, aspects 
such as the processes underlying the concept, the nudge’s effectiveness in different contexts, and in the 
long term are still poorly understood (Zimmermann et al. 2021). Further, as technology evolves with 
time, these nudges should be contextualized, translated and mapped to the affordances of the technology. 
The term ‘digital nudging’ (Weinmann et. al. 2016) refers to the use of nudges in the digital realm. 
Caraban et al. (2019) found 74 examples of nudging in HCI literature. Their analysis identified 23 
distinct mechanisms of nudging, grouped in 6 overall categories, and leveraging 15 different cognitive 
biases. The broader categories include Facilitate, Confront, Deceive, Social Influence, Fear, and 
Reinforce type nudges which we discuss further in this paper. Facilitate nudges enable decision-making 
by diminishing an individual's physical or mental effort. They are designed to encourage people to 
intuitively pursue a predefined set of actions which resemble people’s best interests and goals. Confront 
nudges attempt to pause an unwanted action by instilling doubt. Tapping into the regret aversion bias 
—people’s tendency to become more careful decision makers when they perceive a certain level of risk 
—they attempt to break mindless behavior and prompt a reflective choice (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 
1988). The Deceive Nudges category uses deception mechanisms in order to affect how alternatives are 
perceived, or how activities are experienced, with the goal of promoting particular outcomes. Social 
influence nudges take advantage of people’s desire to conform and comply with what is believed to be 
expected from them. Fear nudges evoke feelings of fear, loss and uncertainty to make the user pursue 
an activity. These nudges take advantage of people’s desire to conform and comply with what is 
believed to be expected by them. It raises visibility of user’s actions and leverages public commitment. 
The goal is to create a sense of responsibility as a community. If the learners are timely reminded of 
what their peers are doing, they may take their assignment more seriously. The learners fear public 
humiliation. Nudges in the Reinforce category attempt to reinforce behaviors through increasing their 
presence in individuals’ thinking. 
 
2.2 Nudges in Education 
 
The barriers in decision making from a  behavioural economics perspective and a broad discussion of 
the evidence are available in DellaVigna (2009). Closer to our context, there are multiple behavioral 
barriers in decision making that students face which restrict them from achieving their desired outcome. 
Literature suggests that the key behavioural barriers in education include self-control, limited attention 
and cognitive ability, loss aversion, default biases, self and social image, social norms and other biased 
beliefs (Damgaard & Nielsen, 2018). Since these behavioural barriers influence decision-making it may 
be necessary to target these barriers and create interventions to remove them. Literature also proposes 
a typology of nudge types that can better support decision making to overcome these behavioural 
barriers as seen in Figure 1. It provides an overview of the types of interventions considered in this 
review classified by two dimensions: (1) whether the interventions are likely to induce active or passive 
decision-making and (2) whether they involve changes or additions to the decision environment.  
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Figure 1. Typology of nudges, reproduced from (Damgaard & Nielsen, 2018). 

While research broadly suggests the types of nudges that may be useful for education 
(Damgaard & Nielsen, 2018) there have been few investigations regarding how nudging behaviour 
changes according to the context, affordances of the technology, the quality of communication or the 
timing of the nudges. Therefore, in this work we perform a study to explore the challenges or barriers 
faced by students in our context. We then design nudges that can be useful for our specific SDL context 
and a wearable technology medium, and examine their perceived usefulness for students. 

 
 

3. Materials and Methods 
 
3.1 Context and Procedure 
 
The study focused on the context of a reading based undergraduate elective course (15 weeks duration) 
related to educational data analytics and visualisation in a university in Japan. Due to the covid19 
restrictions, the classes were moved online and conducted through Zoom after the initial two face to 
face sessions. The LEAF platform (Ogata et al. 2018) made the transition easier to integrate the SDL 
tools to the learning management system (LMS), Sakai. The LMS gave access to the enrolled students, 
maintained discussion forums and provided the course assignments. There were multiple reading, 
summarizing and presentation assignments in the course. All the reading materials were distributed by 
BookRoll (Ogata et al. 2015). 
 
3.2 Learning Traces from E-Learning Context. 
 
In the LEAF platform (Ogata et al. 2018) external systems like BookRoll (Ogata et al. 2015) and GOAL 
(Majumdar et al. 2018) are also linked to the LMS. These enable students to make a reading plan and 
monitor that while they continue with reading the course material. The infrastructure enables collection 
of students’ reading interactions in the BookRoll platform as xAPI statements; their assignment 
submission events and discussion activities in the LMS; their self-directed planning and monitoring 
behaviors in the GOAL system. The GOAL system also has the potential to communicate with wearable 
devices running wear OS or iOS. Hence it would give the advantage to the students to use the same 
infrastructure to securely connect with their learning logs and receive personalised feedback on their 
mobile application or the wearable device. The overall data flow is presented in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. The technical architecture to deliver Nudges based on LEAF. 

 
3.3 Analysis and Design Methods  
 
Given the above context, to answer RQ1 the instructor of the course (one of the co-authors) observed 
students' behaviors regarding course participation and assignment submissions. These learning traces 
were captured in the LEAF system. Based on these observations, we selected four challenges that the 
instructor identified. Messages as nudges were designed to mitigate these challenges based on the 23 
approaches proposed in Caraban et al (2019). The process we followed to design the nudges is as follows. 

A persona of a student was developed and named Ren, who is in a self-directed learning context 
similar to the students in the course. He also has a wearable device whose persona was named Kotoura 
and who wished to support Ren’s SDL activities. A tone of the voice for the communication was set to 
ensure empathy and user centricity (see Kotoura’s persona sketch in Fig 3). 
 

 
Figure 3. Persona as presented to the learner with a perspective of a wearable device. 

 
To answer RQ2, we conducted a survey with participants from the course and other students 

who had experience in using the BookRoll system. We did purposive sampling to include students and 
academic staff outside the course too but those who related to the issues of SDL. For each of the 
designed alternative nudges given in the context of a hypothetical student undertaking SDL, a 5 point 
Likert scale question asked perceived usefulness of that nudge in the participants’ context (item 
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wording: This nudge would be useful for me too. 1: Strongly Disagree - 5: Strongly Agree). A second 
question also in 5 point Likert scale solicits their preferred frequency of the particular nudge  (item 
wording: How frequently would you like to have this nudge?. 1: Only once - 5: repeatedly)  
 
 
4  Findings and Designed Alternatives 

 

 
Figure 4. Some examples of designed nudge solutions as presented to the learner with a perspective   

of a wearable device. 
 
4.1 Detecting Student Difficulties from Learning Logs  
 
To answer RQ 1, Table 1 provides the details of how to identify the four SDL challenges based on the 
data collected in LEAF’s e-learning environment. For instance the corresponding indicator for 
participation was the bookroll activities such as interactions within and outside the class hour 
(Majumdar, Flanagan & Ogata, 2021) and the assignment submission time as recorded in the LMS. 
 
Table 1. Detecting Problem Context Based on Data Logged In E-Learning Environment   

Challenges during SDL         Possible detection in e-learning context 
#1 Students not submitting 
summary notes of a given reading 
assignment 

The reading materials are accessed in BookRoll, but 
neither memos are written either in BookRoll nor any 
submissions in the LMS. 

#2 Students not 
previewing/reviewing materials 

There are no or few logs recorded corresponding  to the 
uploaded lecture and activity materials.  

#3 Students spend a lot of time on a 
certain portion of reading material. 

There are more interactions and time spent on certain 
materials or pages in a particular material. 

#4 Students rushing assignment 
submissions at the end moment 

The assignment deadline and the status of a student at a 
particular time is available from the LMS. 

 
4.2 Designed Alternative Nudges 
 
For the selected 4 challenges during SDL contexts mentioned in section 4.1. in Table 2 we mapped our 
design alternatives to the strategy of nudging in Caraban et al (2019).  
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Table 2. Messages Designed for Mitigating Challenges during SDL. 

Challenges during SDL Messages and associated nudges 
#1 Students not 
submitting summary 
notes of a given reading 
assignment 

i. Hi Ren, Kotoura, here. Did you miss submitting the summary? (Social 
nudge) 
ii. Your friends, Yuko-san and Hisako-san have submitted the summary. 
(Social nudge) 
iii. If you don’t submit you’ll receive a penalty! #justsaying (Confront 
nudge) 
iv. Responsible students do not miss assignments. #justsaying (Confront 
nudge) 
v. Do you want to consider setting a reward for yourself? (Facilitate nudge) 

#2 Students not 
previewing/reviewing 
materials 

i. Oops! Did you miss reviewing the materials?(Confront nudge) 
ii. Do you want me to set a reminder?(Facilitate nudge) 
iii. Sorry you cannot go ahead until you review this page. (Facilitate nudge 
and Fear nudge) 

#3 Students spend a lot of 
time on a certain portion 
of reading material. 

i. You have completed the task, right? #just checking (Deceive nudge) 
ii. Do you want me to set a reminder?(Facilitate nudge) 
iii. Your last reading time was 145 seconds. You can do better!(Deceive 
nudge) 

#4 Students rushing 
assignment submissions 
at the end moment 

i. Deadline is in 5 days. No pressure! (Reinforce nudge) 
ii. You had submitted the last assignment 3 days late, do you want to be late 
on this one too? (Deceive nudge) 
iii. I can set up a daily reminder for you. (Facilitate nudge) 

 
4.2.1 Challenge 1: Students Not Submitting Summary Notes of A Given Reading Assignment 
 
For the first challenge regarding, “Students not submitting summary notes of a given reading 
assignment”, we used three different strategies of nudging and designed 5 example communication 
messages. Messages i and ii are associated with Social nudges. The tendency for learners to look at 
other learner's behaviour or to assist and guide their own behaviour is known as a social-proof heuristic. 
Students may prefer to orient towards the conduct of others, seeking for social proof when unable to 
discern the right style of action in a given scenario, because social norms affect human behaviour. 
Message iii and iv are associated with confront nudges. It reminds the learner of consequence. This 
creates a sense of tension and fear to fuel motivation. Fear is a powerful motivator because it makes the 
learner uncomfortable, and he may want to move away from that discomfort towards his comfort zone. 
In message ii we instigate empathy through negative reinforcements. Negative reinforcement and 
indirect suggestions may promote positive behaviours. In reaction to a stimulus, something unpleasant 
is taken away with negative reinforcement. Message v is associated with facilitate nudge. A reward is 
a stimulus that drives an appetite to alter behaviour. Rewards typically serve as reinforcers. That is, they 
make us repeat behaviours that we perceive (unconsciously) as good for our survival, even when they're 
not.  
 
4.2.2 Challenge 2: Students Not Previewing/Reviewing Materials. 
 
For the second challenge regarding, “Students not previewing/reviewing materials.”, we used three 
different strategies of nudging and designed 3 example communication messages. Message i is 
associated with confront nudge. Procrastination can become chronic and habitual. Students may keep 
putting things off until they have a cumulative effect on themselves. They procrastinate more if they 
have a lot of things to do or if they don't enjoy what you have to do. Procrastination becomes a vicious 
cycle, they become overwhelmed by the amount of work that has to be done and the lack of time 
available to do it, they may grow increasingly agitated, and feel trapped and unable to go forward. One 
of the reasons that may stop motivating students can be lack of confrontation. This nudge option can 
help in that area. 
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Message ii is associated with a facilitate nudge. Simple reminders may have a healthy impact 
on a learner's behaviour. Including deadline, goal-setting, and reminder treatments, encourage learners 
to utilise these behavioural tools in situations where they may otherwise fail to use them effectively to 
self-regulate their behaviour. Students often have a lot on their thoughts, they may forget, become busy, 
or just put off starting a task. Message iii is associated with Facilitate nudge and Fear nudge. The goal 
of this nudge is to let students overcome their fears or move past them to reach a healthier place. One 
of the most well-known approaches to nudging is to change defaults. Because of default bias, people 
tend to choose the default option and as a result changing defaults can be a powerful policy tool. 
(Damgaard & Nielsen, 2018) 
 
4.2.3 Challenge 3 Students Spend a Lot of Time on A Certain Portion of Reading Material. 
 
For the third challenge regarding, “Students spend a lot of time on a certain portion of reading material.”, 
we used two different strategies of nudging and designed 3 example communication messages. For 
message i and iii are associated with deceive nudges. Deceive nudges are used as deception mechanisms 
in order to affect how alternatives are perceived, or how activities are experienced, with the goal of 
promoting particular outcomes. Here, in message i, we made it seem like the error was on the bot’s side 
and masked it like a deceptive reminder message. In message iii, we reminded the students about their 
last reading time. Message ii is associated with Facilitate nudge for reminders. 
 
4.2.4 Challenge 4 Students Rushing Assignment Submissions at The End Moment. 
 
For the third challenge regarding, “Students rushing assignment submissions at the end moment.”, we 
used three different strategies of nudging and designed 3 example communication messages. Message 
i is associated with the nudge type, reinforce nudge. Nudges in this category attempt to reinforce 
behaviours through increasing their presence in individual thinking. Pleasant emotions and sadness 
elicited more empathic emotion than did shame and anger. When the student is sad, the motivation 
increases intellectual empathy, and when the target person is happy, it increases empathy. Message ii is 
associated with the nudge type, deceive nudge. These nudges use deception mechanisms in order to 
affect how alternatives are perceived, or how activities are experienced, with the goal of promoting 
particular outcomes. Letting students know the consequences of their own past decisions by constantly 
monitoring students and their actions, information about that person’s previous decisions becomes 
available and can be used to inform users of the long-term consequences of their continued actions. 
Message iii is associated with facilitate nudge. Simple reminders may have a healthy impact on a 
learner's behaviour. Including deadline, goal-setting, and reminder treatments, encourage learners to 
utilise these behavioural tools in situations where they may otherwise fail to use them effectively to 
self-regulate their behaviour.  
 
4.3 User Perception of Nudges    
 
Based on the questionnaire responses (n=19) the perceived usefulness and the frequency of 15 nudges 
that were designed is reported in table 2. 

Further we analysed the open responses of the students where they provided suggestions of 
nudges that would be useful for them. We performed content analysis and coded the nudges based on 
the 23 categories of nudges available in literature Caraban et al (2019). Two researchers independently 
coded 50% of the data and then discussed the categorization to resolve differences until there was 100% 
inter-rater agreement. One researcher then coded the rest of the data. The findings are shown in the table 
below. We find that the most common type of nudge suggested for context #1 is of Social nudge, for 
context # 2 is of Social and reinforce nudge, for context # 3 is Reinforce nudge and for context # 4 is 
facilitate nudge. 
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Figure 5. Student responses of perceived usefulness of each nudge (n=19) 

 
Figure 6. Student responses of perceived frequency of each nudge (n=19) 

 
Table 3. Proposed Nudge Message from The Participants (n=37) 

Challenges faced in SDL Category (% of responders) - Example given by students 
#1 Students not 
submitting summary 
notes of a given reading 
assignment 

Social nudge (30%) : I think message two [Did you miss submitting the 
summary?] was useful. 
Reinforce nudge (23%): I think it's better to use positive words such as 
trying hard or feeling good, rather than appealing that you shouldn't fail, 
you have to do it, and the people around you are doing it. 
Confront nudge (16%): I may send a message to ask what's bothering him 
to refrain from doing his assignment. 
Facilitate nudge (16%): Maybe have Ren set their own personal schedule 
on what to be reminded about (probably that's what nudge #4 is?) 
Fear nudge (8%): Tell him that he has little time to do the assignment 
NA (7%) 

#2 Students not 
previewing/reviewing 
materials 

Social nudge (22%): show your friend / classmate has reviewed it 
Reinforce nudge (22%): Reviewing can lead to better performance 
Confront nudge (11%): Are you a student? What are you doing without 
studying? 
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Facilitate nudge (11%): alarm  
NA (34%) 

#3 Students spend a lot 
of time on a certain 
portion of reading 
material. 

Social nudge (10%): compared to others, what is your reading time? What 
is the position of the reading time of all device users? 
Reinforce nudge (40%): I propose another nudge with questions. 
Questions offer a chance to think about your style of learning. 
Confront nudge (10%): Do you understand the materials? Check it!!! 
Facilitate nudge (10%): Display reading speed of the certain material 
Deceive nudge (10%): I think it would be better to show how much he did 
his goal and how much more he needed to do to reach his goal. 
Fear nudge (10%): Your next class is on OO, which means you still have 
OO days (hours) to preview/review for your class 
NA (10%) 

#4 Students rushing 
assignment submissions 
at the end moment 

Social nudge (16%): alert every time one friend /classmate of Ren makes a 
submission :) 
Confront nudge (16%): Asked by system about the task and recall the task 
by himself. 
Facilitate nudge (33%): I think it would be better to suggest modifying the 
plan so that the goals he originally set can be displayed at the same time. 
Deceive nudge (16%): Deadline is over. Just kidding. 
Fear nudge (16%): Hurry up otherwise you will face consequences 
NA (3%) 

 
 
5. Discussion and Conclusion 
 
5.1  Findings and Contribution of the Current Work 
 
We designed nudge solutions for students based on the challenges detected from learning logs. Based 
on the analysis of the perceived usefulness and desired frequency of the designed nudge (Table 2), we 
see that there is a positive association between these two variables. Results of the Pearson correlation 
indicated that there was a significant positive association between the perceived usefulness of the nudge 
and how frequently the student would like to have this nudge (r(17) = .92, p< 0.001). This gives 
indicators that students do not mind being nudged more frequently provided that they perceive that 
these nudges are useful for them. We intend to validate this finding in future studies where we design a 
wearable with such nudges and conduct field studies with students. 

From Table 2, we also see that Challenge #4, Nudge #3 (“I can set up a daily reminder for 
you”) was perceived as the most useful nudge by students. This can indicate that students perceive those 
nudges which will help them plan how to complete their assignments as most useful. This could be 
because students are often juggling with a lot of assignments from various courses they take up at once. 
Setting up frequent reminders helps them to constantly stay on track. In the quadrant, Fig 1 this fits in 
the ‘reminders’ section which is neutral to the four aspects of passive and active decision making and 
changes and additions to the decision environment. 

On the other hand, Challenge #1, Nudge #5 (“Do you want to set a reward for yourself?), shows 
the lowest overall usefulness. The reason for this nudge being on the lower side of usefulness can be 
that this nudge is not connected  to the corresponding problem context. It is possible that reward driven 
nudges don't work for this particular problem context but they may work for other contexts. It could 
also be that this nudge does not provide any direct action such as a “reminder” but instead proposes a 
more abstract “reward”. In the quadrant, Fig 1 this fits in the ‘reminders’ section which is neutral to the 
four aspects of passive and active decision making and changes and additions to the decision 
environment. 

We can also infer from Table 2 that there is no apparent correlation between the category of 
nudge, and the perceived usefulness of the nudge. For example, from Table 2, we see that Problem 
context #1, Nudge #5 is a Facilitate category nudge, and students reported the lowest usefulness (2.4 
out of 5). However, Problem #2 Nudge #2, and Problem #4, Nudge #3 are also Facilitate nudges but 
they received the highest usefulness in Problem #2 (3.7 out of 5) and Problem #4 (4.3 out of 5). This  
gives indicators that for different problem contexts, different categories of nudges might be beneficial 
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to learners. 
From Table 3, we see that when students propose nudges, they mostly propose social nudges 

followed by reinforce nudges. The students likely preferred additions to the decision environment and 
active decision making from Figure 1. This suggests that learners in our context are primarily motivated 
by social norms and positioning themselves with respect to other learners. Further they like to receive 
positive reinforcement, encouragement and useful suggestions to complete their work.  
 
5.2. Limitations and Future Work 
 
We tested the proposed solutions on undergraduate students at a national university in Japan. The 
quality of the communication nudge messages we receive from the students as alternate nudge options 
may have been subject to the colloquial use of their language and variations in interpretation when 
translated to english so we made students express their thoughts in the language of their choice for a 
better understanding. 

In the future, we propose more studies to understand the usefulness of nudging for students in 
a self-directed-learning context. We intend to understand the use of wearables for nudging in a long 
term SDL environment ,the emphasis on the quality of communication messages and other nudging 
behaviours that are translated to the various affordances of technology. We intend to design the 
wearable and are planning to conduct a study to replicate the findings from Table 2. We intend to 
understand whether  students still perceive that the nudges are useful to them. We also intend to validate 
if there is a positive correlation between frequency and usefulness in future studies. 
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Abstract: In this paper, we improve information on our regional safety map and evaluate it by 
conducting interview surveys with representatives of local residents and city officials. We have 
been studying toward practical application of the map based on the local residents' perspective. 
We have made improvements to make the danger information easier to understand by changing 
the design of the danger information display and the explanation of the footnotes of the map 
created last year. We have also created a new electronic map using an online map service so that 
we can provide detailed information that cannot be displayed on a paper map. We made a 
qualitative evaluation from the perspectives of residents and city staffs by conducting an 
interview survey on the revised paper map. The results show the importance of continuous 
collection of local information, examination and sharing of information, and information update 
at appropriate times. 

Keywords: Regional disaster prevention, safety map, voluntary disaster prevention, historical 
local town, community participation 

1. Introduction

We have been developing a system that supports creation of the regional safety map using ICT in 
collaboration with local voluntary disaster prevention organizations, and have been studying toward the 
practical application of the map (Okazaki, Y. et al., 2016; 2017; 2018; 2019, 2020). We selected 
Hizenhamajuku, Kashima City, Saga Prefecture, where the streets of the Edo period remain (Agency 
for Cultural Affairs, 2017; Saga Trip Genius, 2014), as a model district  

Many Efforts have been made to deal with natural disasters (ICTDSE2020 in ICCE2020, 2020; 
Mitsuhara, H., 2018). Hazard maps have been created and distributed in response to growing awareness 
of disaster prevention. Furthermore, systems that support the creation of city-walking disaster 
prevention maps where residents themselves collect and register information are also being studied 
(Yoshino, T, 2017; Enokida, S, 2018). 

In the local town that retain historical townscape targeted in this study (hereinafter referred to 
as historical local town) (Japan Guide.com, 2012), there are restrictions such as preservation of 
traditional landscapes and aging. Therefore, it is necessary to take advance disaster prevention measures 
according to the actual conditions of the area (Mishima, N. et.al, 2014). 

In historical local towns, there may be dangers in places that do not considered as criteria when 
creating a hazard map, such as old folk houses, narrow paths, and waterways. For disaster prevention 
and mitigation in the area, which each resident considers as his or her own, it is desirable to highlight the 
dangers that the residents feel in their daily lives from the perspective of the local residents and share 
them with all the people in the area and the municipal government. 

In this study, we improve the design of information display and display items based on the 
evaluation of local residents and city officials toward the practical application of the paper version of 
the safety map previously created. Moreover, we conduct interview surveys by local residents and city 
officials to evaluate the improved map and its information collecting/updating process. Furthermore, 
for the purpose of providing the information to tourists visiting the area, we make a prototype of an 
electronic version of the area safety map using an online map service. 
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2. Improvement of Information Display in Regional Safety Paper Map "Hamādo-map"

2.1 Improvement of Information Display 

We held an information review meeting on July 17, 2020 with five voluntary disaster prevention 
members in the region. In addition to the A2 size regional safety map, we surrounded the A0 size local 
Zenrin paper map and collected and examined danger information. 

As a result, we changed the design based on the results of last year's questionnaire (abolish of 
icon, add of explanations with speech balloons and photos) and changed display items (deleted items to 
bring out, added emergency contact information). We have also improved the information, including 
the river overflow damage caused by the heavy rain in July 2nd year of Reiwa, and the addition and 
correction of the information associated with the river improvement work. Figure 1 shows a regional 
safety map that reflects these improvements. 

2.2 Prototyping of a New Electronic Map 

Supposing the use of tourists, we made a prototype of an electronic version of the regional safety map 
using LOCAMO-MAP provided by Locamo AI(Locamo AI, 2017). In the electronic version, it is 
possible to display and select the information depending on the situation. It can provide a wider variety 
of information than the paper map. In addition, it is possible for users to evaluate and exchange opinions 
with each other. Furthermore, it is expected that information will be collected from the tourist's 
perspective and that the map itself will be evaluated. 

Figure 1. Revised regional safety map (Paper version). 
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Figure 2. Prototype of an electric regional safety map. 

 
 

3. Qualitative Evaluation by Interview Survey 
 
We conducted an interview survey to obtain what the people involved think and feel, which are difficult 
to grasp as numerical data. 
 
3.1 Survey Method  

 
The purpose of the interview survey is to evaluate the map of the people involved, which is difficult to 
grasp by questionnaire survey, based on specific opinions and ideas, and to evaluate our activities for 
practical use. This map will be used as a material for voluntary disaster prevention activities, and will 
play a role in informing the local residents of the resulting danger information in the region. This time, 
we evaluated it by the parties involved taking actual operation into account. 

There were three interview items: opinions and requests regarding the safety map itself or 
activities, involvement with voluntary disaster prevention activities / involvement with administrative 
initiatives, and the current situation and issues regarding disaster prevention and mitigation in the 
region.  

The target people were two members of the NPO Hizen Hamajuku Mizutomachinami no Kai, 
which is working on the preservation of the historical landscape of this area and town development as 
representatives of local residents, and three staff members of the City Construction Division of 
Kashima City, who are in charge of city planning and disaster prevention in this area. 

On March 18, 2021, we held a face-to-face meeting with the two members of the 
Miztomachinami no Kai, one by one. They play a leading role in voluntary disaster prevention 
activities. They have been involved in our research from the beginning. The interview times for the two 
were about 45 minutes and about 30 minutes, respectively. In addition to the memo recording, the audio 
recording was made with prior approval. 
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On March 15, 2021, we held an online group meeting(Webex meeting) for three people from 
the City Construction Division of Kashima City. In addition to taking notes, we made video recording 
with prior approval. 
 
3.2 Survey Results 

 
3.2.1 Results for Local Residents 
 
The first person expressed the following opinions and impressions in the approximately 45-minute 
interview: "I am satisfied with the quality of the map.", "The map is more familiar than the hazard maps 
provided by the government.", "Easy to see and understand." and "This map is well-balanced, although 
it can be difficult to understand if it is overloaded with information." 

He noted that activities were previously limited to those involved in voluntary disaster 
prevention. He hoped that more people, such as the local welfare officer and the ward mayor, would 
confirm it, and based on the results, distribute it to all houses in the next fiscal year.  

He said that by having many people in the district see the map, it would be possible to increase 
the interest in the safety map and improve the accuracy of the information.  

He has also realized the following through the activities so far. "By collecting and displaying 
the information obtained by walking around the area, we could understand the current state of danger 
perception in each district by the people in the district." and "By continuing these activities, I feel that 
the awareness of disaster prevention among the participants has increased." 

The second person expressed the following opinions and impressions in the approximately 
30-minute interview: "The map has almost reached the stage of completion, and the rest is a fine 
brush-up.", "I feel closer than the hazard maps distributed by the city authorities." and "The danger of 
flood damage is easy to understand, and it is expected that it will lead to the awareness of the residents." 

He also gave the following opinions: "Fires are not natural disasters, so it may be better to 
distinguish them.", "In a densely populated area, there is a concern about fire, so it is better to have some 
expression." and "I think it is necessary to ask the volunteer fire department for their opinions on fires." 

In addition, he said, it would be desirable to describe the characteristics of the Hama River (the 
river that runs through the center of the town) as shown below: "The water level may rise suddenly. " 
and "It is dangerous if the spring tide and heavy rain overlap." 
 
3.2.2 Results for City Officials 
 
The three persons who responded to the group interview were, a manager, a chief and a regular member 
of the City Construction Division of Kashima City. All of them are people who have been involved in 
disaster prevention in the target area. They expressed the following opinions and impressions in the 
approximately 25-minute interview: "The safety map is meaningful as a detailed version of the hazard 
map focusing on the Hama area." and "It is necessary to ensure the consistency of the information on the 
safety map and the hazard map." 

They also proposed improvements for practical use as follows: "Since the safety map is quite 
well made, we would like you to provide more information that will lead to actual evacuation 
behavior.", "It would be better if information could be added to help people meet in each district before 
evacuating to the evacuation center.", "It would be good if more detailed information could be provided 
in cooperation with the voluntary disaster prevention organization."  and "Since a fire is not a natural 
disaster, it is not necessary to describe it on the map, but it is desirable to record and describe past fires." 

In addition, they said that it would be convenient to have an information service that utilizes 
smartphones, assuming that information will be provided not only to local residents but also to tourists. 
 
3.3 Discussion  
 
As a result of the interview, a concrete evaluation of the map was obtained, and its significance was 
clearly shown. 
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Due to the continuous activities since 2014, the map has finally reached a level where it can be 
widely used. The map information is generally valid, and the design is easy to see. It was reconfirmed 
that these were the achievements so far. 

In addition, the representatives of the residents and the city officials clearly showed the 
significance of the safety map as a detailed version of the hazard map that is familiar to the residents. 
Hazard maps are damage prediction maps. It does not show past cases. Their comments suggest that 
information on past disaster locations and information on alerts, that is missing in the hazard map, is 
also necessary for the map. 

It has long been suggested that the information needs to be reviewed on a regular basis. This 
interview also confirmed that. In this interview, it was evaluated that the heavy rain damage in July 
2020 was added, and it was indicated that such timely reflection is effective. 

Based on this, in this study, it is necessary to constantly repeat the following three processes as 
a process for continuous improvement of the regional safety map:  
1.Picking up danger information in the area. 
2.Careful selection of information (meeting with local voluntary disaster prevention and city disaster 
prevention staff). 
3.Information update at the right time. 

It is thought that the prompt reflection of information after a disaster will increase interest in 
maps, and as a result, it will be easier to collect new information. This will lead to improvements in the 
information provided, and it is thought that this cycle will continue to develop an effective 
community-based safety map. Examine the effectiveness of this process is issues in the future. 

The importance of cooperation with the city's disaster prevention department was also 
confirmed. In this interview survey, it became clear that the viewpoints of local residents and the 
government were different. The administration grasp from a macro perspective, that is, from a broad 
perspective, while the local residents grasp from a micro perspective, that is, from the perspective of the 
field.  

Of course, there is a common perception of danger, but it has also become clear that there is a 
difference in the perception of dangerous points. It turned out that there are two reasons for this. One is 
the danger that has been resolved. Although the danger was improved after the river was repaired, there 
were cases where the residents were still worried because it was not known. The other is micro-danger. 
It has become clear that there are dangers in places that the government cannot grasp, such as places 
where waterways are likely to collide and overflow, and places where landslides are likely to occur even 
in a narrow area. It is important to understand the dangers of the area from multiple different 
perspectives. 

The area has been very careful about fires, including areas with densely populated wooden 
buildings of high historical value. Although the fire is not a natural disaster, it is printed as a warning 
along with the danger of traffic accidents from the viewpoint of local safety. Opinions are divided on 
fire in this interview. It became clear that further consideration was needed. 

To clarify what are the essential elements of safety map that are actually useful in the region, we 
believe that it is necessary to evaluate from the following viewpoints through actual operation: 
information accuracy, easy to grasp information on dangerous places, utilization as basic data for 
voluntary disaster prevention activities, and information sharing in the area by providing and posting to 
local households. 
 
 
4. Conclusion and Future Works 
 
In this study, we improved our regional safety map of A2 size paper map created based on the 
information collected through past activities and evaluated the revised map by interviewing local 
residents and city officials. To improve the information display, we changed the presentation design 
based on the results of last year's questionnaire (abolish of icon, add of explanations with speech 
balloons and photos) and changed display items (deleted items to bring out, added emergency contact 
information).  

We also added and revised information on flood damage caused by heavy rain in July 2nd year 
of Reiwa and river repair work. Furthermore, assuming the use of tourists visiting this area, we made a 
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prototype of an electronic version of the regional safety map using an online map service. In the 
electronic version, it is possible to display and select the information according to the purpose, and it is 
possible to flexibly provide more variety of information than the paper version map.  

As a result of the interview survey, the significance and usefulness of our regional safety map 
were confirmed. It was also confirmed that the continuous evaluation and improvement process, which 
is updated at an appropriate time, is effective, based on the collection of danger information in 
collaboration with the local community and examine the information by community members. 
 In the future, we will continue this improvement process, have people in a wider area look at the 
map, listen to their opinions on the map, and expand information updates in collaboration with the 
people in the area. It is also our future tasks to raise awareness of the map, attract the attention of the 
region to the map, and further raise disaster prevention awareness by distributing the created paper 
version of our regional safety map to all houses in the target area. 
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Abstract: The prolonged lockdown from the COVID-19 pandemic has caused a dramatic 
increase in the number of mental health concerns in the community. Students are among those 
vastly affected. Their socio-economic and financial conditions add challenges to their academic 
difficulty and work-life balance that can fuel issues related to mental health and well-being. To 
cope with these challenges, they need to strengthen their resilience to possess the ability to face 
and recover from adversity. In this paper, we describe how a mental health chatbot can help 
strengthen the resilience skills of tertiary level students through daily conversations. These 
conversations are aimed at promoting one’s well-being through self-assessment and care. 
Grounded on the use of narratives to encourage students to express their emotions, Seligman’s 
PERMA model is utilized as a basis for evaluating the student’s well-being and suggesting 
coping mechanisms to maintain one’s positive mental health and emotions. 

Keywords: Mental well-being, PERMA model, resilience, conversational agent, storytelling 

1. Introduction

Natural or man-made disasters pose threats not only to lives and properties, but also to one’s health and 
wellness. The prolonged lockdown from the COVID-19 pandemic has caused a dramatic increase in the 
number of mental health concerns in the community. Students are among those vastly affected. They 
continue to face academic challenges that are compounded by the shift to the online learning platform 
and independent self-paced learning within the confines of their household environment. On top of 
these, socio-economic factors, financial status, and the loss of face-to-face social contact with their 
peers may be affecting their psychological well-being and overall mental health. 

The Philippine Mental Health Act is a response to the call for action to promote mental health 
and to enhance the delivery of services to the growing number of Filipinos who are experiencing mental 
disorders (Lally et al., 2019). The Act defines mental health as “a state of well-being in which the 
individual realizes one's own abilities and potentials, copes adequately with the normal stresses of life, 
displays resilience in the face of extreme life events, works productively and fruitfully, and is able to 
make a positive contribution to the community”. Well-being and resilience can prevent or reduce the 
occurrence of mental health problems by equipping students with necessary skills to cope with the 
changes in their everyday activities and life stressors, maintain interpersonal relationships despite the 
absence of physical contact, and set realistic goals within the boundaries of their situations 
(Reachout.com). Resilience allows one to constantly adapt, thrive and regain a sense of well-being 
amidst the challenges and stresses caused by the pandemic (Castillo-Carandang, 2021).  

Technologies can play a significant role in promoting disaster and safety education in general 
and mental health protection in particular by raising awareness and delivering information and services 
to help individuals and the community plan and execute health and safety intervention programs. The 
continued community quarantine and physical distancing due to the pandemic have led the public to 
rely on digital technology solutions for their day-to-day activities, including the management of their 
mental health (NIMH, 2020). These technologies offer a wide range of opportunities from helping an 
individual manage his/her medication, to teaching coping skills and predicting emotional state and 
well-being (NIMH, 2019). Researchers are starting to explore the use of conversational agents or 
chatbots as an alternative platform in providing self-care as well as remote telehealth services to support 
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one’s health, including mental health (Fitzpatrick et al., 2017; Inkster et al., 2018), well-being (Sia et al., 
2021), and children’s emotional growth (Santos et al., 2020).  

Students can practice self-care, be conscious of their mental health and well-being, and build 
resilience through constant conversations with family members, trusted friends, or caregiver. In this 
paper, we investigate the opportunity posed by a conversational storytelling agent in helping students 
assess and manage their well-being. We first give an overview of related studies on well-being 
assessment, building resilience, and storytelling chatbots. Then we present the conversational model 
utilized by our chatbot in assessing students’ well-being, equipping them with resilience skills to cope 
with the effect of daily events on their mental well-being, and devising a plan of action to maintain 
optimal health. We end our paper with a discussion of our validation procedure. 
 
 
2. Well-being, Resilience, and Storytelling 
 
Well-being is strongly connected to mental health. Studies have shown that optimal well-being brought 
about by positive emotions, life satisfaction, and optimism can lead to stronger relationships, higher 
levels of productivity and success rates in school and at work, and better physical health (Butler & Kern, 
2016; Diener & Chan 2011; Huppert & So, 2013). An important aspect in promoting well-being is the 
ability to continuously monitor it so that necessary measures can be taken to maintain optimal 
well-being while shifting negative state to one that is more positive (Huppert, 2014).  

As a multi-dimensional construct, well-being can be measured using various scales. The Scale 
of Positive and Negative Experience (Diener et al., 2010) measures the respondent’s perception on their 
relationships, self-esteem, purpose, and optimism. The EPOCH Measure of Adolescent Well-being 
(Kern et al., 2016) assesses positive psychological characteristics that might foster positive outcomes. 
Seligman’s PERMA model (2011) identified 5 elements of well-being – positive emotion, engagement, 
relationships, meaning, and accomplishment. A corresponding instrument, the PERMA Profiler (Butler 
& Kern, 2016), allows individuals to monitor and measure their well-being to gain a better 
understanding of the positive and negative sides of each element. This  can then be used to design 
intervention programs and to prescribe the necessary services in building and strengthening the 
elements of well-being (Kern et al., 2015; Seligman, 2018).  

Resilience is a  strength-based or an empowerment-based approach of coping and overcoming 
adversities and adapting to new situations (Giligan, 2003; APA, 2014). This can be inferred from a 
person’s current state of being okay even when faced with a difficulty that he/she must overcome. Hu et 
al. (2015) reported the negative correlation between resilience and mental illnesses such as depression 
and negative emotions, and the positive correlation with life satisfaction, optimal well-being and 
positive emotions which are indicators of positive mental health. To build resilience among students 
requires understanding the activities that cause stress in their lives and deplete their energy as well as 
those factors that can help them recover. Such knowledge can be utilized to expand their window of 
tolerance to life stressors, detect signs of emerging distress or functional impairment, and be able to 
devise ways towards recovery (De Castro, 2021). 

Storytelling is an important component in mental health recovery (Nurser et al., 2018). Our 
everyday conversations are grounded on stories and anecdotes of life events that inspire us and 
encourage self-reflection. In health care, storytelling builds rapport and trust between the caregiver and 
the patient to encourage self-disclosure and kindle empathy and understanding of the context (Drumm, 
2013). It can shed light on our health and well-being (East et al., 2010) which can lead to improved and 
personalized services. Previous work have shown the use of storytelling chatbots that not only 
co-construct stories with children (Ong et al., 2018), but in the process of doing so, can also develop 
children’s emotional intelligence (Santos et al., 2020). These storytelling chatbots have portrayed the 
roles of a peer, a learning companion, or a therapy assistant to encourage children to recount their 
stories and verbalize their emotions (Ong et al., 2018; Santos et al., 2020). 
 
 
3. Conversation Flow 
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Our chatbot is intended to communicate with its human users through a text-based interface by 
integrating with existing messaging platforms such as Telegram which users can access via the web or 
their mobile devices. A session with the chatbot follows the conversation flow shown in Figure 1 which 
is adapted from Eren (Santos et al., 2020). The conversation commences with a welcome message, a 
self-introduction to break the ice, and an overview of positive psychology and well-being. This is 
followed by the labelling phase where the student’s well-being is assessed using lexicon-based 
sentiment analysis and a combined NRC Emotion Lexicon (Mohammad, 2012) and PERMA Lexicon 
(Kern et al., 2016). Life events in the form of short story text that we share may reflect our thoughts and 
emotions; thus, analyzing the emotion expressed in this type of text would be a useful indication of our 
subjective well-being (Jaidka et al., 2020). 
 

 
Figure 1. Conversation flow of the mental health chatbot. 

 
Well-being assessment involves computing the average PERMA score from the PERMA 

weights associated with each of the words found in the student’s input. Only words with part-of-speech 
tags nouns, verbs and adjectives are considered. The PERMA weights associated with a word were 
derived from the study of (Kern et al., 2016) which assigned a positive and a negative value to each of 
the five (5) elements of well-being as shown in Figure 2.  
 

 
Figure 2. Sample word entries in the NRC-PERMA Lexicon, where category indicates the positive 

(POS) and negative (NEG) aspects of a PERMA element and their associated weight values. 
 

From the average PERMA score, the chatbot associates one of the following well-being states: 
optimal, emerging and at risk. A student with an optimal well-being is able to cope with occasional 
stress and perform his/her tasks effectively. Increased stressors can cause temporary impairment and a 
student at this state is said to have an emerging emotional problem. If this is allowed to continue for 
prolonged period without support or intervention, the student may become at risk of mental illness 
(Chowdhury, 2021). The goal of the chatbot, then, is to setup a conversation that can maintain an 
optimal state, shift the emerging state to one that is optimal, and encourage those at risk to seek help. 

During the listening phase, dialogue moves that leverage on storytelling strategies employed by 
Orsen (Ong et al., 2018) are utilized. These include giving praise or positive feedback for actions that 
maintain an optimal well-being, and pumps to encourage the student to share details of story elements 

CONVERSATION FLOW
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● Encourage Positive Mindset
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Reflecting ● Emotion Regulation
● Promote Positive Mindset

Introduction ● Welcome Message
● More Information about MHBot
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● Emotion Recognition through 
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(characters, objects, locations) and events that triggered their emotions and affected their well-being. 
These personal stories not only reveal one’s mental well-being but can also convey actions that manifest 
resilience and coping strategies. Thus, throughout the listening phase, the chatbot tracks these actions 
and events in a story event chain and continues to update the PERMA score of the student.  

Throughout the storytelling session, the chatbot iterates through the labelling-listening phases 
and encourages the disclosure of life events as it continuously assesses the student’s well-being until the 
PERMA score is complete. A score is deemed complete if all five (5) PERMA elements have been 
accounted for; that is, the chatbot has an assessment of the student’s well-being, whether positive or 
negative, for each of the five (5) PERMA elements. If the student is done with his/her story but the 
PERMA score is not yet complete, the chatbot turns to the PERMA Profiler to formulate its next 
response. The PERMA Profiler (Butler & Kern, 2016) contains 23 questions, 15 of which covers the 
five PERMA elements while the remaining 8 focus on overall health, negative emotion, happiness, and 
loneliness. These questions can gather more information regarding an individual to complete the 
PERMA assessment. For example, if the chatbot is missing an assessment regarding the student’s 
relationship, it can pose the question “How satisfied are you with your personal relationship?” At the 
end of the story sharing phase, students are praised for their openness with responses such as “Thank 
you for sharing with me” and “Thank you for trusting me with this. That really means a lot”. 

Storytelling encourages self-reflection and enhances therapeutic care while building resilience 
(East et al., 2010; Nurser et al., 2018). In the reflection phase, actions that express a positive well-being 
are praised and students are encouraged continue practicing self-care and exhibit a positive mindset to 
maintain their optimal state with responses such as “That sounds great! Keep up the positivity.” Actions 
that show a shift in well-being from a positive to a negative state may lead to emerging distress; these 
need to be regulated in order to disrupt negative emotions and help the student to move to a more 
optimal state. This is a collaborative task that is performed during the evaluation phase when the 
chatbot and the student work together to formulate measures to maintain and/or improve the well-being.  

For students who are at risk of mental illness, the chatbot formulates emphatic responses to help 
them come to grips with their conditions. An empathic response is formulated by combining three 
dialogue moves: i) an acknowledgement of the challenges that the student is facing; ii)  an emphasis 
feedback highlighting the chatbot’s offer for help; and iii) a praise feedback for the student’s openness 
and self-disclosure. Table 1 shows some of the templates for these dialogue moves. Once the student 
has acknowledged his/her condition, he/she is then encouraged to try human counseling, i.e., “Are you 
willing to try counseling? It could really help you.” 

 
Table 1. Templates for Various Empathic Responses 

Dialogue Move Template 
Acknowledgement I’m sorry you are going through this. 

That sounds really challenging. 
Emphasis Feedback I’d like to help you the way you would help me. 

I am concerned that everything is not okay. 
Praise Feedback Thank you for trusting me with this. That really means a lot. 

 
In the evaluation phase, the chatbot guides the student in formulating measures and strategies to 

sustain and to improve his/her well-being. These measures are adjusted according to the student’s 
personal experiences and preferences as recorded in the story event chain and the computed PERMA 
scores. Since PERMA has been reported to be a good predictor of psychological distress (Forgeard et al., 
2011), activities that can increase any one of the elements of well-being can be presented to the students 
as actionable items (Madeson, 2021). For example, if the student has a low PERMA score for the 
element positive emotion, the chatbot can suggest that the student “spend time with people you care 
about”, “do a hobby that you enjoy”, or “listen to music”. On the other hand, if the student has a low 
PERMA score for the element engagement, the chatbot can prompt the student to “participate in 
activities that you really love”, “spend time with nature”, or “do things that you excel at”. The specific 
entities, i.e., people and hobby, are extracted from the story event chain in order to personalize the 
responses according to the student’s interests and social relationships. 

The primary focus of the conversation is to maintain optimal health, and to shift a negative state 
to one that is more positive. This requires a different approach as compared to improving critical mental 
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health conditions. To maintain optimal help and disrupt negative emotions, the chatbot should have the 
ability to identify actions and events that may be causing distress to one’s mental well-being, and to 
provide personalized consultations so that the recommended measures and strategies are aligned with 
the student’s social environment and relationships. These tasks are accomplished with the use of 
rule-based NLP techniques for processing user inputs, detecting emotion, and formulating responses. 

The PERMA model plays a major role in the chatbot’s ability to assess the well-being by 
identifying how the shared events are affecting the individual positively or negatively.  The PERMA 
element that is identified to have the lowest score is then used as the topic for discussion during the 
evaluation phase to formulate a plan of action to increase the low score which translates to recovering 
from negative states. Rule-based NLP story generation strategies and the use of commonsense ontology 
similar to Orsen (Ong et al., 2018) can provide the necessary information needed by the chatbot to 
understand the context of the student’s story and to formulate meaningful responses. 
 
4. Ongoing Work 
 
Advances in AI and conversational interfaces motivate us to leverage on digital technologies to help 
address the growing concern on mental health conditions. In this paper, we described the conversation 
flow of our chatbot that utilizes well-being assessment based on Seligman’s PERMA model (2011) to 
promote mental well-being awareness among College students and to strengthen their resilience 
especially in this challenging time of online learning and physical distancing. The conversation covers 
three main types of interventions to promote mental well-being, which include developing and 
strengthening of life skills, promoting social connectedness with family and friends, and increasing 
help-seeking behaviors (MacPhee, 2020). 

Technology-based interventions are most effective when the target beneficiaries would find 
them useful and are engaged with the technology such that they would want to continue using them. To 
evaluate the users’ perception on how conversing with the chatbot provided interventions and support, 
we will conduct validation with college students and collect two types of data for analysis: chatbot 
evaluation and conversation logs. The chatbot will be evaluated using three criteria: performance, 
humanity and affect which are based from (Radziwill & Benton, 2017) and were used in evaluating 
similar chatbots (Sia et al., 2021; Santos et al., 2020; De Nieva et al., 2020). Performance measures how 
well the chatbot uses the PERMA Model and the commonsense ontology in well-being assessment and 
response generation to give appropriate recommendations. Humanity measures the chatbot’s ability to 
fulfill its role as a storytelling peer who listens and empathizes with the shared stories and experiences. 
Affect measures the chatbot’s ability to make the experience comfortable for the user such that they 
would want to seek it for advice in future sessions. Experts, specifically psychologists and guidance 
conselors who gave the project a multidisciplinary perspective through their recommended strategies 
for well-being assessment and interventions, will also evaluate the chatbot to give their feedback on the 
potential use of conversational AI in preventive healthcare and positive psychology. 

Future work would include the use of a hybrid approach combining rule-based NLP and ML 
models for input understanding and response generation. Neural conversational models trained on 
empathetic dialogue datasets (Beredo et al., 2021) can provide the chatbot with candidate responses that 
it can rank according to the context of the student’s story as reflected in his/her PERMA score and story 
event chain. This reduces the reliance on a semi-manually populated commonsense ontology to provide 
the chatbot with the knowledge it requires in processing the input text and in formulating meaningful 
and empathic responses that are aligned to the personal story being narrated by the student. 
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Abstract: Evacuation training should be more realistic. We aim to develop a VR-based 

evacuation training system that includes gaming elements but completely separates 

evacuation training and game. In addition, the training system should simulate 

earthquakes that suddenly occur. Before starting the development, we got interested in 

observing the evacuation behaviours of participants in a VR earthquake simulator. 

Thus, we conducted a preliminary comparative experiment that examined the 

differences between one-participant and two-participant settings in the simulator. As a 

result, participants tended to keep moving in the one-participant setting and 

consequently completed evacuation faster. However, participants tended to have more 

discussion and synchronisation in the two-participant setting, resulting in a slower 

evacuation. These findings have the potential to be beneficial to development. 

Keywords: Evacuation behaviours, virtual reality, a simple earthquake simulator 

1. Introduction

Natural or artificial disasters are great threats to human beings. Especially, huge earthquakes bring 

devastating damages and claim many lives. Since 2010, magnitude 7 or higher earthquakes have 

occurred approximately 180 times all over the world (United States Geological Survey, 2021). It is 

unpredictable when and where earthquakes occur. As a result, people must be prepared for unexpected 

earthquakes. Disaster education helps with preparedness. Evacuation training is a popular form of 

disaster education held regularly in schools, businesses and communities. Traditional evacuation 

training, on the other hand, does not provide realistic simulated evacuation experiences. This is because 

participants (trainees) take a predetermined route to a predetermined safe location (e.g., shelter). In 

other words, traditional evacuation training does not cover decision making against difficult disaster 

situations they may encounter during evacuating. For example, when a recommended route is 

impassable in a real earthquake, people must choose another route to a shelter. Thus, evacuation 

training should be more realistic. 

Information and communication technology (ICT) has recently been introduced in disaster 

education to heighten learning efficacy and motivation. For example, mobile applications have been 

developed that provide realistic pseudo evacuation experiences of the tsunami (Yamori & Sugiyama, 

2020)(Kawai et al., 2016). These mobile applications can be thought of as supplements to real world 

evacuation training. Furthermore, virtual reality (VR), which provides high immersion, interactivity 

and safety, has been introduced in evacuation training to provide realistic virtual evacuation 

experiences. For example, a VR-based earthquake evacuation training system enhances survival skills 

(e.g., detecting potential danger) by simulating earthquake (shakes), environment (space and objects), 

and human realistically (Li et al., 2017). Participant behaviours in VR-based evacuation training have 

been actively observed. For example, it has been revealed that exit choice behaviours during an 

evacuation are similar between a VR simulator and a field experiment (Feng et al., 2021). It has been 

asserted through different experiments that VR-based fire evacuation training should attach importance 
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to behavioural realism (Arias et al., 2019). In addition, VR can be used to investigate factors causing 

undesirable evacuation behaviours in real disasters (Snopková et al., 2021). We developed a simple VR 

evacuation simulator (earthquake and fire). We found that participants with unsuccessful evacuation in 

the first session in the simulator tended to make successful evacuation in the next session (Mitsuhara et 

al., 2019). If integrated with a digital game, VR can heighten not only training efficacy but also training 

motivation. For example, there have been VR-based serious games focusing on evacuation (decision 

making) at earthquakes (Feng et al., 2020a), fire (Rahouti et al., 2021), and aircraft emergency landing 

(Chittaro & Buttussi, 2020). For wider popularisation, a recent VR-based serious game enables trainers 

to customise environmental, disaster, narrative, and pedagogical settings (Feng et al., 2020b). 

This research aims to create a VR-based evacuation training system that incorporates gaming 

elements while keeping evacuation training and gaming separate. To be more specific, the training 

system serves up a game in its default mode to participants (players). Nonetheless, it abruptly switches 

to emergency mode, forcing the participants (trainees) to evacuate. When an earthquake strikes 

unexpectedly, some people may become panicked and fail to evacuate properly in the real world. To 

provide realistic simulated evacuation experiences, the training system should simulate unexpected 

earthquakes. We conducted a preliminary comparative experiment before developing the system to 

observe how participants behave in a VR earthquake simulator. We focused on differences between 

one-participant and two-participant settings in the experiment, assuming that the presence or absence of 

an accompanier influences participant behaviour. 

 

 

2. VR Earthquake Simulator 

 
For the experiment, we prototyped a simple VR earthquake simulator as a subset of our VR-based 

evacuation training system by using a game engine ‘Unity3D’. The simulator focused on earthquake 

evacuation, where participants escape from the inside of a building. To be immersed in the simulator, 

the participants wore a binocular opaque head-mounted display (HMD) ‘Oculus Quest 2’ and held 

double-handed controllers ‘Oculus Touch Hand Controllers’. 

 

2.1 Virtual World 
 

We modelled a six-floor office building with a rooftop deck in an urban area using three-dimensional 

Unity assets (Figure 1). Participants can walk down a street and enter the building in the virtual world 

other buildings have no entrance. 

The office building has three entrances on the first floor. There are two stairways between each 

floor, and one stairway between the sixth floor and the rooftop deck. In a room on the fourth floor, the 

participants can play a simple game that allows shooting a gun at static targets using the controllers. 

 

  
Figure 1. Screenshots of the Virtual World. 
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2.2 Earthquake Simulation 
 

A large earthquake occurs unexpectedly while participants are playing the gun shooting game. In other 

words, the earthquake never happens unless the participants play the game. To convey the earthquake 

realistically, the simulator employs the following audiovisual effects. 

1. Sounds earthquake early warning. 

2. Expresses strong shakes that continue for fifteen seconds: 

· Swings the HMD's screen―the swing is adjusted to avoid VR sickness. 

· Sounds a roar. 

· Shakes objects (e.g., desk-top items and chairs) and collapses some light objects. 

3. Expresses floors with obstacles (littered objects). To secure evacuation routes, the 

participants can grab and throw the obstacles by operating the controller. 

4. Expresses shake-caused fires together with burning sounds at the following locations: 

· Around one entrance on the first floor, the participants may head to another entrance to 

evacuate outside. 

· The participants may take another stairway to move between the two floors around one 

stairway on the third floor (to the fourth floor). 

· The participants may take another stairway to move between the two floors around one 

stairway on the fifth floor (to the sixth floor). 

After the shakes, the participants must decide what to do. The participants do not have to 

evacuate but mostly will start evacuating necessarily. The simulator does not promote their decision or 

limit evacuation time. Even if touching fire, participants do not suffer damage (e.g., decreasing moving 

speed by injury). Figure 2 shows the floor map indicating fire locations and screenshots showing 

after-shake situations. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Floor Map of the Building. 

 

 

3. Experiment 

 
We carried out a preliminary comparative experiment to see how participants behaved in the simulator. 

We were particularly interested in whether an accompanier could influence evacuation behaviours, that 

is, whether differences could emerge between one-participant and two-participant settings. This focus is 

critical in determining whether the training system should use a single trainee or multiple trainees. 

 

3.1 Settings 
 

3.1.1 Participants 
 

We collected participants by saying that they could play a VR game. The participants were nine 

undergraduate students (between the ages of 21 and 23) who majored in computer science and 

experienced once or no VR before. We divided the participants randomly into two groups: 

· Group A (N=3): One-participant entered the simulator with no accompanier. In other words, 

the participants in this group would evacuate alone. 
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· Group B (N=6): Two participants simultaneously entered the simulator. Thus, the participants 

in this group were divided into three subgroups: B1, B2 and B3. It was expected that two 

participants in each subgroup would evacuate together. 

3.1.2 Procedure 
 

For the experiment, we prepared a small compartment in a laboratory. First, all participants wore the 

HMD and held the controllers. Then, they walked through the virtual world for a while and reached the 

gaming room―they never imagined that an earthquake would occur in the VR game. Regarding Group 

B, two participants in each subgroup simultaneously used the simulator while keeping a safe distance 

within a conversing range in the compartment. 

· Group A: After confirming that a participant was playing the game for a while, we started the 

experiment by sounding earthquake early warning. 

· Group B: After confirming that two participants were playing the game together, we started the 

experiment. In other words, the two participants were in the same room when the experiment 

started. 

We video-recorded the simulator screen that participants saw by using the HMD's mirroring 

function. In addition, during the experiment, we voice-recorded their utterances. When we realised that 

a participant had not begun evacuating within 5 min, we informed the participant that the simulator was 

coming to an end (VR game). Following their use of the simulator, all participants were given a 

questionnaire that included 5-degree Likert scale questions and free-descriptive questions. 

 

3.2 Results 
 

All participants tried to evacuate immediately after the shakes stopped, and eight participants completed 

evacuation. In Subgroup B2, one-participant (P6) dropped out due to VR sickness, but another 

participant (P7) kept evacuating alone. 

 

3.2.1 Evacuation Time 
 

From the recorded videos, we measured evacuation time for three participants in Group A and five 

participants in Group B. Table 1 shows evacuation times of participants (P1, P2, and P3) in Group A 

and participants (P4 and P5, P7, and P8 and P9) in Group B. Regarding Subgroups B1 and B3, we 

measured evacuation time at the timing when both participants completed evacuation. 

 

Table 1. Evacuation Time (P: Participant) 

Group A Time (s) 

P1 278 

P2 241 

P3 204 

Mean 241.0 

Group B Time (s) 

P4 and P5 (Subgroup B1) 334 

P7 (Subgroup B2) 294 

P8 and P9 (Subgroup B3) 409 

Mean 345.6 

 

All participants in Group A completed evacuation faster than every participant in Group B. 

Group A's mean evacuation time (241.0 s) was approximately 100 s lower than that (345.6 s) in Group 

B. 

 

3.2.2 Utterance 
 

During the evacuation, participants in Group A did not utter anything except for ‘Oh’ and ‘Oops’. On 

the other hand, participants in Group B uttered mainly when they had to make decisions (e.g., ‘What do 

we do?’ and ‘Which is better to go?’) Occasionally, the participants uttered to point out the danger (e.g., 
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‘Let's detour to avoid fire.’) Participants (P8 and P9) in Subgroup B3 uttered to synchronise evacuating 

pace (e.g., ‘Please wait’ and ‘Come on this way.’) 

 

3.2.3 Questionnaire 
 

Table 2 shows the mean values and standard deviations of the participants' answers to the questions. 

Concerning participants' self-evaluation about evacuation (Q1), the mean values were 4.33 and 4.80 in 

Groups A and B, respectively―P6 did not answer this question due to drop out. The mean values of 

their sensed uneasiness (Q2) were 4.33 and 2.83 in Groups A and B, respectively. The mean value of 

Group A was 1.5 point higher than that of Group B. Concerning their sensed urgency (Q3), the mean 

values were 4.33 and 3.33 in Groups A and B, respectively and the mean value of Group A was 

approximately 1 point higher than that of Group B. Concerning their sensed confusion (Q4), the mean 

values were 3.0 and 4.5 in Groups A and B, respectively and the mean value of Group A was 1.5 point 

lower than that of Group B. Concerning their sensed scare (Q5), the mean values were 4.0 and 2.33 in 

Groups A and B, respectively and the mean value of Group A was approximately 1.7 point higher than 

that of Group B. Concerning their sensed fun (Q6), the mean values were 4.67 and 4.33 in Groups A and 

B, respectively. 

 

Table 2. Questionnaire Result 

Question Group A 

Mean (SD) 

Group B 

Mean (SD) 

Q1. Do you feel that you made a successful evacuation? 4.33 (0.22)  4.80 (0.22) 

Q2. Did you feel uneasy during the evacuation? 4.33 (0.22) 2.83 (0.81) 

Q3. Did you feel urgent during evacuation? 4.33 (0.22) 3.3 (1.22) 

Q4. Did you feel confused during the evacuation? 3.0 (0.0) 4.5 (0.25) 

Q5. Did you feel scared during the evacuation? 4.0 (0.67) 2.33 (0.56) 

Q6. Did you feel fun during evacuation? 4.67 (0.22) 4.33 (0.22) 

 

3.3 Consideration 

 
The evacuation times for Groups A and B were different. Participants in Group A, who had to make 

decisions on their own, tended to move quickly. On the other hand, participants in Group B tended to 

pause to discuss evacuation routes and synchronise evacuation pace by waiting for another participant 

(accompanier). As a result, Group A participants finished evacuating faster than Group B participants. 

In addition, two of the participants in Group A tended to pass through fire toward the entrance or the 

rooftop deck. This tendency may result from evacuation in the virtual world; the participants may have 

felt able to pass through the virtual fire. Regarding Group A, the mean value of Q1 was high (4.33), 

indicating that the participants gained the wrong successful experience by passing through the virtual 

fire. From the mean values of Q2–Q5, we can assume that participants in Group A felt a certain degree 

of reality. However, we think that the simulator should not have allowed participants to pass through the 

virtual fire. VR can provide safe evacuation training, but its safety may have prompted them to take 

reckless behaviours that should be refrained in real disasters. Regarding Group B, the mean value of Q1 

was quite high (4.80), indicating that cooperative evacuation in the virtual world increases 

self-evaluation about evacuation. The simulator did not give (display) time limit, and therefore 

participants in both groups could evacuate without any concern for time. If given a time limit, 

participants in Group B might not have taken cooperative evacuation behaviours (i.e., discussion and 

synchronisation) and instead have taken reckless behaviours. 

 We examined the reality of evacuation by asking about adverse emotions with Q2–Q5, 

supposing that the high mean values of these adverse emotions represent the high degree of reality. The 

mean values of Q2, Q3, and Q5 indicated that participants in Group A felt more uneasiness, urgency and 

scare than those in Group B. Regarding Group A, we think that the high mean values resulted from 

evacuating alone though two participants may not have felt the reality enough against the virtual fire 

itself. Regarding Group B, we think the low mean values resulted from cooperative evacuation 

behaviours that can alleviate uneasiness, urgency and fear. On the other hand, the mean values of Q4 

indicated that participants in Group B felt more confusion than those in Group A. We believe that the 
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discussion and synchronisation added to the confusion. Although no verbal conflicts were observed in 

the experiment, participants in Group B may not have explicitly stated their evacuation policy or desire 

for self-determination due to evacuation in the virtual world (safe, no-time-limit situations). If 

participants had verbal disagreements, they would not consider the evacuation to be successful. 

Although participants in Group B occasionally uttered to avoid danger, apparent collaborations were 

not observed; this experiment prepared no situations where they needed to collaborate. If participants 

overcome difficult situations collaboratively, they will feel more successful evacuations. 

 The mean Q6 values in both groups were positive. This suggests that our VR-based evacuation 

training system can motivate people to participate in training regularly. Furthermore, using the 

free-descriptive question, participants demonstrated the following lessons learned from the simulator 

evacuation. Based on the lessons, we anticipate that the training system will improve training efficacy. 

· Group A: ‘Daily, I should think how to evacuate when familiar routes are collapsed.’, 

‘Earthquake can make fire.’ 

· Group B: ‘I have to learn evacuation routes in advance.’, ‘Obstacles may prevent prompt 

evacuation.’, ‘I have to cooperate with an accompanier when evacuating.’, ‘I have to calm 

down and evacuate’. 

 We confirmed that differences arose between Group A (one-participant) and Group B 

(two-participant). In the one-participant setting, participants tended to keep moving and consequently 

completed evacuation faster. In the two-participant setting, participants tended to have discussion and 

synchronisation and consequently completed evacuation slower. Furthermore, participants in Group A 

tended to feel uneasiness, urgency and scare more than those in Group B. This result indicates that the 

presence of an accompanier can lead to calm evacuation behaviours. On the other hand, participants in 

Group B tended to feel confusion more than those in Group A. We suppose that similar evacuation 

behaviours can be seen in real disasters. However, it might be rare to evacuate alone in real disasters, 

and when many people simultaneously evacuate, situations may get more complicated. As a result, we 

believe that VR-based evacuation training should provide various simulated evacuation experiences in 

terms of disaster factors (e.g., damage intensity) and human factors (e.g., accompanier). Participants 

should repeat evacuation training in a variety of ways of simulated situations. 

 

3.4 Limitation 

 
The experiment was insufficient because the participants were a small group of university students. We 

should recruit more people from diverse demographics by proving the validity of the differences and 

considerations. Although participants in both groups felt a sense of reality in the simulator, we should 

strive for a higher level of reality to realise VR-based evacuation training. Participants in Group A, for 

example, were exposed to fire, which can result in death and injury in real world disasters. The 

VR-based evacuation training must discourage participants from doing such reckless behaviours. 

Moreover, the experiment lacked various disaster situations, including worsening disaster situations 

according to the time change. Participants may change evacuation behaviours depending on disaster 

situations. Real disasters can cause fire and collapse and blackout, toxic gas, the injured (rescue), etc. 

Therefore, we should cover various disaster situations in VR-based evacuation training. In addition, we 

should consider whether to introduce the concepts of death, injury and other types of damage. 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

 
This paper described observing participants' evacuation behaviours in a VR earthquake simulator. We 

discovered that the VR earthquake simulator provides realistic pseudo evacuation experiences and 

influences participant evacuation behaviours depending on the presence of an accompanier in a 

preliminary comparative experiment between one-participant and two-participant settings. The 

experiment had limitations, but the results are useful to discuss ideal VR-based evacuation training. 

 Today, terrible disasters (e.g., earthquakes, floods, and wildfires) occur all over the world, and 

we must prioritise evacuation training as a means of surviving disasters. But, unfortunately, some 

people may be uninterested in disasters and evacuation training. To make matters worse, the COVID-19 

pandemic is preventing people from communicating in person. In other words, it is getting difficult to 
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conduct traditional evacuation training in the real world. In this situation, VR-based evacuation training 

will attract much attention due to its novelty and get more indispensable in terms of 

no-contact-with-person training. Therefore, we aim at a VR-based evacuation training system where 

participants can gain pseudo evacuation experiences online, i.e., individually in their own private space. 
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Abstract: Education for disaster prevention that aims at imparting disaster knowledge and 
fostering a “sense of ownership,” based on individuals’ awareness of the possibility of 
themselves becoming a victim of disaster, is becoming more and more important in preparing 
for natural disasters. It is necessary to foster an “attachment to place” that leads to a sense of 
community from the perspective of community disaster management. This learning is 
necessary not only for the cooperation of local communities but also for the family when 
targeting elementary and junior high school students. In this paper, we describe the design of a 
learning activity using a smartphone that combines Town Walking and Mystery Solving for 
regional learning on the theme of disaster prevention for elementary and junior high school 
students. In addition to fostering attachment to place through this activity, we aim to impart 
disaster prevention knowledge appropriate to the region and to foster risk perception, disaster 
awareness, and a sense of ownership. 

Keywords: Disaster education, fieldwork learning, gamification, mobile learning 

1. Introduction

In recent years, large-scale natural disasters have been occurring in various parts of Japan every year. 
In the event of a disaster, it is important to engage not only in “public support,” where public 
organizations take the lead, but also “self-help,” where individuals and their families take the lead, 
and “mutual support,” in which neighbors and the community take the lead (Cabinet Office Japan, 
2020). To achieve this, it is necessary to view disasters as one’s own affair and to have an awareness 
of disaster prevention that considers the perspectives of self-help and mutual aid. Fostering this “sense 
of ownership,” which is based on awareness of the possibility of oneself becoming a victim of 
disaster, is one of the goals of disaster prevention education. 

One widespread approach is to provide disaster education to children and students. In 
Japanese school education, the aims of disaster prevention education are summarized as part of safety 
education, and systematic guidance according to developmental stages is required. For example, in 
elementary and junior high schools, disaster prevention is one of the themes in the community studies 
portion of social studies. At the same time, it has been stated that various educational activities, such 
as integrated studies and school events, should be used. It has also been pointed out that there is a 
need for opportunities for instruction in cooperation with families and local communities. In response, 
many initiatives are being undertaken in various parts of Japan, and knowhow gathered from 
outstanding and progressive initiatives is being shared (Cabinet Office Japan, 2015). Many of these 
initiatives include learning activities that take advantage of regional characteristics. These activities 
involve learning about the characteristics of the community, its risks, and the history behind them. On 
the other hand, there are few opportunities outside of school to learn about disaster prevention without 
active participation. Even if learners feel the need for disaster prevention, it is difficult for them to 
confirm their knowledge and obtain the latest information if they are passive. Therefore, a mechanism 
is needed to raise the interest of learners in participating in disaster prevention education. 

In this paper, we propose a learning activity design in which learners can actively participate 
by incorporating gamification into fieldwork on the theme of disaster prevention. To support 
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fieldwork like Town Walking in this learning activity, we develop a learning support system for 
smartphones. In this system, “Quiz Rally” is introduced as an element of gamification so that learners 
can learn while walking around the area with their parents or friends. By doing so, the learning 
activity aims to help learners develop attachment to place in regard to the region where they live and, 
at the same time, to impart regional disaster knowledge and foster risk perception and a sense of 
ownership. 

2. Fieldwork

2.1 Fieldwork in Geography Education 

Fieldwork is a method used in education and research, especially in geography. It refers to the act of 
actually visiting a site and engaging in an activity there. There are several types of fieldwork 
activities: observational fieldwork, which involves observations; participatory fieldwork, which 
involves participation in activities; and learner-practitioner and participant observation, which 
involves surveys, interviews, and participant observation. 

Kent et al. (1997) reviewed fieldwork in geography education. They listed four activities as 
constituting the structure of learning through fieldwork: Preparation and Briefing, Field Learning and 
Teaching, Debriefing, and Feedback. They also indicated that fieldwork should be compatible with 
the learners’ educational experience and state of progress, and that field teaching and learning 
methods should complement the teaching methods, content, and ethos of the rest of the learning. 
These points are not limited to the field of geography but can be applied to any learning activities that 
incorporate fieldwork. 

2.2 Town Watching 

There is a type of fieldwork called Town Watching. Town Watching is a method for local residents to 
understand and learn about the local situation. It was initially (and still is) a method of urban planning, 
but it is also sometimes used for disaster prevention, such as evacuation planning for a region.  

Shaw and Takeuchi (2009) listed eight purposes of Town Watching activities, including 
knowing the current situation of the area and increasing the awareness of disaster prevention. They 
also listed three elements of the actual learning process: Study through Lecture, Learn through 
Experience, and Learn through Presentation. These elements are similar in structure to the 
aforementioned four activities of fieldwork. 

2.3 Town Walking (Machiaruki) 

Besides educational activities, a similar activity called Machiaruki (Town Walking) is popular in 
Japan. Town Walking is the act of wandering around a town and enjoying seeing and feeling the town 
for yourself. Some of these activities are natural walks in daily life, while others are regional events 
where courses are set up or guided. 

Unno (2013) conducted a survey of attitudes among participants in Town Walking events in 
the Nagasaki region. Unno found that active participants voluntarily participating in the events 
correlated with a higher frequency of daily Town Walking and a greater attachment to place. 
Providing opportunities to Town Walking, such as setting up a course or conducting guided tours, will 
lead participants to the development of attachment to place. Such attachment can also be expected to 
lead to active participation in local disaster prevention activities. 

3. Gamification

3.1 Walk Rally 
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Recreation that adds a game-like element to the activity of visiting a predetermined area is common, 
especially in Japan. For example, Stamp Rallies, in which participants visit designated checkpoints 
and collect stamps, are widely used for tourism and regional development. In some cases, they are 
used not only for local events but also by museums and science centers for touring exhibits. There are 
also Quiz Rallies, where participants not only collect stamps but also solve quizzes at each 
checkpoint. For the purposes of this paper, we will refer to these activities as Walk Rallies. We 
believe that Walk Rallies are useful in actively motivating learners to participate in regional studies 
such as fieldwork. 
 In recent years, many efforts to conduct Walk Rallies virtually, using smart devices, have 
been reported. Ando et al. (2013) developed a system based on the Global Positioning System (GPS) 
for collecting stamps with a smartphone and used it with a Stamp Rally to revitalize a community. A 
survey of the participants confirmed that the Stamp Rally kept them highly motivated. Tanaka and 
Yamagishi (2015) proposed a system to support Quiz Rallies where each checkpoint is equipped with 
a Quick Response (QR) code, which can be used to answer the quiz by holding up a tablet device. 
 
3.2 Mystery Solving (Nazotoki) 
 
Among quizzes, games called Nazotoki (Mystery Solving) have become popular in Japan in recent 
years. This is an activity where you solve various problems without any formality, and Escape Game 
is one of them. For example, Escape Room is popular as entertainment, not only virtually but also 
through experiential events where you actually try to escape from the real room. As a type of serious 
game, it has attracted much attention due to its occasional use as an active learning method in 
education (Järveläinen and Paavilainen-Mäntymäki, 2019). 
 An example of combining Mystery Solving with the aforementioned Town Walking is Abe 
and Mori (2019). They investigated the changes in mood, regional impressions, and attachment to 
place after participants walked around a town while solving a mystery game that included information 
about the town. As a result, they reported, the town’s image changed positively and attachment to the 
region was enhanced. 
 
 
4. Learning Design 
 
4.1 Overview 
 
As mentioned above, fieldwork is considered effective for observing and understanding the local 
situation. Fieldwork is also expected to have a certain effect on regional learning in disaster 
prevention. Through fieldwork, learners not only acquire regional knowledge of an area, but also, as 
mentioned in the case of Town Walking, they are expected to develop attachment to place. We also 
believe that Walk Rally methods are effective in motivating learners to walk around the area. A Quiz 
Rally format that uses the connections among information in the region, rather than merely collecting 
fragmented information on places, is considered to be suitable. 
 In this paper, we propose to incorporate Town Walking activities in fieldwork. Generally, 
fieldwork learning, which aims at studying knowledge, requires a teacher such as a guide or an expert 
who is familiar with the area. However, our proposed system presents learning contents prepared in 
advance according to the location and activities and interacts with the learners. In addition, the system 
incorporates a Mystery Solving method as an element of gamification so that learners can actively 
participate in the fieldwork. Through the fieldwork, the learners will acquire disaster prevention 
knowledge based on the characteristics of the region. It is hoped that when families work together, 
this will provide them an opportunity to discuss disasters in the home after the study. To support this 
learning activity and collect the learning records, a learning support system needs to be developed. 
The learning contents developed in this study are targeted at a limited number of regions for practical 
use, but we will generalize to build a learning support system as a platform that can be used anywhere 
by preparing content according to the region. 
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4.2 Learning  
 
Since the purpose of the fieldwork is to foster learning, it is necessary to conduct appropriate learning 
in advance and reflection afterward. The target learners in this study are elementary and junior high 
school students, who are expected to learn in groups with their parents or friends. Since the learning 
will be conducted in the community where they live or their school district, they will have knowledge 
about the community in their daily lives. However, they may not have enough knowledge about 
disaster prevention, so they will learn in advance about possible disasters in the area, using video 
resources. Figure 1 shows an image of the fieldwork to be conducted afterward. In the beginning, the 
learners are presented with the first mystery (quiz) on the theme of disaster prevention. They solve the 
quiz using what they have learned in their prior study. The answer to the quiz is a checkpoint that the 
learners should go to. When the learners reach the checkpoint, they are presented with feedback, 
additional information about the checkpoint, and a new quiz indicating the next checkpoint. Through 
this quiz rally, learners will acquire knowledge about disaster prevention in the area. The quiz rally 
ends when the participants have solved all the riddles and reached the goal point. Learners will be 
able to reflect on the entire learning experience by checking their actions and knowledge gained 
during the fieldwork. 
 

 
Figure 1. The concept image of the learning activity we propose. 

 
4.3 Learning Support System 
 
We are developing a system to support fieldwork learning and its reflection. We assume that the 
user’s device will be a smartphone since the system will be used outdoors. The system has the 
following main functions: 
 Displays a map of the current location and its surroundings. 
 Displays a quiz. 
 Displays feedback after confirming that the user is at the checkpoint. 
 Displays the learner’s answer history. 
 Checkpoints are physical objects related to disaster prevention, such as facilities and 
equipment. Since there is no problem even if some deviation occurs, the location of the learner is 
determined by the GPS. 
 
 
5. Summary and Future Work 
 
In this paper, we have described the design of a smartphone-based learning activity that combines 
Town Walking and Mystery Solving as a regional learning activity on the theme of disaster 
prevention. Through this activity, we aim to foster place attachment, impart disaster prevention 
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knowledge appropriate to the community, and develop the participants’ risk awareness and 
consciousness of the possibility of their own involvement in a disaster. 

In future work, we will proceed with the development of the system, as well as practice this 
learning and investigate the effect of acquiring disaster knowledge according to regional 
characteristics. We will also examine what kinds of activities lead to the development of attachment 
to place, risk perception, and sense of ownership in a disaster. 
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Abstract: The objective is to analyze instructional trends in STEM education throughout 2017-
2021 using a meta-synthesis method and use the "Engineering Design Process (EDP)" in the 
SCOPUS database. Study criteria were identified for inclusion and exclusion. Sixty-two research 
papers were selected and analyzed for this purpose. Research analysis revealed that researchers 
mainly use research tools for observing and interviewing to measure the cognitive and non-cognitive 
learner capacity under the efficacy of EDP in STEM learning. Robotics and architecture & urban 
planning were the popular category of product design, followed by science. With EDP employed in 
STEM education, the reported studies were up to 72% effective. Subsequent researchers and 
professors are expected to be guided by this research in designing and implementing EDP in their 
classrooms. Over half of the studies reported have shown that EDP is positive for STEM training. 

Keywords: STEM education, engineering design process, meta-synthesis study 

1. Introduction

Many countries call for increased science, technology, engineering, and mathematics studies to remain 
globally competitive at all levels of education. STEM is a framework based on the idea that education 
should equip learners with science, technologies, engineering, and mathematics knowledge and skills – 
interdisciplinary approaches to get more involved in science, engineering, and problem-solving by working 
on problems in the real world (Honey, Pearson, & Schweingruber, 2014). Previous research has recognized 
that primary and secondary education STEM education can assist students interested in a STEM career and 
build up a nationwide STEM-trained workforce that can be used in a complex technological economy to 
meet the needs of business and industry (Dierdorp, Bakker, van Maanen, & Eijkelhof, 2014). 73% of 
students become interested in pursuing a career in the STEM fields (Maiorca et al., 2021). 

Many projects, investigations, lessons, and plans are being developed by the "Design-Based Design 
Learning Engineering" method. Research also shows that engineering design in education increases the 
motivation and achievement of the students at university (Park, Park, & Bates, 2018), their ability to resolve 
practical problems, and their creativity to learners. Thus, one of the strategies available to implement STEM 
education is an engineering design process (EDP). Identifying limitations is a key factor for defining 
engineering problems and developing solutions in engineering design procedures. Furthermore, predictive 
analysis plays an essential role in selecting the best solution, modeling the prototype, evaluating the results 
of testing, and that efforts in optimization have been made to modify or redesign the results to find the most 
appropriate solutions (Asunda & Hill, 2007).  
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This raises concerns about the ability of the education system to generate adequate STEM economic 
graduates. This paper, therefore, presents the study of academic literature on EDP in STEM education. The 
review focused on the identification of the methodology for implementation, such as research tools to prove 
the effectiveness of the designed EDP module, module products, and the result, to choose the method for 
future professional development and teacher initiatives aimed at enhancing the effectiveness of teachers in 
the context of integrated STEM approaches. 

2. Research Questions

The purpose of this study was to explore the current empirical studies in which EDP was utilized and 
implemented in the field of STEM education to examine the similarities and differences while 
implementing an engineering design process in different studies. In line with these aims, the research 
questions are determined as follows: 

Q1: What kind of research tools was used to prove the effectiveness of EDP in STEM education? 
Q2: What was the designed product in the reported studies related to EDP in STEM education? 
Q3: What were the effective results of the studies that have employed EDP in STEM education? 

3. Methodology

This study is a meta-synthesis study used as a qualitative data analysis method by descriptive analyses. 
A methodology that utilizes qualitative and quantitative studies as data or units of analysis is meta-
synthesis. The focus is on understanding and describing key issues and topics in the research literature on 
a certain subject (Walsh & Downe, 2004). In this study, the "engineering design process" study aims to be 
analyzed and evaluated with qualitative insight under the nature of the meta-synthesis. According to Walsh 
and Downe (2005), a meta-synthesis study has different steps as follows: 

(1) Searching research articles
(2) Including some criteria for articles to select them on the purpose of the study
(3) Examining and evaluating the studies
(4) Conceptualizing and comparing the selected studies
(5) Synthesizing the findings

The present study follows a similar pathway to search, find and include the articles, and present the
research findings. A diagram of the screening process can be seen in Figure 1. 
• In stage 1, relevant studies were identified by keyword search in an academic database, namely SCOPUS.
• In stage 2, the SCOPUS database was browsed using two different keywords: “STEM” and

“Engineering design process.” The literature search terms found 199 search hits. The researchers
included only the studies published within the publication year of 2017-2021 to indicate the recentness
of reported studies. The filtering process resulted in 101 search hits.

• In stage 3, relevant studies were evaluated and selected from the search hits. The search from the
database resulted in a total of 101 search hits. The following criteria were used sequentially against
article abstracts:
(1) First, the selected articles are the empirical studies embracing EDP.
(2) Second, the articles must provide a clear description of STEM teaching and learning instruction.
(3) Thirdly, the article has to describe the methodology throughout the entire research clearly.
(4) Fourth, the article must focus on the impact of STEM teaching and learning approach within all

school levels, i.e., middle included teachers.
(5) Fifth, the commentary and review articles and unable to download the full paper were excluded.

According to these inclusion criteria, this number was further decreased to 62 articles. All data
gathered in stage 4 had all been diagrammed to help us get the result quickly. The data were so mapped that 
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the predetermined research questions could be answered. The criteria were identified based on the keyword 
or term used by the author in the respective studies to determine whether the studies had positive, mixed, 
harmful, or neutral results: 

(1) Positive result: terms, for instance; “significant increase”, “positive impact’, “positively affect”, 
“significant impact”, “increase”, in the results were considered to have yielded positive. 
Furthermore, the keywords, such as “stimulate”, “improve”, “successful” or any other keywords 
that might suggest a positive outcome, were also considered to be positive. 

(2) Mixed result: the studies that have resulted in a combination of increase, decrease, and no 
significant change across different variables are considered to have mixed results. 

(3) Negative result: keywords, such as “decrease”, “drop”, “ineffective” and “negative result” were 
considered to reflect the negative outcome. 

(4) Neutral result: is considered if, for instance, the study resulted in no significant change or equal 
performance between pre-test and post-test. 

• In the last step, the results obtained thru charting were read in detail, summarized, and interpreted 
appropriately.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Diagram of the screening process. The diagram shows how the studies were culled down 
from the initial database search to the final retained studies. 

 
 
4. Results and Discussion 

 
The classification of the 62 selected articles related to the engineering design process is extracted 
information in terms of authors, country, school level, research tools, design product categories, and 
effective results, as shown in Table 1.  
 
Table 1. Classification of the Studies Related to EDP  
Articles code Author Country School-level Research Tool Effectiveness 

A1 (Lin, Wu, Hsu, & Williams, 2021) Taiwan Technology teacher I, O Positive 
A2 (Chuasontia & Sirirat, 2021) Thailand H T Positive 
A3 (Linh & Huong, 2021) Vietnam M, H T, Q, O Mixed 
A4 (Madahae, Pisapak, & Thanyasirikul, 

2021) 
Thailand Teacher O Positive 

A5 (Poonpaiboonpipat, 2021) Thailand Technology teacher O Mixed 

SCOPUS database 

Searching keywords “STEM” and 
“Engineering design process” Initial studies 

resulting from database search (n = 199) 

Limit to articles published between    
2017 and 2021(n = 101) 

Article’s inclusion and exclusion  
based on criteria 

Criteria: 
• Empirical studies  
• A clear description of the instruction 

of STEM teaching and learning 
• Clear methodology 
• School levels of STEM teaching and 

learning approach 
• Excluded commentary and review 

articles, and unable to download the 
full paper Articles retained for review (n = 62) 
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Table 1. Continue 
Articles code Author Country School-level Research 

Tool 
Effectiveness 

A6 (Bunprom, Boontemsuk, Tupsai, 
& Yuenyong, 2021) 

Thailand H I, O Positive 

A7 (Nisa, Yuliati, & Hidayat, 2021) Indonesia H T, I Positive 
A8 (Rusydiyah, Indrawati, Jazil, 

Susilawati, & Gusniwati, 
2021) 

Indonesia Science teacher I, O Positive 

A9 (Bampasidis et al., 2021) Greece M, H Q, O Mixed 
A10 (Rugh, Beyette, Capraro, & 

Capraro, 2021) 
USA M, H T, I, O Positive 

A11 (Dedetürk, Kırmızıgül, & Kaya, 
2021) 

Turkey E T, I, O Positive 

A12 (Firdaus, Wardani, Altaftazani, 
Kelana, & Rahayu, 2020) 

Indonesia E T, O Positive 

A13 (Dung, Thu Huong, & Thi Nga, 
2020) 

Vietnam H I, O Positive 

A14 (Zeid, 2020) USA Science teacher T, I Positive 
A15 (Rawat & Asthana, 2020) USA M, H T, Q, O Positive 
A16 (Minken, Macalalag, & Naylor, 

2020) 
USA Teacher T, O Mixed 

A17 (Martin et al., 2020) USA Autistic students T, I, O Positive 
A18 (Pleasants, Olson, & De La Cruz, 

2020) 
USA Teacher T, O Positive 

A19 (Gharib, Benjamin, & Cree, 
2020) 

Qatar H O Positive 

A20 (Long, Yen, & Van Hanh, 2020) Vietnam E, M Q Positive 
A21 (Yen & Chang, 2020) Taiwan H Q, O Mixed 
A22 (Tang Dan & Patel, 2020) USA M, H T, Q, O Positive 
A23 (Li, Chang, & Chiang, 2020) China E T, O Positive 
A24 (Fan, Yu, & Lin, 2020) Taiwan Engineering 

teacher 
O Mixed 

A25 (Nurtanto, Pardjono, Widarto, & 
Ramdani, 2020) 

Indonesia H T, O Positive 

A26 (Bozkurt Altan & Tan, 2020) Turkey M I, O Positive 
A27 (Bunprom, Tupsai, & Yuenyong, 

2019) 
Thailand H I, O Positive 

A28 (Vela, Caldwell, Capraro, & 
Capraro, 2019) 

USA M, H T, O Mixed 

A29 (Silvestri et al., 2019) USA Teacher I, O Positive 
A30 (Traum & Karackattu, 2019) USA H Q, O Mixed 
A31 (Briscoe, McCue, & Lumme, 

2019) 
USA M, H Q Mixed 

A32 (Bowen, Kallmeyer, & Erickson, 
2019) 

USA Teacher I, O Positive 

A33 (Mathiphatikul, Bongkotphet, & 
Dangudom, 2019) 

Thailand H I, O Positive 

A34 (Fidai, Barroso, Capraro, & 
Capraro, 2019) 

USA M O Positive 

A35 (Dasgupta, Magana, & Vieira, 
2019) 

USA M I, O Positive 

A36 (Mohd Shahali, Halim, Rasul, 
Osman, & Mohamad Arsad, 
2019) 

Malaysia M I Mixed 

A37 (Butler, 2019) USA B O Positive 
A38 (Fan, Yu, & Lou, 2018) Taiwan H T, O Mixed 
A39 (Rasul, Zahriman, Halim, & 

Rauf, 2018) 
Malaysia E Q, O Positive 

A40 (Chien, Chang, Hsiao, & Lin, 
2018) 

Taiwan H O Positive 

A41 (So, 2018) Hong Kong Teacher O Positive 
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Table 1. Continue 

 
Note: E = Elementary school, M = Middle school, H = High school, B = Bachelor’s Degree, T = Paper test,                          

I = Interview, Q = Questionnaire, and O = Observation 
 
Q1: What kind of research tools were used to prove the effectiveness of EDP in STEM? 
 
Figure 2a shows the proportion of research tools used by the reported studies. It was found that the 
observation (85.48%, 53 of the total 62 articles) and interview (40.32%, 25 of the total 62 articles) were 
often used to measure the effectiveness of EDP in STEM education, followed by an interview (40.32%, 25 
of the total 62 articles), test (29.03%, 18 of the total 62 articles), and questionnaire (25.81%, 16 of the total 
62 articles). It is revealed that thinking skill, which is cognitive ability, was measured in most studies. More 
than 66%, the combination of research tools was used to measure the effectiveness of EDP in STEM 
education (Figure 2b). Furthermore, these results revealed that at least two research tools were the most 
utilized (Inset of Figure 2b). This is probably because only one research tool could not measure students' 
cognitive and non-cognitive abilities during EDP instruction. Thinking tools, test performance, and content 
knowledge are often measured to illustrate the students' cognitive ability. Apart from cognitive ability, 
student's attitudes, perception, motivation, and interest towards EDP-STEM education were measured in 
most of the studies. 

Articles code Author Country School-level Research 
Tool 

Effectiveness 

A42 (Bowen, Kallmeyer, & Erickson, 
2018) 

USA Science teacher I, O Positive 

A43 (Prawvichien, Siripun, & 
Yuenyong, 2018) 

Thailand H I, O Positive 

A44 (Douglas, Moore, Johnston, & 
Merzdorf, 2018) 

USA M O Mixed 

A45 (Alemdar et al., 2018) USA M I, O Positive 
A46 (Tseng, Tai, Tsai, & Ting, 2018) Taiwan H, B Q, O Positive 
A47 (Lin, Hsiao, Chang, Chien, & 

Wu, 2018) 
Taiwan H I, Q, O Mixed 

A48 (Aydin-Gunbatar, Tarkin-
Celikkiran, Kutucu, & Ekiz-
Kiran, 2018) 

Turkey B T, Q Positive 

A49 (Burns & Lesseig, 2017) USA M I, O Mixed 

A50 (Knop et al., 2017) USA M I, O Positive 
A51 (Teevasuthonsakul, 

Yuvanatheeme, Sriput, & 
Suwandecha, 2017) 

Thailand H I, O Positive 

A52 (McVee, Silvestri, Shanahan, & 
English, 2017) 

USA E O Positive 

A53 (Zhou et al., 2017) USA M O Positive 
A54 (Scribner, 2017) USA M, H, and Educator Q Mixed 
A55 (Newman, Parker, Sparks, & 

Falk, 2017) 
USA E I Positive 

A56 (White, Alexander, & Prince, 
2017) 

USA M, H Q, O Positive 

A57 (Doddo & Hsieh, 2017) USA H O Positive 
A58 (Sejati, Firman, & Kaniawati, 

2017) 
Indonesia M T, O Positive 

A59 (English, King, & Smeed, 2017) Australia E O Positive 
A60 (Siew, 2017) Malaysia H I, O Mixed 
A61 (Shahali, Halim, Rasul, Osman, 

& Zulkifeli, 2017) 
Malaysia M Q, O Positive 

A62 (Barry, Kanematsu, Lawson, 
Nakahira, & Ogawa, 2017) 

Japan B Q, O Positive 
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Figure 2. Research Tool Used by 62 Reported Articles; a) Type of Research Tool, and  

b) the Proportion of Single and Combination Research Tools Used in EDP-STEM Education. 
 

Q2: What was the designed product in the reported studies related to EDP in STEM education? 
 
Table 2 summarizes the design product classes of the 62 articles selected. Product categories were chosen 
to reflect the relationship between the EDP product and the real-world application in the current industrial 
category. Note that there were more than 62 product categories in total because more than one product 
category was designed by multiple studies. The most commonly designed category of products is robotics 
and architecture/urban planning (11 studies). The popularity of robotics as a targeted product in EDP can 
undoubtedly lead to a favorable learning environment due to the tangibility of robots and the excitement 
caused by them. Probably some architectural/urban planning workshop; for instance, the challenge of 
marshmallow tower and a bridge from strokes, no necessary engineering knowledge, reusable and low-cost 
project material. Sciences in the field of physics, chemistry, and environmental sciences were the next 
popular category. This may lead to high school pupils learning from such disciplines (physical, chemical, 
biological, technological, and mathematical), so EDP/STEM education projects or classroom activities can 
easily be applied. 

Table 2. Design Product Categories while Generating EDP  
Categories Articles Frequency 
Robotics A9, A11, A14*, A15*, A22, A40, A45, 

A50, A54, A56 
11 

Gaming A12, A15*, A17*, A20* 4 
Consumer electronics A17*, A20*, A26, A36, A61* 5 
Application/computer hardware A15, A41, A46, A55* 4 
Automotive manufacturing A16, A23, A24, A25, A34 5 
Maritime A31, A53* 2 
Aircraft A6, A37, A45, A62 4 
Commercial aerospace A30 1 
Renewable energy A3, A20*, A35, A44, A61* 5 
Architecture/urban planning A21, A28, A29, A33, A39, A47, A49, A52, 

A53*, A59, A61* 

11 

Toys A4, A10, A38 3 
Pest control product A1, A14*, A55* 3 
Sciences (Physic/Chemistry/Environment) A2, A7, A13, A21, A27, A51, A53*, A58, 

A50, A60 
10 

Others (teaching lesson plans 
/drawing/mitigation route from 
flooding areas) 

A5, A10, A18, A32, A42, A43 6 

Total 74 
Note: * Studies have designed more than one product category. 
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Q3: What were the effective results of the studies that have employed EDP in STEM education? 
 
According to the data summarized in Table 1 and Figure 3, more than half of the reported studies have 
shown positive effectiveness (72.58%, 45 articles), followed by mixed results (27.42%, 17 articles), 
respectively. Nevertheless, neutral and negative results had not been reported. These results indicated that 
the students developed their creative thinking continuously by using learning management through the 
engineering design process based on STEM education. For example, Mathiphatikul et al. (2019) found that 
learning management through an engineering design process based on STEM education can promote 10th-
grade student's creative thinking in the following three competencies (Mathiphatikul et al., 2019). Similarly, 
EDP can improve student creativity because students must come up with their respective ideas in making 
problem-solving plans. 

Moreover, it significantly impacts increasing students’ mathematics learning outcomes in the 
cognitive domain (Firdaus et al., 2020). EDP promoted students’ creative thinking and positively affected 
educators' engineering design thinking, as Lin et al. (2021) reported. They found that incorporating the 
engineering design process into the training of preservice technology teachers is beneficial for refining their 
cognitive structure in engineering design thinking (Lin et al., 2021). 

 

 
Figure 3. The Proportion of Effectiveness of EDP in STEM Education Results. 

 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
This study selected 62 papers on the STEM learning approach using EDP from the SCOPUS database 
analyzed in this report. The case study was the most frequently used research design. Robotics and 
architecture/urban planning were the popular product category developed in EDP implementation. The 
efficiency of the EDP was mainly measured using research tools that were nearly used in the EDP module, 
such as observations (85.48%) and interviews (40.32%). In addition, a student's cognitive and non-cognitive 
skills were measured using at least two types of research tools. Over 70% of the studies reported in the 
STEM education module showed positive, measurable EDP effectiveness. The results of research have 
led to the perspective of applying EDP to teaching and learning in undergraduate programs to 
instill a thought process in research and development. 
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Abstract: This paper presents an application created using augmented reality (AR) to visualize 
a serial-link robot according to DH-Parameters. With this technology, the user will be allowed 
to interact with the three-dimensional virtual object. The application consists of a robot frame 
assignment and the DH-Parameters tutorial, which are in the form of animation. The 
visualization of a serial-link robot will be provided to the user in 3D graphics superimposed on 
the video streaming. For more visualization and immersive, the user can control the 
three-dimensional virtual robot by an application graphical user interface and AR marker. This 
research expects that the application can enhance user motivation in robotics learning. So that, 
the potential of this application is evidenced by the user’s survey response. 

Keywords: Serial-Link Robot, robot kinematics, augmented reality 

1. Introduction

Nowadays, robotics has become an essential technology in the industrial sector and daily human life. 
Especially in the modern age of industrial 4.0, the robot can be utilized in the production process to 
enhance productivity, efficiency, and safety for the human operator. Since its’ necessity, robotics 
technology has been included in many colleges and universities' curriculums. However, 
learning/teaching this subject requires the robot system to help the learner understand clearly. 
Unfortunately, the cost of the hardware is expensive. Then, several colleges and universities cannot 
provide an adequate robot system to their students. Furthermore, the traditional teaching/learning 
media, such as textbooks, contain only text with 2D pictures. So, it is hard for students to get a clear 
understanding. Researchers utilized various media technology to provide information in the 
teaching/learning process to overcome these obstacles. 

Web-based is a technology which several researchers utilized in their research (Dey & Cheruvu, 
2020) (Min, Chien-Pen, Din-Wu, & Shih-Chi, 2008) (Sengupta, Jain, & Kumar, 2013). With this 
technology, the learner will receive the content in text, 3D/2D computer graphics, and sound from the 
web application. Moreover, web-based technology provides distance learning and allows the learner to 
learn at their own pace. Furthermore, computer graphics technology such as virtual reality and 
augmented reality are outstanding technology in recent. This technology is a tool for converting an 
abstract concept to a more tangible one and providing an immersive visualization of 3D objects to the 
user. Virtual reality is a technique that researchers utilized in their works (Bahuguna, Chittawadigi, & 
Saha, 2013) (Flanders & Kavanagh, 2015) to visualize the robotics concept, such as DH-Parameters, 
forward kinematics, inverse kinematics, and trajectory planning, etc. This research indicates that using 
virtual reality can improve students' understanding and self-confidence in the robotics concept. 

Moreover, it is easier for the teacher to describe the clear concept to their students using this 
tool. Augmented reality was utilized in the learning of a four-bar linkage robot kinematics 
(FayizMaqableh, & Sidhu, 2012) (Frank & Kapila, 2016) to improve visualization and understanding in 
the learning process. Applying this technology is allowed the learner to visualize the robot model in 3D 
graphics, which is superimposed on real-time VDO streaming. Furthermore, the augmented 
reality-based graphical user interface implemented in their research allows users to interact and control 
the 3D virtual robot. According to the ability of the current technology, this paper proposes the design 
and development of an augmented reality application applied in the serial-link robot kinematics 
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contents. The research expects that the application will be helpful for both learners and teachers who 
have not got enough resources. So that, a mobile phone is selected as a deployed device because of its 
cost and mobility. 
 
 
2. System design and development 
 
In this research, the system consists of three main modes, which are “Jog” “Tutorial” and 
“DH-Parameter”. The “Jog” mode provides 4 standard robots: Articulate, SCARA, Cylindrical, and 
Cartesian. To use this mode, the user can take their smartphone, which application already installed 
with an AR marker. The robot model will be presented to the user via the mobile phone. The user can 
interact with the model by slider bar, which can move the individual robot joint. The “Tutorial” mode 
presents the description in 2D text and the animation of the 3D robot that superimposes on the VDO 
streaming. The concepts of robot kinematics that are provided to the user are robot frame assigning and 
DH parameters.  The last mode is called “DH-Parameter”. The user is allowed to create the custom 
robot configuration. In this mode, the 3D robot will be created according to the DH parameter. To 
interact with the robot 3D model, the user is allowed to control the individual robot joint by slider bar. 
Furthermore, they can observe the robot movement in cartesian space using the other marker as a robot 
target. The system overview is shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. System overview. 

 
 
2.1 Serial-Link Robot Kinematics 
 
Robot’s forward kinematics presents the relationship between joint space and end-effector space in the 
form of a homogenous transformation matrix. This matrix describes the position and orientation of an 
interesting frame or a robot end-effector with respect to the base frame when the robot joint variables 
are given. The coordinate transformations between two frames attached between two links (Kucuk & 
Bingul, 2014) are computed using the Denavit-Hartenberg convention. This method is utilized to 
determine four useful parameters for the computation of the forward kinematic, as shown in Figure 2. 
The first parameter     is a distance measure along     from the origin of frame {i} to the intersection 
of    and  axes. The  is the angle between  and  axes measure about  axis. Next,  is 
a distance measured along  from the origin of frame {i-1} to the intersection of  and  axes. 
The last parameter is . This parameter is an angle between  and  axes that measured about  
(Spong, 1989). 
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Figure 2. Denavit-Hartenberg Parameters. 
 

The product of four basic transformations produces a general form of the transformation 
matrix as in (1) and (2). 
 
 

      (1) 
 
 
 

     (2) 

 
 
 

The method for determining the robot joint variables when the end-effector position and 
orientation are given is called inverse kinematics. There are several ways to solve this problem, such as 
geometric, numerical, or machine learning methods. For example, Figure 3 presents an example of 
determining the inverse kinematics with the geometric method for the 3 DOF robot. 
 

 
Figure 3. The left picture is a projection of robot configuration on the y-z plane (Side view). The right 

picture is a projection of the robot configuration on the x-y plane (Top view). 
 

The left picture of Figure 3 presents the side view of this robot configuration. So that  can 
be determined from (3) 

         (3) 
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 L is the distance between joint 1 and joint 2 
 

On the other hand,  can be determined from the left side picture of fig.3 as shown in  
(4) – (6) 

 
              (4) 
 
               (5) 
 

        (6) 
 
As mentioned before, there are several methods to solve the inverse kinematics problem. For 

complex robot geometry, closed-form inverse kinematics solutions become challenging. In addition, 
each robot needs a unique computation. Inverse kinematics for any generic robot arm can be solved 
via mathematical optimization. As a result, we must resolve the optimization issue. An objective 
function  is shown in (7) with constraint (8). The objective function, which is an error between 
the desired pose of the end-effector and a current position from its forward kinematics function will 
be minimized. 

 
           (7) 

 
constraint  

 
               (8) 

 
where  

 q  is robot joint variables  
   is a desired pose of the robot end-effector  
       is forward kinematics function 
 
From the forward kinematics, the homogenous transformation which describes the relationship 

between robot joint variables and its end-effector pose can be written in (9). 
 

         (9) 
 

This paper applies an optimization method called gradient descent to determine the robot joint 
variables when the end-effector pose is given. 

 
Gradient  

 
       (10) 

 
Update variable 

 
       (11) 

 
where   

  is a current position from its forward kinematics function 
 is a learning rate 

  is an iteration 
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2.2 Augmented Reality Robot Application 
 
The AR-Robot application has been developed using Unity3D games engine with Vuforia SDK. 
Blender software is used for 3D robot rendering. In the software, there are two main modules which are 
illustrated in fig.4. After obtaining the robot’s joint angles from the GUI, the forward kinematics 
module calculates the robot end-effector pose according to the inputted angles. Subsequently, a 3D 
model of the interested robot will be imported and rendered superimpose on the VDO streaming using 
an augmented reality technique. For the inverse kinematics module, the desired end-effector pose can 
be sent to this module through direct input from the application GUI or a marker pose. This module 
solves the inverse kinematics problem with two approaches. The close-form solution method is used 
when the application is in the “Jog” mode. For the “DH Parameter” mode, an arbitrary 3D robot will be 
generated. The optimization method is selected to solve this problem. After the inverse kinematics 
module determines the joint variables, the results will be sent to the forward kinematics module. Then, 
the 3D graphics will be rendered on the video streaming as shown in Figure 4. 
 

 

 
Figure 4. Main modules of AR-Robot application. 

 
The implemented application consists of three main menus which are “Jog”, “Tutorial” and 

“DH-Parameter” as Figure 5. For the “Tutorial” menu, the application provides the tutorial of assigning 
coordinate frames and extracting DH-parameters of a robot manipulator. The student/user can input the 
robot joint variables to the selected robot model and observe the result of the forward kinematics in 
“Jog” mode.  Moreover, in the “DH-Parameter” mode, the student/user is allowed to insert their robot 
DH-Parameter. They can observe the result of forward and inverse kinematics of their robot in the form 
of 3D graphics which is superimposed on the VDO streaming. 
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Figure 5. Robot Application with Augmented reality Main Menu. 

 
In the “Tutorial” mode, there are four robot types (Articulated, SCARA, Cylindrical, and 

Cartesian) that the user is allowed to select. The 3D robot, its coordinate frames, DH-parameter, and 
the descriptions of each step will be presented on the screen in Figure 6.  This part of the application 
is helpful for the user/student who does not have prior knowledge of robotics.  
 

 

 
Figure 6. Tutorial Mode. 

 
Figure 7 presents the scene of “Jog” mode. In this mode, the 3D model of the selected industrial 

robot will be presented. The user/student is allowed to control the robot by sliding the slider bar to 
change the robot joint variables and observe the result of its forward kinematics.  
 

 

 
Figure 7. Jog Mode. 

 
For the “DH-Parameter” mode, the user/student can input the DH-parameter and select the 

robot joint type (Revolute or Prismatic) on the application screen as Figure 8.  
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Figure 8. DH-Parameter Mode. 

 
After the “Built” button is pressed, the 3D robot model will be generated and presented on the 

screen as Figure 9. The user can observe the robot forward kinematics by the input value of the robot 
joint variables through slider-bar as Figure 10. To visualize the result of the generated robot’s inverse 
kinematics, the user is allowed to input the target pose on the screen or use the other marker as a 
target for the robot as Figure 11.  
 

 

 
Figure 9. The generated robot according to the input DH-Parameter. 

 

 
Figure 10. Control robot via sliderbar. 
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Figure 11. Inverse kinematics result. 

3. Experimental Setup and Results

To investigate the performance of this application, the inverse kinematics calculation time and its 
position accuracy were evaluated. The experiment was set up on two different devices. The first device 
is a desktop computer with Intel Core I7-6700HQ, VGA GTX950M, and 4GB memory. The other is a 
mobile phone with android EMUI 9.1, CPU Kirin 980 Octa-Core, and 8GB memory. The robot model 
utilized in the experiment is articulated, SCARA, cylindrical and cartesian robot. Moreover, the custom 
robot configuration will be utilized in the experiment. The results demonstrate that an average position 
error and an inverse kinematics calculation time when testing with standard robot configuration on a 
desktop computer are ± 4 units and 16.5 ms, respectively. For testing an arbitrary robot configuration on 
the desktop computer, it is found that an average position error is ± 1 unit with more than 200 ms of an 
inverse kinematics calculation time. The experimental results, which are test on the mobile phone, 
indicate that the average position for the standard robot is± 3.75 units with 25 ms of an inverse 
kinematics calculation time. Running the arbitrary robot simulation takes more than 1 sec of inverse 
kinematics calculation time with ± 1 unit position error.  

Furthermore, the efficacy of this application on enhancing student motivation and satisfaction 
in robotics learning was evaluated using a questionnaire, which is a quantitative method. Before 
applying this method to the research evaluation, Item-Objective Congruence (IOC) was utilized to 
assess the items of this questionnaire. The implemented questionnaire obtained 0.72 of an IOC average 
score from three experts in education and engineering. The evaluation data is collected after the users, 
who are mechatronics engineering students of the Faculty of Technical Education, learned the robotics 
concepts through this application. The participants of this study were separated into two groups. The 
students with prior knowledge in robotics concepts are the first group. The second group is students 
who did not learn this subject. All participants were asked to learn the robotics concept via the 
implemented application at their own pace. Afterward, their opinion on enhancing motivation and 
satisfaction in robotics learning were collected with a questionnaire. The results indicated that the 
average enhancing motivation and satisfaction scores are 4.1 and 4.2, respectively, with a Likert scale. 

4. Conclusion and Future Works

The traditional robotics teaching media like a textbook is difficult for the student to understand the 
robotics concept. So that they need the robot system to visualize and demonstrate the abstract content 
which are robot frame assignment, DH-parameter, robot kinematics or dynamics, etc. Nevertheless, the 
real robot system is costly for several institutes. To overcome this obstacle, an augmented reality 
application for robot visualization was developed because of its visualization ability. This application 
can provide the basic concept of robotics to the user and present the visualization of a 3D robot. 
Moreover, to enhance the user’s learning interest and motivation, the user is allowed to interact with the 
3D robot through the application GUI or the other AR marker. The result demonstrated that this 
application with augmented reality is suitable for teaching/learning the basic concept of robotics and 
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enhancing the motivation in robotics learning. For future works, the robot dynamics module should be 
developed with a more natural user interface. 
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Abstract: Traditional teaching methods taught in classrooms are becoming a thing of the past. 
When innovation and technology play a role in daily life, the whole world is currently facing the 
Covid-19 epidemic, resulting in students having to study online, teachers cannot teach in the 
classroom. The basic technical drawings course problems found that teaching in this course is 
that most students still lack the skills to read the first and third angle projection drawings. The 
skills are essential and are the basis for applying them in the following unit of study. Thus, this 
study proposes a mobile application for smartphone learning on projection drawings in basic 
technical drawings for vocational certificate students. The introduction of various technologies 
to help learn can promote students' reading skills in the first and third angle projection in the 
additional introductory technical drawing course. Moreover, the students can develop their 
knowledge and abilities according to the course competencies. Without limitations of time and 
place, the learning process is more interesting, fun, and motivating. 

Keywords: M-learning, engineering education, vocational education, STEM 

1. Introduction

The Thailand Vocational Education Act (2018) focused on producing a workforce with technical 
skills to be suitable and meet the needs of the industrial labor market essential for economic 
development.  An excellent technical skills workforce should bring knowledge and skills gained from 
learning in the institute to be used effectively in real work in the industrial field. Therefore, technician 
work is a branch of Vocational Education and Training (TVET) that provides teaching and learning to 
enable the student to apply knowledge and theories toward practical than memorizing. Therefore, 
practice activities must cover various cognitive, attitudes, and practices (Rujirawee, Thanin & 
Phadungchai, 2015). 

Especially in the work of technicians work drawing is an important factor in communication. 
This is the transfer of the designer's ideas and imagination to shape them on paper, called a production 
drawing, to be used to produce various products that succeed the work and reduce errors or 
misunderstandings with people involved in that work (Saitong, 2018). Therefore, education in 
industrial technicians from operator level, technician to engineer level. All of them must have 
knowledge and understanding of reading and writing drawings correctly. Otherwise, they will not be 
able to communicate their understanding of the work to each other. Moreover, now, the work model is 
used internationally. Therefore, there must be rules, regulations, and symbols. The standard is 
perceived and understood the same all over the world (Somchai, 2016). For this reason, those who 
will study to become industrial technicians. Must have the ability to write and read the drawings 
according to international standards correctly as well. 

Therefore, we have designed a mobile application for learning on smartphones about projection 
images for first-year students in vocational college learned in the basic technical drawing course to be 
used as a learning material for motivating the students and increased technical drawings, especially the 
projection view topic. 
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2. Literature Review 
 
2.1 Mobile Application for Learning 
 
Currently, traditional classrooms such as learning on the blackboard or a PowerPoint presentation will 
become a way of the past. Most of the students have to focus their mobile screens in the classroom, and 
they will be all viewing holographic 3D objects surfacing from a table and the teacher explaining the 
visuals. Technological innovation will transform the teaching and learning process with new types to 
enhance students' development and contextual understanding (Hadgraft, & Kolmos, 2020). The modern 
engineering educational environment ensures an extensive application of Augmented Reality (AR) on 
mobile device technology to successfully memorize graphic material (Zhylenko, 2021).  

Many studies presented AR technology on mobile devices as part of their learning in education 
provides a new educational paradigm; it offers many opportunities for students to work on their 
creativity while at the same time it becomes an element of motivation and collaboration (Arulanand, 
Babu & Rajesh, 2020; Jesionkowska, Wild & Deval, 2020). Budijono et al. (2019) proposed a module 
for teaching the drawing technique of projection with application software on a mobile device that 
promotes learning outcomes with a positive response to the module developed. Criollo et al. (2021) 
proposed an augmented reality mobile application for engineering students to study the impact of 
learning effectiveness and motivation. The results show that users are satisfied and optimistic affects 
learning. Thus, AR and mobile devices are integrated technologies that have produced the most learning 
innovations in many educational fields. 

 
 

3. Design a Mobile Application 
 

3.1 A Mobile Application Framework 
 

This application aims to design vocational education students to develop knowledge and abilities with 
no restrictions on time and place that focus on providing students' skills in reading and writing about the 
projection in the introductory technical drawing course. The application has consisted of content, 
samples of various types of workpieces, and quizzes, which will have images and sounds for learning. 
Moreover, we developed a mobile application that can be downloaded at the App Store in the IOS 
system and the Play Store in the android system. 

The students must log in and then study various topics with images and audio accompanying 
the lecture and samples of various works. After that, the students have studied the characteristics of the 
projection. For example, view the first and third angles on each side of the workpiece. When study 
content on various topics is finished, the students can test their conceptual understanding. Lastly, when 
learning in a mobile application is complete, students can log out of the system. The design of a mobile 
application framework is depicted in Figure 1 below. 
 

 
Figure 1. A mobile application framework 
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3.2 Development a Mobile Application 
 
In this development process, we have 6 steps as follow: 
• Step 1: we have analyzed the content and conceptual of basic technical drawing course of 

Vocational Certificate Program, TVET (B.E. 2019) 
• Step 2: we have defined the learning objectives and content on the projected image as a guideline 

for presenting the lesson as a learning hierarchy. The content details are the meaning of the 
projection image, first angle projection method, and third angle projection method. 

• Step 3: we have developed the storyboard of the mobile application. In this step, the design of the 
application screen is to match the content and be appropriate to the student, such as background 
color, font color, presentation style, as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. The storyboard of projection topic in a mobile application. 

 
• Step 4:  we have binged the storyboard to the experts to verify the correctness of the content, use of 

language, use illustrations, and link other components, then bring it to improve for the next step. 
• Step 5:  We have prepared the required resources such as text, still images, animations, and various 

sound effects that must be used in the lesson to be ready to be used by the program application. 
• Step 6: We have created a mobile application on the projection topic of introductory technical 

drawing course including four sections as follow: 
1) Entrance to instruction is login page and main menu, as shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b). 
2) Introduction of mobile application is content pages and sample pages, as shown in Figure 4 (a) 

and (b). 
3) Orthographic Views are the top of the rectangular workpiece and the top of the cylindrical 

specimen, as shown in Figure 5 (a) and (b). 
4) Progression of learning is the quiz pages and the score pages, as shown in Figure 6 (a) and (b). 
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(a) login page                         (b) Main menu 

 
Figure 3.  Entrance to instruction. 

 

       
(a) content pages                        (b) a sample pages 

 
Figure 4. Introduction of mobile application. 
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(a) the rectangular workpiece        (b)  the cylindrical specimen         (c) 1st and 3rd angle projection 

 
Figure 5. Orthographic views. 

 
 

       
(a) the quiz pages                (b) the score pages 

 
Figure 6.  Progression of learning. 

 
After that, we will take the mobile application that has been successfully created to be evaluated 

by experts for recommendations to improve before implementation with students at the 1st year 
vocational education next time. 
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4. Conclusions 
 

Teaching on a blackboard or studying in the classroom is a traditional teaching method to become the 
past when innovation and technology play a role in daily life. Moreover, the whole world faces the 
Covid-19 epidemic situation, causing teaching and learning to be in the online format. Therefore, 
learning with a smartphone application is an essential part of online teaching in the current situation. It 
is using technology that will change the teaching and learning process without the time and place 
constraints. Learning with a smartphone application allows students to apply the knowledge gained 
from the study to analyze and synthesize information for problem-solving. This paper has shown the 
design learning material to encourage students to have reading skills in the basic technical drawing 
course's first and third angle projections. In addition, it makes the learning process more interesting, fun 
and motivating. 
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Abstract: In Thailand STEM education, teaching of robotics or automatic control in 
undergraduate is limited to the theoretical textbooks or computer simulation due to inadequate 
control plants for classroom demonstration and laboratory experimentation. This crucially 
prevents students to understand the gaps or limitations between the theory and the real-world 
problem. Thus, this research is aimed to design and develop the robotic platform, which is the 
rotary-type double inverted pendulum, by considering low fabrication cost, easy part 
maintenance and safety. Also, the platform permits the students to design the Linear Quadratic 
Regulator (LQR) controller and implement it for balancing the robot.  

Keywords: STEM, teaching, education, robot, control 

1. Introduction

In present, STEM education of robotic control is key learning for undergraduate engineering students. 
Ideally, students are effectively trained in systematic thinking and problem solving through building the 
robot (Chen & Chang, 2018). However, there exists several difficulties for those students who are highly 
expected from the industrial side to have the ability to apply the theory to practical applications. The 
important one of problems is the lack or insufficiency of controlled plants for experimentation and hand-
on practices due to highly expensive cost, as a result, most, teaching courses are only limited to the 
studying of conventional textbooks or conducting experiments through software simulation. These can 
cause students to mislead some control issues in real-world situations.  

The well-known robotic platform, so called Rotary-type Double Inverted Pendulum(RDIP), has 
been broadly illustrated for teaching in control theory courses (Gustafsson, 2016; YeeChin, & Chiam, 
n.d.). The study objective of the robot is to instruct students to design the controller for automatically
balancing the two vertical linkages in up-right position. In addition, there has been the commercial robot
offered by Quanser company (Quanser consulting inc., 2021) with the complete set of laboratory
instruction, electronic control devices, mechanical robot structure and control software. Although this
perfectly facilitates both instructors and students’ study, the cost is extremely high. Moreover, part
maintenance is not simple because of non-domestic products. To solve the problem, this research
therefore aims to design and develop the RDIP and control software for teaching students in control
theory or robotic courses by focusing on low fabrication cost, easy maintenance, and safety.

2. Literature Review

In pioneer works of RDIP, the robots were in-house constructed for either balancing or swing-up both 
pendulums (Komine, Iwase, Suzuki, & Furuta, 2004; Yamakita, Iwashiro, Sugahara, & Furuta, 1995). 
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Yamakita et. al (1995) presented the state transfer controllers that are switched to convey the state of 
the RDIP based on pre-defined control areas. Komine et al. (2004) presented the multi-step swing-up 
controller. Firstly, the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) was designed to stabilize the second link of 
the robot in up-right position, then the linear state feedback controller was switched to swing the third 
link of the robot from the hanging position to the upright position.  

Later, the RDIPs have been received significant attention in control due to its dynamic 
nonlinearity, underactuated and unstable system that challenges various controller designs and dynamic 
studies. There existed the commercial DRIP product used in some works (Casanova, Salt, Piza, & 
Cuenca, 2012; Patil & Kurode, 2018). Casanova et. al (2012) designed the balancing controller that 
compensates for delay effect resulted from the distant sensor and actuator in RDIP and does experiment 
with the commercial RDIP. Also, Patil and Kurode (2018) experimented with the robustness of the high 
order sliding mode controller to regulate the RDIP at the up-right position. This commercial RDIP 
supports not only the robot hardware but also the software packages that users can design the controllers 
and collect data based on MATLAB/Simulink or LabVIEW, effectively.  

 
 

3. Methodology 
 
3.1 Robot design 
 
The Solidworks CAD software is used to create the linkages of RDIP, mechanical transmission (pulleys, 
timing belts and shafts) and DC motor. In the 1st axis, the DC motor indirectly drives the robot through 
timing belt transmission with a tensioner. This allows the electrical cables of the 2nd and 3rd encoders to 
be rotated around the 1st axis freely by passing them through the slip ring and hollow shaft of the 1st 
axis as shown in Figure 1. To increase the link stiffness under bending load, the 5083-grade aluminum 
is specially selected to fabricate the 1st link with 5-millimeter thickness while the other two linkages 
(2nd and 3rd axis), 1060-grade aluminum with 3-millimeter thickness is instead used to minimize the 
load driven by the motor. All linkage length is adjustable and summarized in Table 1.  
 

 
Figure 1. RDIP structure design 

 
Table 1. Link Maximum and Minimum Length of RDIP 

 Symbol Max. length(mm.) Min. length(mm.) 
Link 1  375.0 275.0 
Link 2  337.0 230.0 
Link 3  337.0 230.0 

 

1L

2L

3L
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3.2 Electronic Control Design 
 
To control and interface of the RDIP, the low-cost but high-performance Neucleo STM32F411RET6 
development board is chosen as core computation and communicates user via the full-speed USB to 
serial communication. The interfacing board plugged over the Nucleo board is custom designed to 
collect the 1st, 2nd and 3rd position data of RDIP from three incremental quadrature encoders and send 
the command to DC motor driver; Junus JPS-090-20 model, which controls the motor current at 20 kHz 
sampling rate. For user safe operation, the emergency and footswitches are integrated to switch on/off 
the electrical power and start or stop the robot at a distant location, respectively. The electrical control 
schematic of the RDIP shows in Figure2. Note that all components and its specifications are 
summarized in Table 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. Electrical control schematic of the RDIP 

 
Table 2. Electrical Components of RDIP Control 

 Component Specification 
Control board Nucleo STM32F411RET6 32-bit ARM-Cortex M4 RISC 

128 KB Ram 512K flash 
Microcontroller  

Motor driver Junus JSP-090-20 Velocity/Torque control 
mode, 10A Continuous 
current/20A peek current, 20-
90V input 

DC motor MY6812 150W/24V DC motor  
Quadrature encoder E6A2-CWZ3C Incremental quadrature 

encoders 1000 
pulse/revolution, 5-12V input 

 
3.3 Control Software 
 
3.3.1 Controller Design 
 
To balance the RDIP at the up-right position, the Linear Quadratic Regulator(LQR) algorithm, which 
is linear optimal control referenced in many control textbooks (Nise, 2020; Ogata, 2015) is implemented 
in an embedded board. The objective of the controller is aimed to compromise the effects of state 
variables and control input in the linear state feedback problem shown in Figure 3. By designing the 
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weighted diagonal matrix for state variables and scalar value for 
control input in Equation 1,  the optimal feedback gain matrix  that 
minimizes the cost function  subjected to the closed-loop system constraint in Equation 2 is efficiently 
obtained by the lqr MATLAB command (Mathworks, 2021). 
 

   (1) 

 
Where, and are state variable vector and control 

input, respectively. The matrix and scalar value are weighted 
diagonal matric for state variables and weighted coefficient of control input, respectively. 
 
   (2) 
  

Note that the state matrix  and input matrix  of the RDIP can be obtained by linearizing 
the nonlinear dynamics of the RDIP at the up-right such derived in (Tuvayanond & Ruangurai, 2021). 
 

 
Figure 3. Linear state feedback control problem. 

  
 The LQR algorithm is implemented in the embedded control board and executed at 50 Hz while 
it simultaneously communicates to the user via USB serial interface.   
  
3.3.2 User Interface Software 

 
The commands of the RDIP are designed as the ASCII character sequences with the delimiter with 
linefeed character (0x0A code). All commands are summarized in Table 3. Users are required to install 
the USB serial communication software at the host computer to send the commands to the board. The 
following steps are executed to configure the LQR gains, start and stop balancing the robot.  
 
• Step 1: Plug the USB cable into the control board and open the serial COM port communication 

software at the host computer, 
• Step 2: Configure the serial protocol with 115200 bits/s bit rate, 8-bit data and 1 stop bit without 

parity check at the host computer and then connect to the board. 
• Step 3: Put the derived LQR gains to the board by sending the serial command ‘lqr’ listed in Table 

3. For example, if the user would like to set  
and , then the following command, ‘k 4.1E-3 0.5 0.7 7.2E-

5 2E-7 3.1E-4 8.2E-6’, is executed.  
• Step 3a: (Optional) If the user would like to collect the position and control input data to the file, 

6 6
1 2 6( , , , )diag q q q ´= ÎQ ! " RÎ!

[ ] 1 6
1 2 3 4 5 6k k k k k k ´= ÎΚ !

J

( )
0

J u Ru dt
¥

= ò T Tx Qx +

6 1
1 2 3 1 2 3q q q q q q

T ´é ù= Îë û
Tx ! ! ! " uÎ!

6 6
1 2 6( , , , )diag q q q ´= ÎQ ! " RÎ!

( )=x A-BK x!

Α Β

3
1 2 34.1 10 , 0.5, 0.7,k k k-= ´ = =

5 7
4 57.2 10 , 2.0 10k k- -= ´ = ´ 6

6 8.2 10k -= ´
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then the ‘log’ serial command is executed. 
• Step 4:  To set the zero referenced position of the robot, manually hold the pendulums in the up-

right position as in Figure 4. Then, step on the footswitch or send the command ‘s’ to start balancing 
while releasing your hand.  Note that the zero referenced position is not necessary for the exact up-
right position since the controller can stabilize some position error. If unbalancing situation occurs, 
then stop balancing with Step 5 and repeat Step 4 to initialize the up-right position again. 

• Step 5: To stop balancing, then step on the footswitch or send the command ‘s’. 
 
 

      
Figure 4. Steps for robot initialization and balancing. 

 
Table 3. Serial Command Interface 

Command description Ascii sequences  Example 
Start/Stop balancing ‘s’ ‘s’  
Update the LQR gains  ‘k k1-value …’ ‘k 4.1E-3 0.5 0.7 7.2E-5 2E-7 3.1E-4 8.2E-6’ 
Log/Stop logging data 
to the file 

‘log’ ‘log’  

 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
The mechanical structure of the RDIP is designed with the consideration of low cost, simple 
maintenance, and safety.  The LQR controller is implemented to balance the RDIP in the up-right 
position while users or students can learn to theoretically design the controller, implement it in practice 
and record the experimental data for analysis as well. This can essentially help the students, who are in 
STEM education, to realize the relationship, limitations, and utilization from theory to practical 
applications. In future work, this robot programming will be integrated to the commercial 
MATLAB/Simulink software that are broadly used in control theory and robotic courses. 
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Abstract: The traditional teaching methods of teachers are lectures and assignments to students' 
tasks in the classroom. Sometimes the students lack enthusiasm, resulting in poor academic 
performance. Providing teaching and learning that allows students to experience real-life 
situations is a prerequisite for future work. Furthermore, in the industry, Programmable Logic 
Controllers (PLC) are used in automatic control systems. Therefore, studying in a PLC course, 
students should be exposed to real-world situations. Role-playing teaching is one way to help 
students experience real-life situations for future work and makes the learning process more 
interesting, fun, and motivating. Thus, this study proposes using role-playing for learning on 
PLC courses for vocational certificate students. Role-playing activities to help in learning can 
promote students to functional skills for using PLC for controlling the operation of the 
input/output devices. Moreover, the student can develop their knowledge, skills, and abilities 
according to the course competencies and use them for real work in the future. 

Keywords: PLC, learning strategy, STEM, vocational education 

1. Introduction

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) course has purposed for students to understand the structure, 
symbols, characteristic of PLC and input/output device, programming of motor and input/output devices 
control, skilled in installing input/output devices and writing, editing logic control programs in ladder 
language to motors and input/output devices control. It focuses on performance in applying PLC to 
motors and input/output devices control. The PLC scheme's basic capability controls the on-off input 
and output devices by programming. There is a sequence control to achieve the function of the devices 
that are related to each other. This is an essential foundation for learning and applying to PLC 
(Chookeaw et al., 2019; Howimanporn et al., 2018). 

The traditional teaching methods of teachers are lectures and assignments to students' tasks in 
the classroom. Sometimes the students lack enthusiasm, resulting in poor academic performance. 
Providing teaching and learning that allows students to experience real-life situations is a prerequisite 
for future work. Therefore, the teachers should also apply the STEM framework for developing students' 
knowledge, skills, and abilities, especially in the PLC course with learning approaches such as active 
learning and problem-based learning to drive the learning process with the real situation in daily life. 
To develop the learning process and make students understand the content, have skills, and develop 
thinking processes to solve the problem. We are interested in the role-playing learning process. 

 Bonwell & Eison (1991) presented role-playing techniques that allow students to assume a 
person's role or act out a given situation. These roles can be performed by individual students, in pairs, 
or in groups which can play out a more complex scenario. This technique can engage students in real-
life scenarios, which require them to examine personal feelings toward others and their circumstances. 

Therefore, we designed a role-playing model to drive learning activity with the experimental 
set in the PLC course for students in a vocational college. 
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2. Related Works 
 
2.1 Role-playing Technique 
 
Role-playing is a learning technique that allows students to explore realistic situations by interacting 
with other people in a managed way to develop experience and trial different strategies in a supported 
environment. In addition to learning the intended concepts and principles, role-playing enactment of 
real-life situations promotes critical thinking skills and humanizes science by discerning its importance 
to everyday life. It can also develop important skills needed in the real world, teamwork, collaborative 
learning, and effective communication. 

Many studies suggested role-playing techniques to promote student learning. For example, 
Fadali & Robinson (2013) presented four stages of role-playing activities consisting of preparation and 
explanation of the activity by the teacher, the classroom preparation of the activity, the enacting of the 
activity by the class, and the discussion of the enactment known as debriefing. Wahyudi & Hadiyat 
(2020) proposed a series of integrated activities for role-playing that align with learning objectives to 
achieve the relevant hard skills or soft skills for engineering students. Zowghi & Paryani (2003) 
employed using role-playing in teaching requirement engineering for undergraduate students. It found 
the requirement engineering subject outlined to be very effective, where students gained a better 
understanding and encouraged the students’ needed mindset. Gómez-Poyato et al. (2020) proposed an 
active learning methodology in university degrees with flipped classrooms and role-playing, which 
requires a higher degree of student involvement, greater dynamism in learning, and increased content 
interaction. 

Moreno-Guerrero et al. (2020) presented the students positively valued applying the role-
playing method, obtaining better scores in the set of variables studied such as motivation, creativity, 
and collaboration through technology to increase multiple skills. Barrera et al. (2020) proposed role-
playing simulation activities in a higher education institution that employed role-playing simulation 
activities to achieve student learning. 

 
2.2 The content of Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) Course 

 
PLC are widely employed in manufacturing to coordinate and control complex tasks in the industry. It 
is designed to connect multiple inputs and output configurations with software programs. In addition, 
PLC remains the best option for industrial automation to execute future manufacturing and production 
processes.  

In Thailand, the vocational Certificate Program PLC course focused on student skills and 
performance, especially work skills. Therefore, learning outcome in this study are students can be: 
• Understanding the characteristic of PLC and input/output devices. 
• Writing PLC programming with input/output devices and motor drive.  
• Writing instructions and edit program under the specified conditions.  
• Testing the operation and maintenance. 
 
 
3. Designed a role-playing Model 
 
3.1 Design of Role-playing Activity 
 
In the traditional classroom and experiment, the teacher determines the PLC control system's working 
conditions for the students. When students succeed, the teacher checks and scores them, which the 
learners do not have the same role in expressing their ideas as the actual working specified conditions. 
This role-playing teaching will simulate the experiment like the actual situation by dividing the students 
into two students and assuming one of them will act like an engineer. Engineer assigns the PLC 
operating conditions to another student acting as a technician who writes the PLC control program 
according to the specified conditions and changes roles on the next occasion. The students are 
vocational level three in electronics engineering and used three hours for each occasion that use all six 
hours. A role-playing model is depicted in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. A role-playing framework. 

3.2  Design of Experimental kit 

In this study, we have designed an experimental kit as a learning material to use in a learning activity 
(hands-on activity) the PLCs concepts, as shown in Figure 2 below. 

Figure 2. The structure of experimental kit. 

In addition, we have designed the input device consisting of two selector switches (SS0 and 
SS1), four push-button switches (PB0, PB1, PB2, and PB3), one emergency switch (PB5), one 
thumbwheel switch is BCD 4 bits (DSW), and five limit switches (LS1, LS2, LS3, LS4, and LS5). In 
addition, the output device consists of 4 led displays (PL1, PL2, PL3, PL4, PL5), two digits of the 
seven-segment display are BCB 4 bits (DPL1 and DPL2) and two relays for drive DC motor (RY1 and 
RY2). All are connected to terminal block (TB) for wiring with PLC, as shown in Figure 3. 

Student A (Engineer act) 

Student A (Technician 
act)

Student B (Technician act) 

Student B (Engineer act) 

Teacher (Monitoring) 

Situation 1. 
(3 hours) 

Situation 2. 
(3 hours) 
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Figure 3. The Input and output devices diagram. 

 
In input/output devices panels, a belt-driven mini conveyor with a DC motor drives the pallets 

to move left and right. The pallet itself is equipped with a screw to allow the sensing limit switch, as 
shown in Figure 4 below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4.  A pallet for sensing limit switch. 
 
 
4. Results 

 
The design above reveals that the proposed role-playing activity for vocational education students 
promotes programmable logic controller (PLC) learning. 
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4.1 Learning Activity with PLCs kit  

We proposed a teaching and learning PLC through role-playing have four steps as follow: 
• Step 1: Studying the content and concept of PLC.
• Step 2: Setting student groups then inform the criteria and details of learning activities and assigned

role-playing situations.
• Step 3: The students act as role-playing under the situation.
• Step 4: The teacher and students discuss the learning activities related to the results, feedback, and

assessment.

Figure 5.  An activity role-playing for PLC learning.

5. Conclusion

The advantage of this study is an alternative technique that allows the student to learn with real 
simulated situations to make students active, problem-solve, and have creative thinking, which has 
resulted in academic achievement and performance. Therefore, we designed role-playing teaching for 
the PLC course. As a learning activity, we design to divide the students into groups. Each group has 
two students and assumes they will act like engineers and technicians. Engineer assigns the PLC 
operating conditions to another student acting as a technician who writes the PLC control program 
according to the specified conditions and changes roles on the next occasion. In addition, we employ 
an experiment kit designed according to the content of the PLC course through role-playing activities 
that will allow students to experience real-life situations in their future work, in which learners must 
use knowledge, skills, and experience to get the job done and efficiently.  

In the future, this model will be used in vocational education. We have an experimental design 
to study the comparison between the sample groups and the impact of this finding. This work is 
described here will be extended into more research. 
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Abstract: Engineering education is a difficult concept for student learning because the student 
must apply scientific disciplines and connect abstract conceptual for a design solution to solve 
a problem. The exciting concept in Mechatronic engineering education is concerned with the 
basic laws concerning physical nature. Students will learn about machine design and controls, 
but it is hard to understand. This paper aims to design and develop a Series Elastic Actuator 
(SEA) as a mechanical tool to motivate student learning in concepts of mass-spring-damping 
and closed-loop control systems based on the revised 5E model in STEM education. The 
students’ activities involve hands-on learning mass-spring-damping and the control systems of 
SEA. This learning approach helps students to have more interactive learning in a classroom. 
Moreover, it makes students systemically think and understand the relationship between theory 
and real-world application. 

Keywords: Mass-spring-damping, closed-loop control system, revised 5E model 

1. Introduction

Nowadays, teaching methods in engineering are most challenging for the teacher. Because traditional 
teaching methods, such as the chalk-and-talk method, are not the achievement of outcomes and 
objectives in study. Most students cannot describe the relationship between scientific knowledge and 
the physical world; thus, it makes them pay less attention and interaction. This problem is one such 
barrier to study engineering. 

One of the research was teaching high school students the basic concept of control systems 
based on science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) (Abramovitch, 2019). STEM is a 
learning framework to help improve teaching for engineering students. The key to success is to design 
a proper framework for teaching based on the STEM curriculum (Fan, Yu, & Lin, 2020). Thus, getting 
started with designing a learning approach for the curriculum is an essential process. 5E is one of the 
methods that widespread use for engaging students in learning. This method has been developed in 
many studies. For instance, the revised 5E model was used to encourage high school students’ 
computational thinking via a robot kit (Taengkasem et al., 2020).         

Usually, studying mass-spring-damping and the control systems involves advanced 
mathematics, which explains physical plants. Nevertheless, most students cannot make imaginary the 
relationship between mathematics and the physical system. Thus, the authors focused on design the 
mass-spring-damping and closed-loop control as a tool for student learning in STEM education. We 
designed Series Elastic Actuator (SEA), which used concept of passive transmission elasticity to safe 
actuation mechanisms, based on Pratt, and Williamson (1995). Then the revised 5E model which is 
created by Taengkasem et al. (2020), used to drive the learning activity for the student of the engineering 
course. 
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2. Literature Review 
 
In the last decade, many researchers tried to improve teaching in engineering courses. For example, a 
low-cost lab kit of a mass-spring-damping system with an analog filter was designed.  This experimental 
kit is used in dynamic and control system courses. Students can do self-study and hand-on at home, 
which gives them more time to study. Moreover, it can reduce staffs’ costs and room space. (Durfee, 
Li, & Waletzko, 2004). In recent years, mobile learning (m-learning) have more influence in teaching 
in engineering education. M-learning can be in the curriculum of primary, applied, and training in 
science and technologies (Herrera et al., 2015). For example, m-learning is used to teach technical 
vocational and Engineering Education (Jaschke, 2014). In addition, a mobile application had been sued 
for learning the topic of closed-loop control, a mass-spring-damper system, and animation of a plant 
displayed as users selected control parameters (Aristizabal, Almario, & Lopez, 2014).     

However, teaching concepts of dynamic and control systems with real plants are still important 
because students need to link knowledge with the real applications used in industry. Therefore, learning 
material or experiment kit is an essential physical tool for engineering students. 

 
 

3. Methodology 
 

3.1 Learning Tool Design 
 

In this work, the series elastic actuator (SEA) is used as a learning tool. It was designed to learn the 
topic of mass-spring-damping and the control systems. For machine mechanism, as shown in Figure 1, 
is composed of 7 main parts. 

 
Figure 1. SEA design components. 

 
 Number 1: It is a 24 Volt AC motor. 
 Number 2: It is a small conveyer belt. 
 Number 3: It is a ball screw. 
 Number 4: It is a structure. 
 Number 5: It is two series spring. 
 Number 6 and 7: they are incremental encoders. 

First, the motor drives the ball screw through the conveyer belt. The rotary encoder that is 
attached to the shaft of motor driving measure the speed of the motor. The ball screw distance can be 
computed using the speed of the motor and reduction gear. The movement of the ball screw has an 
effect on changing the distance of spring, which can measure from another increment encoder. The 
dumbbell 2.5 kg., as shown in Figure 2, is used as a mechanical load for testing the SEA system. The 
force of this load in each angle relates to the spring distance from the theory of Hooke's law. For 
microcontroller unit in this work is NI myRIO. It uses to read all sensors, compute data, and send pulse 
width modulation command to the driver to control the DC motor. LabVIEW program is used to create 
GUI transfer data to the microcontroller via the universal serial bus. Figure 3 shown the control 
programing system in this work. 

7    
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Figure 2. SEA with dumbbell load. 

 

 
Figure 3. Control system program. 

 
3.2 Revised 5E Model 

 
In this work, we propose the technique to enhance students learning in the topic of dynamic and close-
loop control systems in STEM education. Our proposal on pre-experimental design is a design based 
on a revision of the 5E model, consisting of engagement, exploration, explanation, execution, and 
evaluation, as in Figure 4. The learning activity with the revised 5E model is followed as: 
• Engagement phase: In the first phase, the teacher starts with the teacher’s experience using mass-

spring-damping in the real world to encourage students to think and motivate. After that, the 
teacher asks questions that require students to discuss and allows students to talk using their skills. 
Finally, the teacher creates an excellent problem to engage and focus on the learning activity. 

• Exploration phase: This phase has come after students have some motivations and ideas. The 
teacher gives time for students to explore their ideas. The teacher gives them some guidance and 
resources. However, they need to find more information or theories from other resources in order 
to solve problems. 

Dumbbell load 
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• Explanation phase: The step of explanation phase starts with students present or explain their 
outcome to solve problems. After that, teacher supports their concept in formal pedagogy based on 
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. 

• Execution phase: For this step, students are required to execute all concepts using a learning tool 
and correct the data. Then data is analyzed in purpose to compare with the concepts.   

• Evaluation phase: After students achieve learning activities using their knowledge, they should 
have more understanding of the concepts. Then students are evaluated in purpose to see each 
student’s outcome. 

 
Figure 4. Diagram of revised 5E model. 

 
3.3 Design Learning Activities 

 
First, start with the engagement phase, the teacher giving the experience of using mass-spring-damping 
in SEA and give applications such as prosthetic knee (Rouse, Mooney, & Herr, 2014). Students discuss, 
ask and share their experiences. After a while, the teacher gives a concept of mass-spring-damping and 
control system. Next, the teacher play role of using a learning tool (SEA), then the teacher ask some 
problems, “how is mass-spring-damping working with unforce and force?”, “how to solve the mass-
spring-damping second-order differential equation?” and “how to control the system using PID 
controller?”. 

The next phase is the exploration phase. The problems have been purpose in the last step of 
engagement. Then the teacher gives them some resources such as a textbook and a summary of the 
theory. The students have to inquire into problems using more resources, such as YouTube, e-book. In 
this phase, the teacher acts as a coach to support students learning. Then they come out with their idea 
to solve all problems. 

Explanation phase, students present the method to solve all questions in the engagement phase. 
Moreover, teacher helps to support their ideas based on STEM format, for example, in Hooke’s Law, 
Newton’s 2nd Law, torque, second-order differential equation, transfer function, and PID controller, 
PID feedforward controller. 
For the execution phase in our work step, SEA is using as a learning tool. Students have a hands-on 
activity to solve that their concepts were correct or not. Learning activity in this step consists of 4 
activities as following: 
• Activity 1: Measuring spring distance in different ball screw positions when SEA has not connected 

to dumbbell load. 
• Activity 2: Measuring spring distance and external force when dumbbell load has a different angle. 

Engagement phase 

Exploration phase  

Explanation phase 

Students 

Execution phase 

Evaluation phase 
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• Activity 3: The ball screw position of SEA is control using PID and PID with a feedforward 
controller based on a step input signal. 

• Activity 4: The ball screw position of SEA is control using PID and PID with a feedforward 
controller based on a ramp input signal. 

The last phase involves student evaluation. Students finish all learning activity parts. Then they 
need to compare the result of the experiment and the result of their thinking using theory. They have to 
analyze data and link it to their skill. Finally, the teacher evaluates student’s understanding using 
presentation. This evaluation can tell that “How well they can explain learning activity based on 
STEM,” and the teacher supports more ideas to students. 
 
 
4. Results 
 
In this study, we have constructed a learning tool with two components consisting of a hardware tool 
that is Series Elastic Actuator (SEA), as shown in Figure 5. In part of Software, LabVIEW was used to 
require test, measurement, and control with rapid access to hardware and data insights, as shown in 
Figure 6. 
 

 
Figure 5. Using Series Elastic Actuator (SEA) of learning activity. 

 

 
Figure 6. LabVIEW for monitoring engineering concept. 

 
 

Ball screw position monitoring 
 

Force monitoring 
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5. Conclusion 
 
Normally, teaching in the mass-spring-damping and the control systems for student engineers is most 
challenging for teachers. Most students cannot understand the concept when teachers teach in traditional 
ways such as chalk-and-talk. Thus, the important key is to change the way to teach them. In this work 
proposed pre-experimental research design is based on the revised 5E method. This learning approach 
design expects the teacher to improve the student's skills. The design allows students more interaction 
in the class. In addition, students are free to solve the problems with their skills and prove their 
understanding of the SEA learning tool. This step allows students to link concepts with real mechanics 
that are used in industry. Moreover, the teacher evaluates students and supports some missing points to 
make sure that students deeply understand all concepts of mass-spring-damping and closed-loop control 
systems. Future work will focus on implementing the SEA tool into the class. Moreover, a design of 
appropriate examination based on bloom’s taxonomy levels is needed to measure and evaluate students’ 
performance in the topic of mass-spring-damping and closed-loop control systems. 
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Abstract: The feedback control system laboratory is required to enhance the knowledge of 
enrolled students. However, the apparatus provided by educational company usually is high 
cost, needs a high-performance computer and the professional instructor to conduct the 
experiment. In this paper, the designing of project-based learning for self-learning embedded 
control system is proposed. The low-cost experiment kits for microcontroller-based control can 
be alternately solution instead of using virtual or remotely experiment. In this work, two 
different types of plant systems: air levitation system and serial elastic actuator are presented. 
Both are easy to construct and able to implement the controller with any microcontroller. The 
real-time operation system for embedded system is also introduced which required for industrial 
control. Based on project-based approach, there are four stages guiding students and teacher to 
follow up the content and assessment so that the objective of embedded control learning can be 
achieved within 16 weeks. 

Keywords: Hands-on experience, engineering education 

1. Introduction

Control theory or Feedback control system course is one of the important subjects for undergraduate 
students in robotics or mechatronic field of studies. Closed-loop control of position or velocity of 
electrical motors is the fundamental of servomechanism that found in mostly industrial robot and 
automation system. The knowledge related to temperature, water level or flow rate control can be 
applied in industrial process control and smart agriculture.  

However, the contents (Ogata, 2010) and  (Nise, 2011) in this subject usually is described with 
mathematical model, open-loop and closed-loop transfer function. The physical systems such as 
electrical, mechanical, pneumatic, hydraulics and heat transfer systems can be expressed in either 
differential equations or Laplace domain. Teaching the core of system dynamics and control topics such 
as time and frequency response, poles and zeros, stability and compensator design based on 
mathematical foundation can be abstracted for students and lead to misconception how system in real 
world work. The experiment with the real hardware is necessary for enrolled students of system 
dynamics and control. The traditional feedback and control laboratories have limitations (Durfee, Li, & 
Waletzko, 2005). It requires high-performance computer, plants, expert control faculty and instructors 
for high quality laboratory. Moreover, commercial experiment kits also are high cost resulting the 
number of lab stations less than the number of students.  Even though several works introduced virtual 
(Bhutta, Mansoor, & Tariq, 2016) or remote laboratories via internet to solve problem, it does not give 
the feeling of working with a physical system. 

Many courses in school and university deployed Project-based Learning (PBL) to their students 
to improve the solving skills, inquiry, collaborative among members and encourage for subjects. Due 
to low cost and high performance, embedded system-based microcontroller becomes more popular for 
high school students and undergraduate students. Arduino© is one of the most used open-source 
electronics platforms because it is easy-to-use for different backgrounds, plenty libraries, and 
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communities to support. Thus, there are varied types of Arduino boards as a tool in microcontroller 
course, Capstone projects in high school, vocational and university in Thailand. For feedback control 
system, using microcontroller as a main controller has more convenient than analog controller based on 
electronic circuit.  

This work introduces the project-based plants for enhancing self-learning in embedded control 
system. Two different types of plants for mechanical engineering: air levitation and mass spring system 
are addressed. 

 
 

2. Literature Review  
 

2.1 Practical Laboratory Model  
 

The hands-on activity in Feedback Control Laboratory provides the student with the knowledge and 
experience.  Unfortunately, commercial test bed sets usually are high cost, requires high performance 
computers so that some schools or universities may lack the budget to utilize some of equipment and 
software licenses. Instead of using computer simulation, several works proposed the low-cost 
alternatives for students, thus they are able to learn some topics by taking-home experiments. The work 
in (Durfee et al., 2005) proposed the distributed labs approach to giving students hands-on experience. 
Their projects consist of three parts: a fourth-order mass spring damper, the controller board, Window 
based interfacing software for visual display and other supervisory control. The work in (Çatalbaş & 
Uyanık, 2017) proposed a low cost DC motor kit to conduct the frequency domain characteristic with 
MATLAB software. (Jahnavi & Sivraj, 2018) proposed the design and development of five-degree of 
freedom (DOF) robot arm working with Graphic User Interface (GUI) in MATLAB. This work also 
implements serial link kinematics in order to compare the position of robot tip obtained by joint sensor 
and the end-effector. (McPheron, Legris, Flynn, Bradley, & Daniels, 2016) proposed the low-cost two-
degree-of freedom mass-spring cart system for system identification laboratory exercise. The input-
output data obtained from data logger, the mathematical model of mechanical systems can be identified.  

In summary, the low-cost experiment sets become more popular in control engineering 
education to enhance the knowledge of students. Since the model consist of mainly three components: 
hardware, microcontroller and computer software, they can be reproduced.  

 
2.2 Real-time Operation System  

 
Real time system is the key of industrial automation applications. According to program developed by 
Arduino platform, it has two functions: setup function to configure the peripheral and main function in 
which the developed program is executed that repeat over and over. In a digital closed-loop control 
system as shown in Figure 1, the controller executes to read the set point and sensor data, and then use 
these numbers to calculate the controller output which is sent to the actuator. The digital or discrete 
control system observes the input signal at a certain time, then calculates the control input signal for 
actuator driven.  

 

 
Figure 1. Block diagram of digital control system. 

 
To execute the loop control in precise time, Real-Time Operation System (RTOS) including the 

feature multi-tasking with multiple threads and inter-task communication and synchronization 
mechanisms should be considered when implementing digital control and state-space control (Gambier, 
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2004). For embedded control system, there are many platforms supporting real-time application such 
as PIC, ARM and Arduino. The survey of available RTOS (He & Huang, 2014) showed that FreeRTOS 
is free license, portable to a large number of MCUs, well-document and then supports most common 
MCUs. Microcontroller used in student’s project has one processor core, only one task can be executing 
at any one time. By using FreeRTOS scheduling mechanism, it makes the decision which each tasks 
should be execute at a time. As shown in Figure 2, the controller can be performed every period Ts by 
using a single task model.   

 

 
Figure 2. Controller implemented with real-time periodic task. 

  
 
3. Methodology  
 
3.1 Design Learning Activities 

 
This section, the learning activities of project-based embedded control system course are proposed. 
There are four stages that begining from proposed topics until evaluate the performance of controller 
result. All activities can be conducted for one semester or 16 weeks. According to Figure 3, Firstly, the 
teacher askes the students propose the topic of plant system for project-based and discussion how 
student’s topics relating to the real applications. The second stage, the components of loop of automatic 
control are identified by describing the physical working principle. In the third stage, the students design 
and implement digital control such as PID or Fuzzy logic controller in microcontroller. Lastly, the 
students evaluate the performance of controller by using the date sent from the embedded system. This 
data can be visual in terminal program such as Teraterm or Hyper-Terminal. Moverover, some program 
such as Serial monitor or Serial plot in Arduino IDE can read .csv data format and plot the time response 
result in real-time. Thus, the student is able to relate the response in graph to the real physical system 
easier. Note that assessment of student project is conducted in the transition between each state.  

 

 
Figure 3. Project stage of control systems area. 

 
 

3.2  Air Levitation System  
 
The conceptual design of air levitation system kits mainly consists of tube structure, actuator of air flow 
and displacement sensor. Because it is easy to construct and relates to aerodynamic, several researches 
proposed ball levitation system as training kit for verifying a novel control algorithm or teaching 
purpose (Cholodowicz & Prlowski, 2017). As shown in Figure 4, the system has 12VDC fan duct motor 
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for lifting up the ping pong by generating the air flow through the tube. The ultrasonic sensor is installed 
on the top of the tube to detect the position of ping pong ball.  The height of plant is 1 meter so that the 
response of position control of ping pong ball be significant.  
 

 
Figure 4. Ball levitation system and its working principle. 

 
According to proposed project stage, learning activities should be   
• Stage 1: Propose the concept of mechanical design, how to install all components, describing the 

working principle of air levitation by Newton’s law and Bernoulli’s principle.  
• Stage 2: Identifying the component of loop control where ultrasonic sensor is used to detect the 

ball position with reference to the top. How fan duct motor should work to lift the ball and what is 
the proper action for moving lower?  

• Stage 3: Implement the controller by coding with FreeRTOS library. In this stage, teacher should 
guide how to set task priority and sampling rate for controller task including how to receive the 
controller parameters and sent data in .csv format.   

• Stage 4: By doing the experiment, the performance of controller can be observed in real-time. What 
is the time response graph telling us? What the effect of controller parameter is?  

Finally, students should address the problem during work and the future work for this system. 
Figure 5 shows the screen shot of video presentation file of finished project. It shows the camera view 
of air levitation system, real-time history plot and explanation by students.  

 

 
Figure 5. Screen shot of air levitation system. 
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3.3 Series Elastic Actuator 
 

With increasing of using physical human-robot interaction (pHRI) device such as service robot, orthotic 
device, collaborative robot, and haptics, it is important for students to gain hands-on experience about 
designing and control of force-feedback devices. The definition of series elastic actuator (SEA) is the 
mechanical device that installs an elastic element such as a spring attached with the mechanical energy 
source output, to improve the performance such as low impedance, passive mechanical energy storage 
and tolerance to impact loads. Based on spring-displacement, the SEA device can sense the external 
force without using any force sensor. Figure 6(a) shows the CAD design of reaction-force sensing series 
elastic actuator. This system represents the working principle of mass-spring system which can apply 
for orthotic device or haptic interface. The end-effector is driven by 24VDC brushed motor through a 
ball-nut screw. The position of end-effector is measured by combing the position of moving rod and the 
deviation of spring displacement.  

 

 
Figure 6. (a) The prototype of SEA, (b) free body diagram. 

 
According to proposed project stage, learning activities should be   
• Stage 1: Propose the concept of mechanical design, how to design part and assemble, write a free 

body diagram of this system for deriving the equation of motion as shown in Figure 6(b)   
• Stage 2: Identifying the component of loop control where one encoder is used to detect the spring 

displacement. How the motor angular position be converted to the moving rod position by using 
transmission ratio. How to find the stiffness constant of spring based on Hook’s law.  

• Stage 3: Implement the controller to the embedded system (similar to Air levitation system). To 
demonstrate the contribute of this work, teacher should guide students how to design the 
experiment for example the motion control when the load is attached to the end effector. What the 
reference signal should be suitable for this work? 

• Stage 4: By doing the experiment, the performance of controller can be observed in real-time. What 
is the time response graph telling us? What the effect of controller parameter is?  

 The experiment with SEA prototype was conducted as shows in Figure 7. The dumbbell load 
is attached for exerting the uniform external force. The reference position of end-effector was set as 
ramp input signal instead of a step signal. Then the student can notice the motion of dumbbell load and 
compare the result which is differ from the step response.  
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Figure 7. Position control of SEA prototype project under the load and the response.  

 
 

4. Conclusion  
 
The hands-on activity with project-based plant systems explores the knowledge and experience to the 
enrolled students. The limitation of feedback control laboratory can be solved by project-based 
approach. For example, the experiment is based on the learner conditions such as own interesting, low 
cost and time to conduct the experiment so that more flexible and feasible than the traditional approach. 
The activities of each topic are divided into four stages: 1) planning and propose topic, 2) identifying 
the component of control loop, 3) implementing a digital controller based on given template including 
conducting the experiment and 4) analyzing and evaluating the performance of control. Based on these 
stage as a pacer, students can follow up their work and are assessed by teacher. Furthermore, the students 
can discussion their experience with different topics among groups. 
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Abstract: Teaching and learning in engineering courses need to emphasize practicality to 
acquire integrated knowledge and skills. It is necessary to learn processes controlled by 
mathematical equations in mechatronic engineering to apply scientific principles to use 
automation control systems technology to support Industry 4.0, such as automatic control with a 
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) control device. In addition, they are applying the data of 
engineering process control to real-time applications with Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition (SCADA) software and PLC Network.  Due to the outbreak of Coronavirus 
(COVID-19), lack of practice face-to-face interaction, so the effectiveness of online learning 
practice is significantly reduced. This study presents the combination of remote-control 
technology and multi-material learning to promote engineering students' conceptual and 
practical experiments during online learning. The finding shows that this multi-material 
learning can operate and motivate engineering students in the distance learning situation. 

Keywords: Automation, engineering education, PLC, SCADA, STEM 

1. Introduction

In engineering education, the learning activity focuses on knowledge and principles to the professional 
practice of engineering. Significantly, the course of mechatronics engineering and robotics mainly aims 
to enable students to integrate engineering disciplines such as mechanical, electrical, computer, control, 
and information technology. Therefore, many studies attend to the student's point of view by 
emphasizing the engineering student's learning efficiency. For example, Ruangurai & Silawatchananai 
(2020) determined the optimum value for the control of electric motors to achieve the set goals. In 
addition, Silawatchananai & Parnichkun (2019) presented a methodology to control the exoskeleton to 
get the most realistic value. It can be seen that the field of mechatronic engineering requires the 
integration of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, together to bring benefits. Therefore, 
in teaching, it is necessary to have a control process that must consist of a series of experiments or 
process simulations that simulate industrial processes. Howimanporn, Chookaew & Silawatchananai 
(2020) proposed an easy way to balance integrating science, engineering, mathematics, and technology 
knowledge and apply the control theory teachers need to teach their students to learn intangibles. 
Babayigit & Sattuf (2019) demonstrated how knowledge gained from PLC and SCADA courses is 
applied to industry-based learning objectives that focus on learners by integrating the teaching materials 
in software and hardware using long-distance command and display communication technology adopt a 
blended teaching method. This pandemic has successfully forced a global shutdown of educational 
activities, resulting in an impact on learning management in many universities that online learning has 
become an essential educational platform. Therefore, the teaching and learning process in the education 
system still needs to be continued (Adedoyin & Soykan, 2020). Aihara et al. (2020) found that good 
distance learning that is adjusted accordingly and fits into the situation will make distance learning 
equal to face-to-face learning. This ensures that students gain a detailed understanding of practical skills 
at a distance close to face-to-face learning for the intended objectives.  
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This study presents the combination of multimedia learning material and remote-control 
technology to promote engineering students' conceptual and practical experiments during online 
learning. 

2. Related Works

2.1 Mechatronics Engineering Education 

The learning objectives in mechatronics engineering tend to make smart factories. Therefore, 
engineering students acquire programming skills to control machines with scientific processes to 
complete the task. Thus, they can solve the problems of industrial production systems. In addition, 
engineers find solutions to problems from developed techniques. The next thing is to convey or teach 
others to understand and use it quickly and efficiently. Many studies proposed practical learning related 
to mechatronics engineering. For example, Shi, K. (2020) presented an innovative model of logistics 
education. Colombo et al. (2020) proposed that the cyber-physical systems align with Industry 4.0, as 
industrial machines need to be developed to be flexible and capable of integrating intelligent logic into 
devices. Calderón & Izquierdo (2020) proposed an engineering learning can advance the results of 
entrepreneurs. It is imperative to apply knowledge and experience inside and outside the classroom. 

2.2 Online learning in STEM 

STEM education is a learning framework that can be applied well to engineering education. Many 
studied applied STEM discipline to connect scientific knowledge and real-world situation. For 
example, Huang et al. (2021) presented an engineering work consists of STEM interdisciplinary 
systems and technologies using cutting-edge technology that simulates the work to be seen empirically. 
Mambo & Omusilibwa (2020) studied the spread of the coronavirus epidemic on science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics education, making teaching efficiency change. Demaidi et al. (2019) 
applied online learning in the course material related to laboratory experiments suitable for learning 
engineering to increase learning efficiency. Lcaraz et al. (2019) proposed a model that uses various 
teaching materials, both in software, hardware, and information communication technology, to enhance 
learning skills and student satisfaction. 

3. Methodology

3.1 Development of Multi-Material Learning 

This study design an online learning system with multi-material learning such as multimedia (video), 
online platform (google classroom and google meet), application software, and experimental kit. In 
addition, remote-control technology is used to communicate between students’ control via monitors and 
experimental kit in distant learning. 

(a) PLC device content (b) SCADA system content

Figure 1. Example of multimedia material 
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Figure 1. (a) and (b) show the multimedia material that can scan the QR code for presenting the 
video via YouTube. The content covers the related topic of the control system. For example, using 
programmable logic controllers (PLCs) connected with a database such as an assembly line in the smart 
factory needing an easy and fast way to log or obtain data online about the production equipment. 
Besides, the introduction to SCADA systems is employed in manufacturing factories. In addition, we 
design the multimedia to incorporating students’ hands-on activities in engineering education. 

However, the student can search the other information on internet sources independently. After 
that, they can connect the PLC experiment kit with remote-control technology follow the steps by step. 
 

           
(a) Front view                        (b) 3D view                        (c) Experimental kit 

 
Figure 2. The experimental kits for studying close loop control  

 
Figure 2 (a) and (b) illustrate the experimental design kit in front and 3D view. After that, we 

built an experimental kit for hands-on activity consisting of a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), 
as shown in Figure 2 (c). The student has to write a program for controlling the temperature treatment 
process of PLC with teleoperation or control machine at a distance.  

Thus, the experimental kit can be used in the laboratory or any place to facilitate the learning 
process. For experiment shows the water level and temperature measurement with sensors and 
connects to a PLC. Even though online learning cannot be directly controlled through a hardware 
device, the students can see the operation control from the online camera. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. SCADA Software for remote and monitoring  
 

In addition, remote-control technology can create virtual simulation software that can be 
commanded and displayed in real-time. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) is 
software to use remote and monitoring the control operations and display remotely in real-time. The 
students can simulate working with SCADA software and remote directly into the laboratory as actual 
behavior, as shown in Figure 3. The students can see their actions from the program. They can control 
and modify based principles and theory through this online system. At the same time, the responsible 
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teacher provides when students have questions or explain how the actual phenomenon is consistent with 
the theory. 

 
3.2 Learning activity procedure 

 
Figure 4 shows the close-loop control diagram based on course learning objectives. It is necessary to 
use the signal received to control it to meet the specified goals. The output signal must be measured 
against the target signal. By comparison, there is an error signal. Thus, the student must analyze to solve 
problems. After that, they can write a program to direct the problem and send the program into the 
laboratory remotely. 
 

      
 

Figure 4. Close loop control diagram  
 
In this experiment design, after the teacher and student are logs in to the online learning system. The 
learning activity procedure includes eight steps as follow: 

• Step 1: The teacher informs and explains the learning objectives of the course. 
• Step 2: The students take a pre-test to measure the student prior knowledge. 
• Step 3: The students to study the contents and technical procedures from the multimedia via 

YouTube. 
• Step 4: The teacher has examples and assigns exercises. They are then allowing students to 

discuss and exchange knowledge among themselves and to create cooperation. The teacher 
suggests and discusses methods derived from the students' conclusions while the students 
test remotely. 

• Step 5: The student configures the software to remotely operate with defining the input and 
output to order via the PLC control device. 

• Step 6: The students design and write programs based on the conditions identified by the 
laboratory sheets and simulate the specified conditions. 

• Step 7: The student configures remote programs to the PLC control device and performs 
remote testing with SCADA. The teacher observes student behavior and records it in the 
checklist. 

• Step 8: The student takes the post-test after finish class. 
 
4. Results 

 
This finding shows a combination of hardware as a physical laboratory and software as a virtual 
laboratory to promote engineering students learning. Multi-material learning and remote-control 
technology can achieve learning objectives in an online environment. Figure 5 shows the learning 
material that can be commanded and displayed at a distance. The students can control with SCADA 
screen as an actual event. It can also bring the results to control based on the theory that creates students' 
knowledge and develops their skills even if they are not testing in the laboratory. The student can 
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modify the control program based on the theoretical assumptions. The remote control process allows 
them to take the signals received from the process and modify them to optimize their values. 

 

 
 

(a) Commanded and displayed of low temperature control 
 

 
 

(b) Commanded and displayed high temperature control 
 

Figure 5.  Example of operation control at a distance with SCADA 
 

5. Conclusions 
 

Due to the COVID-19 epidemic situation, lack of practice face-to-face interaction. However, teaching 
and learning in engineering subjects must be done online teaching. Combining learning materials 
between software and hardware through communication with remote-control technology makes 
teaching efficiency close to face-to-face teaching. 
           The finding shows that this multi-material learning can operate and motivate engineering 
students in the distance learning situation. However, the laboratory activities and their sequence are 
essential to improving the effectiveness of engineering education. Online learning should be tailored to 
meet both student and academic requirements, which obviously will depend on the teacher and the 
program. Students are provided with learning material, giving the practical sequence and instructions 
for performing the learning activities. However, the laboratory activities and learning strategy can be 
modified as desired. 
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Abstract: Despite attempts to improve the vocational students' performance in industrial 

robotics, student achievements are constantly decreasing. Because the student may not be 

known what their learning problem is and how they need to learn. This paper is an attempt to 

propose the students' guidance with web-based personalized learning. The beginning of our 

work concerns the construction of a test concept item that is used to diagnose learning problems 

based on industrial robot concepts for vocational education students. Then, we develop learning 

material to support students learning after receiving a suggestion. The ambition of the present 

work is to enhance student performance by providing them with web-based learning using 

personalized tools. Therefore, we hope that this study will guide engineering educators in 

developing an individualized learning system and combining a student's hands-on opportunity 

in the future. 

Keywords: Recommended system, web-based learning, educational robot, vocational 

education 

1. Introduction

Presently, engineering education is an essential issue in the economic growth and development of the 

country. The construction of the workforce is vital for the manufacturing industry. Thus, workers 

should acquire the essential skills needed to create new technology for use in the career part.  

Engineering education is a teaching and learning activity to apply the knowledge and principle to the 

professional practice of engineering. 

In Thailand, engineering education is a part of the STEM education in vocational colleges that 

focuses on student learning that acquires professional knowledge and skills to be used in their careers in 

enterprise and industry (Dymock & Tyler, 2018). Mechatronics and robotics engineering is gaining 

popularity major in Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET). Due to the development 

of breakthrough technologies helps the deployment of robots in the industry. Implementing and 

integrating such technologies will improve productivity, flexibility, and competitiveness in diverse 

industrial settings. 

During the learning process, the students have learned an industrial robot topic, both conceptual 

and practical. However, many factors are associated with why student failures during classes impact the 

learning outcome. Many students who cannot grasp the fundamental concepts of the industrial robot so 

cannot learn and understand more complicated concepts in the future. Therefore, it might be better to 

find an appropriate way to improve their conceptual learning ability in the topic. Significantly, the 

education system should promote students' learning by developing innovative technology to solve 

students' learning problems and use technological tools to implement the learning process effectively.  

Many studies have developed web personalize to diagnose individual student learning, such as 

individual information, learning problems (Rhode, Richter, & Miller, 2017; Fatahi, 2019; Wanichsan, 

Panjaburee, & Chookaew, 2021) to enhance students had better learning achievement than those who 

learned with the conventional system. 
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The study's primary objective in this paper was to develop a web-based personalized 

environment to optimize each student's needs based on their learning problem through a technological 

recommended system. 

2. Related work

2.1 Web-based Personalized Learning 

A personalized learning system became a widespread issue and trend in educational technology 

research in the past decades. It is a management system that considers the student differences and tailors 

the information for enhancing learning appropriately.  

Many studies have supported that the mechanisms to develop web-based learning based on 

personalized individual students’ resources such as background knowledge, abilities, preferences, and 

interests to provide learning materials appropriately (Benhamdi, Babouri, & Chiky, 2017; Schmid & 

Petko, 2019; Wongwatkit, Panjaburee, & Srisawasdi, 2017). Educational research finds that a 

personalized learning system promotes students' engagement in the learning process with a strong sense 

of motivation and interest (Balakrishnan, 2018). Some research studies presented several personalized 

information sources used to determine the personalized students' learning materials (Chookaew, 

Wanichsan, Hwang & Panjaburee, 2015; Thanyaphongphat & Panjaburee, 2019). In addition, Romero 

et al. (2019) proposed a conceptual model of an intelligent system to support students' self-regulated 

learning with employ semantic technologies for using learning paths and student e-portfolios. It is an 

essential tool for learning and acquiring skills, solving interactions, and managing content and learning 

resources; it also helps identify obstacles and barriers and possible solutions (Kompen et al., 2019). 

2.2 Industrial Robotics Course Overview 

The industrial robotics course is an essential subject for vocational and higher education student 

engineering programs in Thailand. Many factories widely used Industrial robots, particularly in 

manufacturing systems. Using articulated arms or robots with rotary joints in the industry has increased 

(Adinandra & Marsiano, 2016) because it is programmed to quickly, efficiently, and accurately execute 

a specific task. The use of a robotic arm is spreading in the last years for manufacturing processes such 

as pick and place, welding, subtractive and additive manufacturing. A robot arm includes a series of 

joints, articulations, and manipulators that closely resemble the motion and functionality of a human 

arm. Progress in developments on industrial applications leads to the appearance of a curriculum on an 

industrial robot. 

Thailand context, vocational education curriculums have the industrial robot course that 

focuses on using the robot in manufactory consist of 9 topics: Fundamental of Industrial Robot, 

Structures of Robot Arms, Component and Function of Robot Arms, Basic of Robot Arms Movement, 

Basic of Robot Programming, Robot Arms Movement Simulation, Gripper of Robot Arm, Application 

of Industrial Robot Arm, and Industrial Robot Arm Maintenance. 

3. A Design of Personalized Learning System

3.1 Industrial Robot Concept-Effect Relationship 

This study uses a concept-effect relationship (CER) model (Chu et al., 2010; Panjaburee et al., 2013) to 

building a testing and diagnostic system for personalized recommendations to students with a learning 

problem. The proposed approach begins with the analysis of the content of the course. Then, we set the 

relationship between each concept and each test item when applying the concept-effect relationship 

model. The CER model represents the prerequisite relationships among concepts that should be learned 

in a specific order.  

Figure 1 shows the nine concepts of an industrial robot of vocational education. It shows the 

example of industrial robot CER model is essential in diagnosing students’ learning problems.  
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Figure 1.  The concept-effect relationship of industrial robot course. 

For instance, if a student fails to answer most of the test items concerning ‘‘Basic robot 

programming’’. In that case, the problem is likely that the student has not thoroughly learned ‘‘Basic 

robot arm movement’’ or its prerequisite concepts. Therefore, the recommendations given to 

individual students are pathway learning appropriate to the student context based on their learning 

problem. 

3.2 Personalized Learning Problems 

Recently, recommender systems have been efficiently applied in education due to recommender 

strategies for learning. The diagnostic test of the learning problem consisted of thirty multiple-choice 

questions concerning nine concepts taught in the industrial robot course. The test items have evaluated 

the students’ learning problems to present the learning material.  

Figure 2 show the steps of the student participating in the system as follow:  

Steps1: The student logs in to the system. 

Steps2: The student takes a test within 30 min. 

Steps3: After the students completed the 30 test items, the recommendation followed the 

learning problem and received learning material for each learning concept. 

Figure 2.  Web-based Personalized Learning framework.  

3.3 User Interface of The Web-Based Personalized Environment 

Test items  

(Learning problems) 

Web-based 

Personalized 

Learning 

Learning material Student 
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Based on our prosed system, we developed a web recommendation system and supporting learning 

material for improving individual student learning. This system was developed by google form and 

google studio for creating the interactive and responsive approach.  

Figure 3 presents example screenshots of the result of the recommended system—the 

personalized learning suggestion based on each student's learning problems. The colors of the button 

represent the learning problem; the red buttons represent students who have failed that is concept 

learning problem very high level in concept. The yellow button means students have the concept should 

be revised to understand the fail concept, and the green buttons represent students have pass concept 

that is no learning problem in concept.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.  Example screenshots of WPL from recommended system. 

 

In addition, when the student receives the recommendation related to the learning problem of 

each concept from the diagnosis system. The student will get the learning material with a download to 

learn and understand the concept again. The learning material includes instructional content related to 

industrial robot concepts, a learning activity sheet, and a QR code link to an internet resource for each 

student, as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4.  Example of learning material 

 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

In this study, we proposed the students' pathway with a web-based personalized environment. Our work 

concerns constructing a test concept item used to diagnose learning problems based on industrial robot 

concepts for vocational education students. Then, we develop learning material to support students 

learning after receiving a suggestion. 

 The limitation of this study is that the student should be pass studied in industrial robot topic 

owing to use the information in diagnosis and personalized of the web learning system. However, web 

personalized learning has not been fully implemented. In the future, we plan to employ vocational 

students in many colleges. In the experimental research design, we will choose the students as target 

students to test our web recommender system for a personalized environment. In addition, we design 

two groups: the experimental and the control group, to compare the impact of the dependent variable. 

To ensure an effective web learning environment, we will present this in the future study. 
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Abstract: Fraction knowledge is known to be a gatekeeper to more advanced mathematical 
learning. On the basis of the literature on early number learning, a number line mobile 
application called Catch the Carrot was designed to develop students’ knowledge of whole 
number and fraction magnitude. This paper aims to describe the design of the Catch the Carrot 
app and discusses the rationale for using number lines as representational scaffolds for 
developing children’s understanding of numbers, particularly their estimation and number sense 
skills. The gamification features of the app, as well as strategies for integration in a classroom 
are also presented. This app, which utilizes number line representations, is expected to deliver 
the benefits associated with using number lines in instruction as suggested by the literature. The 
next step is to investigate the extent to which the gamified number line app promotes number 
sense and mathematical competence.  

Keywords: Mathematical app, number sense, estimation, number line, STEM 

1. Introduction

Entry into STEM-related fields requires competence in mathematical reasoning. Fraction knowledge is 
known to be a gatekeeper to more advanced mathematical learning. In fact, it has been shown that 
children’s knowledge of number magnitude, particularly fraction magnitude, predicts algebraic 
performance (Booth & Newton, 2012) and various aspects of mathematical competence (Schneider, 
Merz, Stricker, De Smedt, Torbeyns, Verschaffel, & Luwel, 2018). As such, it is important to cultivate 
students’ knowledge of fraction magnitude to facilitate success in mathematics and reinforce motivation 
to enter science-related fields. This necessitates knowledge of whole numbers as well, since both whole 
numbers and fractions are equally important in numerical development (Siegler, 2016). 

To support students’ critical thinking and problem solving, which are the twin goals of 
mathematics education as stated in the Philippine K-12 Mathematics framework (Department of 
Education, 2016), the authors designed a suite of applications, or apps, through the ongoing project 
“Technology Innovations for Mathematical Reasoning, Statistical Thinking and Assessment” 
(https://mathplusresources.wordpress.com/about/). This project is supported by the Philippine 
Department of Science and Technology-Philippine Council for Industry, Energy and Emerging 
Technology Research and Development (DOST-PCIEERD). The apps are aligned with the Philippine 
Department of Education’s most essential learning competencies that were identified in response to the 
pandemic (Department of Education, 2020). The apps are free and internet connection is needed only 
once upon download. The apps can run on mobile phones, tablets, laptops, or computers. 

The design of the apps was based on research in mathematical learning. The apps are not 
electronic versions of textbooks or worksheets whose primary functions are to provide drill and practice. 
Rather, the apps were designed to promote mathematical reasoning and visual thinking so that children 
can learn to think by and for themselves. Further, the apps were designed to be engaging, interactive 
and easy-to-play. Thus, the apps can be used even with minimal supervision, and are very apt for remote 
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and independent learning of students. As most instruction in elementary and high schools focuses on 
theory rather than on experiential learning (Vahidy, 2019), these apps were designed to increase student 
engagement and support STEM learning outcomes.  

This aim of the paper is to discuss one particular mathematical app, called Catch the Carrot. It 
discusses the pedagogical basis of the app, followed by its description and game-like factors, and 
suggestions for integration in the classroom. This app, which harnesses a number line representation of 
whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and integers, can be used for Grades 1 to 7 mathematics. The app 
is based on locating numbers on a number line, which has been shown to improve arithmetic knowledge 
(Maertens, De Smedt, Sasanguie, Elen, & Reynvoet, 2016) and mathematical competence (Schneider 
et al., 2018). 

The app highlights the impact of technological tools in studying mathematics, namely Edu-
tainment: the use of tools in a game-like environment to master mathematical concepts, develop 
estimation skills, and harness the aptitude for visualization and exploration. Educational apps are 
frequently game-based (Murray & Olcese, 2011), so an important feature of mathematics education 
apps is that the learning of mathematics is embedded in the playing of the game (Moore-Russo et al., 
2015). 
 
 
2. Pedagogical Basis: Number Line Representation 
 
Children’s experience of mathematics typically begins from the act of counting. Connecting the 
counting process to a spatial representation of these numbers, such as in a number line, is beneficial for 
further mathematical learning (Wu, 2010). A number line is a particularly useful tool for developing 
students’ understanding of cardinality and the ordinal relationship of numbers (Woods, Geller, & 
Basaraba, 2018) and mathematical operations (Diezmann & Lowrie, 2006; Wu, 2010). There are 
various other spatial representations of numbers, but the unidimensional number line has been shown 
to be more effective in improving number sense. For example, Gunderson, Hamdan, Hildebrand, and 
Bartek (2019) found that the use of the number line resulted in better performance in magnitude 
comparison tasks as compared to area or square models. Training on number line estimation has been 
shown to have a positive effect on arithmetic for young children (Maertens et al., 2016). Further, number 
line estimation proficiency is associated with multiple aspects of mathematical competence (Schneider 
et al., 2018). 

Another rationale for using number lines is it can illustrate the magnitude of numbers. Number 
magnitude is an integral concept that underpins knowledge of the real number system (including rational 
and irrational numbers) (Siegler, Thompson, & Schneider, 2011). Number magnitude knowledge of 
whole and rational numbers is correlational with and predictive of arithmetic, general mathematical 
achievement (Siegler, 2016), and algebraic performance (Booth, Newton, & Twiss-Garrity, 2014). 

The number line also has an advantage as it can be used to represent all real numbers and the 
four arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) (Wu, 2010). It is also a 
natural representation for the mathematical definition of a fraction. That is, the fraction 1/b is defined 
to be a whole divided into b equal parts, and the fraction a/b is defined to be a copies of 1/b (Wu, 2010). 
By contrast, other models are appropriate in only particular contexts. A pie representation can be used 
to model fraction addition, but it is not appropriate for representing two-thirds divided by three-halves. 
Ultimately, a fraction has to be learned as a number, and not as pieces of a pie. 

To summarize, number line tasks promote estimation skills and magnitude knowledge, which 
are associated with increased mathematical competence. As such, an app based on number line 
representations is expected to deliver the benefits associated with using number lines in instruction. 
Further, a number line can represent both whole and rational numbers, as well as the four fundamental 
operations. For these reasons, the number line provides a consistent instructional medium for 
mathematical learning over several years. 
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3. The Catch the Carrot App 
 
3.1 App Description 
 
The Catch the Carrot app presents a random number and a number line or rectangle on the screen 
(Figure 1). A player has to estimate the location of the number on the number line or rectangle. The 
goal is to locate as many numbers as possible within the given time. Depending on the student’s Grade 
Level, s/he may choose to play with whole numbers (Figures 1a and 1b), fractions (Figure 1c and 1d), 
decimals (Figure 1e) or integers (Figure 1f). There are also multiple given lengths for each number line. 
For example, Figure 1a shows a number line that starts from 0 to 10, while Figure 1b shows a number 
line that starts from 0 to 1,000,000. The number lines for fractions also utilize a hybrid unidimensional 
number line (Figure 1c) for younger students and a pure unidimensional number line (Figure 1d) for 
older ones. The hybrid unidimensional number line is particularly helpful because the space between 
the hash marks can draw students’ attention to the unit or the whole (Gunderson et al., 2019), which is 
an important aspect of fraction understanding. 
 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

 

(f) 
Figure 1. Different Levels of Catch the Carrot. 

 
The levels and challenges present in the app are sequenced to align with the type and range of 

numbers that are specified in the official most essential learning competencies (MELCs) mandated by 
the Philippine Department of Education (Department of Education, 2020). For example, in Grade 2, a 
student is expected to learn whole numbers in the range 0 to 1000, as well as fractions less than 1 with 
denominators 10 and below. Thus, the app provides options “0 to 10”, “0 to 100” or “0 to 1000” for 
whole numbers and “unit fractions” or “denominator 10 and below” for fractions (Figure 2a). On the 
other hand, the options for Grade 6 include “0 to 1,000,000” for whole numbers, “tenths, hundredths 
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and thousandths” for decimals, and “–100 to 100” for integers, to align with the expected learning 
competencies for Grade 6 (Figure 2b).  For Grade 7, the official curriculum includes a review of 
arranging rational numbers on the number line. Thus, the optional levels for Grade 7 include all the 
prior competencies from Grades 1 to 6. Across all levels, students are expected to be able to locate 
whole numbers and fractions on a number line, according to the scope of numbers specified in the 
official curriculum, to develop their skills in estimating number magnitude.  
  

 

(a) Options for Grade 2 

 

(b) Options for Grade 6 
Figure 2. Number Types and Levels.  

 
The Catch the Carrot app was designed with the premise that numerical development is 

dependent on knowledge of estimation and number magnitude (Siegler & Lortie-Forgues, 2014). By 
playing the game, students learn to anchor their fraction images with fraction magnitude and the 
definition of a fraction. For example, Figure 1d shows that the fraction 7/5 is equal to 7 copies of 1/5 
(or 7 segments of 1/5 away from 0). 

The design of the Catch the Carrot app was also informed by the theory of representational 
systems as a key goal of mathematics education (Goldin, 1998). Goldin (1998) proposed a unified 
psychological model of mathematical learning and problem solving based on a theory of 
representations. He stated, “the overarching goal should be to foster in students the construction of 
powerful, internal systems of representation” (p. 159; italics in original). In this connection, the app 
was designed to provide manipulable representations and visual corrective feedback (Bouck, Long, & 
Park, 2020). For Catch the Carrot, the manipulable representation is shown in the way a student can 
freely adjust the position of the basket along the number line. For visual feedback, the student’s answer 
is verified by the animation of a falling carrot; the answer is correct if the carrot falls into the basket 
positioned by the student. Through this dynamic feedback, students are allowed to learn from their 
mistakes and develop a better understanding of number magnitude. 
 
3.2 Game-design Factors 
 
With the intention of maximizing the potential of learning activities, gamification is sometimes 
employed as an approach to increase students’ engagement and motivation (Dichev & Dicheva, 2017). 
Moreover, gaming can serve to capture children’s interests towards studying and develop important 
skills in STEM education such as analytical thinking, strategizing, and problem-solving (Vahidy, 2019). 
In addition, given the current online or distance learning set-up in the Philippines coupled with the 
popularity of mobile games among Filipinos (Elliott, 2020), the gamification approach, especially when 
using mobile technology, may prove to be timely and apt. 

Gamification has been applied in instructional design for elementary mathematics. For example, 
Hu and Shang (2018) transformed traditional teaching activities for learning elementary mathematics 
into gamified teaching activities using mobile applications. Following this approach, the development 
of Catch the Carrot involved the gamification of number estimation activities. While traditional 
activities on number estimation involve board work and paper worksheets, Catch the Carrot situates 
the activities in a game environment with the aim of increasing students’ engagement and motivation, 
and allowing them to play with minimal instruction. Furthermore, the app was designed so that it can 
be one of the mathematical apps that are “not only aligned with the curriculum but are also creative, fun 
and provide opportunities to learn” (Miller, 2018, p. 9). 
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The development of Catch the Carrot adheres to the GBL Design Model (Shi & Shih, 2015) 
that involves 11 interrelated game-design factors: game goals, game mechanism, game fantasy, game 
value, interaction, freedom, narrative, sensation, challenges, sociality, and mystery. The game-design 
factors of Catch the Carrot are presented in Figure 3, following the layout used by Shi & Shih for the 
GBL Design Model (Shi & Shih, 2015). Each game design feature is discussed in the succeeding 
paragraphs. 
 

 

Figure 3. The GBL Design Model for Catch the Carrot. 
 

The game goal of Catch the Carrot is to correctly estimate the location of a given real number 
in the real number line. This goal was a key consideration in the design of the app as it affected the 
game’s mechanics, context, and structure. The game’s narrative was designed to be simple. As the 
game is primarily intended for Grades 1 to 7 students, a complicated or text-heavy context might not be 
appropriate for the game. The narrative is presented through the figures of a rabbit, a basket, and carrots 
(Figure 4); that is, the implied narrative of the game is to help the rabbit by placing the basket correctly 
to catch a falling carrot. The figure of the carrot-holding rabbit and the game’s vibrant background were 
designed to enrich the game fantasy. 
 

 

Figure 4. The home screen of Catch the Carrot depicts an implied narrative for the game. 
 

The challenge in the game design is demonstrated by showing the markings on the real number 
line only at the beginning of a round (Figure 5a). Once the game starts, the tick marks along the number 
line disappear (Figure 5b). Another challenge is the timer, which is shown at the top of the screen 
(Figure 5a and 5b) as a light blue bar that slowly decreases in length.  
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(a) Tick marks are shown at the beginning of a 
round. 

(b) Tick marks disappear as the game 
progresses. 

Figure 5. The game screen of Catch the Carrot.  
 

The game’s mechanism is a simple tally, shown in Figure 6, of successful and unsuccessful 
carrot catches. The score tally is displayed after each round is played. While the mechanism was 
designed to be simple, it can be effective for both teachers and students alike, for tracking students’ 
progress with number estimation. 

 
 

Figure 6. The score tally after one round of Catch the Carrot. 
 

For the interaction and sensation game-design factors, it was important to take advantage of 
the capabilities of the digital environment without making the game appear or sound too complicated 
and chaotic. Thus, the game combines simple tap/click interactions with appropriate graphics, 
animations, and sound prompts. More specifically, after a player estimates the location of a given 
number on the number line, a basket appears at the tapped location and an animation of a falling carrot 
is shown. A bell sound is played if the carrot falls into the basket while a buzz sound is played otherwise.  
To provide the game some mystery, the app was designed to have separate levels for Grades 1-7. Within 
each grade level, the player has the freedom to choose the difficulty level based on number magnitudes 
and number types. The availability of these multiple levels is intended to capture the players’ curiosity 
about the harder levels or the levels involving other number types. In addition, these levels were made 
available to align with the students’ grade level and to give students the freedom to progress to higher 
levels once they are not anymore challenged by earlier levels. 

Sociality was not woven into the game as it was mainly set up as a single-player game. However, 
with teacher intervention, it is possible to set up different scenarios where students may socialize with 
each other while playing the game. For instance, a teacher may group students and have the members 
of each group play the game simultaneously so that they can give their ideas about the correct location 
to tap. In an online setting, this can be done using breakout rooms with one student sharing his/her game 
screen. 

All the factors mentioned above provide value to the game. In addition, attaining high scores in 
one level and moving to the next (i.e., level progression) may also add to student motivation. Moreover, 
the app has also been designed to be easy to understand and to use so that students can play it without 
the supervision of a teacher or a guardian. This makes the app ideal for asynchronous and independent 
learning.  
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4. Integration and Use of Catch the Carrot 
 
The design of Catch the Carrot app was informed by research on number line estimation and knowledge 
of number magnitude, which have been shown to improve counting, arithmetic, algebraic knowledge, 
and general mathematical competence. On this basis, its integration in the elementary mathematics 
instruction is warranted (Woods et al., 2018). It can be used in presenting a lesson on visualization, 
representation, and estimation of a number, providing opportunities for practice and assessment.  Woods 
et al. (2018) offered the following steps to integrate number lines in teaching. 
 
Step 1. Determine learning goals  
 
There is a need to determine if Catch the Carrot is appropriate and useful in attaining the learning goals. 
Number lines can model cardinality, ordinality, quantity comparisons, and operations. Catch the Carrot 
can be an effective tool for learning goals that involve these concepts.  
 
Step 2. Plan Ahead 
 
The teacher should prepare in advance the logistical considerations for the use of the app, which is free 
for download. Teachers should instruct the students on the proper download of the app on an Android 
device or a desktop. If the app is downloaded on a desktop, the app needs to be played using an Android 
emulator.  
  
Step 3. Present and Practice  
 
This step involves the presentation of the lesson where the teacher demonstrates how the app works and 
how it can be played. After this, the teacher may model the process of estimating the fraction (or number) 
on the rectangle (or number line). The teacher may pose questions such as “Should the fraction be near 
the left end of the rectangle?” or “When is the location towards the right end?” These guide questions 
could prevent students from relying on guesswork as a strategy to locate the fraction (or number). As 
previously suggested, if the online set-up has a provision for break-out groups or rooms, students can 
work together and collaborate. During this step, students gain opportunities to practice and be familiar 
with the app. 
 
Step 4. Process and Verbalize 
 
Finally, it is important to process the activity with open-ended questions that can challenge students to 
explain their thinking and reasoning about the lesson. The teacher can facilitate students’ thinking with 
reflection questions such as, “What helps you locate the position of the fraction?,” “How do you know 
that the fraction is near the right (or left) end of the rectangle?” and “Why do you think the fraction is 
in the middle portion?” 

The teacher may give instructions to the students to use the app asynchronously or outside class 
time for practice and mastery. If a teacher would like to check the students’ progress, s/he may ask them 
to send screenshots of their outputs over a period of time. A follow-up class discussion can be facilitated 
in the next synchronous session. During this meeting, the teacher can assess the depth of the students’ 
understanding and determine their difficulties and weaknesses in estimation and visualization of 
numbers. 

An earlier version of Catch the Carrot, involving arranging rational numbers in a number line, 
was part of a set of mathematical apps introduced to high school teachers in a training workshop in 
October 2018 (De las Peñas et al, 2019). The teachers were asked to give feedback on the apps and the 
responses were collected at the end of the workshop. Overall, the teachers gave a positive evaluation of 
the mathematical apps, especially in relation to increasing students’ interest in the topic. Moreover, 
teachers stated that the mobile apps provide a more interactive means of instruction (as opposed to 
traditional paper-based media). They mentioned that the apps show potential in helping students’ 
retention of lessons. They further responded that the apps provide a novel and interesting way of 
approaching classroom discussions and help increase student motivation in studying their lessons.  
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5. Conclusion and Future Direction 
 
This paper described Catch the Carrot, a number line app designed to develop estimation and magnitude 
knowledge. These skills are predictive of algebraic knowledge and facilitate access to more advanced 
mathematical competencies in STEM fields. The app is an innovation in the form of gamifying the 
number line to represent number types and magnitudes, which are topics that comprise the curriculum 
from Grades 1 to 7. The paper discussed the mathematical pedagogies and gamification features that 
informed the fundamentals of the app creation and offered strategies for its integration in a blended 
learning environment. The next step is to investigate the effectiveness of the tool in a physical or online 
classroom, to confirm the anticipated benefits suggested by the literature. 
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Abstract: For People and Planet: An SDG Adventure refers to a freely available Android-based 
narrative adventure game and teacher resource pack that helps learners see the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in their day-to-day lives. In this paper, we describe the 
results of an evaluation of both the game and the resource pack by eight (8) middle school 
teachers. After playing the game and reading the resource pack, teachers gave their feedback 
about what they liked best and least about the materials, how they could use these resources for 
their classes, and how these resources could be improved further. Overall, teachers’ feedback 
was positive. They complemented the game’s visuals and sound design and appreciated the 
game’s contextualization. They affirmed the relevance of the game’s contents to their lessons 
and the usefulness of the teacher resource pack as it provided them with notes, additional 
activities, and sample assessments. They gave some useful suggestions such as the need for 
more visual cues within the game and tutorials for the mini-games, and glossary of terms for the 
teacher resource pack. The game and resource pack underwent some revision following the 
feedback of the teachers. Performing the user test was essential to ensuring the quality of the 
game and the resource pack, and to increase the probability that the game will actually be used 
in schools. 

Keywords: Sustainable Development Goals, mobile game, STEM education 

1. Introduction

In 2015, the United Nations formulated the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 2015 “to address 
urgent global challenges over the next 15 years” (UN, 2016).  These goals represent global aspirations 
such as no poverty, zero hunger, quality education, clean water, sustainable cities, and so on. 
Unfortunately, general awareness of the SDGs is limited. There is a need therefore for sustainability 
education that not only explains what the SDGs are but also shows how systems—food systems, 
governments, community systems, and others—are interconnected. Moreover, sustainability education 
needs to show sustainability in the day-to-day choices we make as individuals. 

At present, there are few materials available that fit these requirements. Sustainability education 
that is contextualized for Filipino learners specifically is even more rare.  The broad purpose of the 
project presented in this paper is to address this lack of materials through the development of a mobile 
educational game and accompanying teaching guides. For People and Planet: An SDG Adventure 
refers to an Android-based narrative adventure game and teacher resource pack that helps learners see 
the SDGs in their day-to-day lives. In this paper, we discuss the game, the resource pack, and the user 
test process that the authors of this paper undertook to collect teacher feedback.  

1.1 Overview of the Game 

In the game, players assume the role of a middle school student in a rural community in the Philippines 
and embark on five (5) stories that can be played in any order. Each story tasks the player is with 
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performing errands and other everyday activities while also being shown how the community 
encourages sustainability and maintains their environment. Each story covers an aspect of life and ties it 
to one or more SDGs. In What's For Lunch?, the player is asked to buy food for the family's lunch (See 
Figure 1). Afterwards, the player's grandmother asks for assistance with meal preparation and food 
waste disposal. In Flood Fighters, the player accompanies the grandmother and learns about disaster 
risk reduction and disaster risk management, both at the community and at the household levels. In A 
Walk in the Park, the player goes to a neighboring town with friends to learn about clean energy and 
wastewater treatment. On their way to visit the town park's bird sanctuary, the group also makes friends 
with another visitor who was bullied for her physical disability. In Work, Work, the player visits the 
community enterprise that the grandmother works in. Various employees of the enterprise tell the 
player about their work, which includes ecotourism in the nearby coastal area. In Learning is for 
Everyone, after attending a theater workshop in school, the player befriends a student with low vision. 
Together, they search the school for the whereabouts of their grandparents and engage in a variety of 
activities pertaining to the education system. The description of the game’s design process is discussed 
in detail in Rodrigo et al (in press). 

 

 
Figure 1. Ate Chay gives the player a basket of fruits and vegetables 

after the player completes the quest. 
 
 The game is intended as supplementary material to middle school lessons on SDGs.  At present, 
there are several games in different formats that already address this need.  These include card games 
(see Immacocollabo, 2018), board games (see UN, 2019), and mobile phone games (see We are Muesli, 
n.d.), and PC-based games (Ortega. Rodrigo, Favis, Mora, & Rubio, 2019). These games contextualize 
the SDGs in everyday contexts and engage players in activities in which players must allocate and 
manage resources sustainably. In the design of For People and Planet, we echo the themes of 
contextualization and activity-based tasks. All activities are grounded in the Philippine context by 
selecting situations that are typical of Philippines and are linked to the Philippine basic education 
curriculum’s Most Essential Learning Competencies (MELCS). 
 
1.2 Overview of the Teacher Resource Pack 

 
The teacher resource pack is a critical companion of the game.  In the Philippines, teachers do receive 
computer technology training, however this training tends to be limited to the use of productivity tools. 
Opportunities to learn how to use these technologies to support subject areas such as English, math, 
science, and others is less available (Torii, Kamidate-Yamaguchi, & Kubota, 2019). Furthermore, 
teachers lack access to subject-specific software (Alcantara, Verina, & Neim, 2020) and have no time to 
prepare lessons that integrate computer-based resources in their lessons (Torii, Kamidate-Yamaguchi, 
& Kubota, 2019). Hence, providing teachers with materials that can show how the game integrates with 
lessons increases the chances that the game will be adopted in class. 

The teacher resource pack of For People and Planet contains one document and one slide deck. 
The document was a narrative guide intended for the teacher (See Figure 2 for an excerpt). It discusses 
the relationship between the story and the SDGs, a mapping between the story and the basic education 
curriculum’s MELCS, learning objectives, process skills, values integration, learning tasks, background 
materials for the teacher, links to additional materials, references, a glossary, and a sample assessment.  
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The slides contained notes for the teacher teacher followed by explanatory slides that teachers can use in 
class (see Figure 3).  
 
Story 1: What’s for Lunch 
SDGs: 3, 12, 14, 15 
 
Introduction 
Food is an important part of our health, culture, and society. Food production provides livelihood not 
just for farmers and fisherfolk, but also for all the helping hands that bring the food from the farm to the 
markets, and from the markets to our homes. Food production relies on good soil, good weather, and 
clean water. While it is dependent on environmental quality, it is not without its impacts. 
Post-consumption food waste is also an issue, and proper management of this is essential in ensuring 
clean lands and water bodies. 
 
The SDGs covered in this story include  
SDG 3 which recognizes the importance of health and aims to "ensure healthy lives and promote 
well-being for all at all ages." 
SDG 12 which focuses on managing our resources wisely, including reducing food waste and food 
losses along production and supply chains. 
SDG 14 which aims to “conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas, and marine resources for 
sustainable development.” 
SDG 15 which strives to “protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems … and 
halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss.” 
 
In this story, students are invited to explore where food comes from and what it takes to put healthy and 
nutritious meals on the table. Through fun and thought-provoking mini-games, students are able to 
investigate how Zero Hunger, Good Health and Well-being, Responsible Production and Consumption, 
Life Below Water, and Life on Land are interconnected. 
 
The MELCS related to Story 1 

Subject Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 

Health Describes ways to 
keep food safe 

 
Practices proper waste management 
at home, in schools, and in the 
community. 

Science  Describes the effect of 
the environment on 
the life cycle of 
organisms. 

Discuss the interactions 
among living things and 
nonliving things in 
estuaries and intertidal 
zones 

[Describes the] interactions for 
survival among living and 
nonliving things that take place in 
tropical rainforests, coral reefs, and 
mangrove swamps 

 
Learning Objectives 

• Identify the components of a healthy meal. 
• Identify the steps involved in food production and preparation 
• Explain the importance of healthy soil and clean water in food production 

 
Process Skills 

• Discuss the causes of the decline in fish production 
• Explain the effects of using pesticides in farming 

 
Values Integration 

• Cooperation and teamwork 
• Caring for the environment 

Figure 2a. Excerpt from the narrative guide for Story 1. 
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Learning Tasks 
• Engagement Part I: Ask the students to give examples of nutritious food and why our bodies 

need these. Then, ask the students where they think the food comes from and what steps are 
involved in gathering raw materials for their meals. 

• Exploration: Ask students to play Story 1: What’s for Lunch? 
• Explanation: Have a short discussion using the following guide questions: 

o What do you think happens to discarded food and food packaging materials? 
o How might these affect the health of our seas and the creatures that live in it? 

• Engagement Part II: Food Diary – Ask students to keep track of the food they eat for breakfast, 
lunch, and dinner for one week. At the end of the week, students  should look back and reflect 
on the nutrition quality of their meals and whether or not this should be improved. They should 
also reflect on how much waste (food and food packaging) was produced and how they can 
reduce this 

• Extension: Meal Planning for the School Cafeteria - Ask the class to plan meals with their 
cafeteria. Each meal should have the right proportions of Go, Grow, and Glow food. You can 
also plan simple exercises that the class can practice during recess or lunch. 

 
Background Information for the Teacher 
What are examples of nutritious food? Why do our bodies need these? Proper diet and nutrition are 
important in keeping us healthy and strong. For children aged 10-12 years old, a healthy lunch consists 
of the right proportions of (Go) carbohydrates to provide energy (for example, one cup of cooked rice); 
(Grow) protein for the growth and repair of body tissues (for example, one medium-sized Mackerel 
Scad or Galunggong; (Glow) vitamins, minerals, fiber for regulation of bodily processes (for example, 
¾ cup vegetables such as Pechay and one Lakatan banana); and at least eight glasses of water daily. 
This healthy diet should be complemented by adequate physical activity or exercise. 
 
Where does our food come from? Before it reaches groceries and markets, all of the ingredients needed 
to make our healthy meals were tended and harvested by farmers and fisherfolk who rely on healthy 
soils, clean water, and good weather for food production. Unfortunately, fish catch has been declining 
steadily due to habitat destruction and destructive fishing practices, climate change, pollution from 
land-based activities, and overfishing/large-scale fishing (Muallil, et al, 2014).  
 
Glossary 
Biodegradable - materials that can be broken down through natural ways such as the action of living 
things (microorganisms) 
Biodiversity - numbers of different species of plants and animals 
Composting - the process of breaking down biodegradable materials such as food waste into compost, 
which can be used to improve the quality of the soil 
Ecosystem - community of organisms and its environment 
 
Sample Assessment 
Question: Why is it important to eat GROW food? 

A. Because they give us vitamins, minerals, and fiber for the regulation of bodily processes 
B. Because they give us protein and calcium for the growth and repair of body tissues 
C. Because they give us carbohydrates for energy 
D. Because they give us oxygen so we can breathe and live 

Answer: A 
Question: In which trash bin do we put PET bottles, glass jars/bottles, metal cans, and dry paper? 

A. Recyclables 
B. Organic/Biodegradable 
C. Residuals 
D. Electronic Waste 

Answer: A 
Figure 2b. Excerpt from the narrative guide for Story 1. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 3. Excepts from slides for Story 1: (a) Cover slide for Story 1; (b) Cover slide for notes for the 
teacher; (c) Articulation of learning objectives for the teacher’s reference; (d) Explanation of related 

SDGs for the students. 
 
 

2. User Testing 
 
To maximize the usability of both the game and its support materials, it is necessary to obtain the 
feedback of its intended users.  We therefore tested the game and its support materials with a group of 
teachers to determine whether and how these teachers could and would use the game when teaching 
their students about the SDGs. In this paper, we describe the testing process and its findings. 

We recruited middle school teachers as game testers.  To qualify as a tester, the teacher must be 
teaching a Science, Health or Edukasyon sa Pagpapakatao (EsP; Social Studies) to grades 4, 5, or 6 
students. They must own or have access to an Android phone or tablet, must be able to download the 
game, and must have no prior knowledge of or experience with playing the game. Each test session was 
approximately 90 minutes long. The test protocols were submitted to and were cleared by the University 
Research Ethics Committee.  

A total of eight (8) teachers joined the testing activity.  Seven (7) were female and one (1) was 
male.  Seven (7) were employed at private schools in Metro Manila, while one (1) taught in Bulacan, a 
province north of Manila.   

Each test session had at most three (3) teachers. The test sessions were conducted by five (5) 
members of the research team who acted as facilitators, note takers, and technical support.  The 
facilitators asked the teachers to download the game and play two (2) of the stories. We limited each 
testing session to two (2) stories because playing all five (5) would exceed the total time allocated for 
the test. After the teachers played the two stories, the facilitators walked the teachers through the teacher 
resource pack.   

The facilitators then asked the teachers some questions about the game: 
• What did you like best about the game? Why? 
• What did you like least about the game? Why? 
• Do you think this game would be relevant to your classes? Why or why not? 
• How would you use it in your classes? 
• What are the factors that might prevent you from using the game in your classes? Why? 

 Questions regarding the resource pack included the following: 
• What other resources or assistance would you need in order to use the game effectively 

in class? 
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• What did you like best about the teaching materials? Why? 
• What did you like least about the teaching materials? Why? 
• Do you think these can be integrated well in your classes? 
• How do you think we can improve the content of the teaching materials? 

The teachers received a gift card worth P500 (approximately US$12.00) for their participation 
in the test. 

 
 

3. Findings 
 
In this section, we summarize the teachers’ feedback into four sections: most liked and least liked 
features of the game, most liked and least liked features of the teacher resource pack, potential usage in 
classes, and impediments to use. A fifth section summarizes the significance of these findings relative 
to broader educational mobile game design.  
 
3.1 Most Liked and Least Liked Features of the Game  

 
The teachers liked the fact that the SDGs were presented to students in the form of a game. One teacher 
said: Students are immersed in games, so why not create good content in this format?  Teachers try to 
create activities in school where they simulate real-life situations and ask students to think of solutions. 
The game takes this same approach. 

In terms of the design of the game, the teachers agreed that the game was child-friendly and 
age-appropriate. They enjoyed the visuals of the game and complemented the sound design.  They 
appreciated that the game was situated in the Philippines. 

The teachers were enthusiastic about the connection between the game and their lesson plans.  
One teacher said: There is a second quarter Science lesson about ecosystems (mangroves and corals). 
I’ll be able to apply the game there. The game connects with this lesson. 
 The teachers did note the lack of prompts and, hence, they sometimes did not know what to do 
next.  Some teachers said they did not know when a task was completed. They were looking for 
signifiers such as fireworks or stars to indicate that they could move on to the next task.   

They also said that the mini-games needed tutorials because. Teachers (and therefore possibly 
their students) did not intuitively know how to play the games. One game on the Cranmar abacus (See 
Figure 4) was particularly challenging. One teacher admitted to not knowing what to do. 

 

 
Figure 4. Cranmar abacus. 

 
 There was some disagreement among the teachers about the appropriateness of the vocabulary 
level of the game. One teacher said that the vocabulary was appropriate while the teacher from Bulacan 
worried that students there might struggle with the language. The grade 4 students in particular would 
be transitioning from mother-tongue based instruction, implemented from grades 1-3 in the Philippines, 
to English-based instruction in grade 4. Their English vocabulary, therefore, would not include some of 
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the words used in the game. 
One of the drawbacks of the game format was that the narratives might be glossed over. One 

teacher admitted that there was a tendency to skip over narrations out of excitement.  Another teacher 
suspected that the same would happen with the students.   
  
3.2 Most Liked and Least Liked Features of the Resource Pack 
 
The teachers affirmed the usefulness of the resource pack.  Several of them said that if a teacher is 
him/herself unaware of the SDGs, reading the resource pack helps him/her prepare for the lesson. 
Furthermore, because the notes are editable, the teacher can pick and choose what he/she wants or needs. 
There is no pressure to use everything in the pack. 
  They did express concern that the slides in the pack were too long. Some slide decks were 72 
slides long, far more than they can use in a class. They suggested that the writers of the teacher resource 
pack chop the slide decks into smaller modules but they also acknowledged that they were free to do so 
on their own.  
 
3.3 Potential Usage in Classes 
 
The teachers agreed that the game and the resource pack addressed a real need. One of them said: I 
noticed that the SDGs are not integrated in lessons. When I tried to integrate them, I had a hard time 
finding appropriate materials, even for high school…There are no appropriate materials to integrate 
SDGs in the school lessons…that’s why I find this game relevant. I think it’s a useful material for 
teaching. 

One of the other teachers appreciated specific lessons: It was great that the game included 
waste water as a topic (See Figure 5).  I tried explaining waste water to my grade 6 students but all they 
could focus on was how gross it is.  The game helps the students realize that this water has to go to 
waste water treatment. It is very relevant. 
 

 
Figure 5. The minigame asks where waste water from a household, in 

this case a washing machine, should go. Should it go to drinking water, to 
grey water tank, or to waste water treatement. 

 
Another teacher acknowledged that while the game was most useful for Science, the game would 

be useful not just for Science, it was also useful for language, reading, and vocabulary learning. 
 Teachers generally agreed that they would use the game for their classes. They would adapt the 
materials, possibly modularizing them further to fit the class format. 
 
3.4 Impediments to Use 
 
The teachers did point out several impediments that they will need to overcome in order to make full use 
of the game. They noted that the game takes a large amount of storage space—105 Mb.  Some students 
might not have that much space available on their phones. They might have to delete other applications 
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in order to install the game. 
Teachers also said they preferred a desktop version that they could play in class when 

face-to-face classes resume: I think a desktop or laptop version would be better [for the students]. 
Better for the teacher as well because this can be used in class, with the teacher and students present in 
the same room.  Mobile phones are generally not allowed in class, so students would not be allowed to 
play on their phones. 
 Finally, some teachers expressed concern about the use of English as the language of the game. 
They suggested having a version of the game in Filipino. 
 
3.5 Broader Implications on Mobile Game Design 
 
The feedback of the teachers, while specific to For People and Planet, have some broader implications 
on educational mobile game design. In terms of content, teachers welcome well-designed, creatively 
conceptualized and implemented learning activities that include local contexts. They also welcome 
teachers manuals or guides that help them integrate these materials into their teaching. 
 Teachers have a keen sense of what their students will and will not understand.  They are 
sensitive to language and vocabulary, as well as game mechanics. These are issues that game designers 
often take for granted. Hence, it is always important to elicit teacher feedback in order to improve the 
students’ experience with any game. 
 Access to technology continues to be a concern.  Teachers worry about whether their students 
will be able to download the game and play it on their devices. They also worry about how these 
materials can be used during in-person classes as students are not allowed to use their mobile phones 
while on campus. Hence, teachers expressed a preference to have materials that can be played in school, 
on school computers. 
 

 
4. Responses to Findings 
 
As of the time of this writing, the game development team and the resource pack authors have been able 
to address some of the concerns raised by the teachers. For example, we added the glossary to the 
narrative document of the teacher resource pack in response to the teachers’ request for a glossary (See 
Figure 2b). The lack of signifiers or notifications was addressed by adding exclamation points to icons 
to indicate that the player earned new items (See Figure 6). We added a prompt to the map screen to ask 
the player where they wanted to go next (See Figure 7).  We also added graphics to the mini-game 
tutorial screens to communicate the game mechanics to players more easily (See Figure 8). 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. (a) Prior game progression screen with no signifiers; (b) Current game progression screen 
with exclamation points showing that the player earned new items and can find them in the backpack, 

the photos, the badges. 
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(a)  

(b) 
Figure 7. (a) Prior map with no prompt; (b) Current map with the question and the prompt. 

 
 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8. (a) Prior tutorial screen with no graphics; (b) Current tutorial screen graphics. 
 
 Other teacher requests like multilanguage support, desktop version, and so on could not be 
accommodated at this time.  
 
 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 
 
For People and Planet: An SDG Adventure  and its subsequent teacher testing contributes to STEM 
education in several ways. First, it contributes a mobile-based game that teaches the sustainable 
development goals. Aside from being attractive, age-appropriate, and child-friendly, the game is 
contextualized, activities-based, and curriculum-based.  
 Second, the teacher resource pack provides teachers with valuable guidance on how to make 
use of the game in their classes. It gives teachers a lesson flow, suggest activities, suggested 
assessments, additional resources, and classroom slides, all of which are editable. These materials 
conserve teacher time and effort. They can pick and choose what they would like to use for class instead 
of creating their own lesson plans from scratch. 
 The testing of both the game and the teacher resource pack validated some of the design choices 
that the game designers and resource pack authors made. It gave the designers and authors an 
opportunity to improve upon these materials. Finally, the teacher test underscored the importance of 
soliciting user feedback for both quality control and to increase the probability that these resources find 
their way to actual classroom use. 
 The project as a whole has several ways forward.  It was mentioned earlier that various versions 
of the game need to be finalized, among these a desktop version and a version for iOS.  It may also be 
possible to produce different versions of the game in different languages.  

The teachers in the testing group said that they would actually use these resources in class. 
When they do, it would be valuable to monitor how the resources are actually used, measure their 
effects on student learning and the learning experience, and seek out opportunities for improvement.  

Finally, some of the co-authors of this paper are undertaking a project to produce storybook 
versions of the game. Acknowledging the fact that some students do not have easy access to technology, 
they plan to take the existing game assets and storyline and convert them to hard copy format. 
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Abstract: Thailand is a growing country in terms of both the number of workers and its 
economic expansion. However, Thailand’s workers may bey have specific skills in the 
profession, below the expectations of entrepreneurs. Therefore, the needs for skilled workers in 
vocational education are a national plan of the office of the Vocational Education Commission. 
To produce and develop the workforce in professional, skill level, technical and technological 
levels, including vocational training to enhance knowledge and vocational skills training to 
improve the labor market in the industry. In this study, we have developed a curriculum design 
cooperating with the establishment in an industry with applying outcomes-based learning 
approach for students in Mechatronics and Robotics program. It focuses on managing each 
course to create pieces that correspond to industrial skills, especially manufacturing. Provide 
students opportunities to develop skills solutions, joint operation, communication, build 
self-confidence and create a positive learning outcome. 

Keywords: Outcomes-based learning, vocational education, project-based learning 

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the robot market in Thailand is growing in demand and an overall number of users. 
Automation and robotics are critical industrial variables in industrial, especially manufacturing, with 
automation requirements and increasing industrial robots. However, Thailand's current labor situation 
in the industrial sector is essential for investors worldwide interested in Thailand's business. Owing, 
Thailand’s workers may bey have specific skills in the profession, below the expectations of 
entrepreneurs. Therefore, the needs for skilled workers in vocational education are a national plan of 
the office of the Vocational Education Commission. To produce and develop the workforce in 
professional, skill level, technical and technological levels, including vocational training to enhance 
knowledge and vocational skills training to improve the labor market in the industry (Office of the 
Vocational Education Commission, 2017). Based on Thailand Vocational Education Qualifications 
Criteria, covering four dimensions consisting of 1) the aspect of morality, ethics, professional ethics, 
good attitude, self-professional field, 2.) Knowledge, career analysis, knowledge of technology and 
language, 3) applied skills to use material tools to perform tasks, communication skills, learning 
skills, analytical thinking, problem-solving, safety in the profession, and 4) the ability to apply 
responsibility. Therefore, many institutions focused on preparing students to plan, solve problems 
under professional knowledge, and take responsibility for themselves and others. In the vocational 
education system, the major of mechatronics engineering is a popular topic because it is important to 
develop a country. Therefore, the curriculum emphasizes professional performance in the specific 
subjects when students graduate. They must have knowledge and skills of industry needs. Singburi 
Technical College is a vocational institution that has a degree in mechatronics and robotics program 
that is a field that meets the needs of new industry groups. The objective is to develop students to 
match their professional performance.  

In this study, we have developed a curriculum design cooperating with the establishment in an 
industry (From an apprenticeship course for 1semester, teachers who teach according to their 
experiences are not consistent with the establishment, making students unable to work) with applying 
an outcomes-based learning approach for students in Mechatronics and Robotics program. It focuses 
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on managing learning activity in the curriculum that aims at industrial variables, especially 
manufacturing. Provide students opportunities to develop skills solutions, joint operation, 
communication, build self-confidence and create a positive attitude towards learning activity. 

 
 

2.  Related Works 
 
2.1 Outcome-based Learning 
 
Outcomes-based learning (OBL) is entirely student-centered, which focuses on what students know 
and can do. OBL approach focuses on student learning outcomes beyond mere tinkering with 
traditional structures and methods. It constitutes a paradigm shift in educational philosophy and 
practice (Tam, 2014). Aldridge et al. (2006) find that the OBL makes significant contributions to 
learning environments because the instrument developed captures essential aspects of the learning 
environment associated with outcomes‐based education. Deneen et al. (2013) proposed teaching and 
learning based on results. The course design framework for instructional purposes helps focus on the 
results of students. Then, learning instruction and assessment are provided to maximize the 
possibilities for students to achieve those results or goals. 
 
2.2 Project-based Learning Activities 
 
Project-based learning (PBL) is a learning model based on the constructivist theory that focuses on 
students gain a deeper understanding of material when they actively construct students’ knowledge by 
working with and using ideas. (Chookaew et al., 2017). Dogara et al. (2020) proposed PBL as a 
pedagogical method, has the capability of students integrating soft skills among students at technical 
colleges. In addition, project-based learning management has a flexible process that focuses on 
implementing PBL strategies as a guideline for classroom learning activities. It is the assignment of 
students to work on projects outside school hours or in addition to activities and general coursework. 
The length of time it takes to manage project-based learning is flexible. It depends on the process of 
seeking knowledge to obtain information also needs to be flexible and adaptable to the situation or 
needs of the students. They have questions, determine methods, find answers, and choose answers or do 
activities. 
  
 
3. Outcomes-Based Learning in Mechatronics and Robotics Program 
 
This study proposed a learning approach applying in the mechatronics and robotics program at Singburi 
Technical College. The curriculum design in the part of studying in the educational institution must be 
consistent with the job characteristics that the establishment expects that used to build on the 
professional training plan of the establishment. The student graduated degree in a Certificate in 
Vocational Education in 3 years (6 semesters). After that, they can be continued in Higher Diploma in 
Vocational Education in 2 years (4 semesters) including learned significant basic knowledge and skill at 
institution one year then they will have an internship for one year. The program is working with 
cooperation between educational institutions and enterprises to apply specified guidelines to the 
curriculum design for teaching and learning. According to the survey, the nature of work in the 
industrial sector where students work.  The performance characteristics of students of the mechatronics 
and robotics program at Singburi Technical College. It indicated that the establishments that have 
joined with the fields of mechatronics and robotics need the student work by professional competence 
can be summarized into four tasks, as shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. The requirements of establishment 

Task Expected performance 
1 Pneumatic system work and hydraulics 
2 Wiring work, wiring assembly, installation of control cabinet 
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3 Drawing and design of machine parts 
4 Development and design work of automatic machines 

 
 
4. Results  
 
The results of implementing project-based learning activities based on student learning outcome for the 
students in mechatronics and robotics program at Singburi Technical College.   
 
Table 2. Certificate in Vocational Education, year 1: semester 1 

Project-based Activity Outcome-based Learning 
It integrates DC circuits, electrical and 
electronic measuring instruments, electronics 
and circuits, introduction to electrical and 
electronic work, and electronic drafting. The 
students have made the speed adjustable 
flashing light project, and the DC power supply 
project, adjusted 0-30V, as shown in Figure2 
(a) and (b). 

1. Students can understand the operation of 
electronic devices. 
2. Students can use electrical and electronic 
measuring instruments. 
3. Students can assemble electric and electronic 
circuits. 

 

    
(a)                                                        (b) 

Figure 2. The student projects. 
 

Table 3. Certificate in Vocational Education, year 1: semester 2 

Project-based Activity Outcome-based Learning 
It integrates industrial electronics, mechanical 
parts in mechatronics, and electronic drafting 
with a computer. The students will be working 
on the switch phase control project with a car 
running along the line using electronic control 
circuits, as shown in Figure 3. 

1. Students can design electronic circuits with 
computers. 
2. Students can design a PCB with a computer. 
3. Students gain skills in manufacturing 
mechanical parts using a 3D printer and a laser cut 
machine. 

 

  
Figure 3. The project of a car running along the line using electronic control circuits.  
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Table 4. Certificate in Vocational Education, year 2: semester 1 

Project-based Activity Outcome-based Learning 
It integrates pneumatics and hydraulics system, 
electrical and electronic drafting in 
mechatronics, and electromechanical and 
control. The students will be working on a 
pneumatic system with a relay circuit and a 
digital circuit project, as shown in Figure 4. 

1. Students can design pneumatic systems with 
relay circuits. 
2. Students can wire the wires, assemble and 
install the control cabinet. 
3. Students can assemble and repair electronic 
circuits such as digital circuits, relay circuits. 

 

   
Figure 4. Pneumatic control project with relay circuit. 

 
Table 5. Certificate in Vocational Education, year 2: semester 2 

Project-based Activity Outcome-based Learning 
It integrates microcontrollers and computer 
programming design of mechanical parts with 
Solidworks software) and CNC technology 
fundamentals. The students will be working on 
a robot project that uses a microcontroller to 
control, as shown in Figure 5. 

1. Students can write a control program with a 
microcontroller. 
2. Students can design electronic circuits and PCB 
designs. 
3. Students can design mechanical parts with the 
Solidwork program. 
4. Students gain skills in manufacturing 
mechanical parts and can use 3D Printer, Laser 
Cut, and CNC machines. 

 

  
Figure 5. Microcontroller robot project. 

 
Table 6. Certificate in Vocational Education, year 3: semester 1 

Project-based Activity Outcome-based Learning 
The section integrates the basic concept of 
robotics, interface, automatic control, and 
programming logic control. The students must 
complete the project based on students' 
interests. They synthesize and integrate all 
subjects studied into the building project. 

1. Students can design electronic circuits. 
2. Students can design a PCB pattern. 
3. Students can design mechanical parts using the 
Solidworks program. 
4. Students can write control programs with a 
microcontroller and interfaces with the IoT system. 
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Table 7. Certificate in Vocational Education, year 3: semester 2 

Project-based Activity Outcome-based Learning 
The students have an internship in an 
establishment for four months at a company or 
industry that cooperates with the college and 
accepts the students for professional 
experience. 

1. Students can design automation related to 
mechatronics and robotics. 
2. Students can develop an automated system 
related to mechatronics and robotics. 

 
Table 8. Higher Diploma in Vocational Education, year 1: semester 1 

Project-based Activity Outcome-based Learning 
It integrates a Programmable Logic Controller 
to control Pneumatics and Hydraulics, 
mechatronics drafting, and mechanical parts in 
mechatronics. The students will be creating the 
project of a system for sorting objects 
controlled by a programmable logic control 
program and mechanical parts projects in 
mechatronics. Figure 6 (a) and (b). 

1. Students can design automated machines and 
mechanical parts design using the Solidworks 
program. 
2. Students can write programs to control 
automation machines. with programmable logic 
controllers 
3. Students can produce mechanical parts and use 
3D printers, Laser cuts, and CNC machines. 

 

    
(a)                                 (b) 

Figure 6. The students’ projects. 
 

Table 9. Higher Diploma in Vocational Education, year 1: semester 2 

Project-based Activity Outcome-based Learning 
It integrates electrical circuits and electronics, 
digital and microcontrollers, CNC/CAD/CAM 
technology, and industrial robotics. The 
students will be working on a robotic project to 
move objects. 

1. Students can design electronic circuits and 
design PCB patterns. 
2. Students can design mechanical parts using the 
Solidworks program. 
3. Students can write a control program with a 
microcontroller. 
4. Students can produce mechanical parts and use 
3D printers, laser cuts, and CNC machines. 

 
Table 10. Higher Diploma in Vocational Education 2 Semester 1 and 2 (Internship) 

Project-based Activity Outcome-based Learning 
The students will go to an internship in an 
establishment for one year that cooperates with 
the college to recruit students for professional 
experience training in a bilateral system. The 
students will have to work on projects to solve 
problems in the production process of 1 project, 
which will integrate all courses that students 
have studied. Figure 7 (a) and (b). 

1. Students can improve the project related to 
mechatronics and robotics following the 
assignment. 
2. Students can design automation related to 
mechatronics and robotics. 
3. Students can develop an automated system 
related to mechatronics and robotics. 
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(a)                                                       (b) 

Figure 7. The project of students’ internships at workplace. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
This study aimed to propose that the curriculum is designed with a learning approach, outcome-based 
learning, and what students need to know in each grade level with a project-based learning activity.  
           Our findings on the students have empirical academic performance. They receive a national 
award from many robotics and automation competitions such as a mechatronics skill competition, 
programmable controller skills, robot control, and industrial automation competition. 
           The study results would provide curriculum designers with the knowledge required to update the 
technical colleges’ curriculum to accommodate the outcome-based learning elements found essential 
for the successful incorporation of vocational institutions and industry. Based upon the study's 
outcomes, we suggest a future study that should provide an adequate enabling environment for 
appropriate OBL to enhance the integration of student performance for effective development of 
knowledge and skills. Technical teachers should appropriately employ the PBL approach in teaching 
and learning. 
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Abstract: Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge (TPACK) is a framework for 
teacher professional development. In current teacher education research, pre-service teachers 
are targeted to improve their teaching competencies based on implementing TPACK as an 
integrative framework of instructional interventions. This study purposed to investigate an 
effect of a TPACK-oriented mobile game learning in science (MGLS) module based on 
pre-service science teachers’ subject-specific teaching knowledge development. The 
researchers implemented the MGLS to  31 sophomore pre-service science teachers at a former 
university's public teacher in the northeastern region of Thailand. They were assigned to attend 
the MGLS within three weeks. They have been measured individual TPACK using a 
multiple-choice test before and after participating with the MGLS module. The findings 
illustrated that there was a significant difference between their TPACK scores of pre- and 
post-test. This result revealed that the MGLS could improve pre-service science teachers’ 
TPACK. In addition, most pre-service science teachers in this study also intended to use the 
mobile game in nature of enhancement student learning with specific science content.  

Keywords: TPACK, mobile game, pre-service science teacher  

1. Introduction

Today’s world demands more efficient learning models that allow students to play a more active role in 
their education. Technology is having an impact on how instruction is delivered and how information is 
found and share. Nowadays, technologies have changed the educational model and access to 
information. Mobile devices have become a complete set of applications that can be developed 
(Criollo-C et al., 2021). Recently, mobile technology in teaching and learning is a strategic topic for 
many organizations concerned with education (Ally & Prieto-Blázquez, 2014) that is considered an 
effective way to improve students' learning outcomes (El-Sofany, & El-Haggar, 2020). The teachers 
can provide new learning opportunities and enhance the teaching and learning process, such as context 
awareness and ubiquity, personalization and adaptiveness, communication, and collaboration among 
learners (Khaokhajorn et al., 2020). It can facilitate students’ learning anytime, anywhere and carry out 
various activities such as listening, watching videos taking photos, and videos (Nikolopoulou & 
Kousloglou, 2019; Hwang et al., 2018). According to mobile phones are increasingly becoming part of 
the dairy of today’s youth. Widespread usage of mobile phones is the primary motivating factor for 
researchers to look into their utility in formal and informal education (Iqual et al., 2017). Several 
learning improvement studies in science education can be achieved by utilizing mobile technology 
because mobile learning can solve that problem. It enables adjustment of the curriculum to meet 
students’ learning time and life situations. It provides different solutions better than traditional 
educational methods (Elkhateeb, Shehab, & El-bakry, 2019). In the context of science education 
development, many researchers and educators efforted to transform science-specific abstraction, 
complexity, and invisible features into simplifications for better inquiry learning in science. The mobile 
game is an effective inquiry tool to promote students’ learning comprehension and motivation. Mobile 
game-based inquiry learning can boost internal motivation that brings up the fun of learning to students 
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and supports a better learning experience fitting their learning preferences. Moreover, the inquiry with 
the mobile game allows more interaction and freedom to enjoy through the course and at their own pace 
(Yadav & Oyelere, 2021). To use the mobile game effectively, teachers desire a specific kind of 
knowledge to appropriately implement games in their teaching: technological pedagogical and content 
knowledge (TPACK) (Hsu, Liang, & Su, 2015).  
 The TPACK framework builds on Shulman’s (1986) pedagogical content knowledge 
framework (PCK) by including technological knowledge into the PCK framework. It is an essential part 
of the professional teaching knowledge and was first proposed by Mishra and Koehler (2006). TPACK 
provides a good framework for the knowledge system of pre-service teachers’ training. New generation 
teachers in the 21st century should not only pay attention to the improvement of technological 
knowledge (TK), pedagogical knowledge (PK), and content knowledge (CK), but to how to integrate 
different levels of knowledge to cultivate teachers and develop teacher education as well (Wang, Gu, & 
Liu, 2020). Santos and Castro (2021) suggested that TPACK theory brings the challenge of its 
implementation in the classroom. Not all teachers could effectively deliver the lesson with the 
integration of technology. As such, continuous professional training for both faculty of education and 
practice in school is very important. Therefore, preparing pre-service teachers for mobile technology is 
very important for high-quality teaching competencies in science (Smarkola, 2008). Thus, this study 
aimed to investigate mobile game learning in science modules based on the TPACK framework for 
pre-service science teachers' TPACK development. 
  
 
2. Literature Review 
 
2.1 Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge (TPACK) 
 
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) was proposed by Mishra and Koehler (2006) 
for understanding essential teacher knowledge in this recent. The TPCK framework was renamed for 
simple calling. It added, “and”: technology, pedagogical, and content knowledge that is called 
“TPACK” (Thompson and Mishra, 2007). This framework extended from Shulman’s (1986) construct 
of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). TPACK explained to integrate content knowledge, 
pedagogical knowledge, and technological knowledge. The framework represents crucial teacher 
knowledge to conform technology into their teaching, particularly content knowledge (Srisawasdi, 
2012). There were three overlapping circles of foundation knowledge such as the knowledge about the 
actual matter that called content knowledge (CK), the methods of teaching and learning knowledge 
which is called pedagogical knowledge (CK), and the knowledge about standard/ digital technologies 
and the skills needed to use specific technologies called technological knowledge (TK). These three 
foundation pieces of knowledge overlapped to occur four integrating pieces of knowledge consist of the 
knowledge about a definite teaching method that suitably matches the specific content called 
pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), the knowledge the standard technologies/ digital technologies 
that accordingly adopted to assist the teaching methods called technological pedagogical knowledge 
(TPK), the knowledge about technologies which transformed the actual subject matter easier and called 
technological content knowledge (TCK), and knowledge about the relationship among three areas such 
as content knowledge (CK), pedagogical knowledge (PK), and technological knowledge (TK) was 
forceful to merge for effective teaching called technological pedagogical and content knowledge 
(TPACK). 
 In more detail, seven knowledge-object components are represented in the TPACK framework 
(see Figure 1). Mishra and Koehler (2006) described as: 
1) Content Knowledge (CK): The knowledge about the actual subject matter which teachers have to 

know. 
2) Pedagogical Knowledge (PK): The knowledge about the teaching methods and processes such as 

lesson plan, classroom management, and student learning. 
3) Technological Knowledge (TK): The knowledge about varied technologies from standard 

technologies, such as essential learning tools (a pencil and paper), to digital technologies, such as 
interactive whiteboards, internet, digital video, animation, and software programs. 
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4) Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK): The knowledge connects between the teaching methods 
and specific subject matters.  Pedagogies have appropriately step to develop effective teaching in 
specific content.  

5) Technological Content Knowledge (TCK): The knowledge about how technologies can transform 
specific content to simply.  

6) Technological Pedagogical Knowledge (TPK): The knowledge about how to use matching 
technologies to support teaching. 

7) Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge (TPCK): The essential knowledge for teachers 
about integrating technologies into their teaching in any specific content.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge (TPACK) http://tpack.org. 
 

This framework helps teachers in activity-based strategies than expository or lecture methods 
that tag as a teacher-centered approach in learning.  
 
2.2 Mobile Game-based Learning in Science Education 
 
A popular activity among children is the use of mobile devices and apps. Nevertheless, the impact of 
mobile devices on learning and development is relatively underexplored. The use of mobile 
technologies places the student at the center of the teaching-learning process. Due to this, a teacher is 
the only mediator between content and knowledge. Mobile learning technology allows multiple 
learning models, thus managing to involve students in constructing their learning. The use of mobile 
devices would become a necessity in a modern educational system. The rapid growth of applications 
and mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones present many possibilities for the sharing and 
production of content in a format that explores new forms of learning (Criollo-C et al., 2021). Mobile 
game learning has become a good option in the learning model. Mobile game learning uses smartphones 
and tablets to run applications so learning content can be accessed using a smartphone or tablet. Mobile 
learning gives potentiality and practicability to transform education in the digital era. Furthermore, 
mobile games do not require many pages of books and can be incorporated into the handset to carry 
them easily. Learning is designed for use on mobile devices. Mobile games can be used on any mobile 
phone provided that the appropriate operating system base is installed. M-GBL media can be learned 
anywhere, anytime, by the students to obtain and explore the subject matter more effectively (Cahyana 
et al., 2017). Gamification improves science education teaching and boosts student motivation, 
engagement, and learning outcomes (Kalogiannakis et al., 2021).      
 
 
3. Methods 
 
3.1 Study Participants  
 
The participants consisted of 31 pre-service science teachers (PSTs). They were sophomore, 
second-year students in a four-year bachelor’s degree of education in a public teacher former university 
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located in the northeastern region of Thailand. There were 27 (87.1%) females and four (12.9%) males. 
Their average age was 19-20 years old. They enrolled in a contemporary learning management course 
delivered by the university, and they did not have experience using a mobile game for science teaching 
and learning before.      
 
3.2 The Mobile Game Learning in Science (MGLS) Module  
 
This study used a quasi-experimental research design which collected data pre- and post-intervention. 
It presented integrative technology into science teaching for using a mobile game in inquiry-based 
learning in Figure 2. The participants were introduced to the mobile game learning in science (MGLS) 
module for promoting their TPACK. The MGLS module consisted of 4 three-hour weekly lectures 
and practical work and was divided into three phases: showing the case (S), practice in team (P), and 
application of the case (A). It is briefly called “SPA,” as shown in Table 1.           
 
Table 1. Details of MGLS Module for Pre-service Science Teacher Preparation based on TPACK  

Phase Week Topic Learning strategy Knowledge domain 
S 1 (4 h) Introduction to mobile 

game in science learning 
Interactive lecture 
and demonstration 

TK, TCK 

P 2 (4 h) Pedagogy of 
inquiry-based learning 
and hands-practical work 
with mobile game  

Interactive lecture, 
demonstration, 
and hands-on 
practical work 

TPK, TPACK 

A 3 (4 h) Designing mobile game 
learning activities in 
science 

Hands-on practical 
work 

TPACK 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. An illustration of the first phase, showing research case of mobile game in science 

learning. 
 
 For the S phase in the first week, the instructor ( the first author)  presented a research case 
focused on using a mobile game in biology class. In this case, researchers found out the difficulty 
point of circulatory system content. It is a complex and invisible phenomenon. The findings from 
many previous researchers found that digital games can enhance motivation to learn. Therefore, 
Lokayut and Srisawasdi (2014) designed and developed a digital game called “Red Blood Cell 
Simulator” for supporting secondary school students’ learning on the blood circulatory system of the 
human body and enhancing learning motivation. This game can explain the structure of the human 
heart and how blood circulates in human body. They provided their students to learn through 
Student-associated Game-based Open Inquiry that was shortly called “SAGOI.” Their findings 
illustrated that digital game-based inquiry learning enhanced students’ motivation and fostered 
understanding ( Lokayut and Srisawasdi, 2014) . According to the research case, the instruction 
described and demonstrated how to apply digital games into inquiry learning in science, as shown in 
Figure 2.           
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 In the P phase, the instructor provided a hands-on activity based on the research case in the 
previous phase. For this study, we developed to switch from version on the computer to a new version 
that can play on a smartphone, as shown in Figure 3.           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. An illustration of the second phase, practice in a team using mobile game-based inquiry 
learning. 

  
 In the A phase, PSTs were assigned to design mobile game-based inquiry learning by 
themselves. Individual PST appropriately chose a mobile game to design a science learning activity 
and your ideas in an online class. Figure 4 shown individual PST’s presentation of mobile games for 
science learning.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4. An illustration of the third phase, pre-service science teachers’ presentation of teaching 

idea with the support of the mobile game. 
 
3.3 Data Collection and Analysis  
 
This study examined the effects of using training intervention to foster pre-service science teachers’ 
TPACK. Before and after this module, the participants were asked to measure TPACK comprehension. 
We used a ten-item close-ended question that covered seven components of TPACK. To confirm the 
normality of distribution of our data, the researchers performed the Shapiro- Wilk test, and the 
normality of distribution of data was accepted both pre-test (W = 0.907; p > 0.000) and post-test (W = 
0.963; p > 0.000). The pre-service science teachers’ scores on the scales of TPACK fit the assumptions 
of the normal distribution, and the researchers implemented paired t-test to examine the pre-service 
science teachers’ TPACK changed after received intervention. Consequently, statistical analysis for 
quantitative data of TPACK scores from pre-test and post-test were analyzed with mean, standard 
deviations, and paired t-test to compare a significant difference. For assessing mobile game learning in 
science was categorized into four levels (Informed, Mixed, Naïve, and Unclear) adapted from Bartos 
and Lederman (2014)’s idea of teaching conception analysis. A respondent responded consistently 
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across the entire questionnaire that was wholly congruent with the target response for a given aspect of 
TPACK; they were labeled as “Informed.” If, by contrast, a response is either only partially explicated 
and thus not consistent with the targeted response regarding TPACK, or if a contradiction in the 
response is evident, a score of “Mixed” is given. A contradictory response to accepting views of a 
specific aspect of TPACK under examination is scored as “Naïve.” Lastly, for incomprehensible, 
intelligible scores indicate no relation to the particular aspect, a categorization of “Unclear” is assigned 
(Lederman et al., 2014). All the statistical tests were used the IBM SPSS program, version 23.00, with a 
significant level of .05.        
 
 
4. Results and Discussion 
 
For exploring the effect of the MGLS module on pre-service science teachers’ TPACK components, the 
result shows in Table 2.  
 
Table 2. Paired t-test Results of the Difference between the pre- and post-test TPACK Scores 

Test N Mean Std. Deviation t p 
Pretest 31 5.06 1.62 3.124 .004* 
Posttest 31 6.19 1.36 

*p < .05 
 
 Pre-service science teachers’ pre- and post-test TPACK scores are presented in Table 2. The 
results illustrated that there was a significant difference between the pretest (M = 5.06, SD = 1.62) and 
posttest (M = 6.19, SD = 1.36) scores. TPACK significantly improved after participating in the MGLS 
module (t = 3.124, p < 0.05). 
    
Table 3. Percentage of Preservice Science Teachers’ Science Learning Activity Categorized as Holding  
unclear, naïve, mixed, informed view    

View N Percentage 
Unclear 0 0.00 
Naïve 0 0.00 
Mixed 28 90.32 

Informed 3 9.68 
 

The pre-service science teachers’ science learning activities were Mixed view (90.32%) and 
informed view (38.71%), shown in Table 3. The researchers categorized the type of using the mobile 
game to design science activity that identified two types: game-enhanced learning (61.29%) and 
Game-assisted learning (38.71%), the results are shown in Table 4. 
 
Table 4. Percentage of pre-service science teachers’ mobile game science learning types 

Type  N Percentage 
Game-assisted learning 12 38.71 
Game-enhanced learning 19 61.29 
Game-supported learning 0 0.00 
Game-transformed learning 0 0.00 

 
 Table 5. shown examples of responses to design science learning activities by using the 
mobile game. The researchers chose from responses of pre-service science teachers who were labeled 
informed view and Mixed view. 
 
Table 5. Exemplary Science Learning Activities in informed and mixed Level    

Science learning activity 
Informed view Mixed view 
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“I chose “cell puzzle” on the website 
http://planeta42.com to teach about the 
organelles in plant and animal cells. For 
playing, playera moved the mouse to place 
organelles on the cell image. I designed a 
learning activity that included open inquiry. 
There were three main steps: pre-inquiry, 
inquiry practice, and post-inquiry. First, the 
teacher provided an open-ended question and 
basic information. Second, the teacher 
described the rules of the game before. 
Students interacted with the game about 
reaching the goal on time- by following the 
rules and moving less than 21 times. Then- 
student volunteer students presented how to 
finish the game and answered the open-ended 
question. The teacher asked questions and 
discussed to summarize the structure of plant 
and animal cells.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
I chose to use the application “human body by 
Tinybop,” which you can search in the app store. I 
used this game to teach the human digestive 
system through 5Es, such as 1. Engagement: the 
teacher asked questions to check the students’ 
prior knowledge and explained the organs and 
structure. 2. Exploration: The teacher divided 
students between playing games. 3. Explanation: a 
volunteer student introduces the game. The 
teacher discussed and summarized the organs and 
their function in the digestive system. 4. 
Elaboration: students were assigned to draw the 
human digestive system. 5. Evaluation: students 
share their feelings. Teacher evaluates learning 
behaviors.   
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In summary, the results of this study indicated MGLS that can foster pre-service science 

teachers’ TPACK. The majority of their science learning activity was Mixed view, and they used the 
mobile game to enhance science learning. This finding related to Sancer-Tokmak et al. (2014) 
examined PSTs’ perceptions of their TPACK development after creating digital stories based on 
science topics drawn from the national curriculum. The PSTs enrolled in Introduction to Computers 
II. Their technological knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and content knowledge improved during 
the course. In addition, Lehtinen, Nieminen, & Viiri, (2016) investigated the effect of intervention 
regarding the use of simulations in science teaching on primary school pre-service science teachers’ 
self-assessed TPACK. The results showed statistically significant differences between pre-service 
teachers’ pre- and post-tests in content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and TPACK domains. 
Pondee, Premthaisong, & Srisawasdi (2017) implemented the framework for designing a module of 
the pedagogy of Mobile Laboratory Learning in Science (MLLS)for pre-service science teachers. 
They examined the efficacy of the MLLS for enhancing pre-service science teachers’ TPACK. The 
results showed that the pre-service science teachers had improved their conceptions of TPACK to a 
higher level after interacting with the MLLS module. Kılıç, Aydemir, & Kazanç (2019) investigated 
the effect of the TPACK based blended learning environment on PSTs’ TPACK and classroom 
practices involving the topics of day-night and season. The findings of this study showed a significant 
difference in favor of the post-test results between the pre-test and post-test about PSTs’ TPACK and 
classroom practices involving the topics of day-night and seasons. The results indicated that a 
TPACK-based blended learning environment made an essential contribution to developing PSTs’ 
TPACK and classroom practices. Pondee, Panjaburee, & Srisawasdi (2021) designed and created 
education courses with mobile game technology in two cohorts. The results showed pre-service 
science teachers’ TPACK improvement from implementing the usual separated and integrated 
case-based TPACK support module. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
The present study explores the effect of MGLS intervention on pre-service science teachers’ TPACK 
improvement. The results indicate a significant difference between their TPACK scores at the pre- 
and post-tests, and this revealed that the case-based approach in MGLS improved their TPACK of 
mobile game in the school science setting. Therefore, this implies that the case-based MGLS could 
effectively develop their essential knowledge of mobile game learning in science. However, more 
teacher education research needs to be conducted to maximize pre-service science teachers’ TPACK 
by redesigning the pedagogic module of mobile game-based inquiry learning in science. 
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Abstract: Although communication skills are widely recognized as crucial for effective 
software development teams, many graduates lack such skills, which are difficult to teach. We 
adopt the active video watching (AVW) approach to teach face-to-face communication skills to 
second-year software engineering project course. We conducted an experiment with 
AVW-Space, an online platform which supports video-based learning. The participants 
watched and commented on tutorial videos first, and later on provided videos of meetings. In the 
last phase, the participants commented on the recording of their own team meeting. We found 
that students who commented and rated others’ comments increased their conceptual 
understanding of face-to-face communication skills.  

Keywords: Active video watching, face-to-face communication in software development 
meetings 

1. Introduction

Communication is crucial in software engineering (SE) projects to promote continuous information 
sharing with various stakeholders (Prenner et al., 2018). Face-to-face communication between team 
members enables adequate information flow (de Souza Almeida, 2019). In highly incremental and 
iterative software development planning, review and retrospective meetings and daily “stand-ups” help 
structure the project and ensure information sharing (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002). 

However, teaching these competencies is time-consuming, requires hands-on exercises and 
regular feedback from instructors (Anthony & Garner, 2016; Galster, Mitrovic & Gordon, 2018). SE 
education generally fosters soft skills training in group projects (Sedelmaier & Landes, 2018). 
Exercising soft skills needs real project work with diverse team members and constant feedback and 
guidance from instructors. However, universities often do not have the resources (time and budget) to 
support such training systematically. 

Video-Based Learning (VBL) supports teaching soft skills, where the process of learning 
requires contextual experience to retain knowledge (Cronin & Cronin, 1992; Mitrovic et al., 2017). 
Active Video Watching (AVW) was recently suggested as a VBL approach that encourages 
self-reflective learning (Mitrovic et al., 2017; Dimitrova & Mitrovic, 2021). AVW-Space allows 
instructors to embed YouTube videos for students to watch and comment on, using teacher-specified 
scaffolds for reflection. We investigate using AVW-Space to enhance SE students' face-to-face meeting 
communication skills. 

2. Methodology and Results

Following the ethical approval, this study collected data from a second-year SE project-based course at 
the University of Canterbury with 56 students. The course runs over one semester. The students worked 
in teams of 4 to 6, and had weekly face-to-face meetings. In addition, the students were invited to use 
AVW-Space to learn face-to-face meeting communication skills. We administered Survey 1 consisting 
of questions on demographic, training and experiences with face-to-face meetings; a question relating 
to participant's knowledge of face-to-face meetings communication skills; then a self-reported 
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face-to-face meeting communication scale developed for this study. After the survey, the participants 
watched and commented on ten carefully selected short videos (2 to 5 minutes) on effective 
communication skills for SE meetings. Six videos were tutorials on communication skills, and four 
were recordings of real meetings. In phase 2, students rated anonymised comments from phase 1. In the 
third phase, each team commented on the recording of their own meeting, and subsequently rated 
comments written by their peers. We administered Survey 2 at the end, consisting of the same questions 
on participants' knowledge of communication skills and the self-reported scale. Survey 2 also had three 
other instruments: CAP perceived learning gain scale (Rovai et al., 2009); NASA-TLX (Hart, 2006) 
cognitive load scale; Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989) scale to capture students' 
overall perception of AVW-Space; and questions on usability of the AVW-Space.  
 Out of 56 students enrolled in the course, 49 completed Survey 1. Of those, 83.7% were male, 
and 16.3% were female. Most participants (98%) were in the 18-23 age group, and were native English 
speakers (78%). We classified students post-hoc based on their observable learning behaviours using 
the ICAP framework (Chi & Wylie, 2014). ICAP identifies four categories with decreasing level of 
engagement: Interactive, Constructive, Active and Passive. Interactive mode is not relevant for our 
study as AVW-Space does not support direct interaction between students. We distinguish constructive 
from active students by observing the number of high-quality comments. High-quality comments are 
those which show self-reflection, critical thinking about the content of the video, or planning for future 
performance, while low quality-comments simply repeat video content verbatim or are short 
(Mohammadhassan et al., 2020). The median number of high-quality comments on tutorial videos was 
2. Hence, we described active students as those who wrote up to two high-quality comments. In 
comparison, students who wrote more than two high-quality comments were categorized as 
constructive students.  

Table 1 presents the summary of students’ activities in AVW-Space. There was a significant 
difference among different categories (p < .05) in all activities except the number of comments on their 
own meeting (p = .68), and the number of ratings (p = .47). Constructive students watched more videos, 
wrote more comments, and rated more comments compared to other categories. 
 
Table 1. Summary of Activities for Students who Completed both Surveys (* means p < .05) 

 Passive (10) Active (5) Constructive (15) 
Videos * 9.90 (0.32) 7.40 (2.79) 10.0 (0.00) 
Tutorial Comments * 0 4.00 (6.16) 17.20 (13.79) 
High-quality Comments * 0 0.80 (0.45) 3.93 (2.99) 
Example Comments * 3.50 (7.38) 3.00 (6.16) 9.80 (9.79) 
Ratings 116.10 (148.99) 108.80 (201.56) 166.67 (195.87) 
Meeting Comments 4.30 (3.47) 5.60 (6.66) 7.20 (7.59) 
CK1 6.20 (3.61) 6.00 (2.55) 7.13 (5.60) 
CK2 8.10 (5.34) 11.20 (5.81) 10.67 (8.20) 

 
 Students’ responses for the conceptual knowledge questions from Surveys 1 and 2 (CK1 and 
CK2 respectively) were analysed using an ontology developed by the authors for face-to-face meeting 
communication. The scores represent the numbers of ontology concepts mentioned by students. Using 
ANCOVA with CK1 as co-variate, we found a statistically significant difference in the CK2 scores 
(F(3, 26) = 10.98, p < .001). The Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed a significant increase from CK1 to 
CK2 for constructive students only (W = 100, p = .003). The number of comments and CK2 were found 
to be positively correlated, r(28) = .41, p = .025. 

In Phase 3, we asked students to comment on their meeting recordings. We found that students’ 
comments focused on opportunities for improving their meeting behaviour (for example, “I might be 
over contributing while not leaving space for others to contribute.” and “I need to construct/deliver my 
ideas clearer.”). In Survey 2, we asked students about the usefulness of watching their meetings and 
rating comments written by their peers. Out of 30 responses, only one response was negative (“Not 
useful.”), and the remaining were positive (e.g., “Primarily useful for reflecting on my own behaviour 
in meetings.”, “Very useful, it provides me with many of my weaknesses and my improvements.” and 
“... This allowed me to consider things from not just my point of view, but that of my peers, which I feel 
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is very important.”). Most students found Phase 3 helpful to reflect on their performance during 
meetings. 
 
 
3. Conclusions 
 
The increasing emphasis on the value of transferable skills for the success of SE projects requires novel 
methods to equip students with a broader set of non-technical competencies. We examined the impact 
of active video watching on SE students' face-to-face meeting communication skills. Our study shows 
that when learners engage in commenting on videos and rating other's comments, their conceptual 
understanding of face-to-face meeting communication skills increases.  

In this paper, we reported some preliminary results from our study. Data analysis still needs to 
be completed. The limitation of our work is the small population size. We plan to conduct another study 
in 2021, in the context of the same SE course. Our future work will investigate the impact of active 
video watching in SE industry, with the goal of enhancing SE practitioners' learning and professional 
development training.  
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Abstract: In this study, we conducted an experimental examination regarding the impact of 
biofeedback to restrain mind wandering (MW) that occurs while watching educational videos. 
In the experiment that was conducted with ten participants, we introduced a beep (biofeedback) 
while they watched educational videos when MW was detected over time. This was done by 
using a pre-prepared machine learning estimation model based on electroencephalograms. The 
results of the experiment suggest that it is possible that the beeps were introduced when the 
participants were thinking of something unrelated to the task, when they were daydreaming, and 
when they felt sleepy while watching educational videos. 

Keywords: Human interface, audio-visual education, multimedia, artificial intelligence 

1. Introduction

Mind Wandering (MW) is the phenomenon of the occurrence and unconscious development of a 
thought that is irrelevant to the task at hand (daydreaming) (Smallwood & Schooler, 2006). There have 
been cases that report a negative correlation between the number of occurrences of MW during learning 
and the level of understanding, and it has been noted that it is possible that MW may hinder learning 
(Szpunar et al., 2013). Kawashima and Kumano (2017) developed a method to quantify the intensity of 
MW at any point in a task using electroencephalograms and artificial intelligence (machine learning). In 
addition to restraining MW, these are effective in introducing an external stimulus, such as an alarm, so 
that the learner can notice the MW (Hattori and Ikeda, 2016). In this study, we have conducted an 
experimental examination of the effect of the method of detecting MW through the 
electroencephalograms of learners and introducing a beep (biofeedback) to restrain MW that occurred 
while they watched educational videos.  

2. Method

The participants in the experiment are ten university students (average age 22.9 years, SD = 1.30; five 
men and five women) who have the experience of studying by using educational videos. In the 
experiment, we made them watch multiple educational videos related to research ethics for twenty 
minutes with two presentation conditions, which are, experiment and control conditions. By doing so, 
we took a counterbalance to offset the order effect. This was followed by a questionnaire and an 
interview to subjectively evaluate each of the conditions. 

With respect to the presentation conditions, for the experiment conditions, we used the method 
proposed by Kawashima and Kumano (2017) to introduce a beep when MW is detected by applying a 
machine learning estimation model prepared in advance based on the electroencephalogram of each 
participant while they watched the educational videos. In the control conditions, we introduced a beep 
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at random times while the participants watched the educational videos. The participants were instructed, 
in advance, to concentrate on the educational videos when they heard the beep. 

The questionnaire consisted of seven questions on a six-point scale (1: Strongly disagree-6: 
Strongly agree) and included items such as drowsiness, concentration, and attention. In our analysis, the 
number of positive responses (Slightly agree, Agree, Strongly agree) and negative responses (Slightly 
disagree, Disagree, and Strongly disagree) were tallied for each question for each participant, and the 
direct probability (two-sided testing) was calculated for the bias in the number of participants. 

In the interview, we asked about the timing of the beeps introduced in both the experiment and 
control conditions. For the analysis, we classified all the responses into positive and negative 
impressions and tabulated the results. 
 
 
3. Results 
 
Table 1 shows the results of the questionnaire including the number of positive and negative 
respondents for each question. First, in the experiment conditions, there was significant bias in the 
number of respondents with respect to the questions, “I became sleepy while watching the educational 
videos” and “I was daydreaming while watching the educational videos.” On the other hand, there was 
no significant bias in the number of respondents in the control conditions. Also, there was significant 
bias in the number of respondents for the questions, “I felt tired while watching the educational videos,” 
“I felt bored while watching the educational videos,” and “The beep caught my attention.” Furthermore, 
there was no significant bias in the number of respondents for the questions, “I heard the beep when I 
was daydreaming” and “I realized I was daydreaming when I heard the beep,” in both the experiment 
and control conditions. 
 
Table 1. Number of Positive and Negative Respondents for Each Question 

Questions 
Experiment Control 

Positive Negative Assay Positive Negative Assay 

I became sleepy while watching the educational 
videos 

7 3 ns 9 1 * 

I felt tired while watching the educational videos 9 1 * 9 1 * 

I was daydreaming while watching the 
educational videos 

8 2 ns 9 1 * 

I felt bored while watching the educational 
videos 

10 0 ** 9 1 * 

The beep caught my attention 10 0 ** 10 0 ** 

I heard the beep when I was daydreaming 7 3 ns 6 4 ns 

I realized I was daydreaming when I heard the 
beep 

6 4 ns 6 4 ns 

 
 Table 2 shows the results of the interviews. We obtained a total of twenty-nine responses. We 
obtained a positive impression for, “I heard the beep when I was thinking of something different,” “I 
heard the beep when I was daydreaming,” “I heard the beep when I was sleepy,” and “I did not hear the 
beep when I was concentrating.” On the other hand, we obtained negative impressions for, “I heard the 
beep even when I was concentrating,” “I heard the beep when I was (concentrating) reading the text,” 
and “I regularly heard the beep.” 
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Table 2. Interview Results 
 Impression Respondent 

Positive impressions 

I heard the beep when I was thinking of something different a, e, i, j 
I heard the beep when I was daydreaming a, c, i, j 
I heard the beep when I was sleepy b, d, f 
I heard the beep when I was tired e 
I heard the beep when my mind was elsewhere d 
I did not hear the beep when I was concentrating a, c, d, g, i 
I heard the beep when I was not concentrating c 
I heard the beep when my eyes were closed b, e 
The beep appropriately sounded under conditions of the 
experiment 

a, b, d 

Negative 
impressions 

I heard the beep even when I was concentrating f, j, g 
I heard the beep when I was reading the text j 
I regularly heard the beep h 

 
 
4. Observations 
 
The results of the interviews suggest that it was possible that the beeps were introduced when the 
participants were thinking about something unrelated to the task, when they were daydreaming, or when 
they felt sleepy while watching the educational videos. From this, it may be possible to accurately detect 
MW, to some extent, based on the electroencephalograms of learners while watching educational 
videos under experimental conditions. However, there is no significant bias in the number of 
respondents in both the experiment and control conditions for the question, “I realized I was 
daydreaming when I heard the beep.” Based on this, the extent to which the biofeedback method under 
the experiment conditions led to restraining MW, cannot be judged. In addition, we obtained 
impressions such as, “I heard the beep even when I was concentrating.” Moving forward, based on these 
observations, we will need to improve the accuracy of biofeedback and conduct additional experiments 
on the relationship between the beeps and the restraint of MW under more comprehensive experimental 
conditions. 
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Abstract: Authors sometimes create narratives for the purpose of conveying the message 
(theme). In addition, they often start with deciding the emotional genre (emotional impression), 
such as “sad story.” So far, our research group has defined a narrative discourse structure and 
has proposed the process for creating it from the theme and emotional impression. The process 
determines the order of deriving the elements in the discourse structure. However, some authors 
found difficult to derive them. This paper proposes a system for the step-by-step creation of the 
discourse structure along with the process by giving supports of deriving the elements. 

Keywords: Narrative writing, emotional impression, questioning, idea generation 

1. Introduction

Narratives sometimes are used as a means of conveying a message (theme) to the readers. For example, 
the story of “the ant and the grasshopper” conveys the theme of “laziness leads to miserable situations.” 
On the other hand, when creating narratives, authors often start with deciding the emotional genre 
(emotional impression) that expected readers may prefer, such as “sad story.” However, to create 
narratives that satisfy both the theme and the emotional impression is difficult for novice authors.  

Several researches proposed the systems that give candidates of narrative elements. For instance, 
Radford et al. developed the system which proposes a typical synopsis from opening sentences using 
the neural network that learned existing novels sentences (Radford et al., 2019). The system of 
Nishihara et al. gave choices for characters’ behaviors by analyzing Russian folktales (Nishihara & 
Miura, 2015). However, the support method for creating the narrative elements based on the theme and 
the emotional impression is not proposed. 

Our research group has defined narrative elements and their relations as a discourse structure and 
proposed a process for creating elements in the discourse structure step-by-step from the theme and the 
emotional impression (Ashida et al., 2020). However, some authors still find difficulties to follow the 
process and induce elements. The objective of this study is to develop a support system for creating the 
discourse structure along with the proposed process by giving triggers of deriving the elements.  

2. Discourse Structure Creation Process Based on Theme and Emotional Impression

2.1 Discourse Structure 

Figure 1 shows the discourse structure defined in our research group (Ashida et al., 2020). Narratives 
are composed of various events, which change the states of the objects in the narrative world. Events 
and states can be grouped together from a spatio-temporal continuity to form scenes.  

The narrative progresses from left to right in the structure. The sequence of scenes represents the 
basic structure of the narrative, and in this study, “Introduction-development-turn-conclusion”, which 
is often used in Japanese creative writing, is adopted.  
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States represent the conditions of the narrative world. They consist of time, place, and objects 
existing in that time and space, and their attributes and values. The narrative can be completed by 
converting these events and states into sentences from left to right. 

 
2.2 Discourse Structure Creation Process 
 
We have proposed the process of creating a discourse structure that reflects the theme and the emotional 
impression (Ashida et al., 2020). Figure 2 shows the process. 

Since readers have the emotional impression of the narrative by the changes of the emotions while 
reading the narrative, authors need to set the expected emotional changes of readers along with the 
progress of narrative that can give the emotional expression (Step 1). Readers are often emotionally 
involved with characters, so that it is necessary to set the characters’ emotions to follow the emotional 
changes defined in Step 1. In Step 2, authors define the values of emotional attributes of characters of 
the last state of the scene based on the emotional changes defined in Step 1. 

On the other hand, since many themes convey whether the particular action is good/bad by 
showing its result state, themes can be described in the form of “if <action>, then <state>,” such as “If 
you are lazy, you will be poor.” In order to convey such a theme throughout the narrative, the event 
corresponding to the <action> and the state representing the <state> should be included in the narrative, 
and <state> should come in the end of the narrative. In Step 3, authors create event of <action> and set 
<state> as the final state of the narrative. In Step 4, authors create events and states that can lead to or 
are derived from the event, the state, and the emotional attributes defined in Step 2 and Step 3 to 
complete the discourse structure. 

 
 

3. Discourse Structure Creation Support System 
 
In the process in Section 2, the following difficulties exist for deriving the elements;  
1. inability to derive reader’s emotional changes to reflect the emotional impression (Step 1), 
2. inability to identify the characters’ emotions corresponding to the reader’s emotional changes 

defined in Step 1 (Step 2), and 
3. inability to associate states or events that have the causal relations with the elements derived in Step 

2 and Step 3 to form one consistent discourse structure (step 4). 
So far, our research group has proposed the support functions for the difficulties 1 and 2. For the 

difficulty 1, the story arc which represents the change in the reader’s happiness according to the progress 
of the narrative is proposed and typical story arcs are given as candidates of readers’ emotional changes 
(Ashida et al., 2019). For the difficulty 2, since readers often have sympathy with particular characters, 
a list of candidates of characters’ emotions is given and feedback on whether the authors’ selected 
emotions correspond to the story arc is given (Ashida et al., 2019). This study proposes a support 
method for the difficulty 3 and develops the discourse structure creation support system that has 
functions to resolve these difficulties. 

For the difficulty 3, authors need to create events and states by associating from the existing 
elements derived in Step 2 and Step 3, and select a sequence of states and events that form a consistent 
discourse structure. Therefore, this research divides the activity of Step 4 into two activities: divergent 
thinking and convergent thinking and provides support functions for each activity.  

The divergent thinking associates new events and states with an existing element. For the purpose 
of making authors clear what to derive from the existing elements, the system gives questions for the 
existing elements. Questions vary to which elements (target elements) they are given. Table 1 shows 
the target elements and expected elements to derive from each question. 

On the other hand, convergent thinking selects a sequence of states and events to be introduced 
into the discourse structure. For creating the consistent discourse structure, the states and events that 

Figure 1. Discourse structure. Figure 2. Discourse structure creation process. 
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have the causal relations from the existing elements should be selected. Therefore, the system selects 
sequences of states and events to reach the existing elements as candidates. For example, for the purpose 
of creating the discourse structure that can represents the theme, a sequence of events and states that 
reach the state set in Step 3 is selected. 

Figure 3 shows the interface of the system for Step 4 that embeds the proposed functions. The 
system runs on a single web page. The system interface consists of two areas; the divergent thinking 
area and the convergent thinking area. In the divergent thinking area, the derived states and events are 
represented by the graph structure. States and events are represented by nodes, and their causal 
relationships are shown by links. Clicking on a node, questions in Table 1 are displayed. When states 
or events are created based on the question, a link is created from the element of the cause to the element 
of the result based on the question. In the convergent thinking area, the discourse structure is displayed 
as a tree structure with the left side as the root and the right side as the leaves. When a scene node is 
selected, sequences of states and events that can lead to the last state of the scene, which contains the 
character’s emotional attribute created in Step 2, are highlighted in the divergent thinking area. 

Table 1. Provided Questions 
Question Expected element to derive Target element 
When? Time attribute of state State 
Where? Place attribute of state State 

Who else is show up? Object attribute of state State 
What to focus on? Object attribute of state State 
What is the state? Attribute and value of object State 
What state is next? Object attribute of state that comes after event Event 

How did that happen? Object attribute of state that comes before event Event 
What happens next? Next event State 

What was happening? Previous event State 
 
 
4. Conclusion  
 
This paper proposes a narrative writing support system for the step-by-step creation of the discourse 
structure from the theme and the emotional impression. It also proposes the support functions of each 
step. In the future, we need to conduct evaluation experiments using the developed system to verify the 
effectiveness of the proposed system in writing narratives.  
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Abstract: This study proposes a method to visualize the movement of teachers and students in a 
classroom using OpenPose. With the Proposed method, the activities such as sitting, joining the 
class late, moving, and discussing in pairs were visualized. The method has those two 
advantages: human movement can be visualized semi-automatically from video data and as a 
single image, thus saving time spent on watching long videos. 

Keywords: Classroom walkthrough, teachers’ self-reflection, OpenPose, Learning Analytics 

1. Introduction

Teachers often make reflections after their classes for improving them. However, it is difficult 
especially for inexperienced teachers or trainee teachers to make reflections by relying only on their 
memories. Feedback after demonstration class is one of the common ways to assist teachers' reflection. 
However, this needs other teachers who provide the feedback. On the other hand, there are also studies 
that attempt to support teachers’ reflection without any other teachers. For example, Kubicek (2015) 
indicates that classroom walkthrough observation using video recordings promotes the development 
and improvement of educational practices.  

Furthermore, some studies attempted to semiautomatically visualize and analyze the videos to 
reduce workload of watching and analyzing the recorded video. Some of these studies use OpenPose. 
OpenPose is an image processing library that can estimate the skeleton coordinates of 25 joints and their 
reliability using deep learning (Cao, Simon, Wei, & Sheikh, 2017). Chan, Ochoa and Clarke (2019) 
exhibit several multimodal techniques including OpenPose to analyze the learning activities in a 
laboratory classroom. Against this background, this study proposes a method to visualize the 
movements of teachers and students in a classroom by using OpenPose to analyze videos during class. 
The study aims to understand the kind of behavior that can be visualized from OpenPose data. 

2. Methods

2.1 Data Collection 

We recorded the movements of teachers and students during class using an iPad positioned optimally to 
capture the entire classroom. The recorded video was processed by OpenPose and the skeleton 
coordinates data were acquired. Figure 1 shows the snapshot of one frame from the OpenPose skeleton 
coordinates data. When OpenPose is used to analyze videos, the transition of skeleton coordinates can 
be acquired in chronological order. This study uses only the coordinate data of the neck joint. 

2.2 Visualization 

The plots in Figure 2 show the neck coordinates data obtained from the video. Its x- and y-coordinates 
are plotted on the horizontal and vertical axes respectively. We converted the video into one fps so that 
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one dot is plotted every second. The upper part of Figures 1 and 2 represents the rear of the classroom 
and the lower part represents the front. The dense dots represent the places where the subject stayed for 
a long time and the scattered ones represent the places where they walked or stayed for a short time. The 
color of the dots represents the elapsed time from the beginning of the video. The dots at the beginning 
of the video are green, while those in the middle and at the end are yellow and red respectively. 
 

  
(a) The face-to-face condition (b)  The HyFlex condition 

Figure 1. The skeleton coordinate data obtained using OpenPose. (Snapshot of one frame). 
 

  
(a) The face-to-face condition (b) The HyFlex condition 

Figure 2. The visualization of movement obtained from the OpenPose data throughout the video  
using neck coordinates. (All data in the whole video). 

 
2.3 Experimental Settings 
 
The experiment was conducted in two seminars at Sophia University, Japan on December 10th and 
25th, 2020. It involved 6 face-to-face participants (5 students and a professor) who expressed consent to 
be a part of the study. Of the two experiments, the first was a complete face-to-face condition in which 
the professor and students participated in person while the second was a HyFlex condition in which one 
of the students participated online. 

Both seminars were weekly laboratory meetings where students presented their research and 
discussed it with each other and the professor. In the face-to-face condition, the screen was projected in 
front of the classroom, and the presenter students shared their screen from their own seats. In the Hyflex 
condition, the online participant attended the seminar through Zoom and shared his screen, which was 
also projected in front of the classroom. The classroom had a discussion space in the front while the 
entrance and personal desks of each student were at the back. 
 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1 Face-to-face Condition 
 
Figure 2. (a) is a visualization of movement in the face-to-face condition. First, focusing on the dots in 
the figure, clusters of dense dots in the middle of the classroom (near the center of the vertical axis) are 
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observed. These indicate the places where the subjects stayed for a long time. Contrastingly, several 
scattered dots in the rear of the classroom (near the upper part of the vertical axis) are observed. These 
indicate the places where the subjects walked or stayed for a short time. Second, focusing on the colors, 
both green and red dots are observed in the places where subjects stayed for a long time. These indicate 
the subjects stayed from the beginning of the video to the end. Contrastingly, the dots representing the 
walking movement in the rear of the classroom are green and light orange. These indicate the subjects 
moved at the beginning and in the middle of the video.  

Since the number of places where the subjects stayed for a long time is consistent with the 
number of subjects (six), it can be assumed that those represent the place they were seated. In addition, 
since the third from the left of these six places consists of only dark orange dots and no green or yellow 
ones, it can be assumed that the subject who stayed at this place joined the class late. Also, a series of 
dots from the door on the right rear side toward this place is observed, thus showing traces of movement 
to this place. The other scattered dots at the back of the classroom are assumed to be the movement 
between the personal desk at the back of the classroom and the discussion space in the front. 
 
3.2 HyFlex Condition 
 
Figure 2. (b) is a visualization of movement in the HyFlex condition. First, focusing on the dots, clusters 
of dense dots indicating the places where the person stayed for a long time in the front and scattered dots 
indicating the movement among them are observed.  The number of subjects who participated (six) is 
inconsistent with the number of places where the subjects stayed for a long time (seven). Of the seven 
places where the subjects stayed for a long time, the third place from the left consisted only of green, 
which means that the subject stayed here only during the beginning of the class. In addition, since the 
traces of movement are connected from this place to the second from the front right, it can be inferred 
that the subject who sat third from the left had moved to the front seat. This is assumed to be the 
situation where the graduate student was assisting the undergraduate student in the front. 
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
This study proposed and verified a method to visualize the movement of teachers and students in a 
classroom using OpenPose to help teachers reflect on the quality of their classes. It visualized activities 
like sitting, joining late, moving, and discussing in pairs. Several different behaviors were observed 
between the experimental condition. However, it was assumed that these differences are not due to 
differences in class conditions, but due to those in activities and situations. Two advantages of this 
method are observed:  human movement can be visualized semi-automatically from video data and the 
approximate elapsed time can be visualized as a single image with colored dots, thus saving time spent 
watching long videos. 

However, this study had three limitations. First, this method does not distinguish between 
people. To that end, an appropriate visualization method must be considered. Second, whether showing 
the visualization to teachers will help them reflect on the quality of their classes remains unverified. 
Third, face-to-face classes with a large number of students were limited due to COVID-19 restrictions 
at the time of this study. Therefore, we aim to conduct experiments in the future under various 
conditions like classes with a large number of students, lectures, and classes that involve group work. 
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Abstract: TEDViT is a program behavior visualization system that can reflect explanatory 
intentions of a teacher by visualizing it in a target world. This system can dynamically reflect 
changes in variables caused by program behavior in terms of numerical values on objects. 
However, it is difficult to map the variable values to the position, size, and color of the object. In 
this study, we implemented a function in TEDViT to dynamically map variable values to object 
properties. We report an experimental evaluation using 10 subjects. 

Keywords: Programming learning support, program behavior visualization 

1. Introduction

It is crucial to visualize the behavior of an algorithm to understand it. Therefore, several systems have 
been developed to visualize program behavior (Moreno, Myller, & Sutinen, 2004) (Matsumura, 
Daisukey, & He, 2009). However, the visualization method used in these systems is fixed by the 
developer, and the teacher cannot change the visualization method. 

Therefore, a behavior visualization tool for C language programs called TEDViT (Yamashita et 
al., 2015) was developed to solve this problem. It allows the teacher to set the properties of objects 
associated with variables by specifying the behavior visualization method by rules, and drawing objects 
according to the intention of the teacher. The teacher can set the properties of the objects associated with 
the variables by specifying rules to visualize the behavior. The numbers and characters displayed on the 
object are automatically updated with a change in the value of the variable. This is known as mapping 
function. 

As mentioned above, the objects visualized by TEDViT have properties (drawing color, display 
position) that can be specified by the teacher as a part of the visualization rules. However, TEDViT has 
the following problems. 

Problem 1: There size of the objects cannot be specified by the teacher. 
Problem 2: It is difficult to change the properties of the objects according to the values of the variables. 

To solve Problem 1, we created an object whose size can be specified and teachers can generate it 
by rules. To solve Problem 2, we developed a mechanism that can dynamically map each variable value 
to the property of each object such as size, color, and position. In this mechanism, teachers can set 
visualization rules for mapping variable values to object properties. Therefore, the improved system can 
allow the teacher to provide a detailed visualization and a wider range of possibilities to reproduce the 
intended drawing. Moreover, using the new rules, the teacher can reduce the time required to create 
rules for changing the properties. The purpose of this research is to implement these two mechanisms to 
solve the abovementioned two problems. 
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2. Previous Works 
 
The GUI of TEDViT consists of a source code section that displays the source code. It is an 
implementation view that displays a memory image corresponding to the program behavior, and a 
conceptual view that visualizes the behavior of the program. Additionally, TEDViT can automatically 
display the value of each variable in the program at the time of execution in the object. In this case, it is 
necessary to describe the visualization rules to draw, highlight, and display messages. Examples of 
visualization rules are shown below. 
 
rule,j,state==1,create,obj_i,square,i,x1,y0,blue,white,black 
 

In this example, when the statement 1 is executed, an object obj_i is created for variable i at 
coordinates (x1,y0). This object type is square, with a blue outline, a white background, and a 
black string. 
 
 
3. Development of Mapping Function between Variable-Values and Object Properties 
 
3.1 Create a New Object for Problem 1 
 
The size of the objects in TEDViT cannot be specified by the teacher. The knapsack problem is an 
example of an algorithm that utilizes size for visualization. It selects the object with the greatest value 
within a limited capacity. However, we require a representation method in which the size can be 
changed arbitrarily to visualize capacity. Therefore, we solved Problem 1 by creating an object whose 
size can be specified. Based on the existing rectangular objects, we created three types of objects that 
can specify only horizontal size, only vertical size, and both, respectively. 
 
3.2 Implementing Functions to Reference Variable Values 
 
TEDViT cannot dynamically map variable values to the properties an of object. If the teachers want to 
change the property of an object in response to a change in a variable value, they have to write 
additional rules for each change. The knapsack problem and sorting discussed in Problem 1 can be 
visualized by mapping specific numerical values or variable values to properties. Other visualization 
tools (Halim, et al., 2012) (algorithm-visualizer, 2021) visualize the process of sorting by changing the 
bar graph. This is represented by changing the "size" of the object depending on the value of the 
variable. Therefore, by mapping variable values and numerical values to the properties of existing 
objects and the objects created in Problem 1, it was possible to automatically follow the property values 
to the variable values. This dramatically reduced the cost of writing rules and solved Problem 2. The 
target properties of the mapping function in this research were "size," "color," and "coordinates." 
 
Size: As a solution to Problem 1, we created an object that can specify the size. Therefore, the size can 
be changed dynamically using this object according to the value of the variable being visualized. In 
addition, we added an item to the rules to specify a numerical value for the magnification of the change 
in height and width to ensure that the object can be drawn with the magnification applied. 
Colors: The rules in TEDViT allow the user to specify the colors of the background and border of an 
object, and the text colors of variable values. The first is to convert the variable value into a color 
parameter. The second is to change the color discrete by a conditional expression, by specifying a 
conditional expression and a color. Currently, up to two conditional expressions can be specified, and 
variable values can be used in conditional expressions. 
Coordinates: In TEDViT, the position of an object can be specified using the Cartesian coordinate 
system. By specifying the reference coordinate, the name of the referenced variable, and the 
magnification factor, a function is implemented to move the coordinate from the reference coordinate 
by the value of the variable value multiplied by the magnification factor. 
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4. Evaluation Test 
 
Since Problem 1 was solved, an evaluation experiment was not conducted. To verify that the time 
required to write visualization rules can be reduced by solving Problem 2, we conducted an evaluation 
experiment for rule writers. The subjects were two university instructors who teach programming, four 
university students who have experience as TAs, and four university students who have the same 
programming ability as the TAs. In the evaluation experiment, after explaining the definitions of the 
rules to the subjects, we asked them to write existing and new rules to perform the same actions as the 
example presented, and measured the time required for completion. The task was to visualize the 
change in "color" and "coordinate" according to the value of the variable, using two questions each for 
the existing and new ruleset, for a total of four questions. The results of the experiment are shown in 
Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Experimental Data 

Problem classification Colors Coordinates 
Used ruleset Existing New Existing New 
Existing to New (mm:ss) 40:35 12:00 31:56 9:22 
New to Existing (mm:ss) 29:57 25:06 22:32 15:10 
Average (mm:ss) 35:16 18:33 27:14 12:16 
Ratio [New/Existing](%) 52.6 45.1 

 
Table 1 shows that the creation time required for the new ruleset was shorter than that for the 

existing ruleset. Furthermore, multiple people stated in a questionnaire conducted after the experiment 
that the new rules were easier to write for colors and coordinates. Therefore, it can be inferred that the 
new ruleset reduced the creation cost of the visualization rules. 
 
 
5. Summary 
 
We extended the capabilities of TEDViT to allow dynamic mapping of variable values to object 
properties. Hence, we were able to improve the drawing capability and reduce the cost of creating 
visualization rules. Conversely, it is necessary to measure the learning effect of mapping variable values 
and study a new drawing method using the mapping function. However, the description method of the 
new visualization rules can be improved further. 
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Abstract: For acquiring motor skills, players are often taught body shapes of the specific timing 

in the movement Such body shapes are not defined for all movement, even though the specific 

timing is known. Such important body shapes (IBS) are the characteristics of the body shapes 

that can be seen from successful players and that are not seen from unsuccessful players. This 

research proposes the extraction method of IBS of the specific timing from the body shapes of 

successful/unsuccessful players. On the other hand, players sometimes set easier sub-goals 

before training the target motor skill. The IBS extracted by the sub-goals may be easier to 

acquire than those extracted by the target movement. This research also determines the training 

order of IBS by the difficulties of sub-goals/target movement from which they are acquired.  

Keywords: Motor skill, discriminant analysis, training order 

1. Introduction

Motor skill is a skill of using the body to accomplish a specific movement (task). Such motor skill is 

implicit so that it is difficult to acquire it. One of the ways of acquiring it is to given advices by other 

players or coaches. However, other players or coaches do not always exist. Therefore, it is preferred to 

give training method of the motor skill even there is no other players or coaches. 

Several studies introduced motion capture devices to get the body movement data of players 

for the purpose of analyzing them or comparing them with the data of others (Linden, Schoonderwaldt, 

Bird & Johnson, 2011). By these systems, players were able to understand the characteristics of their body 

shapes during the movements. However, they were not able to understand which timing in movement 

are inappropriate and which characteristics the ideal body shape should has. Some systems indicated 

the differences of the body shapes of the player from that of the experts (Ghazali, Shahar, Rahmad, Sufri, 

As’ari & Latif, 2018). However, they indicated only the differences in the movement so that players need 

to discriminate important differences by themselves. Such judgement is difficult for the novice players. 

 Kohda developed training support system for the feint motion in one-on-one scenes of a team 

sport, basketball (Kohda, Matsuura, Tanioka, Karungaru, Wada & Gotoda, 2018). The system has the 

swinging speed of the legs at a particular timing as correct movement and checks it with player’s 

movement. In this system, the correct movements are defined manually by authors. Therefore, there 

might be some other movements or characteristics of the body shapes that may be important but are not 

recognized. In addition, the characteristics of important body shapes are not defined for all movement 

even specific timing is known.  

The objective of this research is to propose the extraction method of the characteristics of the 

body shapes of the specific timing automatically. This research calls such characteristics as important 

body shapes (IBS). The IBSs are the characteristics of the body parts that can be seen from players who 

are able to move the body and that are not seen from players who cannot move the body to accomplish 

the movement. This research grasps body shape data of the players by the motion capture device and 

determines IBSs by their co-relations based on the success of the movement.  

Players usually set easier sub-goals in training the target movement and IBSs can be acquired 

by the sub-goals as well. IBSs acquired from the easier sub-goals may be easier to get than those 
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acquired from the different ones. Therefore, this research also determines the training order of IBS by 

the difficulties of sub-goals/target movement from which they are acquired.  

 

 

2. Method for Extracting IBSs 

 
IBSs are characteristics of the body parts that are seen in the body shapes of the successful players and 

are not seen by the unsuccessful players. In order to extract such IBSs, this research:  

1. introduces motion capture devices, such as Kinect, to acquire the body shape data, and  

2. executes discriminant analysis to determine the degree of co-relations of body shape data of each 

body parts with the success of the movement. 

Discriminant analysis is a method for predicting which group an unclassified sample belongs 

to by analyzing the relationship between the characteristics of the data and the classified groups. It is 

used when there is a linear co-relation between the groups and the features related to the discrimination 

of the groups. Its objective is to find a1 to an of the discriminant equation expressed as follows.  

Y = 𝑎1𝑥1 + 𝑎2𝑥2 +⋯+ 𝑎𝑛𝑥𝑛 + 𝑎0  
Values of Y represents the groups. In this research, the positive values are defined as failure and the 

negative as success. x1 to xn represent the features of each body shape data. a1 to an are the weights of 

x1 to xn used to divide the data into groups, and a0 is a constant term. a1 to an represent the contribution 

of x1 to xn in determining the value of the group, which reflects to the co-relation of x1 to xn with success. 

The IBS of each body part that has the highest co-relation with the success usually one. The 

body shapes similar to IBS are expected to have the higher co-relation. Thus, body shapes whose co-

relation with the success is higher than criteria are extracted as IBS. Then, IBS is represented as the 

range of minimum value and maximum value of xi. Let’s assume that Figure 1 shows the angles of the 

right arm and their co-relation with success. In this example, the ranges that exceed the criteria is 40 to 

80. Therefore, the IBS is determined as (40, 80). 

 

 
Figure 1. Example of Body Shape Data of Angle of Right Arm. 

 

 

3. Method for Determining Training Order of IBSs 

 
In order to train the specific movement, we often set sub-goals. For example, let’s assume the movement 

of throwing the ball with 150km/h to the catcher’s mitt. Its sub-goal probably is to throw the ball with 

140km/h. The IBSs extracted from the sub-goal may be easier to get than those from target movement. 

However, IBSs that are acquired only by the sub-goals and are not by the target movement are not 

important for the target movement.  

According to these assumptions, this research determines the training order of IBSs by the 

following policy: 

1. IBSs of sub-goals are trained in prior to those of target movement. 

2. Within the same sub-goals or target movement, IBSs who have the larger co-relation are trained 

in prior to the others. 

3. If there are the same IBSs that are acquired from the different tasks, it should be trained only 

once and the latter one is eliminated. 

4. If there are IBSs whose body parts are the same but their shapes are different and if the latter 

one includes the former one, the body shape of the former one is changed to the latter one’s and the 

latter one is eliminated. 

 Let’s assume that angles of joint points are detected as IBS as shown in Figure 2. The numbers 

in the circles indicate the order of the co-relation with the success: 1 means that the IBS has the strongest 
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co-relation with the success. Firstly, these IBSs are ordered from the sub-goal ones to the target 

movement ones along with the strength of the co-relation.  

Left elbow: 30-80 -> Right wrist: 120-130 -> Left elbow: 30-60 ->Right wrist: 120-140 

-> Left knee: 90-120  

Since angle of the left elbow of the sub-goal is broader than that of the target movement, “left elbow: 

30-80” should be trained first and then “left elbow: 30-60” needs to be tried later. On the other hand, 

“right wrist: 120-130” should not be necessary because “right wrist: 120-140” is enough for attaining 

the target movement. Therefore, “right wrist: 120-140” is trained in substitute of “right wrist: 120-130” 

of the sub-goal. As a result, following training order is determined.  

Left elbow: 30-80 -> Right wrist: 120-140 -> Left elbow: 30-60 -> Left knee: 90-120 

 

 

4. Trial Use 
 

We have applied proposed method to determine the IBSs for the target movement “throw a ball to the 

target position,” which has two sub-goals. The body shape data were angles of joints that were 

calculated by the positions of 20 joints acquired by Kinect. 20 body shape data were acquired for each 

body parts for every sub-goal/target movement from 16 players. As a result of applying our method, 

following IBSs and its training order are determined.  

Neck: 50-70 -> Left elbow: 60-80 -> Left hip: 100-120 

We have asked five experienced baseball players about the acquired IBSs. More than four 

answered that left elbow and left hip were necessary. As for the neck, three answered unnecessary. 

Instead, they answered that the eye direction was necessary. The angle of the neck effects on the eye 

direction, so that we considered that the neck  was also appropriate.  

 
 

5. Conclusion 
 

In order to support for training the target movement, this research proposed a method for extracting 

important body shapes of the specific timing of the movement from players’ trials. In addition, it 

introduced the method for determining the training order of the extracted body shapes based on the 

difficulties of tasks from which they were acquired. The proposed methods were applied to derive the 

training order of body shapes for the target movement “throw the ball the target position.” However, 

currently, we have not evaluated the IBSs and their training order acquired by the method. We need to 

evaluate the validity of the result and show the effectiveness of the proposed method. 
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Abstract: In programming exercise classes, teachers or teaching assistants (hereinafter referred 
to as “TAs”) circulate among the students to answer their questions. However, it is difficult to 
detect students who reach impasses, to instantly identify the part of the program in which 
students reach impasses, or to grasp the impasse status of the entire class. To solve these 
problems, we have developed a system with the ability to display impasses detected from 
students’ exercise information on the source code and to aggregate and display the impasse for 
the entire class. 

Keywords: Automatic impasse detection, programming exercise, monitoring 

1. Introduction

In programming exercise classes, a small number of teachers and TAs circulate among the students to 
answer their questions. However, there are two problems, as shown below. 

Problem 1. Difficulties in identifying and resolving the impasse for students 
Since the students complete the exercise using their own PCs, it is difficult for the teachers and TAs 
to detect which student has reached an impasse. In addition, as it is difficult for even a skilled teacher 
to instantly identify which line in the program is causing the impasse just by looking, it takes time to 
support students. 

Problem 2. Difficulties in grasping the impasse status of the entire class 
Since individual teachers and TAs do not have time to share their support results, it is difficult for the 
entire class to grasp which line of the program caused impasses and what their learning items are. 

Several systems collect and analyze students’ source code and errors (Fu, Yin, Shimada, & Ogata, 
2015; Shamsi & Elnagar, 2012). The same mistake in the source code can have various causes, such as 
simple typos, forgetting, or not understanding and reaching impasses. For teachers to understand the 
status of the students in the programming classes, it is important for them to know that the student has 
reached an impasse. The previous study, 3-Level Impasse Analyzer (Noguchi et al., 2020), provides a 
method to detect impasses. It analyzes the line of the program that caused an impasse (Lv.1), the line of 
the correct program corresponding to that line (Lv.2), and its learning items (Lv.3) from students’ 
source code in terms of editing history and frequency of compilation errors. However, it is only capable 
of detecting text-based information and is not equipped with a framework for displaying the 
information in an easy-to-understand format. 

In this study, we have developed a system that provides a solution to Problems 1 and 2 by 
displaying this information in a form that is easy for teachers and TAs to understand. 
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2. Implemented Functions and Mitigated Problems

2.1 Highlighting Students Who Reach Impasse in the Students’ List 

Those students who reached an impasse are highlighted in the students’ list display screen of the 
system. This function mitigates Problem 1 since it can instantly find students who reach impasses 
without having to check each student individually. 

2.2 GUI Display of Impasse Information for the Individual Students 

Place a button to the left of the line number of the line on which students reached impasses in the student 
program browsing screen of the system. By clicking on this button, you will see what the impasse is and 
highlight the line of the student program and the correct program corresponding to that impasse, as 
shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Display of Information for the Individual Student (excerpt) 

This function mitigates Problem 1 since it can visually obtain the impasse information Lv.1 and 
Lv.2 of the individual students. 

2.3 GUI Display of Impasse Information for the Entire Class 

Since the correct program for a task and the learning items corresponding to each of its lines are 
common to all students, the impasse information Lv.2 and Lv.3 can be aggregated for the entire class. 
The aggregated impasse information is displayed as shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Display of Impasse Information for the Entire Class (excerpt) 

Each item is the line that caused an impasse and the corresponding learning item, and the 
horizontal axis represents the number of people. This function makes it possible to obtain visual 
information on the parts of the correct program on which the entire class reached impasses and what the 
learning items are. 
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3. Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of the system, a preliminary evaluation was conducted on one teacher and 
three students with TA experience. Using the system containing previously collected information on 
students’ exercises, subjects were asked to perform tasks such as finding students who reached 
impasses, identifying the location of the impasse, and checking the impasse status for the entire class, 
and to describe what kind of guidance should be provided. As a result of the evaluation, four subjects 
wrote that they would do the tasks based on the information presented by the system. 

In addition, we gave the subjects questionnaires. The questionnaires were designed using a 
4-point evaluation scale, in which 4 is good, and 1 is poor. Questions 1 and 2 correspond to Problem 1,
and Question 3 corresponds to Problem 2. The results are shown in Table 1.

Question 1. Is it easy to find the students who reached impasses? 
Question 2. Is it easy to identify lines of programs that caused impasses? 
Question 3. Is it easy to grasp the impasse status of the entire class?  

Table 1. Questionnaire Results 
Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 

Subject A 4 3 4 
Subject B 4 4 3 
Subject C 4 4 4 
Subject D 4 4 2 
Average 4.00 3.75 3.25 

From Table 1, we can see that for every problem mitigation, we received a rating of 3 or higher. 
Therefore, the system developed in this study is effective in mitigating Problems 1 and 2. However, in 
the open-ended section of the questionnaire, some subjects indicated that they would be able to better 
understand students’ status if they could see information on students’ past impasses. 

4. Conclusion

In this study, we have developed the system to solve two problems related to students’ impasses during 
programming exercises. The evaluation results showed the effectiveness of the system. 

Future works include the display of information on past impasses and support for online classes, 
which are becoming increasingly popular. 
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Abstract: This study investigates the use of Augmented Reality (AR) generated analytics to 
measure the number of times a child can perform the action of crossing the midline by a 
drumming action. Using a prototype Drum AR App with gamification techniques to motivate 
the drumming actions with a drumstick, we can capture and log key metrics which measure the 
physical drumming actions such as the timings and the quality of crossing of the midline 
through game play. This study is still work in progress where further research on the uses and 
effectiveness of AR generated analytics can give insights to the development of perceptual 
motor skills in young children. Generating 2D and 3D plots from the AR generated analytics 
gives evidence to further identify novel metrics to capture, analyse and give insights to user 
interactions while using AR apps in learning. 

Keywords: Augmented Reality, crossing the midline, analytics, motor Skills 

1. Introduction

Perceptual motor skills such as “crossing the midline” are critical for young children's development, 
learning and growth to utilise senses, motor skills to interact with the environment. Inferring that either 
the hand or foot can spontaneously move over to the opposite side of the body to perform an action, 
such as the use of drum and a drumstick to hit alternatively. It is important that we can measure and 
qualify such body and limbs movements. Augmented Reality (AR) is an advanced emerging technology 
which has the capability to provide quantifiable measurements to in complex immersive interactions. 
We have developed a prototype Drum AR app which engages young children to learn colours. 

Figure 1. Learning Red & Blue colours by hitting virtual 3D mushrooms (representing Drums) using a 
virtual drumstick. The drums and drumstick are triggered by AR Markers when viewed through a 
mobile device or tablet. The virtual drumstick is triggered by a third AR marker. The drumming 
instructions starts, and the child is to hit the relevant coloured drum (mushrooms) according to the audio 
instructions. This action of hitting the left drum (Red mushroom) or the right drum (Blue mushroom) 
with the virtual drumstick enables the movement of crossing the midline. As the child uses the AR app, 
analytics are simultaneously logged in a JSON file. 

Rodrigo, M. M. T. et al. (Eds.) (2021). Proceedings of the 29th International Conference on Computers in 
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2. Literature Review

From a review of research studying young children’s ability to cross the midline, it was observed that 
many have used clinical observational approaches (Benton, 1955, Stilwell, 1987, Screws, et al., 1987) 
and occupational therapy driven sensory testings (Cermak, et al., 1980, Mitchell et al., 1999). These 
tests and observations provide expert-based evaluations and recommendation of interventions and 
exercises.  In a recent study (Jacobs, et al., 2018) used Virtual Reality (VR) tools to assists occupational 
therapists treating a child that has difficulty crossing the midline using sensors to detect movement in 
accordance with the desired outcome - crossing the midline. The finding concluded that through the 
integration of technology, innovation and creativity a method of using an interactive game to treat 
children would serve as a beneficial method of mitigating the problem of crossing the midline. It was 
that the interactive game would create a less boring and more stimulating treatment process allowing 
the child to have more fun than the conventional methods of treatment for crossing the midline. 

3. AR Analytics in Drum AR App

A Drum AR app with analytics capture capability was designed to be used in this study which 
investigates the use of AR enhanced analytics which are captured through the mobile device, analysed 
and presented visually to detect crossing the midline action. To elaborate, this is when the right hand 
holding the drumstick hits the drum on the left-side of the child's midline body. In this pilot, we are 
using a mobile device which is being held by the non-drum hand, hence only one hand is involved in the 
drum actions. Table 1 shows the relationships gathered from the Drum AR Analytics for the measured 
metrics, properties referencing the action on data and the attributes to crossing the midline from a user 
experience perspective. In next stages, we intend to use wearable AR devices which will be 
head-mounted, allowing both hands to freely use both virtual drumsticks in either hand to play the 
virtual drums. The Drum AR app is developed using Unity3D as the game engines and Vuforia's 
computer vision tools to enable AR marker recognition in the environment. 

3.1 Visualising the AR Experience Analytics with a Dashboard 

To further analyse the JSON file data, a prototype “Analytics Plots Dashboard” was developed using 
Python programming language together with Streamlit; which is an open-source python library to build 
data science driven web applications. The Drumming AR experience analytics can now be generated 
and analyse on a web browser with an intuitive presentation of the JSON data. The total of 10 moves are 
recorded and as shown in the plot, individual moves can be analysed by selecting the move on the slider. 

3.2 AR Analytics Distance Plots 2D & 3D 

Figure 2 (Left): Single Move Analysis (Move No.5) - Distance Plot vs time positions for DrumStick, 
RedDrum and BlueDrum. SUCCESS in crossing the midline - 2 lines DO intersect. (Right) Single 
Move Analysis (Move No.5) - Distance Plot vs time positions for DrumStick, RedDrum and BlueDrum. 
SUCCESS in crossing the midline - 2 lines DO intersect. 
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Table 1. Drum AR Analytics for Metrics, Properties and Attributes 

AR Data/Metrics Actions on Data (Properties) Attributes 

Username & Userid Input text box to capture child's name. Unique userid is assigned Engagement 

Correct Hit to Coloured Drum Audio instructions to hit the Red or Blue drum with the drum stick Engagement 

Wrong Hit to Coloured Drum Audio instructions to hit the Red or Blue drum with the drum stick Engagement 

User Feedback Feedback via Emoji smileys (Like, Don't Like and Neutral). Enjoyment 

Number of Correct Moves Drumstick is hitting one of the drums Engagement 

Number of Wrong Moves Drumstick is hitting one of the drums Engagement 

AR Marker Events Marker (found / lost) for blue drum, red drum and drumstick, Attention 

Hit Rate Timing Time for drumstick to hit virtual drums (correct / wrong) Speed / Control 

Blue Drum (Bx, By, Bz) Distance: drumstick to Red drum < drumstick to Blue drum Cross Over Success 

Red Drum (Rx, Ry, Rz) Distance: drumstick to Red drum < drumstick to Blue drum Cross Over Success 

Stick Positions (Sx, Sy, Sz) Drumstick positions Cross Over Success 

Stick Orientation (P1, P2) Drumstick orientation Control / Attention 

Camera Position (Cx, Cy, Cz) Camera positions Initialisation 

Video recording (30sec) Front-facing camera (audio, facial semantics analysis) Enjoyment 

4. Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a Drum AR prototype to evaluate the effectiveness of capturing real-time analytics on 
crossing the midline performances a mobile. Future work comprises an evaluation in classrooms to 
capture real-time analytics as children use the app and subsequently to validate these analytics with 
observational feedback. The evaluation will give insights to the acceptance of the analytics gathered and 
presented to teachers and early childhood therapist in visual dashboards to gather feedback and identify 
improvements to task performances and user experiences.  
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Abstract: This paper presents our initiative for leveraging SV-IVR (spherical video-based 

immersive virtual reality) to give Hong Kong ethnic minority students exposure to local 

Chinese culture via EduVenture VR—an interactive learner-immersed virtual interactive 

learning application. The work was conducted in the COVID-19 pandemic context; outdoor 

fieldwork-based learning was not recommended in the circumstance. The research participants 

were 63 ethnic minority students (from Grade 7 to Grade 9) from a Hong Kong secondary 

school. The ARCS model of instructional motivation was employed to evaluate the 

motivational effectiveness of the Chinese culture learning activity supported by EduVenture 

VR. In the study, we obtained positive results in terms of the 4 motivational dimensions: 

“Attention,” “Relevance,” “Confidence’ and “Satisfaction.” 

Keywords: Spherical video-based immersive virtual reality (SV-IVR), chinese culture, ethnic 

minority students, ARCS, EduVenture VR 

1. Ethnic Minority (EM) Students in Hong Kong

Hong Kong is a special administrative region (SAR) of China; Chinese is the first language for over 

90% of the population in this region. In the facet of education, there are about 33,000 ethnic minority 

(EM) students attending local kindergartens and K-12 schools (Legislative Council Secretariat, 2020). 

They belong to the EM groups including Indian, Pakistani, Nepalese, Filipino, etc. EM students’ 

incompetence of understanding Chinese language and Chinese culture largely hinder their personal 

growth and social engagement in Hong Kong, such as pursuing higher education, participating in local 

communities, career development, etc. (Equal Opportunities Commission, 2020). 

2. EduVenture VR

SV-IVR (spherical video-based immersive virtual reality) provides educators with an economical and 

user-friendly way to effectively situate learners centrally in a 360-degree human-recorded real-world 

environment (e.g., Bower et al., 2020; Chang et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021; Chien et al., 2020; Geng et 

al., 2019; Lin et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2021). We proposed a pedagogical framework, namely LIVIE 

(Learner-Immersed Virtual Interactive Expedition), which harnesses SV-IVR to support learners in 

carrying out immersive and interactive virtual fieldwork underpinning to Pedaste et al.’s (2015) 

enquiry-based learning model. EduVenture VR is an integrated SV-IVR learning application 

(http://vr.ev-cuhk.net/) that we developed to technically implement LIVIE in practice. The full 

descriptions of LIVIE and EduVenture VR were documented in our previous publication (Jong et al., 

2019). The pedagogical use of EduVenture VR in geography education was positively proved (Jong et 

al., 2020), but not in the context of Chinese culture learning nor involving EM students. 
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3. ARCS Model of Instructional Motivation 
 

“How to promote students’ motivation to learn” is always an important consideration in any kinds of 

educational activities (Jong et al., 2006, 2008, 2010). From the perspective of instructional sciences, 

Keller (2008, 2010) developed a theoretical model, as well as a questionnaire-based instrument, that 

conceptualises motivation of learning into 4 dimensions, namely Attention, Relevance, Confidence and 

Satisfaction. Attention is about how well students’ interest and their attentiveness can be catered in the 

instructional process. Relevance is about how well students’ learning need and experience can be 

addressed and authentically situated in the instructional process. Confidence is about how well 

students’ belief about their ability to accomplish the learning task can be upheld in the instructional 

process. Satisfaction is about how well students’ recognition of the learning rewards and their sense of 

achievement can be nurtured in the instructional process. Grounding on Keller’s ARCS model and 

referencing his instrument, Jong (2020) developed a 20-item ARCS questionnaire for measuring 

students’ learning motivation in the context of fieldwork-based learning. In Jong’s questionnaire, every 

5 items contribute to an ARCS dimension. Its overall reliability estimate (Cronbach’s alpha) is 0.91; the 

4 dimensions’ reliability estimates range from 0.78 and 0.87. 

 

 

4. Method 
 

This pilot work was conducted in the COVID-19 pandemic context; outdoor fieldwork-based learning 

was not recommended in the circumstance. The study aimed to harness EduVenture VR to give EM 

students exposure to local Chinese culture in Hong Kong. The research participants were 63 ethnic 

minority students (from Grade 7 to Grade 9) from a Hong Kong secondary school. Their participation 

was voluntary. The procedures of the study were as follows: 

1. The research team gave the participants a briefing on the learning task and a demonstration of how 

to operate EduVenture VR on a tablet.  

2. The participants pursued the Chinese culture learning activity with the SV-IVR learning material 

through EduVenture VR. The context and content of the material pivoted on a traditional Chinese 

temple in Hong Kong, namely Man Mo Temple (see Figure 1). Learning scaffolds aligning the 

pedagogical paradigm of LIVIE (Jong et al., 2020) were embedded in the material. 

3. The team carried out the paper-based survey with the 20-item ARCS questionnaire which was 

customised from Jong’s (2020) work. The customisation was based on the tool (i.e., EduVenture 

VR) and the learning context and content (i.e., the local Chinese culture in Hong Kong) involved in 

the learning activity. Each item of the questionnaire was placed along with a 5-point Likert scale 

from “1: Strongly Disagree” to “5: Strongly Agree.” 

 

 
Figure 1. SV-IVR Learning Material used in this Pilot Study: Man Mo Temple. 

 

 

5. Results 
 

A total of 58 completed and valid questionnaires (out of 63) were received. To observe the page limit (3 

pages), we only focus on presenting the findings based on the data gathered through the ARCS survey in 

this paper. 
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The overall reliability estimate (Cronbach’s α) of the customized ARCS questionnaire based on 

the data collected in this study is 0.87; the reliability estimates of the 4 ARCS dimensions range 

satisfactorily between 0.75 and 0.80. Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of the participants’ ratings 

on the instructional motivation of the Chinese culture learning activity with EduVenture VR in 

accordance with the 4 dimensions. In other words, the EM students who participated in the study were 

instructionally motivated to learn the local Chinese culture in Hong Kong with the use of EduVenture 

VR, in terms of “Attention,” “Relevance,” “Confidence,” and “Satisfaction.” 

 

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics the Participants’ ratings on the Chinese Culture Learning Activity 

 Mean Standard Deviation 

A—Attention 3.87 0.84 

R—Relevance 3.89 0.78 

C—Confidence 3.80 0.80 

S—Satisfaction 3.85 0.88 
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Abstract: The National Ballet of Spain, the most important Spanish dance company in the 

world, has been trying for years to attract a younger audience in order to ensure its future. To 

this end, the Ballet published a series of pedagogical booklets that summarize some of their 

most emblematic performances. This paper presents “BNE nos cuenta” (BNE Tells Us a Story), 

a pedagogical pilot project that adds an augmented reality application to those booklets, 

allowing “live” visualizations of the dances. This project aims to be the starting point to measure 

the effectiveness of the augmented reality as a tool for attracting new young audiences.  

Keywords: Augmented Reality, interest, performing arts, spanish dance, national ballet of Spain 

1. Introduction

The National Ballet of Spain (henceforth BNE) has been pursuing the creation of new young audiences 

for the last 10 years. Data tell us that the average age of ballet audiences increases every year (Ministerio 

de Educación, 2015), and that unless new audiences are found the future of this performing art is 

uncertain. To date, the BNE’s main method of attracting new audiences has been the creation of 

pedagogical booklets that tell stories revolving around Spanish dance (Azucena Huidobro; Mercedes 

Palacios, 2016).  

New technologies have proven to be effective tools for increasing interest in the performing 

arts (Manero et al., 2015; Romero-Hernandez et al., 2018), especially among younger audiences. 

Studies indicate that new user interfaces, such as virtual reality and augmented reality (AR), have been 

successful in generating interest in certain subjects (Gutiérrez & Fernández, 2014; Khan, Johnston, & 

Ophoff, 2019). 

     This paper presents an augmented reality application allowing "live" visualizations of the 

dances (Ministerio de Educación, 2015) included in the booklets edited by the BNE. Based on the 

statement: “You only can love what you know”, the educational goal of the booklets is that young 

people, with no contact with the BNE, can get closer to the Spanish dance before attending the show. 

By including augmented reality in those booklets, we intend to increase students' interest in Spanish 

dance by replacing the static drawings of the book with authentic dances. 

This application is the first step of the “BNE nos cuenta” (BNE Tells Us a Story) project. In the 

future, this project aims to investigate the effectiveness of augmented reality as a tool to create new 

audiences for Spanish dance. 

2. App “BNE nos cuenta” (BNE Tells Us a Story)

A book offers a story that can captivate a reader to a greater or lesser degree. If the story is focused on 

Spanish dance, the reader may become immersed in it and may identify him or herself with the 

characters, leading to an increased interest in attending a dance performance or even practicing dance. 

However, dance is a very visual art. In fact, those who attend dance performances often repeat the 

experience. Augmented reality adds a new dimension-movement- to the illustrations in a book, which 

are static. The application "BNE nos cuenta” aims to show small fragments of their productions in 
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augmented reality. The ability to see a dancer perform a dance in three dimensions would seem to be 

more suggestive than a one-dimensional drawing. 
The application begins with a menu (capture a) from which users select the booklet they have 

in hand or the dances they want to watch. Next, the application offers interesting information about 

what we are going to see: a synopsis for contextualization, a link to the PDF of the booklet, and links 

to YouTube videos of pertinent additional content for the user (dance company rehearsals, older 

productions of the same work, etc). 

 

 
Figure 1. The App “BNE nos cuenta” 

 

Upon clicking the "Dances" button, the user enters the AR scene, where one can select dance images 

from the text by pointing to pages marked by icons. The scene is accompanied by the original music of 

the production, allowing users to quickly identify the piece if they later attend the corresponding 

performance. 

In order to not exclude users who do not have booklets, a “no AR” mode has been included. 

This mode allows us to see the same dances but in a 3D recreation of the original BNE rehearsal room. 

 

 

3. Technical Development 

 
The application was developed entirely with Unity3D. This platform includes the ARCore and ARKit 

plugins, augmented reality development toolkits provided by Google (for Android) and Apple (for iOS). 

These two tools coexist in Unity thanks to ARFoundation, a middleware that allows us to develop for 

both platforms at the same time. 

 

3.1 Motion Capture for Animations 

 
The specific movement generated by the dancers involved in the project is captured through the motion 

capture suit “perception neuron,” which is based on sensors placed on all the joints of the body. The 

Axis Neuron software is capable of transferring that information to an avatar in real time, and collects 

and then processes the information. After the capture, a cleaning of each dance is required. The 

coordination and kinesthesia involved in the process require prior knowledge of Spanish dance. 
 

3.2 Artistic Process 

 
3D design is the main pillar of augmented reality, since it allows us to view the dances and the characters 

from all points of view. In each of the booklets we create the necessary characters  for showing the most 

important information of each function.  

Due to the fact that the targets are the devices, the 3D models must be optimal. Following the 

process of retopology and the procurement of maps, we can achieve the greatest possible detail with a 

controlled number of polygons. Next, a rig process is carried out which assigns a skeleton to the 

characters. The animations, on the other hand, are carefully cleaned and improved in conjunction with 

the BNE so that they are as faithful as possible to the real dances- to the point of correcting mistakes 

made by the dancer who recorded them. Finally, these animations are embedded in the character's 

skeleton so that it acquires the necessary movement (see the following figure) 
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Figure 2. Character Design and motion capture.  

 
 

4. Conclusions and Future Work 

 
In this paper we present “BNE nos cuenta” (BNE Tells Us a Story), a mobile application that uses 
augmented reality technology with the aim of increasing young people’s interest in Spanish dance. This 
application is part of a project that aims to measure the effectiveness of this type of technology for the 
generation of new audiences. 

We believe that augmented reality can add something to traditional books: dynamism. A book 
cannot show a dancer in movement, something that we consider essential for  “educating” young people 
about dance. The ability to see a dancer in motion while reading a dance-centric story can increase the 
motivating power of the pedagogical booklets used to create new audiences. So far, according to the 
limited feedback the BNE has had from viewers, this application has generated a great deal of interest 
and anticipation. 

Shortly, we intend to test the effectiveness of this tool among young audiences. We will 
measure the students' interest in Spanish dance before and after the intervention comparing three groups: 
those who used the booklet without the app, those who used the app, and those who did not have any 
previous input. 

If sanitary conditions allow, we plan to include a real BNE show in the experiment. It will allow 
us to measure the effect of this technology on the perception of the spectators of a real show. Besides, 
in 2022 the BNE plans to include our app in their pedagogical workshops. 
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Abstract: The study developed an online educational game, 1946 Base Exploration(beta), 
integrating real person-NPC (Non-Player Character) as scaffolding and simulated environment 
to promote learners strategic planning ability and the history of military monuments. We 
investigated learners’ learning performance and flow state in the game through preliminary 
empirical research. The results showed that learners' learning effectiveness for the knowledge of 
history and the capabilities of strategic planning had significant improvement after the game. 
Moreover, learners had high level of flow during the activity.  

Keywords: Real person-NPC, online educational game, situated learning, history learning 

1. Introduction

In recent years, the education system has been greatly changed from face-to-face to an online approach 
due to the global pandemic of COVID-19. However, if the online instructional design remains in the 
traditional slides or video teaching approach, the learning performance may be inferior because of the 
absence of interaction and situated experience (Chang, Tsai, Yu, Tsai, & Chang, 2020; Dhawan, 2020). 
In particular, environment and history courses that require outdoor exploration should be the most 
severely (Day et al., 2021). Moreover, the games that integrate situated learning with context and 
authenticity are thought to cause learning transfer that can further enhance learners' learning 
performance (Lave & Wenge, 1991; Dawley & Dede, 2014; Lin, Hwang, Fu, & Chen, 2018). If the 
authenticity of the interaction can be increased for role-play based situated learning, the learners will be 
more empathetic and engaged in the learning (Hou, 2021; Hou, 2015). A real person-NPC for 
game-based learning, may be a potential solution. A real person-NPC (i.e., a real person as NPC and 
participating in online in-game role-playing) can provide players with more realistic verbal dialogues 
and behavioral interactions. This mechanism can also be used as a dynamic scaffold, providing players 
with real-time realistic feedback and guidance to facilitate their reflective and planning thinking, as well 
as to diagnose and monitor learners' progress at any time. Nevertheless, research on the real 
person-NPC in education is still limited. Therefore, our research team (Mini Educational Game 
development group in e-Learning Research Center, National Taiwan University of Science and 
Technology, NTUSTMEG) applied Gather Town (http://gather.com) to develop an online educational 
game, 1946 Base Exploration (beta version) (Figure 1), which was integrated the real person-NPCs in 
situated learning. Learners play the role of a group of military officers and investigate an abandoned 
base in northern Taiwan under the guidance of the real person-NPCs a “commander” and a “soldier” 
(played by two trained researchers) (Figure 2). By visiting various military sites in the game, observing 
the appearance, topography, and clues left behind, they need to complete three tasks and learn about the 
background of the military base’s establishment, base structure, and geography. In addition, the task 
will also require the learner to plan the further use of facilities, attack positions and patrol routes that can 
improve learners' spatial orientation and strategic planning abilities. Besides, if learners encounter 
difficulties while on a task, they have limited opportunities to call the real person-NPCs who will give 
them the appropriate clues and scaffolding to complete the task according to their needs or learning 
status. The aims of the study are not only to develop an educational game in military monuments 
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learning but also to analysis the learners’ learning performance, flow as a preliminary empirical 
evaluation. 

 

  
Figure 1. Game screenshot of 1946 Base 

Exploration(beta) 
Figure 2. Real person-NPCs as scaffolding  

 
 
2. Method 
 
Participants in this study were 12 adults in Taiwan (9 males, 3 females). They were grouped with three 
members in each group. Each group participates with a personal computer and uses a microphone to 
communicate with each other for the learning activity. In the analysis of learning performance, the 
contents of pretest and the posttest were the same. The test was designed referring to the case of 
investigating the virtual military base, including 4 major tasks, 18 questions in total. To evaluate the 
learners’ flow, this study referred to Kiili’s flow scale (2006), which was translated and revised by Hou 
and Chou (2012). The flow scale includes two dimensions, namely the flow antecedent and flow 
experience. All scales were scored on a five-point Likert scale. The reliability of the flow questionnaire 
(Cronbach’s alpha=0.931) showed high internal consistency. The procedure of the learning activity 
firstly had the pretest (20 minutes), and played the game (60 minutes), which was followed by the 
posttest (20 minutes) and the flow questionnaire (10 minutes). 
 
 
3. Results and Discussions 
 
For learning performance, a Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to compare the results of learning 
performance between the pretest and posttest. The results showed there was a significant difference in 
the score for the pre-test and post-test (Z=-2.77, p<0.01) (see Table 1), and it suggested that learners’ 
knowledge of history and the capabilities of strategic planning improved through this game. As for the 
flow, the overall flow score (M=4.23), flow antecedent sub-dimension (M=4.18), and flow experience 
sub-dimension (M=4.28) were all above the median (the median in a five-point scale =3) (see Table 2). 
The results indicated that learners were deeply involved in the game. 
 
Table 1. The Mean and Standard Deviation of Learning Performance. 

 M SD Z Sig. 
pre-test 5.50 3.63 -2.77 .006** post-test 9.00 3.54 

**p < .01 
 
Table 2. The Mean and Standard Deviation of Flow State Scores. 

Dimensions M SD 
Flow antecedents 4.18 0.58 

Challenge 4.17 0.91 
Goal 4.25 0.54 
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Feedback 3.88 0.88 
Control 4.42 0.51 
Playability 4.17 0.89 

Flow experience 4.28 0.46 
Concentration 4.50 0.55 
Time distortion 4.33 0.49 
Autotelic experience 4.54 0.53 
Loss of self-consciousness 3.29 1.05 

Overall Flow 4.23 0.49 
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
The study developed an online educational game, 1946 Base Exploration(beta), integrating real 
person-NPC mechanism and simulated environment, trying to enhance the learners’ situated experience 
of learning under the COVID-19. The results revealed that the game can be helpful to enhance students’ 
learning in the knowledge of history and the capabilities of strategic planning. The results of the flow 
analysis also showed a high level of learner engagement. These preliminary findings showed that an 
online educational game integrated with real person-NPC mechanism for history learning are effective 
in promoting learners’ learning performance. Future study would employ the quasi-experiment design 
to compare the effectiveness of this game with control group (e.g., teaching approach, role-playing 
method), and continue to explore learners' geographic awareness, historical empathy, and learning 
motivation. 
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Abstract: The study proposes a learning method that combines English summary-speaking 

tasks using Mobile Application for Summary-speaking Task (MAST) as preparation and 

face-to-face pair work. The method aims to increase learners’ skill for utilizing previous 

knowledge, such as strategic competence. Although we demonstrated the effectiveness of pair 

work, the effective of self-study using MAST on pair work remains unclear. Therefore, this 

study aims to investigate the necessity of self-study using MAST for pair work. The results 

indicate that students who conducted sufficient self-study using MAST as preparation followed 

by pair work could reflect on their speech and consider detailed improvements, that led to an 

effective experiential learning model. 

Keywords: Technology enhanced language learning, speaking skill, strategic competence 

1. Introduction

With the advent of globalization, improvement in English-speaking skills is becoming an increasingly 

crucial issue. In Japan, many learners can only manage simple daily conversations in English despite 

their basic English skills. For example, a survey conducted by ALC Press Inc. (2016) revealed that even 

university students with considerable knowledge of the English language can only perform simple daily 

conversations during speaking tests. 

To address this issue, the study proposes pair work that facilitates the use of strategic competence 

among learners (Celce-Murcia et al., 1995), especially replacement words, adding explanations, and 

reconstructing concepts to be expressed (hereafter collectively referred to as “self-problem-solving 

strategies”) to increase their skill for utilizing previous knowledge. In the pair work, one of the pair 

members gives a speech. Both members then reflect on the speech pair in terms of rephrasing to 

enhance the listeners’ comprehension. The task requires them to add more phrases using 

self-problem-solving strategies to express their intended meaning. Additionally, we proposed the use of 

the Mobile Application for Summary-speaking Task (MAST), which we developed, as preparation for 

the pair work. MAST offers several practices that enable learners to grasp content and use appropriate 

words to construct a summary. It enables learners to focus on syntactic processes for summary speaking 

and improve grammatical encoding (Nakaya & Murota, 2016). Therefore, learners can concentrate on 

the vocabulary they need to use in the speech during pair work. 

Although we have demonstrated the effectiveness of pair work (Nakaya & Murota, 2019) 

previously, the effect of self-study using MAST on pair work remains unclear. Therefore, this paper 

aims to investigate the necessity of self-study using MAST for pair work. 

2. Overview of the Learning Method

2.1 Preparation Using MAST 
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Using MAST, learners read an English article and provide its summary in English. Further, MAST 

provides a short question-and-answer practice to help learners focus on syntactic processing when 

delivering the summary. During this practice, MAST poses short questions related to the article’s 

content, for which the learner provides oral responses similar to a pseudo-interactive conversation. By 

repeating the short question-and-answer practice, learners finally grasp the content of their intended 

expression and use appropriate words for the summary. Importantly, they can focus on syntactic 

processing during summary speaking. 

This procedure was designed based on Levelt’s (1989) production model. When speaking, people 

conceptualize what they want to say, retrieve the necessary vocabulary from the lexicon, and arrange 

them in the appropriate word order. MAST aims to help learners focus on syntactic processing by 

reminding them of what they want to say and the vocabulary they should use through a 

summary-speaking practice and short question-and-answer practices (for more details, see Nakaya & 

Murota, 2016). 

 

2.2 Face-to-face Pair Work 

 
The steps of the proposed pair work are as follows. First, a learner gives a summary speech. During the 

speech, the peer listener draws a picture on the worksheet to demonstrate what has been understood. In 

the second step, the pair reflects on the speech. They confirm what the listener could and could not 

understand based on the picture. Subsequently, they discuss and write other phrases on the worksheet 

using their own knowledge to increase the listener’s comprehension of the summary speech. The 

worksheet aims to motivate learners in reflecting on the speech using self-problem-solving strategies. 

In this study, the learners practiced speaking in English through self-study using MAST as 

preparation for pair work, and in the pair work, they presented summaries and reflected on them. 

According to Levelt’s (1998) model, cognitive load is expected to occur mainly in retrieving necessary 

words and mainly for grammatical encoding. Preparation using MAST enables learners to improve 

grammatical encoding such that they can concentrate on retrieving words necessary for the speech in 

the pair work. As a result, it is expected that reflection during pair work could enable learners to focus 

not only on fluency related to grammatical encoding but also on self-problem-solving strategies related 

to word retrieval more effectively. 

 

 

3. Experiment and Results 

 
We observed an English class that conducted self-study using MAST and face-to-face pair work. 

Students engaged in self-study using MAST at home for six days. On the seventh day, they did 

face-to-face pair work in class. Twenty-one undergraduate students practiced English-speaking for four 

weeks using this method. Before and after the learning period, we conducted pre- and post-tests, which 

instructed the students to speak in English about their club activities or their majors. 

Fifteen students practiced it using MAST at home for two weeks or more, whereas six students 

practiced for less than two weeks. Therefore, to investigate the effectiveness of preparation using 

MAST on pair work, we compared the numbers of self-problem-solving strategies used by the students 

with and without sufficient self-study preparation. 

We conducted mixed two-way repeated measures ANOVA (Table 1) and calculated G 2 as an 

effect size. The between-subject factor was preparation, which had two levels (i.e., with and without 

preparation); the within-subject factor was test term, which also had two levels (i.e., pre- and post-tests). 

The study observed statistically significant differences in both factors and marginal differences in the 

interaction between them. The post-analysis result demonstrated statistically significant differences 

between preparation at post-test (F(1,19) = 6.751, p < .05, G 2 = 0.262) and among test terms at 

preparation using MAST (F(1,14) = 11.481, p < .01, G 2 = 0.235). 

According to the results, we concluded that to enhance the effectiveness of pair work, learners 

should conduct preparation using MAST. This effectiveness indicates that students who conducted 

English summary speaking through self-study using MAST as preparation may experience Kolb’s 

(1994) experiential learning model. Notably, the students who practiced summary speaking using 

MAST at home gave a summary speech during pair work using phrases that were used during self-study. 
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The peer listener frequently failed to understand some phrases or expressions of the speaker’s speech, 

such that the students failed to deliver what they wanted to express (concrete experiences in Kolb’s 

model). Afterward, the speaker and the listener reflected on the speaker’s own speech and reflected on 

concrete improvements based on self-problem-solving strategies (reflective observation). Through 

these activities, the students became aware of the efficacy of using strategies (abstract 

conceptualization), such that they used them during their speeches in English in the following week’s 

self-study or the pair work (active experimentation). 

 

Table 1. Mixed Two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA 

Measures Source 
Sum of 

Squares 
DOF 

Mean 

Square 
F-value p-value G2 

Number of 

self-problem-solving 

strategies 

Between 

preparation  
33.717 1 33.717 6.243 0.021* 0.199 

Among test terms 8.860 1 8.860 5.058 0.037* 0.061 

Interaction 6.192 1 6.192 3.535 0.076+ 0.044 

 

  
Figure 1. Number of Problem-solving Skills used by Students in the Tests. 

 

 

4. Conclusion and Future Work 

 
We investigated the effectiveness of summary speaking through self-study using MAST as preparation 

in face-to-face pair work. Our analysis revealed that self-study using MAST as preparation enables 

students to reflect on their own speech, which may lead to reflection based on self-problem-solving 

strategies and increased awareness of the efficacy of such strategies. 

We recommend that future studies should improve this method—that is, focus on how to continue 

self-study using MAST—and investigate its effectiveness in detail using a larger sample. 
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Abstract: This paper investigates the possibility of classifying Japanese university EFL learners 
on the basis of learning behavior on the online training courseware, learners’ learning strategies, 
and predicting learners' proficiency. Clustering and decision tree analyses employed in this 
study indicated that learning strategies play a mediating role in predicting proficiency and that 
each cluster revealed characteristics in learning behavior on the courseware. 
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1. Introduction

The possibility of relating log data with other psychological and pedagogical constructs has been 
investigated in the field of learning analytics. However, applications to foreign language learning have 
not been sufficiently discussed thus far (Ono, 2018; Ono & Ashizawa 2020). This paper is a replication 
of our earlier study on the log data collected on dictation practice courseware (Ono & Ashizawa, 2020), 
with a preliminary focus on the relationship between Japanese EFL learners’ learning strategies and 
learning behavior. Our former paper was based on the data collected within a short research design, and 
the essential questions on the relationship between learning strategies and their listening proficiencies 
were unexplored. The current study follows the preliminary study with almost the same participants and 
a longer research design (eight weeks). We conclude that the data on learning strategies and learning 
behavior could classify participants and predict their proficiency. 

2. The Research Project

2.1 Prediction and Personalization from Log Data 

The prominence and influence of learning analytics is strongly activated in the interdisciplinary field of 
learning sciences as a whole, and in particular, the CSCL community (Tan & Koh, 2017). Ono (2018) 
discusses the importance of exploring the possibility that learning behavior be collected as learning 
behavior data in an online learning environment in cases of foreign language online learning, since this 
might directly lead to the automatized “personalization” and “adaptation” of learners’ learning. Chen et 
al. (2016) stressed the importance of including learning style data in addition to learning behavior data. 
This study sets learning strategies as mediating factors in explaining learning behaviors under the 
assumption that online learning strategies should reflect learning behaviors. 

2.2 Dictation Task 

Dictation is the process of writing down what someone else has said. Oller (1971) evaluated dictation 
tasks by providing learners with expectancy grammar skills and promoting general proficiency. Heaton 
(1975) pointed out that dictation tasks can predict concepts such as phonetical discrimination, 
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vocabulary knowledge, grammatical knowledge, listening comprehension, and phonological memory 
span. This task is intended to activate both the top-down and bottom-up processes. In the field of 
Japanese EFL research, it is agreed that both processes interact in listening tasks: the top-down process 
is activated, especially when the learners cannot understand phonetic information (Satori, 2010). 
Dictation tasks involve a variety of processing factors to complete online tasks, and task completion 
requires grammatical, phonological, cognitive, and other general skills to promote proficiency. 
 
2.3 Courseware 
 
As in Ono and Ashizawa (2020), this study used the courseware “CaLabo MX,” produced by CHIeru©,  
Japan (https://www.chieru.co.jp/products/high-school/calabo-mx/) The support modules (parameters) 
are presented in Figure 1 and Table 1. In addition to these data, we collected logging frequency, mean 
time per activity, and total time length for each activity as the sum, mean, and length (ms), respectively. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Screenshot of the support modules  
 
Table 1. Parameters   
① Seek the place to start to play (Seek) 
② Push the Play/Stop button (Play Stop) 
③ Go back 2 seconds (Back) 

④ Go forward 2 seconds (Forward) 
⑤ Set the A-B point for repetition 

(AB) 
⑥ Change the speed (Speed) 

 

 
2.4 Listening Strategies 
 
Ono and Ashizawa (2020) conducted a survey on listening learning strategies on EFL strategy inventory 
(ELLSI) constructed by Nix (2016). The data were analyzed into four factors using explanatory factor 
analysis. This study employed the same questionnaire for analysis. The factors are listed in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Factors of Listening Strategies 

Factor 1 Global Understanding 
Strategies 
(Global) 

Factor 
3 

Knowledge and Experience-Based Strategies 
(Knowledge) 

Factor 2 Paralinguistic and Grouping 
Strategies (Paralinguistic) 

Factor 
4 

General Listening Learning Strategies 
(General) 

 
 
3. Study 
 
We set up the following two research questions:  

RQ1: How are  data classified on the basis of learners’ proficiency, strategies, and behaviors, and what 
are the characteristics of each cluster? 

RQ2: What is the relationship between learning behavior/listening strategies and general proficiency? 
During the autumn term of the 2020 academic year, 79 first-year college students participated in the 
study. Since all the participants had joined the former project, all were familiar with the use of the 
courseware. The total number of log data collected in this study for analysis was 39,887. For RQ1, a 
cluster analysis was conducted to determine the classification, followed by ANOVA to observe how 
the values differed among clusters. The clustering employed the square Euclidean distance measure and 
the ward method. The descriptive statistics of each parameter are presented in Tables 2 and 3. The 
between-group differences are summarized in Table 3. For the total, TOEIC-IP scores were employed. 
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The results of the decision tree are illustrated in Table 4. It was indicated that the factors of strategy use 
appear as top nodes, and some learning behavior factors are relevant factors.  

4. Concluding Remarks 
 
This study explored the possibility of classifying Japanese university EFL learners on the basis of 
learning strategies and learning behavior, and predicting general proficiency. We investigated the 
individual learning process using a large-scale longitudinal research design for future research. 
 

Table 3. Descriptive Statistics of Each Parameter 

 
 

Table 4. Multiple Comparison (TukeyHSD) 

 
 

Table 5. Characteristics of Each Cluster 

Cluster 
1 

Lower proficiency, Fewer action, Less 
activity time 

Cluster 
3 

Highest proficiency, Fewer action, Less 
activity time, Listening strategies motivated, 
Fewer action 

Cluster 
2 

Middle proficiency, Frequent Play, 
Stop/Back, Change speeds, Bottom-up 
behavior enhanced, Long activity time 

Cluster 
4 

Only three members, Frequent and repeated 
use of AB, Long activity time 

 

 
Figure 2. Result by decision tree 
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Abstract: Learning analytics depicts the process of assessing, evaluating, and measuring 
student performance and the effectiveness of the teaching and learning process delivered by 
educators. The objective of learning analytics is to optimize students’ learning by maximizing 
the pedagogical technique, assistive technologies, and cognitive abilities of learners. It is argued 
that the learning can be varied and subjective, however, with the use of technology, big data 
application, and machine learning, the process of learning can be empowered through learning 
analytics. This whole ecosystem proves to be the best practice in understanding student learning 
needs in tangible ways. The researcher employed descriptive and correlational studies to 
determine the relationship between learning analytics features and studied variables. Three 
dimensions of learning analytics were involved in the study: summative, real-time, and 
predictive. A set of questionnaires was distributed to 350 students enrolled in various programs 
at Universiti Putra Malaysia. Based on the results, it was found that demographic profiles of the 
respondents include age, gender, type of student, credit hours intake, concern on achievement, 
learning preference, and learning motivation contributed significantly to learning analytic 
features when ANOVA and T-Test being employed in the analytical procedures. Our finding 
also revealed that there was a strong and positive direction of learning analytic features based on 
the Pearson Correlation report. In summary, the current study unveils the influence of 
demographic characteristics of learners on learning analytic features. It is apparent from the 
findings that the learning analytics features shall consider the extrinsic and intrinsic values of 
the learners that include assistive technology, learning performance, and motivation. With a 
blend of values in understanding learning analytics study, the extensive study related to learners 
profiling is necessary to empower the learning experience comprehensively.  

Keywords: Students’ expectations, learning analytics, students’ profiling, big data, machine 
learning 

1. Introduction

Formal education has evolved in a myriad of ways. From conventional and traditional teaching method 
where educator plays the central role to Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), virtual reality and 
blended learning, just to name a few; advance pedagogical methods for content delivery. Additionally, 
educators have been pushed to integrate technologies in their teaching and learning procedures 
(Beldarrain, 2006). Not only the preparation and investment of technology, but educators are also 
spending many efforts in designing curriculum that meets technology requirement to ensure learning 
'happens'(Lee & Yuan, 2018).  

It is notable, the meaningful learning experience occurs when there is adequate interaction 
between teacher and student. Abundant efforts have been expanded by educators to design the 
curriculum that ensembles the values of that interaction (Elias, 2011). The crux of the education process 
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has always been placed to the use of technology to enhance interactions. Hence without the right tools 
and technologies, the process of learning might be tangle and disconnect from the learning objective.  

The term ‘learning analytic’ varies, depending on the context and field of study. Therefore, 
understanding the extent of the learning effectiveness is vital to flourishing the holistic learning 
ecosystem. To scrutinize the learning effectiveness, learning analytics has been adopted to exaggerate 
the aforementioned issues in education. This research was initially carried out partially from the whole 
learning analytic project that includes the development of a chatbot, dashboard, and playbook to 
investigate the learners' characteristics and profiling. Inferential analysis was undertaken to determine 
relationships that exist between demographic profiling of the learners and learning analytic features. 
 
2. Methodology 
 
In this study, data was collected by utilizing a survey research design in a form questionnaire. The 
implementation of a descriptive quantitative survey and correlational study was done by selecting 500 
students from Universiti Putra Malaysia. They were selected using a random sampling technique. 500 
questionnaires were distributed and 350 respondents (70%) completed the survey which was valid with 
information and utilized in this research. The distribution process as well as a collection of 
questionnaires took almost a month to be completed. A descriptive and inferential analysis approach 
was used in this study to interpret the data obtained, which were mostly categorical. 
 
3. Results 
 
The findings of this study reveal that there is a strong correlation among learning analytic features: 
summative, real-time, and predictive. Each item that categorizes under the features describes important 
indications of learning analytics environment in a Malaysian university. Students' age, gender, types of 
student, credit hours intake, concern on achievement, learning preference, and learning motivation are 
those contributors to the success of learning analytics. In addition, the researchers divided these 
characterizations into two types of values: extrinsic and intrinsic values. Signals were posted in the 
findings depicting the parameter of characterization of learners is vital to construe learning analytics 
ecosystem.  
 
4. Significance of Research 
 
Learning analytics is imperative in the era of digitalization and online learning environment to maintain 
the balance of teaching and delivery units for achieving success in an academic context. It is feasible to 
build a learning analytics system that able to capture data, however, more importantly, to discern the 
characterization of learners. Understanding learners through profiling their behaviors and preferences 
has contributed to the important finding of the study and neglecting these factors will produce a 
detrimental effect on the overall learning analytics study. Researchers are continuing to measure the 
impact of learning analytics application teaching and learning, and customization of data captured in 
learning analytic tools to combat the run-off from providing a relevant learning experience to students. 
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Abstract: Environmental problems have consistently become a global concern since decades 
ago. Most people possess knowledge and awareness of the importance of caring for the 
environment. However, there are still many who do not practice pro-environmental behaviour. 
As an effort to cultivate the behaviour among the millennial generation, this paper presents a 
proposal to develop a mobile application. This paper will discuss the model used to frame the 
content of the application, as well as the methodological aspects of the application development. 
The mobile application produced through this research will contribute to support its users to 
initiate and maintain the practice of pro-environmental behaviours.  

Keywords: Mobile application, environmental behaviour, sustainable development, readiness 

1. Introduction

Mobile applications have created a massive difference in people’s lives. By using mobile applications, 
learning becomes convenient. It can happen anywhere and anytime as it provides on-the-go 
information-seeking expediency. Nowadays, various downloadable educational mobile applications of 
various content can be found in the market. Depending on the design and length of the content, mobile 
learning such through mobile application was reported in a previous study to be effective to improve 
learners’ achievement and motivation (Haag, 2011). In addition, Han and Lee’s (2018) systematic 
literature review reported that mobile applications have a positive impact on behaviour change. 
Although their study was conducted specifically on health-related behavioural change, the fact that this 
finding arises from the results of an analysis of 20 credible articles felt enough to show that it is worth 
exploring the way to design and develop mobile applications for promoting environmental behaviour 
change. This is especially due to the urgent situation that calls for an immediate environmental 
mitigation plan to combat the prolonged environmental issues that has always been a no-win. The 
significance of this initiative is also supported by Henkel et al, (2019). According to them, green 
information systems and digital nudging are effective to increase pro-environmental behaviour on the 
individual, organizational, and societal level. Through a particular function or interface element, digital 
nudging could guide people to perform a particular action by applying priming effects or status quo bias 
(Henkel et al., 2019).  

Following this, the aim of this study is to design and develop a mobile application for fostering 
environmental behaviour change, as well as promoting sustainable commitment to perform pro-
environmental actions. Specifically, the objectives of the proposed study are: (i) to identify 
environmental activities that can be participated in by the public of different groups; (ii) to design and 
develop a mobile application that can help the public to self-regulate their commitment for participating 
in pro-environmental actions according to their interest and needs; (iii) to design and develop a mobile 
application that can provide support to initiate and sustain pro-environmental behaviour; and (iv) to 
investigate the users perspectives on the usability of the mobile application developed. 

2. Transtheroetical Model as theoretical framework
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To design this mobile application, this project will refer to the Transtheoretical Model (TTM) as a 
theoretical framework. TTM which was proposed by Prochaska and DiClemente (1982) brings together 
psychological and sociological factors in behaviour change. “The Transtheoretical Model (TTM) uses 
stages of change to integrate processes and principles of change across major theories of intervention, 
hence the name Transtheoretical” (Prochaska et al., 2008, p.97). According to this model, one’s progress 
in behavioural change can be explained based on his/her stage of change. Stage of change refers to the 
degree of readiness an individual exhibits toward adopting a particular behaviour (Spencer et al., 2007). 
The concept of stages of change suggests that one can improve to a higher level over time. However, 
the model also suggests that time is not the sole factor, but requires interaction with processes of change. 
With regard to these both concepts – i.e. stage of change and process of change, the underlying idea is 
that intervention for a successful behaviour change should be tailored to a person’s specific current 
stage for change. 
 
 
3. Methodology 
 
ADDIE Model is commonly used as a step-by-step guide to develop learning media. In the proposed 
study, I will follow the 5 traditional stages as suggested in the ADDIE model. The details for each of 
the steps are explained below.  
 
3.1 Phase 1 – Analyse 
 
The need to develop the mobile application has been justified in the research background section. 
Therefore, the first phase involves identification of the content of the application. As this study adopts 
TTM, the content of the TTM is mainly to propose environmental activities or experiences that are 
suitable for individuals’ stage of change. To meet this purpose, an online survey will be distributed to 
environmental related organisations in Malaysia. The survey will contain open ended questions on how 
the public can get involved with their organisations’ environmental projects or activities.  
 
3.2 Phase 2 – Designing 
 
The findings from the previous phase will be used to design the content of the mobile application. In 
general, the idea is to design the content into two parts. The first part consists of a diagnosis for 
determining the users’ current readiness to change or stage of change. The second part offers 
suggestions of pro-environmental activities the users may join and ways to get involved in the activities. 
As suggested in the TTM, the activities will be mapped according to different processes of change for 
specific stages of changes.  
 
3.3 Phase 3 – Development 
 
This phase will translate the designed content into a tangible prototype of a mobile application. At this 
stage, the research group will work closely with the technology developer in order to produce the 
application that is interactive and attractive. More importantly, the mobile application is also aimed to 
be practical and user-friendly to ensure technical aspects will not affect the efficiency of the mobile 
application.  
 
3.4 Phase 4 – Implementation  
 
After the prototype has been developed, a group of samples will be selected to pilot the application. The 
pilot study will be conducted for 6 months. The duration is to allow the respondents to be familiar with 
the system. In addition, based on the comparison between the concepts for each stage of change in the 
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TTM, this duration is deemed necessary to observe significant change in one’s behaviour.  
 
3.5 Phase 5 – Evaluation 
 
In this phase the usability of the mobile application will be evaluated. The usability evaluation will be 
made through a questionnaire that will be distributed to 150 users and interviews with 20 participants. 
The interview aims to get more detailed overviews on how the mobile application could be better in 
terms of its content, interface and system. 
 
 
4. Expected Implication of the Study 
 
The mobile application proposed in this paper is for the form of a lifestyle application.  It is an 
application that supports people to go about their daily lives. By using this application, the users will 
be guided on how to initiate or maintain their practice of pro-environmental behaviour as its content 
provides customised support for each individual based on his/her current stage of change.  
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Abstract: Gamification has become an important strategy for teaching and the growing use of 
mobile phones makes it possible to combine learning with AR. The study outlined in this paper 
aimed to explore the use of gamified augmented reality apps in the formation of interest among 
vocational college students. In this study, the researcher chose a class that used a gamified AR 
app named XploreRAFE+ in a vocational college in China as a specific case to understand the 
use of gamified AR apps in the formation of interest. Multiple qualitative techniques, namely 
observation, interviews and document analysis were used to collect data. The findings of the 
study indicated that the use of XploreRAFE+ apps could create a meaningful learning 
environment that cultivated students’ interest. 
 
Keywords: Learning interest, gamification; augmented reality; vocational college students 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
In the context of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the application forms of gamification are constantly 
changing. Augmented reality (AR), as an emerging technology, brings new digital learning experience 
to learners (Sachs, 2016). The use of gamification and AR technology has shown significant advantages 
in enhancing students’ learning interest (Bressler & Bodzin, 2013). Interest, which is one important 
aspect of motivation and engagement, is a powerful motivational force (Harackiewicz, Smith, & 
Priniski, 2016). However, as the decline of vocational college students' quality and recognition degree 
of vocational colleges, as well as the outdated and backward teaching methods in vocational colleges, 
many scholars have found that students in vocational colleges generally have a problem of lack of 
interest in learning in China (Hu & Hong, 2020). Students' lack of interest in learning has become an 
urgent problem to be solved. Therefore, in this study, the researcher chose an English class at a 
vocational college that used a gamified AR apps named XploreRAFE+ as a specific case to understand 
the use of gamified augmented reality apps in the formation of interest. 
 
 
2. Research Goals 

 
The goals of this study were fourfold. The first goal was to explore the process of interest formation and 
its relevant influencing factors among vocational college students in a gamified AR environment. The 
second goal was to explore how a gamified AR environment triggers students in English language 
learning. The third goal was to explore how a gamified AR environment immerses students in English 
language learning. The fourth goal was to explore how a gamified AR environment extends students’ 
learning experience. 
 
 
3. Research Methodology 
 
The researcher adopted a qualitative case study which focuses on the integration of a gamified AR apps 
named XploreRAFE+ on students’ learning interest in a vocational college in China. Meanwhile, data 
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were collected through observation, focus group discussions and prolong interviews, and document 
analysis over the course of one month on thirty-eight vocational college students. The data were 
analyzed through the four phases, namely data preparation, reading and memoing emergent ideas, 
reading and memoing emergent ideas, and developing interpretations and drawing conclusions. A 
constant comparative strategy advocated by the grounded theory approach (Charmaz, 2006) was used in 
the analysis process as it is suitable for answering the research questions in the study (Merriam & 
Tisdell, 2015).  
 
 
4. Results 
 
This study suggests that a gamified AR environment constructed through the use of XploreRAFE+ apps 
could create a meaningful learning environment. In the learning environment, the process of interest 
formation is a dynamic loop including piquing curiosity, experiencing optimal learning experience, and 
perceiving meaningfulness. Further, its use has piqued students’ interest to learn English by fostering 
students’ autonomy, competence and relatedness with real-life experience, all of which resonates with 
the main psychological needs for intrinsic motivation. Meanwhile, the integration of the gamified AR 
apps could also enhance students’ confidence and improve their English learning experience. 
 
 
5. Future Plans 
 
According to the findings of the study, to cultivate students' interest in learning, attention should be paid 
to the use of meaningful game elements such as play, choice, engagement and reflection in instructional 
design. Meanwhile, installing the features of AR technology offers novel perceptions, and 
supplementing virtual information on the real environment to different stages of interest formation is 
also significant to foster students’ learning interest. Gamification elements such as leaderboard and 
timers also can be used in different stages to further stimulate or control students’ engagement. 
However, these elements are, as claimed by Nicholson (2015), more suitable for short-term change. To 
cultivate students' interest in learning and foster a long-term behavior, the meaningful gamification 
elements combining the use of AR technology are significant as the combination can effectively 
enhance students’ competence, autonomy, and relatedness. Especially, for vocational college students, 
it also improved their confidence and brought pleasure learning experience. These not only meet 
vocational college students’ psychological needs, but also bring them positive emotional values. 
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Abstract: How to learn both theory and skills in nursing remains to be a compelling issue of 
nursing institutes as the world is still in the midst of an alarming public health concern, the 
COVID-19.  While schools of nursing migrated to online teaching and learning and created 
various online flexible teaching and learning modalities and options, the effective transfer of 
knowledge and skills is muddled because of the expanding digital divide especially among 
nursing students with low to absent connectivity and capability.  This qualitative-descriptive 
study found eight emerging themes (i.e., Create and innovate, Save and curate, Establish
learning space, Develop mental strength and resilience, Intrapersonal  care and reflective 
practice, Seek help, support, and negotiate, Plan ahead, and Self-discipline) that encapsulate 
the strategies used by nursing students in coping with their learning heavily afflicted by the 
phenomenon, digital divide.  Collectively, the themes are considered future skills vital to 
succeed in online learning and soon, in the rapidly evolving world of work after graduation.  It is 
recommended that institutes of nursing shall devise more effective flexible learning options that 
bridge learning gaps and facilitate the course of actions to help nursing students achieve quality 
learning outcomes in both theory and practice despite the digital divide. 

Keywords: COVID-19, coping strategies, digital divide, online learning, nursing education 

1. Introduction

The world needs to be nursed back to health. However, with the current global health crisis, COVID-19, 
learning both theory and skills in nursing becomes even more challenging as nursing institutes prepare 
nursing students to become competent and compassionate professional nurses (Dewart et al., 2020). 
Enabling them to foster promotive, preventive, curative, rehabilitative and palliative care among 
patients across the lifespan is crucial as they are the future of any healthcare system.  However, the 
quality of teaching and learning in nursing is further aggravated by the digital divide.  While other 
institutions may afford and enjoy simulations and augmented reality, most nursing institutes still resort 
to free or adopted online platforms at minimal costs as they try to employ various creative and 
innovative teaching and learning activities(Adrian et al., 2016; Wüller et al., 2019).  Higher education is 
celebrated as a vehicle for economic success and when the massification and digitization of higher 
education mean it is available to more people, in more places, than ever but the digital inequality is 
getting worse (Hill & Lawton, 2018). The integration and adoption of digital technologies have enabled 
improvements in the quality of and inclusion in higher education. However, a significant proportion of 
the population has either remained or become digitally excluded (Khalid & Pedersen, 2016). Cognizant 
about the nature and implications of the digital divide, nursing education is not immune to experience 
this compelling concern especially among nursing students with low to absent connectivity.  In this 
regard, the study explored the coping mechanisms of these nursing students relative to their experiences 
of the digital divide.  Specifically, it sought to surface the phenomenon through the central questions: 
What is it like to experience “digital divide” in a remote learning environment? and What coping 
mechanisms are being used to overcome “digital divide”? The findings are the springboard to 
developing courses of action crucial to teaching and learning. 
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2. Research Methods 
 
This study employed an exploratory sequential design with the preliminary qualitative results presented 
in this paper.  Using a purposive sampling technique, the participants were ten (10) nursing students 
enrolled in a nursing institute in the Philippines.  Using the CHED categorization of students, these 
students were identified as students who have some mobile phones or no access to technology, and with 
poor or no internet connection. In selecting the participants, a brief qualifying survey was conducted. 
The study used semi-structured interviews that were fully transcribed and analyzed subscribing to the 
tenets of trustworthiness in qualitative studies (Nowell et al., 2017). 
 
 
3. Preliminary Results 
 

 
Figure 1. Thematic map 

 
Eight themes emerged in the findings: 1.) Create and innovate, 2.) Save and curate, 3.) Establish 
learning space, 4.) Develop mental strength and resilience, 5.) Intrapersonal care and reflective 
practice; 6. Seek help, support, and negotiate, 7.) Plan ahead, and 8.) Self-discipline.  The first theme, 
Create and innovate refers to the creative and innovative approaches made by students such as the use 
of self-designed patient substitutes like dolls, bolsters, tomatoes, family members, among a few.  The 
second theme, Save and curate, is related to the nursing students’ efforts to downloading and saving 
extracted modules for printing, and videos to augment learning embracing “anytime, anywhere” kind of 
learning.  The third theme, Establish physical learning space, reflects the nursing students’ ways of 
finding and establishing a convenient spot, and quiet learning environment.  The fourth theme, Develop 
mental strength and resilience, refers to resilience and adaptation or acclimatization in managing 
anxiety and stress relevant to their online engagement despite the digital gaps. The Intrapersonal care 
and reflective practice, the fifth theme, pertains to nursing students’ capacity to foster self-love to 
pursue their future professional nursing career, and reflection to discern and define what the future 
holds despite the challenges brought by the digital divide. As regards the sixth theme, Seek help, 
support and negotiate, the nursing students often reach out to their classmates, 
more-knowledgeable-person, and teachers through Facebook messenger, mobile texting, and other low 
data-driven mechanisms of communication and collaboration.  The seventh theme, Plan ahead, is 
associated with the nursing students’ efforts to construct feasible goals and objectives specifying 
weekly goals and objectives to overcome procrastination and save data for learning purposes only.  
Lastly, Self-discipline, refers to the nursing students’ capability to police the self regarding academic 
performance, either individual or collaborative modalities. 
 
 
4. Future Works 
 
To further validate the results of this study, the researcher will develop an instrument representing the 
dimensions of the themes identified in its first phase.  This instrument shall undergo a statistical test to 
establish convergent validity, discriminant validity, and construct reliability prior to full deployment.  
The structural model will be administered to select universities with nursing programs that utilized 
online learning platforms as the primary mode of delivery.   The survey results shall be analyzed using 
the Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Model or PLS-SEM using the latest version of smartPLS ( 
Hair et al., 2014).   The design for this stage of the study is guided by the context of the study, prior 
research on the impact of technology in nursing, and intended sample size (de la Cuesta et al., 2019; J. 
Hair et al., 2017)  
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5. Implications in Nursing Education 
 
Institutions of nursing envision themselves to provide quality nursing education that prepares nursing 
graduates to have social importance and contribute to the development of a nation.  Oftentimes, quality 
education is measured by standard metrics designed to assess, monitor, and evaluate teaching and 
learning, community engagement and service, and research.  Nursing graduates from these education 
institutions are products of the whole educational process and they echo what transpires from their 
learning experiences into their future workplaces. Therefore, it is imperative for institutions of learning 
to revisit their approaches in shaping and preparing their students as the educational landscape keeps on 
changing especially that they face the adversities elicited by the COVID-19 pandemic.  The quality of 
learning in an online environment may be compromised by the digital divide in this regard. The digital 
divide is caused by various limitations in learning resources such as low or lack of connectivity and 
devices, absence of prolific infrastructures, or learning management system, among others.  The digital 
divide in a general sense can increase learning gaps in students. For instance, a low or absent 
connectivity and capability rapidly expand the widening gaps in online learning.  Like any other 
institution, nursing education institutes should help address the surmounting digital divide that 
contributes largely to learning inequality among students. Looking at the findings of this study, future 
skills have emerged based on the themes generated from the interviews. The nursing students have 
mentioned several strategies to resolving connectivity and capability concerns. The coping strategies 
used by the nursing students in dealing with their experiences related to the digital divide are needed not 
only for successful learning but also for them to succeed in an evolving world of work.  Considerably, 
while the theory in nursing can be learned by students through independent or self-regulated learning in 
a remote learning environment, skills in nursing such as performing a nursing procedure, are difficult to 
assimilate and execute hence the need to get these reinforced by teachers in a manner they find 
effective.  Indeed, the concern regarding theory and skills acquisition in nursing can be augmented by 
established and reliable resources only if the digital divide is minimized, if not resolved.  Students’ 
future skills, however, are equally paramount to succeed in learning and in the future workplace.  As the 
findings of this study posit, the future skills derived from the experience on digital divide become an 
anchor for learning to take place as students endure the learning environment constantly challenged by 
the digital divide.  
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Abstract: One of the most common issues first-year students with a Bachelor of Computer 
Science (Multimedia) degree have is uncertainty about the program's outcome. Some of them 
thought that the course would teach them how to create creative content. As a result, 
project-based learning (PBL) and participatory design (PD) were implemented, with assistance 
from two agencies involved to support better comprehension of expected outcomes. Both 
approaches benefit all parties in the teaching and learning process, and the ultimate result will be 
used by the agencies, based on student reflections and agency input. 

Keywords: Computer science education, pandemic, mobile learning 

1. Introduction

One of the most prevalent problems encountered by students pursuing a Bachelor of Computer Science 
(Multimedia) degree is that they are unsure of the program's outcome. Some of them believed the 
curriculum would teach them how to develop creative content. While some are completely oblivious! 
These comments were acquired during informal meetings with students throughout their first semester. 
To address this issue, a combination of two well-known teaching approach is presented to give insights 
to the students about the program output:  project-based learning (PBL) and participatory design (PD). 
PBL is a type of learning that is often used in Computer Science courses and is based on one or more 
projects (Jaime., Blanco, Domínguez, Sánchez, Heras & Usandizaga, 2016)). The PBL emphasises 
centrality, driving questions (questions that encourage students to solve issues), constructive 
exploration, independence, and realism (Thomas, 2000). PBL implementation in Computer Science 
degrees has been documented in several cases, highlighting the benefits of PBL for students, including 
motivation, the creation of more complex and higher-quality products, engagement and independent 
learning, teamwork experimentation, content and process understanding, and soft skills development 
(Chandrasekaran, Stojcevski, Littlefair & Joordens, 2012); Dong, Qin & Chen, 2014); Jaime, Blanco, 
Domínguez, Sánchez, Heras & Usandizaga, 2016) ; Amamou, & Cheniti-Belcadhi, 2018); Fioravanti, 
Sena, Paschoal, Silva, Allian, Nakagawa, Souza, Isotani & Barbosa, 2018); Cavalcante, Viana & Vidal, 
2018). In this way, students develop a greater knowledge of professional practise as well as how to 
apply what they've studied to real-world challenges (Prince & Felder, 2006). 

Another approach that has been used often in Computer Science classes is participatory design 
(PD). According to Namioka & Schuler (1993), the basic principle of PD is for target learners to 
participate actively in the learning and teaching process. It's also a collaborative learning process in 
which co-designers are empowered to make real-world design decisions (Carroll , Chin, Rosson & 
Neale (2000); Vincini (2001)). Based on current research, the PD concludes that students can play a key 
role as co-designers and that the end-products are better suited to fulfil the goals and expectations of 
their collaborators (Vincini (2001); Cooper, Lauren & Daria (2003)). 
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2. Method 
 

In semesters 2 2019/2020 and 2020/2021, these two teaching styles were used in the Multimedia 
Application Development (SKM3300) course. This course was available to first-year Bachelor of 
Computer Science students (Multimedia). In semester 2019/2020, only one agency - Rehabilitation 
Center Tun Abdul Razak (PERKESO) - is involved in the PD process. In semester 2020/2021, two 
organisations are involved: the Tun Abdul Razak Rehabilitation Center (PERKESO) and Hospital 
Serdang. Each semester, students were placed into four groups, each with a representative from one of 
the agencies. PBL and PD sessions lasted 14 weeks. Each representative from an agency will share 
their shared challenges to be resolved as part of the PBL. On the other hand, students will propose 
solutions to the problems. The cooperation will result in a product — a mobile application. Due to 
pandemic Covid-19 and the government's Movement Control Order (MCO), online meetings were 
held to ensure the success of the PBL and PD. Soft-skills such as negotiation and communication 
were introduced throughout the process, and representatives from agencies were obliged to monitor 
the students' soft-skills. Students were obliged to show the product to agencies and external reviewers 
from both inside and outside Malaysia at the end of the semester.  
 
 
3. Results and discussion 
 
The students' reflections and clients' feedback on the PBL and PD sessions were then gathered. Google 
Jamboard was used to gather reflections from students (Fig. 1). 
 

   
Figure 1. Reflections from the students 

 
A Whatsapp platform was used to obtain feedbacks from the clients. The clients are satisfied with the 
communication skill of the project manager (representative from the group) – this is the common 
practice in the group management work. According to the clients, most groups able to have a social 
communication with them (Fig. 2). 
 

   
Figure 2. Feedbacks from the clients 

 
 
4. Conclusion 

 
Students in both semesters comprehended the Bachelor of Computer Science (Multimedia) program 
outcome based on feedback on Jamboard and online chats. The students were able to communicate, 
exchange ideas, and learn how to talk with professionals in the business by implementing the PBL and 
PD, and the generated products would be utilized by the agencies. As a result, the PBL and PD can 
provide students with knowledge about their future professional roles industry problems can be solved. 
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Abstract: Augmented Reality (AR) is one of the most promising digital health innovations 
today. In the medical field, it is increasingly adopted as technological advancement in 
healthcare since it holds promise as a robust teaching initiative in the said field. However, most 
of the initiatives are conducted and analyzed in the developed countries. Its application and 
adoption seem to be challenging in developing countries like the Philippines, which may be 
attributed to the limited applied research or financial capability. Findings from this research also 
show only the knowledge acquisition from AR apps being developed rather than the effects of 
its inclusion on healthcare. Thus, this study was initiated to develop an AR app as a tool to 
improve the students’ classroom experience. Specifically, this study is conducted to investigate 
AR app usability and its effects on healthcare students. Based on initial findings, AR integration 
in the classroom could have significant effects on healthcare students and clinical instructors. 
However, the psychologists observed that there remain several challenges and issues on its use 
that we need to consider in the development and use of this app. Thus, when the entire 
qualitative methodology is completed, it is expected that an AR app will be developed based on 
the initial findings. This study is also expected to produce an AR app that can be used as a 
mobile-based tool in medical education to contribute to the improvement of the healthcare 
students’ classroom experience despite being in a developing country. 

Keywords: Healthcare technology, augmented reality, AR, education technology 

1. Introduction

Augmented Reality (AR) is one of the most promising digital health innovations today. It is a 
technology that combines digital information with the real environment by overlaying visual, auditory, 
or other sensory information onto the real physical world in real-time to enhance one’s experience 
(Marr, 2018). In the medical field where, technological innovations play a critical role in achieving their 
strategic visions (Ebardo & Tuazon, 2019; Ebardo & Celis, 2019), it is increasingly adopted as a 
technological advancement since it holds promise as a robust teaching initiative in the said field (Adapa 
et al., 2020) aside from its use in the actual diagnosis and operations.  

When the US National Center for Education Statistics (2017) concluded that almost half of the 
students who are pursuing a healthcare degree in college change their major, the primary reason is that 
the coursework in science fields are tough (Saidin, Halim, & Yahaya, 2015), too abstract, some 
concepts can be hard to visualize, among others, which resulted them to get lost and experience 
difficulty in catching up the lesson. Thus, these drive the instructors to continuously hunt for new ways 
to improve performance and keep students interested (Khan, Johnston, & Ophoff, 2019; Suarez-Rivas, 
2020). AR is the latest multimedia education trend that have been found to improve the student learning 
since it offers the collaborative learning type (Eh Phon, Ali, & Halim, 2014) that engages students, 
helps with the development of spatial skills (Cerqueira & Kirner, 2012) needed by the students to 
understand three-dimensional objects, and enables the student to be in the driver’s seat and build 
understanding and confidence to learn on their own (Suarez-Rivas, 2020). It is also believed that AR 
implementation would be an effective learning methodology among healthcare professionals, 
healthcare students, even the patients, thus, its current state in health literacy needs more attention 
(Adapa et al., 2020).  
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Based on the technology readiness level assessment, AR technology is already beyond the 
testing phase, and its practical applications are becoming more prevalent (Eckert et al., 2019). However, 
most of the initiatives and studies are conducted and analyzed in the developed countries, such as 
United States, Germany, Japan, and France, to name a few. Its application and adoption seem to be 
challenging in developing countries like the Philippines, which may be attributed to the limited applied 
research (Pugoy et al., 2016) or financial capability. Moreover, it was found that several studies only 
focused on knowledge acquisition from AR applications (apps) being developed rather than the effects 
of its inclusion on healthcare (Wüller et al., 2019). Thus, this study is conducted to develop an AR 
application (app) as a tool to improve students’ classroom experience in developing countries and 
contribute to the knowledge of AR implementation as a robust learning and teaching initiative in the 
medical field. Specifically, this study is conducted to investigate the AR app usability and its effects on 
healthcare students with their classroom experience. 

 
 

2. Related Studies 
 
The growth of AR adoption, together with Virtual Reality (VR), is expected because of technological 
advancements and digitalization in healthcare, amicable government initiatives, expanding usage of 
surgical procedures, and extensive medical training (Wüller, 2019). Additionally, the global healthcare 
AR and VR market is predicted to increase. In the Asia-Pacific region, the healthcare AR and VR 
market is predicted to increase from 205.9 million in 2018 to 2,353.9 million in 2025 (Stewart, 2021).   
Traditionally, medical-related activities like teaching, learning, demonstration, and actual medical care 
are performed in a clinical setting. Today, these activities have influenced technological advances for 
the improvement of outcomes, especially for patients (Munzer et al., 2019). Some departments of the 
medical institutions have been the early adopters for technology-based educational tools, such as 
simulation tools (Jones et al., 2015; Munzer et al., 2019). They are initiating the implementation of AR 
into their curriculum to provide valuable hands-on learning experiences to students. Some of them have 
already partnered with Microsoft to develop AR-based tools like HoloAnatomy, a HoloLens app, for 
the students to be able to visualize the human body easily and impressively (The Medical Futurist, 
2019). In the Philippines, the Department of Education (DepEd) is presently harnessing different 
technology-based projects, particularly in maximizing AR, as part of the academe’s new normal (Hani, 
2021) 
 
 
3. Preliminary Data 
 
The Augmented Reality in the study is conceptualized based on Anatomy 4D app by 
EducationalAppStore Ltd. which allows the users to take a journey inside the human body, heart, 
skeleton, muscles, and the entire body systems. Nevertheless, the AR to be developed in the study is 
through in-house development for it to be open for improvement by the aspiring app developers and to 
save cost. It could have a higher chance of usability and AR integration in the classroom could have 
significant effects on the healthcare students and clinical instructors. However, there are still concepts 
that need to be clarified and to be studied to make sure that the AR is safe and appropriate to be used 
because, based on the initial findings from the psychologists’ perspectives while observing the students’ 
experiences based on a previous study by the author (Trapero et al., 2020), there remains several 
challenges and issues on its use that we need to consider in the development and use of the AR app. It is 
found to boost the students’ motivation in the learning process since it stimulates and enhances their 
learning interests and serves as a beneficial tool for teachers in improving their teaching effectiveness. 
However, risks are also apparent specifically in social, visual, and motor development.  
 
 
4. Future Work 
 
This study is aimed to complete its proposed research methodology after the gathering of the 
preliminary data. This includes the development of an AR app based on the initial assessment described 
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in the previous section. The AR app will then go through usability and effectiveness assessment by 
conducting series of interviews and focus group discussions with the clinical instructors, resident 
doctors, and healthcare students. Qualitative data analysis will then be performed to formulate the 
findings, conclusions, and recommendations for the improvement of the app. 
 
 
5. Expected Output 
 
This study is expected to produce an AR app that can be used as a mobile-based tool in medical 
education to contribute to the improvement of the healthcare students’ classroom experience despite 
being in a developing country. Specifically, this AR app is expected to assist in delivering quality and 
comprehensive medical-related lessons to the students regardless of whether the clinical instructor is 
teaching in a classroom or an online setting.  
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Abstract: Testing has been demonstrated to be an effective strategy to promote retention of 
knowledge and improve students’ self-regulated learning skills. However, the integration of 
retrieval practice into an actual curriculum still remains challenges. In this paper, we propose an 
intelligent evaluation framework to address the tasks of question generation and test item 
selection to facilitate repeated testing. The results of this research can be used to motivate more 
instructors to involve testing in their teaching approaches. 

Keywords: Repeated testing, question generation, adaptive testing, personalized learning 

1. Introduction

Traditionally, testing is used to assess students’ knowledge and assign grades. However, its 
employment to facilitate learning is an application of testing that has been largely neglected by 
educationalists. Empirical studies have emphasized that testing can improve learners’ retention of 
learned (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006) and new (Pastötter & Bäuml, 2014) information and 
self-regulated learning (SRL) skills (Fernandez & Jamet, 2017). 

Despite the strong evidence for the efficacy of retrieval practice, the integration of retrieval 
practice into an actual curriculum presents many challenges. One of the challenges that discourages 
educators from implementing retrieval practice is creating repeated tests for large numbers of learners. 
Recent researchers have tried to address this challenge by automatically generating questions from a 
given text using artificial intelligence and natural language processing techniques. The question 
generation (QG) has been mainly addressed with two types of methods. One is based on heuristic 
rules, which uses manually constructed templates to create questions and ranks the generated results. 
However, the rule-based method relies heavily on human effort, which makes it difficult to scale up 
and be generalized in various fields. Another method that is increasingly used by researchers is to use 
sequence-to-sequence or encoder-decoder frameworks to train end-to-end neural networks which has 
been shown to significantly outperformed the state-of-the-art rule-based system (Du et al. 2017). 
Although the performance of the existing QG model and the quality of the generated results have been 
greatly improved, there are still few studies on the usefulness of QG in the education field. 

Another challenge that educators face is deciding what to test. Everything within a curriculum 
cannot be tested - especially on a repeated basis. Given this fact, tests that cover the most concepts in 
the materials or fit learners’ knowledge state should be prioritized. One approach to address this 
challenge is adaptive assessment. Instead of asking the same questions to every students, adaptive 
assessment aims to select the next question based on their previous answers. Students can, therefore, 
concentrate on the knowledge they lack and not feel bored during the assessment. Most of the 
research, however, only focused on previous responses when selecting the next questions, while 
students’ behaviors in each test has received less attention. Taking testing behavior into account may 
allow us to find questions that are worth testing again. For example, recommending questions that 
have been answered correctly but not tested for a period of time may help students update their 
memory of earlier knowledge. 

Finally, educators might consider that standard course examination is enough for evaluating 
students' retention of knowledge. However, the standard course examinations used in most cases 
largely measure students’ cramming ability rather than durable learning. As a result, it is important to 
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design activities that encourage students to review the earlier elements of the curriculum for long-term 
retention.  
 
 
2. Proposed Research Work 
 
This study plans to resolve the challenges of integrating retrieval practice into an actual curriculum by  
proposing an intelligent evaluation framework built on top of an e-book reading system, BookRoll, 
for personalized learning. BookRoll is an e-book reading system (Flanagan & Ogata, 2017) developed 
by Kyoto University; instructors can upload materials, and students can use the e-book reader to read 
the content and interact with the text using the provided tools, such as notes and highlights. Figure 1 is 
the conceptual framework. The framework consist of three modules: text summarization module, 
question generation module, and quiz recommendation module. When instructors upload a learning 
material to BookRoll, the text summarization module extracts sentences from the e-book as the 
essential knowledge. Next, the question generation module converts the extracted sentences into 
questions in different formats. Then, the quiz recommendation module provides students with 
personalized quizzes on the basis of their performance and behaviors in previous attempts.  
 

 
Figure 1. The proposed evaluation framework 

 
 The proposed framework can be used to evaluate students’ various skills. Since students’ 
various reading actions are logged in BookRoll database, the key knowledge extracted by the text 
summarization can be used to assess students’ text marking skills, which is an important reading skill 
that has been shown to be positively correlated with academic performance (Junco & Clem, 2015). In 
addition, by analyzing students’ quiz-taking behaviors, we can evaluate their SRL skills. In this 
research, we aim to answer the following questions: 
 
1. Can machines extract concepts that are approximate to the key concepts extracted by humans for 
marker grading? 
2. Can students improve their reading skills, reading engagement, and reading comprehension with 
machine-generated quizzes? 
3. Will different behavioral patterns in quizzes affect student learning performance? 
4. Can student improve their reading skills, reading engagement, and learning performance with 
personalized quizzes? 
 
 
3. Contribution 
 
The proposed framework aims to resolve the current challenges of integrating retrieval practice into 
actual curriculums. First, our text summarization module and question generation module can extract 
important sentences from various types of materials and generate questions for retrieval practice, 
which saves the time and effort for the instructors to create the quizzes. Second, the quiz 
recommendation module enables students to skip questions they are already familiar with and answer 
questions that are worth testing again, which helps them assess their knowledge more efficiently and 
fully benefit from repeated testing. Finally, the proposed framework can be used as formative 
assessment to repeatedly assess students’ knowledge. Instructors can measure students’ retention of 
knowledge by their performance in the low- or no-stake quizzes. In sum, this research proposes a 
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framework to motivate educationalists to involve testing in their teaching approaches and provide a 
more continuous approach to evaluate students’ long-term retention of knowledge. 
 
 
4. Methodology 
 
4.1 Apply Text Summarization Techniques to Extract Key Concepts 
 
In order to generate questions that best represent the knowledge in the learning materials, we need to 
find a model that can effectively and accurately obtain the knowledge in the text. To achieve this, we 
compare three text summarization models for automatically extracting key concepts from learning 
materials, namely TextRank (Mihalcea & Tarau, 2004), RAKE (Rose et al., 2010), and BERT (Devlin 
et al., 2018). We use the learning materials on BookRoll as the input text for the models. Figure 2 
shows the text summarization process. We convert the PDF learning materials into plain text files and 
perform preprocessing techniques, such as removing special characters and converting text to 
lowercase. Then, the preprocessed text is passed to the models as input, and a sentence list will be 
generated as the essential knowledge in the text. Finally, we use the markers provided by the humans 
as the reference answer to evaluate the quality of summaries by the machine using BLEU 1, BLEU 2, 
BLEU 3, BLEU 4 (Papineni et al., 2002), and METEOR (Denkowski & Lavie, 2014) scores.  
 

 
Figure 2. Text summarization process 

 
4.2 Automatic Question Generation for Repeated Testing 
 
Next, with the ability to extract key knowledge from text, we propose a QG module which 
automatically generates two types of questions for testing the extracted knowledge. Figure 3 
demonstrates the question generation process. We use sentences extracted by the text summarization 
module as candidate for question generation. Then, we perform syntax analysis to filter out 
incomplete sentences. For example, a sentence composed of subject and verb is a complete sentence, 
otherwise it is incomplete. Next, two models are used to generate cloze items and short answer 
question. We apply TextRank to select keywords from each sentence and mask them to generate the 
cloze items, and use GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) to convert the factual sentences to interrogative 
sentences to generate short answer questions.  
 

 
Figure 3. Question generation process 

 
4.3 Quiz Recommendation for Personalized Learning 
 
We propose a module to adaptively recommend quiz to students. Figure 4 shows the adaptive testing 
process. When students complete a quiz, their responses and the testing behaviors will be logged in 
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the database. Then, the recommendation module recommends the next quiz to students according to 
their past performance and behaviors. The module first uses adaptive testing approaches (such as item 
response theory or cognitive diagnosis models) to evaluate students' knowledge state to select 
questions that suit their current knowledge state. Next, the module considers students’ testing 
behaviors, such as response time, number of attempts for each quiz, and the interval between each 
quiz to select questions that are worth testing again. Finally, when students complete the 
recommended quiz, the module will update their knowledge state and testing behaviors, and 
recommend the next quiz. 
 

 
Figure 4. The adaptive testing process 
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Abstract: To support novice learners majoring in Information Technology, this paper proposed 

an ontology-based framework to recommend exercise to learners in response to their 

understanding levels. This framework involves three essential mechanisms: (1) determination 

of the level of exercise, (2) evaluation of learner's understanding, and (3) recommendation of 

exercise. The prototype system will be implemented to enable the instructors to add or edit 

exercises based on 60 questions with solutions covering 20 topics of introductory programming 

which are initially determined by this research. 

Keywords: Adaptive learning, practice recommendation, ontology, supervised learning 

1. Introduction

In recent years, adaptive learning has been widely adopted in e-Learning (Paramythis et al., 2004) due 

to its mechanism which aims to enhance the learning efficiency by making use of the learner's 

characteristics. It has been proven that presenting the lesson in response to the learner's characteristics 

can help learners gain a better understanding (Ai et al.,2019, Seounghun,2021). Some adaptive 

learning (Paramythis et al., 2004) focused on providing adaptive interaction, such as personalized 

graphics or color, font style, or font size on content. Others focused on adaptive course delivery in 

response to the learner's characteristics.  

For problem-solving related subjects, such as Mathematics, Sciences, and computer 

programming, they involve some content which is difficult to be taught with the same teaching strategy 

or material. For instance, many novices without a background in programming skills struggle with the 

programming course, the introductory course for undergraduate students majoring in Information 

Technology. Even after learning the programming concept after lectures, some of them still cannot 

solve relevant programming problems. It is no surprised that the learners who do not understand the 

lecture content struggle with the practical. However, some learners, who believe they understand the 

programming concept in the lecture, also cannot use the corresponding knowledge to solve the 

programming problem in a practical class. The fundamental way to improve programming skills is to 

practice more programming problems (Baboucar et al., 2019). The general approach to assign practice 

to learners is to design an exercise from easy-level to difficult-level. However, this approach is not 

appropriate for some learners because they have difficulty in locating the next practice when they 

cannot solve one specific. In the practical class, if the learners get stuck with one problem, the instructor 

can suggest they relocate to another easier one (or refer to prior knowledge); for this situation, they can 

solve the program with the help of the instructor. In cases of outside the classroom, it is difficult for the 

learners to solve this problem without the help of the instructor. 

In this paper, we present an approach to improve programming skills for novice learners by 

recommending the exercise in response to the ability or understanding. Firstly, we collected 

programming questions with solutions addressing basic knowledge concepts in programming and 

divided those questions into three levels: easy, medium, and difficult. Furthermore, we design an 

ontology-based framework of programming exercise recommendations for novice learners. We plan to 

implement a system based on this framework and examine the effectiveness of its programming 

practice recommendation mechanism integrating the supervised learning model and domain ontology. 
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2. Literature Reviews 
 

There are several researchers used Bloom's Taxonomy to define the exercise level. For instance, 

Seounghum et al. (2021) proposed a method to define the level of programming exercise with Bloom's 

Taxonomy. They used four from six cognitive learning skills in Bloom's Taxonomy and paired those 

four into two categories; "Remember & Understanding" and "Applying & Analyzing." Their exercise 

required the learners to understand a concept of programming such as "What is a data structure that 

follows the FIFO method?". However, our research target requires the learners to solve the problem by 

using programming skills. Zahid Ullah et al. (2020) also suggested assessing learner competencies 

based on Bloom's Taxonomy to decide which cognitive skills is appropriate to define the programming 

exercise level. They found the relationship between related cognitive learning skills that assess by 

PLS-SEM Model. The topic of programming in each cognitive included Selection, Iteration, and 

Modular. They provided the exercises that followed their cognitive skill definition and used the average 

score to assess that cognition. Other than only three topics, our research target covers all the basic 

programming topics and we develop a recommendation system to recommend exercise for the learners. 

 Baboucar et al. (2019) proposed to use ontology to describe programming exercise in Pascal 

Language into three levels; easy, medium, and difficult. The levels of exercise were defined on the 

general teaching sequence in basic programming, such as easy level which included display, variables, 

or simple selection, and medium level which included data structures or function. That means the 

learners who are provided with an easy level will not receive the exercise of the data structure or the 

function. In contrast, our research focuses on defining the levels of programming exercise with a logical 

increment in the concept based on ontology information instead of general teaching sequence in 

programming. 

 Taguchi et al. (2004) proposed the recommendation algorithm based on collaborative filtering. 

They design the exercise sequence step by step depending on the process of learning. They used 

collaborative filtering in two ways. On the one hand, they predict the score for new learners by the score 

of another learner with similar behavior and provide the new sequence of programming exercises based 

on their score and the score of another learner. On the other hand, they considered the student’s 

self-evaluation by questionnaire after practicing the exercises. They define the learner level into five 

groups: (1) solving a problem confidently, (2) understanding almost everything, (3) practicing by 

themself but not sure about the solution, (4) solving the problem by asking the instructor or friends, and 

lastly, (5) not completing exercise by themself. Different from this recommendation methodology, our 

research recommends the exercise depending on individual learning history. 

 Ai et al. (2019) proposed the exercise recommendation based on the deep reinforcement 

learning method using a multi-armed bandit algorithm, deep knowledge tracing, and SPARFA 

framework, a novel framework for machine learning based on learning analytics. This algorithm tracks 

learners with their learning history to recommend the exercise in response to their ability by using the 

deep reinforcement method. Furthermore, it uses the reward policy to drive the learners to practice a 

subsequence exercise when they get more than the threshold and to cheer them up when their score is 

not up to the threshold. 

 

 

3. A framework of programming exercise recommendation system 

 
A framework as shown in Figure 1, is designed to recommend programming exercises to novice 

learners majoring in Information Technology in response to their ability. This framework includes the 

process of defining the programming exercise levels, the process of evaluation of the learner's 

understanding levels, and the process of exercise recommendation. 

 

3.1 Question Bank  

 
We firstly designed a question bank that included around 20 topics of programming: display statement, 

variable, calculation, input data, if-statement, if-else, if-else-if, For Loop, While Loop, Nested 

Statement, Break, Continue, Define-Method, Standard-Method, Array, For-Each, List, Dictionaries, 

Try-Catch, and File. Two experts who have programming teaching experience for years designed 60 
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questions with solutions related to those topics and each topic includes easy, medium, and difficult 

levels. Each topic may cover several knowledge concepts defined by domain ontology describe a level 

of a programming exercise. Our research combines Bloom’s Taxonomy with the domain ontology to 

define the level of exercise. Figure 2 shows an example of a question related to the topic of iteration and 

its solution provided in three programming languages (Python, Java, and C#). 

 

 
Figure 1. A Framework of Programming Exercise Recommendation System for Novice Learners. 

 

   
Figure 2. Example Question and Solution. 

 

3.2 Interfaces 

 

3.2.1 Instructor Interface 

 
An instructor interface will be implemented to provide the function for the instructor to manage the 

question bank. The question bank will be stored in a database (item 5, figure 1).  The instructor will be 

able to add an exercise with a solution into the database. Exercise level and knowledge domain defined 

by ontology will be the metadata of the added questions. The   exercise recommendation process is to 

choose the exercise in response to a learner's level and assign that exercise to the learner. 

 

3.2.2 Learner Interface 
 

At first, the learners are required to do a pretest about programming and a questionnaire to evaluate their 

understanding. This information will be the initial data for the learner model (item 3, figure 1). For this 

learner model, we define a level of learners based on the work of Taguchi et al (2004). Their system 

used a questionnaire to divide learners into five groups, but the first and second groups defined in their 

research are very similar. Therefore, we combine them into one level as Level A. In other words, the 

four levels of the learners defined in our learner model are as follows.  
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 Level A: who understand the concept of programming (in lecture class) and solves program 

problem with confidence (in practical class). 

 Level B: who understand the concept of programming and he/she take a lot of time to solve the 

programming problem (unskilled learners). 

 Level C: who understand the concept of programming but cannot solve the programming problem 

such as they do not know how to solve the problem. 

 Level D: who do not understand the concept of programming and cannot solve the problem. 

The learner model will be used in the exercise recommendation process that includes the 

mechanism to recommend appropriate exercise to learners depending on the ability or understanding. 

After learners submit the solution of an exercise, the system will evaluate a learner’s solution and then 

re-evaluate the learner’s understanding for recommending the next exercise. This process may finish 

until the learner’s understanding is more than a threshold and she/he can continue with the next topics in 

programming. 

 

3.3 The process of exercise recommendation  

 
The exercise recommendation mechanism in this framework makes use of a supervised learning model 

to find the next exercise for learners, as shown in Item 4, Figure 3. The concepts described in the 

domain ontology and the real-time learner model based on the learning history consist of the input of 

our supervised learning model. As the output of this supervised learning model, the recommended 

exercise will be determined based on the difficulty level and the concepts in the knowledge domain that 

learners are not understanding. 

 

 

4. Conclusion and Future work 

 
In this paper, a question bank including 60 questions about 20 topics related to knowledge concepts of 

programming with the solutions are designed. Since the criterion of the difficulty level of all the 20 

topic is decided by referring to those 60 existing questions, we are working on extending the question 

bank to at least 4 times to current size, in total 240 questions. Moreover, a framework is proposed to 

recommend programming exercises to novice learners in Information Technology with three processes: 

determination of the levels of exercise, evaluation of learner’s understanding, and recommendation of 

the exercise. In future work, a domain ontology will be designed to support the determination of the 

metadata of the programming exercises.  Also, the supervised learning model will be implemented to 

suggest the suitable exercises based on the individual ability.  
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Abstract: In this proposal, we describe the doctoral research on developing an interactive 
constructor for creating learner-centric educational videos in MOOCs. The literature review and 
informal interviews with the MOOC creators, indicate that such a tool will help teachers to 
create effective educational videos for MOOCs. The development of the new constructor will 
be based on the review of existing constructors, teachers’ feedback about challenges in using 
them, and well-researched instructional design principles and theories. The interactive 
constructor will include feedback, self-review, prompts, etc. to scaffold the teachers to create 
engaging video scripts for MOOCs. 

Keywords: Instructional design of MOOCs, interactive video constructor. 

1. Rationale

A massive open online course (MOOC), as the name suggests, is offered online and provides open 
access to the learners (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2016). Our teachers are well aware of and many of them 
practice the principles of interactive teaching in their classrooms. However, when it comes to online 
asynchronous teaching and creating MOOCs, there are not many resources available for the teachers to 
help create engaging videos. Also, the available resources do not provide much needed scaffolding and 
feedback to the teachers. Therefore, the researcher proposes to design an interactive constructor to be 
used by the teachers while creating their videos. This will be an improvement over the existing 
constructors, both pedagogical and technological, to include feedback, self-review, prompts, 
interactivity, media, examples, simulations and demonstrations etc. The design of the new constructor 
will be based on the well-researched design and instructional design principles. Most importantly, 
teachers’ inputs during this research will play a significant part in the development of the new 
constructor. 

This research will continue personal interest and will be based upon the researcher’s work 
experience in Instructional Design, particularly within the area of designing and developing e-content 
resources.  

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

Although there are instructional design (ID) models available for the teachers to create educational 
videos, most of them are just descriptive models. Some models provide constructors but they are not 
interactive and do not provide feedback. An interactive constructor could help teachers to create 
learner-centric educational videos in MOOCs.  

1.2 Objectives of the Study 

At baseline, the primary aim of this study is to identify the ways to improve designing of educational 
videos and help teachers in creating those. In addition, this research will also try to identify the 
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challenges in designing learner-centric educational videos and try to come up with an interactive 
constructor for creating videos to standardize Instructional Design for educational video creation. 
 
 
2. Review of Literature 
 
When it comes to Instructional Design for MOOCs, there has not been much research that will guide 
instructors in creating MOOCs. So far, very few research studies have focused on theoretical models of 
MOOC design (Ichimura & Suzuki, 2017). 

De Waard (2013) created a MOOC Guide. Out of the total 10 sections in the guide, 5 are 
dedicated for Instructional Design of the MOOCs. Conole’s (2014) Learning Design Framework 
comprises 12 dimensions. These dimension focus on the educational characteristics of MOOCs. 

Grover et al., (2013) devised a taxonomy where they categorized the MOOC design in two 
main structures. While Conole (2014) and Grover et al., (2013) talk about educational elements of 
MOOCs, Alario-Hoyos et al., (2014) talk about the other things related to the design of MOOCs such as 
logistics, finance, and technology. This is the first ever systematic approach in creating a design tool but 
still it fails to offer the scaffolding often required by MOOC creators.  

To address the concerns of not having any learner-centric model, Murthy et al., (2018) 
proposed a Learner-Centric MOOC Model (LCM). This well-developed model consists of guidelines 
for MOOC creators to help them design and develop MOOCs that are focused on learners. Compared to 
the earlier models, the authors of the LCM model go one step further and provide much needed 
constructors for the instructors to use while creating their MOOCs. However, these constructors are MS 
PowerPoint-based and thus have several technological limitations when it comes to providing the 
necessary scaffolding to the instructors who are not familiar with instructional design. For instance, no 
prompts are possible in PowerPoint to tell the instructors if they got it correct or not, examples are not 
included for instructors to compare their script, no scope for writing production notes, no instruction on 
writing measurable objectives, and finally no hand holding/scaffolding offered for the instructors while 
writing their script. 
 
 
3. Research Gaps 
 
As indicated by the literature, there is a need to create an interactive tool/constructor that will help 
teachers to create effective educational videos / Learning Dialogues (LeDs) for MOOCs. 
 
 
4. Research Questions 
 
1. What is the usability of the available constructors when creating educational videos?  
2. What are the main pedagogical obstacles and challenges faced by teachers when creating 

educational videos?   
3. Compared to using other modes such as documents/slides, in what way will the new interactive 

constructor help teachers to overcome the challenges and obstacles faced by them when creating 
educational videos? 

 
 
5. Scope and Limitations 
 
This research study will mainly focus on designing videos using an interactive constructor and will not 
cover the other aspects of creating a MOOC such as creating assessments, quizzes, discussion forums 
and other reading materials.  
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6. Hypotheses 
 
● H1: Interactive constructor will facilitate application of learner-centric approaches in the process 

of creating educational videos. 
● H2: Interactive constructor will improve teachers’ interest in creating educational videos. 
 
 
7. Research Methodology 
 
This research study is intended to develop an interactive constructor to help teachers in creating 
learner-centric videos for MOOCs. The first step would involve conducting a pre-survey and 
semi-structured interviews. This will be done to identify the main pedagogical obstacles and challenges 
faced by teachers when creating educational videos. This step will highlight the shortcomings in the 
existing constructor. 

The design of the interactive constructor will be based on well-researched instructional design 
theories and models. The plan is to develop an HTML5 based interactive constructor. This will be an 
improvement over available constructors, both pedagogical and technological to include feedback, 
self-review, prompts, interactivity, media, examples, simulations and demonstrations etc. 

A fieldwork experiment will be conducted to confirm the effectiveness of the interactive 
constructor. To serve this purpose, the newly developed constructor will be given to the participants of 
the study to use. Later, a questionnaire instrument will be administered and semi-structured interviews 
will be conducted. The aim is to answer the third research question in section 4 stated as; ‘Compared to 
using other modes such as documents/slides, in what way will the new interactive constructor help 
teachers to overcome the challenges and obstacles faced by them? 
 
7.1 Sample Selection 
 
For the pre survey and post survey, the participants will be enrolled using Non-probability (Purposive) 
sampling. The Population would be all the teachers who have taken the Designing Learner Centric 
MOOCs Course. Until March 2021, more than 15000 teachers across India in 6 batches have taken this 
online course on SWAYAM and IITBombayX platforms. Sample would be all the teachers who have 
enrolled for the certification exam of this course and passed it. 
 
7.2 Tool (Selection of survey instrument) 
 
For the quantitative method, online and offline questionnaires will be used to gather data during the 
research. For the qualitative method, semi-structured interviews will be used.  
  
7.3 Data Collection and Analysis 
 
● Collection: This research will include both quantitative and qualitative methods to collect data.  
● Analysis: After all the research data is collected, specific statistical tests would be run using 

statistical analysis software. Some of these tests would be descriptive statistical tests and tests of 
statistical significance such as ANOVA, regression analysis, and reliability analysis. A qualitative 
data analysis software will be used to analyze the qualitative data. 

 
 
8. Drawing Conclusion 
 
In this final stage of the study, outcomes and findings (both positive and negative) about the new 
constructor will be presented and appropriate conclusions will be drawn. 
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Abstract: To better understand English as a Foreign Language (EFL) teachers’ intention to 
adopt online teaching in China, six predictors are selected to examine the EFL teachers’ 
intention to teach online based on the extended Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) in the 
study. This study adopts the correlational research design involving a minimum of 239 
samples using the proportional stratified cluster sampling method. An online structured 
questionnaire will be administrated to collect data. Descriptive and inferential statistical 
analyses such as Pearson product-moment correlation and multiple linear regression (MLR) 
will be used to analyze the data. 

Keywords: Online teaching, technology acceptance, EFL teachers 

1. Introduction

Online teaching has become a prevalent delivery method because of its accessibility, affordability, 
flexibility, and learning pedagogy (Dhawan, 2020). Online education is providing its unique strength 
in teaching and learning given the diverse and increasing population in education. 

 Like many other parts of the world, online education has offered Chinese educators and 
learners’ opportunities to impart and acquire knowledge innovatively. Online education was in its 
infancy as the Internet spread to China in the late 1990s. However, from 2006 to 2012, online 
education developed significantly due to better connectivity and fast Internet speed due to the 
improvement in networks and ICT up-gradation. With the rapid development in the IT industry 
around 2013, institutions started to offer synchronous courses. In 2018, with the swift improvement of 
the industry and the tightening of regulations, online education entered an initial stage of maturity in 
the country. The number of online education users increased to 232 million as of June 2019, which is 
31.22 million more than that recorded by the end of 2018 in China (China Internet Network 
Information, 2019). 

As far as college English teaching in China is concerned, the traditional teaching of foreign 
language education in higher education has also been greatly influenced by the online teaching 
development. Many policies were issued to encourage teachers to utilize ICT to establish online 
interactive teaching and learning for offering favorable learning environments and facilities for 
students’ language learning (Ministry of Education, 2017). Previous research has shown its 
effectiveness of online teaching, such as facilitating students' interests, proving an authentic language 
environment for listening and speaking, and developing students’ self-control in learning (Zou, 2013). 
However, despite positive effects of online teaching on transforming and shaping education (Chai et 
al., 2010) and the support from the educational administration, the lack of technical competence and 
confidence constrained English teachers to embrace online teaching. Additionally, the literature 
showed that English as a Foreign Language (EFL) teachers in Chinese universities were not receptive 
to online teaching (Teo, Huang, & Hoi, 2018).  

For English language teachers in Chinese universities, there is a good chance to move their 
instruction fully online with the development of technology and the Internet as well as the online 
learning need of students. However, teachers are unsure about their ability to teach online and the 
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effectiveness of such a new mode of online language instruction (Gao & Zhang, 2020). How will EFL 
teachers in Chinese universities perceive and respond to their teaching when online teaching becomes 
the main mode of delivery? To what extent are they willing to adopt online teaching? Moreover, 
which factors will facilitate and impede them to accept this new teaching mode? It is a question that 
needs investigation urgently as the teachers’ perceptions and responses to online teaching critically 
influence the quality of language education in Chinese universities.  
 
 
 2. Research Objective 
 
As online education is gaining prominence, it is crucial to explore the factors predicting EFL teachers’ 
acceptance of online teaching to implement online teaching in mainland China successfully. 
Therefore, to better understand Chinese EFL teachers’ intention to adopt online teaching, the study is 
designed to determine EFL teachers' behavioral intention to teach online and investigate the 
conditions and factors affecting the teachers’ behavioral intention to teach online. This study, 
therefore, intends to provide empirical evidence to the existing knowledge of online teaching by 
exploring EFL teachers’ acceptance to teach online in Chinese higher education settings. Accordingly, 
the following research questions will be addressed: 
 

1. What is the extent of EFL teachers’ intention to teach online?  
2. What are EFL teachers’ attitudes; subjective norms; perceived ease of use; perceived 

usefulness; self-efficacy and facilitating conditions towards teachers’ behavioral intention to 
teach online? 

3. What are the relationships between EFL teachers’ attitude; subjective norm; perceived ease of 
use, perceived usefulness; self-efficacy, and facilitating conditions with teachers’ behavioral 
intention to teach online? 

4.  What is the proportion of the variance in teachers’ behavioral intention to teach online can be 
explained by attitude; subjective norm; perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness; self-
efficacy, and facilitating conditions? 

 
 
3. Conceptual Framework 
 
The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989) will be adopted as the theoretical 
foundation for the study. TAM is a widely recognized and influential model to explain technology 
acceptance and adoption. King and He (2006) commented TAM as a powerful and robust model with 
the meta-analysis of 88 TAM studies. Davis (1989) first proposed TAM and was designed to model 
user acceptance of a given technology. Specifically, it traces the effect of the external determinants 
from cognitive and affective perspectives that influence the internal users’ attitude and intention to 
explain technology acceptance and usage in a broad range of settings (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 
1989). It is a theoretical model to explore human social behavior (Safeena et al., 2013) by focusing on 
system characteristics (Al-Hajri, & Tatnall, 2008).  

There are five components in the TAM model: perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, 
attitude, behavioral intention, and actual system use. The TAM has been one of the most commonly 
accepted, used, extended, and empirically verified to explore technology adoption behaviour (Lee, 
Kozar & Larsen, 2003) with varying samples and cultures. Though the TAM has been evolving, the 
mainly accepted constructs in the extended TAM have kept stable including attitude, subjective norms, 
perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, self-efficacy, and facilitating conditions (Mei, Brown, & 
Teo, 2018).  Therefore, in the current study, the proposed research framework extends TAM to 
include subjective norm, self-efficacy and facilitating conditions, and main constructs of TAM — 
perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and attitude. There are six predicting factors in the 
conceptual framework: perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, attitude, subjective norms, self-
efficacy, and facilitating conditions as shown in Figure 1. 
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                                       Figure1.  Proposed Conceptual Framework 
 
 
4. Research Methodology 
 
4.1 Research Design 
 
The study adopts a correlational research design to determine the relationships between the selected 
predicting variables and the dependent variable. The correlational research design is appropriate to 
use where the perceived relationships among several variables need examining (Ary et al., 2010). The 
correlational study for the current study is used to investigate the relationships of independent 
variables, including attitude, subjective norm, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, self-
efficacy, and facilitating conditions to accept online teaching of English among foreign language 
teachers.  
 
4.2 Population and Sample Size 
 
EFL teachers from 29 public universities of Henan province are considered as the accessible 
population of this research.  The total number is 2235 EFL teachers who conducted teaching in the 
academic year of 2019-2020. Based on Cochran’s (1977) formula, the required minimum sample size 
is 239 for a population size of 2235. Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) is the main statistical 
technique to analyze the data for the study, therefore, the sample size should also meet the criteria of 
MLR. 20:1 of the participant per predictor for multiple regression analysis is preferred or strongly 
recommended (Hair et al., 2018). Therefore, 120 samples are preferred for the study (20*6 IVs=120) 
for the multiple regression analysis. A general rule of thumb is to select as large a sample as possible 
from the population (Creswell, 2012), so a minimum of 239 samples will be included in the study. 
 
4.3 Sampling Technique 
 
Proportionate stratified cluster sample method will be used to select the participants of the study. First, 
considering the variations of universities in the characteristics of different types, the proportionate 
stratified sampling technique is used to ensure the population's representatives. The stratum is the type 
of universities including normal universities, comprehensive universities and universities of science 
and technology. Then, the universities as clusters are selected randomly using the fishbowl method 
from all universities.  After the cluster universities are selected, all the teachers in the selected clusters 
are included in the sample. 
 
 
4.4 Data Collection and Analysis 
 
The data will be collected via an online structured questionnaire. The whole process of data collection 
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is planned to last eight weeks. 
Descriptive and inferential statistical analyses will be conducted to address the aforesaid 

research questions. Specifically, it is appropriate to use descriptive statistical techniques to answer 
research questions 1 to 2 to explore the extent of EFL teachers’ behavioral intention to teach online in 
terms of intention, attitude, subjective norm, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, self-efficacy 
and facilitating conditions. It is appropriate to use Pearson product-moment correlation to answer 
research question 3 to examine the relationships between all the predictors and dependent variable. It 
is appropriate to use MLR to answer research question 4 to determine how much variance of the 
dependent variable can be explained by the independent variables.  
  
 
5. Proposed Contribution 
 
Teachers’ attitudes and behaviors play a critical role in online teaching. The study will significantly 
contribute to the existing knowledge relevant to online teaching within such a context by determining 
the factors that facilitate and constrain the teachers' acceptance of online teaching. In additional, the 
study will be of significance for the stakeholders such as educational administrators, school leaders, 
governments, policymakers, and teachers related to online education for better development of online 
education. 
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Abstract: Online self-regulated learning (OSRL) has been seen as a personal 

characteristic that could transcend across different courses. This proposed study aims 

to investigate whether OSRL and the relationship between OSRL and learning 

outcomes can be influenced by course design and how university students regulate their 

online learning by interacting with course design within an online course. Mixed 

methods with a combination of questionnaire-based surveys, semi-structured 

interviews, and data-track analyses will be employed. The findings may provide online 

course designers, instructors, and university administrators with implications for 

advancing students’ OSRL through improving course design. 
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1. Introduction

Online course learning has become increasingly popular in higher education, especially after the 

COVID-19 outbreak (Hodges et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2021). Without immediate supervision and 

support from instructors and peer students, self-regulation becomes critical for online course learning 

(Jong et al., 2008). Online self-regulated learning (OSRL) contributes to academic achievements 

(Broadbent & Poon, 2015; Chai et al., 2021; Song & Kim, 2020; Zhou et al., 2021) and student 

satisfaction (e.g., Jong et al., 2006; Kara et al., 2020). 

University students, however, may find OSRL a challenge (Jong, 2019). Prior studies showed 

that a majority of university students had a low level of SRL skills (Schwam et al., 2020); university 

students are largely not aware of several empirically supported learning strategies (McCabe, 2011); and 

they tend to use learning strategies based on familiarity instead of strategy efficiency (Wiedbusch et al., 

2021). A recent study found that even postgraduates lack the competence to manage online course 

learning by themselves during COVID19 (Wang & Cai, 2021). Therefore, it is necessary to understand 

and improve university students’ OSRL. 

When investigating OSRL, many studies (e.g., Kuo et al., 2014; Ozawa, 2019) take it as one of 

the students’ characteristics that affect learning outcomes. Relatively less attention is paid to the course 

context in which OSRL happens. Since “SRL is inherently contextual” (Winne, 2010, p. 268), the 

present study aims to investigate course design’s role in shaping OSRL and thus influencing learning 

outcomes among university students.  

Specifically, we try to answer the following research questions: 

RQ 1: Does university students’ OSRL differ in courses with different designs? 

RQ 2: Is there a moderating effect of course design on the relationship between OSRL and 

learning outcomes?  

RQ 3: How do university students develop their OSRL within one online course?  
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2. Literature Review 

 

2.1 Framing online self-regulated learning as a stable characteristic of students 
 

As a key construct in educational psychology, self-regulated learning (SRL) has been researched since 

first introduced by Zimmerman (1986) and Pintrich et al. (1993). Moreover, “one of the key issues in 

SRL is the students’ ability to select, combine, and coordinate cognitive strategies in an effective way” 

(Boekaerts, 1999, p. 447). From this perspective, whether students could regulate their learning for 

online courses shows their personal cognitive, metacognitive, emotional, and social ability to actively 

process their learning, e.g., taking notes, monitoring learning progress. This ability perspective 

continues its popularity when SRL is studied in online learning environments. OSRL has been 

considered a stable personal characteristic that can transcend different courses (e.g., Broadbent et al., 

2021; Kuo et al., 2014; Ozawa, 2019).  

 

2.2 Framing online self-regulated learning as an adaptation process   
 

The conceptualization of SRL shifted from a component-oriented to a process-oriented definition 

(Panadero et al., 2016). For example, Zimmerman & Moylan (2009) proposed a cyclical three-phase 

model of SRL (i.e., forethought phase, performance phase, and self-reflection phase), and Winne (1997) 

proposed a four-phase model (i.e., surveying task conditions, setting goals and planning, engaging the 

task, and composing major adaptations for future tasks). When OSRL is considered a process, it could 

be a changing state instead of a stable characteristic. University students may perform OSRL in different 

extents and ways when learning different online courses.  

 

2.3 Online self-regulated learning and course design 
 

As mentioned earlier, we believe OSRL is contextual as SRL. Course design may be a contextual factor 

that affects OSRL. A literature review (Alonso-Mencia et al., 2020) found that course duration and the 

content delivery mode affect the way students deploy strategies to self-regulate their learning process 

in MOOCs. Kizilcec et al. (2020)’s study also reported that one effective OSRL intervention in a certain 

MOOC could not fits across different MOOCs. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the influence of 

course design on OSRL. Through the investigation, we could know to what extent OSRL is a stable 

characteristic of students and to what extent it is a changing state shaped by the course design.  

 

 

3. Proposed Methods 

 
This study aims to examine the effect of course design on university students’ OSRL. Mixed methods 

with an explanatory sequential design will be adopted (see Table 1). Data will be gathered from 

questionnaire surveys, semi-structured interviews, and students’ trace data from online course 

platforms.  

A convenient sampling method will be adopted. Two online courses in one university in 

southern China will be selected based on the researchers’ access. The two courses are fully online, 

offered as general education courses to all university students, carry one credit, and last for 11 weeks. 

All students who enrolled in the two courses will be invited to participate in the study.  

A questionnaire about OSRL will be conducted three times, i.e., before, in the middle, and after 

the courses. The questionnaire will be a revised five-point scale based on Online Self-Regulated 

Learning Questionnaire (Barnard et al., 2009).  Students’ perceived learning outcomes will be surveyed 

after the courses. The study will use multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) to see whether the 

structure of OSRL is different in the two courses and use multigroup structuring equation modelling to 

examine whether the relationships between OSRL and learning outcomes are different in the two 

courses. The study will also use latent growth modelling to examine the growth trajectories of OSRL 

in each course.  
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Meanwhile, students of the two groups will be invited to semi-structured interviews regarding 

their OSRL development. They will be selected purposefully according to their OSRL trajectories, 

which their questionnaire responses and trace data will demonstrate.   

Trace data (e.g., log events) will be gathered from the course platform to triangulate the findings 

from questionnaire surveys and interviews to present a fuller picture of how participants’ OSRL 

developed within each course.  

 

Table 1. Data Sources and Analyses for Corresponding Research Questions 

Research questions Data sources Data analyses 

RQ 1: Does university students’ 

OSRL differ in courses with 

different designs? 

 Questionnaire-based 

survey   

 MANOVA 

RQ 2: Is there a moderating 

effect of course design on the 

relationship between OSRL and 

learning outcome? 

 Questionnaire-based 

survey   

  Multigroup structuring 

equation modelling 

RQ 3: How do university 

students develop their OSRL 

within one online course? 

 Questionnaire-based 

survey  (three-time points: 

before, in the middle of, and 

after the course)  

 Trace data  

 Interview (stimulated 

recall) 

 Latent growth modelling 

 Process mining  

 Content analysis 

 

 

4. Expected Implication 

 
The present study examines the effect of online course design on OSRL and the relationship between 

OSRL and learning outcomes among university students, and the development trajectory of OSRL 

within one online course. Practically, it is expected to provide online course designers, instructors, and 

university administrators with implications for advancing students’ OSRL through improving course 

design. Theoretically, the study may provide empirical evidence for “SRL is inherently contextual” 

(Winne, 2010, p. 268) in an online learning environment from a course design perspective. Furthermore, 

it may promote the understanding of OSRL not only as a personal characteristic but also as a changing 

state in different course contexts.  
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1. Introduction

Both project-based learning and game-based learning are learner-centered learning modes. Buck 

Institute for Education (“BIE”) (2019) defined project-based learning, which took course learning as the 

core, as a systematic approach to teaching. Project-based learning involves the process of exploring 

complex and real problems, the careful design of project works and planning and implementation of 

project tasks. During the process, students acquire the required knowledge and skills. As to the 

definition of game-based learning, narrow sense of game-based learning refers to the application of 

games, especially video games, to learning, while the broad sense of game-based learning refers to the 

application of games or game elements, concepts or designs to learning. 

During the process of implementing project-based learning, teachers and students will face 

some difficulties and obstacles. For instance, insufficient activity time, inexperienced teachers, too 

many students in class and students' lack of team experience and interest in subjects increase the 

difficulties in implementing project-based learning (Sumarni, 2015). Game-based learning has been 

proved by many scholars that it can improve students' learning motivation, learning participation, 

learning engagement, etc., and thus improve the learning effect. Based on this, this study tries to embed 

game-based learning into project-based learning and integrate it into a new learning mode to improve 

the effect of project-based learning (Shang et al., 2019). 

At present, there are few researches on the combination of game-based learning and 

project-based learning. According to the literature research results in recent years, researches on the 

combination of game-based learning and project-based learning can be divided into four types. The first 

is the combination of project-based learning and educational games (Wang, 2020; Gabriele etc, 2017; 

Callaghan, 2016; Hewett et al, 2020; Ke et al, 2019). The second is the combination of project-based 

learning and game production (Gestwicki et al., 2016; Seralidou et al., 2021; Romero et al., 2019; Gaeta 

et al., 2019). The third is the combination of project-based learning with a single game element 

(Mantawy et al., 2019; Chua et al., 2017). The fourth is the combination of project-based learning and 

various game elements (Rajkovic et al., 2019; Atlanis et al., 2018). The research on the combination of 

game-based learning and project-based learning in countries around the world is still in the primary 

stage, such as the exploration of teaching mode, teaching design and the evaluation of teaching effect, 

and at the same time, there is a lack of exploration and explanation of the relative mechanism. 

The theories of the combination of game-based learning and project-based learning are based 

on theories derived from game-based learning and project-based learning, including theory of 

pragmatism, theory of discovery learning, Jasper series, theory of multiple intelligences, theory of 

intrinsic motivation, Maslow's hierarchy of needs, flow theory and theory of online game motivation.  

2. Preliminary Research Questions

What is the mode of the combination of game-based learning and project-based learning? 
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What are the design principles of the combination of game-based learning and project-based 

learning? 

How effective is the combination of game-based learning and project-based learning? 

 

 

3. Contribution of the Proposed Research 

 
In academic field, both project-based learning and game-based learning are current research focuses, 

but there are few in-depth studies on the modes, principles and practical effects of integrating the two. 

Therefore, this study is innovative to some extent. In addition, this study has reference significance for 

subsequent studies of other scholars. 

As far as application is concerned, this study aims to provide certain operational guidelines, 

examples and tools for front-line teachers, so as to help them understand the operation process of the 

combination of project-based learning and game-based learning clearly. 

 

 

4. Proposed Research Methodology 

 
Based on the research needs, the research methods used in this paper include investigation research 

method, literature research method, case analysis method, induction and experiment method, so as to 

make the research have theoretical and practical value. 

 

4.1 Investigation Research Method 

 

The investigation research method can be used to get a first-hand material of the real situation and can 

be used for classroom observation, mainly including in-class lectures and videos in some schools, as 

well as interviews with some teachers. 

 

4.2 Literature Research Method 
 

This study will use CNKI, Web of Science, Elsevier Science Direct Online and other databases, books 

and other methods to collect and refine the original materials related to the research. The literature 

materials that need to be collected for the research involves game-based learning, project-based 

learning and relevant papers and works of the combination of project-based learning and game-based 

learning. After that, through comparison, analysis, synthesis and other methods, the literature materials 

are concluded, classified and organized and the research results are summarized and refined, which help 

to find the deficiencies of existing research and will help broaden research thinking, establish research 

perspective, research direction and research thinking, and then make innovations. 

 

4.3 Case Analysis Method 
 

The case has three basic characteristics: typicality, research and inspiration. Case analysis method 

focuses on the analytical value of information. It is a research method for researchers to collect and 

extract information from the case materials. Case study is helpful to understand the truth, infer and 

discover the internal connection between things. This study gained experience through the help of 

concrete and vivid case analysis. Case analysis includes: analyzing the teaching design of the front-line 

class examples, students' homework, works and other texts; analyzing the class examples and classroom 

teaching fragments, and providing factual materials and design samples for the teaching strategy of the 

combination of game-based learning and project-based learning. Procedures include collecting cases, 

describing cases and evaluating cases. 

 

4.4 Induction 
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By sorting out a large number of excellent experiences in the literature materials and practice, conclude 

its common elements, and then summarize, improve, systematize and finally form a model, and try to 

use it in the teaching practice and reflection summary of the experimental class. 

 

4.5 Experiment Method 
 

Educational experiments are the foundation and source of the formation of new theories and new 

assumptions. The experiment method will use experimental classes and control classes to initially 

explore and verify some theoretical ideas of the combination of game-based learning and project-based 

learning. The findings of this study are intended to point the way for further research. 
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Abstract: Self-paced online learning (SPOL) provides great flexibility of learning anytime, 
anywhere and at any pace, yet it brings some inherent learning barriers because of the distance 
between students and instructors. This study recognizes two major learning barriers: challenges 
for instructors to provide proactive support and the need for higher self-directed learning skills 
in students. Such learning barriers can lead to students’ academic struggle and failure. This 
study suggests three key learning strategies to alleviate learning barriers: a) increasing students’ 
self-awareness of learning, b) identifying struggling students, and c) facilitating students’ 
mastery learning. Focusing on the domain of Data Structures and Algorithms in the computer 
science discipline, this study proposes systematically designing and embedding adaptive 
formative assessment in SPOL courses to implement these strategies. Formative assessment is 
a fundamental process within the learning process. With an adaptive mechanism embedded, it 
can detect a student’s knowledge state more accurately and efficiently. Furthermore, adaptive 
formative assessment can facilitate students’ mastery learning if adaptive formative assessment 
is designed for practicing. During this mastery learning process with adaptive practicing, it is 
possible to identify one kind of struggling student – wheel-spinning students, who persistently 
work on problems or exercises without progressing towards mastery. Different from the 
research on adaptive assessment that mainly focuses on Intelligent Tutoring Systems, this study 
investigates an effective adaptive practicing mechanism in the context of self-paced online 
learning. A prototype of an adaptive practicing system is being created to test the effectiveness 
of this mechanism in implementing those suggested learning strategies. 

Keywords: Adaptive practicing, Adaptive formative assessment, Reinforcement learning, Self-
paced online learning, Wheel-spinning, Mastery learning 

1. Introduction

Self-paced online learning (SPOL) provides great flexibility of learning, where students can learn 
anytime, anywhere and at any learning pace (Yan & Lin, 2020). Such flexibility makes SPOL a vital 
self-directed educational paradigm, often adopted in adult learning, MOOC, and life-long learning.  
However, because of the distance between students and the instructor as well as the different learning 
schedules followed by students, some inherent learning barriers exist with this educational model. For 
example, immediate guidance, feedback and proactive support from human instructors are often absent 
in SPOL (Yan & Lin, 2020). Consequently, SPOL usually demands higher self-directed learning skills 
in students, such as time management, self-awareness of learning, help-seeking, and so on. But not 
every student has an adequate level of such skills (Kinshuk, 2016). Thus, these learning barriers often 
lead to students’ academic failure or struggle. According to a report from Athabasca University 
(Athabascau.ca, 2020), while most SPOL courses at Athabasca University have relatively high pass 
rates, some courses still have pass rates as low as 50-60%. 

Therefore, to improve learning success, educators should consider designing a more supportive 
online self-paced learning environment. To facilitate students’ self-directed learning and enhance 
instructors’ proactive support to struggling students, this study recognizes three key learning strategies: 
a) increasing student’s self-awareness of learning, b) identifying struggling students, and c) facilitating
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students’ mastery learning. Thus, this study will explore a learning design approach that can effectively 
implement such strategies. 
 
 
2. Related Work 
 
As a low stake evaluation approach, formative assessment is recognized as a fundamental process within 
the learning process (Menéndez, Napa, Moreira, & Zambrano, 2019). It offers self-testing opportunities 
for students to check their knowledge states, such as the proficiency level of each knowledge component 
(KC) as well as their learning strengths and weaknesses. Therefore, students’ self-awareness of learning 
can be increased by formative assessment. The increased learning awareness should, in turn, improve 
students’ help-seeking behaviour and time management skills.  

However, fixed formative assessment delivers pre-determined questions indiscriminately to 
every student. As a result, it may not pinpoint or quantify individual students’ mastery level given a 
limited number of questions. Adaptive assessment (or Computerized Adaptive Testing) (Weiss & 
Kingsbury, 1984), to the contrary, tailors questions to an individual student’s knowledge or skill level 
by choosing a next question based on the student’s responses to previous questions. So, if an adaptive 
mechanism is embedded into formative assessment, the adaptive formative assessment (AFA) can 
trigger more questions on a KC until the student masters the knowledge or skill (Yan H. , 2020). 
Therefore, AFA could be more accurate and efficient in detecting a student’s proficiency level. 

Depending on the adaptive mechanisms and the assessment design, AFA is primarily adopted 
in a course for two purposes: knowledge diagnosis and learning practice. In the case of learning practice, 
AFA is often used to promote mastery learning (Beck & Gong, 2013), where a student is provided with 
hints, feedback or recommended learning materials during the assessment. In this case, AFA can be 
referred to as adaptive practicing.  

Closely related to mastery learning, wheel-spinning (or unproductive persistence) is a critical 
issue in self-directed learning. According to Beck and Gong (2013), wheel-spinning means students 
continuously make efforts or invest time to learn a skill without any success (Beck & Gong, 2013). 
Theoretically, during the mastery learning process with adaptive practicing, wheel-spinning can be 
flagged if a student has worked on a maximum number of questions for a skill but still not mastered it 
(Beck & Gong, 2013). Owing to such students’ desperation for learning success and need for academic 
help, it is imperative to identify wheel-spinning students through adaptive practicing.  

An effective adaptive practicing system (APS) can implement the three learning strategies for 
a more supportive, self-paced online learning environment. The core of the adaptive practicing system 
is the adaptive mechanism. Adaptive mechanism design may consist of two primary tasks: a) choosing 
an adaptive policy and b) creating the knowledge modelling algorithm (KM) (Pelánek, 2017). KM is 
used to trace and estimate a student’s knowledge level or cognitive skills. Many KM models have been 
explored and tested, such as Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT) (Corbett & Anderson, 1995), Item 
Response Theory (IRT) (Hambleton, Swaminathan, & Rogers, 1991), Performance Factor Analysis 
(PFA) (Gong, Beck, & Heffernan, 2010), etc. Most of these KM models have been studied in the context 
of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs). Another promising technique for the adaptive mechanism is 
reinforcement learning (RL). RL uses a rewarding mechanism to sequence actions to optimize the 
outcomes in an uncertain and changing environment without firstly fitting a model with historical data 
(Kaelbling, Littman, & Moore, 1996). In the context of adaptive learning, RL can be used to sequence 
practicing items or learning activities to maximize learning effectiveness. As one reinforcement learning 
(RL) family, Multi-armed Bandit algorithms (MAB) (Berry & Fristedt, 1985)are starting to attract 
researchers’ attention in the educational world (Lin, 2020). MAB includes different algorithms, such as 
Thompson Sampling, UBC, Contextual-Bandit, etc.  

In the context of SPOL, this study identifies seven features that the adaptive mechanism should 
provide: i) promoting mastery learning through adaptive practicing; ii) accommodating knowledge 
change during the adaptive practicing. As students are using hints and feedback or refer to learning 
materials during the assessment, students’ knowledge will keep changing; iii) considering the 
prerequisite dependency among knowledge components; iv) allowing one question to test on multiple 
KCs; v) using other students’ historical data to improve the KM model but not to fit a KM model. 
Students in the SPOL are following different learning paces and learning approaches. Thus, it could be 
challenging to use other students’ historical data to fit a model; vi) utilizing students’ profiles and 
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learning data available from the whole learning environment. Such data can include motivation, time 
availability, learning goal, learning approaches, and prior knowledge; vii) analyzing such data as answer 
correctness, item difficulty, answer time, attempts, forgetting, interval time between attempts. 
 
 
3. Research Question 
 
Based on the educational needs identified as the seven features and the potential of an APS to meet such 
needs, this study is investigating an effective adaptive mechanism for APS in the context of self-paced 
online learning. Different disciplines and domains usually have different pedagogies. The STEM 
(Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) disciplines share certain common pedagogical 
needs such as STEM-related conceptual development, scientific inquiry, engineering design and 
problem-solving (Kennedy & Odell, 2014). Focusing on the domain of Data Structures and Algorithms 
in the computer science discipline, this study proposes systematically designing and embedding 
adaptive practicing in SPOL courses to foster a more supportive learning environment. Thus, the 
research question of this study is – 

For self-paced online computing courses in Data structures and Algorithms, what adaptive 
mechanism can be designed in the adaptive practicing system to detect a student’s knowledge state 
effectively, identify wheel-spinning students, and promote the mastery of learning? 
 
 
4. Research Plan and Method 
 
As one member of an AIED research group in my institute, I have been working with my colleagues 
on this study. This study is planned to go through the following stages. For my Ph.D. research, I am 
mainly focusing on the first two stages. 

a. Adaptive mechanism design for the APS (current stage) 
b. Simulation of the adaptive mechanism 
c. Adaptive practicing system building  
d. Experiment with a case study 
e. Evaluation of the effectiveness of adaptive mechanism design 

 
I am currently working on the first stage -- designing the adaptive mechanism based on the identified 
seven features. Once the adaptive policy and the knowledge modelling algorithm are determined, a 
simulation will be used to test the adaptive mechanism.  

Then, the adaptive practicing system will be built by the team. The APS should be LTI 
compliant so that it can work with different LMSs and still retain the system's quality from a research 
perspective. 

To validate the effectiveness of the APS, an experiment with a real STEM SPOL course will 
be conducted. At this point, a course (COMP272) in the domain of Data Structures and Algorithms 
offered at Athabasca University is chosen for the case study. Also, the course professor is creating a 
question bank for the APS at this stage.  

After the APS runs a certain period in COMP272, a comparison study will be conducted from 
the three perspectives: self-awareness of learning, wheel-spinning detection, and mastery learning 
promotion. As students in the SPOL are following different learning paces and learning approaches, it 
could be more appropriate if we use a same cohort of students instead of different groups of students to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the APS. Therefore, an A-B-A-B design is considered to measure a 
baseline (the first A), a treatment measurement (the first B), the withdrawal of treatment (the second 
A), and the re-introduction of treatment (the second B) (Kirk, 2017). We will compare students who 
have used the APS and those who did not have the chance to use the APS in the past. A survey with 
students and an interview with the course instructor will be conducted. Students’ performance data will 
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also be examined. 
 
 

5. Anticipated Contribution 
 
This study aims to design an effective adaptive mechanism for the adaptive practicing system in self-
paced online learning in a domain of the computer science. The objectives of the APS are to detect 
students’ knowledge state accurately and efficiently, promote mastery learning and identify wheel-
spinning students. The ultimate goal of the APS is to facilitate students’ self-directed learning and 
enhance instructors’ proactive support to a group of struggling students. Thus, a more supportive 
learning environment can be created for students. 
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Abstract: Against the backdrop of increasing attention to the importance of infusing Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) knowledge and skills into K-12 education, there is an urging need to have a 
comprehensive understanding of the existing AI curricula designed and implemented in 
different countries. The present work aims to examine and compare the AI curricula in eight 
countries (including the United States, Finland, Australia, Singapore, India, China, South Korea, 
and the United Kingdom). An analytical framework has been developed to instrumentally 
analyze and identify the common and unique features among these countries. Through the 
thematic analysis, we have constructed a number of theme-based discussions on these curricula. 
The findings can provide the field with new insights into AI curriculum development and the 
corresponding curricular practices. 

Keywords: AI curriculum, comparative analysis, thematic analysis 

1. Introduction

As Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology is pervasively influencing and gradually reshaping our lives 
(Zhai et al., 2021), it is imperative for K-12 students to understand and use the technology with an 
awareness of its benefits and risks (Webb et al., 2017). Motivation and engagement are always two 
paramount elements in the course of learning and teaching (Jong et al., 2006, 2008, 2014, 2018); 
equipping students’ AI knowledge and literacy can better motivate and engage them in participating in 
activities pertaining to computational thinking education and STEM education which are both important 
educational initiatives in this decade (e.g., Chai et al., 2020; Geng et al., 2019; So et al., 2020). On the 
other hand, the need for AI professionals in the development of technological enterprise calls for more 
AI talents to close the gap in the workforce in the technology sector (UNESCO, 2019). The trend of 
teaching young people to learn AI has been on the rise in recent years (Dai et al., 2020: Knox, 
2020). Many countries are developing national guidelines for AI curricula and learning resources to 
integrate topics about AI into K-12 classrooms (Eguchi, Okada & Muto, 2021). Nonetheless, 
discussions in the academic literature are actively centered on AI education carried out at universities 
with a well-established curriculum. In-depth discourse on what to teach how to organize a K-12 AI 
curriculum receives little attention from AI education literature (Lin et al., 2021). To address this gap, 
this work aims to review and analyze the current AI curricula of eight countries worldwide. These eight 
countries include the United States, Finland, Australia, Singapore, India, China, South Korea, and the 
United Kingdom. These eight countries were selected because they have developed relatively 
comprehensive curriculum guidelines with illustrative lessons. This study compares the existing 
curriculum guide and reports the key features of these curricula.  

2. Literature Review

2.1 Curriculum Development Theories 

The landscape of curriculum development models shows that the approaches of curriculum 
development vary broadly from product-focused to process-focused Model (Hunkins & Ornstein, 2016; 
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Neary, 2002). The product-focused approach emphasizes the technical-scientific perspective for the 
development of logical, efficient, and effective delivery of content. Tyler Rationale (1949) is one such 
approach. The process-focused approach is oriented with the non-Technical perspective, which is 
shown as subjective, personal and aesthetic. One example of the process-focused approach is Wheeler’s 
Model with the focus on the role of learners (Hunkins & Ornstein, 2016).  

There are several important models providing basic insights into curriculum development 
including Tyler Rationale (Tyler, 1949), Hilda Taba induction model (1963), Wheeler circular model 
(1974), Galen Saylor and William Alexander (1974) and Oliva (2005), etc. Tyler Rationale states four 
basic principles which need to be followed in a sequence. These four basic principles encompass: 
defining the purpose of the school, selecting related educational experience, organizing related 
educational experience, and evaluating the objectives. Tyler Rationale uses a logical and sequential 
approach to develop curriculum and it has been criticized as being a linear model. It may limit the 
sustainability and fluidity of curriculum development (Bhuttah et al., 2019). In consideration of this, 
Wheeler (1974) developed a cyclical model showing that evaluation is not the final stage of curriculum 
development but a source of improvement in objective and other stages of the curriculum system by 
introducing the concept of continuity. Wheeler’s Model (Figure 1) includes five interconnected phases: 
aims, goals and objectives, learning experience, selection of content, organization and integration of 
learning experiences and content, and evaluation. The completion of one cycle initiates the next cycle 
of refinement with data gathered from the first cycle as the foundation for iterative design and 
development. Accordingly, Wheeler provided a model that is more flexible and dynamic in the 
curriculum development process compared with Tyler Rationale. It is a model that promotes the 
continued improvement of the curriculum by incorporating new information. 

 

 
Figure 1. Wheeler’s Model of curriculum development 

 
2.2 National Curriculum Frameworks 
 
A national curriculum framework document generally includes the following ten components: a 
rationale or platform, scope and parameters of the curriculum area, broad goals and purposes of subjects 
within the curriculum area, guidelines for course design, content, teaching and learning principles, 
guidelines for evaluation of subjects, criteria for accreditation and certification of subjects, and future 
developments for the area (Hardy,1990). Hardy (1990) argues that the rationale or platform for a 
curriculum framework is of major importance as it provides a statement of the values, principles, and 
assumptions for the design of a national curriculum framework. According to the International Bureau 
of Education (UNESCO, 2015), there is a prototype of national curriculum framework organized around 
eleven components: introduction, curriculum vision, aims and objectives, values and principles, 
philosophy of teaching and learning, curriculum architecture, the importance of competency, areas of 
learning, teaching methodology and strategies, assessment, and monitoring and evaluation. Drawing 
upon these elements to synthesize a more refined national curriculum framework, five criteria have been 
elaborated to be applied for national curriculum analysis: rationale (includes part of ‘introduction’, 
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‘curriculum vision’, ‘aims and objectives’, and ‘values and principles’), scope and component of the 
curriculum framework (includes part of ‘introduction’ and ‘curriculum architecture’), curriculum 
approaches (includes ‘importance of competency’ and ‘area of learning’), teaching and learning 
methodology (includes ‘philosophy of teaching and learning’ and ‘teaching methodology and 
strategies’), and assessment (includes ‘assessment’ and ‘monitoring and evaluation’). This national 
curriculum framework can be used to review, compare and analyze the curriculum of various countries 
around the world comprehensively. 
 
 
3. Methodology 
 
3.1 Analytic Framework 
 
Reviewing previous literature enables the researcher to develop and propose an analytic framework 
from both the national level and curriculum level, attempting to attain a comprehensive perspective by 
covering all the aspects of the curriculum development process. 
 

 
Figure 2. The analytic framework applied in this research 

 
3.2 Data Analysis 
 

      The process of data analysis includes the qualitative part and the quantitative part. The qualitative part 
of data analysis is presented in three phases. First, to attain an understanding of the AI curriculum on the 
national level, the researcher examines curriculum documents across countries and analyzes 
authoritative curricular policies and proposals. Based on nation curriculum frameworks stated in 
previous literature, three elements are emerging from national policy data via scanning the curriculum 
documents: rationale, scope, and aims. These components serve as one dimension of comparison for the 
study. Following this, all eight countries are examined more closely using Wheeler’s Model to form a 
second dimension. These two stages use comparative analysis and help in obtaining a general 
understanding of the different curricula and identifying both common and unique features of these 
different curricula. Based on the first two phases, a basic organization and analysis of original data have 
been formed and then, a series of theme-based discussions will be elicited through thematic analysis in 
the third phase. Firstly, open coding was conducted to generate an initial idea about the features of codes 
and organize data into meaningful groups (Tuckett, 2005). Next, a focused coding was moved on to 
refocus the long list of the different codes, sort the different codes into potential themes and collate all 
the relevant coded data extracts within the overarching themes. Finally, reviewing these themes to check 
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whether they appear to form a coherent pattern and define the themes presented in the following analysis. 
In essence, the coding process was more recursive where movement is back and forth, rather than linear 
from one phase to the next (Dai, Lu & Liu, 2019). Reading original data, comparing multiple codes and 
refining identified themes are cycled and developed over time. For the quantitative part of data analysis, 
a scale consisting of these elements from the national level and the curriculum level will be designed 
and provided to measure the score of AI curricula around these eight countries. Both the results of 
qualitative part and the quantitative part of data analysis will be checked and examined between the 
experts of the AI education area. 

 
 

4. Preliminary Findings 
 
This research selects eight countries, namely the United States, Finland, Australia, Singapore, India, 
China, South Korea, and the United Kingdom to conduct a comprehensive analysis to understand the 
differences and similarities between their AI curricula and capture emerging AI curriculum trends. To 
achieve this goal, an analytic framework is developed as an instrument for the researcher to observe, 
review and probe the curricula of eight countries. In this sector, one example of the AI curriculum in 
Australia is shown as an attempt to employ this analytic framework to conduct the analysis work. 
 
Table 1. The First Phase: The National AI Curriculum of Australia 

 
 
Table 2. The Second Phase: The AI Curriculum Development Model of Australia 

 
The first and second phases of analysis of the AI curriculum in Australia provide the basis for the third 
phase of emerging discussions. One of the emerging discussions is stated as there is a gap between 
nationwide curriculum guidelines and AI curriculum lessons. AI curriculum practice lacks the focus on 
how to develop the students’ ability to understand AI knowledge and operate AI applications which are 
emphasized in the national AI curriculum guideline. 
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Abstract: STEM education is a recent focus in curriculum design across different educational 
levels. Artificial intelligence (AI) is a growing attention in different educational sectors in the 
digital era. STEM education targets at cultivating students’ creative mindset and 
cross-disciplinary ability to create artifacts that solve problems of humankind and serve human 
needs. AI targets at solving problems together with computers for automating parts of the 
problem-solving processes in a manner comparable with humans’ processes. This panel will 
provide a platform for sharing an international perspective with panelists from different 
countries about the role of AI in STEM education. The discussion will focus on three directions: 
(1) the role of STEM activities in promoting students to effectively develop AI literacy; (2) the
role of AI elements in promoting students to develop STEM knowledge with fun; and (3) the
synergy between AI elements and STEM activities for closely linking up students’ school
learning with daily life, especially through applying AI literacy in the design of STEM artifacts.

Keywords: Artificial intelligence, STEM education, role, curriculum, digital era, international 
perspective 

1. Introduction

Creativity and problem-solving skills are two very important capabilities for the success in the 
digitalized society in the 21st century (Murray & Pérez, 2014; Santos & Serpa, 2017). Students who are 
creative problem-solvers are ready for making innovation, creation, and contribution to the knowledge 
economy in the digital era (Andrade, 2016; Santos & Serpa, 2017). The implementation of STEM 
education is one of the promising approaches for educational practitioners to nurture creative 
problem-solvers, in which students are provided with many opportunities to solve problems by applying 
multi-disciplinary knowledge (Basu et al., 2016; Weintrop et al., 2016). Artificial intelligence (AI) 
literacy refers to a set of competencies in effectively communicating and collaborating with AI; 
critically evaluating AI technologies; and using AI as a tool for problem-solving (Kong & Zhang, 2021; 
Kong, Cheung, & Zhang, 2021; Long & Magerko, 2020; Touretzky et al., 2019). It is now the time for a 
scholarly discussion to explore how to meaningfully integrate AI elements into STEM education for 
fostering learners across different educational levels to be creative problem-solvers in the digital era. 

2. Abstracts of Individual Panelists’ Presentation

2.1 A Case Study of Data-Driven STEM Education (Hiroaki OGATA) 

This talk will introduce two case studies of data-driven STEM education. The first is pen-stroke 
analysis because pen-based drawing and writing is still important in STEM education. The second is a 
data-driven group-learning support scenario because group work is also important in STEM education. 
Then, future directions of AI and data-driven STEM education will be proposed. 
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2.2 Robotic Positioning System and Automatic Response Scientific Inquiry Game (Ju-Ling 
SHIH) 
 
In my previous research, an interdisciplinary robotic game was designed to let students role-play in the 
historical scenario and write block programming to control robotic ships to voyage on a room-size map 
to achieve gaming goals. In the game, students employ diplomatic strategies, cooperate or compete with 
other groups, to solve conflicts and historical crises. In order to add in science education element into 
learning, we designed a scientific inquiry game <Source of Sea> to allow students to drive the robotic 
survey ship to probe for natural resources under the sea. We developed a robotic positioning system 
with automatic response function with which students’ exploration ships can do ocean mining. When 
the ships stop at a certain location, corresponding resource information will be automatically sent to the 
users through the mobile devices. The users can use the oceanic data collected in the process to induce 
inferences of oceanic conditions, including currents, mines, fishes, obstacles, or dangers. In the 
STEM-oriented game-based learning, students learn to generate scientific models for natural resource 
data expression and probing. Further integration into complex board game is possible with artificial 
intelligent system and authentic data which enhances the interaction between robots, map, and users. 
 
2.3 Using AI/ML to Understand Students’ Learning Behaviors in STEM Learning 
Environments (Gautam BISWAS) 
 
AI pedagogy is relatively new. It makes sense to introduce AI topics through STEM disciplines, which 
help connect the learning and problem solving to real world phenomena. In a new curriculum on earth 
science, SPICE (Science Projects integrating Computing and Engineering), we have introduced 
Engineering design into middle school science curricula. Students learn simple heuristic search 
methods to find “optimal” solutions to a playground design problem. We have also used AI/ML 
methods to analyze student learning behaviors in our environments and used approaches to provide 
adaptive scaffolding to support student learning. Our goal is to present students with Open Learner 
models and use explainability methods to help them understand and improve their learning behaviors. 
This increases transparency of the system and students learn about AI/ML algorithms in a context that 
interests them. 
 
2.4 Pedagogical Design of Incorporating AI Elements in STEM Activities (Siu Cheung 
KONG) 
 
This talk will share a pedagogical design which incorporates artificial intelligence (AI) elements into 
STEM activities in Hong Kong senior primary classrooms. The pedagogical design integrates the Five 
Big Ideas in AI (i.e. perception, representation and reasoning, learning, natural interaction, and societal 
impact) into STEM classroom activities on creating artifacts for solving real-world problems. It targets 
at promoting students to build up an awareness to two main dimensions of AI literacy during STEM 
learning – the cognitive dimension (such as an understanding that there is a probability of errors-making 
in AI applications after AI model-training processes); and the affective dimension (such as an 
understanding that humans have empowerment to take the leading role during AI applications for an 
ethical use of AI techniques for solving problems). The pedagogical design can enrich students’ 
experience of STEM learning with a humanistic concern – to be open-minded about the potential to 
integrate technology for task automation into creative artifacts for better solving real-world problems. 
 
 
3. Discussion and Conclusion 
 
There is a growing trend of promoting STEM education for cultivating students’ creative mindset and 
cross-disciplinary ability to create artifacts that solve problems of humankind and serve human needs. 
There is an increasing attention to the promotion of AI literacy education for cultivating students’ 
ability to solve problems through the use of computers for automating parts of the problem-solving 
processes in a manner comparable with humans’ processes. This creates an emerging need for planning 
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curriculum initiatives across different educational sectors to meaningfully engage students in 
co-developing AI literacy and STEM knowledge for their success in the digital era. The panel will 
provide an insightful discussion about an international perspective in relation to the role of AI in STEM 
education. 

The panel will first consist of panelist presentations which share a country/region-specific 
perspective about the integration of AI elements into STEM education. The panelists will share their 
insights into the synergic development of AI literacy and STEM education among students across 
different educational levels, with a concern on three important issues: (1) the role of STEM activities in 
promoting students to effectively develop AI literacy; (2) the role of AI elements in promoting students 
to develop STEM knowledge with fun; and (3) the synergy between AI elements and STEM activities 
for closely linking up students’ school learning with daily life, especially through applying AI literacy 
in the design of STEM artifacts. 
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Abstract: This panel aims to facilitate an exchange between scholars specialized in various 
technology-enhanced socio-constructivist learning approaches with the common ground of 
placing Student-Generated Ideas (SGI) in the center of the learning trajectory. Despite varying 
theoretical underpinning and socio-cognitive mechanisms, these learning approaches similarly 
elicit ideas contributed by individual or groups of students in diverse forms and put them into 
the learners’ classroom or online community space to advance their learning. Examples of such 
approaches are not restricted to those which will be explicated by the panelists, namely, 
seamless learning, knowledge building, guided student questioning, student-generated 
questions, ubiquitous learning log, and productive failure-based flipped classrooms, but may 
also encompass problem-based learning, project-based learning, computational thinking, 
STEM, design thinking, makers, etc. The roles of technology in facilitating and enhancing such 
learning trajectories will be discussed. 

Keywords: Student-generated ideas, socio-constructivism, technology-enhanced learning, 
seamless learning, knowledge building, guided student questioning, student-generated 
questions, ubiquitous learning log, productive failure-based flipped classrooms 

1. Introduction

This panel aims to facilitate an exchange between scholars specialized in various technology-enhanced 
socio-constructivist learning approaches with the common ground of placing Student-Generated Ideas 
(SGI) (Lam et al., 2016) in the center of the learning trajectory. Despite varying in theoretical 
underpinning and socio-cognitive mechanisms, these learning approaches similarly elicit ideas 
contributed by individual or groups of students in diverse forms (e.g., suggestions, questions, 
explanations, pieces of information, learning strategies, and/or artefacts) and putting them into the 
learners’ classroom or online community space to advance their learning. Examples of such approaches 
are not restricted to those which will be explicated by the panelists, namely, seamless learning, 
knowledge building, guided student questioning, student-generated questions, ubiquitous learning log, 
and productive failure-based flipped classroom and project-based learning, but may also encompass 
problem-based learning, computational thinking, STEM, design thinking, makers, and jigsaw method`, 
etc. 

The theoretical rooting of our SGI framework is conceptual change theory (Hewson, 1981). 
The theory is premised on how learning has the element of cognitive conflict and expounded the role 
of prior knowledge in students’ learning (Pintrich, Marx, & Boyle, 1993). The theory sees learning as 
conceptual assimilation or accommodation (Posner et al., 1982).  Underpinned by conceptual change 
theory, diSessa (1988) explicated “knowledge in pieces” (KiP) as fragmentary sub-structures of 
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cognition. diSessa describes KiP as unstable and emergent conceptions, as opposed to the more stable 
but inaccurate cognitive structures of misconceptions. Such a Vygotskian view makes the distinction 
between a learner’s everyday concepts and non-spontaneous concepts. Vygotsky described the former 
as formed during a learner’s activity through interaction with social others in everyday life. Thus, for 
example, everyday concepts manifest themselves in the way learners use words in everyday language, 
as opposed to canonical concepts which are mastered during traditional classroom instruction. 
  Vygotsky (1986) argued that when a learner is confronted with novelty in an everyday context, 
(s)he gradually develops the verbo-logical structure which brings into existence the everyday concept. 
He described such structures as developed initially through the accumulation of ‘syncretic heaps’ and 
then through the formation of complexes (or pseudo-concepts). Because of this gradual heap-to-
complex-to-concept process, the development of everyday concepts is from bottom to top. This is in 
contrast with the development of everyday concepts with the development of canonical concepts – the 
latter is being from top to bottom. That is, the development of canonical concepts starts with a 
formalized explanation, and is later connected to the learner’s everyday experience. 
The Vygotskian explication on the bottom-to-top developmental trajectory of everyday concepts, is 
indeed offering a common academic underpinning to the SGI framework. In this framework, we refer 
to an initial idea put forward by student(s) as a raw idea. The raw idea is then gradually evolved through 
SGI-based learning activity(ies) into an endmost idea. In between a raw idea and an endmost idea, one 
or more intermediate ideas might be generated.  

We conceptualise raw/endmost ideas as representations, reifications or utilisations of certain 
concepts developed in students’ minds. Raw ideas and endmost ideas are not dichotomous. Rather, they 
are situated at both ends of a continuum (with intermediate ideas in between) that represents the 
evolution of an SGI with varied levels of complexity, maturity or sophistication. Additionally, SGIs are 
typically emergent and open-ended (i.e., without a standard solution) in nature. Thus, perhaps defying 
the traditional conception in classroom instructions, an endmost idea is not necessarily a “perfect” one. 
An idea evolution process can be concluded when the teacher and/or the students believe that the 
learning goal is accomplished in view of the sophistication of the developed idea. 
We also introduce meta-ideas, the operators that students may apply on one or more SGIs to evolve 
it/them. Examples of such operators are elaborating, critiquing, evaluating, reifying, remodelling, 
connecting (with other SGIs, prior knowledge or experience, etc.), synthesizing, abstracting, rising 
above, etc.. A significant objective of the SGI-driven learning is to elicit, and therefore develop 
students’ abilities in applying these meta-ideas akin to 21st century competencies. 
 
 
2. Abstracts of Individual Panelists’ Presentation 
 
2.1 Seamless Learning (Lung-Hsiang WONG) 
 
Seamless learning is when a person experiences a continuity of learning, and consciously bridges the 
multifaceted learning efforts, across a combination of locations, times, technologies or social settings 
(Sharples et al., 2012; Wong, 2015). Seamless learning foregrounds the unique ecological resources in 
various learning spaces including tools and people which/who could facilitate multifaceted tasks 
(Rusman, 2019), e.g., the classroom for learning preparation and consolidations, physical spaces for 
situated/authentic learning, cyberspace for information seeking/sharing and peer discussions, etc. 
Through such learning trajectories, students may generate various forms of ideas, encompassing the 
intermediate or final student artifacts as representations of their knowledge states. For example, an idea 
incubated in-class may be practiced/reified in authentic settings, and later be scrutinized, enriched, 
transformed and/or challenged within the social learning spaces, with diversified perspectives, 
knowledge and experiences mediating the socio-constructivist discourse (Lewis, Pea, & Rosen, 2010). 
Hence, both the “idea” and the learning process itself are constantly “recontextualized,” which would 
lead to deep learning. 
  The (almost) omnipresence of the Internet and mobile devices in our modern life is indeed 
conducive for the development or adoption of online learning platforms or digital tools to enhance and 
support individual students’ seamless learning journey. In particular, the net-persistent social media 
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which support easy and rapid multimodal web content creation, sharing, and elicitation of peer inputs 
has been regarded as natural tools to mediate generation and transformation of ideas across learning 
contexts (Wong, Chai & Aw, 2017). Henceforth, whereas there is always a possibility that seamless 
learning can be enacted without ICT (Information and Communication Technology) support, the 
technology could however play multiple roles such as metacognitive and cognitive tools, 
communicative and collaborative tools, and most importantly context-bridging tools, which would 
substantially enhance seamless learning experience and outcomes. 
 
2.2 Knowledge Building (Chew Lee TEO) 
 
Knowledge Building Classroom is social and collaborative in nature (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2014). 
A teacher facilitating the KB classroom is less concerned about getting the correct answers quickly but 
more about sustaining the discussion in class that goes beyond knowledge sharing. The discursive 
practice focuses on students working flexibly and creatively with ideas. It involves sharing ideas and 
information, connecting and improving these ideas. One of the unique processes in KB discourse is to 
support students in identifying the “promising ideas” from all of the class’ ideas to make collective 
decisions regarding the most promising directions for subsequent inquiry (Chen et al., 2015). The basis 
of the knowledge building process is essentially an idea improvement path. The emerging, interactive, 
and ephemerous nature of ideas make it quite impossible to trace the path, let alone label them as raw, 
intermediate, and end-most ideas. There have been many studies exploring various mechanisms to boost 
student capacities to advance ideas, e.g. automated feedback and assessment tools (Resendes & Chuy, 
2014), idea identification and analysis (Lee et al., 2015), Promisingness idea tool (Chen et al., 2015) 
and the Curriculum-idea-analytics (Teo et al., 2021). All these studies highlighted the importance of 
students’ role in sustainable idea improvement within the Knowledge-Building Discourse and the 
emerging nature of this idea improvement trajectory. In this panel, we will draw on these analyses and 
technological work on idea development in KB classrooms to discuss students' agency and teachers’ 
design capacity in SGI approach. We will look at the risk of over-structuring such creative idea work 
in the formal learning setting and what it means for teachers to support idea development.  
 
2.3 Guided Student Questioning (Longkai WU) 
 
Guided student questioning serves a heuristic purpose in enabling students to construct knowledge in 
their learning experiences (Pedaste et al., 2015; Stokhof, De Bries, Martens, & Bastiaens, 2017). 
Students are not likely to ask questions spontaneously and need to be encouraged and taught to do so. 
The teachers' questions can function as models for students to pose similar ones for their peers to 
answer, thereby reinforcing conceptual understanding through more practice. These uses extended 
teachers' ability to engage students and finely tune their teaching to focus on the misconceptions - and 
probably resulting in better learning. With the right facilitative conditions comprising relevant stimuli 
to trigger curiosity, and the support mechanisms such as computer-aided teacher systems, students are 
more inclined towards asking questions. Teachers foster whole class discussion about science using 
effective questioning techniques and employ targeted strategies and tasks with the use of technology to 
offer adequate guidance, structure, and focused goals. 
 
2.4 Student-generated Questions with Technology-Mediated Socio-constructivist Learning 
Approaches (Fu-Yun YU) 
 
Broadly defined, the student-generated questions (SGQ) approach involves having students reflect on 
prior classroom activities or related educational experiences and generate questions with answers 
around the areas they deem important and relevant for the multi-purpose of assessment of learning as 
well as assessment for and as learning (Yu & Wu, 2020). Empirical evidence generally substantiates its 
efficacious effect for promoting learners’ cognitive and affective development (Kul & Çelik, 2020; 
Rosli, Capraro, & Capraro, 2014; Zuya, 2017) while helping teachers identify misconceptions held by 
students (Bekkink, Donders, Kooloos, de Waal, & Ruiter, 2016). Despite that SGQ may appear to 
concern primarily about individual knowledge construction, how socio-constructivist learning 
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approaches/design can be tactically and versatilely brought in and how fluid, social interaction spaces 
can be created for SGQ with the support of network technology will be the focus of this talk.  

Specifically, two such learning approaches/design to augment the effects of SGQ are targeted 
— peer-assessment and the citing of peer-generated questions. Issues surrounding the design and 
development of multiple social spaces afforded by network technology to affect the quantity and quality 
of social interaction and online discourse experience will be highlighted and demonstrated. 
Additionally, studies that examined the following will be shared: if and how learning trajectory is 
changed; if and how idea/knowledge (in terms of refinement, extension, and consolidation) is promoted; 
if and how a distinct mode/design prevails (in terms of learners’ perceived usefulness and preference); 
and if and in what aspects learning outcomes differ among the versatile created online spaces. 
 
2.5 Ubiquitous Learning Analytics (Hiroaki OGATA) 
 
One of the challenges of CSUL (Computer Supported Ubiquitous Learning) research is capturing what 
learners have learned with the contextual data, and reminding the learners of it in the right place and 
the right time. We have developed a student-generated ubiquitous learning log system called SCROLL 
(System for Capturing and Reminding of Learning Log) (Ogata et al., 2011). Student-Generated 
Ubiquitous Learning Log (SGULL) is defined as a digital record of what learners have learned in daily 
life using ubiquitous technologies. It allows the learners to log their learning experiences with photos, 
audios, videos, location, QR-code, RFID tag and sensor data, and to share and to reuse them with others. 
Using SCROLL, they can receive personalized quizzes and answers for their questions. Also, they can 
navigate and be aware of their past SGULLs supported by augmented reality view. Furthermore, this 
presentation will give the evaluation of applying this system to language learning scenarios. By 
constructing learning trajectories which comprise of accumulated SGULLs with contextual information 
such as what, when, where, and how learners have learned and by analyzing them, the learners can be 
supported to learn more effectively.  
 
2.6 Productive Failure-based Flipped Classroom and Project-based Learning (Yanjie SONG) 
 
Premised on socio-constructivist theories for collaborative problem-solving, productive failure-based 
instructional design first engages students in unguided problem solving to elicit their prior knowledge, 
particularly in the failure to solve the problem, followed by using this information to consolidate and 
aggregate new knowledge (Kapur, 2016). The failure stems from the fact that learners are commonly 
unable to generate or discover the correct solution to the novel problem by themselves; on the other 
hand, they are able to generate sub-optimal or even incorrect solutions to the problem, the process can 
be productive in preparing them to learn better from the subsequent instruction that follows (Kapur, 
2014). This instructional design was adopted in recent two studies in “productive failure-based flipped 
classroom” (Song & Kapur, 2017) and “productive failure-based project-based learning” (Song, 2018). 
In these studies, students have been involved in generating their own ideas collaboratively to solve their 
problem under investigation without teacher facilitation, followed by the teacher’s scaffolding to help 
them consolidate new concepts after the problem-solving process. The findings show that students have 
enhanced their problem-solving skills and enhanced their learning outcomes. 
  In collaborative problem-solving, learners need to strive for a solution to a driving question and 
create a series of artifacts that represent understanding of the driving question (Blumenfeld et al. 1991). 
In this process, technology plays an important role in helping learners’ access learning resources, create 
artifacts, analyse data, document their collaborative inquiry trajectories in different settings and make 
their thinking visible (e.g., Song 2018). 
 
 
3. Discussion and Conclusion 
 
The SGI approach constitutes a teaching and learning philosophy that defies the traditional instructional 
process of explicit teaching → practice →production (or assessment) where students’ perfect or near-
perfect performance is desired or privileged even way back to their first “practice/reinforcement”. 
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Instead, the six techno-pedagogical models to be shared in this panel exemplify an alternative belief 
that the ideas or artifacts generated by the students at the early stage can be naïve, immature or 
constituting misconception or errors. These should not be seen as learning deficits. Rather, such early 
imperfection is the part-and-parcel of (socio-)constructivist learning that would offer opportunities for 
individual and collective inquiry, reflection and knowledge creation. By situating these learning 
approaches in technology-rich environments, students (and teachers) would then be able to leverage a 
variety of technological affordances to connect their SGI experience in and out of the classroom, 
conveniently record their rough initial ideas or produce more sophisticated, making-thinking-visible 
artifacts (perhaps with the aid of the abundant resources and reference materials which are searchable 
from the Internet, or visualization tools to assist their data analysis or identify connections between 
ideas or concepts, etc.), and make them shareable in the social learning space for ongoing collaborative 
knowledge improvement. 
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Abstract: The demand as well as the supply of educational technology products has been 
growing rapidly. Across the world, there has been a surge both in quantity and variety of 
solutions in terms of the products’ intended goals, target audience, pedagogical design, 
technology, cost, use case and so on.  In this landscape, selecting solutions appropriate for 
one’s context and evaluating their quality is challenging. Stakeholders across the EdTech 
ecosystem have expressed a need for quality standards for EdTech solutions. This panel 
examines the perspectives of different stakeholders and discusses various multi-stakeholder 
initiatives aimed at defining and implementing quality standards. The panel brings together 
researchers, members of NGOs and foundations to build shared understanding of EdTech 
quality.  

Keywords: EdTech, standards, quality framework 

1. Introduction

Educational Technology (EdTech) ecosystems are growing rapidly. Especially since Covid-19, it has 
become an area of increased focus. As the diversity and quantity of solutions in any market increase, it 
becomes increasingly difficult for adopters to make selection decisions. At the same time, EdTech 
product companies find it difficult to differentiate themselves and to design for different quality 
parameters, leading to solutions which may not meet the needs of learners or teachers. Overall, there is 
a lack of understanding and agreement of what is meant by quality of EdTech, and how it connects to 
student learning. In developed countries, there's a range of solutions that have emerged to deal with this 
type of information asymmetry (for example, EdReports (2021)). However, in developing economies, 
there are some peculiar challenges, that increase complexity such as due to inadequate quality standards 
that take into account the needs arising from the local EdTech ecosystem, and a lack of unbiased reliable 
product evaluations. Innovative models of working across domains and disciplines are needed to create 
solutions to address such challenges.  

Another set of challenges arise due to the multiple stakeholders such as schools, teachers, 
parents, governments, philanthropists and investors, each bringing their own needs and requirements. 
Without quality standards, decision making about EdTech solutions can become adhoc in nature. Thus 
solutions need to be designed so that various stakeholders are actively engaged. A collaborative, 
systemic effort to design and implement quality standards contribute towards creating a healthy system 
of EdTech supply and demand (Omidyar Network, 2019). Within this scenario in recent years, the need 
for quality standards and a framework for evaluating EdTech products has been frequently stated.  

This panel explores the perspectives of different stakeholders in the EdTech ecosystem to seek 
a deeper understanding of quality of EdTech solutions and how to achieve it.  What are research 
recommendations for the design and implementation of EdTech solutions? What are the theoretical 
underpinnings? What are the existing available frameworks, and can they be adapted across different 
contexts? How to create solutions that foster a convergence between various stakeholders? What are 
instances of such solutions? This panel aims to bring together researchers and practitioners who 
represent different facets of the EdTech ecosystem.   
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2. Abstracts of Individual Panelists’ Presentation

2.1 EdTech Quality: The Role of Philanthropic Foundations, Asyia KAZMI

Foundational literacy and numeracy learning outcomes are dire in low and middle income countries. 
EdTech can play a key role in improving such outcomes. For this, mechanisms of supply shaping are 
required as well as evidence generation for comparison of solutions in specific contexts. Such 
mechanisms are required for policy makers and people making decisions. This presentation will discuss 
the perspective of a philanthropic foundation involved in such efforts: the concerns and issues within 
the larger EdTech ecosystem. 

2.2 EdTech Tulna (Part 1): Research Perspective, Chandan DASGUPTA 

EdTech Tulna (Tulna 2021; Patel et al 2021) is an initiative born out of India that focuses on solving a 
systemic issue of information asymmetry in the Indian EdTech ecosystem and aims to introduce quality 
standards for EdTech.  EdTech Tulna consists of a research-based framework to set quality standards 
and a corresponding product evaluation index. The framework also takes into account recommendations 
from national educational policies (NEP 2020). This presentation will discuss the theoretical and 
empirical bases underlying the framework (Nokelainen, 2006; Nesbit et al., 2007), and how the 
constructs and criteria have been operationalized in the evaluation index for different categories of 
EdTech products. A longer discussion of these issues is presented in a full paper at ICCE 2021 (Patel 
et al 2021).  

2.3 EdTech Tulna (Part 2): Implementation Perspective, Rashi DHANANI  

EdTech Tulna is created out of a partnership in India between an academic institute and a non-
governmental organization focusing on educational policy and strategy. Focusing on driving demand-
led adoption of these standards, EdTech Tulna also hopes to increase the overall quality of EdTech 
solutions in the ecosystem. This presentation will focus on some of the implementation aspects of the 
EdTech Tulna framework: what is the nature of engagement with product companies, and how the 
initiative provided strategic and technical support to governments for procurement decisions.  

2.4 Evidence Based Decision-Making for Edtech in Sub-Saharan Africa, Tom KAYE 

This presentation will focus on how the EdTech Hub works with governments to support evidence 
uptake with regard to EdTech deployment. A summary of interesting findings from EdTech Hub's work 
across Africa will be provided, touching upon research, technical assistance and sandboxes. A deep 
dive into one of the projects will illustrate how the systematic experimentation approach.  

3. Discussion and Conclusion

Seeking quality in the design and implementation of EdTech solutions has been increasingly seen as an 
important goal. This panel aims to bring together voices from various initiatives towards this goal. The 
perspectives of researchers, academicians, foundations and funders, and members from non-
governmental organizations in this panel all contribute to the systematic effort needed to define quality 
standards for EdTech solutions and use them in practice. The panel hopes to build a better and common 
understanding of these issues.   
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